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  Pref ace   

 I had a double aim while writing this book. On the one hand, I have been dealing 
with covered karsts for about 40 years. During my investigations, I have collected a 
lot of experience and data that needed to be systematised. On the other hand, a num-
ber of books have been written on the topic of karst during the last few decades; 
many of them deal with covered karsts (mainly with  covered karst   features). 
However, in all of these books, the covered karsts are interpreted as a part of karst. 
In this book, the central topic is the covered karst itself. Non-covered karst topics 
are only mentioned and only to a certain extent if they contribute to the evolution of 
covered karst or to covered karstifi cation. 

 The book is dissected into eight chapters. In the fi rst chapter there is an introduc-
tion of karst (karst water, karst types, karst features). The second chapter presents 
those karst places where our researches on collecting data on covered karstifi cation 
were carried out. Chapter   3     is about the methods applied during our  covered karst   
researches. Chapter   4     contains the classifi cation and description of covered karsts. 
In Chap.   5     we describe covered karst features. Chapter   6     is an overview on the pro-
cesses taking place in the covered karst features and on the changes of the features. 
The evolution of covered karst features can be found in Chap.   7    . Finally, in Chap.   8     
we deal with the surface development related to the different covered karst types.  
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    Chapter 1   
 General Description of Karst                     

    Abstract     The chapter presents the characteristics of karst, karst hydrology, 
mor-phology and typology. In the hydrological overview, karst water zones are 
identifi ed and described; surface karst features (karren, dolines, poljes, etc.) are 
defi ned broken down to their main varieties with their brief characterisation. The 
main genetic types of caves are presented. Karst types are identifi ed according to 
their geological conditions (such as covering, structure), and then the types by 
hydrology and cover are described. In the classifi cation by climatic environment, 
tundra, temperate, mediterranean, tropical and high-mountain (glacio)karst are 
identifi ed and described.  

  Keywords     Karst water   •   Karst water zone   •   Karst morphology   •   Surface karst fea-
tures   •   Karst cave   •   Karst type  

1.1             Introduction 

 Research in the karst regions of the Earth dates back to the nineteenth century. Since 
then, the properties of karst have been investigated by a range of disciplines. For 
this reason and also because the karst is a complex system, there are many ways of 
characterisation. We regard hydrology, morphology and type the most important 
properties of karst. In this chapter, karst will be presented from these aspects. 

 There have been several basic works (Sweeting  1973 ; Jennings  1985 ; Trudgill 
 1985 ; White  1988 ; Jakucs  1977 ; Ford and Williams  1989 ,  2007 ) written on karst, 
which provide the foundations for our discussions below.  

1.2     Karst Hydrology 

 The water infi ltrating into the karst fi lls up rock joints until the impounding effect 
of the rock underlying the karst raises the water level to the elevation of the local 
base level. From that point, the water stored in the karst fl ows out from there (karst 
spring) and karst zones develop (Fig.  1.1 ). In the  vadose zone   between the ground 
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surface and the karst water table, water percolates vertically downwards and only 
temporarily fi lls the joints (in rainy periods). In this zone, vertical solution and cav-
ity formation take place. Beyond the karst water table follows the  phreatic zone  , 
where the water fl ows horizontally fi lling up joints continuously. The phreatic zone 
reaches down below the  karst springs  . Thus, its lower surface is concave, while its 
upper surface (the karst water table) is convex. The fl uctuation of the karst water 
table can be very remarkable, occasionally reaching several hundred metres. In 
periods of high  precipitation  , it rises (high water table), while it sinks in dry periods 
(low water table). Between the two surfaces, we fi nd the epiphreatic zone and below 
the lower surface the phreatic zone. Rock solution with horizontal cavity formation 
is mostly concentrated in these zones. The deep karst lies below the static karst 
water level (spring level). The part of this zone without water fl ow is called stagnant 
karst water zone. In the cavities of this zone, precipitation occurs.

1.3        Karst Features 

1.3.1     Surface Karst Features 

 Surface karst features include karren,  dolines  , ponors, poljes,  karst mounds  , relict 
karst features, karst lakes and  karst plains  . Surface karst features primarily result 
from solution in the  epikarst    zone  . The most important and one of the most common 
non-karstic landforms of karst regions is the valley. 

  Fig. 1.1    The karst hydrological system (Veress  2004 )  1   vadose zone  ,  2   phreatic zone  ,  3  stagnant 
karst water zone,  4  water percolation,  5  cavity fi lled with water,  6  water fl ow,  7  high karst water 
table,  8   low karst   water table,  9  cavity fi lled with calcite,  10  non-karstic rock,  11  fault       
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 With the exception of megakarren, karren are small-scale features, which develop 
in high density on karst terrains. According to size, Ginés ( 2004 ,  2009 ) identifi es 
nanokarren (smaller than 1 mm), microkarren (less than 1 cm in width), mesokarren 
(the width and depth of features of tens of centimetres) and megakarren (which have 
sizes of tens of metres or even more). 

 Karren develop on bare surfaces under soil patches, below the soil and  cover 
sediment  s (Bögli  1960 ; Zseni  2004 ,  2009 ; Slabe and Liu  2009 ; Veress  2010 ). Their 
most common formation environment is on  high-mountain   and tropical karsts, but 
they also occur on coasts (Lundberg  2009 ) and in caves (Bögli  1960 ). Their devel-
opment is due to water fl ow and seepage (White  1988 ; Ford and Williams  2007 ; 
Veress  2010 ). 

 Water fl ow karren develop on bare surfaces. They include  rillenkarren   (1–2 cm 
wide, some tens of centimetre-long channels wedging out downslope),  rinnenkarren   
(channels without outfl ow, several tens of metres long, some centimetres or tens of 
centimetres wide), trittkarren (heel-like depressions), meanderkarren (asymmetric 
channels) and wall karren (several metre-long channels on steep slopes). Water 
seepage karren can develop on both bare and soil-covered terrain. They include 
grikes (grike karren, depressions of 10–20 cm wide and several tens of metres long 
between parallel walls), pitkarren (pipe-like features in rocks) and kamenitzas 
(bowl-shaped depressions of several tens of centimetres diameter). Other karren 
features are rainpits,  root karren   and relict karren ( spitzkarren  ,  karren tables  , karren 
inselbergs and monadnocks). Megakarren include  pinnacle karst  , tsingy,  stone for-
est  s and giant chasms. 

 Giant chasms (bogaz) are solution forms of several metres width, several tens of 
metres depth and hundreds of metres length. They are, however, not clearly distin-
guishable from grikes. Giant chasms have several varieties: in high mountains, they 
often develop with  shafts   and widen to form karst streets. 

 In karst regions,  dolines   are the most frequently occurring features. Their size 
(diameter and depth) ranges from several metres to hundreds of metres. There are 
numerous types of dolines with different morphological characters. According to 
origin and the environment of formation, the following main varieties are identifi ed 
(Cramer  1941 ; Williams  2004 ,  1983 ; Ford and Williams  2007 ; Waltham et al.  2005 ; 
Waltham and Fookes  2003 ; Gunn  1981 ; Fig.  1.2 ). Solution dolines (Figs.  1.2  and 
 1.3 ), the most typical features of karst regions, emerge on bare or soil-covered sur-
faces. No erosion valley or ravine is attached to solution dolines. Although solution 
dolines develop by surface solution (Jakucs  1977 ; Veress and Péntek  1996 ) or 
 solution in the  epikarst   (Williams  1983 ), pipes and  shafts   are common on their 
fl oors. The varieties distinguished according to geological conditions, climate or the 
cover of the bearing surface are stepped doline (in horizontally bedded rocks) or 
half- doline (on the contact line between karstic and non-karstic rocks). It is called 
karst fenster if during deepening the doline fl oor reaches down to impermeable 
rocks. The solution dolines of the temperate belt are usually of bowl shape. On 
tropical karsts,  cockpits  , complex dolines, while in high mountains schachtdolines 
or schneedolines are found. Cockpits are large-scale landforms, divided into several 
small depressions (connected by karst streets) with drainage of several grades and 
possibly ponors on their fl oors. The interior of the ‘doline rainforest karst’ is 

1.3 Karst Features
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  Fig. 1.2    Doline types (After Waltham and Fookes  2003 ,  2005 )       

  Fig. 1.3    Solution doline ( Pádis Plateau  , Romania)       
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 dissected by cracks and pipes with multiple crests and cones among them. In South 
China, a doline type, closed depression among the karst towers (inselbergs), is lined 
with  cover sediment  s at the fl oor (Balázs  1991 ). This doline type corresponds to the 
depression of superfi cial deposit developed in tropical environment (see below). 
Schachtdolines are depressions with steep, often vertical, walls.

    In the high mountains of Europe, paleokarsts were discovered: in the Alps Upper 
Triassic  dolines   (Bini and Pellegrin  1998 ) and Miocene caves (Audra et al.  2006 ; 
Frisch et al.  2002 ). The Würm glaciers of the  Durmitor    Mountains   developed in 
dolines (Cvijič  1899 ,  1913 ); therefore, these features are older than Würm age. 
According to Bauer and Zötl ( 1972 ), the dolines on the karst of the  Northern 
Limestone Alps   have formed since the Late Tertiary. In various high mountains, like 
the Durmitor,  Proklétije  ,  Maglič   and Orjel Mountains, glacier valleys developed 
from dolines (Cvijič  1899 ,  1911 ,  1913 ; Menkovič  1994 ). In some regions of the 
Northern Limestone Alps (in the  Totes Gebirge  ), rows of large-scale dolines (of 
several hundred metres diameter) are found on the fl oors of  glacial troughs   (Veress 
 2012 ). The large size and the till partially fi lling numerous dolines indicate that they 
are  paleodolines  . As it has already been mentioned, they are dated to the Late 
Tertiary (Bauer and Zötl  1972 ). In the lower elevations of high mountains, steep- 
walled and deep dolines also occur, which were free of burial under ice and, thus, 
have not been reshaped by ice. 

 Dolines may develop into fl at-bottomed forms with short slopes (bowl doline) or 
open forms without side slopes ( ruined doline  ) (Hevesi  1984 ). Solution  dolines   may 
be also developed if a ponor loses its  catchment  , fi lls up and transforms into a doline 
(Jakucs  1977 ; Hevesi  1978 ) and if the expanding neighbouring dolines coalesce and 
form  uvalas  . Uvalas can be dissected by thresholds, half thresholds and  hums  ; their 
rims are arcuate. On the uvala fl oor, new dolines often develop and merge into com-
plex uvalas. 

 Collapse  dolines   (Fig.  1.2 ) derive from caved-in cavities and caves. They are 
generally features of steep walls with mounds of variable size in the centre, consist-
ing of fallen rock  debris  . 

 Covered karst  dolines   also have several varieties. Caprock dolines (Waltham and 
Fookes  2003 ) are also of  collapse   origin, but the collapse affects consolidated non- 
karstic  cover sediment  s (Fig.  1.2 ). If the cover sediments are unconsolidated,  sub-
sidence dolines   form. Gullies and  ravines   may lead to subsidence dolines or may be 
connected to them. Such dolines can be steep-walled, collapsed  dropout dolines   
(Fig.  1.2 ) or  suffosion dolines   with gentle slopes, resulting from  compaction   or suf-
fosion (Fig.  1.2 ). A  compaction doline   is a feature of small depth which develops by 
the compaction of the fi ll of the  buried doline   (Fig.  1.2 ). Cramer ( 1941 ) and Jennings 
( 1985 ) identify  alluvial   streamsink  dolines  , typical at the  katavothra   of poljes and 
form through the intensive erosion of cover deposits by runoff. This type is regarded 
a depression of superfi cial deposit (DSD). Depressions of superfi cial deposit exclu-
sively form in cover sediments, where the latter is locally eroded and transported 
into the karst (Veress  2009 ). 

 Ponors are depressions of infl ow of surface waters into the karst, and, therefore, 
they invariably have a conducting passage or a  ponor cave  . Ponors develop on  rock 
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boundaries   where non-karstic impermeable rocks contact with  limestone  . According 
to their position, ponors may be karst interior (Jakucs  1977 ; Hevesi  1980 ) or karst 
marginal (Jakucs  1956 ). 

 Karst marginal ponors are found where the  cover sediment   or cover rock wedges 
out at the terminal points of  blind valleys   on the  covered karst   terrain. Karst interior 
ponors form if a valley on the karst cover sediment incises and its fl oor reaches 
down to the  limestone   (Fig.  1.4b ) and also at several other sites in the karst: below 
glaciers and in poljes,  paleodolines  ,  cockpits   and  intermountain plain  s of  inselberg 
karsts  . A special ponor type of poljes is the  katavothron (estavelle)  . At high karst 
water levels,  katavothra    function   as springs, while at  low karst   water levels as 
ponors. Katavothron-like functioning is observed for some  foot caves   of tropical 
karsts (Balázs  1990 ). Below glaciers,  shafts   functioning as ponors occur (Corbel 
 1957 ; Kunaver  1965 ; Ford et al.  1970 ).

  Fig. 1.4    Epigenetic valleys on karst (Modifi ed after Veress  2004 ) ( a ) deepening of the  epigenetic 
valley   as the karst water table lies close to the valley fl oor and there is no water seepage from the 
 watercourse  , ( b ) formation of ponor passages from the inactive karst water cavities, ( c ) transfor-
mation of the epigenetic valley into  dry valley   as waters from the valley and its environs seep into 
the karst, ( d ) exposure of inactive karst water cavities by the incision of the epigenetic valley and 
( e ) ponor develops on the fl oor of the valley,  1   limestone  ,  2  non-karstic rock,  3  uplift,  4  karst water 
table,  5  former karst water table,  6  expanding cavity,  7  non-expanding cavity,  8  former surface,  9  
spring,  10  water seepage       
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   Poljes are large, closed (undrained) forms with fl at bottoms. On their fl oors, non- 
karstic rocks outcrop or the  limestone   is under non-karstic cover. Poljes are typical 
primarily in mediterranean karst (in the  Dinaric Mountains  ) but also occur under 
tropical climate, on the margins of  inselberg karsts   (Sweeting  1973 ). Their rims are 
straight and the longer axis falls in the strike of the mountains where they are found. 
According to position, they are karst marginal or  karst interior poljes  , the latter 
being further classifi ed into several varieties (Gams  1977 ,  1978 ; Delannoy  1997 ): 
 structural  ,  peripheral  ,  border  ,  piedmont   or base level poljes. According to their 
hydrological properties, poljes belong to three types (Cvijič  1893 ; Cholnoky  1940 ):

 –    The  dry polje   has its fl oor above the high karst water table.  
 –   The  intermittently fl ooded polje   has its fl oor below the high karst water table. 

Such poljes contain  intermittent lakes   of variable extension and  katavothra  .  
 –   The bottom of the permanently fl ooded polje lies even below the level of the  low 

karst   water table. In such poljes, not only  intermittent lakes   but also lakes of 
permanent water surface develop, the levels of the latter ones are lower than the 
low karst water table and therefore there is no water seepage or fl ow towards the 
karst.    

 In karst regions, valleys are the most frequently occurring non-karstic landforms. 
In karst areas, valley formation always has a particular reason since  rainwater   infi l-
trates into the karstic rock. In surfaces of steep dip, on the margins of  glacial troughs  , 
short erosion valleys can emerge since water from intensive rainfalls – before infi l-
tration – fl ows downslope and is capable of incision in combination with additional 
effects (e.g. cryofraction). A  watercourse   of abundant discharge, particularly if it 
crosses the karst only over a short distance, although its water seeps away, also can 
keep open (and incise) its valley. On  permafrost   surfaces, the water from water-
courses cannot percolate deep and, therefore, is capable of valley formation. 

 On  covered karst   terrain (in the case of impermeable cover), cutting through the 
 cover sediment  , the  watercourse   continues to incise into the  limestone   until there 
remains an impermeable cover in the  catchment   ( epigenetic valley  ), as runoff from 
the (patches of the) cover sediment fl ow into the valley. After inheritance, the valley 
has a permanent water fl ow if the valley fl oor reaches the karst water table. In spite 
of the removal of cover sediment, this situation can be sustained until valley inci-
sion keeps pace with the subsidence of karst water level (Fig.  1.4a ). If the rate of 
karst water level subsidence is higher, the valley becomes a  dry valley   (Fig.  1.4c ). 
If during inheritance the watercourse contacts a  chimney   in the limestone body, a 
ponor forms and the watercourse is beheaded (Fig.  1.4b ). If during inheritance no 
 beheading (capture)   is possible, the cavities formed in the rock mass promote valley 
formation even in the case the valley fl oor lies above the karst water table. Part of 
the cavities is obliterated by valley formation, while another part is preserved in the 
valley side (Veress  2000 , Fig.  1.4d ). 

 The transformation of the valley from a glacial trough is not an inheritance pro-
cess if the glacial trough developed in  limestone   reaches the non-karstic base 
(Fig.  1.5 ). A valley can form on the truncated  anticline   where non-karstic rocks are 
exposed (Fig.  1.5 II) or through the caving in of the ceiling of an erosion cave 
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(Fig.  1.5 III, IV). On the non-karstic terrains bordering the karst,  blind valleys   termi-
nating on the karst margin and continuing on ponor passage develop. Pocket valleys 
begin on the margins of karst areas and are fed by  karst springs  . Their uppermost or 
other sections of variable length are often still deepened in carbonates.

  Fig. 1.5    Non- epigenetic valley  s on karst (After Veress  2004 )  I  inheritance of glacial trough over 
the non-karstic bedrock underlying the karst,  II  valley formation in the non-karstic strata exposed 
in the  anticline  ,  III  opening of cave,  IV  thinning out of cave ceiling by epigenetic valley,  V  blind 
valley formation,  1   limestone  ,  2  non-karstic rock,  3  former surface,  4  karst water table       
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   Relict features, like  hums  , karst inselbergs,  karst mounds   and  karst thresholds  , 
are common on karst. Karstic mounds, typical of mediterranean karst (Veress and 
Péntek  2010 ) and tropical karst (Day  1978 ), are some metres to some tens of metres 
high. On tropical karst, they originate from the denudation of inselbergs (Balázs 
 1990 ). They are primary features on  polygonal karst  , where mounds of various 
shapes are found on the dividing walls between  dolines   (Balázs  1973 ; Day  1978 ). 

 The height of karst inselbergs of variable shapes ranges from several hundreds of 
metres to about 300 m: there are sigmoid, conical, steep cones, tall tower, pinnacle 
and fl at-topped mogote types (White  1988 ). In the inselbergs,  cave remnants   occur 
at various levels, while at their base,  foot caves   can be found (Balázs  1962 ; Wilford 
and Wall  1965 ) and  shaft caves   may also be present in their area (Balázs  1990 ). The 
meandering rivers of the intermountain  lowland   carve overhangs at the footslopes. 

 Karstic summits and elevations of occasionally more than 100 m relative height 
are typical of the temperate karst. Along some side slopes, they are only separated 
from their environs by valleys. Karstic summits have a fl at top, while karstic eleva-
tions are rounded on the top. On the side slopes of elevations and summits, different 
types of solution  dolines   (ruined or  bowl dolines  ) are observed. 

 In karst depressions ( dolines  , ponors, in some portions of poljes), intermittent or 
permanent lakes appear. In  covered karst    dolines  , both intermittent and permanent 
lakes are common. 

 Karst plains develop through solution primarily in tropical areas (in smaller 
extension also on mediterranean karst). On tropical karsts, intensive solution and 
the absence of uplift result in the formation of hardly dissected carbonate surfaces 
(Wilford and Wall  1965 ; Sweeting  1995 ), where weathering products or fl uvial 
deposits can accumulate. The surface is completely planated by lateral and  pluvial 
erosion  . As it has been already mentioned,  karst plains   of various extensions can 
also originate on other types of karst to different effects, including the retreat of 
karst margins, the coalescence of  dolines   and then the removal of thresholds 
between dolines (Grund  1914 ), on intensively karstifying rock (e.g. gypsum) or if 
the horizontally bedded thin rock strata liable to karstifi cation are eroded and the 
underlying non-karstic horizontal rock beds are exposed (Cvijič  1918 ).  

1.3.2     Caves 

 Karst caves are underground karst features which can form by solution or the joint 
action of solution and erosion of karst watercourses. Vertically developed and verti-
cally aligned caves are chimneys,  shafts   and  giant chasms (bogaz)  , all formed in the 
 vadose zone  . 

 Chimneys are smaller in diameter (at most some metres) than  shafts   – the two 
types of form, however, cannot be sharply separated. There are at least two varieties 
of shafts: the shallower shafts are several tens of metres deep, while the deep shaft 
systems can be hundreds of metres deep. The latter are built up of several separate 
partial shafts, often connected by short horizontal passages. For both varieties, but 
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particularly for the latter, partial shafts or chimneys developed parallel with the 
main shaft are typical. The shafts communicate through horizontal cave  corridors   or 
cut across such corridors. From the chimneys or shafts (groups of),  blind chimneys   
branch out. Grouped chimneys are found in wreath-like arrangement. Chimneys 
and shafts occur on all types of karst; they are particularly widespread on  covered 
karst  . In high mountains, shafts of great size are characteristic. 

 In the  phreatic zone  , mostly horizontal cavities of circular cross-section form. 
Cave formation can follow a different path. Looped passages develop along the 
intersecting cracks and  bedding planes   (Ford  1998 ). The closer they are to the karst 
water table, the lower is the dissection of loops in passages and also the more irregu-
lar the circular cross-section becomes. If the dissolving water fl owed or seeped 
along a crack, vertical elongation is observed. If it happened along a bedding plane, 
horizontally elongated cavity cross-sections are generated (Jennings  1985 ). 
Naturally, the variable spatial positions of cracks and bedding planes result in highly 
variable directions of elongation. 

 In or along the  phreatic zone  ,  spring caves  ,  relict caves  ,  katavothra   and  foot 
caves   originate. Spring caves are outfl ow sites of karst water. Relict caves are rem-
nants of cavities exposed by valleys. Katavothra are produced by the alternating 
fl ow of water in the epiphreatic zone in essentially opposite directions. 

 Erosion caves result from the corrasional  activity   of water fl owing in cavities 
generated by solution. One type, the  ponor cave  , still mostly forms in the  vadose 
zone  . The continuing cave passage develops from cavities which were created 
below the karst water table but by the time of the erosional development acquired a 
position above the karst water table temporarily (epiphreatic zone) or fi nally.   

1.4     Karst Types 

 Karst regions can be classifi ed according to their rock composition, geological con-
ditions, covered character, elevation, hydrological conditions and climate 
(Gvozdetskiy  1965 ). 

 According to composing rocks, the karst can be  limestone  , marble, dolomite, 
halite or gypsum karst. In  recent karsts  , karstifi cation takes place at present and in 
paleokarsts, it occurred in earlier times. 

 According to geological conditions, we speak about  holokarst  ,  merokarst   and 
 transitional karst   (Cvijič  1924 ). Holokarsts are built up of uniformly developed 
 limestone  ; the rocks of merokarsts show interruptions of non-karstic sequences; on 
transitional karst, the karstic rock mass is bordered by non-karstic (impermeable) 
rocks from below and on the sides. 

 According to structure, the karst can be geosyncline and  platform karst   (Komatina 
 1982 ) or  horst-type karst   (Jakucs  1977 ; Veress  2000 ; Hevesi  1991 ). 

 On platform-type karsts, relying on studies from the  Russian Platform  , syneclise 
and  anteclise karsts   are distinguished. For both varieties,  covered karst   areas can 
occur in considerable areal extension. The character and development of the non- 
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karstic overlying rock cover are often controlled by geological history. Platform 
karsts have a variety in lower position (Russian Platform) and another in higher 
position ( Middle Lena    region  , karst areas in South China). 

 On  platform karst  s – because of the lack of compression – bedding is horizontal, 
and as a result of the large amounts of terrestrial sediments, the contamination of 
karstic rocks is relatively high, and they are quite often interrupted by non-karstic 
interbeddings. Morphological dissection is negligible. On platform karst, the rate of 
water fl ow is low because the height of the base level is low compared to the karst 
surface. (The highly uplifted platform karsts in China are exceptions in this respect.) 
For this reason and because of the lithology, cavity formation is moderate, or if 
present, cavities are developed horizontally. Platform-type karsts occur in the 
United States ( Kentucky  , Indiana and other states) and on the coastal zones of North 
Africa. 

 Tectonically deformed karsts include karst in the folded belts and geosyncline 
(miogeosyncline and eugeosyncline) karsts. In the same mountains, mio- and 
 eugeosyncline karsts   usually cannot be distinguished from each other. On  geosyn-
cline karst  s, the extension and character of  covered karst   areas are not controlled by 
the geological evolution but the geomorphological history (fi rst of all  glaciation  ). 

 After deformation,  geosyncline karst  s underwent uplift and the  cover sediment  s 
were removed. (The sediments of the nappes accumulated in the miogeosyncline 
section, where limestones of chemical origin were formed in great thicknesses, par-
ticularly in lagoon environments. The karst regions here are generally the survived 
portions of nappes, such as the  Northern Limestone Alps  .) The nappe remnants 
represent plateaus transformed by  glaciation  . The nappe remnants are underlain by 
older nappes of non-karstic rocks or in situ accumulated also non-karstic rocks. 

 Horst-type karsts are widespread in Hungary, e.g. in the  Transdanubian 
Mountains   (Pécsi  1980 ). On this type of karst, an older  planated karst   surface has 
been dismembered into  blocks   of different elevation along faults. The uplifting, 
subsiding or oscillating movements of blocks generated diverse carbonaceous or 
non-carbonaceous sequences on the planated block surfaces. 

 According to elevation, there are coastal, plain, hill, low, medium and  high- 
mountain   (see  geosyncline karst  ) karsts. 

 Coastal karst has numerous special properties: on the  abrasional platform  ,  abra-
sional karren   and solutional  abrasional benches   form, and the role of  bioerosion   is 
also considerable (Jennings  1985 ; Gómez–Pajol and Fornós  2009 ). Coastal karst fea-
tures ( dolines  , caves) are fi lled in fully or partially by  brackish   or saltwater where 
solution terminates. In the intertidal zone, solution and deposition alternate happens. 

 Karst can be open or  covered karst  s. Open karsts have a soil-free ( bare karst  ) and 
a soil-covered variety (Gvozdetskiy  1965 ), while covered karst falls into the catego-
ries of  cryptokarst   (with impermeable  cover sediment  ) and  concealed karst   (with 
permeable cover sediment) (Hevesi  1986 ) (Fig.  1.6 ). Buried karst is a relief where 
the bedrock is a karst rock, but there is no manifestation of karstifi cation on the cover.

   According to covered character and hydrological conditions, Jakucs ( 1977 ) dis-
tinguished between allogenic and  autogenic karsts  . This typology was further 
refi ned by Ford and Williams ( 1989 ). The autogenic karst is an open karst, and since 
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it is higher than its environment on all sides, it only receives water from  precipita-
tion  . As conceived by Jakucs ( 1977 ), allogenic is the open karst which receives 
water from the bordering higher non-karstic surfaces. In a more recent interpreta-
tion, the  allogenic karst   is a  cryptokarst   on which the exposure of the  cover sedi-
ment  s causes  ponor formation  , and then as a consequence of valley incision, the 
rock boundary retreats and the location of ponor formation is shifted. On  mixed 
karst  s (essentially Jakucs’ allogenic karst), non-karstic rocks in higher position 
alternate with karstic rocks in lower position (Fig.  1.6 ). 

 According to climate, tundra, temperate (fl uvial), mediterranean, tropical and 
 high-mountain   karsts are distinguished. On tundra karst, as well as on the taiga or 
 frost karst   (in the temperate belt), the solution period is short,  permafrost   prevents 
solution or, if it is active, the solutes are not transported away. There are no solution 
 dolines   (or very subordinate and only form under special conditions), but  covered 

  Fig. 1.6    Types of karst (After Jakucs  1977 , using fi gures from Ford and Williams  2007 ):  crypto-
karst   ( a   1  ),  concealed karst   ( a   2  ), ( b ) autogenic, allogenic and  mixed karst   (Ford and Williams  2007 ), 
( c ) valley inheritance and  ponor formation   on cryptokarst (Jakucs  1977 ),  1   limestone  ,  2  imperme-
able cover,  3  permeable cover,  4   watercourse  ,  5  former surface,  6   chimney   fi lled with sediment,  7  
spring,  8  stream subsystem,  9  percolation subsystem       
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karst    dolines   (particularly on gypsum and halite) exist. On bare surfaces, karren 
occur and the cavities are of erosional origin. 

 On temperate karst, fl uvial action is considerable, the period of solution is longer 
and CO 2  production is high in the soil. On  open karsts  , solution  dolines   (on inherited 
valley fl oors, ponor dolines developed from ponors) are predominant, but  uvalas   are 
also widespread. In addition to erosional caves, solution caves are also typical. 

 On mediterranean karsts, solution is active throughout the year. Dolines,  uvalas  , 
poljes and karstic mounds are widespread and cave formation is also intensive. 

 On tropical karst, solution is continuous and intensive and produces inselberg 
karst in varieties:  fengcong  ,  fenglin   (Ford and Williams  2007 ; Yuan  1981 ,  1985 ; Lu 
 1985 ; Zhu  1988 ; Sweeting  1995 ) and, a third variety, the  gufeng   with typical karstic 
mounds (Balázs  1990 ). On tropical karst, polygonal and  pinnacle karst   can also be 
found. The  polygonal karst   (the cockpit karst) is fengcong karst or a variety of feng-
cong karst. The  stone forest   karst, the arête and pinnacle karst and the tsingy are 
varieties of pinnacle. Fengcong is composed of hills on a joint base, and the hills are 
divided by depressions ( dolines  ,  cockpits  ) of variable shape and size. Fenglin karst 
is composed of isolated hills with lowlands between them (Fig.  1.7 ). Both fenglin 

  Fig. 1.7    Fenglin and  fengcong   in South China (After Balázs  1986 ):  I   fenglin  , ( a )  intermountain 
plain  , ( b ) river, ( c ) karst inselberg, ( d ) alluvium;  II  fengcong, ( a ) ponor, ( b ) doline, ( c ) under-
ground stream (active cave)       
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and fengcong have low- and high-elevation varieties (Balázs  1990 ). The polygonal 
karst type is composed of a multitude of solution dolines formed close to each other. 
Dolines are bordered by polygonal crests (remnants of the original terrain) with 
karstic mounds (Williams  1971 ,  1972a ,  b ; Balázs  1973 ; Day  1978 ). Fengcong has 
evolved from polygonal karst (Ford and Williams  2007 ), but it may happen that, as 
a consequence of the subsidence of the karst water table, fenglin transforms into 
polygonal karst (Ford and Williams  2007 ). Both types can be either autogenic or 
 allogenic karst   (Williams  1987 ) (Fig.  1.8 ).

  Fig. 1.8    Main features in the glacially transformed karstic high mountains (Modifi ed after Veress 
 2010 ):  1   limestone  ,  2  older metamorphic basement,  3   moraine  ,  4  colluvial  debris  ,  5  fault,  6  sili-
ceous interbedding in limestone,  7  Klippen (plateau),  8  eroded portion of nappe,  9  cirque,  10  
trough,  11  roche moutonnée,  12  tarn backwall,  13  arête,  14  horn,  15  river valley,  16  niche with 
circular rim,  17  niche of  frost shattering  ,  18  talus cone,  19  path of rock avalanche,  20  furrow of 
 covered karst   depression,  21  river,  22  paleodoline,  23  asymmetric paleodoline,  24  paleodoline 
with moraine,  25  paleouvala,  26  partially fi lled paleodoline,  27  recent solution doline,  28  asym-
metric solution doline,  29  schachtdoline,  30  subsidence doline,  31  subsidence uvala,  32  giant 
 chasm   (bogaz),  33  shaft system,  34  passage,  chimney  , shaft system in cross-section,  35  ponor,  36  
schichtrippenkarst       
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    In the  high-mountain   karst areas, surface karst features show zonation. High- 
mountain karst or its portion is also called  glaciokarst  , which is in a narrow sense 
only the glacially shaped portion of the mountains, while in a broader sense the 
bare, vegetation-free parts of the mountains. Typical glaciokarsts are free of vegeta-
tion and dissected by karren and  dry valley  s produced by  snowmelt   runoff (Smart 
 2004 ; Trimmel and Waltham  2004 ; Kunaver  2009 ; Sauro  2009 ; Monbaron and 
Wildberger  2009 ). On glaciokarst, both  paleokarst   and glacial features are present 
and one often determines the presence of the other. On glaciokarsts, Veress ( 2012 ) 
distinguishes between terrains with roches moutonnées; fl at terrain; terrain with 
 dolines   and  uvalas  ; terrain slightly dissected with  glacial troughs  ; large-scale glacial 
troughs with bedrock basins; glacial trough with giant dolines and uvalas; and 
trough and terrain with  arêtes  . Paleodolines are the predominant features of glacio-
karsts and typical representatives of karstifi cation and  glaciation   (regarding their 
size, they are giant dolines). Such forms have hundreds of metres in diameter, 

  Fig. 1.9    Preglacial 
solution giant  dolines   
( Durmitor    Mountains  , 
lower part of the Lokvice 
Valley).  1  preglacial giant 
doline,  2  ridge,  3   alluvial   
fan and apron,  4  glacial 
trough,  5  lower surface 
with moraines which 
borders the mountain       
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retained in spite of the  glacial erosion  , but their development was interrupted or 
modifi ed (in their interior, open or  covered karst   formation also took place). Certain 
 paleodolines   were transformed, others were truncated and still others were fi lled to 
some degree. The paleodolines could have formed before the  Pleistocene   (Bauer 
 1952 ; Bauer and Zötl  1972 ). Two generations of giant paleodolines are distin-
guished by Veress ( 2012 ): preglacial (Fig.  1.9 ) and  interglacial   (Fig.  1.10 ) giant 
dolines. The former predate the Pleistocene glaciations, while the latter formed in 
one of the interglacials.

    The  Pleistocene   could form in preglacial  dolines   (the dolines were transformed 
into  cirques  ). In case of a doline row, this could happen in a single doline (that in the 
highest position) or simultaneously in several dolines. In the former case, the ice 
moved down from the uppermost doline and fi lled up the rest of the dolines. Glacial 
erosion was considerable both in the dolines and on inter-doline terrain. In the latter 
case, the ice fl owing out from the members of the doline row initially moved over 
the terrain between the dolines. For this reason,  glacial erosion   probably reshaped 
the lower-lying members of the doline row to a lesser degree. Glacial erosion cre-
ated a glacial trough from the doline row. Such a trough shows an arcuate planform, 
and the slopes of the doline and those of the trough are not distinct, while the fl oor 
of the trough has a deeper section (doline fl oor) and a less deep portion (threshold 
between dolines). The  interglacial    paleodolines   formed on the fl oor of already exist-
ing troughs. Therefore, they dissect the trough fl oor but do not change its morphol-
ogy. At the margins of major dolines, even parts of the trough fl oor are often 
preserved. 

  Fig. 1.10    Interglacial giant solution doline ( Totes Gebirge  ).  1   interglacial   giant doline,  2  fl oor 
remnant of glacier trough,  3  suffosion doline       
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 In the course of  glacial erosion  , steps are carved on the surface of well-stratifi ed 
limestones (Veress  2012 ). These steps are similar to cuestas that formed by selective 
denudation. Therefore, we use the term ‘cuesta’ for them in the text. Thus,  paleo-
karst   features are dissected by cuestas or recent karst features develop on such sur-
faces. If the dip direction of the valley is close to the dip direction of strata, the 
glacier has formed a valley of symmetrical cross-section (Fig.  1.11a  1 ), and the 
 cuestas are found on the valley fl oor. If glacier movement was opposite to the dip 
direction, strata dip in opposite direction compared to the valley gradient 
(Fig.  1.11a  2 ). If it coincided with the dip direction, strata dip in the direction of the 

  Fig. 1.11    Glacial troughs with cuestas and hogbacks. ( a ) Glacier direction identical with or oppo-
site to the dip direction of strata; ( a   1  ) valley in cross-section; ( a   2  ) in longitudinal section, if the dip 
of strata and the direction of ice fl ow are identical; ( a   3  ) in longitudinal section, if both directions are 
opposite; ( a   4  ) vertical strata; ( b ) direction of glacier fl ow different from the dip direction of strata 
(at ca 90°); ( b   1  ) a steep valley side sloping in opposite direction to rock dip; ( b   2  ) stepped valley side 
sloping in opposite direction to rock dip; ( c   1  ) glacier trough formed on  anticline  ; ( c   2  ) glacier trough 
formed on  syncline  ,  1  strata,  2  dip direction of strata,  3  glacier,  4  direction of glacier fl ow,  5  bedding 
plane,  6  head of bed (scarp),  7  valley side with heads of beds,  8  valley side section with  bedding 
planes  ,  9  steep valley side (cliff),  10  rock basin, karst depression,  11  valley fl oor with cuestas       
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valley slope (Fig.  1.11a  3 ). If the strata are vertical, hogbacks form (Fig.  1.11a  4 ). If 
the direction of glacier movement was different from the dip of strata (at an almost 
90° angle), glacial erosion resulted in a valley of asymmetric cross-section, and the 
direction of cuestas points into the direction of the valley. The valley slope opposite 
to the dip of strata is often vertical (Fig.  1.11b  1 ). However, it could be dissected by 
cuestas (Fig.  1.11b  2 ). The scarp front (with heads of beds) dips towards the valley 
fl oor, while the  bedding planes   dip in the opposite direction. Cuestas of similar posi-
tion are found on such valley fl oors and in the karstic ( dolines  ) and non-karstic 
(bedrock basin) depressions of the karst (Fig.  1.11b  1 ). The slope of such valleys 
coinciding with the dip of strata is constituted by a series of bedding planes. The 
bedding planes at different heights are divided by heads of beds, which are steep or 
even overhanging independently from the dip (Fig.  1.11b ).

   If the glacial trough had been formed on an  anticline   and the ice moved in the 
direction of the strike of folding, its walls are constituted by cuestas. In this case, 
both valley sides (and also the valley fl oor) present a series of heads of beds sloping 
towards the interior of the valley and  bedding planes   dipping towards the valley 
margin (Fig.  1.11c  1 ). If the valley had been formed in a  syncline   and the ice moved 
along the strike of folding, both valley sides expose bedding planes dipping towards 
the valley fl oor. The head of bed outcrops either dips towards the valley margin or 
they are vertical (Fig.  1.11c  2 ). 

 High-mountain karsts show a zonal arrangement. In the lower regions (e.g. in the 
Alps between about 500 and 1,600 m), middle-mountain karst features ( dolines   of 
temperate climate) are characteristic, while at higher elevations (in the Alps above 
ca 1,600 m), glacially transformed  paleodolines   are common. Recent solution 
dolines are more typical in the interior of uncovered paleodolines, while  covered 
karst    dolines   are more typical in paleodolines with covered fl oors. Above about 
1,800–2,000 m elevation, shaft dolines, shaft systems,  giant solutional chasms   
(bogaz) and karren take over predominance (Fig.  1.8 ).     
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    Chapter 2   
 Study Areas                     

    Abstract     This chapter presents the locations where investigations and  observations 
were made. The following karst regions studied in detail are described: Aggtelek 
Karst, Asiago Plateau, Bakony Mountains, Bükk Mountains, Durmitor, Northern 
Limestone Alps, Madagascar, Mecsek Mountains and Pádis plateau. The areas 
from where observations derive are the Atacama Desert, Biokovo mountains, 
Cerkniško polje, Crimean Peninsula, Dolomites Iceland, Middle Lena, the Lunan 
area and Parajd.  

  Keywords     Karst type   •   Karst structure   •   Geology   •   Karst features   •   Aggtelek Karst   
•   Asiago Plateau   •   Bakony Mountains   •   Bükk Mountains   •   Durmitor   •   Northern 
Limestone Alps   •   Madagascar   •   Mecsek Mountains   •   Pádis plateau   •   Atacama 
Desert   •   Biokovo mountains   •   Cerkniško polje   •   Crimean Peninsula   •   Dolomites   • 
  Iceland   •   Middle Lena   •   The Lunan area   •   Parajd  

2.1             Introduction 

 The study areas (Fig.  2.1 ) from where the fi ndings presented in this volume directly 
derive fall into two groups: in the fi rst group of karsts, fi eld research (measure-
ments, mapping) were performed, while in the other group observations were pre-
dominant. The description of the karst regions includes the location, type, extension 
and geology of the karst (the bearing rocks, sediment cover). The description is 
followed by the subdivisions, morphology and evolution history of the karst as well 
as its surface landforms. Where it was possible, the individual study sites are also 
listed. The summary of the areas of detailed research is shown in Table  2.1  and the 
characteristics of observation areas in Table  2.2 .
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  Fig. 2.1    Sites of research ( I ) and observation ( II ).  I  Research site;  II  observation site;  I 1   Aggtelek 
Karst  ,  2   Asiago Plateau  ,  3  Bakony Mountains,  4   Bükk Mountains  ,  5   Durmitor  ,  6  Dachstein, 
 7   Hochschwab   Plateau,  8   Totes Gebirge  ,  9  Julian Alps,  10  Madagascar;  11   Mecsek Mountains  ,  12  
Padis Plateau.  II 1   Atacama Desert  ,  2   Biokovo Mountains  ,  3   Cerkniško polje  ,  4  Dolomiti,  5  
Iceland,  6   Middle Lena   region,  7   Crimean Peninsula  ,  8   Lunan   region,  9  Parajd       
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2.2          Areas of Detailed Field Research 

2.2.1     Aggtelek Karst 

  The  Aggtelek Karst   (the Hungarian section of the  Gömör-Torna   [Slovenský kras]) 
belongs to the  North Hungarian Mountains   and is a temperate, middle-mountain 
karst. Its area is 200 km 2  and its main parts are the  Aggtelek Mountains   and the  Alsó 
(lower) Hill area  , which are further subdivided into plateaus: the Alsó Hill N of the 
 Ménes Valley  ; the  Haragistya   and  Szilas plateaus   between the  Ménes Valley   and the 
 Jósva Valley  ; and the  Aggtelek Plateau   and the  Galyaság   S of the Jósva (Fig.  2.2 ). 
The plateaus are  blocks   uplifted along faults or tilted, divided by valleys (Jósva, 
Ménes) and incised along  tectonic   lines or  anticlines.  

  Fig. 2.2    Parts of the  Aggtelek Karst  .  1  Karst plateau,  2   cryptokarst  ,  3  rock boundary,  4  dip of 
 cryptokarst  ,  5  ponor,  6   Baradla Cave  ,  7  cave entrance,  8   watercourse  ,  9  Dolina lake,  10  depression 
of superfi cial deposit,  11  depression of superfi cial deposit on interbedded sandstone,  12  depression 
in Pannonian sediment fi ll,  13  national  border  ,  14  built-up area,  15  research sites,  16  Aggtelek 
Plateau,  17  Galyaság,  18  Szalonna Hill,  19  Rudabánya Mountains,  20  Kecső Plateau,  21   Haragistya  , 
 22  Szinpetri Plateau,  23  Szilice Plateau,  24  Alsó Hill,  I  Zombor-lyuk,  II  Dász-töbör,  III   Bába 
Valley         
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   The Karst is built up of Upper Permian–Lower Triassic gypsum/anhydrite and 
Triassic carbonates. The rocks of the Aggtelek Karst were deposited on the northern 
coast (Carpathian environment) of the  Tethys Ocean  , while the rock of the broader 
environs ( Borsod Macrostructural Unit  ) on the southern coast of the Tethys sea  arm   
(Less  1998 ). The rocks of the Karst are part of the  Szilice Nappe  , which is thrust 
southwards over the  Borsod Unit   (Kovács  1984 )    and underwent repeated compres-
sion in the Cretaceous and was transformed into secondary nappes (Klippen). They 
were covered by Oligocene–Miocene marine deposits (Bretka Limestone 
 Conglomerate  , Putnok Schlier) and Late Sarmatian volcanic  tuff   (Sásdi  1990 ). 
Patches of ‘Pannonian’ (Late Miocene–Early Pliocene) sediments occur in the 
southern and southeastern part of the Karst (Sásdi  1990 ). On the Pliocene–
 Pleistocene   boundary, the mountains were tilted in SSE direction, and this surface 
became covered by a mantle of  gravels   transported from the N to the S (Borsod 
 Gravel   Formation). This cover was destroyed by  watercourses   running to the S 
which formed  epigenetic valleys.   Subsequently, the  Galyaság   Plateau was tilted in 
an opposite direction and, as a consequence, watercourses and valleys of northern 
direction developed  there   (Veress  2010a ,  2012c ). 

 Zámbó ( 1998 )    identifi ed ponors with  blind valleys   on the fl oor of the uvala rows 
and dry valleys with doline rows as distinct karst landforms. Their fl oors are cov-
ered by weathering products ( terra rossa  , red  clay  ). 

 According to their karstifi cation properties, the mountains can be divided into 
four parts. The northern part, the eastern half of the Alsó Hill, is an autogenic karst, 
which may have been covered, but its karstifi cation was not infl uenced by the pos-
sible former  cover   (Móga  2002 ). In the middle part the plateaus are autogenic karst 
 blocks   deprived of their  cover sediment  s dissected by  epigenetic valleys   with doline 
rows (Zámbó  1998    ; Móga  2001 ,  2002 ). The southern part of the mountains is the 
 Aggtelek Plateau   and the  Galyaság  , the latter with uncovered elevated sections and 
covered lower-lying sections. There are both  buried karst   and  concealed karst   
patches in the  covered karst   area. The  cryptokarst   terrains of the  Galyaság  , along 
with the  Aggtelek Plateau  , represent an  allogenic karst  . To the S and SE of this 
zone, the  buried karst   zone of the mountains is found (Fig.  2.2 ). 

 Karst features are diverse, large sized and of high density. On the elevations of 
the plateaus, dissolution and ruined  dolines   and doline rows on the  epigenetic valley 
  fl oors are widespread. Particularly in the Alsó Hill, large  uvalas   and uvala systems 
occur with deep  shafts   in the side walls of the  dolines  . A  ponor row   with  blind val-
leys   developed along the contact of the  Galyaság   and the  Aggtelek Plateau  . The 
 blind valleys   formed in Pannonian deposits, in the Borsod  Gravel   Formation and in 
their reworked sediments. The  covered karst   is not uniform but developed in patches 
of various sizes on the fi lls of the  paleodolines  .  Covered karst   patches are most com-
mon in the  Galyaság  , but, with the exception of the  Aggtelek Plateau  , they occur on 
all plateaus and their slopes. 

 Part of the  blind valleys   developed in depressions of the superfi cial deposit 
(DSD), which are typical in the  paleodolines  ,  paleouvalas   and on valley fl oors with 
doline rows also in the area of the  Galyaság   (Veress  2010b ).    Depressions of the 
superfi cial deposit, however, also occur in uvala rows and epigenetic dry valleys. 
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 The study sites here were the environs of the Zsombor ponor (I); the  Dász doline   
(II), in the  Galyaság   area, the strip W of the Teresztenye Plateau, which includes the 
Keserű-tó basin (III) and the Vizetes (IV); in the Alsó Hill area, the  Bába Valley (V) 
  and the environs of the former village Derenk (VI).   

2.2.2     The Asiago Plateau 

  The Asiago  Plateau   (Italy),    between the Val d’Astico,    Valsugana and  Brenta Valleys  , 
is a high-mountain karst ( glaciokarst  ) in the  Southern Alps  . Its area is 600 km 2 . The 
plateau is built up of Upper Triassic dolomite and Upper Triassic, Jurassic and 
Cretaceous limestones.  Tectonically  , it is an  autochthonous  , partially overthrust part 
of the  Apulian Plate   (Mauer  2000 ).    The plateau is subdivided into a northern and a 
southern section separated by the Central Basin. The strata are slightly folded and 
of moderate dip. The southern and northern parts are composed of asymmetric  anti-
clines  , while the central part is a  syncline   (Sauro  1995 ). In the southern and northern 
parts, networks of  epigenetic valleys   developed. The preglacial surface with solu-
tion  dolines   in the N was transformed by glacial action, which created shallow gla-
cier troughs from the erosional valleys. In the  paleodolines   transformed by ice, 
roches moutonnées occur together with recent solution or  covered karst   dolines. 

 On the strata of low dip glacial action carved cuestas with heads of beds nearly 
vertical and  bedding planes   almost horizontal. On the cuesta terrain a wealth of 
diverse karren developed. On the plateau numerous well-developed large  shaft 
caves   are found.   

2.2.3     The Bakony Mountains 

  The  Bakony Mountains   belong to the Transdanubian Mountain Range in Hungary. 
It is a temperate middle-mountain karst, which is composed of the North  and   South 
 Bakony  , the former being further subdivided into  the   High and East  Bakony   (Fig. 
 2.3 ). Most heavily affected by karstifi cation is the North  Bakony   (area: 1,070 km 2 ). 
As a  tectonic   unit, the Transdanubian Mountains are part of the  Alpaca 
Macrostructural Unit   (Csontos and Vörös  2004 ),    previously called  Pelso 
Macrostructural   Unit (Fülöp  1989 ).    The Transdanubian Mountains acquired its 
present position through a NE-directed shift from a South Alpine environment dur-
ing the  Miocene   (Stegena et al.  1975 ). Its Triassic basement was transformed into 
an asymmetric syncline during the Mesozoic. In the southeastern part of the syn-
cline, older (Permian) rocks are exposed, while in the northwestern section, 
Paleozoic rocks are subsided into the depth. Following the pelagic conditions in the 
Jurassic, chalk deposited in the central part during the Cretaceous and neritic depos-
its in the Eocene. Consequently, the main mass of the mountains is primarily consti-
tuted of Triassic limestones and dolomites, overlain by Jurassic, Cretaceous and 
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Eocene limestones of small thickness. In the mountains karstifi cation took place in 
various terrestrial periods: in the Upper Triassic (Raincsák  1980 ),    in the Jurassic 
(Konda  1970 )    and the  Cretaceous   (Noszky  1964 ). Karst processes resulted in 
diverse landforms:  dolines   (Pataki  1983 ),     poljes   (Szabó  1956 ),  karst mounds   (Szabó 
 1966 )    and karst plains (Szabó  1956 ). The  karst mounds   have been truncated at the 
present.  Paleokarst   is indicated by manganese and bauxite  lenses   (Bárdossy  1977 ). 
During  tropical karstifi cation   in the Late Cretaceous, the mountains became a 
karstic  tropical    peneplain   (Bulla  1968a ).

   The peneplain was dismembered into  blocks   along faults. The area of the low but 
differently elevated mountains was covered by a deltaic  gravel   mantle in the Late 
Oligocene and Early  Miocene   (Korpás  1981 ), except for the highest elevated  blocks   
(Pécsi  1980 ).    By the present the gravel mantle has been partially removed. In the 
 Pleistocene  , at least on one occasion, the mountains were buried under  loess  . The 
loess mantle has also been eroded from the highest  blocks   and the steepest slopes. 

  Fig. 2.3    The Bakony Mountains.  1  Boundary of mountains;  2   watercourse  ;  3  peak;  4  built-up 
area;  5  basin;  6  main research sites:  I  Tés Plateau;  II  Hárskúti Basin;  III   Mester-Hajag  ;  IV   Kőris 
Hill   (Eleven-Förtés and Márvány-árok area),  V  Kab Hill;  VI   Pusztamiske   and  Devecser   area, 
 VII   Sűrű hill group  ;  VIII   Égett Hill         
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 With regard to their evolution, the  blocks   fall into different  classes   (Pécsi  1980 ). 
The  blocks   in higher position (above 550 m above sea level) are called  horsts in 
summit position  . In their areas Cainozoic rocks are missing, and patches of uncon-
solidated deposits ( loess  ,  clay  , etc.) may occur in some  paleokarstic   depressions. 
The  blocks   in lower position (below ca 300–400 m) have mostly lost their  gravel   
mantles ( horsts in threshold position)  , but it could have also been preserved ( horsts 
of cryptopeneplain type)  . The  blocks   of medium elevation (400–550 m) showed 
oscillating motion during the Cainozoic. Consequently, they were covered by 
Eocene limestones and  gravels  . This type of  blocks   is called  horsts elevated to sum-
mit position and buried  . Varieties of this type are exhumed horsts (only traces of 
cover deposits are preserved) and  semiexhumed horsts   (the truncated cone karst is 
buried under Miocene  gravels)  . 

 Induced by the thinning of the crust under the  Carpathian Basin   (Stegena et al. 
 1975 ),    the  blocks   of the South Bakony were affected by basaltic  volcanism   in the 
 Pliocene   (Lóczy  1913 ; Jugovics  1954 ),    which produced the  basalt mantles   of Kab 
Hill and other  hills   ( Tátika  ,  Fekete Hill   and others). The absolute age of basaltic 
volcanic  activity   in the South Bakony is established at 5–7  ka   (Balogh et al.  1982 ). 
The basaltic eruptions from several centres were preceded by local  pyroclast   ejec-
tion (Lóczy  1913 ).    The basal lava  overfl owed   a carbonate surface composed of 
mounds and valleys and built up of Triassic dolomites and Triassic, Jurassic and 
Eocene limestones (Fig.  2.4 ). In the quiet intervals between eruptions,  red clays   
developed on the basalt surfaces under warm and humid  climate   (Jámbor  1980 ). 
Sections of the basalt terrain and its environs were also mantled by  loess  .

   The Bakony Mountains are constituted of  blocks   of fl at summits and steep slopes 
divided by intramontane basins and grabens. In the areas of horsts of cryptopene-
plains, valleys in the process of inheritance occur (if the valley is incised into 
 gravel)  , while inheritance is completed (the valley fl oor is in limestone) on horsts 
elevated to summit position and on  semiexhumed horsts  . If the semiexhumed horsts 
are enclosed by horsts of cryptopeneplains, the inherited valleys can be epigenetic- 
antecedent or epigenetic-regressional. The evolution of  epigenetic valleys   is closely 
associated with  covered karst   formation. 

 On the mountain  blocks   no open karst dynamics (solution dolines,  uvalas)   and 
the related features can be observed. All the more typical is  covered karst   formation, 

  Fig. 2.4    Geological section across Kab Hill (Lóczy  1913 ).  t′   3   Triassic Hauptdolomit,  i  Jurassic 
limestone,  c   1   Middle Cretaceous limestone,  c   2   Upper Cretaceous limestone,  m   1   Middle Eocene 
limestone,  m   3   Oligocene–Miocene  gravels  ,  m   4    IV   Pannonian sediments,  β  basalt,  β′  basalt tuff;  q″ 
  loess         
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which, however, is not continuous in the mountains but forms major karstic patches, 
the largest of them are found on the Tés Plateau and in the  Hárskút Basin   and its 
environs ( Middle Hajag).   The  covered karst   features developed on  loess   mantle. 
Common features of the  concealed karst   are the  suffosion dolines   (or their fossilised 
varieties),  buried doline  s and depressions of the superfi cial deposit. On  cryptokarst   
surfaces  gorges   developed. Typical karst features of Kab Hill are ponors,  caprock 
  and  subsidence dolines  . 

 Karstifi cation primarily affected the horsts in medium elevation and those ele-
vated to summit position and exhumed, particularly the terrains at 421–500 m  ele-
vation   (Veress  1983 ). In the areas of  horsts in summit position  ,  concealed karst   
formation takes place on the  cover sediment   patches of  paleokarst   depressions. 

 The following areas of the mountains were studied in detail (Fig.  2.3 ): Tés 
Plateau (I),  Hárskút Basin   (II),  Mester-Hajag   (III),  Kőris Hill   (IV), Kab Hill and 
 Bocskor Hill   (V), near  Devecser   the environs of  Pusztamiske   (VI),  gorges   in the 
 Sűrű hill group   ( Ördög-árok  ,  Kő-árok  ,  Csuha Valley  ; VII) and  Égett Hill   (VIII).   

2.2.4     The Bükk Mountains 

 The  Bükk Mountains   represent a temperate middle-mountain karst in the  North 
Hungarian Mountains  , which is part of the Alcapa Macrostructural  Unit   (Csontos 
and Vörös  2004 ). Its formations point to Dinaric  origin   (Fülöp  1989 ): Carboniferous 
dolomites, limestones and shales, Permian sandstones and shales, Triassic (subordi-
nately Jurassic) limestones, Lower Triassic sandstones and shales as well as Middle 
Triassic volcanic rocks. The Cainozoic formations include Eocene limestones, 
Oligocene  clays   and Miocene  andesite   (Balogh  1964 ). The Bükk is folded moun-
tains with imbricated and nappe structures, where the nappes of southern dip and 
vergence have been truncated (Balogh  1964 ).    The structure is of Cretaceous age and 
subdivided into the North-Bükk, Little and  Great Plateaus   and the South-Bükk. The 
North-Bükk is of  anticline   while the Little and the  Great Plateaus   are of synclinal 
character. The south-dipping folds of the South-Bükk are dismembered along faults. 

 The central part is the  High-Bükk   of 800–900 m elevation, divided by the 
 Garadna Valley   (developed along the sandstone zone of an  anticline)   into the  Little 
Plateau   in the N and the Great  Plateau   in the south, which are typical karst plateaus. 
To the N of the  High-Bükk   rises the North-Bükk, a former  pediment   dissected by 
valleys. To the S of the  High-Bükk   we fi nd the Southwest-Bükk and the Southeast- 
Bükk. The structure of Southwest-Bükk is dominated by non-karstic rocks, and 
karstifi cation is not typical. In contrast, the Southeast-Bükk is a karstic terrain of 
600–700 m elevation dissected by valleys. The southern margin of the mountains is 
the  Bükkalja  , a  pediment   dissected by valleys. For the karst formation in the moun-
tains, the Miocene (Tortonian) sediment cover was decisive. This sediment cover 
was removed by erosion during the Pliocene and Quaternary (Hevesi  1978 ),    and 
this process has continued to the present. In the ruined sediment cover,  inheriting 
epigenetic valleys   are common, while on terrains without  cover sediments,    inherited 
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epigenetic valleys occur.   The following karst features are typical particularly in the 
areas of the Great and  Little Plateaus  .

 –    Doline rows, which are found on the fl oors of inherited epigenetic (dry) valleys 
not active today and can be isolated or connected to each other ( uvalas)  . 
According  to   Hevesi ( 1980 ), doline rows originated from one-time ponors. 
Through the shifting of the rock boundary in the valley, new ponors developed 
and the former ponors were transformed into  dolines  . However, other scenarios 
for the formation of doline rows are also possible. According  to   Jakucs ( 1977 ), 
on the fl oor of the valley inherited over the limestone solution,  dolines   devel-
oped. An alternative way of development is that the inherited valley fl oor with its 
solution  dolines   was covered by sediments, and in the  cover sediments    subsid-
ence dolines    formed   (Veress and Zentai  2009 )   .  

 –   On the elevations older and larger  dolines   without sidewalls (ruined  dolines  ) are 
 characteristic   (Veress  1992 ). Both on the elevations and on the terrains between 
them, fl at-fl oored  dolines   are common. The fl at fl oors are due to  lateral corrosion   
(Zámbó  1970 )   . However, fl at-fl oored  dolines   could also develop if  uvalas   and 
old  blind valleys   are buried under weathering residuals or  loess   and  clays   (Veress 
and Zentai  2009 )   .     

 –    Dolines   merge into  uvalas  . Larger basins developed through the merging of sev-
eral  uvalas   also occur in the mountains.  

 –   Ponors are particularly common on the  Little Plateau   and in the Southeast-Bükk. 
In the area of the Great  Plateau  ,  ponor rows   with  blind valleys   formed on the 
karst margin, where the karstic rock contacts with non-karstic rocks, while on the 
 Little Plateau   and in the Southeast-Bükk, ponors of the karst interior (valley 
fl oors) are characteristic.  

 –   On the Little and  Great Plateaus   and in the Southeast-Bükk, karst  gorges   also 
frequently occur. They are mostly  epigenetic valley   sections, developed through 
 ponor formation   and the exposure of cavities (Hevesi  1978 ).     

 –    Shafts   of considerable size (100 m depth) are also found in the  High-Bükk.     

There is no contiguous  covered karst   in the mountains. Only patches of limited 
extension (some 100 m diameter) occur in the  High-Bükk   in the area of the former 
open karst partly or completely buried (Great Plateau)    or on the subsequently cov-
ered fl oors of the  epigenetic valleys   ( Little Plateau).   In the patches both  subsidence 
dolines   and  depressions of superfi cial deposit   are found. 

 The research sites are the  Nagymező   (Great Plateau)    and some valleys with 
doline rows (Little Plateau).  

2.2.5     Durmitor 

 The mountains are a high-mountain karst ( glaciokarst)   in the N of  Montenegro  , in 
the  Povrsi Brda region  , in the central  Dinaric Mountains   between the  gorges   of the 
 Piva   and  Tara rivers  . The mountains of 360 km 2  area belong to the  Central Dinarides   
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and rise above a lower terrain (in the N,  Jezerska Površ  ; in the S, Drobnjak; in the 
W and N,  Pivska planina  ). 

 The basement is composed of Paleozoic schists and sandstones. The main build-
ing materials of the mountains are well-stratifi ed Triassic and Cretaceous lime-
stones with beds of rhythmically changing thickness. Thicker beds (of several 
metres) and thinner (10–20 cm) strata alternate. In the thinner sequences, the pro-
portion of silica surpasses that for the thicker beds. SO 2  is concentrated in  siliceous 
concretions   on  bedding planes  . Cretaceous–Paleogene sediments constitute the 
 Durmitor    fl ysch  . Among the Triassic sediments, sandstones, sandstone–limestone 
and andesite occur in limited extension (Zivaljevic et al.  1989 ). 

 The mountains belong to the  Durmitor block   of eastern  Bosnia   (Miljush  1978    ; 
Ustaszewski et al.  2009 ),    where Triassic limestones are overthrust onto the 
Cretaceous  fl ysch   (Fig.  2.5 ). The block can be subdivided into at least two nappes: 
the upper is the  Durmitor   Nappe and the lower is the Bjelašica  Nappe   (Dimitrijevič 
 1983 ) or the  Durmitor   and the Kuči  tectonic   units (Zivaljevic et al.  1989 ). The nappes 
underwent further folding of various types (asymmetrical and recumbent folds) (e.g. 
 Šareni Pasovi   Hill). Lithological composition, stratifi cation and secondary folding 
infl uenced  glacial erosion   and also karstifi cation in the past and present.

   The two levels of the  Durmitor   are the plateaus at 1400–1600 m and the higher 
surface of 1800–1850 m elevation, an uplifted segment of the former, which is 
heavily denuded by the present. 

 The ice of its glaciers accumulated in preglacial  dolines   and  uvalas  . An older 
(Fig.  2.6 ) and a younger  glaciation   can be identifi ed in the mountains. The glaciers 
moved in three directions: towards the  Jezerska Površ  , the Tara and Piva  gorges   and 
 the   Komarnica  Valley   (Djurovič  2009 ). Moving primarily in northern direction, they 
left the mountains and approached the Tara and Piva valleys  as    piedmont glaciers  , 
where they terminated at ca 1,200 m  elevation   (Marovič and Markovič  1972 ). They 
also accumulated till in the  paleodolines   of the lower surface. The southbound gla-
ciers joined the glaciers of W to E alignment, which  border   the mountains in the 
S. The  dolines   and  uvalas   of the mountains are of preglacial origin and formed in 
 interglacial   time(s)    (Cvijič  1899 ,  1913 ). Glacial action has transformed or deepened 
the  paleodolines   and  uvalas   or the carved  rock basins   to the degree that their fl oors 
are now incised into non-karstic rocks locally. The resulting depressions are fi lled 
by water and form permanent lakes (Črno and  Škrčka lakes  ),    but  impoundment   has 
also played a part in the formation of some of the lakes.

   The karst type is  holokarst   with intensive fl uvial erosion on the neighbouring 
lower surfaces ( gorges)   and with  glacial erosion   features on higher surfaces (Fig. 
 2.7  – Radulovic and Radulovic  1997 ).    The recent karst features of the mountains 
include ponors, solution and  subsidence dolines  . According to the thickness of 
cover deposits, several varieties of  paleodolines   can be identifi ed. Some of them are 
fi lled to their rims, while others have a thin cover, which only extends to some parts 
of the bottom. The cover can be contiguous (also occurring on the thresholds 
between  dolines)  , but it can also be patchy (on doline fl oors) or, in the opposite way, 
burying the inter-doline thresholds. The fl oors of the  paleodolines   are also diverse: 
there are  paleodolines   and  uvalas   with fl at bottoms or roches moutonnées, cuestas 
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and bassets. The size of the  dolines   and the type of their fl oor can be highly variable. 
Basin-like or planated fl oors equally occur.

   The  covered karst   features include  suffosion dolines  , shallow  dropout dolines   
and  depressions of superfi cial deposit  , which developed in  paleodolines   fi lled up to 
various degrees.  Suffosion dolines   most commonly occur in partially fi lled-up  pale-
odolines  , but they can also be found on thresholds between  paleodolines  . In  paleod-
olines   where the cover developed only in patches, suffosion and solution doline 
types may occur side by side. 

 The research sites in the  Durmitor   were the  Surutka   (I), the Mlječni do (II, Fig.  2.7 ) 
and N of the mountains the plateau section between the Tara and  Žabljak   rivers (III).  

  Fig. 2.5    The  Durmitor   and its  geology   (Djurovič  2009 )       
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2.2.6     Northern Limestone Alps 

  The  Northern Limestone Alps   are a high-mountain karst ( glaciokarst)   in the north-
ern  Eastern Alps   in  Austria  . Their members are the  Hochkönig  ,  Steinernes Meer  , 
 Karwendelgebirge  ,  Tennengebirge  ,  Dachstein  ,  Totes Gebirge  ,  Hochschwab  , 
 Schneealpe  ,  Raxalpe   and  Schneeberg  . The mountains are the preserved frontal part 
of  the   Upper Austroalpine  Nappe   (Plan et al.  2009 ). Nappe formation began in early 
Tertiary times, and after the destruction of the nappes the Northern Limestone Alps 

  Fig. 2.6    The glaciers of the  Durmitor   in the older  phase   (Djurovič  2009 )       
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were covered by a Lower Miocene  gravel    mantle   (‘Augensteine’)    (Bauer and Zötl 
 1972 ). The Late Miocene and Pliocene uplift was accompanied by peneplanation 
(Lichtencker  1926 ). The peneplain was dissected by river valleys and then recent 
 tectonic   movements dismembered it into  blocks   of various  sizes   (Bauer and Zötl 
 1972 ). The mountains (plateaus) of the Northern Limestone Alps are remnants of 
the  Rax   surface.    

 Where the  gravel   mantle was permeable or missing, karst processes were active 
during the Late Miocene – Pliocene uplift and ponors,  dolines   (probably also  cov-
ered karst   dolines) and caves were formed. The  gravels   were transported into cracks 
and  caves   (Bauer and Zötl  1972 ), and this, in our opinion, led to the formation of 
 depressions of superfi cial deposit   even at that date. According to Zötl ( 1963 ), a 
basin functioning as a polje also took shape in the Pliocene. 

 Before the  Pleistocene    glaciation  , large-size  dolines   ( preglacial giant dolines  ) 
   with diameters of more than 100 m developed on the plateaus already deprived of 
their cover  deposits   (Bauer  1952 ). They are, however, less widespread than the 
 interglacial giant dolines  . It is probable  that   preglacial giant  dolines   infl uenced  gla-
ciation  : the  cirques   of the Karwendel Mountains formed in such  dolines   (Fels  1929 ), 
   which also occur in other mountains (e.g. in  the   Totes Gebirge) (Veress  2012b ).    

  Fig. 2.7    Geomorphological map of part of the  Durmitor   (based on a tourist map) (Veress  2012b , 
modifi ed)  1  cirque valley,  2  trough,  3  horn,  4  threshold,  5  terrain with roches moutonnées, 
 6   moraines  ,  7  direction of ice movement,  8  preglacial giant solution doline,  9  preglacial uvala,  10  
opened-up giant doline or uvala,  11  postglacial solution doline,  12  karst threshold,  13  col,  14   cov-
ered karst   (mostly moraine)   ,  15  assumed  covered karst  ,  16   debris   fan,  17  river valley,  18  lake,  19  
glacier,  20   watercourse  ,  21  section site,  22  research sites:  I   Surutka  ,  II  Mlječni do       
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 In the  Pleistocene    glaciations  , the  glacier network  s typical of the  Eastern Alps   
also developed in the area of the Northern Limestone Alps. The  piedmont   glaciers 
extended over the mountain  foreland   (Van Husen  2000 ). 

  Glacial erosion   produced cuestas with mostly karren formation in the mountains 
of the Northern Limestone Alps ( Schichttreppenkarst  , Bögli  1964 ,  1978 ).  

2.2.6.1     Totes Gebirge 

 The  mountains   rise in 590 km 2  area enclosed by the  Ennstaler Alps   and  Dachstein   
and  Traunstein mountains  . They belong to the Tirolic facies of  the   Upper 
Austroalpine  Nappe   (Plan et al.  2009 ) and are built up of Triassic (Werfen, 
 Dachstein  ) limestones and in the western part of Jurassic limestones. For  covered 
karst   formation, it can be concluded that in the building rock siliceous interbeddings 
(concretions and layers of some centimetres thickness) are common. Silica does not 
govern the motion of infi ltrating waters only, but at outcrops, it also contributes to 
the formation of springs and surface  watercourses   in the interior of the mountains. 
It also promotes  debris   accumulation as limestone series with signifi cant siliceous 
interbeddings are liable to mechanical weathering. Extensive  debris fans   could 
result at the base of cliffs. In the mountains along the exposed cliffs with siliceous 
interbeddings, springs issue in the sidewalls of giant  dolines  . Spring water infi ltrates 
into the karst along the margins of surfaces with siliceous  debris  , where ponors and 
 subsidence dolines   which  function   as ponors develop. Ponors may also form in the 
exposed siliceous limestone series. In this case spring water (or  rainwater   through 
intermittent  watercourses)   reaches the karst along  rock boundaries   marked by sili-
ceous beds. 

 The plateau of the mountains was dissected into  arêtes   by glaciers moving in S to 
N, NE to SW and E to W directions. The southeastern part of the mountains is less 
dissected by glacier troughs but abounds in  cirques  . The internal troughs are linked 
to the major glacial valleys of the mountain margins through steep scarps (Fig.  2.8 ).

   Because of the former  glacier network  , the  cirques   of glacier valleys are less 
developed. The upper ends of troughs are often connected. In the internal glacial 
valleys,  rock basins   are less typical than in the main troughs of the margins. 

 Preglacial and  interglacial   giant  dolines  ,  shafts  , shaft  dolines   and ponors are 
characteristic karst features, while on  covered karst   patches, mainly  suffosion 
dolines   appear, but  covered karst   ponors and fossilised karst features ( dolines   and 
ponors) are also present. The  paleodolines   of lower position are lined with till (e.g. 
 Tauplitz alm  ), while in the higher-lying  paleodolines,    debris   from  collapses   or frost 
weathering of siliceous material are found. The lakes in the mountains were formed 
in  rock basins   or  paleodolines  , and  the   Elm and  Steyree lakes   have an active outfl ow 
 conduit   (ponor). Their water appears again in the major karst spring of the mountain 
 margin   (Bauer and Zötl  1972 ). 

 The research sites were near the  Pühringer Hütte   (I), sections of the valleys S (II) 
of  Appel-hause  , area under  Wildgössl   peak (III) and a detail of the  Tauplitz alm   (IV, 
Fig.  2.8 ).  
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2.2.6.2     Dachstein 

  Dachstein   is a high-mountain karst ( glaciokarst)   of ca 400 km 2  area between the 
 Tennengebirge   and the  Totes Gebirge  . It belongs to the Juvavic facies unit of  the 
  Upper Austroalpine  Nappe   (Schwarzacher  2005 ) and is built up of Upper Triassic 
 Dachstein   Limestone. 

  Dachstein   is a characteristic plateau which is bordered by peaks of almost 
3,000 m elevation on its southern margin and around 2100 m on the northern margin 
( Ochsen peak  ,  Krippenstein  , Speik B).    The plateau surface tilts towards the N. It 
can be divided into three parts. In the S it is covered by a glacier group event at 
present. To the N a plateau section with giant  dolines   and glacial  horns   rises and 
glacier troughs are underdeveloped or missing. The third unit is the northern margin 
of the plateau, which is almost vertical, but at some places it is less steep and is dis-
sected by glacier valleys of steep fl oor. 

  Fig. 2.8    Geomorphological map of part of the  Totes Gebirge   (based on tourist map) (Veress 
 2012b , modifi ed)  1  cirque valley,  2  trough on plateau,  3  old trough between plateau sections,  4  
horn,  5  rock basin,  6  step,  7  terrain with roches moutonnées,  8  direction of ice movement,  9  glacier 
bifurcation,  10  gentle slope of trough on bedding plane,  11  giant solution doline of  interglacial   age, 
 12  preglacial solution doline,  13  assumed  interglacial   or preglacial giant doline,  14  karren,  15  
 covered karst   (mostly with  subsidence dolines  ),  16  assumed  covered karst  ,  17  depression of super-
fi cial deposit,  18  ponor,  19  erosion valley,  20   debris   fan, mountain  collapse  ,  21   watercourse  ,  22  
lake,  23  tourist hostel,  24  site of section,  25  research site with identifi cation symbol:  I  area near 
Pühringerhütte,  II  area south of  Appel-hause  ,  III  area under  Wildgössl   peak,  IV  part of  Tauplitz 
Alm         
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 During the Riss  glaciation  , the alpine  glacier network   (Van Husen  2000 )    proba-
bly formed a plateau  glacier   here. Since glacial  horns   rise almost 200 m above their 
environs, if preglacial  dolines   had ever been present on the plateau, they were 
destroyed by  glacial erosion  . In our opinion, the giant  dolines   of the plateau devel-
oped in the Riss–Würm  interglacial   stage. They are, however, often arranged in 
rows or sometimes lie in deeper position than their environs. All these observations 
point to the origin of  dolines   on the fl oors of the remnants of former valleys. In the 
resulting giant  dolines  , ice accumulated and gave rise to the plateau  glacier   of the 
Würm  glaciation  , whose glacier tongues were connected to main glacier, which 
embraces the whole plateau. It is probable, however, that next to the plateau  glacier  , 
on the plateau or on its margin, independent valley glaciers, not recharged by the 
plateau glacier, also formed. 

 At present karst features form on  arêtes  ,  paleodolines   and in the marginal glacier 
valleys. The recent open karst features of the second zone are the solution  dolines  , 
shaft  dolines  , ponors and karren, while the ‘Schichttreppenkarst’ is not common. In 
the fi rst zone there is no  covered karst  , and in the second zone it primarily devel-
oped on the fl oor of giant  dolines  . In the third zone patches of  covered karst   also 
occur in the  cirques   of glacier valleys (formed in  paleodolines  ). The site of research 
in  Dachstein   was such a cirque (along the tourist track number 601). In  Dachstein    
suffosion dolines   and  depressions of superfi cial deposit   are characteristic  covered 
karst   features.  

2.2.6.3     Hochschwab 

  Hochschwab   is a member of the  Northern Limestone Alps   with ridges rather than 
with plateaus. The plateau character is better shown in its eastern termination. 
 Hochschwab   is dissected by tributary glaciers running from N to S (bordering the 
plateau from northern direction) and regressing to the main ridge. It is part of the 
Juvavic  Unit   (Mandl et al.  2002 ), built up of Permian and Lower to Middle Triassic 
limestones. Its glaciers were part of the  glacier network   during the Riss  glaciation  , 
but in the Würm they were separated from the Alpine  glacier network   (Van Husen 
 2000 ).    Karst features are represented by  poljes   (Plan and Decker  2006 ), probably 
 depressions of superfi cial deposit  ,  dolines   (either solution or  subsidence dolines  ), 
bogaz and  karren   (Plan and Decker  2006 ). Solution  dolines   can be  paleodolines   or 
recent features. 

 In addition to solution  dolines  , ponors and karren constitute the recent karst: for 
instance, kluftkarren, meanderkarren, rillenkarren,  rundkarren   and kamenitzas 
(Plan et al.  2012 ). The  covered karst   is fi rst of all developed on the fl oors of 
  paleodolines   with cover deposit (one of them close to the eastern margin was a 
research site in  Hochschwab)   but also occurs elsewhere and takes the form of  suffo-
sion dolines   and  depressions of superfi cial deposit  .   
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2.2.7     The Julian Alps 

 The Julian Alps ( Slovenia  ) is a high-mountain karst ( glaciokarst),   member of the 
southern belt of the  Eastern Alps   in the headwater area of the Sava and  Soča rivers  . 
It is bordered in the N by the  Fella Stream   and in the S one of the headwater streams 
of the  Sava River  . Its area in  Slovenia   extends to 1500 km 2 . In the E the  Triglav 
mountain group   rises above the  Pokljuka   Plateau between the two headwaters of the 
 Sava River  , and it is bordered by the Vrata in the N and by the  Sava Bohinjka   in the 
S. Its northwestern section is the  Škrlatica–Razor   ( Kranjska Gora Dolomites)   group. 
S of the  Sava Bohinjka   rises the  Vogel range  , W of the Soča the Mangart mountain 
 group   is found and to the S the  Kanin peak   and the plateau around it form the west-
ern section of the mountains (Fig.  2.9 ).

   The basement of the mountains is built up of metamorphic rocks, overlain by 
Triassic limestones and dolomites. Structurally, the mountains are  autochthonous   or 
partly autochthonous (Miljush  1978 ;    Ustaszewki et al.  2009 ). 

 The geomorphology and karst of the mountains were described  by   Kunaver 
( 1973 ,  1976 ,  1984 ),    Pirnat ( 2002 ) and – for the  Canin Plateau   –  by   Telbisz et al. 
( 2011 ). Today, surfaces of different elevation can be identifi ed. Glaciers are mostly 
developed in  dolines   and  uvalas   with the following morphological characteristics:

 –    The mountains are dissected by major glacial valleys (Fig.  2.9 ) with lakes which 
are formed in  rock basins   or behind terminal  moraines  .  

 –   In glacial valleys of higher position, too,  rock basins  , roches moutonnées and 
cuestas are common. The  Canin Plateau   is also divided by  cuestas   (Szabó  2008 ), 
and rows of extensive  debris fans   are found in the valley sides. The valleys usu-
ally connect to the deeper and larger glacier valleys by transversal steps.  

 –   Typical karst phenomena are the karren, shaft  dolines  ,  shafts   and ponors on  rock 
basins   or at their outfl ow points.  Paleodolines   are less characteristic.    

 Out of the  Pleistocene   glaciers, only one had survived to the recent past and, 
according to data  by   Gams ( 2002 ), this fi lled the cirque below  Triglav   in the 1950s 
and 1960s and even reached beyond that. By the 1980s, however, it retreated to the 
slopes of  Triglav   and by the end of the century disappeared from there, too. It was 
replaced by a depression of superfi cial deposit as the till is transported into the karst 
through numerous  shafts   and  giant grikes  . 

 The research sites were located around  Triglav   (II) and in the  Seven Lakes 
Valley   (I, Fig.  2.9 ).  

2.2.8     Madagascar 

 The  basement   of the island is of Precambrian age overlain by narrow strips of 
Mesozoic (Jurassic) and Tertiary limestone along the western  margin   (Schlüter 
 2008 ). The island is rich in karst phenomena: the most unique of the  subtropical 
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  Fig. 2.9    The Julian Alps.  1  arête,  2  horn,  3  lake,  4   watercourse  ,  5  col,  6   covered karst  ,  7  assumed 
 covered karst  ,  8  road,  9  tourist path,  10  built-up area,  11  investigation sites:  I   Seven Lakes Valley  , 
 II  cirque valley below Mt. Triglav       
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karsts   being the  Tsingy   studied in detail (Salomon  2009 ;    Veress et al.  2008 ,  2009 ). 
   Our research took place in the northern coastal zone of Jurassic limestones.  

2.2.9     The Mecsek Mountains 

  The Mecsek  of   NNE to SSW strike is isolated mountains with a temperate middle- 
mountain karst in South  Transdanubia   (Hungary), a surface part of the  Tisza 
Macrostructural Unit  . This unit was detached from the European Plate to reach its 
present position during the  Miocene   (Stegena et al.  1975 ). The  Mecsek–Villány 
zone   of partly Late Paleozoic and mostly Mesozoic rocks was formed in the  Tisza 
Migmatite zone  . It shows a folded-imbricated  structure   (Fülöp  1989 ). The Mecsek 
Mountains are built up of Permian and Lower Triassic sandstones, Triassic and 
Jurassic limestones and Jurassic marls of great  thickness   (Fülöp  1989 ). 

 The mountains became a peneplain by the  Miocene   (Bulla  1968b ) and were dis-
membered into a series of horsts by faults. Main landforms are the  pediment   in the 
margins reshaped by abrasion, plateaus,  debris fans   and erosional valleys. A lateral 
displacement across the mountains divides the area into Western and Eastern 
Mecsek. 

 The structure of the  Western Mecsek   is dominated by a W to E  anticline   with 
Permian and Triassic sandstones in the central and southern part and Middle Triassic 
limestones liable to intensive karstifi cation in the  N   (Chikán et al.  1984 ). The 
Mecsek karst developed in this zone (Barta and Tarnai  1997 ),  S   of the settlements 
Abaliget and  Orfű   over 30 km 2  area, divided by a western and an eastern part by the 
epigenetic  Szuadó Valley  . There are two  abrasional surfaces   in this zone (Fig.  2.10 ): 

  Fig. 2.10    Geological and geomorphological section across the Mecsek karst (Lovász  1971 ).     H  
middle Miocene abrasion platform,  P  Pliocene abrasion platform,  I  zone of large dolines of low 
density,  II  zone of large dolines of high density,  1  Permian sandstone and Triassic dolomite,  2  
lower Triassic limestone,  3  middle Triassic limestone,  V  fault       
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the lower northern, Pliocene surface (of ca 325 m elevation) and the higher (375 m) 
southern, Middle Miocene  abrasional platform   (   Lovász  1971 ).

   Along the southern margin of the karstifi cation zone, on the boundary between 
dolomite and limestone, N of the sandstone, ponors developed (Fig.  2.11 ,    Barta 
and Tarnai  1997 ). The non-karstic landforms of the karst zone are represented by 
 epigenetic valleys   with fl at ridges and plateau-like surfaces between them. The 
limestone is overlain by deep  loess   (several metres thickness) and reworked sands 
and  clays  . Decalcifi cation has fully taken place in the  loess   to the present  day   
(Hevesi  2001 ).

  Fig. 2.11    Karst of the  Mecsek Mountains   (Barta and Tarnai  1997 ).  1  Doline fi eld;  2  ponor;  3  
spring;  4  intermittent and permanent  watercourses  ;  5  built-up area;  6  surfaces road;  7  research 
sites, ( a ) Cigány-föld; ( b ) Nagy  kaszáló  ;  I  non-karstic rocks (sandstones, conglomerates, silt-
stones);  II  poorly karstifying limestones;  III  dolomite;  IV  well-karstifying rocks below  loess  ;  V  
Tertiary and Quaternary deposits       
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   In the zone  dolines   occur in high density, including old, large (50–80 m diame-
ter) solution  dolines   and  subsidence dolines   of smaller (some metres to several 
times 10 m) dimensions (Veress  2011 ),    partly suffosion and partly dropout types. 
 Depressions of superfi cial deposit   are also present and called ‘compartmented bun-
dles’  by   Hevesi ( 2001 ). 

 On the older  abrasional platform  , solution  dolines   formed – according  to   Szabó 
( 1968 ), in the Early Tertiary, and according to  Hevesi   ( 2001 ) since the Sarmatian, 
while on the younger surface, doline formation began in the Pliocene.  Dolines   are 
mostly arranged in rows and occur on both interfl uvial ridges and valley fl oors. 

 Doline density is high:    Hoyk ( 2002 ) mentions areas with 110  dolines   per km 2  
density, explained by the large number  of   subsidence  dolines   on interfl uvial ridges, 
valley sides, head valleys and valley fl oors (Hevesi  2001 ),    in solution  dolines   (lined 
or completely fi lled with  loess)   and on fl at terrains between solution  dolines   (Veress 
 2011 ).    Since  dolines   of this type developed in solution  dolines   and  loess,   they could 
not have formed before the  Pleistocene   and the Holocene. 

 The sites of investigation (Fig.  2.11 ) include the area called  Cigány-föld  , E of the 
 Remeterét Valley   (a), and the Nagy  kaszáló   between the Remeterét and the  Szuadó 
Valleys   (b).   

2.2.10     Padis 

 The Padis is a temperate middle-mountain karst in the central  Bihor (Bihar) 
Mountains   ( Apuseni Mountains  , Romania). The Bihor Mountains are an exposed 
section of  the   Tisza Macrostructural  Unit   (Patrulius et al.  1971 ), similar to the 
Villány Mountains in Hungary ( Villány–Bihor Unit  ), structurally  autochthonous 
  and a  tectonic fenster   in its  environment   (Fülöp  1989 ). The  autochthonous   basement 
is built up of metamorphic rocks, overlain by Mesozoic neritic sediments (Triassic 
and Jurassic limestones and dolomites and on the margins Permian sandstones and 
metamorphic rocks)    (Bleahu  1976 ;    Fülöp  1989 ). In the mountains of 34.5 km 2  area, 
karstic rocks are of nonuniform character: there are two zones of Jurassic and 
Permian non-karstic  rocks   (Móga  2004 ). During karstic processes it was divided 
into two surfaces: the upper with summits at 1200–1300 m is a group of isolated 
open karst terrains at variable altitudinal positions, while the lower is below 1,200–
1,300 m, surrounded by higher terrains (Veress  1992 ).    Both surfaces belong to De 
Martonne’s ‘Maguri-Marisel’  peneplain   (De Martonne  1907 ), which is, as pointed 
out by later research, a pediplain developed from a  pediment   (Berindei  1987 ). 
Remnants of an older (peneplain) surface (‘Farcas-Cîrligatele’) have been identifi ed 
along the margins (Kék-Magura,  Măgura   Vânătă)    (Berindei  1987 ). The relief 
between the two karstic surfaces is rather variable, ranging from some metres to 
100–200 m. The lower surface derives from an older karstifi cation phase, and, con-
sequently, the elevations of the higher terrain are relict features of karstifi cation. 

 Structurally it  is   monocline  karst   (Móga  2004 ). The landform assemblages of the 
plateau are the following (Fig.  2.12 , Veress  1992 ):   
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 –     The area of elevations with characteristic solution  dolines  ,  uvalas   and  shafts  .  
 –   ESE of the Padis hut the limestone is exposed to the surface, and on this lower 

surface large-size solution  dolines   are typical.  
 –   W of the hut a terrain with solution  dolines   and  uvalas   presents a mosaic of open 

karst,  cryptokarst   and  concealed karst   features. Here, some of the  dolines   are 
only partly fi lled up.    

 The  cover sediments   of the  covered karst   derive from the  Măgura Vânătă  , where 
the intermittent and permanent  watercourses   spread out  debris   of sandstone origin 
in a fan (Veress  1992 ).    The  watercourses   incised into the fan and transported its 
material further and, thus, the fans expanded in western direction. This kind of 

  Fig. 2.12     Covered karst   terrains on the Padis Plateau (Veress  1992 ).  1  Mountain ridge, elevation; 
 2   covered karst  ;  3  stream;  4  ponor;   5    collapse doline;  6  research sites,  I  Pádis1 (Răchite),  II  Pádis2, 
 III  Pádis3,  IV  Pádis4,  V  Pádis5;  7  sites of sections (see Fig.   4.37    )       
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expansion is indicated by the fi ning of the grain size of the cover towards the W. The 
water must have percolated away from the  watercourses   along the  alluvial   fan mar-
gins or ponors could have developed there. When a section of an  alluvial   fan got 
into contact with a doline or uvala, doline infi lling or burial started, in the karst 
depressions intermittent ponds developed even accompanied by lacustrine 
deposition. 

 On the Padis area there are uncovered, allogenic ( cryptokarst)   and  concealed 
karst   patches. An  allogenic karst   formed, where the reworked cover is thick, while 
a  concealed karst   developed where the cover is thin. There are ponors with  blind 
valleys   on its  allogenic karst  , while  subsidence dolines   and  depressions of superfi -
cial deposit   occur on its  concealed karst  . 

 On the plateau some  epigenetic valleys  , once also lined with sandstone  debris  , 
occur, too. To this day, however, these valleys have partly or wholly developed into 
 depressions of superfi cial deposit  . 

 As it has been mentioned, two non-karstic rock interbeddings are also present 
here. The  watercourses   issuing along their margins also give rise to  ponor rows   with 
 blind valleys  . During their erosion  depressions of superfi cial deposit   form even in 
solid bedrock ( Groapa de la Barsa  ). 

 A single remarkable karst landform on the Padis plateau is a polje ( Ponor-rét  ) 
and a system of  collapse uvalas   (Cetăţile  Ponorului  , Fig.  2.12 ). 

 Our sites of research (Fig.  2.12 ):  Uvala Râchite  , the areas marked as Padis1 (I) 
and its environs, Pádis2 (II), Pádis3 (III), Pádis4 (IV), the terrain between the 
Bogakő (Vf.  Boghii  ) and Kék-Magúra ( Măgura Vânătă)  , and Padis 5 (V) at  Tăul 
Vărăsoaia Lake  .   

2.3     Observation Areas 

2.3.1     Atacama Desert 

  In the area of the  Atacama Desert   Miocene and Quaternary eolian deposits are 
widespread with andesitic–dioritic volcanic, subvolcanic rocks in the  basement   
(Scheuber and Andriessen  1990 ;    Reutter et al.  1996 ; Riquelme et al.  2007 ).    Since 
the region has been an extreme dry land since the Mesozoic, the issuing  hydrother-
mal solutions   evaporated and salts precipitated in the depressions of the surface. 
This way the rock salt deposits of the Atacama were produced. 

 The area studied was the environs of the  Moon Valley   ( Valle de la Luna  ) near  San 
Pedro  , a salt karst in desert environment. The marginal zone is an area slightly dis-
sected by  watercourses   rising towards a pediment. In the central part, where blown 
sand is deeper,  depressions of superfi cial deposit   formed, while where the blown 
sand cover is thinner or absent, karren formation affects the salt below the blown 
sand in the environs of a salt cave. The investigations took place in  depressions of 
superfi cial deposit   and on karren terrains.   
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2.3.2     The Biokovo Mountains 

 The Biokovo high-mountain karst ( Croatia)   belongs to the coastal zone of the 
 Dinaric Mountains  . The mountains of more than 300 km 2  area, the mountains termi-
nate steeply to the  Adriatic Sea  , its direction corresponds to the Dinaric strike. The 
composing Jurassic and Cretaceous limestones and the Cretaceous–Oligocene  fl y-
sch   (Vlahovič et al.  2005 ;    Korbar  2009 ) form part of the  Apulian–Preadriatic Unit   
(Bognár  2001 ).    The  earthquakes   (Herak et al.  1996 ) and the vertical and horizontal 
displacements of 2 cm/year rate point to recent  tectonic    activity   (Cigrovski and 
Detelic  1998 ).    In the  Pleistocene   and in recent times as well  debris   formation is at 
considerable rate, resulting in a series of  debris   fans along the Adriatic slopes of the 
mountains. 

 The narrow mountain range rises as a plateau, higher (ca 1,400 m) in the N and 
somewhat lower (ca 1300 m) in the S. 

 Doline size and density are high, and, therefore, now the original surface is 
restricted to a network of narrow crests between the  dolines  , with  karst mounds   at 
their nodal points ( polygonal karst  , Telbisz et al.  2005 ).    

 In the mountains traces of  glaciation   have been  found   (Telbisz et al.  2005 ), but it 
could not have been of major scale since glacier valleys are missing; at  most niva-
tion niches   and minor  cirques   are recognisable (Telbisz et al.  2005 ).    Ice probably 
did not fi ll all the  dolines  , but only those with favourable conditions for the accumu-
lation and preservation of ice or those which were suffi ciently deep. The glacial ice 
did not fl ow beyond the boundaries of the depression of ice accumulation (Veress 
 2012b ).    

 As mentioned above, major  paleodolines   and, through the merging of neighbour-
ing  dolines  , uvalas ( paleouvalas)   were also generated. Breaches of ridges between 
 dolines   and  shafts   are common – particularly in doline walls. Both depressions and 
elevations produced by  mass movements   are common, not only on hillslopes but 
also on the  plateau   (Telbisz et al.  2005 ). The fl oors of a number of  dolines   and  uva-
las   have been fi lled up to form fl at surfaces, which are part of the  covered karst   in 
the mountains appearing in isolated spots. The  dolines   of the plateau can be classi-
fi ed as:

 –     Dolines   and  uvalas   with uncovered fl oors  
 –    Dolines   and  uvalas   with covered fl oors without  covered karst   features  
 –    Dolines   and  uvalas   with covered fl oor and some  covered karst   features (small 

subsidence doline)     

2.3.3     The Cerkniško polje 

 The  Cerkniško polje   ( Slovenia  ) is a mediterranean karst of ca 50 km 2  area, a mem-
ber of the polje group of the Slovenian Karst and of the polje row of NW to SE 
alignment ( Prezid  ,  Loško  ,  Planinsko   and  Logaško poljes).   
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 The polje is aligned in the general (NW to SE) strike of the polje row. It was 
formed along the contact of Cretaceous and Jurassic limestones with Jurassic dolo-
mite in its strike (Herák  1972 ). It has an allochthonous structure (Sebela  2012 ). The 
fl oor of the polje is mantled by Quaternary deposits (Herák  1972 ). 

 According to the classifi cation  by   Gams ( 1977 ), it is  an    overfl ow polje   and 
hydrologically a  seasonally waterlogged polje  . The water level of its lake shows 
major fl uctuations. As a consequence of fl uctuating karst water table, 12  katavothra   
developed in the  polje   (Roglič  1965 ). We investigated one of the groups of 
 katavothra.    

2.3.4     The Dolomiti 

 The Dolomiti is part of the  Southern Alps  , which is built up of the Upper Triassic 
dolomite, which gave its name to the mountains, which structurally belongs to the 
par autochthonous    Apulian Plate   (Mckenzie and Vasconcelos  2009 ).    

 The Dolomiti are dissected by cliffs of large vertical extension (with large  debris   
fans) and by glacial valleys (with incision by fl uvial erosion on their fl oors). The 
Dolomiti themselves are poor in karst features, but karst processes and landforms 
are of considerable scale on the plateaus of the margins of the Dolomiti (Bernadia, 
Cansoglio and  Asiago Plateaus)  . 

 In some sections, even if at small scales, karstifi cation takes place and karst fea-
tures develop. The area studied by us ( la Grava Lunga   or  Lange Alpe  ), bordered by 
the  Tre Cime Lavaredo  ,  Passo Alpe Mattina   and  Alpe Mattina  , is among those sec-
tions. It is cirque valley divided into two parts by a  regressing erosional valley   and 
buried partly by  mountain collapses  ,  debris   fans and accumulations of various  mass 
movements   (Fig.  2.13 ). On the buried terrains a number of  subsidence dolines   and 
one depression of superfi cial deposit developed.

2.3.5        Iceland 

  Iceland   is a  volcanic island   of the  Mid-Atlantic Ridge  , built up of Miocene and 
Quaternary basalts and Pliocene–Quaternary glacial deposits (Thordarson and 
Hoskuldsson  2002 ;    Guðmundsson  1996 ,  2012 ; Guðmundsson and Kjartansson 
 2007 ). The drifting of lithospheric plates resulted in the formation of faulted graben 
structures, and the island’s  volcanism   is among the most active on Earth. 

 Investigations were carried out in two locations (Fig.  2.14 ). In the SW between 
Road No. 1 and  Pulutjörn  , ca 25 km SW of Mt.  Hekla   on the fl oor of an old valley 
(I), fi lled with a pre- Pleistocene   lava fl ow of the  Hekla  , funnel-like depressions with 
gentle side slopes and of some metres diameter (similar to  suffosion dolines)   
occurred in large numbers. Among them features with solitary and twinned passages 
and without passages can be found. Their sides are covered by soil and vegetation.
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   The other study area (II) falls to the  Askja   area, on the Icelandic plateau, NW of 
the  Vatnajökull ice-fi eld  . The  Askja   volcanic system is part of the volcanic zone 
stretching across the island in NE to SW  direction   (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson 
 2002 ), which is 20 km wide and 200 km long and mostly included  rift volcanoes  . 
The  Askja   volcano (highest point: 1550 m) rises in the  Dyngjufjöll Mountains   and 
has double  caldera  , the outer being of 8–10 km diameter, and the enclosed inner 
 caldera   contains a permanent lake ( Öskjuvatn  ). The outer  caldera   formed 4500–
6000 years  ago   (Scarth and Tanguy  2001 ), and the inner in 1875. Both of them are 
of the subsidence type. The bottom of the outer  caldera   is an extensive fl at terrain 
with a minor volcanic cone, which was produced by a  maar eruption  . The eruption 
on March 29, 1875, covered the outer  caldera   with volcanic ash and  pumice  , depos-
iting over the snow cover. This was  a   phreatopluvial  eruption   (Francis and 
Oppenheimer  2004 ). The wet  pyroclast   could not be cast over longer distances and 
accumulated in great thickness in the  caldera  . The resulting thick welded tuff has a 
good insulating property. We investigated the depressions of vertical walls and of 
some metres depth and diameter developed on such surfaces.  

  Fig. 2.13     Covered karst   in the Dolomiti.  1  Cirque,  2  trough,  3  horn,  4   covered karst  ,  5  river valley, 
 6   debris   fan,  7   watercourse  ,  8  lake,  9  road,  10  saddle       
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2.3.6     Middle Lena 

   The Middle  Lena area   (in  Yakutia    Republic   of  Siberia  ) is a  platform karst   in tundra 
environment, bordered by the latitudes ρ 1  61 o  03N and ρ 2  61 o  12′N and the longi-
tudes λ 1  126 o  19E and λ 2  128 o  17E. The Lena River follows the boundary between 
the  Middle Siberian Plateau   and the  Baikal Range  . The Middle Lena karst (situated 
between the Vitim and  Buotama rivers  ), part of the Lena National Park, extends 
over 12,721.5 km 2 ; it is 500–700 m high on the right bank and 200–350 m high on 
the left bank. The karst along the river developed on Cambrian and Silurian lime-
stones as well as dolomite (locally Jurassic limestone), which deposited on the 
Precambrian basement of  the    Angara Shield  . 

 On the surface the locally 20 m deep sand and  clay   mantle has large extension. 
The Middle Lena karst is dissected by the Lena River and its tributaries. Among 
them, the Lena valley is a terraced valley, and  the   Sinyaya is  incised meandering  . 
V-shaped  valleys   (Diring Yuriakh) may occur as well as bowl-shaped valleys ( Labiya  , 
Bolshoy Taryn);  in   the case of the latter ones there are solution or  subsidence dolines   
on the valley fl oor.  Alases   and  subsidence dolines   are common on interfl uvial ridges. 
The slopes of some rivers like the Lena River are dissected by  pillars  . 

 The present climate of the  Middle Lena region   is  subarctic   with long winters (ca 
7 months) and extreme temperature range: minimum temperatures in winter are at 
−50 to −60 °C and the maximum temperatures  in   summer at +30 to +35 °C.  Annual 

  Fig. 2.14     Iceland  .  1   Watercourse  ,  2  ice cap,  3  road,  4  research areas:  I  pseudokarstic dolines in the 
lava fl ow below  Hekla  ,  II   caldera   of  Askja         
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   precipitation   amounts to 200–300 mm and mostly falls in the second half of the  sum-
mer  .  Permafrost   is 50–300 m deep and thaws to ca 1–1.5 m  depth   (Korzhuev  1961 ), 
although ice outcrops can be seen on the ground even in July. The frozen ground 
below the active layer melts in every 2 or 3  years   (Ershov  2002 ). The  permafrost   layer 
is deeper under  rivers   (Ford and Williams  2007 ),    deeper than 20 m under the Lena. 

 Structurally, it is an extensive  platform karst  , for climate a  frost karst  . Regarding 
the character of  cover sediments  ,  Korzhuev   ( 1961 ) distinguishes between barren 
karst,  covered karst   and bush karst (on hillslopes with reworked cover deposits). 
The  covered karst   is cut up by the Lena and its tributaries, and the underlying rocks 
are exposed in sections or along the entire length in channel beds. The  watercourses   
are either permanent or intermittent. Their water often seeps away from the channel 
but re-emerge again. This phenomenon can be explained by the presence of frozen 
ground: channel fl ow melts the  permafrost   and the water percolates into the rock. 

 Lasting frost conditions, low biogenic  activity   and, primarily, the presence of 
frozen ground prevent large-scale karstifi cation, and the dimensions, density and 
diversity of karst features remain limited.    Korzhuev ( 1961 ) identifi es recent and 
 paleodolines   along the Middle Lena River. Among the  paleodolines   he mentions 
specimens which are manifested as depressions even today. Several phases of karst 
formation under climates warmer than the present have been described from  Siberia   
(Korzhuev  1972 ; Pulina  2005    ; Vangengejm  1977 ;    Belova  1985 ).     Karst springs   in 
the  Middle Lena region   point to  paleokarst   as their passage system must have devel-
oped before the  accumulation   of  permafrost   (Korzhuev  1961 ). The  buried dolines   
on the islands Tas-Ary (in the channel of the  Khatystakh River  , a Lena tributary) 
also indicate  paleokarst   processes (Lungersgauzen  1966 ). 

 Korzhuev ( 1961 )    classifi ed the karst features along the Middle Lena as  dolines  , 
karst lakes, caves, submergent streams,  karst springs  , ditches (with  dolines),   car-
bonate  precipitations   at the  pillars   of the Lena and  clay   karst (pseudokarst), the 
dolines of limited size and depth being predominant. There are  dolines  . Solution 
dolines exclusively occur in channel beds. Among  subsidence dolines    suffosion 
dolines   are common but  dropout dolines   can also be found.  Subsidence dolines   
occur on valley fl oors with cover deposit and on interfl uvial ridges.  Korzhuev   
( 1961 ) also found  dolines   in ditches, which are the products of  mass movements   on 
the margins of the Lena valley. The mentioned author describes  dolines   from the 
bottoms of the ditches. On the interfl uvial ridges,  dolines   occur as single features, in 
rows or groups. Grouped  dolines   appear on surfaces with closed drainage, and 
therefore, they are called ‘kotlovinik’  by   Korzhuev ( 1961 ). Judging from their size 
and morphology, they are  depressions of superfi cial deposit  . The  dolines   which are 
not associated with the local thawing of frozen ground are  paleodolines  .    

2.3.7     Crimean Peninsula 

 The karst of the  Crimean Peninsula   is a mediterranean karst, partly in high- mountain 
environment, on karstic Upper Jurassic, Paleogene and Neogene limestones. The 
Jurassic limestone overlies  fl ysch   rocks and forms an  anticlinorium   with  monoclinal 
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cuestas   on their northern and southern wings. The northern  Crimean Peninsula   is a 
fl at lowland steppe at 100–150 m elevation, while the southern part is  mountainous   
(Gvozdetskiy  1981 ), lower in the W, and consists of karst plateaus in the middle and 
E. A characteristic karst plateau is the  Chatir-dag  . The wide, elongated depressions 
of the plateaus are remnants of the Neogene valley  network   (Gvozdetskiy  1981 ). 
The lower sections, as the  Chatir-dag  , show the following karst features: polje of 
5−10 km diameter, numerous large solution  dolines  , uvalas, plateaus with polje-like 
basins in the W (with diameters up to some kilometres and of Late Neogene or 
Quaternary age), small, fl at-fl oored depressions (‘ zapadinas  ’, which are  subsidence 
dolines  ) and ponors. On the  Chatir-dag   plateau, in addition to karren and  dolines  , 
 Zabelin   ( 2003 ) identifi es uvalas of gentle side slopes of 150–200 m diameter and 
asymmetric cross-sections. The gentle slopes developed on  bedding planes  , and the 
steep walls are at the escarpments of cuestas. In their interior there is a ponor or 
shaft with channels leading to the ponors. (In our opinion they are  depressions of 
superfi cial deposit   and their ‘ponor’ is a subsidence doline.) Further fi lled-up 
‘ponors’ may occur in the channels. The mediterranean karst continues in a terrain 
with cuestas. 

 The karst features at higher elevations in Crimea are extensive polje-like basins 
or smaller ‘ kalodetses  ’ of some ten metres depth and ‘ sakhtas  ’ ( shafts)   of several 
hundreds of metres depth. According to Dublyanskiy ( 1963 ,  1971 ,  1977 ), the ‘kotly’ 
(with slightly overhanging walls) of  Pleistocene   origin were formed by the meltwa-
ters of snow fi elds. 

 Near the southern coast of the peninsula, asymmetrical  dolines   form rows along 
the bases of escarpments. Their fl oors are partially fi lled up and contains  subsidence 
dolines  . This was our investigation area.  

2.3.8     The Lunan Region (South Chinese Mountains) 

 The South  Chinese   mountainous region is an extensive tropical–subtropical karst 
area of variable rock types and ages. Part of the area is a platform-type karst, while 
other parts have undergone major  structural   transformations and produced folded 
and nappe structures in the karst. By its structure the large karst region can be 
divided into the northern  Yangtze Plateau   and South  China   fold  belt   (Holland  1990 ). 
On the Yangtze Plateau, dolomites and limestones of Triassic to Cambrian (even 
Precambrian) age occur, while in the South China fold belt, rocks from the Triassic 
to the Devonian age are  found   (Barbary et al.  1991 ).    Zhang ( 1980 ),    Smart et al. 
( 1986 )  and   Daoxian et al. ( 1991 ) classifi ed Chinese karsts, and this classifi cation 
was borrowed  by   Sweeting ( 1995 ). They referred the tropical–subtropical karst of 
South  China   into inselberg and plateau canyon types (see Chap.   4    ). 

 Recent  covered karsts   are widespread in the  intermountain plain  s of the  fenglin   
and in the depressions of the  fengcong  . Karst processes in and under the  cover sedi-
ment   produced stone  forests   (Song and Liang  2009 ;    Knez and Slabe  2009 ).    In the 
present karstifi cation continues under the weathering residues. Such karstifi cation 
under superfi cial deposits was investigated near  Lunan.    

2.3 Observation Areas
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2.3.9     The Salt Hill of Parajd 

 The  Salt Hill   of  Parajd is a   temperate salt karst in the  Transylvanian Basin   (Romania) 
along the  Korond Stream  . The salt beds of the  Transylvanian Basin   are of Middle 
Miocene  age   (Ajtay  1989 ). Pressed out from the depth, the salt forms a diapir, 
which rises to the surface. Salt  diapirs   are exposed in several localities on the mar-
gin of the basin, and the  Salt Hill   of  Parajd   is one of these localities. If the diapir 
rises slowly or under humid climate, the diapir is truncated, while in the case of 
rapid upward motion and drier climate, a  salt glacier   forms instead of truncation 
(Talbot and Jackson  1987 ). If the salt plug rises very rapidly, truncation does not 
take place even under wet climate. The salt outcrops of the Transylvania Basin 
(including the  Parajd   outcrop) could remain exposed because of the rapid rise of the 
diapir. The rate of upward extension is 30 mm/ year   (Ajtay  1989 ). In spite of the 
missing truncation, a thin veneer covers the salt. 

 The  Korond Stream   has incised into the  Salt Hill   of 72 ha area and 60–80 m rela-
tive elevation. According  to   Ozoray ( 1963 ), the  Korond Stream   slipped from the 
uplifting vaulted surface and created an  antecedent valley   segment (gorge) in the 
western wing. The description  by   Orbán ( 1868 ), however, confi rms that previously, 
the stream had been diverted around the hill from the W and in the eighteenth cen-
tury carved  through   a cave in the salt. The opening of the cave ceiling probably also 
contributed to the formation of the  antecedent valley.   

 In the diapir area the salt surface is either covered or barren. Barren sections 
occur in the valley sides, but not continuously, rather in patches.  Mass movements   
(mudfl ows and slumps, Ozoray  1963 )    and runoff reworked the  cover sediments   
from the valley margins to the valley sides. Salt outcrops are also observed on the 
fl oors and slopes of  covered karst   depressions. The surfaces on the  Salt Hill   between 
the valley and the depressions are covered by:

 –    The weathering residues of salt (components of alternating  clay   content)  
 –   Reworked remnants of the local superfi cial deposit  
 –   Alluvia transported here by the  Korond Stream      

 According to the distribution of the  alluvial   deposits,  cryptokarst   and  concealed 
karst   terrains probably alternate in the area.  Concealed karst   may occur in the  clay  , 
too, if it thins out suffi ciently or becomes interrupted (for instance, as a consequence 
of diapir uplift or human action). At the same time,  concealed karsts   or un covered 
karsts   may be transformed into  cryptokarsts  , for instance, in doline interiors or if 
part of the doline is buried under the cover reworked by  mass movements.   

 On the barren salt patches, karren (locally with  karren tables  ) and salt  pinnacles   
(Benedek  1905 ; Veress et al.  2011 )    develop. On the covered surfaces,    dropout 
 dolines   (Ajtay  1989 ),  shafts  , solution  dolines   and uvalas (Zentai  1994 )    occur. On 
the fl oor of  dolines   and uvalas, superfi cial deposit develops and on its margin ponors 
occur. In the  dolines   and on karren terrains,     precipitations   (Ozoray  1963 ) occur. 
Valley-like landforms are also observed on the  Salt Hill  . Creeks formed along aban-
doned dirt roads further incise by solution (Ozoray  1963 ). The development, trans-
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formation and destruction of features take place at a very rapid rate, within some 
years. In addition to high solubility, it is explained by surface and deep mining of 
salt and the sewage (from the households of  Parajd)   stored in the underlying sedi-
ments and reaching the rock salt mass.      
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Chapter 3
Methods

Abstract This chapter presents the goals and descriptions of the investigations 
per‑formed and the description of the sites of field studies. Methods included mor‑
phometric analyses, study of bedrock structure for karst features, mapping (topo‑
graphic, karst morphological, denudational), aerial imaging, preparation of 
cross‑sections, oblique views and block diagrams. For the investigation of the 
cover, engine‑driven helical borer, geophysical techniques were applied and explo‑
ration pits were excavated in order to establish its thickness, structure and type. 
Changes in karst landforms were measured (mass movements, changes of depth). 
At some localities the particle size, clay and carbonate contents of the cover were 
analysed. Model experiments were run to reveal interactions between grike devel‑
opment, subsidence doline formation, capillary rise, settling velocity and water 
level sinking as well as to collect data on the sedimentation properties of subsidence 
dolines.

Keywords Morphometry • Function • Bedrock structure • Topographic map • 
Groundplan • Morphological map • Aerial photograph • Cross‑section • Oblique 
view • Block diagram • Geoelectric–geological profile

3.1  Morphometry

The morphometric analyses are directed at the quantitative description and com‑
parison of karst landforms (primarily dolines and karren).

Williams (1971, 1972a, b) studied the frequency of occurrence of dolines; their 
average depth, shape, volume, density, alignment and elongation; and the relation‑
ships between the groundplan, depth and shape of dolines. Clark and Evans (1954) 
investigated the spatial distribution of dolines. Day (1977) calculated surface rough‑
ness, while Brook (1981) used mathematical models to simulate the development of 
roughness in tropical karst regions.

Functions describe the relationships between parameters referring to the size of 
dolines. Analysing these functions, genetic conclusions are drawn. Jennings (1975) 
described the relationships between the horizontal extension, depth and shape of the 
doline with functions. The functions differed with karst areas.
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Among the properties of dolines, distribution by elevation was studied (Telbisz 
2004). The longitudinal axis of dolines and its azimuth were determined (Jeness 
2003; Farsang and Tóth 1992; Péntek et al. 2000). Using GIS methods, for the indi‑
vidual study areas, the frequency distribution of doline depth, the lognormal distri‑
bution of doline area (Telbisz et al. 2009), the frequency distribution of doline 
longitudinal axes and the doline neighbour directions were determined (Telbisz and 
Móga 2005). In addition, the catchment geometry, the ‘shift’ of the doline centre 
point from its geometrical centre (Telbisz et al. 2005) and average groundplan area 
of dolines in function of elevation above sea level were determined (Telbisz 2010). 
The ratio of total area to the areas of dolines in function of slope inclination was also 
computed (Lippmann et al. 2008).

Morphometric techniques have been applied to karren too. Researchers investi‑
gated the relationships between meander karren (Zeller 1967; Hutchinson 1996; 
Veress and Tóth 2004; Veress 2010), between parameters of trittkarren (Vincent 
1983), between slope angle and the frequency of occurrence of karren (Crowther 
1996) and the frequency distribution of grikes by width (Rose and Vincent 1983). 
Furthermore, the roughness of various karren types (Crowther 1997), the relation‑
ship between the length and vertical distribution of rillenkarren (Ginés 1996) as 
well as the rate of karren formation were studied (Veress 2010).

We used morphometric methods in the study of dolines and karren with the pur‑
pose of ensuring the quantitative comparability of landforms in different karst areas. 
The following morphometric methods were used: construction and analysis of 
parameter space, depth to width function, investigation of the distribution of the 
number of dolines by elevation above sea level and calculation of various parame‑
ters of karren features.

3.1.1  The Parameter Space

Here, doline size parameters (width, depth, the ratio of concave to convex slope 
segments describing slope geometry) were represented in space in order to draw 
conclusions to the variations of these parameters for dolines of different sizes within 
the same karst area. The planar representation of parameter spaces is possible if the 
same characteristic appears twice in the coordinate system. During planar represen‑
tation, the doline data shown on the third axis of the coordinate system is virtually 
rotated onto the opposite side of the other two axes.

At first, the dolines were surveyed in detail, their large‑scale (1–50) map was 
prepared and the areas enclosed by contour lines were determined. Functions were 
identified to depict the relationship between doline depth and the area enclosed by 
contour lines (Péntek et al. 2007). The following area functions were written for the 
dolines (Fig. 3.1).
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where L > 0, M < 0 and K ≥ 1 are characteristic parameters of the dolines. Next, an 
equal‑volume transformation was performed to achieve rotational symmetry for the 
body. The resulting function for the side slope of the doline of rotational symmetry 
is called meridian function (Fig. 3.2) with the formula of
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The parameter L > 0 refers to doline depth and M < 0 to doline radius, which 
describes the horizontal extension of the doline (the lower it is, the more extensive 
is the form). K ≥ 1 depends on the value of the inflexion point on the meridian func‑
tion (Fig. 3.3). If K has a low value, the side slope of the doline consists of a long 
convex and a short concave segment; if K is high, the side slope is composed of a 
short convex and a long concave segment.

The parameters of the meridian functions of different dolines are represented in 
the parameter space of the coordinate system. The characteristics of subsidence 

Fig. 3.1 The areal function (Péntek et al. 2007). y area enclosed by a contour line, x doline depth 
expressed by a contour line

Fig. 3.2 The meridian function (Péntek et al. 2007)

3.1 Morphometry
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dolines in the studied middle‑mountain karsts (Bakony, Pádis) and glaciokarsts 
(Totes Gebirge, Julian Alps, Asiago Plateau) were represented separately in param‑
eter spaces of the coordinate system.

3.1.2  Depth–Width Function

The function between doline depths and widths were also investigated. The steep‑
ness of the function indicates the relationship between vertical and horizontal growth 
of dolines. The functions received for various karst areas are comparable. Where the 
function is steeper, the same rate of deepening is accompanied with a higher rate of 
widening, where it is less steep, with lower rate of widening. If the functions for two 
areas differ in steepness, this indicates that the way of doline growth is different. 
Different manners of doline growth are due to variations in controlling factors (for 
instance, different denudation rates of doline slopes). Such data were collected and 
processed for the Pádis karst and the Bakony Mountains (Fig. 3.4).

3.1.3  Distribution of Dolines by Elevation Above Sea Level

We investigated the vertical distribution of dolines in the Bakony Mountains 
(Veress 1983). We identified elevation classes and referred the dolines into these 
classes. The frequency of dolines in the individual classes was expressed by the 
number of dolines.

Fig. 3.3 The dependence of the meridian function on parameter L (a), on parameter M (b), on 
parameter K (c). 1, inflexion point (Péntek et al. 2007), modified

3 Methods
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The elevation of the highest frequency and the pattern and amplitude of distribu‑
tion for individual areas are established. The highest frequency is represented by the 
class interval (surface elevation) where dolines occur in the highest number. 
Distribution pattern shows that moving away from the class of highest fre‑
quency what is the rate of decrease for doline frequency (doline number) in the ever 
lower and ever higher classes. If the rate of decrease is the same in both directions, 
the pattern is symmetrical; in other cases, it is asymmetrical. The amplitude of dis‑
tribution is the elevation difference between the classes of highest and lowest eleva‑
tions where dolines occur in a karst area.

3.1.4  Calculation of Karren Parameters

Karren formation on a terrain was characterised by various calculated parameters 
such as specific width, average composite character and dissection by karren (kar‑
ren density) (Fig. 3.5). For the exposures, karren formation on the bedrock exposed 
from below the cover was calculated along profiles. The data necessary for calcula‑
tions were determined from photographs. Therefore, dimensionless values were 
achieved. The averages of the above parameters were computed for study areas in 
various karst regions and compared them with each other.

Measuring or calculating specific width (Veress 2010), the degree to which a 
terrain is affected by karren formation is expressed. Along a profile, the widths of 
various karren features are measured. Specific width (Sw) is the average of the total 
width of karren features on 1 m distance of the profile. It is calculated by the follow‑
ing formula:

Fig. 3.4 Relationships between the depths (d) and diameters (w) of subsidence dolines in the 
Bakony (a) and on the Pádis (b)

3.1 Morphometry
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where

Kw is the width of a single karren feature.
∑Kw is the total width of all karren features along the profile.
L is the profile length.

The higher the proportion of the surface is dissolved from the 1 m section of the 
profile, the higher is the specific width.

Average composite character (dd) is obtained through dividing the total number 
of all mounds within the karren features (∑pr) by the number of grikes (N):
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The higher is the dd, the more composite in nature are the karren features of the 
profile.

Dissection by karren along the profile or karren density (Kd) is calculated through 
dividing the total number of ridges between the main karren features (∑R) by the 
length of the profile (l):
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Fig. 3.5 Calculating karren parameters. 1, limestone; 2, cover; g grike; pr, crest between partial 
grikes; Kw, grike width; R, crest between grikes; Sw, specific width; dd, average complexity; Kd, 
dissection with karren
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Values of the above‑described parameters were calculated for a roadcut near 
Lunan (China), a stone quarry in Croatia, exposures along the road leading to the 
Pádis plateau and for karren exposed in the side of a doline of the area Pádis 2. For 
the calculation of the above parameters of uncovered karst terrain, data from karren 
on Totes Gebirge were used.

3.2  Investigation of the Structure of the Bearing Rock 
(Bedrock)

Our objective was to reveal the relationship between rock structure and covered 
karst formation. Rock structure (fractures and bedding planes) in relation to cavity 
formation in the phreatic or epiphreatic zone was studied by numerous authors 
(Glennie 1948; White 1960; Coase and Judson 1977; Palmer 1975; Quinlan 1981; 
Ford and Williams 2007). We were interested in the impact of rock structure on 
cavity formation in the epikarst (Veress 1982). The latter was also related to doline 
morphology. The investigations focused on the karst landforms of the Hárskút 
Basin and one of the dolines of the karst area around the Homód Valley.

Some typical dolines were selected, the shafts (cave) of which were accessible 
and the following parameters were measured:

 – Dip slopes and directions of strata of the bearing rock.
 – The number of fractures.
 – The spatial position of shafts.
 – Whether the shafts are continuous or composed of sections in different 

positions.
 – The frequency of shafts.
 – In addition, the groundplans (elongated or not) and cross‑sections (symmetrical 

or asymmetrical) of the shape of the dolines belonging to the shafts were sur‑
veyed or mapped, and we distinguished dolines according to their occurrence as 
solitary forms or composed of partial dolines.

3.3  Mapping

3.3.1  Topographic and Groundplan Maps

Mapping serves the documentation of the form assemblages of karst regions, and 
the maps provide further data on the properties of covered karst formation. 
Topographic maps are often applied during the investigation of karst areas, includ‑
ing covered karsts (Roglič 1939; Crawford 1984; White 1988). The use of karst 
morphological maps is equally widespread (Warwick 1964; Hevesi 1980, 2001; Tan 
1992; Racoviţă et al. 2002; Veress 2000; Ford and Williams 2007; Grimes 2012a).

3.3 Mapping
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We mapped various covered karst areas and landforms. In our research we sur‑
veyed the areas mostly to prepare large‑scale (1–250 or 1–500) topographic maps. 
The available 1–10,000 scale maps were only seldom sufficient for our purposes. 
On the large‑scale maps, karst features of small size (depth) could also be repre‑
sented. Topographic maps were drawn for the following areas: the Bakony 
Mountains (Hárskút Basin, Tés Plateau, Kőris Mountain, Kab Mountain), parts of 
the Pádis plateau, the Bükk Mountains (Nagymező, Little Plateau), Durmitor 
(Mlječni do), the Totes Gebirge and the Dachstein Plateau. (Occasionally, individ‑
ual dolines were surveyed. The contour maps of dolines were drawn at 1–50 scale.)

When mapping, karren groundplans were made at very detailed scale (1–20) 
using the network method (see below). Such maps were drawn on the pseudokarren 
features of the Asiago Plateau (Veress et al. 1999).

3.3.2  Morphological Maps

Supplemented with the mapping of landforms, the topographic maps could be 
developed into karst morphological maps. Such maps were drawn for the following 
mountains: the Bakony, Bükk, Aggtelek Karst, Durmitor, Pádis, Hochschwab, 
Totes Gebirge and Dachstein. Based on detailed surveys, morphological maps of 
dolines (e.g. from the Totes Gebirge) and doline groups (e.g. from Pádis) were 
prepared.

From the analyses of data from fieldwork, topographic maps (at 1:10,000 and 
1:25,000 scales), the maps prepared by ourselves, karst morphological profiles (see 
below) and VES measurements, conceptual coveredness‑karst morphological maps 
were drawn. On the latter, the site and type of coveredness, true rock boundaries (if 
relevant) as well as non‑karstic and karstic landforms were represented through the 
generalisation of formations in individual characteristic karst areas. The enumer‑
ated elements of the map are not shown in the right position and size, but their 
fundamental configuration and interrelationships are emphasised.

3.3.3  Denudation Maps

For the reconstruction of the development of depressions of superficial deposit 
(DSDs), basement denudation maps had to be constructed. In order to analyse the 
process, the ways of denudation were typified on the floor of the depression selected 
as an example (Hochschwab), distinguished aerially and represented in extension 
(see Figs. 7.71 and 7.72). To the types, slope angles, obtained from the contour and 
slope inclination map of the floor, were rendered. In principle, the types of denuda‑
tion are the following:

 – Terrains denuded by pluvial erosion:

3 Methods
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• With doline formation, terrains sloping towards the dolines emerge to the ero‑
sive effect of rainwater. This type comprises the terrains surrounding the 
dolines. Their extension is determined by delimiting the terrains sloping 
towards the dolines (Fig. 3.6a).

• The side slopes of gullies and valleys are also denuded by pluvial erosion 
(slope formation directly driven by linear erosion). The extension of such ter‑
rains is determined by delimiting the margins of ravines and valleys (Fig. 
3.6b).

• As the gullies and valleys are incising, rainwater flows towards their margins, 
and the bordering terrains are also lowered by rainwater (slope formation 
indirectly driven by linear erosion). The extension of such terrains is delim‑
ited by the area of surfaces of 10–30° slope bordering gullies and valleys (Fig. 
3.6c–e).

 – Denudation surfaces of complex origin:

  These surfaces emerge if gullies and valleys form on the terrains bordering the 
developing ponor (Fig. 3.6f). This terrain includes the side slopes of gullies and 
valleys and the terrains between them. Such a terrain is not found in the area of 
the studied DSD but existed before the ponor was infilled.
The floor of the depression is denuded by linear erosion along the watercourses. 

A terrain section without denudation was also identified where slope inclination is 
very low (0–10°). A more differentiated picture of the evolution of the depression is 
achieved by the fact that a lower accumulation surface and an upper accumulation 
surface are recognisable in the area. The lower surface is the area of the former 
ponor of less than 10° slope, while the upper is a 30–50° slope of the depression. 
From the upper slope section of the depression, sediments are redeposited here. 
Finally, the denuding slope of the depression is identified: an exhumed slope on 
limestone with more than 50° angle (Veress 2012).

3.3.4  Aerial Photographs

This technique is particularly useful for the investigation of the morphology of 
uncovered surfaces. The study of karst areas using aerial photographs was initiated 
by Williams (1971, 1972a, b). Recently, photographs were applied for the identifi‑
cation of subsidence dolines and measurement of their density (Currens et al. 
2012). Radio‑controlled model airplanes (UAVs) are also used for taking aerial 
photos because this technique is inexpensive and provides images from low eleva‑
tion. Aerial photographs were taken with model airplanes, among others, by Jones 
et al. (2006) and Kalmár and Kozma (2012). We performed aerial photographing 
from a model airplane in the Totes Gebirge from several hundred metres of 
altitude.
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Fig. 3.6 Conceptual genetic types of pluvial erosion. (a) Slope formation by karst depressions. (b) 
slope formation directly caused by channels and valleys (b1, erosion of valley sides; b2, erosion of 
interfluvial ridges after valley margins are merged). (c–d) slope formation indirectly caused by 
channels and valleys: pluvial erosion active at the margin of the broadening valley (c), areal ero‑
sion at the margin of the meandering valley (d). (e) slope formation indirectly caused by channels 
and valleys (slope of residual surfaces affected by areal erosion situated between bordering forking 
channels). (f) complex slope evolution (f1, areal erosion creating terrain sloping towards ponor; f2, 
regressional valley evolution on this terrain, the directions of areal erosion are modified). 1, sub‑
sidence doline; 2, ponor; 3, channel, valley; 4, interfluvial ridge; 5, residual terrain; 6, initial sur‑
face slope; 7, boundary of areally eroded terrain; 8, areal erosion; 9, slope formed due to areal 
erosion; 10, linear erosion; 11, valley broadening; 12, limestone
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3.3.5  Karst Morphological Cross-Sections

Karst morphological cross‑sections representing the main properties were drawn 
on characteristic details of different karst regions. Conclusions can be drawn 
from the conceptual or proportional cross‑sections on the type and evolution of 
karst. Karst morphological cross‑sections are often used to characterise karsts. 
Conceptual karst morphological cross‑sections were applied or presented – 
among others – by Wilford and Wall (1965), Williams (1966a), Sweeting (1973), 
Waltham et al. (1983), Jennings (1985), Ford and Williams (2007) and Grimes 
(2012a, b). Proportional karst morphological cross‑sections were constructed by 
Sweeting (1958, 1966), Jennings and Sweeting (1963), (1980), Palmer (2004) 
and Veress (2009).

On the cross‑sections we showed coveredness, the nature (permeable or imper‑
meable) and extension of the cover, the bedrock, the various denudation surfaces, 
the landforms related to them and, if necessary, the hydrological conditions. 
Bedrock (limestone) outcrops were represented based on data from geological 
maps, field observations and in some cases from VES measurements. At sites with 
cover deposit, the morphology of the bedrock was also reconstructed from VES 
measurements or using geoelectric–geological profiles drawn from the data.

The here appearing sections are partly conceptual (for Kab Mountain) and partly 
proportional (Tés Plateau, southern Durmitor). In the case of this latter section type, 
the macroforms (e.g. paleodolines) are mostly proportionally depicted to a lower 
diameter limit of 200–300 m. Dolines smaller than this limit (e.g. subsidence 
dolines), however, cannot be shown true to scale. Exceptions are the large‑scale 
cross‑sections, where each and every karst features are represented in the true local‑
ities. Even on small‑scale cross‑sections, the solitary features (such as ponors) also 
appear in their actual localities. The small features occurring in groups (subsidence 
dolines) are represented by a symbol where they are typical. They are not shown 
proportionally and in the right spot; their number on the cross‑sections is lower than 
in reality. Disregarding some sections at very large scale (Mester‑Hajag, Tés 
Plateau), features in a strip are shown instead of those along a line – on both con‑
ceptual and proportional cross‑sections. The sections only show those sections of 
karst regions which are relevant to the studied topic: the sections which constitute a 
single system with respect to their evolution. At the same time, several cross‑ 
sections were drawn on the karst region if they are representative of the different 
units of the karst region with regard to geomorphic evolution (e.g. for the Bakony 
Mountains). Some cross‑sections are composed of segments of different alignment 
(Pádis). Such a representation of a detail is useful if it supplies the most 
information.

Such cross‑sections were drawn for the Bakony Mountains (Tés Plateau, Mester‑ 
Hajag, Kab Mountain), Mecsek Mountains, the cliff coast of Madagascar, Durmitor, 
Totes Gebirge, Aggtelek Karst and Dachstein.

3.3 Mapping
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3.3.6  Oblique Views and Block Diagrams

Mostly to demonstrate single objects or groups of objects as well as their evolution, 
oblique views, series of views and block diagrams were constructed if it seemed to 
the purpose. Block diagram representations of karst are widespread in literature (for 
instance, Williams 1972a; Lehmann 1936; Jennings 1985 applied this option for 
representation), but oblique views can also be found (Wissmann 1954). Such repre‑
sentations were made of the Totes Gebirge, Dachstein and Pádis karsts. We also 
show numerous general landform types and processes in such figures.

3.4  Investigation of Cover Thickness, Composition 
and Structure

From the properties of the cover, conclusions can be drawn on the development of 
karst landforms, the process of karstification and on accompanying phenomena. On 
covered karst, measurements of cover thickness supply data for bedrock morphol‑
ogy (and thus on the size and nature of karst features in the cover); while establish‑
ing cover composition (and partly thickness), we are informed about karst evolution 
as well as the processes active on the karst. Cover thickness was studied using 
engine‑driven spiral drill and metal rod and geophysical methods, while cover type 
and structure were investigated by geophysical methods and in exploration pits.

3.4.1  Establishing Cover Thickness, Composition and Bedrock 
Map by Spiral Drilling

Engine‑driven spiral drill was applied in the Bakony Mountains (in the area of 
Mester‑Hajag and on the catchment of the covered karst ponor G‑6/b). At the latter 
site, it was not only used to establish cover thickness, but the presence of ground‑
water in the cover (collected in the drill hole) could be pointed out and, thus, a 
particular activity occurring at covered karst landforms, hidden activity, could also 
be identified (see Chap. 6). Taking advantage of the drilling data, bedrock maps 
were drawn, and geological profiles were constructed across the cover.

3.4.2  Measuring Cover Thickness Using Metal Rod

Metal rod was applied on a partially covered karren terrain on the Asiago Plateau. 
It could be used because the cover was not very thick (less than 2 m) and non‑ 
cohesive (redeposited soil and plant residue, needles of conifers). Thus, the rod 
could be pressed manually into the cover. The features recognised on the cover 
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were surveyed in a grid (producing a groundplan). The mesh size of the grid was 
20 × 20 cm. The grid was placed on the survey area (karst features). For mapping the 
marginal points of the feature were identified according to their positions in the grid 
cells or to their distance from one of the grid points. On the margins of landforms, 
cover thickness was also measured while pressing the metal rod down to the surface 
of the bedrock. Noting the length of the section of the rod below the ground surface, 
the thickness of the cover could be established.

3.4.3  Constructing Geoelectric–Geological Profiles

Applying this method, it is not only cover thickness and thus bedrock morphology 
but also the type of cover deposits that can be established.

There are numerous geophysical techniques known to measure cover and bed‑
rock thickness: the seismic method (McCann et al. 1987; Hoover 2003), electric 
resistance (McDowell et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2002) and electromagnetic (Jansen 
et al. 1993) and radar (McCann et al. 1987; Hoover 2003) techniques. A variety of 
vertical resistance measurement is VES measurement used by us (Veress 2009). 
The data obtained are used for making karst morphological profiles. Measurements 
were made in the Bakony (Mester‑Hajag, Homód Valley, Kőris Mountain, at several 
sites of the Tés Plateau), Mecsek, Bükk (Nagymező, in a valley of the Little Plateau), 
Aggtelek Karst (Dász doline, Keserű‑tó lápa, Zombor‑lyuk, Bába Valley), Pádis 
(five sites), Julian Alps (Seven Lakes Valley), Totes Gebirge, Dachstein Plateau 
and Asiago Plateau.

Topographic maps were made of the study areas. VES measurements (vertical 
electric sounding) served to measure bedrock depth and cover thickness at different 
sites. In VES measurements through two earthed electrodes, electric current is con‑
ducted underground, and two other electrodes are used to measure the potential 
difference caused by the resulting electricity distribution. The distribution of elec‑
tricity and the potential difference and the calculated apparent specific resistance 
are a function of the specific resistance of the individual layers and their thick‑
nesses. From the measured values of potential difference, in function of the distance 
of current electrodes, curves can be constructed. Using an inversion programme, in 
ideal case, from the curves bedrock depth, the type of cover deposits and their thick‑
nesses can be identified (Veress 2009).

Fitting the sediment series calculated for the individual sites together, profiles can 
be constructed along the alignment of measurements (geoelectric–geological profile), 
which represent the ground surface (with covered karst depressions), the limestone 
bedrock, the nature of sediment series, the position of series boundaries (including 
those of cover deposits), the structure of cover deposits as well as the calculated resis‑
tance values of the different rocks. The position of the limestone bedrock can be 
supplemented or rectified on spots where the limestone outcrops. Using elevation 
data for the limestone, topographic maps of the limestone bedrock can be drawn.

From the geoelectric–geological profiles, the following data on dolines are 
established:

3.4 Investigation of Cover Thickness, Composition and Structure
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 – The position of the depressions relative to the bedrock topography.
 – The thickness of cover deposit was given for the environs of the depression. The 

thickness of cover deposit was identified in two ways. Minimum cover deposit 
thickness (or inner thickness) was measured between the deepest point of the 
depression and the bedrock surface. Maximum cover deposit thickness (or outer 
thickness) was determined: two marginal points of the depression (along the 
profile) was connected with a straight line and then the distance between this line 
and the bedrock was measured across the deepest point of the depression. From 
the data, the average thickness of the inner and outer cover deposit for various 
covered karst dolines was calculated (above a mound of the bedrock surface, its 
slope or depression) in the Bakony Mountains (Veress 2009).

The structure of the cover was also investigated with multi‑electrode measure‑
ments in the study area of the Homód Valley in order to establish the change in the 
pore volume of the cover.

With the multi‑electrode geoelectric technique, two of the electrodes among the 
many (in our case 60) stuck into the cover deposit are for current input, while two 
others function as potential electrode. The current input and the potential‑measuring 
electrodes are continuously exchanged. Eventually, measurements along profile 
(showing the horizontal variability of specific resistance) and soundings (depicting 
vertical variability of specific resistance) can be performed without moving the 
electrodes during measurement. The outcome of the measurement is a so‑called 
pseudo‑profile under the measurement line. Applying a suitable inverting  program 
me, a profile of the distribution of specific resistance can be constructed from this 
profile. Down to some metres depth, the detailed and continuous resistance ‘struc‑
ture’ of the cover deposits can be determined. Recording deviations in resistance, 
the moisture content of cover deposits and, indirectly, the changes in their pore 
volume values are measured. The changes in pore volume are represented along a 
profile.

3.4.4  Analysis of the Composition of the Cover

3.4.4.1  Particle Size

Particle size distribution was identified for the cover in a subsidence doline of a 
paleodoline of the Hochschwab and in the environs of dolines in the Bakony 
Mountains (Tés Plateau) in order to conclude on the water conductivity of the cover.

3.4.4.2  Calcium Content

Because of the calcareous cover infiltrating waters may be completely or partly 
saturated. Therefore, the karstification of the bedrock is influenced or occasionally 
even prevented by the carbonate content of the bedrock (Williams 1966b; Trudgill 
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1985). From the carbonate contents of the cover in different karst regions, conclu‑
sions can be drawn to the reasons behind the differences in karstification. If the 
carbonate content of the cover is high, there are hardly any subsidence dolines, 
while if it is low, there are more of them. For comparison the carbonate content of 
loess was determined in two areas of the Tés Plateau (Bakony Mountains), from 
samples collected in the environs of the dolines I‑28 (eight samples) and I‑31 (four 
samples). The data were published by Füzesi (2007). The carbonate content of the 
cover of the mentioned subsidence doline in the paleouvala of the Hochschwab was 
determined The carbonate content of the loess on the Mecsek karst was borrowed 
from literature (Hevesi 2001). On the Tés Plateau, the depth of sampling ranged 
from 0 to 200 cm. Carbonate contents were determined by the Scheibler method: 
the sample was treated with hydrochloric acid, and the amount of CO2 released was 
measured by calcimeter. This allowed the determination of total carbonate expressed 
in percentage of mass.

3.4.4.3  Exploration Pit

The exposure of sediments in karst landforms is important to reveal their develop‑
ment and evolution. Exposures are mostly made in solution dolines (Aubert 1966; 
Hall 1976). We established exploration pits in the fills of subsidence dolines and 
exposed the cover series for direct observation. Exploration pits were dug in the 
study area of the Homód Valley in the Bakony Mountains, in doline Ho‑8 and fossil 
doline D‑14 as well as in the dolines of the Hárskút Basin study area (also Bakony 
Mountains) (e.g. in dolines Hu‑1 and Gy‑9).

From the cover thickness above the buried objects in the doline fill, the rate of 
doline infilling is also established if the time of occupying their present positions 
can be estimated. Thus, in doline Hu‑1 of the Hárskút Basin, under 70 cm of fill, a 
tin manufactured at the earliest in the 1950s and that got into the doline in that time 
(with some years of error) was found in 1980. The rate of infilling of this doline can 
be established in knowledge of the burial of the tin and the thickness of cover. The 
time of burial is finding date minus burial date. Burial date was assumed to be the 
earliest date of manufacturing.

3.5  Changes of Karst Features

Pointing out changes, the processes and characteristics of covered karst can be 
revealed. On covered karst changes take place at relatively high rates (see Chap. 6). 
The investigations which are related to intense rainfalls have been presented in 
detail by Veress (2013).

Changes are demonstrated by measurements, observations and photographing. 
Qualitative changes are well indicated by vegetation, the alterations of which are 
detected by observations of uprooted, crooked trees, deformations of roots or plant 
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ruins due to displacement. The former refer to mass movements on the side slopes 
of depressions, while the latter represent doline formation (see Chap. 6). With the 
help of the latter, the duration of change is also estimated, for instance, if arable 
crops or grassland is found on the doline floor, the collapse which caused the above 
change must have taken place in the growing season of the year of observation. 
Human activities can also be helpful in dating: for instance, if the doline was formed 
in arable soil, its development is dated to times after the last ploughing. Buried 
objects or trees buried to their foliage could point to doline infilling.

Through observations, the intermittent lakes and overflow phenomena deriving 
from water recharge to the dolines can be observed. At stagnant water level, plant 
waste coatings or zones are created on doline slopes, and on objects in the doline 
(e.g. on trees), coatings or coating rings develop. Photos were taken repeatedly from 
the same sites. The differences between the photos show the changes which hap‑
pened between the two dates.

Fig. 3.7 Concept of 
measuring mass 
movements. 1, doline 
margin; 2, outer fixed 
point; 3, direction between 
two fixed points 
determined by instrument; 
4, spikes placed in the 
doline side; 5, sites with 
spikes displaced due to 
mass movement; 6, extent 
of mass movement 
represented by the spikes if 
the movement is 
perpendicular to the 
marked direction
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3.5.1  Measurements of Mass Movements in Dolines

The measurement of mass movements (Veress 2000) was partly aimed at monitor‑
ing changes in the dolines and partly their material turnover.

Two fixed points were established on the terrain bordering the dolines by setting 
iron spikes into the ground. At one of the points, we set up a theodolite and targeted 
the other fixed point. Then we placed iron spikes in the doline side along the desig‑
nated direction (start direction) (Fig. 3.7). The measurements were repeated once or 
twice a year: the start direction was reconstructed using the outer and the other fixed 
points. Then we measured the distances between spikes in the side of the doline 
related to the start direction. If the value between the spike and the line of the start 
direction was more than 0 cm, it means that the soil with the spike was displaced. 
Thus, these values are indicative of the displacement of cover deposit from the side 
of the doline to its bottom. The displacement of the spike at a certain date equals 
total displacement since the beginning of the measurement. From the difference 
between data obtained at two measurements of different date, the displacement 
between the dates of the two measurements can be calculated. The rate of displace‑
ment can also be calculated. The measured value will be equal to the actual mass 
movement if the start direction is perpendicular to the direction of material dis‑
placement. If the angle is lower, the measured value will be lower.

Mass movement measurements have been performed for 10 years for three 
dolines in the Hárskút Basin as well as in the Homód Valley and on Kab Mountain 
for two dolines each.

3.5.2  Measuring Size Changes of Dolines

The primary goal was the establishment of the rate of depth change.

3.5.2.1  Point-Like Depth Change

Here, the depth change of a single (the deepest) site of the doline is determined.
Between 2003 and 2006, the covered karst subsidence dolines of the Bakony and 

Bükk mountains as well as some solution dolines of the Aggtelek Karst were 
mapped. However, mapping was executed in various karst regions and at various 
dates. Further, these mapping dates are identified as the starting dates of measure‑
ment. In 2010 we measured the maximum depths of the mapped dolines using 
GPS. From the difference between the maximum depth obtained from the map and 
the depth data of the 2010 GPS measurements, the depth changes of the studied 
dolines were determined for the period between the start of measurements and 
2010. Since in 2010 depth was only measured at a single site, information is only 
obtained on a single point and the depth change for the deepest point. This way from 
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the data for the start of measurements and for 2010, we determined the maximum 
value of doline deepening (if the 2010 value is the higher) or infilling (if the 2010 
value is the lower). From deepening/infilling between the dates of measurements, 
the average annual rate of deepening/infilling was also calculated. The rates of 
depth change were compared for dolines with various environs (grassland, arable 
land, forest) (Veress 2013).

The changes of some dolines on the Tés Plateau with known morphology due to 
the 2010 rains (mainly in September) were recorded on the occasion of the field 
work of October 8, 2010 (the changes in the forms of the dolines were recorded 
annually.) According to our GPS, measurements show that there were both deepen‑
ing and infilling dolines among them. According to observations of October 8, 
2010, in some of both the deepening and infilling dolines, denudational and accu‑
mulational features occurred. The denudational features indicate material transport 
from the doline floor into the karst, while the accumulational features point to depo‑
sition on the doline floor. For deepening dolines, material input into the doline is of 
lower extent than transport from there into the karst, but for infilling dolines input 
is of higher extent.

Regarding jointly the features and depth changes of the studied dolines, the 
dolines were classified by their material turnover. The bases of classification were 
the following. With deepening dolines, material transport into the karst is higher 
than transport into the doline, while it is the opposite for infilling dolines. With 
deepening dolines, the features indicating outward transport show that material is 
transported from the doline into the karst, while the lack of accumulational features 
points to no sediment input into the doline, or if there is, it cannot accumulate on the 
floor. If there are accumulation features in deepening dolines, they must have 
formed before outward transport. With infilling dolines, if features due to material 
removal are present, there is material transport into the karst, but its rate is lower 
than transport into the doline. If there are no features of material removal, there hap‑
pened to be no transport from the doline into the karst, or it was interrupted for the 
time of infilling.

3.5.2.2  Areal Depth Change

Here depth change is determined for the entire area of the depression. At the depres‑
sion I‑31 (Tés Plateau), the detailed survey performed in 2004 was repeated in 2010. 
From the survey, data contour maps of the depression were drawn (The contour 
interval was 30 cm). The difference between the 2010 and 2004 contours on maps 
was digitally derived. (The 2004 contours were subtracted from the 2010 contours.) 
The map of depth change was produced for the depression. In those sections of the 
doline where the contour lines have negative values (i.e. the depth values in 2010 
were lower), deepening in the area enclosed by the contours occurred; where the 
values are positive (the depth values in 2010 were higher), the floor was elevated, 
hence infilling occurred.
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Fig. 3.8 Function showing the quantity of fallen particles versus time due to heating (Veress et al. 
2012); m mass of the fallen pieces

Fig. 3.9 Solution 
experiment of grikes filled 
with superficial deposit in 
the laboratory
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3.6  Laboratory Model Experiments

Laboratory experiments are important in karst research since the simulated phe‑
nomena take place rapidly and the conditions can be defined and changed. Rudnicki 
(1960), Curl (1966), Allen (1972), Quinif (1973), Fabre and Nicod (1982), Veress 
et al. (2012) and Deák et al. (2013, 2014) investigated various karst phenomena 
using model experiments. Model experiments on plaster were carried out by Glew 
and Ford (1980), Dzulynski et al. (1988), Veress et al. (1998, 2014) and Slabe 
(2005, 2009), because plaster is easily soluble and this creates favourable condi‑
tions for the generation of various phenomena.

We executed model experiments in four topics: the development of grikes filled 
with cover deposit, doline formation on cover with ground ice, formation of subsid‑
ence dolines on plaster plate covered with deposit without ground ice and sedimen‑
tation in flood lakes created in laboratory. On cover with plaster, the role of particle 
size of the cover in water current and in the nature of water flow onto the bedrock 
was investigated. In relation to the flood lake sedimentation, the influence of the rate 
of water level sinking on the nature of deposition and the relations between settling 
particle size and the rate of water level sinking were investigated.

3.6.1  Modelling the Formation of Subsidence Dolines 
on Cover with Ground Ice

The changes induced in the cover by the air ascending and melting ice in the cover 
were investigated.

Frozen samples of different particle size were placed into the experimental 
equipment. Air of varying temperature and current velocity was blown onto the 
samples from below. The sample melted, and fragments were detached from it and 
fell upon a balance allowing to measure the mass of fragments in function of time 
(Fig. 3.8). It can be seen that with increasing duration of air flow, more and more 
material drops as a result of partial melting (Veress et al. 2012).

3.6.2  Modelling Grike Evolution

We investigated the evolution of grikes filled with cover deposit which have their 
floors above the karst water table and where the karst water table is at the level of 
the grike floor.

To study grike evolution under cover deposits, grikes with vertical walls (their 
lower end was closed) were created on a plaster plate of 5° slope (Fig. 3.9). Such 
imitated grikes were made on two plaster plates, which were dried by air and framed 
by polystyrene. The grike floors on one of the plaster plates were not impermeable. 
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(Here, plaster on the grike floor was 1 cm thick. On this plaster plate three grikes 
were formed and coded as XIII.1, XIII.2 and XIII.3.) Onto the grike floors of the 
other plaster plate, a clay coating was applied to make the plaster impermeable. 
(Also on this plaster plate, three grikes were formed and coded as XIV.1, XIV.2 and 
XIV.3.) The length of grikes was 45 cm, while their widths ranged from 21 to 
29.3 mm. The depths of grikes with impermeable floor ranged from 14 to 25 mm, 
while the depths of those where plaster was placed on clay to prevent the presence 
of impermeable material on the grike floor ranged from 16 to 22 m. Water feeding 
took place at the upper part of the grikes in the plaster plates onto the cover. The rate 
of dripping was 50 cm3/min. Into each grike 100 dm3 of water was fed over 10 h 
daily (only on working days). The three grikes on each plate were filled with cover 
deposit of the following particle sizes: 5–2.5 mm, 1–0.5 mm and 0.125–0.063 mm. 
The solution experiment was not repeated (Veress et al. 2014).

3.6.3  Modelling the Development of Subsidence Dolines 
in Cover Deposit Without Ground Ice

It was investigated how the material deficit generated on the bedrock is inherited 
over to the cover and what factors influence the process.

For the experiments gypsum plates of 45 × 30 × 3 cm size were made. The gyp‑
sum plates were dried on air and framed with polystyrene. The solution experiment 
was not repeated since it requires much time, and the conditions of this experiment 
could not be precisely reconstructed. The experiments were executed on covers of 
1 cm (on nine gypsum plates) and 5 cm thickness (on two gypsum plates). (The 
experiment and the water supply were applied at two sites for each of the plates.) 
The particle size classes of the cover placed on the gypsum plates were the follow‑
ing: 2.5–5 mm, 2.0–2.5 mm, 0.5–1.0 mm, 0.25–0.5 mm, 0.125–0.25 mm, 0.063–
0.125 mm and smaller than 0.063 mm. The slope of the gypsum plate was set to 5° 
or 0° in the experiments.

During the experiments 100 dm3 of distilled water was dripped at each site. 
Water amounts of 5 dm3 per day were fed to each site. In the morning 2 dm3 and in 
the evening 3 dm3 of water was filled into the vessel used for dripping. Water feed‑
ing only happened on working days. There were 2–3 h breaks during the day and 
3–4 h breaks in the night. For water feeding burettes were used. Water was dripped 
at 80 cm3/min rate. Drop sizes ranged from 0.1 to 0.075 cm3. The drop size was 
calculated by measuring how many drops amounted to 1 cm3 volume, and the drop 
size was the ratio of 1 cm3 to the number of drops. Water feeding had various ways: 
onto the cover or directly onto the bedrock. In both cases it could take place both 
vertically and laterally. In the case of vertical water feeding onto the bedrock, the 
burette crossed the cover. If water was applied laterally, the water was conducted 
from a funnel through a glass pipe onto the cover or bedrock.

3.6 Laboratory Model Experiments
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3.6.4  Influence of Particle Size on Water Lifting and Water 
Overlifting

The changes observed on the cover of the gypsum plate during water feeding 
pointed to the decisive influence of the particle size of the cover deposit on water 
motion in the cover, the size of the emerging water body, its changes and water 
transfer from the cover onto the bedrock. Therefore, we investigated the influence 
of the particle size of the cover on water overlifting and water lifting and their rates.

3.6.4.1  Water Overlifting

A curved glass pipe was used. Its length was 480 mm, its inner diameter was 12 mm. 
The length of its ascending limb was 100 mm, its lateral conduction length was 
300 mm and the length of its descending limb was 80 mm (Fig. 3.10). The angle 
between the lateral conductor and the ascending limb was 80–85°, and its angle with 
the descending limb was 130–135°. The glass pipe was filled with sediment of 
0.125–0.350 mm and then 0.5–1.00 mm particle size dried at 105 °C. The glass pipe 
was set so that the lateral conductor had an angle of 5° with the horizontal. The ends 
of the pipes were closed by filter paper. The ascending limb was put to 2 cm depth 
into a water‑filled vessel in vertical position. The vessel stored 30 cm3 water. At the 
other end of the pipe, a receiving vessel was placed where filter paper indicated the 
appearance of the first drop of water. The time of appearance of the first drop and the 
time of transfer of 10 cm3 of water were measured. The water overlifting experiment 
was meant to answer the question whether water is capable of rising in the ascend‑
ing limb and at what particle size, i.e. whether the process depends on particle size.

3.6.4.2  Water Lifting

A glass pipe of 1,050 mm length and 12 mm inner diameter was filled with sediments 
of different particle size classes: 0.001–0.063 mm, 0.063–0.125 mm, 0.125–
0.250 mm and 2.5–5.000 mm. The sediment‑filled pipe was placed into the water‑
storing vessel in vertical position. With different sediment fills, the rate of water rise 
was measured during various time intervals (1 h, 5 h, 24 h and infinite time). The 
question was: what is the rate of water rise in sediments of different particle size?

Fig. 3.10 Experimental 
equipment for water 
overlifting
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3.6.5  Sedimentation in the Flood Lakes of Subsidence Dolines

At intensive snowmelt or rainfall, intermittent lakes emerged in the karst landforms. 
In the flood lakes the amount of suspended sediment deposited from the lakes 
increased. Deposition was studied in a basin in the laboratory. Using experience 
from artificial settling and field observations, conclusions can be drawn for the envi‑
ronments of lakes in the depressions, including the denudation properties of the 
environment (hinterland) or the surface of the catchment and the depletion charac‑
teristics of the lake.

3.6.5.1  Investigation of the Relationship Between the Settling Rate 
of Suspended Material and Water Level Sinking of Flood Lakes

The applied technique was meant to reveal whether the settling of suspended grains 
depends on the rate of water level sinking of lakes formed in the dolines.

The settling rate of grains was established in measuring cylinder. In a settling 
basin, how the relations between the rate of water level and particle sinking influ‑
ence deposition was investigated. In the settling basin at the settling sites (where the 
amount of deposited matter was measured), settling rate equals the rate measured in 
the cylinder at similar depth. This parameter (the settling rate) was constant in the 
settling basin during the investigations. If in the basin sediment of such particle size 
settles which has a higher settling rate than the rate of water level sinking, it can be 
claimed that settling depends on the rate of water level sinking. This can be evi‑
denced if at a given rate of water level sinking, it is checked whether there is deposi‑
tion of matter of a given particle size (with settling rate known from the measurement 

Table 3.1 Measurement data in case of suspension A1 (ek)

Sample 
number

Time 
(min)

Logarithm  
of time

Measured mass  
in 5 cm3 (mg)

Mass of L for  
1 dm3 (mg)

Mass of lk for  
1 dm3 (mg)

1 1 0 9.80 1.96 0.04
2 5 1.60 8.00 1.60 0.40
3 15 2.70 6.30 1.26 0.74
4 30 3.40 5.50 1.10 0.90
5 60 4.09 4.20 0.84 1.16
6 120 4.78 3.70 0.74 1.26
7 180 5.19 3.00 0.60 1.40
8 360 5.88 2.50 0.50 1.50
9 600 6.39 1.70 0.34 1.66

Remark:
L, suspended sediment of suspension taken by pipette in the given moment
ek, constant (2 g clay/1 dm3 water), initial concentration of suspension
lk: concentration of suspended matter in the glass cylinder at the give depth, which is the difference 
between the initial concentration of the suspension and actual concentration

3.6 Laboratory Model Experiments
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cylinder) onto the object slide (Deák et al. 2014). The experiment was made in the 
following way.

The sample from a non‑cohesive rock was dried and sieved into fractions by 
particle size. The suspensions (A1 and A2) were prepared from the fractions of the 
smallest particle size (below 0.063). From this material 2 g each was brought into 
suspension, and the suspension was filled to 1 dm3, receiving two 0.2 m/m % solu‑
tions (A1 and A2). The suspension system A2 was further loaded with fibrillary plant 
chips (1–0.5 mm size fragments of wheat straw) until the solution had a concentra‑
tion of 0.05 m/m % for plant waste (Table 6.2).

In the homogenised solutions, the pipette method (Stefanovits 1981) was used to 
measure suspended matter contents at 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 cm fluid layer depth at expo‑
nentially growing time intervals (1, 5, 15, 30, 60, 120 min, etc.). On every occasion, 
samples of 5 cm3 volume were taken and dry matter contents were determined. The 
dry matter content of the 5 cm3 samples measured at depths 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 cm and 
at different times (1, 5, 15, 30, 60, 120 min, etc.) was referred to 1 dm3 volume 
(Table 3.1).

A function was fit to the data series which is graphically shown on curve 2 in Fig. 
6.15. The other function in Fig. 6.15, which is represented on curve 3 of Fig. 6.15, 
was produced through subtracting the suspended matter concentrations at each 
observations times from the initial concentration. The measurements were made for 
both suspensions (A1 and A2). From the data settling velocities were determined in 
the following manner.

Fig. 3.11 Settling basin. (a, b), catheti of the right‑angled triangle formed by the sides of the side 
walls of the settling basin; (c), hypotenuse of the right‑angled triangle; α, the right angle formed by 
the two catheti
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The suspended matter content of suspension A1 (based on data from 10 cm layer 
thickness) is exponentially reduced with time, while the value calculated for the 
same measurement point (the difference between the initial concentration and the 
actual concentration) takes the shape of the saturation curve with time. This tech‑
nique was also applied to water depths of 5.0 and 7.5 cm.

Half of the initial concentration (2 g) is received if the intersection of the curves 
is read on the y‑axis. The x value of intersection indicates the time necessary for the 
reduction of concentration to its half at the studied point. The half‑time of concen‑
tration can be determined more precisely if concentration changes are represented 
in the natural logarithm of measurement times.

If the distances measured from the surface of the suspension to the sampling sites 
(5.0, 7.5, 10.0 cm) are divided by the half‑times of the concentration typical of 
them, the settling velocities at the points of observation are achieved.

Fig. 3.12 Determining the rate of water level sinking. V, amount of water released (1 dm3 of 
water). m1–6: water level sinking in case of 1 dm3 water released because of the shape of the basin. 
Ff1 6−

 and Fa1 6−
 : size of water surfaces in case of various water level sinkings

0.25 min 0.5 min 0.75 min 1 min 2 min 5 min 10 min

1. –dm3

–dm3

–dm3

–dm3

–dm3

–dm3

–dm3

–dm3

2.9 1.48 0.98 0.74 0.37 0.14 0.07

2. 3.2 1.56 1.03 0.78 0.39 0.15 0.07

3. 3.32 1.66 1.10 0.83 0.41 0.16 0.08

4. 3.56 1.78 1.18 0.89 0.44 0.18 0.08

5. 3.92 1.96 1.30 0.98 0.49 0.19 0.09

6. 4.36 2.18 1.45 1.09 0.54 0.21 0.10

7. 4.92 2.46 1.63 1.23 0.61 0.25 0.12

8. 5.96 2.98 1.98 1.49 0.74 0.29 0.14

∆V[dm3]

Remark: The rates of water level sinking marked in grey fields are applied in the study of suspen‑
sion systems of different composition

Table 3.2 Rates of the water level sinking (cm/min)
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In the settling basin, deposition from suspended matter was measured at given 
rate of water level sinking (water level sinking was ensured by water conduction at 
the bottom of the basin). The rate of sinking can be determined and regulated in the 
settling basin (Deák et al. 2013). The water level related to 10 dm3 volume was 
marked. Relative to this level, microscope object slides capable of capturing the set‑
tling matter were placed at 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 cm depths. Then the basin was filled up 
with 10 dm3 of suspension A1 and first slow then rapid water level sinking was gen‑
erated. The depositions on the object slide were determined at the given depths. 
Settling velocity was known from measurements in the measuring cylinder. Its 
determination was described above. The same measurement series was also exe‑
cuted with suspension A2 also containing plant waste.

From the joint application of both methods, it is claimed whether there is deposi‑
tion from matter with known particle size or composition with a given rate of water 
level sinking.

3.6.5.2  Investigation of Sedimentation in Flood Lakes

The settling basin, where the experiments were implemented, is a wedge‑shaped 
vessel with a glass plate (Fig. 3.11).

The settling basin was installed so that the hypotenuse of the right‑angled trian‑
gle of vessel walls should be horizontal. This way the rectangular glass plate (depo‑
sition surface) meets the horizontal plane at 9o angle and reflects a gently sloping 
doline floor. Before starting to lower water level, the initial state was documented 
in a photograph, and upon releasing 1 dm3 fluid (at different velocities), after 20 min 

Table 3.3 Composition of the suspension systems

The name of the 
suspension

Qualitative composition of the 
suspension

Quantitative composition  
of the suspension in %

Suspension A Distilled water (10 dm3) + clay (20 g) Onto clay: 0.2 m/m % 0 N°
Suspension B Tap water (10 dm3) + clay (20 g) Onto clay: 0.2 m/m % 20 N° 

permanent hardness
Suspension C Tap water (10 dm3) + clay (20 g) + 

CaCl2 (3.96 g)
Onto clay: 0.2 m/m % 40 N° 
permanent hardness

Suspension D Tap water (10 dm3) + clay (20 g) + 
CaCl2 (3.96 g) + KHCO4 (3.57 g)

Onto clay: 0.2 m/m % 60 N° 
permanent and carbonate 
hardness

Suspension E Tap water (10 dm3) + clay (20 g) + 
organic matter (2 g)

Onto clay: 0.2 m/m % 20 N° 
organic matter 0.02 m/m %

Suspension F Tap water (10 dm3) + clay (20 g) + 
CaCl2 (3.96 g) + organic matter (2 g)

Onto clay: 0.2 m/m % 40 N° 
total hardness organic matter 
0.02 m/m %

Suspension G Stream water (from a river) (10 dm3) + 
suspended matter (clay + dissolved salt) 
(ca 1.5 g)

Dry matter content: 0.15 m/m % 
14 N°
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of quietude, the change was documented in another photo. This was repeated on six 
occasions in every experiment series.

Following its installation, the above‑described equipment was filled with 10 dm3 
of water. In the first step, water level sinking was measured: the actual water level 
was recorded (Ff), then 1 dm3 of water was released from the settling vessel, and the 
new surface (Fa) was determined. In knowledge of the width of the settling vessel 
(16 cm) and the lengths of water surfaces, the rate of water level sinking (m) was 
calculated in centimetres from the equation in Fig. 3.12. The values received were 
the following: m1, 0.74; m2, 0.78; m3, 0.83; m4, 0.89; m5, 0.98; and m6, 1.09 m.

The extent of water level sinking was related to the time necessary to release 
1 dm3 of water (10, 5, 2 and 1 min and 45, 30 and 15 s, resp.). Thus, the velocity of 
water level sinking [cm/min] was determined (Table 3.2). It is visible that with 
advancing water level sinking and repeatedly conducted fluid of the same volume, 
the rate of lake water level dropping has an increasing trend. It is explained by the 
shape of the basin. It is to be emphasised, however, that there were interruptions of 
stagnant (unchanged) water levels between water level sinking.
The investigated systems were water–clay suspension systems with waters with dif‑
ferent hardness, and they occasionally also contained organic matter. (The various 
suspension systems were marked with capital letters ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, etc.).

For each system clay content was 0.2 m/m %. The composition of the different 
suspension systems is shown in Table 3.3.
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    Chapter 4   
 Classifi cation of Covered Karsts                     

    Abstract     Covered karsts are classifi ed according to the character of the cover 
(cryptokarst if the cover is impermeable and concealed karst if it is permeable), to 
the origin of cover deposits (locally deposited or transported there) and to the age of 
karstifi cation (syngenetic if the depression in the cover and the form in the bedrock 
are of the same age and postgenetic if not). Covered karsts may develop in structural 
landforms (synclines, tectonic graben, horsts of various elevations) and in depres-
sions formed by the powers shaping the surface, which could be of karstic origin 
(doline, ponor, polje, fengcong depressions and intermountain plains of fenglin 
karst) or of non-karstic origin (valley, abrasional platform and river terrace). The 
appearance and pattern of covered karst depend on the type of karst. When charac-
terising pattern geosyncline or glaciokarst (folded-nappe structure), block moun-
tains, platform, salt diapir, tundra, taiga, temperate, mediterranean and tropical 
covered karsts are distinguished. The geosyncline (glaciokarst) and block moun-
tains karst types mainly occur under temperate climate, while the platform and salt 
diapir may appear on any climatic karst type. According to pattern, covered karst 
developed from allogenic karst (which can be recent allogenic, rejuvenating allo-
genic or semi-allogenic), nappe allogenic, horst, cirque, glacial trough, polje, karst 
hill, cueasta, tropical depression, polygonal, intermountain plain, petrifi ed forest, 
platform and salt diapir covered karsts are identifi ed. On the recent allogenic karst, 
in slope direction from the bordering non-karstic surface, cryptokarst, mixed and 
open karst zones are found. On the rejuvenating allogenic karst, in slope direction 
from the former terrain of sediment supply, open, mixed and buried karst zones fol-
low each other. On the semi-allogenic karst, in lack of the accumulation of fl uvial 
deposits, the cover sediment does not derive from the non-karstic terrain bordering 
the karst and is of continuous distribution. On the nappe allogenic karst, buried 
karst, cryptokarst (with karst windows), concealed karst and open karst zones occur. 
On horst covered karst, on the neighbouring blocks, concealed, crypto and buried 
karst terrains alternate (in patches or in continuous distribution). On the glacial 
trough covered karst, striped or striped-patchy patterns are typical. On the polje 
karst, continuous or zonal (so-called internal zonal) covered karst develops. On the 
karst hill covered karst, the patches of covered karst may coalesce, while on cueasta 
covered karst, the patches of covered karst are arranged in stripes parallel to the 
cuestas. The tropical depression covered karst and the polygonal covered karst 
show patchy distribution, while the intermountain plain covered karst is continuous, 
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but can show internal zonation with crypto and concealed karst zones. No or poor 
zonation can be identifi ed on the platform karst. The covered karst of salt diapir 
shows patches and develops on the cover uplifted by the rising salt diapir.  

  Keywords     Cryptokarst   •   Concealed karst   •   Patterns of covered karst   •   Patchy   • 
  Continuous   •   Zonal and striped patterns   •   Geosyncline   •   Block mountain   •   Platform   
•   Salt diapir   •   Tundra   •   Taiga   •   Recent allogenic   •   Rejuvenating allogenic   •   Semi- 
allogenic   •   Nappe allogenic   •   Polje   •   Karst hill   •   Cuesta   •   Tropical depression   • 
  Polygonal   •   Intermountain plain   •   Petrifi ed forest covered karst  

4.1             Introduction 

  Covered karsts   can be classifi ed according to the bedrock and cover material (or its 
origin), the age of  covered karst   formation, the mode of development and pattern of 
the cover. 

 The  covered karst   is a type of karst where phenomena, landforms and processes 
emerge because of the  material defi cit   on the karstifying bedrock. The karstic nature 
of a covered karst may be occasionally very marked. It is common that on the cov-
ered karst doline density is higher than on open karst ( Thomas    1974 ). Dolines 
developed in cover were fi rst described by  Cvijič   ( 1893 ), but a covered karst feature 
is also mentioned by Carr ( Sweeting    1973 ) and  Lucas   ( 1872 ).  Katzer   ( 1909 ) identi-
fi ed, in addition to naked and soil-covered karsts, the karst covered by non-karstic 
rock and called it ‘unterirdische Karst’. 

 When classifying karsts according to cover,  Gvozdetskiy   ( 1965 ) distinguished 
between  bare karst  ,  covered karst  , soil-covered or ‘boddy’ karst (with  terra rossa  ) 
and  buried karst  .  Covered karsts   can have any cover not deriving from karst (either 
unconsolidated or consolidated, but developed independent from the  limestone  , the 
bedrock underlying the karst), while on soil-covered or ‘boddy’ karst, not only soil 
but also solution residual (terra rossa) can occur. The class of  Gvozdetskiy  ’s cov-
ered karst cannot include karsts covered with morainic deposit, where the cover 
derives from the bedrock, but it is not a  solution residue  . On the buried karst, the 
underlying karstic rock is buried to the extent that on the cover surface, no karst 
landforms develop; the karstifying rock is only known from boreholes. In the litera-
ture, buried karsts are not counted among karst types. 

 The non-karstic rock covering the karstic bedrock cannot be qualifi ed unambigu-
ously as  covered karst   in all cases. In principle, the following cases are possible:

 –    On the cover, karst features are observable, and in this case, the terrain can be 
classifi ed with  covered karst  s.  

 –   In the cover, processes are active which result from the karstifi cation of the bed-
rock, on which indirect information is available (e.g. from borehole data).  

 –   In the cover, no karst features are found, and there is no information on karstifi -
cation in the cover. In this case, karst formation in the bedrock is in its initial 
stage, and, thus, no visible (or measurable) signs are observed either on the 
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 surface or in the cover, but this process is expected to be active in the near future. 
It is also possible, however, that no karstifi cation will take place in the future (no 
surface karst features will occur). Such areas can be regarded  buried karst  s.    

 All those terrains where no  covered karst   formation is detected now but will 
occur in the future are  potential covered karsts  . Such terrains, however, cannot 
always be distinguished from those terrains where karstifi cation is not active under 
the present climatic, morphological and geological conditions and will not be active 
in the future either. Particularly in tundra and taiga areas, extensive terrains may 
occur where these processes are not only unobservable but does not and will not 
occur under present conditions. 

  Covered karsts   are defi ned by  Sweeting   ( 1973 ) as karsts where the  limestone   is 
covered by soil, vegetation or  debris  , i.e. it has a cover of unconsolidated rock. 
 Jennings   ( 1985 ) does not clearly distinguish between karsts covered by soil and 
those covered by unconsolidated deposits. The  bare karst   is also interpreted in dif-
ferent ways. This karst type may mean a karst where the ice removed the cover 
( glaciokarst  ) and also a karst where the removal of the (primarily soil) cover was 
due to human action, as in the case of mediterranean karsts ( Sawicki    1909 ). Both on 
glaciokarsts and mediterranean karsts, however, patches with soil and those with 
 unconsolidated cover   deposits alternate with each other. The pattern and extension 
of such patches may be highly variable, and, under certain conditions, such patches 
may form a  covered karst  . 

  Quinlan   ( 1967 ,  1978 ) identifi ed the following varieties of  covered karst  :

•     Subsoil    karst  , where the cover is weathering residual carried over the karst or 
produced in situ.  

•   Mantled karst, where the cover is some allochthonous rock or sediment. The 
karst is older than its cover. The mantled karst is part of the karst landscape.  

•   Buried karst, where the cover is also some allochthonous rock or sediment. The 
karst is older than the cover, but it is not part of the karst landscape.  

•   The  interstratal karst   is covered by  autochtonous   rock or sediment, and it may be 
part of the karst landscape. The karst is younger than its cover. On karst of this 
type, no cave is found.  

•   The subaqueous  karst   is a subsided karst. Thus, it is either located under the sea 
level or under a river.    

  Jennings   ( 1985 ) used the name  covered karst   for karren fi elds and distinguished 
 bare karst   (no cover and no soil on the surface with karren) and partly covered karst 
(with partial covering of soil, plant detritus, humus, sediment and moss). Patchy 
covering may extend to individual karren features or over larger terrain segments, 
and it is also possible that the karren feature is uncovered and its environs are cov-
ered. Finally,  Jennings   identifi es covered karst with a uniform cover of the terrain, 
which can be only soil or also sediment. 

 Other authors ( Salomon   et al.  1995 ;  Knez   et al.  2003 ;  Ford   and  Williams    2007 ) 
use the term  cryptokarst   as a synonym for  covered karst   to describe terrains where 
the bedrock with karren is covered by soil, vegetation and occasionally by  non- karstic 
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cover. The  stone forest   karst covered by non-karstic rock ( Lunan   Petrifi ed Forest) is 
called cryptokarst ( Maire   et al.  1991 ), subjacent ( Chen   et al.  1986 ) or subcutaneous 
karst ( Slabe    1999 ). The cryptokarst denomination was fi rst used by  Nicod   ( 1976 ). 

 A classifi cation of karsts based on the relationship with non-karstic rock was 
made by  Jakucs   ( 1977 ), who identifi ed allogenic and  authogenic karsts   (Jakucs 
 1977 ). An  allogenic karst   receives water from the bordering non-karstic terrain, 
while the authogenic karst (which rises above its environs) does not. In his typol-
ogy, he identifi ed, although not yet named, that type of allogenic karst where con-
solidated non-karstic rock borders the karst and another type where, for  tectonic   
reasons, such a non-karstic rock is located inside the karst (described by Jakucs as 
‘of authogenic character in globality’).  He   also mentions that the authogenic karst 
shows a gradual transition towards the allogenic karst since in its area weathering 
(solution) produces  cover sediment  . 

  Williams   ( 1987 ) and then  Ford   and  Williams   ( 1989 ,  2007 ) further developed the 
above typology: in addition to the  authogenic karst  , they also identifi ed allogenic 
and mixed allogenic–authogenic  karsts  . The karst is of allogenic type if it is covered 
by non-karstic rock, and it is of mixed allogenic–authogenic type if the cover occurs 
in stripes and patches. The two latter types essentially differ in the extent the cover 
is removed. The two typologies have the additional difference that while  Jakucs   
( 1977 ) emphasises the variations in the assemblage of landforms ( dolines   on autho-
genic karst and ponors on  allogenic karst  ),  Ford   and  Williams   ( 2007 ) focus on dif-
ferences in the nature of drainage. On authogenic karsts, drainage is diffuse (through 
seepage), and on allogenic karsts, it is pointlike (through ponors surface waters 
reach the karst where the karstic rock outcrops from below the cover), while on 
 mixed karsts   both types of  water transfer   are typical. 

  Gams   ( 1994 ) classifi ed the karsts according to the position of the karst in relation 
to the surface and according to the elevation of the karst. 

 We use the denomination  covered karst   for all kinds of karst where the karstic 
rock is covered by non-karstic rock under the soil – irrespective of the character of 
this rock (consolidated or unconsolidated, impervious or permeable cover) – or 
where the non-karstic rock governs or entirely controls the processes in the karst 
area. We also regard a karst covered karst if the non-karstic cover has developed in 
small thickness and small extension or if it is widespread and has a great thickness. 

 In our opinion, various types of  covered karst   can be identifi ed according to the 
impervious or permeable nature of the cover ( Veress   et al.  2013 ). Consolidated 
rocks (like, for instance, volcanic rocks or sandstones) are only permeable along 
faults, while unconsolidated rocks are usually permeable – although to various 
extents. The latter may be cohesive or non-cohesive, but show signifi cant variations 
in respect to water conductivity (for instance, the  clay   is impervious). For  imperme-
ability   cohesive rocks are akin (transitional) to consolidated rocks. At the same 
time, geomorphic evolution on cohesive rocks is double-faced. If the  material defi -
cit   is rapidly inherited from the cover, the evolution of forms is similar to consoli-
dated rocks or similar forms develop on unconsolidated but cohesive rock. If the 
process is not rapid, form evolution will be rather similar to that on non-cohesive 
rocks – even in the case of cohesive rocks. 
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  Covered karsts   are of great practical importance as on such surfaces depressions 
(occasionally in large numbers) can rapidly develop. The resulting landforms, par-
ticularly if they are of large size, may damage human structures (roads, railways, 
buildings, etc.). In order to prevent their development or to mitigate damage, the 
engineering practice applied numerous solutions. Prediction, protection and mitiga-
tion are described in the works by  Sowers   ( 1986 ,  1996 ), Kannan and Nettles ( 1999 ), 
 Waltham   and Fookes ( 2003 ), Waltham ( 2004 ),  Xeidakis   et al. ( 2004 ),  Waltham   et al. 
( 2005 ),  Ford   and  Williams   ( 2007 ) and  Veress   et al. ( 2013 ).  

4.2     Crypto and Concealed Karsts 

 The karst covered by impervious rock (the cover consolidated or not) is called  cryp-
tokarst  , while if the cover is permeable, it is  concealed karst   ( Hevesi    1986 ;  Veress   
et al.  2013 , Table  4.1 ). The cryptokarst can develop on both consolidated and 

    Table 4.1    Theoretical relationship between the type of  covered karst   and cover rock   

 Covered karst 
type 

 Character and 
properties of cover 

 Bedrock 
type 

 Water transfer 
into karst  Side of landform 

 Cryptokarst  Consolidated rock  Any rock  Local (at 
faults) or 
pointlike (at 
ponors) 

 Stable collapsed 
surface 

 Unconsolidated, 
cohesive rock (thick 
 clay   or rock with 
very high clay 
content) 

 Any rock  Local (at 
faults) or 
pointlike (at 
ponors) 

 Unstable collapsed 
surface 

 Consolidated and 
unconsolidated, 
cohesive 

 Gypsum, 
rock salt 

 None  Stable collapsed 
surface (consolidated 
rocks), unstable 
collapsed surface 
(unconsolidated rocks) 

 Consolidated and 
unconsolidated 
cohesive rocks 

 Any rock  From 
groundwater or 
karst water 

 Stable collapsed 
surface (consolidated 
rocks), unstable 
collapsed surface 
(unconsolidated 
rocks), cohesive 

 Concealed 
karst 

 Unconsolidated, 
cohesive rock (low 
 clay   content or thin 
clay) 

 Any rock  Large 
extension, slow 
and hindered 

 Unstable collapsed 
surface 

 Unconsolidated, 
non-cohesive 

 Any rock  Large 
extension, 
rapid 

 No collapsed surface 
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unconsolidated cohesive rocks. In the latter case, it is possible if the cover is thick 
 clay   or very thick rock with high clay content. In both cases, water reaches the sur-
face of the cover along fractures and ponors from either groundwater or karst water. 
It can also develop if no water comes to the surface of the bedrock, but the  material 
defi cit   in the cover is due to cavity formation through the dissolution of gypsum or 
rock salt. The sides of landforms developed on consolidated rocks are shaped by 
 collapse   and stable. On unconsolidated but cohesive rocks, the slopes of landforms 
are also of collapse origin but unstable. On the non-cohesive rocks of a concealed 
karst, the slopes are not shaped by  collapses  . Cohesive rocks can also constitute 
concealed karst if they are not perfectly impervious. This is possible if the clay 
content of the cover is not high or the clay cover is thin.

   The cryptokarsts are transitional towards  fl uviokarsts  . Fluviokarsts are shallow 
karst where the thickness of the  limestone   is smaller than the maximum relief of the 
terrain. On this karst type, both fl uvial geomorphic action and karstifi cation are 
present or it shows a mixed character with bare and covered patches, a chaotic 
drainage network,  allogenic valley  s,  blind valleys  ,  dry valley  s, ponors, marginal 
poljes, caves of horizontal extension and  dolines   ( Roglič    1964 ,  1965 ;  Sweeting   
 1973 ;  White   1988 ;  Gunn    2004 ). Such landform assemblages occur in numerous 
karst regions in Europe ( Dongus    1962 ;  Hevesi    1980 ) and  North America  , on tem-
perate ( Malott    1939 ,  1945 ;  Racoviţă   et al.  2002 ), mediterranean,  high-mountain   
( Roglič    1965 ) or tropical karst ( Tan    1992 ). 

 From the aspect of covering, it is diffi cult to delimit the terrains of the same type 
( cryptokarst   or  concealed karst  ). The larger is the extension of the karst area consid-
ered, the greater is the chance for the occurrence of covered patches on  bare karst   
and, in the opposite case, bare patches on  covered karst  . A reliable typology accord-
ing to covering could be made if the cover conditions of individual landforms (such 
as valleys,  dolines and   poljes) are investigated. At the same time, in karst regions, 
bare and covered zones, stripes and patches which are of larger extension than that 
of the individual landforms mentioned above can be identifi ed. When the karst is 
investigated according to the covering pattern (see Sect.  4.6 ), the presence, exten-
sion and distribution of such zones are taken into consideration. When describing 
the cover conditions, covered (and bare) karst patches and zones are distinguished. 
The former are more limited and rather homogeneous according to their cover, 
while the latter are of larger extension and with heterogeneous cover. In their area 
of the zones, both impervious (cryptokarst) and permeable (concealed karst) patches 
may occur, covered and bare equally. 

 Cover sediments (for instance, solution residuals) can be present on bare karsts 
(or on their landforms). In spite of its covered character, it is predominantly a  bare 
karst   where the cover only extends at most to some percent of the area. On partially 
 covered karst,   the extension of the cover may reach 50 %. On completely covered 
karst, covering may reach 100 %. In this case, the cover is of uniform appearance. 
The completely covered karst can be homogeneous if it is  concealed karst   or only 
 cryptokarst  . It is  composite    karst   if both crypto and concealed karsts are present and 
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 mixed karst   if in the zone uncovered parts also occur. In this case, cover is patchy. 
Thus, the zone of the karst may be mixed  composite   karst (concealed karst and 
cryptokarst details are alternating with uncovered terrain), mixed cryptokarst (cryp-
tokarst interrupted by uncovered patches) and mixed concealed karst (concealed 
karst is interrupted by uncovered spots). The extension of the patches can be vari-
able, ranging in diameter from some metres to several kilometres. There may be 
cryptokarst and concealed karst details on the area of the patches as well. 

 In general, the more elevated parts of the karst (in case closed forms are lacking) 
if they are eroding are mostly  bare karst  s and only converted into  covered karst   if 
there is aeolian deposition on their surface. Then the covered karst will be  con-
cealed karst  . On lower terrains and in depressions, cryptokarsts develop. 

 Covered karst can form through denudation and accumulation – through denuda-
tion if the process exposes the non-karstic stratum/strata of the fold or – in the case 
of non-folded structures – if  unconstricted glacial erosion      affects the surface. From 
denudation, crypto  covered karst  s result. The burial of karst can result from (marine 
or lacustrine) sedimentation,  volcanism  , transport and accumulation of sediment. In 
the former cases (denudation)  cryptokarst  , while in the latter (accumulation), mostly 
 concealed karst   develop. 

 With its development,  covered karst   is becoming more and more complex. The 
 concealed karst   mostly forms on the entire  cryptokarst   or on its portions of various 
sizes during the denudation of the consolidated rock. In the latter case, the crypto-
karst is partially exhumed. On the karst, open karstic terrains of variable size 
emerge. Concealed karst terrains develop on the latter ones on the surfaces buried 
under alluvium derived from cryptokarst terrains. They may develop in the way that 
uncovered terrains are buried under non-fl uvial deposits (solution weathering, 
morainic and subaerial dust deposits). In this case, the cover does not derive from 
the cryptokarst terrain. 

 The cover may regulate the karst water system as it retains or conducts water 
with delay ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ). Because of the character of the cover deposit 
but also of other karst properties, water budget on the  covered karst   can be very 
diverse. The water content of the cover may be of  rainwater   origin and reach the 
bedrock seeping through the cover. Water infl ux into the karst is possible over the 
entire extension of the cover, along fractures or along the impervious intercalations 
of the cover. In the last case, water percolates into the karst along the impervious 
bed of the cover (after it infi ltrates at its surface outcrop). The cover may also 
receive water from springs or groundwater. Unconfi ned groundwater may be fed by 
seepage from river channels ( Sweeting    1973 ) or by karst water. On  permafrost  , 
under ground ice   conditions horizontal water fl ow can intensify. The water here 
derives from seepage from intermittent or permanent watercourses, which further 
increase permafrost thawing. Horizontal fl ow (seepage) may take place in the cover 
but also in the bedrock – depending on the upper surface of permafrost. It may 
 happen, however, that the  material defi cit   in the cover (through solution) is not 
caused by water from the cover but, if the karst is of allogenic character, by the 
watercourses arriving from the non-karstic terrain. 

4.2  Crypto and Concealed Karsts
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 The water budget of the  concealed karst   is different from that of the  cryptokarst   
in the following aspects (Fig.  4.1 ):

 –     On the  concealed karst,   the entire amount of the infi ltrating water reaches the 
karst, while on the  cryptokarst,   only some portion reaches it – and only under 
certain conditions and in some sites.  

 –   On the  concealed karst,    water transfer   from the cover is rapid and of short dura-
tion, while on the  cryptokarst,   it is slow and long-lasting. For this reason, 
although the solution capacity of the  water percolating   through the cover of the 
cryptokarst can be reduced because of the carbonate content of the cover, the 
chance is still greater that it reaches the bedrock unsaturated. On the cryptokarst, 

  Fig. 4.1    Ways of  water transfer   into the karstic rock on  covered karst   ( a ) through the impermeable 
cover water percolates locally at several sites along cooling cracks, faults, atectonic fractures 
among fragments; ( b ) water percolates into the karst along  bedding planes  ; ( c ) water percolates 
into the karst over more clayey deposits; ( d ) water temporarily reaches the karst (when  ground ice   
melts); ( e ) the seeping water locally, at few sites, reaches the karst; ( f ) the  water percolating   in the 
less impermeable  terra rossa   reaches the doline side above the more impermeable terra rossa and 
then reaches the karst at the deepest point between the terra rossa and the doline fl oor; ( g ) ground-
water from the cover percolates into the karst or the karst water of the cover sinks there; ( h ,  i ), no 
water infl ux into the karst,  1   limestone  ,  2  cooling crack, fault, atectonic fracture,  3  frost-shattered, 
collapsed  debris  ,  4  various impermeable rocks (e.g. basalt),  5  well-stratifi ed rock (e.g. sandstone), 
 6  permeable rock,  7  ground ice,  8  impermeable intercalation (e.g.  clay  ),  9   gravel   with low clay 
content,  10  gravel with higher clay content,  11  water percolation,  12  groundwater and karst water 
table,  13  no water infl ux into karst,  14  water infl ux into karst       
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slow water transfer signifi cantly increases the chance for the infi ltration of 
already saturated water into the karstic bedrock.  

 –   On  concealed karst  s,  water transfer   takes place over a large surface, while, in 
contrast, on cryptokarsts, it is only possible in certain spots. It is to be noted that 
even a permeable rock (cover) can divert water fl ow. According to our labora-
tory experiments (see Chap.   7    ), because of the capillary rise of water, soil mois-
ture develops in the cover mainly if the cover is fi ne-grained. Here the cover will 
be water diverter and thus locally impermeable.    

 The above primarily refers to  non-cohesive cover  . In the case of cohesive rocks, 
the water budget is transitional (or increasingly similar to) to the budget of the 
 cryptokarst  . 

 The extent and nature of the  material transport   from the cover also varies with 
different water budgets and also with the different properties of  cover sediment  s. In 
the case of a consolidated cover, the removal of cover material by seeping waters is 
of local nature and small degree or totally absent since  water transfer   into the karst 
can only happen along the fractures of the cover and independent grains can only be 
detached from the rock to a small extent. On a  non-cohesive cover  , material trans-
port is less local, and its degree is controlled by the amount of water stored in the 
cover, its seepage rate and the extent of cavity formation in the cover. In the case of 
cohesive rocks, the removal of the cover material can reach a relatively large scale. 
At the same time, because of its cohesion, cavities and passages can emerge in the 
cover. Although the latter can also form on non-cohesive cover, there is lower prob-
ability for that, and their size and duration are more limited. 

 The impervious non-karstic cover deposit of the  cryptokarst   falls into three cat-
egories according to its spatial position. One of them is when it is next to the karstic 
rock due to  tectonic   reasons. The non-karstic rock borders the karst terrain and dips 
towards that. In the second case, the non-karstic rock is intercalated in the karstic 
rock. In the latter case,  covered karst   most often develops if the  anticline   of the 
folded structure is truncated. The non-karstic strata intercalated between the  lime-
stone   strata are exposed in various widths in the area of the truncated anticline. 
Similar to a  syncline  , their strike is identical with that of the fold. The non-karstic 
rocks of the syncline, however, are not necessarily of the same age as the karstic 
rock but could develop syngenetically with folding (during the denudation of the 
anticline) or much later. In the fi rst case, the non-karstic terrain is built up of con-
solidated impervious rock ( fl ysch  ) and in the latter – not necessarily – the non- 
karstic terrain can be composed of non-impervious non-cohesive rock. In the third 
case, the non-karstic rock overlies the karstic rock due to volcanic processes or 
marine transgression (sedimentation). 

 Four  cryptokarst   varieties are distinguished (Table  4.2 ): allogenic  cryptokarst  , 
authogenic cryptokarst,  transitional cryptokarst   and cryptokarst developed from 
 buried karst  .   

 –     On the allogenic  cryptokarst   (which corresponds to the  allogenic karst   as 
described in literature), karstifi cation along rock boundary takes place along the 
margin of the impervious rock, where  blind valleys   and ponors, depressions with 
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superfi cial deposit (further: DSD) develop, and river valleys dissect the non- 
karstic terrain. In the interior of the non-karstic terrain, no karstifi cation is 
observed and it can be regarded a  buried karst  .  

 –   On the authogenic  cryptokarst  , karstifi cation takes place within the impervious 
rock, where there is locally  water transfer   into the karst from the cover. Covered 
karst formation can also happen because of the fl uctuation of karst water table or 
of the effect of cavities of well-soluble rocks (like gypsum and rock salt) or of 
the paleokarstic cavities of less soluble rocks ( limestone   and dolomite) on the 
cover. In easily soluble gypsum and rock salt, even with very thick (more than 
100 m) cover, karst formation in the cover is possible. In  North America,    breccia 
pipes   extend upwards from gypsum or rock salt beds at 1200 m depth ( Quinlan   
et al .   1986 ). In  Shanxi   and  Hebei provinces   of China, breccia pipes penetrate 
through a cover of 500 m thickness ( Lu   and  Cooper    1997 ).  

 –   On the transitional  cryptokarst     , karstifi cation can take place within the impervi-
ous cover but also along its edges. In the interior of the cryptokarst, karstifi cation 
can be similar to that on autogenic karst, where it is inherited over the cover, but 
it can be of allogenic character, too, when it happens where the non-karstic rock 
is thinning out or the bedrock outcrops. In the former case,  caprock    dolines   
result, while in the latter, ponors (or  caprock dolines   which develop into ponors) 
come about.  

 –   On  cryptokarst    develop  ed from  buried karst,   there is karstifi cation within the 
impermeable rock where  epigenetic valleys   reach the  limestone   area. On the val-
ley fl oors,  ponor formation   takes place along the rock boundary in the valley 
( Jakucs    1977 ). Recent and past ponor formation is typical in the  Bükk Mountains   
of Hungary ( Hevesi    1980 ) and occurs in other karst regions, including the 
 Appalache Mountains   (Worthington  1984 ).    

 Karstifi cation may take various ways. Karst forms in the interior of the imperme-
able cover, but the water from springs issuing along the cover margins also contrib-
utes to  concealed karst   evolution, such as it is observed on the Central  Kentucky   
 Karst  , where the Big Clifty sandstone represents the  cryptokarst  , on which (inher-
ited)  dolines   developed ( Quinlan   and  Pohl    1967 ;  Balázs    1970 ). The water from the 
sandstone springs reaches the  Mammoth Cave   through the  subsidence dolines   (con-
cealed karst) of the  Sinkhole Plain   ( White   et al.  1970 ). 

  Corbel   ( 1947 ) compared landform evolution on bare and covered karsts. In his 
opinion on  bare karst  s karren, vertical landforms are typical and the fi lling of caves 
is negligible. On  covered karst,   karren is less widespread and horizontal landforms 
are predominant,  collapses   are rare and cave sedimentation is rapid. According to 
 Sweeting   ( 1973 ), because of the washed-in cover deposit, the landforms of covered 
karst are of moderate depth and of wider fl oors. 

 Landform development also differs on both types of  covered karst  . On  crypto-
karst   (particularly if the cover is consolidated rock), changes follow the changes in 
the bedrock with a delay, but occur abruptly and have a short duration. Therefore, 
 collapses   are observable (Table  4.1 ). In the case of a consolidated cover,  structural   
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changes (fractures, faults) can also be present and infl uence both water seepage and 
geomorphic evolution. On  concealed karst,   changes in the  unconsolidated cover   
immediately but slowly follow the karstifi cation of the bedrock. The changes, how-
ever, are of small-scale subsidences instead of collapses. Karst phenomena and fea-
tures on the unconsolidated cover may substantially vary according to the cohesive 
or non- cohesive   nature of the cover. The processes on a cohesive cover resemble to 
those on consolidated cover or are transitional between them. Geomorphic evolu-
tion often takes place through collapses. 

 On concealed karsts,  subsidence dolines   and DSDs are characteristic. Smaller- 
scale erosion features ( gullies  ,  ravines  ), however, also occur here. If they exist, they 
are often generated by the  dolines   under formation. At the same time, it is also pos-
sible that the subsidence dolines queue up on the fl oors of valleys, gullies or ravines. 
The density of landforms may largely differ with the various types of  covered karst  : 
it is mostly higher on  concealed karst   and less on  cryptokarst  . 

 On  concealed karst,   the destruction and inactivation of landforms are more typi-
cal than on  cryptokarst  . On cryptokarst (of autogenic type), erosional cave develop-
ment becomes decisive during karst development. Caves are of larger size and more 
complex in planform than on concealed karst. On concealed karst catchments of 
surface karst, features cannot be precisely delimited by divides, but on cryptokarst 
(with the exception of autogenic cryptokarsts), they are more marked. Rainwater 
may fl ow from the same site in several directions and into several  dolines  . 

 For the systemisation of  covered karst   and the understanding of their processes, 
knowledge on the mutual position of karstic and non-karstic rocks is indispensable. 
From the aspect of karstifi cation, the rock boundary between karstic and non-karstic 
rocks is regarded active if the non-karstic strata dip towards the karstic. This is 
mostly the case if non-karstic rocks overlie karstic rocks (Fig.  4.2I .a). The evolution 
of the crypto covered karst and the character of its processes are controlled by the 
thickness of non-karstic rock and the change of this thickness moving away from 
the rock boundary (Fig.  4.2I .b, c). The types of  rock boundaries   are the following.

   The non-karstic rock can be of marginal position or intercalated into the karst. 
Both consolidated and unconsolidated impermeable rocks can be of mantle nature 
when this subsequently covered the karst. In the case of the consolidated non-karstic 
rocks,  outer true rock boundary   forms on the karst margin (Fig.  4.3a ), while in the 
case of internal non-karstic rock,  inner true rock boundary   (Fig.  4.3b ) is formed. In 
the case of overlying cover too, a true rock boundary is formed (Fig.  4.3c ). If the 
karst is covered by permeable rocks, where it is thinning out,  concealed rock bound-
ary   develops (Fig.  4.3d ). The cover can thin out (and form a concealed rock bound-
ary) in the interior anywhere (on valley fl oor, above the elevation of the bedrock), 
but also along the margins. If there are  clay   intercalations in the permeable cover, 
interrupted or  half rock boundary   may emerge at the terminus of the intercalation 
(where waters infi ltrating from the surface reach the bedrock) (Fig.  4.3e ). Through 
impervious rocks, for instance, along faults, water can infi ltrate into the karst and 
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generates a  structural   rock  boundary   (Fig.  4.3f ). Finally, a  buried rock boundary   is 
generated (Fig.  4.3g ), if the impervious rock (which can also be  ground ice  ) is over-
lain by a less impervious deposit and the infi ltrated waters are conducted just by this 
impervious rock to the  limestone  .

  Fig. 4.2    Positions and thicknesses of karstic and non-karstic rocks at their contact or superposi-
tion:  I  non-karstic rock overlies karstic rock: ( a ) the thickness of non-karstic rock slightly changes 
with distance from the rock boundary, ( b ) the thickness of non-karstic rock remarkably changes 
with distance from the rock boundary.  II  Karstic rock overlies non-karstic rock: ( a ) the thickness 
of  limestone   slightly changes with distance from the rock boundary, ( b ) the thickness of limestone 
remarkably changes with distance from the rock boundary, ( c ) the thickness of limestone abruptly 
changes with distance from the rock boundary,  1 , limestone,  2  non-karstic rock       
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4.3        Age of the  Covered Karst   

 The  covered karst   can develop through either  syngenetic   covered karst  formation   or 
 postgenetic   covered karst  formation   ( Veress    2000a ,  2009 ). In the former case, the 
geomorphic evolution of the bedrock and the cover takes place simultaneously. 
Parallel to the formation of the shaft (grike) on the bedrock, the cover is transported 
into it. Parallel to the transportation of the cover, a doline develops. In the case of 
postgenetic karstifi cation, the landform developed on the bedrock is older than the 
one on the cover. In the case of postgenetic karstifi cation, the shaft can originate in 
two ways. One of the possibilities is that the shaft develops on  bare karst  . Later the 
karst is buried, and a doline comes about when the substance removed from the cover 
fi lls the shaft. In the other way, the shaft is formed under the cover. Here, too, doline 
develops on the bedrock as the deposit transported from the doline fi lls the shaft and 
then the cover with its doline is destroyed and a repeated burial follows. A new 
doline is generated on the surface of the new cover if the previous fi ll of the shaft of 
the bedrock is reworked by percolating waters into the cavities deeper in the karst. 

  Covered karsts   can be recent or  covered paleokarsts  . The recent karst is develop-
ing or modifi ed at the present time, while the covered paleokarsts do not develop 
further. This karst type is either buried or eroded. Both the covered  paleokarst   and 
the  bare karst   can play a role in or infl uence recent  covered karst   formation. Still 

  Fig. 4.3    Rock boundaries  1   limestone  ,  2  consolidated, impermeable and less impermeable non- 
karstic rock,  3  unconsolidated, impermeable non-karstic rock,  4  partially impermeable  cover sedi-
ment   (unconsolidated),  5  permeable cover sediment,  6  water seepage,  7   rock boundaries  ,  8  inactive 
rock boundary ( a ) true outer rock boundary of non-karstic rock in marginal position, ( b ) true inner 
rock boundary of intercalated non-karstic rock, ( c )  inner true rock boundary   (in case of overlying 
non-karstic rock), ( c   1   of consolidated cover rock,  c   2   of  unconsolidated cover   rock), ( d )  hidden rock 
boundary  , ( e ) (interrupted)  half rock boundary  , ( f )  structural   rock  boundary  , ( g )  buried rock 
boundary  , ( h ) exhumed rock boundary       
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they exert a joint control on the formation of present-day karsts or in the  development 
of covered karst phenomena. Two types are common: one is a covered karst terrain 
constituted by the cover created or preserved in the area of the surface paleoform 
and the other type are  chimneys  ,  shafts  , grikes which are fi lled up and then the  mate-
rial defi cit   is inherited over the cover through the loss of the fi ll (see above). Covered 
paleokarsts are not easily distinguished from bare paleokarst since it is diffi cult to 
establish the date of origin of bedrock form under the cover. Thus, the bare karst 
forms could have been subsequently buried or the cover could have been eroded 
after covered karst formation. 

 Stone forest karst is a covered  paleokarst   ( cryptokarst  ). Stone forest karst has 
developed under the basalt cover very early, and in the present, it develops further 
under laterite ( Song   and Liang  2009 ). Consequently, the previous  covered karst   
became differentiated genetically. In the exhumed parts of the  Lunan    stone forest,   
open karst formation also takes place (Fig.  4.4 ), while under sediment  covered kar-
ren formation   is active ( Song   and Liang  2009 ), which is now different from the 
previous process since it happens under laterite instead of basalt. The development 
of the small-size features formed under laterite is modifi ed or they lost their active 
character as a consequence of further exhumation (Fig.  4.5 ).

  Fig. 4.4    Karren of the 
 Lunan    stone forest   formed 
under barren, non-karstic 
cover ( 1 )       
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4.4         Classifi cation of  Covered Karst   According 
to Their Rocks  

4.4.1     Bedrock Material 

 Bedrocks can be  limestone  , chalk, dolomite, gypsum, anhydrite, halite or occasion-
ally marls and highly calcareous  conglomerate  . The character of the bedrock deter-
mines the extension and landforms of the  covered karst  . Covered karst on gypsum 
and halite occurs more rarely and of more limited areal extension than covered karst 
on limestone. At the same time, the density and size of landforms on gypsum and 
halite covered karst types mostly exceeds those of covered karst on carbonate rocks. 
The more soluble is the bedrock (gypsum, halite), the deeper solution will cause 
karstifi cation on the surface. Breccia pipes lead from well-soluble rocks in greater 
depths to the surface. The explanation is that the  debris   of well-soluble rocks is also 
dissolved and further, and further debris accumulation ensues, enhancing the upward 
growth of the pipe. 

  Fig. 4.5    Exhumed karren 
features of the  Lunan    stone 
forest  , formed under  cover 
sediment    1  crack along 
bedding plane,  2  major 
 chimney   ruin,  3  minor 
chimney ruin       
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 On dolomite  covered karst   seldom develops, probably due to the poor intensity 
of solution of this rock type. The exceptions are the tropical karsts and the covered 
karst of high mountains ( glaciokarst  ) in limited extension, e.g. in the Dolomites 
(Figs.  4.6  and  4.7 ).

    Since the features formed in bedrock are short-lived and rapidly inherited, on 
gypsum and particularly on rock salt,  syngenetic   karstifi cation is predominant and 
 postgenetic   karstifi cation is less typical. Deep-seated gypsum and rock salt,  however, 
are exceptions. The hollows formed in them are more enduring and also allow post-
genetic karstifi cation. After inheritance, new features are created in the bedrock and 
may cause renewed form generation in the cover. With more intensive solution pro-
cess, in the case of gypsum and rock salt  covered karst  s, forms develop more rapidly 
even on the cover. During the solution of such rocks, the salinity of water increases, 
and under tundra or taiga conditions, salinity contributes to the survival of the fl ow 
system since saltwater does not freeze under 0 °C temperature either. 

 Some rocks (like dolomite) can be bedrock, and, in the case of rocks particularly 
susceptible to karstifi cation (gypsum, rock salt), they can also constitute the cover. 
The karstifi able cover rocks are permeable and conduct water to the rock salt or 
gypsum beds.  

  Fig. 4.6    Subsidence  dolines   on dolomite, in  moraine   in the Grava Lunga cirque (Dolomites)       
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4.4.2     The Cover Material 

 The cover of the karst can be homogeneous (no lateral change in material proper-
ties) or heterogeneous (horizontally variable material properties). A vertical hetero-
geneity of the non-karstic cover is also observable: the rocks overlying each other 
differ in porosity, permeability and stability. With laterally changing porosity and 
permeability, the site of  water transfer   from the cover to the bedrock may also vary 
and infl uence the site and intensity of karstifi cation as well as the density and size 
of landforms generated on the cover. The variable stability of the cover leads to 
variations in the way, extent and rate of inheritance. 

 Zuffordi ( 1976 ) classifi ed the  cover sediment  s of karst by their place of origin. 
 He   identifi ed  autochthonous deposits   (if the cover derives from the karstic rock), 
allochthonous  deposits   (the cover derives from a terrain outside the karst) and  para-
autochthonous deposits   (the cover forms in situ from non-karstic rock). According 
to the way of transport (and origin), Fillippov ( 2004 ) distinguished covers of  allu-
vial     ,  deluvial  ,  proluvial   and  eluvial   origin. 

  Fig. 4.7    Depression of superfi cial deposit in the Grava Lunga cirque (Dolomites)  1  doline zone of 
depression where  material transport   takes place into the karst,  2  depression,  3  ravine in morainic 
deposit       
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4.4.2.1     Autochthonous Deposits 

 The autochthonous deposit can be solutional residue of the cover or can form 
through the mechanical weathering of the bedrock material. Terra rossa is a typical 
solutional residue, formed in humid regions (Lang’s rainfall factor of 30–60) with 
14–19 °C mean temperature ( Zámbó    1998 ) from the insoluble, mainly  clay   contami-
nations of  limestone  . According to some authors, temperate  terra rossa   varieties are 
alien to the karst, weathering residues of non-karstic rocks ( Andrusov   et al.  1958 ) or 
 mixed karst  -alien deposits and solutional residues. On mediterranean karst, it can be 
regarded a typical in situ product ( Zámbó    1998 ). Under tropical climate, the cover-
ing  laterites   and  laterite bauxites   have iron oxide contents of 80–90 % and alumin-
ium oxide of 5–10 %; in the case of bauxites, the latter can be even over 60 % 
( Fekete    1988 ). Laterites are of several times 10 m depth and consist of different 
zones under the tropical soils, from top to bottom: duricrust, mottled zone and pallid 
zone ( Grimes   and Spate  2008 ;  Grimes    2009 ). In temperate karsts, laterites are a 
 relict cover   ( Zámbó    1970 ) since, according to  Stefanovits   ( 1976 ), the properties of 
terra rossa and red clay soils in Hungary indicate mediterranean environments of 
origin and have been largely redeposited. This is confi rmed by the investigations of 
 Zámbó   ( 1970 ), and redeposition is also observed elsewhere, e.g. on the  Pádis pla-
teau  . While the higher terrains lack terra rossa, it is exposed in roadcuts in several 
metres of thickness on lower terrains (Fig.  4.8 ). The same is observed in 

  Fig. 4.8    Terrain with karren below  terra rossa   (Pádis)       
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mediterranean karst. At higher elevations, terra rossa is missing and grikes are fi lled 
by clayey soils of darker colour (for instance, in the  Livno polje   and its environs in 
the roadcuts of road number 76). The formation of terra rossa or laterite, however, 
does not necessarily happen even under suitable climate. Thus, if the limestone is 
very pure, no or very little residue is produced. The terra rossa can be washed into 
the joint network of the limestone ( Zámbó    1970 ) – particularly if it is of little thick-
ness. In terra rossa, the ratio of clay minerals is high ( Zámbó    1998 );  decalcifi cation  , 
the  leaching of silica   and the accumulation of iron and aluminium oxides are of 
remarkable extent. Terra rossa of the  Aggtelek Karst   (Hungary) is silty clays. Since 
limestone disintegrates during dissolution, considerable amounts of limestone  debris   
can be present even in terra rossa of small thickness. Such terra rossa with limestone 
debris is often observed in mediterranean karst areas in  Croatia   and  Bosnia  .

   Terra rossa can be partially but not totally impermeable. According to  Zámbó   
( 1970 ), in the  Aggtelek Karst,   karren formation took place under the  terra rossa  . 
This is favoured by the low carbonate content of the (clayey variety of) terra rossa, 
its CO 2  production and the fact that  impermeability   can only develop gradually in 
this rock in wet weather.  Zámbó   ( 1986 ) claimed that the upper part of the terra rossa 
is partially saturated with water and percolation between the grains is possible. At 
the same time, in the lower part of the terra rossa cover, the saturation of pores is 
complete,  clay   minerals swell and prevent percolation. As it is known, solution is 
not only possible under terra rossa, but even under  laterites   ( Song   and Liang  2009 ; 
 Slabe   and Liu  2009 ;  Grimes   and Spate  2008 ) or bauxites ( Papastamatiou    1964 ; 
 Businszkij    1964 ;  Sweeting    1973 ). The karstifi cation under bauxite is called second-
ary karstifi cation. Bauxite formation and karstifi cation were often parallel processes 
( Bárdossy    1977 ). When the groundwater got into contact with the bauxite body, 
secondary karstifi cation stopped, and, following uplift and the sinking of groundwa-
ter table, it resumed ( Peljtek    1971 ). Karstifi cation under bauxite is indicated by the 
dislocation of bauxite  blocks   towards the bedrock and reaching a position between 
the bauxitic clay and kaolinite ( Bárdossy    1977 ) as well as the oblique position of 
bauxite beds, its cover and bedrock, while the  dolines   of the bedrock are vertical 
( Combes    1969 ). This means that they formed after the sequence acquired an oblique 
position. Karstifi cation under bauxite does not only involve the generation of dolines 
but also that of cavities ( Knechtel    1963 ). According to  Bárdossy   ( 1977 ), secondary 
karstifi cation takes place with  cover thickness   less than 10 m. 

 Terra rossa thicknesses can be highly variable because of erosion and redeposi-
tion. Terra rossa primarily fi lls up  paleokarst   features or acquires greater thick-
nesses there. In the  paleodolines   of the  Aggtelek Karst,   the thickness of  terra rossa   
exceeds 10–15 m ( Zámbó    1970 ), but in the mediterranean karst, thicknesses vary 
greatly in exposures not distant from each other. Thickness depends on the duration 
of solution, the contamination of the  limestone  , the rate of redeposition and, in the 
case of partially alien origin, on the rate it was transported onto the karst. 

 On  terra rossa   soils ( red brown earth  ,  rendzina  ) may form and their CO 2  produc-
tion (combined with that of terra rossa) contributes to the karstifi cation of the under-
lying rock ( Zámbó    1970 ,  1993 ,  1998 ). At the same time, the terra rossa  debris   
inhibits solution and if it is washed into the underlying joint system reduces the rate 
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of water fl ow and eventually also inhibits solution. According to the data by  Zámbó   
( 1970 ), the terra rossa of the  Aggtelek Karst   fi lls in the joint and solution cavity 
network to 5–7 m depth below the  dolines  . 

 The role of  terra rossa   in  covered karst   formation can be summarised as 
follows:

•    Percolating waters cause solution on the contact of  terra rossa   with the karstic 
rock, and thus karstifi cation below the terra rossa can begin or resume. The side 
slopes of the doline are affected by solution on the surface of contact with the 
terra rossa fi ll resulting in  lateral corrosion   ( Zámbó    1970 ). At the terra rossa/rock 
contact, the downward percolating water reaches the karst at the deepest point of 
the doline and produces a system of passages and  chimneys   in the bedrock. This 
process can induce the formation of  covered karst   features (ponors,  subsidence 
dolines   functioning as ponors,  depressions of superfi cial deposit  ) on the area of 
 dolines   where there is terra rossa fi ll.  

•   The  rainwater   percolating through the  terra rossa   transports the passage fi lls 
deeper into the karst and induces  material defi cit   and  postgenetic       covered karst   
formation in the cover.

 –    The  rainwater   percolating through the  terra rossa   generates solution on the 
bedrock and  syngenetic    c  overed  karst   formation on the cover.       

 The generation of the cover of karstic origin from the bedrock can happen 
through  frost shattering  ,  mountain failures  ,  rock avalanches   and  glacial erosion  . The 
above sediments primarily occur in  high-mountain   karsts, but  frost-shattered debris   
is also typical in tundra and temperate karsts. Debris also generates during solution 
processes ( Veress   and  Péntek    1996 ). The morainic deposit can be affected by con-
siderable transport and redeposition, while frost-shattered or solutional  debris   
mostly remains in situ. 

 The reworking of  debris   and particularly of the morainic deposit mostly takes 
place by fl uvial water. During reworking or the ensuing solution, the grain size of 
morainic deposit reduces,  clay   content increases and carbonate content decreases, 
affecting solution under the cover. According to  Williams   ( 1966 ), if the cover has 
large amounts of carbonate debris, the percolating waters dissolve the debris and 
reach the bedrock saturated. Thus, no solution can occur there, and no  syngenetic   
karstifi cation takes place on the cover – or only under certain circumstances. 
(However, since the seeping water is able to fl ush the cavities of the bedrock and 
removes their fi lls,  postgenetic   karstifi cation is observed.) 

 The  solution residue   of rock salt in rock salt karsts is  clay  .  

4.4.2.2     Allochthonous Deposits 

 The  debris   alien to the karst can be of fl uvial, glacial, marine, aeolian or volcanic 
origin. Consequently, the cover can be  clay   (weathering residue, of fl uvial or marine 
origin),  loess  , silt (fl uvial, marine or aeolian) sand (fl uvial, marine)  gravel  , 
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sandstone,  conglomerate  ,  fl ysch  ,  molasse   as well as volcanic rocks,  volcanic tuffs  , 
 volcanic debris   and  blocks  . Because of the changes in the conditions of rock forma-
tion, the cover can be constituted – both vertically and horizontally – of not a single 
but several rocks. Reworked or mixed varieties of the above-mentioned rocks also 
occur. Any rock (one or more) can be mixed with any other, and the proportions of 
constituents can vary on a wide range, and, therefore, the cover of the  covered karst  s 
can be variable. Loess, clay and their mixed varieties and rocks of various clay 
contents are common.  

4.4.2.3     Paraautochthonous Deposits 

 In the  frost-shattered debris,   fragments embedded in the  limestone   and alien to the 
karst (e.g. siliceous  debris  , sandstone and  clay  ), which increase in amount during the 
partial or complete dissolution of limestone fragments. It is common in high moun-
tains that on the steep slopes and fl oors of large-scale karst landforms (paleodolines) – 
particularly if those are located on the fl oors of glacial valleys – the debris of mountain 
failures and rock avalanches is accumulated. In these accumulations silica or sili-
ceous debris may occur. On karst of cool and wet climate (British Isles, Scandinavian 
Peninsula, but in the Alps too), peat may form which may create a cover too. 

 Consolidated rocks are exposed in  anticline   structures or through  glacial erosion  . 
The removed material contributes to the accumulation of  paraautochthonous 
deposits  .    

4.5     Covered Karst of Landforms 

 It is common that in the same karst region, karst landforms of similar age, origi-
nated from open karst, occur next to each other but at different elevations. Those at 
lower elevations could be lined or partially fi lled by the non-karstic  cover sediment   
if there are non-karstic sediments in their environs, while in those of higher eleva-
tion, there is no such fi ll. The karstic depressions (e.g.  dolines  ) of higher position 
with  solution residue   and intensive solution could have also been buried. The devel-
opment of dolines lined or fi lled with non-karstic sediments ceases or modifi es. In 
the area of lined or fi lled dolines,  covered karst   formation occurs and transforms 
them into relict features,  paleodolines  . The eventual paleoform creation is explained 
by the presence of cover sediment in it. Within the same karst region, in the neigh-
bourhood of such dolines, recently active solution dolines of similar age and higher 
position and without cover sediment occur, indicating autogenic karstifi cation. 

 Covered karst can also develop in the area of different landforms through the 
accumulation or erosion of the non-karstic cover. The removal of the cover deposits 
may change the conditions and character of the  covered karst  . The following 
changes are observable: the non-karstic rock cover thins out (consequently, the rate 
of karstifi cation increases), it is dissected into separate parts (a mosaic of covered 
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karst and  bare karst   terrains result) or rocks originally in lower position are exposed 
which differ in cohesion and conductivity from the rocks eroded from above. Thus, 
to the effect of  glacial erosion,   a consolidated non-karstic rock is exposed ( crypto-
karst   formation). Finally, the local erosion of the cover, with transport directed into 
the karst leads to the formation of  depressions of superfi cial deposit  . 

 The  covered karst   associated with landforms can originate from the burial of 
landforms of non-karstic origin and of  paleokarst   landforms. The resulting patchy 
covered karst, the extension and shape of the patch, is largely controlled by the size 
and shape of the enclosed depression. The burial of the landform can be only partial. 
Then the extension of the covered karst is smaller than that of the bearing landform. 
The size, shape and location of the covered karst patch depend on a range of factors: 
the rate of sediment transport, its agent (glacier, mountain failure and others) and 
the dimensions and morphology of the bearing landform. If the bearing landforms 
are arranged in rows, the covered karst terrains also acquire a similar pattern. In 
 polygonal karst,   the pattern of the covered karst details is less oriented; it is 
irregular. 

 On the karst, accumulation attains different degrees. It may happen that during 
burial no infi lling occurs in the case of the burial of karren terrains or plateaus as 
well as in the case of large-scale landforms (poljes,  intermountain plain  s). If the 
sediment is transported into the minor depressions (e.g.  dolines  ) of the karst, the 
process is infi lling. The cover deposit can develop in one (or even more) part(s) of 
the depression or continuously. In the case of  continuous   occurrence, it could line 
(cover of small thickness), fi ll (in great thickness) or bury (in thickness greater than 
the depth of the fi lled landform) the depressions. The cover can extend over the 
depression in uniform or variable thickness. In the case of fi ll (e.g. at  mass move-
ments  ), the fi ll of the depression is often of variable thickness. On the margins of the 
depression, the cover is thick and is thinning out with increasing distance from 
there. Uniform  cover thickness   mostly results from fl uvial accumulation. 

 The sediment can cover plain surfaces (Fig.  4.9a ) or – as it has been mentioned – 
non-karstic depressions of  tectonic   or erosional origin and karstic depressions. 
Covered tectonic depressions include tectonic grabens (Fig.  4.9c ) and synclines 
(Fig.  4.10 ). As it has been mentioned, the resulting  covered karst   terrains are elon-
gated in strike direction. Covered karst develops on horsts of different elevations. 
The cover, along with the covered karst, can also be uplifted to different altitudes 
after its formation (Fig.  4.9b–d ). In an uplifted position, the cover of the covered 
karst can be dissected (Fig.  4.9b ).

    If the  covered karst   develops in the area of a  salt diapir  , its shape and extension 
coincides with the shape and extension of the exposed salt diapir. Such covered 
karsts occur in the  Transylvanian Basin   (at  Parajd  ) (Fig.  4.9e ) and at other places on 
Earth (for instance, near the  Caspian coast  , in  Texas   and  Iran  ). 

 The landforms of erosional origin on  covered karst   include river valleys 
(Fig.  4.11a–g, k ), glacial valleys (Fig.  4.11h–j ) and  marine terraces  . Covered karst 
most often occur on the fl oors of river valleys but sometimes occurs in valley sides. 
Such covered karst can be cited from the taiga karst of the  Middle Lena      valley, the 
 Neretva valley   and the valleys of midlatitude medium mountains (e.g. the  Bakony 
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Mountains  ). In these cases, the covered karst terrain is elongated and similar in 
shape to the valley fl oor. The cover is fl uvial deposits.  Covered karsts   develop on 
 fl uvial terraces   ( Gvozdetskiy    1965 ,  1981 ;  Soriano   and Simón  2001 ) and also on 
accumulational landforms, for instance, on  alluvial    fans   (Fig.  4.12 ) and  debris    fans  .

     Covered karsts   often occur in glacial valleys (Fig.  4.11h–j ). In these valleys, 
 cover sediment  s are glacial deposit,  frost-shattered debris  ,  lobe of mountain failure   
or a mixture of these (Fig.  4.13 ). On glaciokarsts morainic material is the most 
important, which can be exclusively of glacial origin, unworked, of variable grain 
size with the predominance of major  blocks   (of several tens of centimetres diame-
ter). In the glacial deposit reworked by fl uvial processes, fi ne grain sizes (maximum 
several centimetres diameter) are predominant and the grains are worked. The gla-
cial deposit can be reworked once or several times. The material of the transformed 

  Fig. 4.9    Theoretical types of  covered karst   governed by structure ( a ) fl at  limestone   surface where 
the cover is either  continuous   or wedges out; ( b ) the  blocks   acquired various elevations (with 
uneven depressions and elevations of bedrock on some blocks, while fl at on other blocks, where 
the cover can be  continuous  , detached into patches and dissected by valleys to various extents; ( c ) 
the block forms a graben or basin, where the limestone is under  cover sediment  ; ( d ) the blocks 
subsided in step-like manner or occasionally tilted, and the cover is preserved on the blocks since 
the marginal karst elevations hinder denudation; ( e ) rock  salt diapir   is exposed and covered by the 
contamination of salt and the sediment transported there,  1  limestone,  2  rock salt,  3  non-karstic 
rocks cut through by rock salt,  4  impermeable cover sediment,  5  permeable cover sediment,  6  ris-
ing salt       
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 moraine   is further disintegrated in situ following weathering processes. Such 
moraines are enriched in silt and  clay  . In mixed glacial deposits, the original rock 
material is mingled with frost-shattering products and the material of  mountain 
failures  . If it is only mixed with frost-shattered  debris  , grain size composition is 
shifted towards fi ner grains; if it is mixed with the material of mountain failures, it 
is shifted towards the coarse grains. Moraines can be of different ages. On the fl oor 
of the same glacial valley, two or three moraines of various ages and clay contents 
can occur (Fig.  4.14 ). Older moraines are usually of higher clay content and trans-
formed to a greater degree than younger moraines. On the fl oor of the glacial valley, 
moraines of various ages often occur next to each other. If the moraine is built of 
siliceous  limestone  , it includes silica blocks. All these can cause the transformation 
of the  primary   (not reworked) moraine in both horizontal and vertical direction 
(Fig.  4.13 ).

    The extension of the  covered karst   does not only depend on the accumulation of 
the  moraine   (infl uenced by ice motion, amount of moraine material and bedrock 
morphology) but also on the dimensions of the valley and its relative positions in 
the mountains. The dimensions and shape of the covered karst terrain are largely 
controlled by the position of  cirques   relative to the glacial trough, the size of cirques 
and the extent of connectivity and character of neighbouring cirques (Fig.  4.15 ). 
The cover is seldom  continuous   and mostly patchy (Fig.  4.16 ). In case of  continuous   
cover, it is rather of circular extension in the cirques.

    In the  glacial troughs,   the shape of the  covered karst   is elongated in the direction 
of the valley axis. The cover is of variable thickness as on the glacially denuded 
surface depressions ( rock basins  ,  paleodolines  ), and elevations (roches mouton-
nées, cuestas and hogbacks) alternate. On such terrains, the  moraine   often thickens 
out in depressions, but the opposite is also possible: the moraine is thicker on inter- 

  Fig. 4.10    Structures controlling the distribution of non-karstic rocks in  tectonic   poljes ( Delannoy   
 1997 ;  Ford   and  Williams    2007 , modifi ed)  1   limestone  ,  2   fl ysch   or dolomite,  3  alluvium,  4  perma-
nent  watercourse  ,  5  fault       
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  Fig. 4.11    Covered karst in valleys ( covered karst   patterns determined by valleys): ( a ) the valley has 
not yet cut through the impermeable cover, uniform  cryptokarst   or  buried karst  ; ( b ) the valley fl oor 
incises into the  limestone  , non-uniform cryptokarst; ( c ) the valley fl oors are under permeable cover, 
striped- concealed karst   results; ( d ) the cover develops in the valley side and its environs (the latter 
occasionally with impermeable patches), concealed karst in the valley side, both concealed karst 
and cryptokarst on  interfl uves  ; ( e ) patches of permeable cover on the fl oor of  epigenetic valleys  , 
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  Fig. 4.12    Karstifi cation on the  alluvial   fan of a cirque in plateau margin position ( Dachstein  , 
 Austria  )  1  boundary of mapped area,  2  valley,  3  cirque,  4  glacial trough,  5  dry alluvial fan,  6  half 
fi lled uvala,  7   debris   fan,  8  subsidence doline,  9  blind-ended gully,  10  gully,  11  doline on gully 
fl oor,  12  doline in gully end,  13  cavity, cave  14  side slope of cirque valley       

  Fig. 4.11  (continued)  patches of concealed karst on the valley fl oor; ( f ) the cover is preserved on 
interfl uves between epigenetic valleys, concealed karst stripes on interfl uvial ridges; ( g ) concealed 
karst on river terraces; ( h ) alternating open (with lined and buried  paleodolines  ) and covered valley 
fl oor sections in the  glacial troughs  , striped or patchy covered karst; ( i ,  j )  cirque covered karst   
buried under glacial deposits; ( k ) local covered karst on the fl oor of blind valley,  1  limestone,  2  
impermeable cover,  3  permeable cover,  4  river valley,  5  side of river valley,  6  glacial valley,  7  roche 
moutonnée,  8  solution doline (paleodoline),  9  subsidence doline,  10  ponor,  11  ravine,  12  aréte,  13  
surface slope,  14  morainic hill       
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  Fig. 4.13    Cover sediments of  high-mountain   karst: ( a )  cover sediment  s along glacial valley, ( b ) 
cover sediments in the cross-section of the glacial valley, ( c ) in a single paleouvala on plateau, ( d ) 
in doline row on plateau,  1   limestone  ,  2   frost-shattered debris     ,  3  coarse-grained morainic deposit, 
 4  fi ne-grained morainic deposit,  5  morainic deposit with high  clay   content,  6  rock  blocks   of moun-
tain failure,  7  cirque,  8   longitudinal   profi le of glacial trough,  9  cross-section of glacial trough,  10  
paleodoline and paleouvala,  11  roche moutonnée,  12  bedrock  shafts   and  giant grikes  ,  13  deep 
 subsidence dolines   with gentle slopes,  14  shallow subsidence  dolines         
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depression terrain. Variations in the thickness of the moraine are also caused by 
rows of lobes of  mountain failures  , regularly repeated  rockfalls   and  rock avalanches   
(Fig.  4.17 ).

   The  covered karst   on  marine terraces   and  abrasional peneplains   has a greater 
extension parallel with the coast, smaller in a direction perpendicular to the coast 
and usually developed on mountain margins (Fig.   2.10    ). 

 Particularly in the area of medium mountain karsts,  blocks   and horsts (plateaus) 
are often buried. Mountain  covered karst   develop where the blocks are covered. The 
resulting covered karsts are controlled by the dimensions and shapes of the bearing 
blocks. The  cover sediment   is often fallen dust ( loess  ). Plateaus are often partially 
covered in a patchy pattern. Patchy cover may result from denudation too, which 
leads to the alternation of covered and uncovered terrains (mixed  composite    karst  ). 
Patchy cover occurs in the case of two types of cover sediment, where impermeable 
patches ( cryptokarst  ) alternate with permeable patches ( concealed karst  ) and uncov-
ered patches ( bare karst  ) ( mixed karst  ). In the area of an uplifted block, the older, 
probably impermeable, cover is dissected into patches during denudation, and the 
covered karst is interrupted by valleys. In this case, mixed cryptokarsts adjusted to 
the extension of blocks form. Subsequently the terrain of patchy cover can be 
repeatedly covered, for instance, by permeable material (loess). This results in the 

  Fig. 4.14    Tongue of young  moraine   (in the cirque of a glacial valley,  Hochschwab  ,  Austria  ):  1  
young moraine,  2  subsidence doline on older morainic deposit,  3  fossil subsidence doline (with 
lakes) of older morainic deposit       
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generation of covered karst of mixed karst, mixed cryptokarst or mixed concealed 
karst types, e.g. in the  Bakony Mountains  , where the Oligocene–Miocene  gravel   
mantle of high  clay   content ( Korpás    1981 ) and low permeability has been dissected 
into isolated patches during denudation (mixed cryptokarst). Where the terrains 
between the patches of gravel mantle are covered by loess, it is called covered karst 
with loess and gravel patches with open karst patches (mixed  composite   karst). 
Both  mixed karsts   and mixed  composite   karsts are widely spread in midlatitude 
medium mountains and on glaciokarsts. 

 Covered karst can also develop from karst terrains dissected by karst landforms 
(Fig.  4.18 ) and on the area with karst features. Since the locality of karstifi cation 
depends on  cover thickness   (see Chap.   7    ), topography is a major control on the 
distribution of covered karsts. With the partial removal of the  cover sediment,   the 
cover is dissected as isolated patches and preserved in karst depressions. In the area 
of these patches,  covered karst   develops. According to the character of the cover, it 
can be  cryptokarst   or  concealed karst   or, where the cover is very thick,  buried karst  . 
Between covered karst patches, open karst patches are found, and their extension 
increases during the denudation of the cover.

   In the area of karst landforms,  covered karst   primarily develops if the karstic rock 
is partially or entirely buried, and thus sediment is transported into the karst depres-
sion. The intensity of covered karst formation is enhanced by the karstic   origin of 

  Fig. 4.15    Glacial trough and cirque types (Modifi ed after  Veress    2012b ): ( a ) no glacial trough, ( b ) 
cirque and glacial trough, ( c ) glacial trough from merged  cirques  , ( d ) cirques aligned on the mar-
gin of a glacial trough, ( e ) several  glacial troughs   branching out from a cirque, ( f ) glacial valley 
formed from preglacial giant  dolines     , ( g ) river valley linked to cirque, ( h ) river valley linked to 
glacial trough, ( i ) river valley partially formed in glacial trough,  1  cirque,  2  glacial trough,  3  river 
valley,  4  transverse scarp,  5   interglacial   giant doline, rock basin,  6   moraine  ,  7  threshold between 
karst depressions       
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the bearing landform of covered karst. The reason for this is that there are previously 
created passages,  chimneys   on the bottom of paleoforms which convey the cover 
deposit into the karst. The rate of karstifi cation is also increased by the fact that 
 rainwater   fallen onto the area of the bearing karst landform can only infi ltrate or 
fl ow into the karst at this locality. The mode of karstifi cation is also specifi c in the 

  Fig. 4.16    Morphological types of  moraine   on fl oors of  glacial troughs   with  paleodolines:   1   lime-
stone  ,  2  moraine,  3   covered karst   formation, ( a ) moraine patches, ( b ) moraine on doline fl oor, ( c ) 
ridges between  dolines   free of morainic cover, ( d ) uniform moraine cover, ( e ) morainic deposits 
fi lling and burying dolines       
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areas of close depressions of glacial origin ( rock basins  ). The special  character of 
the process is manifested in the higher intensity of karstifi cation or in the exposure 
of non-karstic bedrock which favours  cryptokarst   formation. 

  Covered karsts   occur in  high-mountain   glaciokarsts,  dolines   of medium moun-
tains and tropical karsts (Figs.  4.19 ,  4.20 ,  4.21 ,  4.22  and  4.23 ),  uvalas   (Fig.  4.24a–
c ), doline and uvala groups (Fig.  4.25 ), ponors and  blind valleys   (Figs.  4.11k ,  4.24d , 
 4.26  and  4.27 ). Giant grikes,  shafts   and shaft dolines can also be buried and form 
 covered karst   in the high mountains of Europe (Alps,  Pyrenees  ,  Dinaric Mountains  ). 
Covered karst features also develop in the fi lls of caves which lost their ceiling 
( Knez   and  Slabe    1999 ), in the poljes of the mediterranean karst (Figs.  4.24e  and 
 4.28 ), in the depressions of the  polygonal karst   (Fig.  4.24f ), in both tropical and 
subtropical varieties, in the  intermountain plain   areas of  fenglin   (Fig.  4.24h ), in the 
depressions of  fengcong   (Fig.  4.24g ) and in cockpit karst (Fig.  4.23 ).

            Covered karst extends to the entire area of such landforms or to its sections of 
variable size. The  covered karst   patch may extend beyond the margin of the paleo-
form over to parts of its environs. As a consequence, extremely variable covered 
karst details are generated. As it has been mentioned above, the karstifi cation of the 
bearing karst depression is modifi ed just because of the cover formation or  glacial 
erosion,   and this modifi cation is not restricted to the appearance of covered karst. 
Thus, on glaciokarsts solution,  dolines   generated after  glaciation   occur in preglacial 
or  interglacial   dolines. The depressions of the tropical karst remain active even after 
the formation of covered karst and the dolines keep growing. 

  Fig. 4.17    Sites of  covered karst   formation in the cross-section of a glacial trough:  1   limestone  ; 
 2   blocks   of mountain failure;  3   moraine  ;  4   frost-shattered debris  ;  5  subsidence doline;  6   chimney  , 
giant grike, shaft;  7  aréte;  8  side slope of glacial valley;  9  fl oor of glacial valley;  10  slope segment 
with karren;  11  large and thick heap of mountain failure (no karstifi cation);  12  thin front of moun-
tain failure with karstifi cation;  13  moraine ruin under karstifi cation;  14  karren zone without  debris   
(schichttrippenkarst);  15  rock basin or paleodoline with debris accumulation on its side slope;  16  
zone of reworked morainic deposit       
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 Covered karst is not  continuous   in the area of poljes but interrupted by patches of 
 limestone   outcrops. This makes the pattern of the  covered karst   irregular, and  cryp-
tokarst   and  concealed karst   patches often alternate. Therefore, in the cryptokarst 
sections of poljes, valleys, ponors,  depressions of superfi cial deposit   occur, while in 
the concealed karst sections,  ravines  ,  gullies  ,  subsidence dolines     ,  dropout dolines   
and depressions of superfi cial deposit are found. Whole poljes or polje sections are 
transformed into depressions of superfi cial deposit (Fig.  4.28 ). 

 In the area of  intermountain plain  s,  covered karst   can develop if the cover is 
underlain by karstic rock. The covered karst, however, is uniform neither in this 
case but constituted of the mosaic of covered karst terrains and open karst patches 
of various sizes. Along or between rivers, there are  concealed karst  s and  cryptokarst   
patches (Fig.  4.29 ). On the area of concealed karsts,  suffosion dolines      and  dropout 
dolines   occur to which  ravines   and  gullies   are connected.

   In the inherited valley sections of the depressions of the  fengcong   karst and 
 polygonal karst,   isolated patches of  covered karst   can occur with  subsidence dolines      
and associated networks of  ravines   (Fig.  4.30 ,  Williams    1971 ). Major bedrock 
depressions are dissected by  depressions of superfi cial deposit   (Figs.  4.23  and 
 4.24f–g ).

  Fig. 4.18    Covered karst patterns controlled by  paleokarst   landforms ( a ,  b ) the bedrock is dis-
sected by mounds, ( c ,  d ) the bedrock is dissected by  dolines  :  I  initial stage,  II  advanced stage, 
 1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  permeable cover,  4   buried karst  ,  5  open karst,  6   cryptokarst  , 
 7   concealed karst  ,  8  ponor       
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4.6         Patterns of the  Cover Sediment   of  Covered Karst   

4.6.1     General Description 

 Covered karst developed on various karst types. The type of karst is primarily con-
trolled by karst structure and climate. Therefore, the character and pattern of the 
 covered karst   depends on karst structure and climate. According to structure, 
 geosyncline   or  glaciokarst   (folded and nappe structure), block  mountain   (faulted 
structure),  platform   (no  structural   change of rocks) and  salt diapir   covered  karst   
are distinguished. According to the climate, covered karsts formed on tundra, taiga, 

  Fig. 4.19    Karstifi cation of  paleodolines   partially covered on the material of  mountain failures   ( a ), 
on  debris    fans   of  rock avalanches   ( b ) and on fl uvial accumulation ( c )  1  siliceous layer;  2  collapsed 
 blocks  ;  3   frost-shattered debris   with  limestone  ;  4  frost-shattered debris partly of limestone, partly 
of siliceous material;  5  reworked debris;  6  morainic deposit;  7   watercourse  ;  8  ravine, valley;  9  
paleodoline;  10  ponor;  11  subsidence doline;  12  outer part of cover, where the cover is thin and 
therefore karstifi cation takes place in the doline;  13  heap of mountain failure, zone of debris fans, 
buried section of paleodoline (no karstifi cation);  14  side of glacial valley with mountain failure;  15  
plateau, aréte;  16  slope of glacial trough dissected with cliff niches and rock avalanches;  17  debris 
reworked by watercourses ( alluvial   fan);  18  slope of glacial trough with siliceous intercalations       
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temperate, mediterranean and tropical karsts are identifi ed. (Tundra karst is distin-
guished from the temperate karsts.) 

 The karst regions of folded and nappe structure were substantially uplifted and 
transformed to glaciokarsts. Covered karst formation was primarily controlled by 
glacial geomorphic processes and the accumulation of moraines. On the moderately 
elevated surfaces of platform karsts, there were favourable opportunities for the gen-
eration and survival of extensive  covered karst  s. Block mountain karsts developed on 
 blocks   of various elevations. The diapir karst formed as a result of rock salt pushing 
upwards, and with the salt domes the cover of the salt mass (e.g. its  solution residue   
or  cover sediment  s transported there) was also uplifted. The covered karsts depen-
dent on structure which are also bound to climatic types are treated in the chapter on 
karsts associated with climate, such as the karsts of geosynclines and block moun-
tains. The former type is widespread on temperate karsts and mediterranean karsts, 
while the latter is on temperate and tropical karsts. The karsts which can be gener-
ated on any climate ( platform karst  , diapir karst) are described separately. 

 The present pattern of  covered karst   is the result of either accumulation or denu-
dation. In both cases, erosional discontinuity surfaces interrupt the cover. Erosional 
discontinuities of the cover can also develop during covered karst formation. In this 
case, the lower (older) part of the cover sequence is dissected by depressions which 
are fi lled with younger  cover sediment  s. 

  Fig. 4.20    Subsidence  dolines   in  paleodolines   lined with mountain failure heaps and morainic 
deposits ( Durmitor  ,  Surutka  ,  Montenegro  )  1  suffosion doline       
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 As mentioned above, in a karst region, the  cover sediment   can be  continuous   
(uniform) or interrupted. In the latter case, the extension, shape, arrangement, den-
sity and location of cover sediment patches generate a pattern of cover. 

 Continuous sediment cover is possible on  platform karst   or induced by  loess   
mantle, marine inundation and lava fl ow.  Noncontinuous   sediment cover can be 
striped (in river valley, on interfl uvial ridge) or striped with patches if the sediment 
accumulated on the valley fl oor is partly eroded or reworked or if there is a row of 
 paleodolines   on the valley fl oor. In the latter case, the patches of  cover sediment   are 
represented by doline fi lls. The cover sediment patches (and thus the  covered karst  ) 
sometimes show a chaotic pattern, typically on inselberg karst and mediterranean 
karst (see below). The pattern of the cover sediment can be banded or zonal. Banded 
covered karsts occur on river terraces or marine platforms. Among the patterns, we 
regard the banded to be of the narrowest, the zonal the widest, while the width of the 
striped pattern is between that of the banded and the zonal pattern. 

 On temperate medium mountains karsts, the zonal pattern is widespread. In case 
of such a pattern of  cover sediment  , moving away from the interior of the karst or 
from the non-karstic terrain covered and non-covered zones alternate. The shape and 
extension of zones is controlled by the size of the karst. The zone width is measured 
along the slope of the karstic surface, while its length is perpendicular to that direction. 

  Fig. 4.21    Subsidence  dolines   in  paleodolines   ( Durmitor  ,  Surutka  )  1  subsidence doline,  
2   rainwater   rill       
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The cover sediment of the zones can also be  continuous   and patchy. Between the 
zones of cover sediment, uncovered zones can also be present. The material of the 
 covered karst   zones is constituted of non-karstic rocks underlying the  limestone   
but also of cover transported there or originated in situ. The location and width of 

  Fig. 4.22    Subsidence  dolines   in a paleouvala ( Dachstein  )       

  Fig. 4.23    Covered karst of star doline  1   limestone  ,  2   cover sediment  ,  3  elevation,  4  star doline,  5  
depression of superfi cial deposit,  6  ponor,  7  subsidence doline, ( a ) initial stage, ( b ) advanced stage       
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  Fig. 4.24    Covered karst within karst landforms ( covered karst   patterns controlled by karst land-
forms) ( a – c ) covered karst on fl oor of uvala, ( d ) covered karst formed in solution  dolines   and 
ponors of an epigenetic blind valley, ( e ) covered karst in polje, ( f ) covered karst formed in dolines 
of  polygonal karst  , ( g ) covered karst of dolines of  fengcong  , ( h ) covered karst of  fenglin    inter-
mountain plain  ,  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  permeable cover,  4  solution doline,  5  subsid-
ence doline,  6  ponor,  7  polje,  8  epigenetic blind valley,  9  karst hill,  10  karst dividing wall,  11   buried 
karst   dividing wall,  12  karst inselberg,  13  ravine,  14  river       
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  Fig. 4.25    Depression of superfi cial deposit bearing the  Zombor-lyuk ponor   ( Aggtelek Karst  , 
Hungary):  1   limestone    debris  , fragmented limestone,  2  (clayey) limestone debris,  3   clay   (with 
limestone debris and sand),  4  limestone outcrop,  5  geoelectric resistivity (Ohmm),  6  depth to base 
of geoelectric series (m),  7  geoelectric resistance of bedrock (Ohmm),  8  approximate depth of VES 
measurement,  9  geoelectric series boundary,  10  contour line,  11  ponor,  12  blind valley,  13  ravine, 
 14  depression of superfi cial deposit,  15  limestone,  16  site and identifi cation code of VES measure-
ment,  17  profi le location,  18  Aggtelek-Jósvafő road,  19  built-up area       
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covered karst zones is gradually shifting because of the denudation of the cover 
sediment or the sediment input to the area of the zone. The pattern of the cover sedi-
ment within the zone also changes from the  continuous   towards the patchy or in the 
opposite direction. 

 A  covered karst   zone is built up of permeable rocks ( cryptokarst   zone) or of 
impermeable rock ( concealed karst   zone). The zone can be  composite   if imperme-
able and permeable patches alternate and mixed composed of covered and uncov-
ered patches and mixed  composite   if in the area of the zone impermeable and 
permeable  cover sediment   patches and uncovered patches are found. 

 The zonal pattern depends on the position of the karst, its elevation, slope direc-
tion and angle, the type and extent of denudation, the history of karst development, 
the karst environment (whether there is a non-karstic terrain in the environs of the 
karst), the extension of the karst and the morphology of the bedrock at the given 
site, the structure of karst, the mode, extent and rate of transport of  cover sediment   
onto the karst. The covered patches of the  covered karst   zones are mostly generated 
because in the bedrock depression the cover is preserved.  

  Fig. 4.26    Geoelectric–geological profi le A-A′ of the infi lled blind valley of the  Nagymező   (site of 
profi le is in Fig.  4.27 ,  Bükk Mountains  , Hungary,  Veress   and  Zentai    2009 ):  1   limestone  ,  2  (clayey) 
limestone  debris  ,  3  (clayey-silty)  loess   or  clay   with limestone debris,  4  loess (with sand or lime-
stone debris),  5  identifi cation code of VES measurement,  6  geoelectric resistivity of the series 
(Ohmm),  7  base depth of the geoelectric series (m),  8  geoelectric resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm), 
 9  approximate depth of penetration of VES measurements,  10  boundary of geoelectric series,  11  
number of limestone outcrop,  12  water fl ow,  13  symbol of profi le       
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  Fig. 4.27    Geomorphological map of the infi lled blind valley and environs of the  Nagymező   
( Veress   and  Zentai    2009 ):  1  contour line;  2  margin and slope of doline, blind valley;  3  blind valley; 
 4  doline with fl at fl oor;  5  half open hanging doline;  6  half open doline;  7  subsidence doline;  8  fl oor 
of karst landforms and blind valley;  9  margin of infi lled and buried gully or ponor;  10  relict karstic 
terrain;  11  karst slope;  12  karst hill;  13  remnant of dividing wall between  dolines  ;  14  dividing wall 
between dolines;  15  col;  16  cliff;  17  rock outcrop;  18  road embankment;  19  symbol of karst 
depression;  20  symbol of  buried karst   depression;  21  depth of subsidence doline;  22  assumed 
water fl ow on terrain with  cover sediment  ;  23  road;  24  fence;  25  geoelectric–geological profi le       
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4.6.2     Cover Pattern of Climatic  Covered Karst   

4.6.2.1     Tundra-Covered  Karst   

 On tundra karst surface, denudation is of moderate rate and therefore the cover is 
less denuded. Consequently, on the tundra karst, the  covered karst   is potentially 
mostly of  continuous  , but in reality of patchy appearance. The reason for this is that 
during the  Pleistocene   glaciations, the present-day tundra areas were covered by ice 
sheet, and the thick ground  moraine   buried the karst ( Smart    2004 ) and prevented 
karstifi cation ( buried karst  ). Karstic patches, mostly  cryptokarst   (autogenic crypto-
karst), primarily formed under gypsum and rock salt. In tundra karst, the paleode-
pressions were only preserved locally and mostly destroyed by the ice sheet. The 
 cover sediment   of karst is of morainic, marine or possibly fl uvial origin. 

  Fig. 4.28    Evolution of  depressions of superfi cial deposit   in poljes:  1   limestone  ,  2   cover sediment  , 
 3  surface slope,  4  polje,  5  blind valley with ponor (embryonic depression of superfi cial deposit),  6  
ravine,  7   watercourse  ,  8  topographic  divide  ,  9  depression of superfi cial deposit,  10  subsidence 
doline,  11  katavothron,  12  lake,  13  spring, ( a ) in the  peripheral   permanently dry (or temporarily 
waterlogged) polje  blind valleys   develop ( a   1  ), through the widening of blind valleys and lowering 
of interfl uvial ridges a depression of superfi cial deposit emerges with blind valleys ( a   2  ), ( b ) in the 
 overfl ow   or temporarily (or permanently) waterlogged polje depressions of superfi cial deposit and 
 dolines   form at the  katavothra   ( b   1  ), they merge and, as a consequence, a single major depression 
of superfi cial deposit develop ( b   2  )       
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 The rate of karstifi cation decreases for both open and covered karsts towards the 
poles. This is explained by the late date of the cease of ice cover (although no ice 
covered most of the  Siberian areas  ) and primarily the presence of  permafrost   and 
low CO 2  production. Solution can be expected where latent heat transfer occurs 
from below (Van Everdingen  1981 ), pointlike water recharge takes place,  taliks   
interrupt the permafrost, surface watercourses emerge ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ) or 
the groundwater is saline ( Pollard   et al.  1999 ). Therefore, the density and dimen-
sions of recent covered and open karst landforms reduce towards the poles. On 
carbonate rocks, karstifi cation is mostly observed at steep cliff walls ( Lauriol   and 

  Fig. 4.29    A very generalised map of the distribution of  fengcong   and  fenglin   in the karst between 
 Guilin   and Yangshuo (Waltham  2008 )       
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Gray  1990 ) and on breccia terraines ( Ford    2004 ). The karstifi cation of carbonate 
rocks is possible where heating generates fl ow cells ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ), 
which reach down to 500 m depth ( Ford    2004 ). Taliks, which are important in the 
water budget of the karst, may result from karstifi cation ( Ford   and  Williams    1989 ). 
The older karst landforms ( paleodolines  ) are partially or completely fi lled with gla-
cial sediments or  debris  . On these fi lls, ponor-like features (probably  subsidence 
dolines     ) develop ( Ford   and Stanton  1968 ). Considerable karstifi cation is observed 
on gypsum and rock salt karsts (Van Everdingen  1981 ), partly because of the higher 
solubility of rocks, partly because of the freezing point of saline water below 
0 °C. As a consequence, the covered karsts of the tundra are primarily bound to the 
distribution of gypsum and rock salt. On gypsum,  covered karst   formation is gener-
ated by temporary marine inundation. Covered karst with  gravel   cover is described 
from Svalbard, where permafrost melting is caused by seawater action ( Salvigsen   
and Elgersma  1985 ). 

 In the sense of the above,  covered karst   only occurs sporadically on tundra karst. 
Its sporadic patches are primarily found on gypsum and rock salt or on carbonates 
where local infl uences (marine inundation, thermal effect of meltwater, activation of 
 paleokarst  , presence of talik) make the  permafrost   melt.  

  Fig. 4.30    Polygonal karst ( Williams    1971 )  1  topographic  divide  ,  2  summit,  3  swallet,  4  stream 
channel,  5  basin order       
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4.6.2.2     Taiga-Covered  Karst   

 In this karst type, although climatically it belongs to the temperate belt, the presence 
of  permafrost   causes quite different karstifi cation. The erosion of the surface can be 
considerable, while permafrost is widespread. The taiga karst of  Siberia   was not 
affected by  glaciation  . The surface is dissected by river valleys.  Gvozdetskiy   ( 1981 ) 
described karst and  covered karst   from the region of the Nizhnyaya  Tunguska  , 
 Vilyuy   and  Olenek Rivers  , the  interfl uves   of the Letnyaya  Tunguska   and  Suhaja 
Tunguska   valleys and from the catchments of the  Amga  ,  Aldan  ,  Olekma  ,  Vitim  , 
 Yenisey  ,  Angara   and  Lena   Rivers. 

 The valleys of the karst are either inherited from the  cover sediment   or devel-
oped due to the presence of the  permafrost  . The karst shows the following pattern 
type in these areas. In the main valleys, permanent streams are found, while their 
tributaries are intermittent along the whole length of the valley (e.g. the  Labiya  , a 
 Lena   tributary) or partially intermittent (e.g. the  Bolsoj Taryng  , another Lena tribu-
tary). In the latter case, water seeps away from the  watercourse   and re-emerges at 
some distance on the valley fl oor. Between the sites of seepage and re-emergence, 
there is water fl ow on the surface only during  snowmelt  , which causes thawing in 
the upper layers of the permafrost. The water percolates below the channel, in the 
sediments overlying the permafrost or, where there is no cover deposit on the valley 
fl oor, in the  limestone  . Patches of non-karstic rocks appear on the wide and almost 
fl at valley fl oors in the tributary valleys, mostly along the upper sections, in head-
water areas. Among the patches, the limestone bedrock outcrops on the valley fl oor. 
The extension of the cover sediment on the valley fl oor is rather limited, but more 
remarkable in the valley sides and along the margins of the valley fl oor, where 
 debris    fans   accumulate due to frost weathering. On the  interfl uves,   uniform uncon-
solidated sediment cover, mostly sand, is typical.  Cover thickness   is several metres 
on the interfl uves, and it is only locally interrupted by limestone outcrops. As a 
consequence, sediment patches occur on valley fl oors, while on interfl uves, the 
superfi cial deposit is  continuous  . Covered karst appears in river valleys in striped 
and patchy pattern, while on the interfl uves in striped pattern (Figs.  4.31  and  4.32 ). 
 Covered karsts   occur both on valley sides ( Korzhuev    1961 ;  Gvozdetskiy    1981 ) but 
also occur on river terraces, for instance, on the terraces of the  Angara   River, where 
 covered karst   developed on dolomite, limestone and gypsum ( Gvozdetskiy    1981 ).

    The landforms of the  covered karst   are either recent or  paleokarst   features 
( Korzhuev    1961 ,  1972 ). The latter – similarly to the tundra karst – could form before 
the glaciations or in one of the interglacials ( Korzhuev    1972 ;  Pulina  Pulina  2005 ). In 
 Siberia  , because of the moderate surface denudation, young paleokarst depression 
could be preserved. Major karst landforms are mostly  subsidence dolines   (suffosion 
and  dropout dolines  ), uvala-like, compartmental  dolines  ,  kotlovinas   and  suchodols   
( Korzhuev    1961 ;  Gvozdetskiy    1981 ). Kotlovinas are major depressions with doline 
groups in their interior ( Korzhuev    1961 ), i.e.  depressions of superfi cial deposit  . 
Valley dolines occur in channels on valley fl oors (Fig.  4.33 ) or on infi lled valley 
fl oor (Fig.  4.34 ).  Suchodols   are valleys with doline rows containing ponor-like 
depressions and with  intermittent lakes   in the dolines ( Pulina    2005 ).
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    Valley fl oor  dolines   develop where the water of the intermittent  watercourse   on 
the valley fl oor thaws  ground ice   in the  cover sediment  . In the  covered karst   of inter-
fl uvial ridges,  subsidence dolines   of various origins occur where air from the  paleo-
karst   passages melts the ice in the passage and the cover sediment, but they also 
emerge at sites of pointlike  water conduction   ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ). It is prob-
able that water conduction sites under lakes (formed in association with  permafrost   
melting) are created due to the pressure and thermal effect of lake water. The seeping 

  Fig. 4.32    Theoretical cross-section of the tundra karst (examples of the  Lena   area, not to scale, 
karst landforms are not proportional to their environments):  1   limestone  ,  2   cover sediment  ,  3   per-
mafrost  ,  4  plateau,  5  valley,  6  channel,  7  tributary valley,  8  solution doline,  9  subsidence doline       

  Fig. 4.31    Karst zones of tundra karst (not to scale) example of the  Middle Lena      area  1   limestone  , 
 2   cover sediment  ,  3  permanent  watercourse  ,  4  intermittent watercourse,  5  valley,  6  solution doline, 
 7  subsidence doline,  8  depression of superfi cial deposit,  9   pillars         
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  Fig. 4.33    Suffosion  dolines   from the upper part of Bolsoj Taryng Valley,  Sakha Republic:    1  solu-
tion doline,  2  suffosion doline,  3  margin of channel,  4  mass movement,  5   debris   accumulated by a 
stream,  6  slope of channel fl oor,  7  superfi cial deposit       

  Fig. 4.34    Dropout doline in the Bolsoj Taryng valley       
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water could be in connection with talik water, such as in the case of  Lake Borulak   
on the  Lena  -Buotoma interfl uvial ridge in Yakutia. 

 The  subsidence dolines   of the taiga karst are of moderate size (several metres in 
diameter), and their density is only estimated at 1–2  dolines  /km 2 . Particularly on 
valley fl oors, the dolines are arranged in rows of moderate length. The groups of 
depressions are separated by also linear doline groups of solutional origin on the 
uncovered valley fl oors (or channels on valley fl oors). 

 In  Canada,   the glacially transformed Nahanni  karst   is climatically and topo-
graphically similar to the  Middle Lena      karst ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ). The Nahanni 
is a doline and  mixed karst  . The major depressions are 1000 m long and their bot-
toms are under  cover sediment   ( Brook   and  Ford    1980 ). The hydrostatic pressure of 
water fl owing into these depressions induces  collapses   in the ice of the passages and 
the formation of  dolines  , also called “ cenote-form point-recharge dolines  ” ( Ford   
and  Williams    2007 ).  

4.6.2.3     Temperate Belt Karsts 

 The medium mountain areas of the true temperate belt belong to this, where the 
fl uvial erosion is dominant at the beginning of karst formation. In medium mountain 
karst areas,  epigenetic valley   evolution takes place if the karst water table is close to 
the surface (or the developing valley fl oor). Valley formation is replaced by karstifi -
cation if karst water table sinks relative to the valley fl oor. Subsequently, the  cov-
ered karst   gradually loses its  cover sediment   and open karst develops resulting in a 
surface dissected with valleys and karst landforms. This surface can be buried again 
under various rocks partially or completely, to various extents and thickness, and 
covered karst is produced. Burial and the accompanying karst formation take the 
following forms. 

  Covered karst developed from allogenic karst      results if the karst is bordered by 
impermeable rocks, mantled allogenic  covered karst   if the impermeable rock covers 
the karst as a mantle and  horst covered karst   if the karst is dismembered into cov-
ered  blocks   of various elevations and evolution histories. 

 Three varieties of karst developed from  allogenic karst   are distinguished: recent 
allogenic  covered karst      (see Sect.  4.6.2.3.1.1 ), renewed allogenic covered karst (see 
Sect.  4.6.2.3.1.2 ) and semi-allogenic covered karst (see Sect.  4.6.2.3.1.3 ). The types 
of temperate medium mountain karst are represented in Fig.  4.35 .

4.6.2.3.1      Covered Karst Developed from  Allogenic Karst   

 The karst is bordered by terrains of non-karstic rocks, from where fl uvial transport 
of sediments is or was possible. 
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4.6.2.3.1.1      Recent Allogenic Covered Karst   

 In recent allogenic  covered karst     , watercourses actually transport sediment from the 
bordering non-karstic terrain. The condition for that is not only that the karst should 
be bordered by non-karstic surface but also that the latter should be in lower posi-
tion than the former and the surface of the karst should not slope towards the non- 
karstic terrain (Fig.  4.35a ). A further condition to the development of covered karst 
and its zones is that there should be no valleys on the open karst or if such are pres-
ent they should not lead beyond its limits. If such valleys were found, the water-
courses would transport the sediment input from the non-karstic terrain out from the 
karst. In addition, no ponors should form, or if they do, their capacity for sediment 
capture and transport into the caves of the karst should be minimal. The 1.2 and 1.4 
type  allogenic karst  s that were classifi ed by  Gams   ( 1994 ) do not transform into 
 recent allogenic karst   as the cover is transported into the karst through the well- 
developed ponors. If all these requirements are met, the watercourses of the karst 
spread the sediment over the karst surface, as exemplifi ed by the  Pádis plateau   
(Figs.  4.36  and  4.37 ).

  Fig. 4.35    Theoretical profi les of medium-mountain  covered karst   types:  1   limestone  ;  2  consoli-
dated non-karstic rock;  3  unconsolidated, impermeable  cover sediment;    4  permeable cover;  5   chim-
ney  , shaft;  6  sediment transport;  7  former sediment transport;  8  transport of cover sediments into 
the karst hollows;  9  no transport of cover sediment from the block;  10  mountain foreland;  11  val-
ley, ( a )  recent allogenic covered karst  , ( b ) renewed allogenic covered karst, ( c ) semi-allogenic 
covered karst, ( d ) mantled  allogenic karst  , ( e )  horst covered karst         
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    The zones on the Pádis follow in order from the  Blue Magura   ( Măgura Vânătă  ), 
in NE to SW direction:  buried karst   zone,  cryptokarst   zone, mixed  composite    karst   
zone and fi nally open karst zone. (In the area of the last, where non-karstic rocks 
wedge in, further cryptokarst zones of lesser extension occur.) The karst of the Pádis 
has a higher and a lower level (Fig.  4.38 ), which are the products of karstifi cation 

  Fig. 4.36    Karst zones of recent allogenic  covered karst      (example of the Pádis, Romania, not to 
scale):  1   limestone  ;  2  consolidated non-karstic rock;  3  thick, virtually impermeable  unconsolidated 
cover  ;  4  thin, virtually permeable cover;  5  elevation;  6  solution doline;  7  buried paleodoline, pale-
ouvala;  8  subsidence doline;  9  ponor;  10  valley in the cover;  11   epigenetic valley;    12  depression of 
superfi cial deposit;  13  fossil subsidence doline;  14  surface slope;  15  zone of non-karstic rock 
( buried karst  );  16  allogenic  cryptokarst   zone;  17   mixed karst   zone;  18  open karst zone;  19  karstifi -
cation with intercalated non-karstic rock zone       
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  Fig. 4.37    Cross-section of recent allogenic  covered karst      (Pádis):  1  sandstone,  2   limestone  ,  3  rock 
 debris   reworked by watercourses (with sand and  clay  ),  4  former surface of sediment cover,  5  suf-
fosion doline,  6  dropout doline,  7  fossil doline (lake),  8  active solution doline,  9  threshold between 
uncovered karst features,  10  inactive infi lled solution doline (depression of superfi cial deposit),  11  
(assumed) buried solution doline,  12  inactive covered uvala (depression of superfi cial deposit),  13  
ponor,  14   epigenetic valley   perpendicular to profi les,  15   buried karst  ,  16  allogenic  cryptokarst   of 
the lower level,  17   mixed karst  ,  18   concealed karst   of the lower level,  19  open karst of the lower 
level,  20  elevations of the upper level (site of section can be found in Fig.   2.12    )       

  Fig. 4.38    Covered karst terrain types of the Pádis ( Veress    1992 ):  1   limestone  ,  2  consolidated non- 
karstic rock,  3  non-karstic  unconsolidated cover  ,  4  former sediment transport,  5  elevations of the 
upper karstifi cation level,  6  lower karstifi cation level,  7  blind valley with ponor,  8  ponor,  9  infi lled 
ponor,  10  stream bed,  11  fl ood channel,  12  subsidence doline,  13  partially infi lled solution doline, 
 14  karst passage, ( a ) covered terrain with slope in a single direction, ( b ) covered terrain with slope 
in two directions, ( c ) covered plain terrain       
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( Veress    1992 ). The upper level is uncovered and neither the lower level is of 
 continuous   cover, but it occurs in patches of various sizes. The cryptokarst sections 
of allogenic character developed in the sections of greater  cover thickness  . 
Cryptokarst, however, can also appear in patches where the fi lls of  paleodolines   and 
 paleouvalas   are thicker (Figs.  4.39  and  4.40 ). In the mixed  composite   zone open, 
covered (cryptokarst and  concealed karst  ) patches equally occur (Fig.   2.12    ). Patches 
of minor extension could develop or be preserved in individual  dolines  ,  uvalas   
(Figs.  4.39  and  4.40 ) or on an inherited valley fl oor section (Figs.  4.43  and  4.44 ). In 
the dissection of the cover into patches, several factors could be infl uential. The 
transported and accumulated sediment did not bury the elevated parts of the uneven 
surface (Fig.  4.38 ), and the large patches of the cover (developed in the above 

  Fig. 4.39    Karst  morphological map   of the Pádis-4 area:  1  contour,  2  dividing wall between 
 dolines  ,  3  buried dividing wall between dolines,  4  margin and slope of ponor,  5  fl oor of depression 
of superfi cial deposit,  6  margin and side slope of depression of superfi cial deposit (paleouvala),  7  
ravine,  8   limestone  ,  9  karst terrain beyond the margin of the depression,  10  site and symbol of VES 
measurement,  11  geoelectric–geological profi le       
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described way) were cut up by denudation into smaller patches. In addition to denu-
dation, it was due to the transport of part of the  cover sediment   into the karst through 
karst landforms. The  covered karst   is renewed since further amounts of sediment 
continually arrive from the bordering non-karstic terrain (Măgura Vânătă). This is 
evidenced by at least one older stage of covered karstifi cation in the superfi cial 
deposit identifi ed in some covered karst sections (see Chap.   7    ).

     Along the margin of the allogenic  cryptokarst   of the Pádis, ponors (Figs.  4.41  
and  4.42 ) occur, on the  concealed karst   patches of its  mixed karst  ,  subsidence 
dolines   (Figs.  4.43 ,  4.44 , and  4.45 ) can be found, while on the cryptokarst patches 
of its mixed karst, ponors (Figs.  4.39  and  4.40 ) occur. The  depressions of superfi cial 
deposit   are of the true type since they formed in  dolines   and  uvalas   (Figs.  4.39  and 
 4.45 ). The latter are either marginal or of the karst interior.

4.6.2.3.1.2            Renewed Allogenic  Covered Karst   

 The renewed allogenic  covered karst   has been isolated from all non-karstic sedi-
ment sources (Fig.  4.35b ). Thus, this type has developed from  recent allogenic 
karst     . During the denudation and reworking of  cover sediment  s, karstifi cation starts 
anew or modifi es in this type of the karst. The reason for isolation can be geomor-
phic evolution (for instance, valley incision) or  tectonic   (uplift of the karst or 

  Fig. 4.40    Geoelectric–geological profi le I-I′ of the Padis-4 area:  1   limestone  ,  2  clayey silt,  3  rock 
 debris   (sandstone or limestone, locally siliceous, clayey),  4  geoelectric resistivity of the series 
(Ohmm),  5  base depth of the geoelectric series,  6  geoelectric resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm),  7  
approximate penetration of VES measurements,  8  boundary of geoelectric series,  9  identifi cation 
code of VES measurement       
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subsidence of the non-karstic terrain). This type evolves like an island and is less 
dependent on the environment, as exemplifi ed by the  Aggtelek Karst   (Fig.   2.2    ). 

 The northern and more elevated part of the  Aggtelek Karst   (N of the  Jósva Valley  ) 
is the zone of open karst, where the  cover sediment   is only reserved in patches and 
it is partly autochthonous deposit (e.g. weathering residue or its reworked variety). 

  Fig. 4.41    Theoretical  groundplan   ( a ) and cross-section ( b ) of the depression of superfi cial deposit 
near  Lake Tăul Vărăsoaia   (Padis 5 area):  1   limestone  ,  2  margin of depression on limestone,  3  side 
slope of depression on non-karstic rock,  4  fl oor of depression,  5  blind valley,  6  subsidence doline, 
 7  permanent  watercourse  ,  8  temporary watercourse,  9  approximate sites of VES profi les (see Fig. 
 4.42 ),  10  sandstone,  11  sandstone  debris  ,  12   unconsolidated cover    sediment  ,  13  slope of depression 
on limestone,  14  ponor,  15  zone of  dolines  ,  16  fl oor of depression,  17  side slope of depression       
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  Fig. 4.42    Alignments ( a ) and geoelectric–geological profi les ( b ) of VES measurements in the 
depression of superfi cial deposit near  Lake Tăul Vărăsoaia   (Padis 5 area):  1   limestone  ,  2  fragmented 
limestone,  3   clay  ,  4  (clayey) limestone  debris  ,  5  clay with limestone fragments,  6  symbol of VES 
measurement,  7  geoelectric resistivity of the series (Ohmm),  8  base depth of geoelectric series,  9  
geoelectric resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm),  10  approximate penetration of measurement,  11  geoelec-
tric layer boundary,  12  site of VES measurement and geoelectric-geological profi le,  13  ponor,  14  road       
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To the S, the zone of  mixed karst   is found ( Galyaság  , the area between the Jósva 
Valley and the  Rét Stream  ), followed by the zone of  buried karst   (S of the Rét 
Stream valley) (Figs.  4.46  and  4.47 ).

    As it was mentioned in Chap.   2    , the karst became tilted on the Plio- Pleistocene   
boundary, and the watercourses coming from the N spread gravels over its S, SE 
sloping surface ( Sásdi    1990 ). Probably the gravels covered the northernmost part of 
the karst in stripes, and the northern open karst was not covered completely at that 
time. Later, watercourses developed in the  gravel   mantle stripes, the watercourses 
formed valleys and where the watercourses reached the  limestone  ,  rock boundaries   
of valleys developed and at these places ponors developed. In their continuation, the 
predecessor of  Baradla Cave   formed. Even at present, the whole karst shows an S, 
SE slope. 

 In the northern open karst, patches of  covered karst   emerged in older doline fi lls 
( terra rossa  ) or on non-karstic rock stripes (the sandstone stripe of the  Bába Valley  ) 
(Figs.  4.48  and  4.49 ). Surface slope is opposite only in the area of  Galyaság  , both 
for the  limestone   (elevation of limestone summits decreases in northern direction) 
and for the surface with  cover sediment  . The fi rst is explained by the tilt of the 
Klippe (secondary nappe) of Galyaság, while the latter by the denudation of the 
surface with cover sediment. The sediment cover was transported towards the 
ponors located on the northern margin of Galyaság and through them into the karst. 

  Fig. 4.43    Geomorphological map of the  Pádis-2 area   ( dolines   formed on the cover with sandy, 
clayey and sandstone  debris   on the fl oor of the  epigenetic valley  ):  1  epigenetic valley,  2  slope of 
karstic elevation,  3  circular suffosion doline,  4  circular dropout doline,  5  elongated dropout doline, 
 6  angular dropout doline,  7  uvala-like dropout doline,  8  partial depression,  9  doline depth,  10   non- 
karstic pipe  ,  11  plain fl oor,  12  doline formed in 2012,  13   collapse  ,  14  landslide,  15  gully,  16   lime-
stone  ,  17   tectonic   crack widened by solution,  18  contour line,  19  col,  20  road,  21  site and 
identifi cation code of VES measurement,  22  alignment of VES measurement, ( a – z ) identifi cation 
mark of the doline       
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With denudation extending in southern direction, the surface of the sediment cover 
changed its slope from southerly to northerly ( Veress    2010 ,  2012a ).  Galyaság   is a 
mixed  composite    karst   of the  Aggtelek Karst  , where impermeable and permeable 
( loess  ) cover sediments mantle the karst in patches of variable size and shape 
( Veress    2010 ,  2012a ), including limestone patches. The spatial variations of cov-
eredness are caused by several factors, among them  paleokarst   formation (limestone 
elevations and paleodepressions dissect the surface) and denudation. The reworking 

  Fig. 4.44    Geoelectric–geological profi les from the area Pádis-2:  1   limestone  ,  2  mixed rock  debris   
(sandstone or limestone, siliceous, clayey),  3  clayey silt,  4  identifi cation code of VES measure-
ment,  5  geoelectric resistivity of series (Ohmm),  6  base depth of geoelectric series,  7  geoelectric 
resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm),  8  approx. penetration of VES measurement,  9  boundary of geo-
electric series,  10  code of dropout doline ( b ) that can be seen in Fig.  4.43        
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of the cover deposit does not take place through surface transport. The ponors devel-
oped along the margin of paleodepressions conveyed part of the cover sediment into 
the cavities and caves of the karst. The once uniform cover was dissected during 
denudation; the previous  depressions of superfi cial deposit   were transformed or 
destroyed, and new depressions, which are  true depressions  , formed. They emerged 
in areas of paleodoline groups (Figs.  4.25  and  4.50 ) or a single paleouvala (Figs. 
 4.51  and  4.52 ). On these covered karst patches, both  cryptokarst    formation on grav-
elly, clayey cover (with ponors) and  concealed karst  ifi cation in the area of loess 
patches (with  subsidence dolines     ) occur.

       The S and SE part of the karst (S of the  Rét Stream   valley) is  buried karst  , from 
where the watercourses do not fl ow to the N, towards the interior of the karst, but in 

  Fig. 4.45    Karst  morphological map   of the area Pádis-3:  1  contour line,  2  dividing wall between 
 dolines  ,  3  buried dividing wall between dolines,  4  elevation on dividing wall,  5  solution doline and 
its slope,  6  infi lled fl oor of solution doline (and depression of superfi cial deposit),  7  suffosion 
doline with code,  8  opening formed between August 2011 and July 2012,  9  infi lled suffosion 
doline,  10  lake,  11   epigenetic valley  ,  12   limestone   outcrop,  13  col,  14  site and code of VES mea-
surement,  15  alignment of geoelectric–geological profi le,  16  road       
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  Fig. 4.46    Karst zones of renewed allogenic  covered karst   (not to scale, example of the  Aggtelek 
Karst  ):  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable  cover sediment   of marine or fl uvial origin,  3  cover sediment of 
weathering residue origin,  4  karstic elevation,  5  block,  6  solution doline,  7  uvala,  8   buried doline   or 
uvala,  9  depression of superfi cial deposit,  10  partially exhumed paleodoline,  11  suffosion doline,  12  
suffosion doline with gully,  13  ponor,  14  valley in cover deposit,  15  valley formed along  anticline  ,  16  
 epigenetic valley  ,  17  valley  divide  ,  18  surface slope,  19a  uncovered karst zone,  19b  patches formed 
in the  uvalas   and  dolines   of the uncovered karst zone through the accumulation of weathering residue 
( concealed karst   and  cryptokarst  ),  20  mixed  composite   covered  karst   zone,  21   buried karst   zone       
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SE direction. This part of the karst was tilted into a lower position, and its surface 
acquired SE slope. For the former reason, the  cover sediment   in the S and SE part 
of the karst was not denuded or to a lesser degree, while for the latter reason, the 
watercourses do not fl ow towards the interior of the karst, such as on the Pádis, but 
towards the valley bordering the karst (Bódva Valley). 

 A special variety of renewed karst, partly with properties typical of  platform 
karst  , is the Central  Kentucky    Karst  . There the lower downslope section of the karst 
forms  composite    karst   zones with the remnants of the one-time sandstone cover 
with  caprock    dolines      and  inherited hanging valleys   on its  cryptokarst   ( White   et al. 
 1970 ;  Székely   and Szentes  1981 ). On the counterslope upper section, with mixed 
 composite   karst zone further away from the local base level of erosion, cryptokarst, 
 concealed karst   and open karst patches also occur.  

4.6.2.3.1.3     Semi-allogenic  Covered Karst   

 Semi-allogenic  covered karst   develops if the  epigenetic valleys   of non-karstic ter-
rain which borders the karst cross the karst. Thus, the watercourses move their 
sediment in the older epigenetic valleys of the karst and transport it out of the 
mountains. Deposits of fl uvial origin do not accumulate on the karst even if the 
ponors of the karst convey the sediment of the watercourses into the karst. The 
karst will be semi- allogenic because the rocks of the non-karstic terrain do not 

  Fig. 4.47    Cross-section of renewed allogenic  covered karst   (example of the  Aggtelek Karst  ): 
 1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  permeable cover,  4  imbrication boundary,  5  summit, eleva-
tion,  6  valley formed on  structural   boundary (imbrication,  anticline  ),  7   epigenetic valley   (moulded 
by corrosion),  8  erosional valley,  9  solution doline,  10  solution doline on valley fl oor,  11  ponor, 
 12  depression of superfi cial deposit,  13  subsidence doline,  14  uncovered karst,  15  partially covered 
(mixed  composite  ) karst,  16   buried karst         
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infl uence the coveredness of the karst and its karstifi cation. This type develops if 
after the formation of the  epigenetic valley  , the  cover sediment   of the karstic terrain 
is removed areally (e.g. through abrasion) or the cover sediment had been eroded 
previously, but epigenetic valley formation could take place in its absence. This is 
possible if the karst water table lay on the karstic terrain or in its vicinity. The semi-
allogenic covered karst is exemplifi ed by the karst of the  Mecsek Mountains   
(Figs.  4.53  and  4.54 ).

    The coveredness conditions of the karst is controlled by the in situ produced  solu-
tion residue  , the accumulation and distribution of deposits of fallen dust and its 
chances of its survival. (The chance of survival for the  cover sediment   depends on 
morphology and the angle of surface slope.) Solution residue and particularly  loess   
favour the development of  concealed karst  , which is homogeneous, not isolated into 
zones but at most interrupted by uncovered patches. If the karst had been created 
before the accumulation of the cover sediment, the cover fi lls or lines the  paleod-
olines  . (If no karstifi cation had taken place, the cover overlies a fl at or nearly fl at 
surface.) In the case of the variety with paleodoline,  true depressions   of superfi cial 

  Fig. 4.48    A map of a part  Bába Valley   (environs of the ponor Nr. 2) ( Aggtelek Karst  ):  1  contour 
line,  2  col,  3  uncovered side slope of depression of superfi cial deposit,  4  fl oor of depression of 
superfi cial deposit,  5  internal depression of depression of superfi cial deposit,  6  ponor,  7  ravine of 
ponor,  8  site and identifi cation code of VES measurement,  9  alignment of geoelectric–geological 
profi le       
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  Fig. 4.49    The geoelectric–geological profi le A-A′ of the  Bába Valley:   1   limestone  ,  2  sandstone,  3  
limestone  debris   (clayey),  4   clay  ,  5  clayey sand and  gravel   ( loess  ),  6  sand and gravel or loess (with 
limestone debris),  7  geoelectric resistivity of the series (Ohmm),  8  base depth of geoelectric series, 
 9  geoelectric resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm),  10  approx. penetration of measurement,  11  geoelec-
tric layer boundary,  12  site and identifi cation code of VES measurement       

  Fig. 4.50    Depression bearing the  Zombor-lyuk ponor   ( Aggtelek Karst  )       
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 deposit   have come about in the paleodolines. In the lined or fi lled paleodolines of the 
karst and among them,  subsidence dolines      occur – often in great density (W.  4.55 ).

4.6.2.3.2        Mantled Allogenic  Covered Karst   

 The non-karstic impermeable consolidated rock on the karst can form a mantle, 
which results from marine inundation or lava fl ow. A typical mantled allogenic  cov-
ered karst   is  Kab Mountain   (Veress and Unger  2015 ), where the mantle is repre-
sented by basalt (Figs.   2.4     and  4.56 ). On Kab Mountain,  buried karst  ,  cryptokarst  , 
 concealed karst   (with  loess   cover) and uncovered zones (where surface karst land-
forms are absent) are distinguished (Figs.  4.57  and  4.58 ). On the true rock boundary 
of the basalt sheet margin, a row of ponors came about (e.g. one feature is the 
 Macska-lik  ). The locations of ponors can shift away from the margin of the basalt if 
the basalt fi lled up the upper section of a valley formed on  limestone  . The stream of 
the valley lined the section of the uncovered valley fl oor with basalt  debris  , in the 

  Fig. 4.51    Morphological map of the  Dász doline   ( Aggtelek Karst  ):  1  contour line,  2   limestone   
outcrop,  3  slope of paleodoline,  4  blind valley,  5  ravine (internal valley),  6  ponor,  7  alignment of 
geoelectric–geological profi le,  8  site and identifi cation code of VES measurement       
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  Fig. 4.52    Geoelectric–geological profi les A-A′ and B-B′ of the  Dász doline:   1   limestone  ,  2  sand 
and  gravel   (with limestone  debris  ),  3  clayey sand and gravel,  4  limestone debris (clayey),  5  geo-
electric resistivity of the series (Ohmm),  6  base depth of geoelectric series,  7  geoelectric resistivity 
of bedrock (Ohmm),  8  penetration depth of VES measurement,  9  geoelectric series boundary,  10  
identifi cation code of VES measurement       

  Fig. 4.53    Karst zones of semi-allogenic  covered karst   (example of the  Mecsek Mountains  , not to 
scale):  1   limestone  ,  2  poorly karstifi ed limestone and dolomite,  3  sandstone,  4  permeable cover 
( loess  ),  5  elevation,  6  subsidence doline,  7  solution paleodoline,  8  buried paleodoline,  9  shaft, 
 10   epigenetic valley  ,  11  ravine,  12  spring,  13  intermittent  watercourse  ,  14  permanent watercourse       
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  Fig. 4.55    Detail of map of  Cigány-földek   ( Mecsek Mountains  ,  Veress    2011 ):  1  contour line;  2  
rock outcrop and its identifi cation code;  3  code of karst depression;  4  solution doline;  5  subsidence 
doline;  6   non-karstic pipe  , shaft;  7  road       

  Fig. 4.54    Profi le across a detail of the Mecsek karst ( Cigány-földek  , E of  Szuadó Valley  ): 
 1   limestone  ;  2  cover ( loess  );  3  solution doline;  4  subsidence doline;  5  slope of  epigenetic valley   
(Szuadó Valley);  6  slope of surfac elevation;  7  zone of  subsidence dolines  ;  8  in the zone of solu-
tion  dolines  , where subsidence dolines occur in dolines or on remnant terrains between dolines; 
 9  Szuadó Valley       
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vicinity of the margin of the basalt sheet. Where the basalt debris lining ends, ponor 
develops (e.g.  Zsófi a-puszta covered karst ponor  ).

     Karstifi cation may happen in the interior of the basalt sheet (in the  cryptokarst   
zone) if the bedrock is dissected by paleokarstic depressions and elevations. (Since 
karstifi cation takes place both in the interior and on the margins of the basalt sheet, 
this zone of  Kab Mountain   is  transitional cryptokarst  .) Karstifi ed patches form 
above the elevations of the  limestone   bedrock ( Németh    2005 ;  Móga   and  Németh   
 2005 , Veress and Unger  2015 ). Such karstic terrains of local extension bordered by 

  Fig. 4.56     Kab Mountain   ( South-Bakony    Mountains  , Hungary):  1  contour line;  2  road;  3  built-up 
area;  4  extract (see Fig.  4.60 );  5  basalt;  6  intermittent  watercourse  ;  7  permanent watercourse;  8  
karst landform;  9   composite    karst   landform, depression of superfi cial deposit (composed of sub-
sidence doline,  caprock   doline, ponor);  10  doline in  debris  ;  11  ponor cave, letters (Ö, M, Kö) are 
the identifi cation marks of karst  features         
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basalt or covered by a thin basalt layer are called  karst windows  . In karst windows, 
 concealed karst   can also develop. 

 The  karst windows   of  Kab Mountain   could develop in the following (Fig.  4.59 ):

 –     The  limestone   elevations were not covered by the basalt sheet. At a limestone 
outcrop, a ponor emerges (Figs.  4.57 ,  4.59a  and  4.60  – ponor Bk-1).

 –      The  watercourse   eroding the basalt exposes the  limestone  . Where the limestone 
is exposed, a ponor comes about on the valley fl oor (e.g.  Tönkölyös ponor   in 

  Fig. 4.57    Karst zones of mantled allogenic  covered karst   (example of  Kab Mountain  , not to 
scale):  1  impermeable rock (basalt);  2   limestone  ;  3  weathering residue;  4  fl uvially reworked rock 
 debris  ;  5  in situ accumulated basalt debris;  6  permeable cover ( loess  );  7   epigenetic valley  ;  8  not yet 
inherited valley, ravine;  9  subsidence doline;  10   caprock   doline;  11  former karst depression fi lled 
with basalt;  12  lake, waterlogged area;  13  ponor;  14  inactive ponor;  15  depression of superfi cial 
deposit;  16  true rock boundary;  17  direction of surface slope;  18   buried karst  ;  19  transitional  cryp-
tokarst      interrupted by  karst windows  ;  20   concealed karst  ;  21  uncovered karst       
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Figs.  4.56 ,  4.57 , and  4.59d ). On the valley fl oors,  caprock    dolines   (Fig.  4.59 ) or 
alternating  caprock dolines   and ponors (Fig.  4.59f ) can develop at the thinning 
basalt cover.  

 –   If the basalt sheet is thin, above the  chimney   of the  limestone   elevation,  caprock   
doline develops (Fig.  4.59b ) if the limestone gets water through the fi ssures of 
the basalt. The caprock  dolines   develop in several varieties according to the stage 
of development depending on the size of the feeding area. (A doline is regarded 
to be in a more advanced stage of development if its morphology presents prop-
erties typical of ponors: it has a water  conduit   and an associated ravine or valley.) 
 Caprock dolines   with ponor properties particularly develop if their environs are 
without outfl ow. That mainly happens if they are surrounded by ramparts of 
basalt  debris   of several metres height in a wreath-like fashion (Fig.  4.59c ). The 
terrain surrounded by ramparts mostly tilts from all directions towards the cap-
rock dolines. A ponor can form in the interior of a terrain surrounded by ramparts 
if the limestone is exposed from below the basalt (Fig.  4.60 ).  

 –   On the  limestone   elevations rising above the basalt sheet,  dolines   developed, and 
thus the elevations were lowered. Subsequently,  solution residue   accumulated on 
the surface. When the elevation of the surface of the karst window falls below the 
level of the neighbouring basalt, the burial of the window was enhanced through 
the transport of sediment from the neighbouring basalt terrain. The previous 
elevation, now buried, became a  cryptokarst   patch. Water runoff from the patch 
generates a ponor in the vicinity of the basalt margin (e.g. the  Torma-rét area  ).  

 –   There is an impermeable intercalation in the basalt (red  clay   or the underlying 
basalt bank is impermeable), which diverts percolating water towards the eleva-
tion of the  limestone   bedrock, where karstifi cation ensues ( Németh    2005 ).    

  Fig. 4.58    Theoretical cross-section of a  paleokarst   terrain covered with basalt (example of  Kab 
Mountain  ):  1   limestone  ,  2  basalt,  3  basalt  blocks  ,  4  weathering residue,  5   loess  ,  6  former limestone 
surface,  7  former basalt surface,  8  depression of superfi cial deposit,  9   epigenetic valley   inherited 
from basalt (depression of superfi cial deposit),  10  ponor,  11   caprock   doline,  12  paleodoline, 
 13  subsidence doline,  14  doline formed in collapsed basalt,  15  lake,  16  karst passage,  17   concealed 
karst  ,  18  transitional  cryptokarst     ,  19   buried karst  ,  20  karst window. Note: different sections of the 
profi le are of different direction       
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  Fig. 4.59    Karstifi cation at  karst windows   (based on examples from  Kab Mountain  ):  1   limestone  ; 
 2  basalt;  3  rampart or scarp built from basalt  blocks  ;  4   loess  ;  5  ponor;  6   caprock   doline;  7  subsid-
ence doline;  8  valley;  9  cross-section of  chimney  , shaft;  10  ponor;  11  caprock doline;  12  subsid-
ence doline,  I  cross-section,  II  top view, ( a )  ponor formation   in the limestone outcropping in karst 
window, ( b ,  c ), caprock  doline formation   on basalt thinning out at karst window, ( d – f ) ponor for-
mation at karst windows created by fl uvial action: ponor forms at limestone outcrop ( d ), caprock 
 dolines   form on thinned-out basalt ( e ), ponor and  caprock dolines   form at limestone outcrops or 
thinned-out basalt ( f )       
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 There are at least two varieties of mantled  allogenic karst  . If a karstic terrain is 
dissected by mounds and depressions and it becomes covered, the above-presented 
karst types with  karst windows   develop (fi rst variety). If the bedrock is less dis-
sected and no karst window appears, the second variety, typical of platform karsts, 
is generated. If there are gypsum and rock salt intercalations on  platform karst  , 
however, the higher solution capacity of such rocks leads to the formation of local 
karstifi ed patches above them, which can even be regarded large-scale karst 
windows.  

  Fig. 4.60    Morphological map of a karst window and its environs ( Kab Mountain  ):  1  contour line; 
 2  boundary of distribution of basalt  blocks  ;  3  scarp, rampart created from basalt blocks;  4  slightly 
sloping surface without scarps;  5  gently sloping terrain between scarp and karst window; 6 karst 
window;  7   limestone   outcrop;  8   caprock   doline;  9  ponor and its code;  10  dropout doline;  11  fossil 
doline;  12  lake;  13  gully, ravine       
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4.6.2.3.3    Horst  Covered Karst   

 Horst  covered karst  s are dismembered into  blocks   of different geological history 
and elevation. A typical example is the  Northern Bakony Mountains     . In the medium 
mountains of horst structure, the previously accumulated  cover sediment   is removed; 
the younger cover – disregarding local fl uvial reworking when the blocks rise above 
their environs – can only form from fallen dust. Karstifi cation varies with blocks or 
block types, and sometimes it is only present on certain block types (Fig.  4.61 ).

  Fig. 4.61    Horst  covered karst   (based on the example of the  North-Bakony    Mountains  , not to 
scale):  1   limestone  ;  2  impermeable cover (clayey  gravel  );  3  permeable cover ( loess  );  4  horst; 
 5  graben, basin;  6  elevation;  7  subsidence doline;  8  subsidence doline with gully;  9  ponor;  10   col-
lapse   doline-like landform;  11  depression of superfi cial deposit;  12  buried paleodoline or ponor; 
 13  fossil subsidence doline;  14   epigenetic valley  ;  15  ravine, not yet inherited valley;  16  opened-up 
cavity (remnant cave);  17   watercourse   of permanent fl ow and then intermittent because of seepage, 
( a ) high elevated horst with patchy  cover sediment   of loess, its  subsidence dolines   are formed 
mostly in loess on the valley fl oor, on interfl uve ridge (with  concealed karst   patches); ( b ) horst of 
medium elevation, its subsidence  dolines   and  depressions of superfi cial deposit   are created on val-
ley fl oors, between exhumed elevations, above the elevations of buried limestone or in  paleod-
olines   (with patches of concealed and  cryptokarst  ), for variety ( b   1  ) former gravel mantle and loess 
constitutes the covered karst, for variety ( b   2  ) loess cover is dominant, for variety ( b   3  ) epigenetic 
valley formation, in the valley sides opened-up cavities; ( c ) block of medium elevation with cavity 
formation next to the carbonate surface, superfi cial depressions created from the cavities through 
 collapses  ; ( d ) block in low position with valleys ( buried karst  )       
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   On  loess  -mantled surfaces,  concealed karst   formation takes place. It relatively 
seldom happens in the area of  paleodolines   in the  Bakony Mountains   since geologi-
cal research ( Szabó    1964 ;  Bárdossy    1977 ;  Pataki   and Nyírő  1983 ) indicates that the 
older  dolines   are mostly infi lled (e.g. with bauxite) and buried under Eocene  lime-
stone   ( Bárdossy    1961 ), Oligocene clays, sands, sandstones ( Jaskó    1957a ) or 
Pliocene travertine ( Jaskó    1957b ).  Syngenetic dolines   only emerge where the cover 
is thinner ( concealed rock boundary  ) at the elevations of the buried bedrock (Fig. 
 4.62 ). At the patches of the  gravel   mantle, ponors and  covered karst    ponors    occur  . 
Before the accumulation of loess, ponor and in their continuation cave, formation 
happened on valley fl oors of the gravel mantle (e.g. on the  Tés Plateau  ). On the Tés 
Plateau, the  subsidence dolines   and  depressions of superfi cial deposit   created by 
recent karstifi cation often form in the area of previous ponors through  postgenetic   
karstifi cation as the passages of the previous ponors lost their sediment fi ll.

   Karstifi cation on the  blocks   of different types takes the following courses (Fig. 
 4.61 ,  Veress    2000a ,  b ).

•    On  blocks   of ca 550 m elevation, only patches of the  loess   mantle are preserved 
in  paleodolines   or interfl uvial ridges. Occasionally  cover sediment   patches trans-
ported into the valleys may also occur. Concealed karst formation takes place in 
the area of such patches (Fig.  4.61a ).  

•   Karstifi cation on  blocks   of medium elevation (300–400 and 550 m) happens in 
different ways. If there is only a  loess   or patchy loess mantle on the block or 
block group,  concealed karst   develops in a uniform manner all over the block on 
the loess patch (Fig.  4.61b  2 ). If, in addition to loess, there are also impermeable 
patches on the block, both concealed karst and  cryptokarst   may be present (Fig. 
 4.61b  1 ). On impermeable  cover sediment   patches, ponors or  covered karst   
 ponors    occur  . On blocks of medium elevation where  epigenetic valleys   devel-
oped, valley incision opens up karst cavities and creates  remnant caves  . For such 
karst landforms, water outfl ow from the karst never happened. This kind of val-
ley evolution happens in intensively incising valleys of blocks covered with 

  Fig. 4.62    Cross-section of the  Tés Plateau   ( Bakony Mountains  , for data on  limestone   bedrock 
morphology see  Veress    2005 ,  2006 ):  1  limestone,  2   loess  ,  3  old  epigenetic valley   inherited from the 
former  gravel   sheet,  4  elevation,  5  suffosion doline,  6   covered karst   ponor,  7  depression of super-
fi cial deposit in valley,  8  depression of superfi cial deposit on plain surface,  9  elevation on bedrock, 
 10  depression in bedrock (paleoponor or paleodoline)       
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 impermeable rocks over extended areas. The watercourses in the valleys feed 
karst water by seepage and contribute to cavity formation under channels. The 
cavities created under valley fl oors promote, accelerate valley formation (Fig. 
 4.61b  3 ).  

•   Within  blocks   and groups of blocks of medium elevation, there is also great 
variation in karstifi cation styles according to lithology and tectonism. Because of 
the uplift and tilting of Middle Cretaceous  limestone   blocks, cover sediments are 
denuded and remnant  paleokarst   landforms (elevations, ridges) are exhumed 
(Figs.  4.61b  1  and  4.63 ). The cover is transported in NE to SW (as on Égett 

  Fig. 4.63    Cross-section of the northern ( a ) and southern ( b )  Mester-Hajag   ( Bakony Mountains  ): 
 1   limestone  ,  2  dip of strata,  3  high density of limestone  debris   in the cover,  4  low density of lime-
stone debris in the cover,  5  superfi cial deposit with silt,  6  subsidence doline,  7  steep SW slope,  8  
ridge, elevation,  9  gently sloping terrain with  cover sediment   between ridges,  10  depression of 
superfi cial deposit       
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Mountain) or NNE to SSW direction (as on  Mester-Hajag  ). Among the exhumed 
elevations of the bedrock  covered karst   terrains appear. The dimensions of such 
terrains are determined by the mutual arrangement of the ridges, while the strike 
of these terrains is determined by the direction of bedrock elevations and ridges. 
The outcrops of bedrock prevent the transport of  cover sediment   over the surface, 
and the cover sediment is conveyed into the karst and results in  depressions of 
superfi cial deposit   (Fig.  4.64 ).

•       On  blocks   of medium elevation where partially permeable rock (marl) or poorly 
permeable rock (dolomite) occurs close (1–2 m) to the surface, subsurface cavity 
formation takes place. Through the  collapse   of thin ceilings, small-scale land-

  Fig. 4.64    Covered karst terrains between  limestone   elevations and ridges of NNW-SSE strike on 
Middle Cretaceous limestone on  Mester-Hajag   ( Veress    2000a ):  1  contour line,  2  semi-exhumed 
cone,  3  exhuming cone and ridge,  4   covered karst   terrain formed through removal of cover,  5  
depression of superfi cial deposit,  6  sediment reworking,  7  subsidence doline,  8   non-karstic pipe   in 
doline,  9  alignment of the cross-section A-A′ (Fig.  4.63 )       
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forms similar in morphology to collapse  dolines      emerge on the surface of blocks, 
while  remnant caves   are observed in the sides  epigenetic valleys   (Fig.  4.61c ). 

•  On  blocks   of medium elevation, valleys inherited over  limestone   are common. 
Runoff into them comes from either the impermeable  cover sediment   of the bear-
ing block or from the cover of the neighbouring block. Particularly on antecedent 
sections of  epigenetic valleys  , water seepage feeds the karst water reserves of the 
mountains.  

•   The  blocks   in lower (below 300–400 m) positions covered with impermeable 
rocks are either  buried karst  s (Fig.  4.61d ) or  open karsts  . Buried karst terrains do 
not affect the karstifi cation of the surrounding blocks since the bearing blocks 
are either in marginal position or, if they are in the mountain interior, are at lower 
elevations than the neighbouring blocks. Epigenetic valleys of different sizes and 
in different stages of development are found on the blocks.      

4.6.2.4     Covered Karst of Glaciokarsts (High-Mountain Karsts) 

 In the area of glaciokarsts, geomorphic evolution is due to karstifi cation and  glacial 
erosion   ( Smart    2004 ), but linear erosion and  mass movements   are also infl uential. 
Karstifi cation could have happened before the  Pleistocene   glaciations or in some 
interglacials ( Veress    2012b ). Consequently,  paleodolines   could have come about 
before the Pleistocene (preglacial  dolines  ) or in some interglacials ( interglacial   
dolines). Cirques and  glacial troughs   could have formed in preglacial paleodolines 
or  paleouvalas   (Figs.   2.7     and   2.8    ). Interglacial dolines were generated on the fl oors 
of glacial valleys. Glacial valleys are dissected by  rock basins  , cuestas and hog-
backs.  Bögli   ( 1964 ,  1976 ) determined two types of glaciokarsts: the schichtrippen 
karst (in case of horizontal beds, it is called schichtreppenkarst) and the rund-
hockerkarst. The former one develops on cuesta-like terrains, while the latter forms 
on roche moutonnée terrains. Both the open karren formation and the  covered kar-
ren formation   and thus the karstifi cation happen mainly on the surfaces of above- 
mentioned karst types with different dipping. 

 While the interior parts of  cirques   are mostly uniformly covered, the cover of 
 glacial troughs   is partial and patchy. The sediment cover in glacial troughs is of 
moderate thickness. Depending on the shape and position of the valley depressions 
or to what extent they are fi lled or lined, karst terrains of variable morphology and 
pattern develop. The shape of the  covered karst   and the size of the patches depend 
on the shape, size and coveredness of  paleokarst   depressions and glacial depres-
sions. It is common that the two landform assemblages of different origin jointly 
determine the pattern of the covered karst:  interglacial    dolines   come about in gla-
cially created landforms. 

 Under outcrops of the cuestas,  paleodolines   are often found which are elongated 
in the direction of the strike of outcropping strata faces. This strike may coincide 
with the direction of the valley axis, and the cuestas are aligned where the slope of 
the valley side is opposite to the dip direction of strata (Fig.   1.11    ). The result is rows 
of  covered karst   patches in strike direction. If the cuestas are perpendicular to the 
valley axis, the rows of covered karst patches are also aligned perpendicular to that. 
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 The pattern of  covered karst   also depends on glacier type (Fig.  4.15 ),  moraine   
type, the location of  mountain failures   and other  mass movements   and their inten-
sity. It is common that mass movements result in a too thick cover for a uniform 
covered karst formation process (Figs.  4.17  and  4.19 ). 

 In general, the amount of glacial accumulations is decreasing in the glacial valley 
from bottom to top. In the cirque, however, both the glacial deposit and  debris   of 
other origin accumulate in considerable thickness. The valley fl oors dissected by 
preglacial  dolines   may be  continuous   in both cross-section and  longitudinal   section 
(Figs.  4.13  and  4.16c, d ), only absent on the steepest slopes. In the valleys with 
 interglacial   dolines, glacial deposits primarily accumulate in dolines. The degree of 
weathering for the glacial deposit (its  clay   content) is increasing towards the lower 
end of the glacial trough. On the more weathered glacial deposit enriched in clay, 
the density of  subsidence dolines   (including an increased proportion of  dropout 
dolines  ) is higher. 

 The rate of karstifi cation for the glacial valleys is enhanced by the partial or 
complete lack of outfl ow, caused by glacial overdeepening or  paleokarst   formation. 
Particularly the karstifi cation and  covered karst   formation of glacier valleys devel-
oped in preglacial  dolines   shows high intensity. Covered and open karst formation 
in glacial valleys produced a mosaical pattern, which is virtually impossible to clas-
sify. Even so, if we look for regularity in karst distribution, it is claimed that cov-
ered karst patches are concentrated on the fl oors of  paleodolines  ,  giant grikes   and 
the forelands of cuestas dissected with giant grikes covered by  debris  . The location, 
size and shape of covered karst, however, are largely modifi ed by  mountain failures   
and other  mass movements  . 

 The cover of  glaciokarst    covered karst   is not only morainic material or its 
reworked variety but also rock  debris   and  blocks   of  frost shattering   and mountain 
failure (Figs.  4.17  and  4.19 ). With the growing debris grain size,  subsidence dolines      
are reducing in number and density. The varieties of glaciokarst covered karst are 
the cirque and the  glacial valley covered karst  . 

4.6.2.4.1     Cirque Covered Karst   

 Covered karst is often restricted to the  cirques   of the glacial valleys (Figs.  4.65  and 
 4.66 ), either in lack of a glacial trough or the gradient of the glacial trough is so high 
that  mass movements   and fl uvial erosion predominate in it. Cirques often formed in 
 paleodolines  ,  paleouvalas   (Figs.  4.65  and  4.66 ), where present-day karstifi cation is 
intensive. Cirques which are affected by uniform karstifi cation and deepening are 
called cirque  dolines      (Barrère  1964 ). The karst pattern of cirque valleys shows three 
varieties.

    In the case of a solitary cirque, a single independent island-like  covered karst   
patch is generated (fi rst variety). Along the major  glacial troughs  ,  cirques   are 
aligned with short tributary glacial valleys connected to the main glacial valley. The 
cirques or their short glacial troughs are in a hanging position above the main valley 
(second variety, Fig.  4.67 ). The main valley without covered karst is bordered by 
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covered karst patches of the cirque row (Fig.  4.15d ). Finally, a group of cirques can 
be associated with a major glacial valley (third variety, Fig.  4.15c ), creating a larger 
covered karst patch (Fig.   2.8    ).

   The  covered karst   terrain of the cirque is uneven, dissected by roches mouton-
nées, cuestas, hogbacks, morainic mounds and  rock basins   (Figs.  4.65  and  4.66 ). 
Karstifi cation in the covered karst area of the cirque could have begun quite recently, 
gradually developed to the trigger of the retreating snow and ice cover. In the area 
of the mentioned cirque below  Triglav  , there was a  cirque glacier   even in the 1950s 
( Gams    2002 ). Karst landforms developed in glacial deposits and  debris   often in very 
high density, above  giant grikes   and  shafts   (Figs.  4.68  and  4.69 ). The deposits on 
the fl oors of glacially overdeepened  cirques   was transported into the karst through 
the shafts and  suffosion dolines      and  depressions of superfi cial deposit   formed.

  Fig. 4.65    Cirque dissected by  glacial erosion   ( Valoviti do  ,  Durmitor   Mts):  1  closed cirque devel-
oped from a preglacial doline (Valoviti do),  2  ridge,  3  preglacial giant doline,  4  moraines,  5  roche 
moutonnée,  6  lower surface around the mountains covered with morainic deposit,  7  suffosion 
doline       
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  Fig. 4.66    Cirque formed from giant doline with rock basin ( Durmitor    Mountains  ):  1  rock basin, 
 2   debris   slope,  3  margin of partial doline covered with debris       

  Fig. 4.67    Cirque above the  Vrata Valley   (Julian Alps):  1  horn,  2  cirque,  3  glacial trough,  4  valley 
formed through the action of meltwater and  mass movements  ,  5  roche moutonnés,  6  shaft,  7  
morainic deposit,  8  Vrata Valley       
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  Fig. 4.68    Covered karst features of the cirque below  Triglav   (Julian Alps):  1  counterslope scarp 
(roche moutonnée),  2   covered karst   in cirque,  3   debris   fan of the cirque,  4  debris-covered giant 
grike with rows of  subsidence dolines  ,  5   shafts  ,  6  subsidence  dolines         

  Fig. 4.69    Covered karst features of another detail of the cirque below  Triglav:    1  uncovered karst 
detail of cirque,  2   covered karst   detail of cirque,  3   debris   fan,  4   subsidence dolines     ,  5   shafts  , 
 6  unfi lled shafts       
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    In the  cirques   with morainic mounds and poor drainage, connected  covered karst   
terrains come about where  subsidence dolines   occur with high frequency (Fig. 
 4.70 ). Because of high doline density, the uneven surface between  dolines   can erode 
into a plain after the morainic material has been transported into the dolines and 
from there into the depth of the karst (Barrère  1964 ).

4.6.2.4.2        Glacial Valley Covered Karst   

 The  covered karst   of the valley extends to both the cirque valley and the trough val-
ley. In parallel valleys, covered karst stripes stretch parallelly on the glaciokarsts, 
but they are seldom  continuous  . It commonly occurs that, since the  cover sediment   
primarily accumulates in  dolines   (or  rock basins  ), the pattern is striped with patches 
(Figs.  4.71 ,  4.72 ,  4.73 , and  4.74 ). The following modifi ed versions are observed.

•        It is common that the members of the  glacier network   are connected to large- 
scale  outlet glaciers  . Although on the fl oors of tributary glaciers,  covered karst  s 
of striped pattern with patches developed, there is no karstifi cation on the fl oor 
of the main glacier since its fl oor reached the karst water table. This variety is 
exemplifi ed by the glacial trough of  Grundlsee   in  Totes Gebirge   (Fig.   2.8    ).  

  Fig. 4.70    Karstifi cation of terrains enclosed by morainic hills (cirque of a glacial valley in the 
 Hochschwab  ):  1  morainic hill,  2   covered karst   terrain enclosed by morainic hills,  3  subsidence 
doline       
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•   In karst regions,  piedmont    glaciers   can also develop on the lower portions of the 
karst margin.  Composite covered karst      develops, and to its striped and patchy 
covered karst pattern, a covered karst zone is linked in the area of the former 
 piedmont glaciers  . The latter is bordered by an open karst zone (with old solution 
 dolines   without cover and still active) (in the  Durmitor  , between  Žabljak   and the 
 Tara River   (Figs.  4.75  and  4.76 )). A  mixed karst   zone is found in the area of the 
former piedmont glacier: patches of open karst (higher surfaces) and covered 
karst (glacially moulded  paleodolines  ) alternate (with  subsidence dolines   within 

  Fig. 4.71    Striped-patchy  covered karst   of high mountain with  glacier network   (example of  Totes 
Gebirge  , not to scale):  1   limestone  ;  2   moraine  ;  3   frost-shattered debris   of siliceous limestone, 
 blocks   and  debris   of  mountain failures  ;  4  debris fan;  5  reworked, transformed rock debris (with 
high  clay   content);  6  elevation (horn);  7  subsidence doline;  8  paleodoline;  9  paleouvala;  10  sub-
aqueous ponor;  11  ponor;  12  depression of superfi cial deposit;  13  schichttrippenkarst;  14  recent 
solution doline;  15  shaft doline;  16  glacial trough;  17  rock basin with lake;  18  transverse scarp;  19  
cirque;  20  gully, ravine;  21   watercourse  ;  22  direction of surface slope;  23  main glacial trough;  24  
tributary glacial trough;  25  striped-patchy karst ( concealed karst  ), patches are aligned in the  inter-
glacial    dolines   of glacial valleys (with uncovered karst between patches);  26  covered karst (con-
cealed or  cryptokarst  ) patches on the heap of mountain failure or debris fan;  27  covered karst 
(concealed karst) terrain composed of moraine patch and local rock debris accumulation and inter-
rupted by uncovered patches with solution dolines       
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the paleodolines). The area of the paleodolines represents  depressions of super-
fi cial deposit   today (Fig.  4.77 ).

•        A special case of  composite    karst   is when the merging of tributary glaciers cre-
ated a major glacier, which terminated on the mountain slope in a patch elon-
gated in the direction perpendicular to that of the feeding tributary glaciers. In 
this case,  mixed karst   forms in the area of the main glacier. The  covered karst   has 
developed both in the  paleodolines   and on the surfaces between them (Figs.  4.78  

  Fig. 4.72    Theoretical profi le across the fl oor of a glacial valley of the  Totes Gebirge   (along tourist 
paths 214 and 201):  1   limestone  ;  2  morainic deposit, siliceous  debris  ,  blocks   of mountain failure; 
 3  paleodoline;  4  recent solution doline;  5  suffosion doline;  6  ponor in lake;  7  shaft;  8  cuesta;  9  rock 
basin;  10  main glacial valley       

  Fig. 4.73    Section of doline row remoulded by ice and less infi lled with morainic deposit 
( Durmitor  ):  1  thick  limestone   strata poor in silica,  2  thin-bedded limestone series rich in silica, 
 3   fl ysch  ,  4   frost-shattered debris     ,  5  morainic deposit,  6  roche moutonnée,  7  root zone of the  recum-
bent fold   which created  Šareni Pasovi   mountain,  8  front of recumbent fold,  9  cirque,  10  glacial 
trough of N to S direction,  11  glacial trough of E to W direction,  12  rock basin,  13  cuesta, 
 14  hogback terrain,  15  horn,  16  paleodoline,  17  solution doline,  18  suffosion doline       
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and  4.79 ). Since the cover is thin,  limestone   outcrops even in the interior of 
 paleodolines, and thus the covered karst of the paleodolines is interrupted by 
patches of open karst (Figs.  4.80 ,  4.81 , and  4.82 ).

•          From the narrow plateau (e.g. of the  Hochschwab  ), glacial valleys radiate. If 
 covered karst   only appears in the  cirques  , the row of covered karst is aligned 
parallel to the covered karst patches of the plateau (as on the northern margin of 
the Hochschwab). If covered karst is also present in the  glacial troughs  , rows of 
covered karst patches perpendicular or at low angles to the covered karst row of 
the mountains dominate the covered karst pattern (as on the southern margin of 
the Hochschwab, Fig.  4.83 ).

•      On plateaus (such as the  Dachstein  ) where the glaciers formed  plateau glaciers   
or fi lled up  dolines   or linked several dolines, glacial deposits accumulated in 
dolines. The pattern of the  covered karst   refl ects that of  paleodolines  . Covered 
karst terrains are restricted to paleodolines. The patches of covered karst do not 
show any orientation.  

•   On lower and smaller karst plateaus, ice only accumulated in  paleodolines   and in 
their immediate environs. Although the  dolines   were moulded by ice, cover 
deposit did not accumulate on their bottom in every case. Covered karst patches 
developed in dolines which had sediment (glacial deposit) infl ux (Fig.  4.84 ) as 
exemplifi ed in the  Eastern Alps   by the  Rax  ,  Schneeberg   and probably the 
 Schneealpe  . In the Riss glacial, these plateaus were parts of the  glacier network   
of the Eastern Alps (Van  Husen    2000 ). In the Würm, there were only minor gla-
ciers in the area. Covered karst patches could have developed in dolines which 
date back before the Würm and probably not in the post-Riss dolines since no 
glacial deposit reached them. These are still active as proved by their large size 
( Veress    2012b ). The older paleodolines were remoulded by  glacial erosion   as 
centres of ice formation. Such  covered karst   patches occur in small number and 
sporadic distribution.

  Fig. 4.74    Theoretical profi le of the  Durmitor    Mountains   between Mliječni do and  Uvite ždrijelo:   
 1   limestone  ,  2  morainic deposit and clayey morainic deposit,  3   frost-shattered debris     ,  4, 5  roche 
moutonnée,  6  cirque,  7  glacial valley of NW to SE orientation,  8  glacial valley of W to E orienta-
tion,  9  rock basin,  10  paleodoline,  11  paleouvala,  12  recent solution doline,  13  shaft,  14  subsidence 
doline       
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  Fig. 4.75    Karst zones in high mountains bordered by plains (on the example of the  Durmitor  , not 
to scale):  1   limestone  ,  2  morainic deposit,  3  impermeable cover (clayey morainic deposit),  4  eleva-
tion,  5  subsidence doline,  6  subsidence doline with ravine,  7  ponor,  8  recent solution doline,  9  
depression of superfi cial deposit,  10  buried infi lled paleodoline,  11  old but still active solution 
doline,  12   paleokarst   depression of plain fl oor,  13  cirque,  14  rock basin,  15  glacial trough formed 
of  dolines  ,  16  river valley,  17   watercourse  ,  18  surface slope,  19  boundary of ice cover,  20  uncov-
ered zone,  21  mixed concealed zone (largely covered with  moraine  ),  22  striped-patchy  covered 
karst         
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  Fig. 4.76    Theoretical profi le between  Žabljak   and the  Tara Valley   (northern foreland of the 
 Durmitor    Mountains  ):  1   limestone  ,  2  morainic deposit,  3  zone of solution  dolines  ,  4  former gla-
cially  planated karst   terrain with roches moutonnées,  5  half infi lled  paleodolines   ( depressions of 
superfi cial deposit  ),  6  old but still active dolines without fi ll,  7  half suffosion doline,  8  suffosion 
doline,  9  roche moutonnée,  10  probable termination of former glacier,  11  uncovered karst,  12  
mixed concealed  covered karst  ,  13  Durmitor       

  Fig. 4.77    Morphological map of the depression of superfi cial deposit (paleouvala) near  Žabljak   
(sketch, not surveyed):  1  side slope of paleodoline,  2  infi lled fl oor of paleodoline,  3  suffosion 
doline (diameter more than 1–2 m),  4  infi lled suffosion doline,  5  suffosion doline (diameter less 
than 1–2 m),  6  suffosion doline with  debris   on fl oor (diameter less than 1–2 m),  7  dropout doline 
or opening in cover (diameter less than 1–2 m),  8  doline code,  9  ponor-like doline ( covered karst   
ponor),  10  infi lled covered karst ponor,  11  shallow solution doline on channel fl oor,  12  slope direc-
tion of gully and its fl oor,  13  ravine,  14  valley,  15   valley with incised meanders  ,  16  infi lled ravine, 
 17  infi lled valley,  18  buried gully,  19  buried ravine,  20   limestone   outcrop,  21  limestone block 
( moraine  ),  22  artifi cial water infl ow,  23   watercourse    24  lake,  25  bog in doline,  26  karst terrain 
bordering paleodoline,  27  road,  a – c , covered karst ponor with creek (on the fl oor of types ‘ a ’ and 
‘ b ’ there are subsidence dolines of different types),  e , valley with a channel (gully) on its fl oor, 
there are a lot of small suffosion dolines on the valley fl oor,  f , coalesced suffosion doline which is 
separated into part dolines,  g , larger suffosion doline       
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  Fig. 4.78    Karst zones at main and tributary glaciers, example of  Tauplitz alm   ( Totes Gebirge  ) (not 
to scale):  1   limestone  ,  2  morainic deposit,  3  elevation, horn,  4  subsidence doline,  5  paleodoline,  6  
buried paleodoline,  7  depression of superfi cial deposit,  8   covered karst   ponor,  9  glacial trough,  10  
rock basin,  11  transverse scarp,  12   watercourse  ,  13  direction of surface slope,  14  tributary glaciers 
with  paleodolines   on their fl oor and paleodolines with covered karst patches on their fl oor, 
 15   continuous   covered karst on the fl oor of the main glacial valley,  16  mixed ( concealed karst  ) 
zone of the  moraine   of ice which overfl owed the margin of the main glacier       
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•      A  covered karst   pattern controlled by  paleodolines   has developed in high moun-
tains of mediterranean environment (e.g. in the  Biokovo Mountains  ). The surface 
of the Biokovo Mountains is dissected by a network of large-scale  uvalas   and 
 dolines   (Fig.  4.85 ), a  polygonal karst   pattern ( Telbisz   et al.  2005 ). In some 
dolines, snow and ice fi ll accumulated probably in the  Pleistocene  . In dolines 
fi lled (lined) to a limited degree, patches of covered karst occur. For the purposes 
of agricultural cultivation, the doline fl oors with  cover sediment   ( solution resi-
due  ) were planated, and the former  subsidence dolines   were destroyed. Today 
over the abandoned, not cultivated doline fl oor, embryonic subsidence dolines of 
maximum 0.5–1 m diameter and 1–2 m depth are beginning to reappear. On 
some of the covered karst patches of several square metres area, fi ve to six sub-
sidence dolines are counted now.

•      In large-scale  dolines  ,  uvalas   and cirque valleys, the  covered karst   patches are of 
zonal pattern (internal or  local zonation  ). Here a  debris   slope is created without 
karstifi cation ( buried karst   zone) bordered by a  concealed karst   zone or a 
  cryptokarst   zone followed by open karst. In the concealed karst zone, dolines 
appear, and, where the impermeable  cover sediment   wedges out,  blind valleys   

  Fig. 4.79     Aerial photograph   of the double paleodoline  Tauplitz alm:    1  margin of the eastern pale-
odoline,  2  margin of the western paleodoline,  3   covered karst   patch of  paleodolines  ,  4  half-doline, 
 5  subsidence doline,  6  solution doline,  7   limestone   outcrops from below  cover sediment         
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  Fig. 4.80    ( a ) Map of the eastern of the paleodoline near  Tauplitz alm:    1  contour line,  2  paleod-
oline,  3  uncovered side slope of paleodoline,  4  uncovered fl oor of paleodoline,  5  covered fl oor of 
paleodoline,  6  dip direction of layer,  7  subsidence doline,  8  half-doline,  9  elongated half-doline,  10  
identifi cation code of doline,  11  site and code of VES measurement,  12  alignment of geoelectric–
geological profi le. ( b ) Geoelectric–geological profi les of the doline shown in ( a ):  1   limestone  ,  2  
limestone  debris   (fragmented limestone),  3  limestone debris (clayey),  4   clay   with limestone debris, 
 5  clay,  6  identifi cation code of VES measurement,  7  geoelectric resistivity of the series (Ohmm), 
 8  base depth of geoelectric series,  9  geoelectric resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm),  10  approx. penetra-
tion of measurement,  11  geoelectric series boundary       
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with ponors (or only ponors) also occur. Covered karst patches refl ecting internal 
zonation occur in the  Totes Gebirge  . The buried karst may be absent (e.g. in the 
 paleodolines   of the  Hochschwab   plateau).      

4.6.2.5     Mediterranean Karst 

 According to climate, this type belongs – together with subtropical monsoon – to 
the subtropical climate (warm temperate), but characterised separately, since the 
karst of the subtropical monsoon shows similar properties to tropical karsts. On 
mediterranean karst, three patterns (varieties) of  covered karst   are distinguished: 
 polje covered karst  ,  karst hill covered karst   and  cuesta covered karst  . 

  Fig. 4.81    Map of the western of the paleodoline near  Tauplitz alm:    1  contour line,  2  paleodoline, 
 3  uncovered side slope of paleodoline,  4  uncovered fl oor of paleodoline,  5  covered fl oor of pale-
odoline,  6  dip direction of layer,  7  solution doline,  8  subsidence doline,  9  elongated subsidence 
doline,  10  half-doline,  11  roche moutonnée,  12  solution giant grike,  13  identifi cation code of 
doline       
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 The polje  covered karst      is widespread on the mediterranean karst (e.g. on the 
lower surfaces of the  Dinaric Mountains  ) as well as on tropical karst, where the 
poljes often constitute the external ( noncontinuous  ) zone of the inselberg karst 
( Sweeting    1958 ). 

 Covered karst develops on the fl oors of poljes. The degree of coveredness of 
poljes shows remarkable variations: the fl oors of some poljes are completely cov-
ered, while others are only partially. The non-karstic sediments of poljes can be 
underlying rocks and  cover sediment  s. The cover sediments can be fl uvial and 
lacustrine deposits or  solution residue  . If the area of the polje is suffi ciently large 
and the non-karstic sediment is regularly developed, the  covered karst   can form in 
zones on the polje fl oor and  concealed karst   zone and  cryptokarst   zone also emerges. 
In both zones, open karst patches can also occur. In other poljes, the pattern of 
 cryptokarst and concealed karst terrains are patchy and mosaic-like. Since the polje 
groups are arranged along  tectonic   lines ( Jakucs    1977 ;  Ford   and  Williams    2007 ), the 
covered karst patches of the poljes are also adjusted to the  structural   directions of 
the polje-bearing mountains. On the fl oors of the temporarily or permanent water-
logged poljes,  katavothra   and associated complex features, according to  Jennings   
( 1985 ),  alluvial   streamsink  dolines      occur. 

  Fig. 4.82    View of the western of the  Tauplitz alm   double paleodoline:  1  half-doline,  2  solution 
doline,  3  side of paleodoline on bedding plane,  4  side of paleodoline on bedding heads,  5   covered 
karst   fl oor of paleodoline       
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 On  concealed karst   polje fl oors,  subsidence dolines   occur, while on  cryptokarst   
terrains, ponors can be found. Subsidence  dolines   may develop independent from 
karst water ( dry polje  ) or bound to karst water (temporarily waterlogged polje). The 
subsidence dolines and  alluvial   streamsink  dolines   often appear in groups, and their 
density is high. 

 On mediterranean karsts, karst hill morphology can develop in great extension 
(e.g. in SW part of  Croatia  , in the coastal zone as well as in the area of  Bosnia   and 
 Macedonia  ). Karst hills occur in poljes and are widespread in large poljes and 
between  dolines   ( Veress   and  Péntek    2010 ), in  uvalas   generated from the merging of 
dolines and in uvala systems (Fig.  4.86 ). Polje  covered karst   and  karst hill covered 
karst   often appear in conjunction (Fig.  4.86a ). It is common that the latter develop 
in the interior of the former or on the margin (around  Baćina  ,  Croatia  ). On the fl oors 
of uvalas and uvala systems, covered karst may occur ( solution residue  , fl uvial 
deposit). The fi lls on the fl oors of these landforms constitute the covered karst, 
which has a pattern of irregular patches and patch networks. The patches of  cover 
sediment   can be linked to each other where the ridges between neighbouring dolines 
lowered. On covered karst patches,  limestone   can outcrop and form internal karst 
hills. On such terrains, both  concealed karst   and  cryptokarst   terrains occur. In 

  Fig. 4.83    Covered karst pattern of narrow plateau and glacial valleys radiating from the plateau 
(example of the  Hochschwab  , not to scale):  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable non-karstic cover,  3  per-
meable non-karstic cover,  4  cirque,  5  glacial trough,  6  transverse scarp,  7  horn,  8  aréte,  9  morainic 
hill,  10  plateau,  11  paleodoline,  12  paleodoline with lake,  13  depression of superfi cial deposit,  14  
recent solution doline,  15  ponor,  16  subsidence doline,  17  plateau with patches of concealed and 
 cryptokarst  ,  18  glacial valley with concealed and cryptokarst patches on its fl oor       
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  Fig. 4.84    Row of  subsidence dolines      in a paleodoline on the  Rax    1  subsidence doline,  2  
paleodoline       

  Fig. 4.85    Covered karst patches in the  Biokovo Mountains   ( Croatia  )       
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  Fig. 4.86    Karst hill  covered karst:   ( a ) ( top left )  karst hill covered karst   on polje margin near 
 Baćina  , ( b ) ( top right ) covered karst depression enclosed by karst hills between Baćina and  Ploče  , 
( c ) ( bottom left ) covered karst encircled by karst hills between Baćina and Ploče, ( d ) ( bottom right ) 
system of depressions dissected by karst hills at Ploče ( Croatia  , along road number 513):  1  karst 
hill,  2  permanent or intermittent lake (subsidence doline)       

  Fig. 4.87    Covered karst patches in front of cuesta (Crimean peninsula):  1  cuesta,  2  solution 
doline,  3  subsidence doline       
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Croatia on the cover deposits of depressions (solution dolines and uvalas) between 
karst hills, intensive agricultural cultivation was performed, and, consequently,  sub-
sidence dolines   have been destroyed here. Where cultivation ceased, embryonic 
dolines have developed on the cover sediment of depressions. Elsewhere only those 
subsidence dolines have been preserved in the cultivated areas, which contained 
lakes of permanent (Fig.  4.86 ) or temporary water cover (Fig.  4.86c ), which formed 
where the elevation of the surface does not exceed the level of the high (permanent 
lake) and  low karst   water table (temporary lake). Cuesta covered karst is found on 
the Crimean peninsula, where on terrains in front of cuesta, asymmetric solution 
dolines are aligned parallel with the strike direction of the cuestas (Fig.  4.87 ). The 
asymmetry of the solution dolines is sometimes reduced by doline fi lls, which rep-
resent the covered karst. The covered karst patches of doline fl oors are aligned in 
rows in the direction of the cuesta. The covered karst patches are mostly elongated. 
In the fi ll suffosion,  dolines   dominate (Fig.  4.88 ).

     Karst water has a predominant role in the control of karst processes (including 
 covered karst   formation) particularly on polje and  karst hill covered karst  s.  

4.6.2.6     Tropical Covered Karsts 

 In tropical karst, the following karst types occur ( Williams    1971 ,  1972a ,  b ;  Day   
 1979 ;  Balázs    1973 ,  1986 ,  1990 ;  Sweeting    1995 ;  Zhang    1980 ;  Zhu    1982 ;  Zhu   
and  Zhu    1988 ;  Smart   et al.  1986 ):  fenglin  ,  fengcong  ,  polygonal karst  ,  pinnacle karst  . 

  Fig. 4.88    Elongated subsidence doline (Crimean peninsula):  1  cuesta,  2  partially infi lled solution 
doline,  3  subsidence doline,  4  exposed bedding head       
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On most of such karst types,  covered karst   is widespread. The individual types 
occur in the following varieties:

•     Karst cones fenglin      with conical hills and closed depressions and valleys between 
the hills.  

•    Karst tower fenglin     , where the hills are divided by a network of narrow 
 corridors  .  

•    Isolated towers fenglin      (fenglin with  intermountain plain  s), where plains occur 
between the towers. Four forms of this variety are distinguished ( Williams    1987 ): 
(1) residual hills rise above the carbonate plain covered with alluvium, (2) car-
bonate hills rise above the non-carbonate plain covered alluvium, (3) carbonate 
hills rise above the buried dissected carbonate surface and fi nally (4) carbonate 
towers rise from the non-karstic basement.  

•    Plain fengcong     , where mountain groups are separated by plain surfaces (Fig. 
 4.89 ).

•       Depression fengcong      with major depressions (Fig.  4.90 ) and valleys between 
mountain groups.

•       Fengcong canyon   variety in the sides of deeply incised river valleys.    

 Between the mountains of the  fengcong   mountain groups, depressions of vari-
able size occur:  dolines   similar in size and morphology to temperate belt dolines or 
cockpit dolines as well as poljes or polje-like landforms. There are several transi-
tional varieties between these two types, distinguished both by size and morphol-
ogy. Covered karst may occur in the various depressions (the bigger they are, the 
higher is their probability) as well as on plains between mountain groups. 

  Fig. 4.89    Covered karst among the mountain groups of a  fengcong         
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 The individual depressions are of elongated form, of meandering shape, indicat-
ing inheritance from former valleys ( Sweeting    1995 ). Any of them can be  covered 
karst   as exemplifi ed from  Yunnan Province  , China. In the  epigenetic valleys  ,  dolines   
may occur in rows divided by walls ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ). In this case, the 
covered karst on the fl oor of epigenetic valleys is of patchy pattern. The patches are 
arranged in rows. On the covered karst patches of the valleys, depressions active as 
 katavothra   are typical ( Zhang    1980 ). However, according to a widespread opinion, 
the fl oors of the depressions of the  fengcong   lie above the karst water table ( Balázs   
 1986 ;  Williams    1987 ;  Ford   and  Williams    2007 ). 

 Polygonal karsts do not only occur on tropical karsts but also on subtropical 
(mediterranean) karsts ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ). On tropical karst, they are typical 
of the  fengcong   (on  plain fengcong   and  depression fengcong  ). The  polygonal karst   
is a network of ridges with elevations in the nodes. The cockpit karst is a variety of 

  Fig. 4.90    Covered karst 
formed in a doline of 
 fengcong  -type karst:  1  
subsidence doline,  2  gully 
of doline       
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polygonal karst, where with the development of cockpit  dolines   the ridges are low-
ered ( Williams    1969 ). 

 On  polygonal karst   (or on its cockpit karst variety), the density of depressions is 
high. Covered karst develops in the depressions (Fig.  4.30 ), the interior of which 
can be  composite   on tropical karsts and divided into compartments. The depressions 
of the various polygonal karsts are of variable size, which is governed by the density 
of  shafts   of the  epikarst  , eventually controlled by the density of faults in the bedrock 
and the distribution of water replenishment ( Williams    2004 ). The size of depres-
sions on the other hand controls the dimensions of the  covered karst   terrains. 
According to  Williams   ( 1971 ), karst depressions are linked if time allows. Therefore, 
the size of covered karst terrains depends on the age of the polygonal karst. On 
polygonal karst, covered karst terrains are of mosaical pattern. 

 In the  polygonal karst   of  New Guinea  , in the centre of the  covered karst   terrains 
of the depressions, there are  dolines   (active as ponors), to which ditches lead 
( Williams    1971 , Fig.  4.30 ). With the increasing size of depressions, the ditch sys-
tems become more and more  composite  . From these depressions, the  cover sedi-
ment   (probably weathering product) is transported into the karst. The starlike 
 cockpits      (doline) of the cockpit karst of  Jamaica   are not uniform but are divided into 
open and covered partial depressions ( Sweeting    1973 ). The latter can be  concealed 
karst  s and cryptokarsts. On these terrains, ponors and  subsidence dolines   occur. On 
the fl oors of cockpit karst depressions, the lakes formed in wet periods ( Waltham   
et al.  2005 ) attest to the high karst water table reaching the level of the basement. 

 On  pinnacle karst  , the elevations show steep sides. In stone forests, the assem-
blage of towers is predominant, but ridges also appear. The  stone forest   of  Lunan   is 
described as a variety of  covered karst   ( Chen   et al.  1986 ;  Maire   et al.  1991 ;  Sweeting   
 1995 ). The stone forest covered karst has at least two varieties according to the degree 
of exhumation: the partially exhumed stone forest and the covered stone forest. In the 
partially exhumed stone forest, the towers rise above the surface built of  cover sedi-
ment  . In the covered stone forest, the landforms do not rise above the sediment cover 
environment. The landforms are often covered by compact rock (basalt) ( Song   and 
Liang  2009 ), i.e.  cryptokarst  . With the weathering of the basalt cover, parts of the 
stone forest evolve into  concealed karst  . According to their elevation, valley, hilltop 
and hillside stone forests are distinguished ( Song    1986 ). Larger exhumed stone for-
ests mainly occur for the hilltop variety. For the latter, the extension of the covered 
karst is smaller, while for the valley fl oor variety, it is larger. Another variety of the 
pinnacle karst is the arête and pinnacle karst, where exhumed ridges are prevalent, 
and the pinnacles are less prevalent. In the  tsingy  ,  giant grikes   dominate. 

 In conjunction the types and varieties of tropical karst constitute genetical and 
hydrological karst systems, best exemplifi ed by the South  China   Karst due to the 
widespread distribution of carbonate rocks. The character and spatial manifestation of 
karst systems determine the pattern of  covered karst  . Several factors (rock structure, 
climate, surface elevation) decide which of the enumerated types develop next to each 
other. On higher-lying terrain, polje, embryonic  fengcong  ,  plain fengcong  ,  depression 
fengcong  , covered  stone forest   karst, karst cones  fenglin      and karst towers fenglin 
occur, while on lower ground plain, fengcong and  isolated towers fenglin   can be found. 
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 The properties of the non-karstic rocks of tropical karst are the following:

 –    Covered karst occurs where non-karstic rocks wedge in the karst. But  covered 
karst  s are also widespread where  cover sediment   accumulated.  

 –   The bedrock can be dissected to a great extent ( Wilford   and Wall  1965 ). The 
bedrock is dissected by large-scale infi lled  dolines   or grikes, pinnacles ( Bergado   
and Selvanayagam  1987 ). Numerous transitional stages are possible between the 
varieties with dolines and pinnacles. Thus, the  cover thickness  es are highly vari-
able. But because of the dissected nature of the bedrock, the lateral extension of 
the covers of similar thickness can be variable too.  

  Fig. 4.91    Tropical autogenic and mixed autogenic– allogenic karst   ( Williams    1987 ) – modifi ed       
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 –   The non-karstic cover of the  covered karst   is composed of thick autogenic  solu-
tion residue   (autochthonous deposit) or reworked weathering residue as well as 
fl uvial deposit derived from the non-karstic terrain (allochthonous deposit). The 
solution residue can also be reworked or of fl uvial origin, mixed with sediment 
from non-karstic terrain.  

 –   On the  fenglin   karst of the inselberg karst, the karst water table lies at the level 
of  intermountain plain  s – irrespective of autogenic, allogenic or  mixed karst   
type. At the same time, on a  fengcong  -type karst, the karst water table is below 
that of the depressions ( Williams    1987 , Fig.  4.91 ).

      According to its cover, at least four varieties of  covered karst   are identifi ed: 
 The fi rst variety occurs on tropical depression  covered karst  , where there are 

minor depressions ( tropical depression covered karst  ) between inselbergs. Patches 
of covered karst appear in the depressions (Fig.  4.90 ). Such depressions do not yet 
receive  cover sediment   from the environs, their cover is composed of weathering 
residues of variable thickness and in their area, there is no wedged-in non-karstic 
rock. Because of the  solution residue   of variable thickness and composition, between 
the slightly covered and partially infi lled depressions, there are numerous transi-
tional stages. In such depressions, no watercourses or stream systems are found. 
Since the bottom of the depressions is above the karst water table, their covered 
karst features developed independent of karst water. They may occur in the depres-
sions of cone groups of any  fengcong  -type karst and are widespread on  depression 
fengcong   and on the  fengcong canyon   variety. 

 The second variety develops on polygonal  covered karst      and plain  fengcong     . 
Cover sediments are not only weathering products but also partially reworked 
deposits. Covered karst formation is only independent from karst water in the 
depressions of the cone groups, not or not everywhere on plain terrains or  epigene-
tic valley   fl oors. Such covered karst terrains occur on fengcong karsts where the 
mountain groups are separated by plain surfaces (plain fengcong), there are valleys 
between inselbergs (karst cones  fenglin     ), in depressions developed from  epigenetic 
valleys   as well as where there are (systems of) watercourses in the depressions 
(polygonal or cockpit sections of the fengcong karst). 

 The third variety of the  covered karst   is associated with intermountain plains 
( intermountain plain   covered  karst  ). This is typical of varieties 1 and 3 of the iso-
lated towers  fenglin     . Since for variety 3 the karst bedrock is uneven, where the 
bedrock is in deeper position, the cover may become too thick. As a consequence, 
covered karst does not develop in every case, neither in this variety. Intermountain 
plain covered karst occurs, for instance, along rivers around  Guilin   (Fig.  4.29 ). 

 The  intermountain plain    covered karst      shows the following properties:

 –    The  covered karst   terrains of neighbouring  intermountain plain  s may merge.  
 –   Covered karst formation is governed or infl uenced by karst water.  
 –   The  cover sediment   is partly  solution residue   and partly fl uvial deposit.  
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 –   The major  intermountain plain  s themselves show  covered karst   pattern mostly 
shaped by the rivers fl owing in intermountain plains. Thus, the cover is divided 
into stripes of different thickness and composition, the boundaries of which show 
similarity with the courses of rivers (Fig.  4.29 ).  

 –   Where intercalated non-karstic rocks occur, tropical varieties of allogenic  cryp-
tokarst   may also be present.    

 According to  Williams   ( 1987 ), the jointly developed  fengcong   and  fenglin   (the 
former with higher and the latter with lower elevation) can be of autogenic and 
mixed allogenic–autogenic type. In the latter case, the fengcong–fenglin assem-
blage is bordered by a terrain of non-karstic rocks. If the karst water table lies below 
the surface, ponors emerge on the margin of the non-karstic terrain. Sediments of 
the non-karstic terrain are transported into the karst interior through ponors (Fig. 
 4.91c ). The character of the karst will be semi-allogenic  covered karst   (or its tropi-
cal variety) since the sediments eroded from the non-karstic terrain cannot reach the 
surface of the fenglin, but are transported into the caves through ponors. If the karst 
water table is at the level of the fenglin next to the non-karstic terrain, no  ponor 
formation   takes place. The transported sediment accumulates in the intermountain 
plains of the fenglin and creates the tropical  intermountain plain   covered  karst   (of 
zonal pattern) of the  recent allogenic covered karst  . Since the fengcong surface lies 
higher, it does not receive  cover sediment   of non-karstic origin. Neither can the 
fenglin on the opposite side receive cover sediment as the fengcong forms a barrier 
to sediment transport. In the area of the fengcong and the fenglin of opposite loca-
tion, the material of the covered karst is supplied by  solution residue   or the denuda-
tion of the non-karstic cover (Fig.  4.91b ). 

 The fourth variety develops on  tropical karren   ( stone forest  , arête and  pinnacle 
karst  ,  tsingy  ), occasionally under consolidated cover ( cryptokarst  ), e.g. the stone 
forest of  Lunan   formed under basalt ( Song   and Liang  2009 ). The sections of the 
stone forest buried under laterite with depressions of variable size and shape 
between the pinnacles derived from this karst ( Song   and Liang  2009 ). The latter 
 covered karst   appeared on a partially exhumed stone forest. Although according to 
 Salomon   ( 2009 ) tsingy formed under  cover sediment  , in our opinion, the Bemaraha 
tsingy developed through the merging of caves and grikes ( Veress   et al.  2008 ), 
while the  Ankarana tsingy   on barren surface. The depressions dismembering the 
Ankarana tsingy resulted from solution along faults ( Veress   et al.  2009 ). Therefore, 
the presence of covered karst is not assumed for either tsingy – neither for the pres-
ent nor for the time of their origin. 

 It is probable that terrains dissected by pinnacles and grikes are widespread in 
tropical regions ( Wilford   and Wall  1965 ;  Waltham   et al.  2005 ), which are covered 
varieties of the  pinnacle karst  . They are regarded  covered karst  s and also occur on 
the negative forms of the above-presented karst types (e.g. in  intermountain plain  s). 
Dolines can develop above grikes on the surfaces of  cover sediment   when the cover 
sediment is transported into the grikes ( Waltham   et al.  2005 ).   
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4.6.3      Structural Covered Karsts   

4.6.3.1      Platform Covered Karst   

 On  platform karst  s, the bedrock strata are horizontal or slightly tilted. The low ele-
vation of the surface favoured the development of the cover. Therefore,  covered 
karst  s are common on platform karsts. The cover developed uniformly and is homo-
geneous, not or slightly variable in horizontal direction. The denudation and dissec-
tion of the cover is of limited extent and primarily happens at valleys. 

 If the  covered karst   surface is sloping and the cover is impermeable,  recent allo-
genic karst   may emerge in the area. If the surface is very slightly sloping or fl at, but 
the cover is impermeable and consolidated rock,  caprock    dolines   appear on the 
 allogenic karst  . With decreasing surface slope, the allogenic nature weakens or 
ceases and exclusively  caprock dolines   become present. If the  cover sediment   is 
unconsolidated permeable rock,  subsidence dolines   are typical of the karst ( Beck   
and  Sinclair    1986 ). In the former case, a single  cryptokarst   zone emerges on the 
karst, while in the latter case, a single  concealed karst   zone appears. If both imper-
meable (consolidated) and permeable rocks are present, the  platform karst   is divided 
into two zones: one cryptokarst zone and one concealed karst zone, as exemplifi ed 
by the Central  Kentucky    Karst  , where the sandstone terrain is  buried karst  , while the 
‘ Sinkhole Plain  ’ is concealed karst. 

 If the bedrock is highly prone to karstifi cation, gypsum or rock salt,  covered karst   
formation is caused by stopping (breccia pipe formation) ( Waltham   et al.  2005 ). The 
stoppings and the accompanying  collapses   are widespread all over the covered 
karst – irrespective of lithology (autogenic  cryptokarst  ). The karstifi cation of the 
cover will be homogeneous even if there are both consolidated and  unconsolidated 
cover    sediment  s. Consequently, in this case, a single zone develops on the  platform 
karst  . The extension of covered karst on rock salt and gypsum depends on the dis-
tribution of these rocks. It may happen that in  anteclises  , gypsum reaches positions 
close to the surface (in  Ukraine  ). Then the extension of the covered karst is deter-
mined by the location and strike of the anteclise.  

4.6.3.2      Salt Diapir   

 Covered karst on rock salt forms patches of smaller extension. The reason for this 
is that rock salt, even if it originally had a large spatial extension, reaches the surface 
in  diapirs   ( Ford   and  Williams    2007 ).    

4.7     Conclusion 

  Covered karsts   are classifi ed by the origin and type of their  cover sediment  , age of 
the covered karst, bearing landforms, type of bearing karst and the pattern of cover 
sediment. 

4.7  Conclusion
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 The  covered karst   is  cryptokarst   if the cover is impermeable rock and  concealed 
karst   if the cover is not impermeable rock. The cover material can be intercalated 
into the karstic rock, derived from the bedrock ( terra rossa  , laterite, morainic 
deposit), rocks transported over the karst (fl uvial deposits) and rocks originated on 
and alien to the karst (marine sediments, volcanic rocks). In the covered karst areas, 
karstifi cation is either  syngenetic   (the evolution of landforms is driven by karstifi ca-
tion on the cover) or  postgenetic   (the cause of landform generation on the cover is 
that an older landform of the bedrock loses its sediment fi ll). 

 Covered karst can form in surface landforms, through the covering of the depres-
sions only or through the burial of such forms together with their environments. 
Following the denudation of the surface, the patches of cover are only preserved in 
depressions and create karstic patches. Patches of  covered karst   occur in depres-
sions of  structural   origin ( syncline  ,  tectonic   graben), of erosional origin (glacial 
valley, river valley, fl uvial terrace,  abrasional platform  ), in  paleokarst   depressions 
(doline, uvala, blind valley) and/or recent karst landforms (polje, depressions and 
lower terrains of  fengcong   and  fenglin  ). 

 According to pattern, for block mountains, we distinguished recent allogenic, 
renewed, semi-allogenic, mantled allogenic,  horst covered karst  s, for glaciokarsts 
cirque valley and  glacial valley covered karst  s and platform and  salt diapir   covered 
 karst  s. For climatically controlled karst, tundra, taiga, polje, karst hill, cuesta, 
 tropical depression, polygonal,  intermountain plain   and  stone forest    covered karst   
can be identifi ed. 

 The recent allogenic  covered karst      receives sediment from the bordering non- 
karstic terrain. In the karst, in downslope direction, buried,  cryptokarst  , mixed  com-
posite   covered  karst   and open karst zones alternate. The renewed  allogenic karst   has 
lost its non-karstic environs which provided its  cover sediment  . Therefore, its more 
elevated margin is a zone of open karst, which is followed by mixed  composite   
covered karst and  buried karst   zones. In the area of a  semi-allogenic karst,   sedi-
ments from the bordering non-karstic terrain do not accumulate since the water-
courses of the karst remove the sediment. It has a uniform cover of unconsolidated 
permeable sediment (in a single zone). The mantled allogenic karst has a consoli-
dated impermeable cover with the following zones: buried karst, cryptokarst ( tran-
sitional cryptokarst  ),  concealed karst   and open karst. It shows variable karstifi cation 
processes if the bedrock is dissected by paleodepressions. On  horst covered karst,   
the various  blocks   show different kinds of karstifi cation depending on their previ-
ous evolution. Buried karst develops on blocks in lower position covered by imper-
meable rock. On higher-lying cryptokarst blocks, the streams of the  epigenetic 
valleys   incising into the impermeable cover open up cavities of the bedrock. Water 
from the watercourses seeps away and feeds the karst water reserves of the moun-
tains and contributes to cavity formation under channels. Concealed karst forms on 
blocks where elevated position led to the partial or total removal of the impermeable 
cover and the block is covered by permeable material. 

 On glaciokarsts the  cover sediment   (mostly morainic deposit) accumulates in 
glacial valleys, primarily in paleodepressions. The pattern of the  covered karst   is 
primarily controlled by the type of the glacier. In  glacial valley covered karst  , paral-
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lel stripes of covered karst or parallel covered karst stripes with patches are typical 
patterns. On  composite    glaciokarst  , striped pattern is replaced by zonal pattern, 
while for  plateau glaciers   or incipient  glaciation,   the pattern of the covered karst 
refl ects that of the  paleodolines  . In  cirque covered karst  , the cover is of patchy 
pattern. 

 The tundra- covered karst   mostly develops where rock salt and gypsum occur. 
This covered karst is of patchy pattern. The taiga-covered karst may be  continuous   
between valleys, where the cover developed without interruption, while it is patchy 
on valley fl oors. On polje karst, covered karst can be  continuous   but also zonal (e.g. 
 cryptokarst   and  concealed karst  s alternate). The shape, size and pattern of covered 
karst refl ect the shape, size and pattern of poljes. On  karst hill covered karst  , the 
pattern of the covered karst is patchy, and the size and shape of patches are adjusted 
to the size and shape of  uvalas   dissected by karst hills. The patches can also be 
linked. The  cuesta covered karst   appears in the asymmetric  dolines      of the cuestas, 
and the covered karst patches form rows parallel to the cuesta. 

 The tropical depression  covered karst      comes about in the smaller depressions of 
the  fengcong   karst. The covered karst patches refl ect the pattern of the depressions. 
The tropical  polygonal covered karst   forms in larger depressions. Patches of cov-
ered karst are larger, interlinked and separated into concealed and  cryptokarst  . The 
 intermountain plain   covered  karst   appears on  fenglin   karst and shows internal 
 zonation. The  stone forest   type of covered karst develops where the bedrock is dis-
sected into pinnacles and ridges. 

 The platform  covered karst      is associated with karst of low elevation. The cov-
ered karst is not or only poorly dissected into zones. Varieties develop over differ-
ent bedrock types. The  salt diapir   covered  karst   is typical of a rising salt diapir and 
has a patchy pattern.     
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    Chapter 5   
 Covered Karst Landforms                     

    Abstract     The landforms of covered karst, originated in cryptokarst or concealed 
karst environment, are presented. Cryptokarst landforms include caprock dolines, 
ponors, blind valleys, epigenetic valleys and remnant caves. Typical concealed 
karst landforms are subsidence dolines, closed gullies (blind gullies) and blind suf-
fosion gullies. On both types of covered karst, karren, depressions of superfi cial 
deposit and covered karst ponors occur. Numerous varieties of covered karst land-
forms are distinguished. According to their morphology, karren represent 15 variet-
ies. According to their origin, caprock dolines represent 3; according to size, dropout 
dolines represent 8; and according to size, morphology and environment, suffosion 
dolines represent 8 varieties. Subsidence dolines are characterised by morphologi-
cal parameters (distinguishing between features of karstic and non-karstic origin), 
ground plan, cross-section and shape of slope. The patterns of doline groups and 
their morphological environments are demonstrated as well as some varieties of 
subsidence pseudokarst depressions. Ponors are grouped according to their posi-
tions occupied in the karst into karst marginal and karst interior ponors. Karst inte-
rior ponors show four varieties according to the position of the rock boundary, 
while covered karst ponors have three varieties. Depressions of superfi cial deposit 
are characterised and grouped according to their position, bedrock morphology, 
cover sediments and degree of coveredness. Where it is reasonable, covered karst 
landforms on evaporites are presented separately (karren, salt step, solution subsid-
ence trough, solution-induced depositional basin). The pseudokarst-covered karst 
landforms are also described.  

  Keywords     Cryptokarst   •   Concealed karst   •   Subsoil   •   Karren   •   Caprock doline   • 
  Subsidence doline   •   Ponor   •   Depression of superfi cial deposit   •   Epigenetic valley   • 
  Remnant cave  

5.1             Introduction 

 In the classifi cation of  covered karst  , landforms concealed and  cryptokarst  , pseudo-
karst and (partly) anthropogenic landforms are distinguished. Ascending hot waters 
also induce cavity formation on covered karst (e.g. in Hungary, the caves of the 
thermal karst of the  Buda Mountains  ). Although this kind of cavity formation can 
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be regarded as a special way of covered karst formation, this phenomenon is not 
treated here. 

 Cryptokarst features develop on impermeable consolidated rocks, on  structural   
rock  boundary   (inside the impermeable cover) or on true rock boundary (where the 
impermeable cover ends), at local or pointlike water infl ux into the karst. Even if no 
water reaches the karst, different features can form on the cover. They develop on 
rock salt and gypsum independent of water infl ux from the surface (landforms of 
autogenic  cryptokarst  ). Such depressions form when the ceilings of deep-seated 
cavities cave in, while other landforms come about to the effect of rising karst water 
table (see below). 

 The landforms of  concealed karst   form on permeable (mostly non-cohesive) 
rocks, independent of true rock boundary. Water transfer into the karst is not neces-
sarily of local nature. (If it is, it happens on  hidden rock boundary   or  half rock 
boundary  .) The characteristics of  covered karst   landforms and their formation are 
the following:

•    The same form can develop both on  cryptokarst   and on  concealed karst  , such as 
karren and  depressions of superfi cial deposit  s (DSD), while for other forms, only 
different varieties can develop on the two types of  covered karst  . There are other 
features which are restricted to cryptokarst ( caprock   doline) or exclusively to 
concealed karst (subsidence doline).  

•   On  covered karst  s, in addition to karst landforms, non-karstic landforms also 
emerge. The evolution of karstic and non-karstic features mutually presupposes 
each other. A non-karstic form may be transformed into a karstic feature (e.g. a 
valley into a blind valley).  

•   The karst landforms of bare surfaces have their counterparts as  covered karst   
varieties. The diversity of covered karst landforms is higher. However, not every 
covered karst landform has an uncovered variety. Within a landform type (e.g. 
karren), on the other hand, uncovered karst landforms show a higher degree of 
variation.  

•   Most of the  covered karst   landforms are similar to uncovered karst landforms, 
but in some cases the differences are remarkable. It is common that there are 
transitional forms between covered and uncovered forms (e.g. in the case of 
 dolines  ).  

•   Covered karst landforms originate from the karstifi cation of the bedrock, but 
processes in the cover also play a part. Thus, the  covered karst   phenomena are 
due to the modifying infl uence or entirely to the effect of processes in the cover.  

•   Although complex processes take place on uncovered karsts too, this statement 
is even more valid for cover karst. To processes in the bedrock, those in the cover 
are added, such as  material transport  , erosion and  mass movements   associated 
with water motion in the cover. Therefore, the landforms spring from numerous 
infl uences and increase diversity in size and morphology.  

•   Landforms on covered and uncovered karst can transform into each other. 
Karstifi cation often begins on  covered karst  . With the removal of the  cover sedi-
ment  s, the landforms of covered karst are destroyed, become inactive or are 
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transformed. In other cases, uncovered karstifi cation is followed by covered 
karst formation. The landforms of uncovered karst ( dolines  ,  uvalas  ) determine 
the site of covered karst formation and occasionally even the size and shape of 
landforms.  

•   As it has been already mentioned, landforms on  cryptokarst   are different from 
those on  concealed karst  . Therefore, and because non-karstic evolution may be 
prevalent at the beginning, there are different ways of landform evolution on the 
two types of  covered karst  .    

 The landforms of  concealed karst   are  subsidence dolines  , blind  gullies   and  blind 
suffosion gullies  . The landforms of  cryptokarst   are ponors on true rock boundary, 
 caprock    dolines  ,  epigenetic valley  s,  remnant caves   and  blind valleys  . Karren,  cov-
ered karst    ponors   and DSDs occur on both types of karst (Fig.  5.1 ).

5.2        Subsoil Karren 

5.2.1     General Description 

 Karren are often defi ned as solutional microforms (Veress  2010a ). Defi ning the kar-
ren, however, is not easy since recently megakarren have also been distinguished 
(Ginés  2004 ,  2009 ; Grimes  2012 ). 

 According to surface coveredness, Bögli ( 1960 ,  1976 ) identifi ed  subsoil   karren, 
karren on half-covered and bare terrains. In the development of karren on bare ter-
rain,  rainwater   fallen on uncovered surfaces plays an important part. The karren of 
half-covered terrains come about on the margin of soil or sediment cover, and their 
development is partly or entirely due to runoff from the cover patch. The resulting 
karren are transitional between subsoil karren and bare surface karren. Subsoil kar-
ren are solutional features formed on the bedrock below  cover sediment  s. The forms 
under the cover are rarely inherited over the cover. Forms only develop on the cover 
if the cover sediment is transported into the karren depressions of the bedrock 
(Curtis et al.  1976 ; Trudgill  1985 ). In this case depressions can emerge on the cover 
surface above the grikes of the bedrock (Trudgill  1986 ). Bedrock karren are inher-
ited over the cover if the sediment cover is thin and the density of bedrock forms is 
low. On thicker sediment cover and with higher form density of the bedrock, the 
 material defi cit   becomes cumulative and larger landforms ( dolines  ) emerge on the 
surface. However, there is no sharp boundary between the two types of form. 

 Covered karren and  subsoil   karren cannot be distinguished from each other and 
no difference is made between them in literature. As exceptions, Ford and Williams 
( 1989 ) describe solution pits, channels, karren  shafts   and wells developed below 
weathering  debris  . Gines ( 1990 ,  1996 ) considers that tube and cup karren originated 
under cover. The  Lunan    stone forest   is regarded karren formed under debris and 
called subjacent karst (Chen et al.  1986 ),  cryptokarst   (Maire et al.  1991 ) or subcu-
taneous karst (Slabe  1999 ; Knez and Slabe  2002 ). 

5.2 Subsoil Karren



  Fig. 5.1    Covered karst landforms (without  caprock    dolines   and karren). Ground plan:  1   limestone  , 
 2  permeable cover,  3  impermeable cover,  4   chimney  , shaft,  5   non-karstic pipe  ,  6  doline,  7  gully, 
 8  ravine,  9  blind valley,  10  scarp on the side slope of doline,  11  DSD,  12   divide  ,  13  limit of bifurca-
tion,  14  water fl ow; section:  15  gully,  16  doline,  17  ravine,  18   covered karst   ponor,  19  blind valley, 
 20  ponor,  I  top view,  II  cross-section, ( a ) doline, ( b ) suffosion half-doline, ( c ) doline with gully, 
( d ) doline with ravine, ( e ) covered karst ponor, ( f ) DSD, ( g )  blind valley ponor         
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 Karren are produced by water fl ow and seepage (White  1988 ; Veress  2010a ). On 
bare surfaces, karren formation is induced by water fl ow or seepage. Under soil or 
 cover sediment  , karren form to the effect of water seepage (through the infi ltration 
of  rainwater  ) or of slow water fl ow on the boundary between the cover and the rock. 
(For karren developed below the water table, both types of water motion are pres-
ent: initial seepage is gradually replaced by water fl ow.) 

 If the terrain becomes covered, karren of fl ow origin are transformed or their 
morphology is modifi ed. In the opposite situation, if the sediment cover is denuded, 
karren features are also transformed. A good example for the transformation of bare 
karren when covered is  rundkarren  . When covered,  rinnenkarren   transformed into 
channels with overhanging walls and their dividing ridges become rounded (Bögli 
 1960 ; Veress  2009a ). 

 The classifi cation of  subsoil   karren by origin was completed by Slabe and Liu 
( 2009 ), who distinguished karren formed below soil and  cover sediment   and those 
developed where the soil wedge out. The former are due to seepage through the 
cover (such are cups and channels), water fl ow on the contact of the cover and rock 
( scallops  , channels) as well as to water table fl uctuation (channels,  subsoil tubes   and 
 notches  ). Half-bells and notches form at the level of soil cover. 

 If the cover of the karstic rock is impermeable,  cryptokarren   result, and if it is 
permeable,  concealed karren   appear. On  cryptokarst  , karren formation is only pos-
sible if the  cover sediment   is fractured (karren formation is local) or the bedrock 
surface receives water laterally or from below. Covered karren develop under both 
continuous and discontinuous cover (soil and cover patches). In the latter case, bare 
and covered karren patches alternate on the karst. If the cover is patchy, where it 
ends, karren aligned in the same direction of the fl ow on bare karren. Thus, for 
example on carbonate rocks,  rinnenkarren   (channels) develop, and on evaporites, 
rinnenkarren,  rillenkarren   and meanderkarren develop. Patchy pattern is particu-
larly common on  glaciokarst  . On glaciokarst covered karren patches occur in areas 
of  paleodolines   or in larger uncovered karren landforms. The solutional features 
created under sediment (fi ll) of the cave mentioned by Slabe ( 1992 ,  1995 ) are also 
regarded as covered karren. Covered karren are typical where  solution residue  s 
abound (on tropical karsts) or where intensively soluble rocks (rock salt) are 
present. 

 Covered karren can only be observed if they are exhumed or exposed. Being of 
small size, they do not build surface landforms. Their total distribution under the 
cover cannot be reconstructed. Karren under cover create a varied and extensive 
morphology on the bedrock, ranging from simple to very complex (Tan  1987 ; 
Bennett  1997 ). The bedrock types of various karst regions (assemblages of grikes 
and pinnacles of different size and density) are presented by Waltham and Fookes 
( 2003 ). The dissection of the bedrock by karren depends on groundwater: bedrock 
surfaces greatly dissected by karren are found under tropical climate, to the effect 
of aggressive water from the bordering non-karstic terrain or of groundwater 
(Waltham and Fookes  2003 ). 

 During  covered karst   formation, karren may be transformed into other karst fea-
tures. Thus,  subsoil   karren further develop into  dolines   (Williams  1983 ; Veress and 
Péntek  1996 ). Shafts under  cover sediment   also come about through the merging of 
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karren features ( solution pipes   or chimneys) (see Chap.   7    ). The resulting  shafts   
generate certain varieties of  subsidence dolines  . If the cover sediment is transported 
away,  surface evolution   does not promote  doline formation  , but the destruction of 
the cover leads to the development of grikes fi lled with soil (Trudgill  1985 ) and 
eventually of uncovered terrain with transformed karren (see below). 

 The assemblage of large-scale karren, such as the Pinnacles karst, is constituted 
of secondary karren, which bear minor primary karren (channels,  scallops  ,  chimney   
remnants and others).  

5.2.2     Subsoil Karren on Carbonate Rocks 

 Since the infi ltrating water is dissipated in soil and  cover sediment  , solution is of 
areal character and the rock is less dissected by karren features. According to the 
investigations by Trudgill ( 1976 ,  1985 ), in  North Yorkshire  , aerial solution only 
caused moderate dissection of the rock surface. Elevations of various shapes and 
sizes are left behind of the original surface. Trudgill ( 1976 ,  1985 ) identifi ed undula-
tion surfaces (under turf mat) and arcuate forms (under wet, acid peat soils). In the 
case of karren formation under cover sediment, however, mostly intensive dissec-
tion is observed – particularly if the process lasts for a longer period. The resulting 
features are presented below. 

5.2.2.1     Irregular Karren Features 

•     Subsoil cavernous karren (Bögli  1960 ,  1980 ; Gams  1976 ; Zseni  2004 ,  2009 ): 
assemblage of large circular cavities and passages. Such karren mostly develop 
along zones of weakness (joints) in the rock.  

•   Subcutaneous tubes (Slabe  1999 ; Zseni  2004 ,  2009 ; Gams et al.  2011 ): cavities 
of variable position, fi lled with sediment or soil, of irregular, circular, elliptical, 
semicircular or omega shape, which can merge to form cavity systems. The 
smaller cavities are 1–10 cm, and the larger are up to 1 m diameter.     

5.2.2.2     Vertical Karren Features 

•     Karren wells and  solution pipes   (Ford and Williams  1989 ; Zseni  2004 ,  2009 ) are 
pipes of vertical position and circular cross-section in the rock. The sediment fi ll 
is rather variable. Solution pipes do not only develop in carbonate rocks but also 
in gypsum under cover ( clay  ) (Penck  1924 ) as well as in rock salt. Such so-called 
 Geologischen Orgeln   are partly or totally fi lled with  debris   or in situ soil. Large 
 syngenetic   solution  pipes   also form in  cover sediment  , in the  dune sand   of coastal 
areas (Jennings  1973 ; Gardner  1983 ; McKee and Ward  1983 ; Grimes  2004 , 
 2009a ). Syngenetic solution pipes are generated through the solution of the car-
bonate content of unconsolidated deposits and cementation along roots (Grimes 
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 2009a ). Pipes in chalk (Kirkaldy  1950 ; Rodet  1992 ) are  paleoshafts   of 1–3 m 
diameter and 10–30 m depth (Waltham et al.  2005 ), formed under Paleogene 
cover (Edmonds  2001 ). 

   On the coast of  Madagascar  , in large rock  blocks  ,  solution pipes   of 1–2 m 
diameter and 5–10 m vertical extension occur (Veress et al.  2008a ). The solution 
pipes mostly cross the rock but sometimes have dead ends, and they may fork in 
both downward and upward directions, often merging with each other (Figs.  5.2  
and  5.3 ). They may appear in high density, at merely 1–2 m from each other.

      Even on bare surfaces,  solution pipes   mostly form only if there is soil accumu-
lation on their fl oors. These features are often totally fi lled with soil. In their 
formation, rock joints are of decisive importance (Slabe and Liu  2009 ). 

   In the tropics, intensive solution generates large-scale varieties of  solution 
pipes   under soil or  cover sediment  . In the sides of pinnacles of  stone forest   karsts, 
vertical half- chimney  -like features are common (Fig.   4.5    ). They are chimney 
remnants formed through the merging of chimneys which developed under cover 
and were subsequently exhumed. Chimneys and chimney remnants can also 
form through solution on bare surfaces, such as in the sides of pinnacles of the 
 Madagascar    tsingy   (Veress et al.  2008b ). 

   Root karren, formed along roots and to the effect of  root acids  , resemble  solu-
tion pipes   (Jakucs  1971 ,  1980 ).  

•   Subsoil pinnacles (Trudgill  1985 ; Ford and Lundberg  1987 ; Ford and Williams 
 1989 ; Grimes  2004 ; Zseni  2009 ) are steep-walled elevations. Pinnacles include 
conical remnant landforms on coasts (Veress  2005 ; Gomez-Pujol and Fornós 
 2009 ) or on bare terrains of glaciokarsts (Bögli  1976 ; Veress  2010a ) ( solution 
spikes  ,  spitzkarren  ). The typical  subsoil   pinnacle karren are composed of cones 
of several tens of centimetres height (Fig.  5.4 ), generated through the solutional 
broadening of  subsoil grikes  .

  Fig. 5.2    Group of  solution pipes   on the  Madagascar   coast       
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  Fig. 5.3    Main patterns of the  solution pipes   of the  Madagascar   rocky coast along profi les:  1  sea 
level,  2  former dividing wall       
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      In the tropics pinnacles emerge under laterite in large extensions, similarly to the 
grikes of the temperate belt. This form assemblage is constituted of elevations bor-
dered by large-scale grikes and/or chimneys ( primary karst features  ). The laterite 
surrounds the elevations, fi lls the gaps between them and even buries the elevations. 
The laterite is underlain by a largely dissected surface, where the fl oor of the depres-
sions lies at 55 m, while the dividing ridges rise up to 18 m depth below the ground 
(Bergado and Selvanayagam  1987 , Fig.  5.5 ). The pinnacles formed on  marble karst   
under laterite and  gravel   are 3–10 m high (Brook  2004 ).

   Pinnacle karst is an assemblage of  tropical karren   with bare (uncovered) karst 
varieties, such as in  Australia  , on the  Judbarra karst   (Grimes  2012 ; Martini and 
Grimes  2012 ) or on the  tsingy   of  Madagascar   (Veress et al.  2008b ,  2009 ) and variet-
ies generated on  covered karst   and exhumed by now. The  stone forest   karren, such 
as in  Lunan  , are  pinnacle karst  s formed under cover and partially exhumed by the 
present time (Yu and Yang  1997 ).  

5.2.2.3     Linear Karren Features 

•     Rundkarren (Sweeting  1955 ,  1973 ; Bögli  1960 ; Haserodt  1965 ; Perna and Sauro 
 1978 ; Veress  2010a ): steep-walled, vertical channels, which developed from 
 rinnenkarren   channels through  subsoil   or subcutaneous solution if the rinnenkar-
ren are buried (Bögli  1960 ; Haserodt  1965 ; Veress  2009a ).  

•   Subsoil channels (Slabe and Liu  2009 ; Gams et al.  2011 ; Knez et al.  2011 ): 
developed on steep rock faces where the rock contacts with soil or  cover sedi-

  Fig. 5.4    Subsoil pinnacle on the side of a subsidence doline of the Pádis plateau (Romania)       
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ment  . Channels on bare surfaces and covered terrains are markedly different. In 
the channels of bare surfaces ( rinnenkarren   or  runnels  ), there are embedded 
internal channels and  rinnenkarren systems   on gentle slopes (Veress  2010a ), 
while in the channels on covered surfaces,  benches   and  subsoil    scallops   occur 
(Slabe and Liu  2009 ), although  scallops   not formed under sediment cover may 
be also present in the rinnenkarren of bare terrains (Veress  2010a ). Slabe and Liu 
( 2009 ) identify a broader (more than 20 cm wide) and a narrower variety (less 
than 20 cm wide). The alignment of the latter may differ from the direction of the 
bearing slope. The channels of the  Lunan    stone forest   are semicircular or of 
reverse omega shape in cross-section (Fig.  5.6 ). Channels also develop on gyp-
sum and rock salt (for channels on rock salt, see below). Gypsum channels are 
described by Sásdi ( 1987 ) from  Alsótelekes   ( Aggtelek Karst  , Hungary), where 
5–15 cm wide channels are formed on gypsum underlying Pannonian  clay   in the 
wall of an open-cast mine.

•      Subsoil grikes ( kluftkarren  ),  cutters   (Howard  1963 ; Ford and Williams  2007 ; 
Zseni  2009 ): vertical or oblique depressions of parallel walls or narrowing 
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  Fig. 5.5    Pinnacle karst under  cover sediment   ( Malaysia  ,  Kuala Lumpur  , Waltham et al.  2005 )       
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 downwards, with widths of several tens of centimetres to ca 1–2 m and depths of 
several metres. 

   On temperate (and mediterranean) karsts, series of depressions and dividing 
ridges are exposed ( subsoil    grikes  ) (Figs.  5.7 ,  5.8 ,  5.9  and  5.10 ). The cover is 
mostly  terra rossa   and sometimes yellow  clay   (Pigott  1965 ). With the  cover sedi-
ment   transported into them, the grikes are inherited onto the surface or only 
cover remnants are preserved or the cover is totally denuded because it is trans-
ported into the grikes (Trudgill  1985 ,  1986 ).

        There are grikes widening downwards with inner grikes on their fl oors (Figs. 
 5.10  and  5.11 Iid), grikes wedging out downwards (Figs.  5.7  and  5.11 Ib), grikes 
with parallel walls (Figs.  5.8  and  5.11 Ia) and pocket-like grikes (Figs.  5.9  and 
 5.11 IIc).

     The grikes are often of oblique position and the neighbouring grikes may cross 
or merge with each other (Fig.  5.8 ), detaching large  blocks   from the bedrock 
mass. Where the bedrock is heavily jointed, grikes are deep and narrow (Figs.  5.7  
and  5.8 ), while where it is less jointed, grikes are wider and shallower. Features 
of low depth, however, can also emerge through the truncation of dividing walls, 
when the bedrock is remarkably denuded between grikes (Fig.  5.9 ). 

  Fig. 5.6    Exhumed  subsoil   
karren ( Lunan    area  ):  1  
channel,  2   scallops         
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  Fig. 5.7    Subsoil grike in doline side (doline l of  Pádis-2 area  , Fig.   4.43    ); the cover is reworked 
sandstone  debris  :  1  grike wedging out downwards,  2  fracture broadened by solution,  3  grike with 
parallel walls,  4  bedding plane grike       

  Fig. 5.8    Subsoil grike (China, near  Lunan  , the cover is  solution residue  ):  1  grike broadening 
downwards,  2  grikes crossing each other,  3  grike with parallel walls,  4  bedding plane grike       
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  Fig. 5.9    Subsoil grike ( Croatia  , mine wall next to main road number 1); the cover is  solution resi-
due  :  1  grike,  2  kamenitza on the fl oor,  3  ridge between grikes,  4  detached section of bedrock       

  Fig. 5.10    Subsoil grike in a roadcut of the road to the Pádis plateau (the cover is  terra rossa   mixed 
with soil):  1  grike narrowing downwards,  2  grike with parallel walls,  3  grike broadening down-
wards,  4  interior grike,  5  detached section of bedrock       
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   Using data obtained from the interpretation of photographs, the parameters of 
karren were calculated (Table  5.1 ). Therefore, the received values are without 
dimension. For covered karren, the interpretation was made from photos of expo-
sures, while for bare karren, from orthophotos. In the former case, the alignment 
of the profi le of measurement followed the direction of exhumation, and in the 
latter, perpendicular to the direction of features. It is observed that specifi c solu-
tion (S w ) is more intensive below covered karren. Since the density of karren (K d ) 
is similar on covered and uncovered karsts, the mentioned variation can be 
explained by the lesser width of karren on uncovered karst. The bare karren do 
not show internal dissection (d d ).

  Fig. 5.11    Subsoil grike  I  Grikes in less denuded bedrock: grike with parallel walls ( a ), simple 
grike narrowing downwards ( b ).  II  grikes of more denuded bedrock: grikes narrowing downwards 
continued to depth in interior grikes with parallel walls ( a ), composite grikes ( b ,  c ), composite 
grike continued to depth in interior grike with overhanging and then parallel walls ( d )  1   limestone  , 
 2   solution residue  ,  3  soil,  4  fracture       
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     Making comparisons within the karren of  covered karst  , it can be seen that 
specifi c solution and internal dissection for the Pádis are higher than for the 
Croatian and  Lunan   (South China) karren. Since the intensity of solution is lower 
on the Pádis than in the Croatian and Lunan study areas, the higher  specifi c width   
in the Pádis study area is explained by the higher density of features, which is 
probably related to the higher density of joints in the rock. The higher density of 
features favours the merging of neighbouring grikes. This is evidenced by the 
higher degree of dissection for the Pádis. It is probable, however, that in Lunan 
the lower specifi c width is due to the younger age of karren formation. Figure  5.8  
shows that the slope is exhumed, and consequently, grike formation has begun 
recently at the lowermost level. 

   The grikes may grow further to form  giant grikes   (Gams  1971 ). Ruiniform 
karst comes about if the grikes form surface landforms because of the removal of 
 cover sediment  s (soil). The form assemblage that develops through the broaden-
ing of dividing walls is called  corridor karst   or  labyrinth karst   (Brook and Ford 
 1978 ; Brook and Fenney  1996 ). 

   Cutters are grikes in dolomite (Howard  1963 ), features of parallel walls with 
fl at bedrock surface in between. On gypsum, grike formation is rapid (Pfeiffer 
and Hahn  1972 ), and on rock salt, they also form a dense network but their depth 
is moderate (see below). This is explained by the solution of the surfaces between 
grikes.  

•   Subsoil or  subcutaneous half-bells   (Slabe  1999 ; Slabe and Liu  2009 ; Zseni  2004 , 
 2009 ; Grimes  2004 ): depressions of vertical cliffs, which develop under the 
channels of uncovered  limestone   cliffs, under the cover (Slabe and Liu  2009 ).     

5.2.2.4     Horizontal Karren Features 

•     Subsoil or  subcutaneous notches   (Jennings  1985 ; Slabe  1999 ; Gams  1971 ,  1976 ; 
Gams et al.  2011 ): form at the level of soil and sediment cover. In cross-section, 
they are (almost) semicircular depressions of several metres length with sharp 

   Table 5.1    Some characteristics of  subsoil   and bare karren   

 Locality  Coveredness  Karren type  S w   d d   K d  

 Side of doline 
Pádis-2 

 Reworked  debris    Grike  0.82  1.8  0.19 

 Pádis (road cut)  Terra rossa  Grike  0.93  2.22  0.30 
  Croatia   (road cut)  Terra rossa  Grike  0.74  0.83  0.32 
  Lunan   (road cut)  Laterite  Grike  0.64  0.87  0.22 
  Totes Gebirge    –  Grike  0.61  0  0.23 
  Totes Gebirge    –  Grike  0.33  0  0.22 
  Totes Gebirge    Below soil patch with   Pinus 

mugo ,   on bare slope 
 Rinnenkarren  0.4  0  0.19 

  Totes Gebirge    –  Rinnenkarren  0.38  0  0.17 
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upper edges and rounded lower edges. They are mentioned with various names: 
 grooves   (Paton  1963 ),  undercut notches   (Waltham  1984 ),  solution notches   
(Jennings  1973 ) or  swamp notches   (Ollier  1984 ). In particular, they can extend 
vertically if the height of soil or sediment cover is reducing due to denudation 
and they are exhumed. On their surface secondary minor non- subsoil   features of 
solution origin appear. A variety formed during solution along  bedding planes   
are  bedding plane grikes   (Slabe and Liu  2009 ; Veress et al.  2008b ). 

   The  notches   at the base of tropical inselbergs are occasionally longer than 100 
m, 20 m deep and 6 m high (Jennings  1985 ; Sweeting  1973 ). They develop in 
swamp environment ( swamp slots  ) (Wilford and Wall  1965 ). 

   Notches are also typical for metamorphic rocks of carbonate content (Veress 
et al.  1998 ), where they occur in variable size and shape (developing varieties are 
located at the level of soil and weathering residue). Notches also occur in caves, 
large-scale channels fi lled with soil, where bench-like features or pockets appear 
(Szunyogh  1999 ).     

5.2.2.5     Circular Karren Features 

•     Subsoil cups or  subcutaneous cups   (Gams  1971 ; Trudgill  1985 ; Slabe and Liu 
 2009 ): depressions of circular shape in plan view and semicircular in cross- 
section; diameters range from several centimetres to several tens of centimetres. 
They occur on gently sloping terrain.  

•   Subsoil or subcutaneous  scallops   (Slabe  1999 ; Zseni  2009 ): scallops (Fig.  5.6 ) of 
shell shape with depths less than the diameter. They occur in groups on steep 
rock surfaces (grike or cave walls).  

•   Tafoni-like features (Zseni  2009 ): groups of depressions on vertical cliffs, with 
diameters ranging from 1–2 to 10–20 cm. Their depth usually exceeds the diam-
eter of the entrance. Their cross-section is mostly elongated in the strike direc-
tion of rock strata.     

5.2.2.6     Karren Developed Below the Karst Water Table 

 A special group of covered karren is represented by karren generated by the infl u-
ence of groundwater or karst water. Such forms also develop under impermeable 
cover, associated with two types of water motion (Slabe and Liu  2009 ). One is karst 
water rising to the level of cover or even higher, and the other is the solution effect 
of water laterally percolating in the  cover sediment  . If the cover is permeable, they 
emerge to the effect of the mentioned water motion or if the water level sinks below 
the bedrock surface and the infi ltrating  rainwater   exerts a solution infl uence. During 
waterlogging,  notches  ,  subsoil   spongy  rock   surfaces,  subsoil tubes   and vertical and 
horizontal  subsoil channels   come about. As a consequence of  subaqueous solution  , 
the rock mass is separated into  blocks   wrapped in  solution residue   (Slabe and Liu 
 2009 ). 
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 Karren of  subaqueous solution   develop above  katavothra  . At a katavothron of 
 Cerkniško polje  , where the bedrock outcrops from below the cover, the following 
karren are identifi ed:  bedding plane grikes  , cavities,  scallops  ,  solution pipes  ,  blind 
chimneys  ,  natural arches   and  subsoil    grikes   (Fig.  5.12 ).

5.2.3         Evaporite Karren 

 The karren on evaporites resemble to those on carbonate karsts. They are classifi ed 
by size (microforms, small forms, mesoforms) and coveredness (bare, half covered 
and covered) (Macaluso and Sauro  1996 ; Madonia and Sauro  2009 ). The covered 
karren of  gypsum karsts   on  Sicily   are  runnels  ,  shafts  , grikes, small pinnacles 
between  cutters   and  stone forest  s (Macaluso and Sauro  1996 ; Madonia and Sauro 
 2009 ). Small pinnacles are exhumed and stone forests are exposed by mining (Forti 

  Fig. 5.12    Karren generated by ascending karst water motion ( Cerkniško polje  ,  Slovenia  ). ( a ) 
 Alluvial   streamsink doline, ( b ) doline fl oor, ( c ) site of karst water issue.  1  grike,  2  bedding plane 
grike,  3   chimney  ,  4  blind chimney,  5  cavity formed on bedding plane,  6  doline margin,  7  margin of 
interior depression,  8   rainwater   rill,  9  bedding plane       
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and Sauro  1996 ; Macaluso et al.  2001 ). On gypsum, in the environs of cover patch, 
 micro-meanders  ,  meandering runnels   and  rundkarren   occur. On the salt karst of the 
 Urals  , covered features are the  hallows  , tubes and shafts (Andrejchuk and Eraso 
 1996 ). On rock salt at cover patches, micro-meanders and  micro-loops   are observed 
(Macaluso and Sauro  1996 ). 

 At  Parajd  , in the valley side of the  Korond Stream  , rock salt is exposed at several 
localities as a result of  mass movements   of the valley side deposits, and sometimes 
the salt moves together with the  cover sediment  . This latter phenomenon is typical 
when the salt is fl uidized (Urai et al.  1986 ), as in the case of  salt glacier   s   (Jennings 
 1985 ; Ford-Williams  2007 ). Thus, the salt is mostly exposed at the minor salt ‘gla-
ciers’ of the valley side (Fig.  5.13 ). As a consequence of these movements, bowl- 
shaped scars appear on the upper sections of the valley sides and continue in  debris   
 fans   of cover sediment or  salt breccia  . In salt breccia, the insoluble debris grains are 
cemented by salt as a result of mixing during glacier-like movement or the  precipi-
tation   of dissolved salt. Precipitation happens on the grains of the cover sediment or 
on the contaminations of salt. (Salt can precipitate at some metres  distance from the 
site of solution.) On the upper margin of exposures, the uneven salt surface is 
exposed with the following types of karren (Veress et al.  2011 ).

   Grikes are closely spaced narrow features of salt with steep sides (Fig.  5.14 ). 
Where the salt is exposed, broader depressions with less steep slopes also occur 
( subsoil    channels  ) (Fig.  5.15 ). In the continuation of both grikes and channels, 
 rinnenkarren   develop on the uncovered part of salt too. In the continuation of grikes, 
narrow varieties occur (Fig.  5.14 ), while those in the continuation of covered 

  Fig. 5.13    ‘Salt glaciers’ of  Korond Stream   valley ( Salt Hill  ,  Parajd  , Romania):  1  scar formed by 
salt fl uidization,  2  tongue of fl uidized material.  Left  ( a ) ‘ salt glacier  ’ on the steeper valley side; 
 right  ( b ) ‘salt glacier’ of the gentler valley side       
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( buried) channels are broad (Fig.  5.15a ). Channels can develop on  salt breccia   too 
(Figs.  5.16  and  5.17 ).

      On rock salt,  rillenkarren   are common on the margins of sediment cover, along 
cover patches (Fig.  5.18a ) or on  salt breccia   (Fig.  5.18b ). Under salt breccia, major 
 karren tables   and in their sides  micro karren tables   between rillenkarren emerge 
(Fig.  5.18b ). Chimneys are also common on salt as well as a series of transitional 
features between chimneys and  subsidence dolines  .

5.2.4        Subsidence Pseudokarren 

 In the  cover sediment  , features of karren size category also occur, for instance, in 
laterite (Grimes  2009b ; Grimes and Spate  2008 ). White ( 1988 ) calls forms which 
are due to  material defi cit   in the cover sediment  suffosional pseudokarst  . It occa-
sionally happens that landforms in the cover are generated not only by piping but 
also through  collapse  . Therefore, we do not call them suffosional pseudokarren, but 
 subsidence pseudokarren  . 

 Pseudokarren can also develop in the fi lls of true karren. Such form group 
occurs on the Asiago Plateau, near the  spring of Bosco Secco   ( Italy  ). The features 

  Fig. 5.14    Subsoil grike on a slope formed in salt exposed by a ‘ salt glacier  ’ ( Korond Stream   val-
ley):  1  grike,  2  channels linked to grike       
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  Fig. 5.15    Rinnenkarren in salt ( Korond Stream   valley).  Left  ( a ): large-size channels ( rinnenkar-
ren  ) in salt produced by runoff and outfl ow from the  cover sediment  ;  right  ( b ) channels in salt fed 
by outfl ow from the erosional depressions of the cover  1  channel zone fi lled with cover sediment, 
 2  channel zone,  3  zone of rinnenkarren on  salt breccia   (?),  4  sheet erosion of soil and cover sedi-
ment,  5  rill erosion in the cover,  6  zone of rinnenkarren (channels primarily formed due to runoff 
from the cover)       

  Fig. 5.16    Channels in  salt breccia   ( Korond Stream   valley)       
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  Fig. 5.17    Channels 
formed in  salt breccia   in 
the  Atacama Desert   (Chile)       

  Fig. 5.18    Rillenkarren in rock salt.  Left  ( a ), karren at the termination of sediment cover in the side 
of a ponor of the  Salt Hill  ;  right  ( b ), karren table formed at  salt breccia   with  rillenkarren  , pinnacles 
( spitzkarren  ) and minor  karren tables   in its side ( Atacama Desert  ,  Valle de la Luna  )       
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generated in the fi ll are  subsidence pseudokarren    grikes   (with an elongated  ground 
plan  ),  subsidence pseudokarren pipes   (with a circular ground plan) and  pseudokar-
ren cave  s. 

 The  subsidence pseudokarren    grikes   developed in the fi lls of  limestone   grikes 
(Figs.  5.19  and  5.20 ). They show a pattern of mesh network directed parallel to the 
bearing slope and wedge out both upslope and downslope. The forms without out-
fl ow in the fi ll of true karren are some metres long, 10–20 m wide and very shallow, 
their depth is growing downslope, and it is some tens of centimetres. The grikes of 
the bedrock can be partially exposed by  pluvial erosion   (Fig.  5.19 ) or through the 
subsidence of the cover fi ll. Among the suffosion pseudokarren grikes deriving 
from the latter process, there are examples the edge of which developed in the cover 
or fi ll (Fig.  5.20 ), while in case of others the edges coincide with the edges of the 
exhumed grikes of the bedrock, probably because the cover has been removed from 
the edges of the grikes through pluvial erosion (Fig.  5.19 ). Two varieties are identi-
fi ed:  suffosion pseudokarren grike  s with gentle sides and  dropout pseudokarren 
grikes   with steep sides and uneven fl oors dissected by  collapse    heaps  .

    Subsidence pseudokarren pipes (Fig.  5.20 ) are vertical features of some tens of 
centimetres diameter and 1–2 m depth in the cover. They also have two varieties: 
those formed above the chimneys of the bedrock and those above the caves of the 
fi ll. In this case,  earth bridges  , ceiling remnants of  pseudokarren cave  s, occur 
between the pseudokarren pipes. Pseudokarren caves are horizontal forms in the fi ll 
of the bedrock grikes, some tens of centimetres in diameter and some metres long 
(Fig.  5.20 ).   

5.3     Caprock Dolines 

 Caprock  dolines   are typical of cryptokarsts with preferably (but not necessarily) 
consolidated sediment cover and/or if there is large-scale  material defi cit   in the 
bedrock. The origin of  caprock    dolines   is due to  collapse  (s). The dimensions and 
shape of the surface depression are largely determined by the dimensions and shape 
of the caved-in cavity in the bedrock sediment. Their generation mostly depends on 
the intensity of the solution process on the bedrock. Thus, this doline type is very 
common on gypsum and rock salt. On gypsum, form density (for caprock and  sub-
sidence dolines   together) can be as high as 200 dolines per square kilometre 
(Waltham et al.  2005 ). It is favourable for caprock doline generation if the salt or 
gypsum is overlain by carbonate rocks, since  water conduction   is of large scale 
which induces cavity formation in salt and gypsum. They form in consolidated 
rocks (e.g. dolomite overlying gypsum), or in unconsolidated rock, it is underlain 
by consolidated rock (Waltham et al.  2005 ). In the latter case, inheritance happens 
from the consolidated to the unconsolidated rock. 

 Synonymous denominations include  caprock    collapse   doline (Williams  2004 ), 
subjacent collapse doline (Jennings  1985 ) and solution subsidence (Sweeting  1973 ). 
Collapse and  caprock dolines   are treated together by Ford and Williams ( 2007 ) with 
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  Fig. 5.19    Geomorphological map of  subsidence pseudokarren  , northern part of study area near 
the  Bosco Secco spring   (Asiago Plateau,  Italy  , Veress et al.  1999 ):  1  terrain without karren forma-
tion in the absence of soil and  cover sediment  ,  2  vertical wall of grikes in bedrock,  3  overhanging 
walls of grikes in bedrock,  4  cover sediment on terrain free of grikes,  5  fi ll in karren,  6  gentle slope 
in cover sediment,  7  slope direction and angle on terrain without karren,  8  depth of grikes in bed-
rock, cm (from margin to fl oor),  9  direction and angle of slope on the fl oor of pseudokarren,  10  
buried (infi lled) grikes in bedrock,  11  grike partly exhumed by  pluvial erosion  ,  12   suffosion pseu-
dokarren grike         
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  Fig. 5.20    Geomorphological map of  subsidence pseudokarren  , southern part of study area near 
the  Bosco Secco spring   (Asiago Plateau,  Italy  , Veress et al.  1999 ):  1  terrain covered with sediment, 
free of karren formation,  2  vertical wall of grikes in bedrock,  3  overhanging wall of grikes in bed-
rock,  4  fi ll in karren,  5  gentle slope on  cover sediment  ,  6  vertical wall in fi ll,  7  direction and angle 
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only partial distinction. It may happen that the cavity in the carbonate rock is directly 
inherited over the surface where there is no cover (collapse doline), but the collapse 
of the large-scale and near-surface cavity can take place with cover on the surface 
over which the collapse is inherited also directly (caprock doline). 

 Caprock  dolines   show a great diversity both for size, morphology and origin. 
There are varieties transitional to  collapse    dolines   and others to  subsidence dolines  . 
The following three types are identifi ed. 

 Dolines of the fi rst type (C 1 ) result from the caving-in of large-scale and near- 
surface cavities of the bedrock.  C 1  caprock dolines   are transitional towards  subsid-
ence dolines   (dropout doline) if the cover is unconsolidated rock. Caprock  dolines   
transitional towards subsidence dolines have been described from  Florida   (Davies 
and LeGrand  1972 ). 

 The characteristics of  C 1  caprock dolines   are the following:

•    In top view, they are mostly circular.  
•   In lateral view, they are bordered by (sub)vertical walls.  
•   Their dimensions are highly variable. Large  dolines   are more common.  
•   The fl oor is uneven with  collapse    heaps   (fragments of the caved-in ceiling), 

 debris    fans   and debris slopes (fragments of the walls) and depressions or pas-
sages, created by the subsequent movements of the collapsed cover.  

•   On the sides of two cavities of opposite position, cave opens.  
•   Such  dolines   are mostly solitary.  
•   In the fl oor under the caved-in non-karstic material, bedrock ( limestone  , gyp-

sum, rock salt) appears.    

 Part of the sandstone  dolines   of South Wales probably belong into this type 
(Thomas  1954 ,  1963 ,  1974 ; Bull  1977 ,  1980 ). Some of the dolines are above pipes 
or  shafts   with  debris   heaps accumulated in allogenic caves under the dolines (Bull 
 1977 ,  1980 ). They are  C 1  caprock dolines   because a precondition to pipe formation 
is the existence of an allogenic cave. The dolines under which only chimneys and no 
allogenic cave developed (Waltham et al.  2005 ) are C 3   caprock    dolines   (see below). 
However, dolines developed by the  collapse   of the cemented  dune sand   as described 
from SE  Australia   (Grimes  1994 ; Webb et al.  2010 ) and by the collapse of the dolo-
mite above gypsum (Lybia) also belong to this type. 

 The  dolines   formed on cover above salt in Germany probably also belong to this 
type (Cramer  1941 ; Hundt  1950 ). Dolines of similar origin also occur above hori-
zontal  through cave  s formed in rock salt. The  collapses   of a cave ceiling in the 
 Atacama Desert   ( Valle de la Luna  ) have been inherited over the cover  salt breccia  . 
These features, however, are transitional since the salt breccia is not impermeable. 
Thus, the forms are transitional from  caprock   to  dropout dolines  . Similar dolines 

  Fig. 5.20  (continued)  of slope on terrain without karren formation,  8  depth of grikes and  solution 
pipes   in bedrock, cm (from margin to fl oor of the karren in bedrock),  9  direction and angle of slope 
on the pseudokarren fl oor,  10  buried (infi lled) grikes,  11   suffosion pseudokarren grike  ,  12   pseudo-
karren cave  ,  13  dropout pseudokarren grike,  14  solution pipe in bedrock,  15   ruined solution pipe   
in bedrock,  16   pseudopipe  ,  17   deposit bridge  ,  18   collapse   heap       
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formed on the gypsum karst of  Ukraine   (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk  1996 ,  2002 ) as 
well as at Kungur caves in the  Urals   (Gorbunova  1979 ; Andrejchuk and Klimchouk 
 2002 ). At these places, the chimneys under the dolines formed on the ceilings of 
horizontal caves. 

 The second type (C 2 ) of inherited  dolines   (Fig.  5.21 ) is associated with large- 
scale pipes developed over large, deep-seated cavities or caves (Fig.  5.22 , Waltham 
et al.  2005 ). Pipe development begins at the large cavities if there is water circula-
tion between the evaporite and its bedrock (Klimchouk  2004 ). Pipes grow upwards, 
towards the ground surface. The resulting  debris   fi lls the pipe as well as the deep- 
seated cavity, where  collapse    heaps   also accumulate, and generates  breccia pipes  . 
The pipes can be fi lled with the collapsed material of the rock crossed (Klimchouk 
and Andrejchuk  1996 ) and also with the cover of the evaporite (Walters  1977 ).

    Depressions only develop if the breccia pipe is exposed to the ground surface; 
however, this does not happen at all places (Fig.  5.22 ). As a consequence of 
 exposure, a depression of steep walls takes shape on the surface (Ford and Williams 
 2007 ). The stability of the walls of the resulting depression depends on the strength 
of the rock over which inheritance happened. Inheritance can happen over both 
consolidated (even over gypsum) and unconsolidated rock. The doline may further 
deepen through repeated  collapses  . If there is no deepening, the lower part or bot-
tom of the doline fi lls up. 

 Some  caprock    dolines  , such as Berezniki ( Ural    Mountains  ), are 150 m deep 
(Andrejchuk  2002 ). The diameter of the surface depression (doline) depends on the 
diameter of the breccia pipe, the cover rock type and thickness. The diameter of 
caprock  dolines   of consolidated rocks probably does not exceed the diameter of 
pipes. The diameter of caprock dolines in cohesive rocks is also equal to that of 
 breccia pipes   (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk  1996 ). The boundary between the side 
slope of the doline and the wall of the breccia pipe cannot be identifi ed. The caprock 
doline is essentially the near-surface section of the breccia pipe. When developed, 
the walls of dolines in consolidated and cohesive rocks are vertical. The dolines are 
widening and, as mentioned, deepening through renewed  collapses  . The side slopes 
are getting gentler through  mass movements   and  pluvial erosion  . The process leads 
to doline broadening and infi lling. In non-cohesive (or less cohesive) rocks, the 
diameter of the caprock doline exceeds the diameter of the breccia pipe even when 
it forms. It is possible since the side slope of the doline is less steep in the fi rst place. 
Naturally, with the subsequent rapid erosion of side slopes, the dolines are further 
broadening. The doline can develop in superimposed consolidated and unconsoli-
dated (non-cohesive) rocks. In this case, in the upper, non-cohesive section, the 
doline slope is gentle, while in the lower consolidated rock, the doline has vertical 
walls. The diameter of the doline is smaller in the lower part than in the upper 
(Andrejchuk  2002 ). Intensive broadening is particularly intensive in non-cohesive 
rock. Thus, the diameter of the mentioned Berezniki doline grew from 150 to 200 m 
within some years. On the doline fl oors, lakes are common. The fl oors are dissected 
by minor depressions (Andrejchuk  2002 ), and some dolines also have outfl ow chan-
nels (Ford and Williams  2007 ). 
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  Fig. 5.21    C 1 - and C 2 -type  caprock    dolines   (From Origo  2013 )       

  Fig. 5.22    C 2   caprock    dolines   and  breccia pipes   at various stages of their development (Waltham 
et al.  2005 ):  1  gypsum,  2  soil cover,  3  sand and sandstone,  4  cave,  5  breccia pipe,  6   clay   and mud-
stone,  7   limestone   and dolomite       
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 Since the development of pipes presupposes the presence of large cavities (par-
ticularly, if the pipe reaches the surface from great depth), they can mostly originate 
on easily soluble evaporite. Therefore, the pipes and the associated C 2   dolines  , as it 
was mentioned, emerge above gypsum and rock salt. During the formation of a pipe 
of several hundred metres long, large amounts of collapsed  debris   accumulate. To 
accommodate the accumulating debris in the cavities of gypsum and rock salt, cav-
ity formation has to be very rapid in these rocks, which is proved that at  Wink Sink   
( Texas  ), the breccia pipe which is found there today did not exist in 1928 (its devel-
opment was triggered by water fl ow in a borehole), but by 1980 reached the surface 
(Johnson  1987 ,  1989 ; Johnson et al.  2003 ). Breccia pipe formation is favoured by 
the continuous dissolution of the easily soluble  collapse   material. There is no large- 
size cavity at Wink Sink, only a pipe totally fi lled by collapse material (Johnson 
 1987 ; Johnson et al.  2003 ). Over a mine in the  Ural    Mountains  , even shorter time 
(merely some months) was necessary for cavity or pipe development and the result-
ing emergence of a doline (Andrejchuk  2002 ). 

 Breccia pipes rise to the surface from great depths. In  North America  , their lower 
end may lie as deep as 1200 m (Quinlan et al.  1986 ). From the Chinese coal mines, 
 breccia pipes   from similar depths were described (stoping from 700 m depth, Lu 
and Cooper  1997 , Fig.  5.23 ). The latter are  paleokarst   formations above Ordovician 
gypsum and have diameters ranging from several 10 m to several 100 m.

   On rock salt, where numerous  breccia pipes   are found next to each other, large- 
size depressions develop above them: solution subsidence troughs and solution- 
induced depositional basins (Martinez et al.  1998 ; Klimchouk  2004 ). Solution 
subsidence troughs are elongated in  ground plan   and deeper, while solution-induced 
depositional basins are less elongated and shallower. The former are fi lled up to a 
lesser degree, while the latter to a greater degree (Olive  1957 ; Klimchouk  2004 ). 
Where the salt terminates, the edge of salt retreats and salt slopes are generated 
(Olive  1957 ). 

 Breccia pipe generation can be triggered by mining activities too, such as the 
origin of doline  Wink Sink   1 (Johnson et al.  2003 ) or a doline near Hutchinson 
( Kansas  ) (Walters  1977 ; Wassmann  1979 ). In  limestone    breccia pipes   are rare, but 
occasionally form to the effect of ascending hot water. Breccia pipes in limestone 
are  paleokarst   features. Paleokarst breccia pipes are sometimes exposed by caves 
and cavities formed subsequently. Breccia pipes are described from above the lime-
stone cavities in the wall of the  Grand Canyon   (Wenrich and Sutphin  1994 ) or from 
the  Paiute Cave   (Hose and Strong  1981 ). 

 C 2   caprock    dolines   were described by Quinlan et al. ( 1986 ), Walters ( 1977 ) from 
 North America  , Klimchouk and Andrejchuk ( 1996 ), Gorbunova ( 1979 ) from 
 Ukraine  , Cooper ( 1998 ) from England, Lu and Cooper ( 1997 ) from China and 
Andrejchuk ( 2002 ) from Russia. 

 The third  caprock   variety (C 3 ) comes about if there is no large-size cavity in the 
carbonate bedrock, but only  chimney  , shaft or their groups. The chimney or shaft 
develops to the cover rock and is inherited to the consolidated cover. The chimneys 
or chimney groups do not lead down to larger cavities but are gradually getting nar-
rower, e.g. on  Kab Mountain   ( South Bakony  , Hungary). 
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 The morphology of  dolines   of this variety resembles the morphology of solution 
or  suffosion dolines   (Fig.  5.24 ): side slopes are relatively gentle and there is no  col-
lapse   heap on their fl oor, but they have a  chimney   (shaft) below or grike in the 
bedrock. The latter are bordered by collapse  blocks  . The morphological explanation 
of these properties is that in the bedrock (as mentioned) a vertical chimney of small 
diameter developed. In the lack of a large horizontal cave, the collapse is of limited 
area (the formation process is presented in detail in Chap.   7    ). Such dolines form 
above non-allogenic caves.

   Probably  dolines   of this type occur near the  Pecos River   (Sweeting  1973 ). There 
are lakes in dolines lying near the water level of the river (Sweeting  1973 ). This 
circumstance excludes the existence of large horizontal cavities, typical of C 1  inher-
ited dolines. Here dolines are formed in sandstone. This type of inherited dolines 
occurs on the sandstone of the  Central Kentucky Karst   (Dicken  1935 ; Balázs  1970 ; 
White et al.  1970 ) and on the karst of  Transvaal   (Brink and Partridge  1965 ). 

 The  caprock    dolines   of  Kab Mountain   show a diverse morphology. They origi-
nate exclusively in basalt and in basalt and  loess  , where basalt is mantled by loess. 
In this case, the interior of the  dolines   may contain  subsidence dolines  . The follow-
ing varieties occur on Kab Mountain:

•    The doline is depression of the fl at basalt terrain (Fig.   4.60    ).  

  Fig. 5.23    Breccia pipe 
stoping from gypsum, 
China (Lu and Cooper 
 1997 -modifi ed):  1  Permian 
 Shanxi   Formation,  2  
carbonate rocks,  3  
carbonate rocks with 
gypsum,  4  sandstone and 
shale,  5   collapse   column 
showing various stage of 
its upward progression,  6  
 paleokarst   horizon between 
the Ordovician and 
Carboniferous sequences, 
 7  direction of water fl ow,  8  
boreholes complied from 
borehole data of the 
Bureau of Kailuan Mine       
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•   Gully, ravine or valley leads to the doline (Fig.  5.25 ).
•      The doline is situated on a valley fl oor formed on basalt (Figs.   4.59e, f     and  5.24 ).  
•   Some  dolines   can be both horizontally and vertically composite (Fig.  5.25 ).     

5.4     Subsidence Dolines 

5.4.1     General Description 

 Subsidence  dolines   originate on unconsolidated (mostly non-cohesive) cover (Fig. 
 5.1a–d , Williams  2004 ). They form not only above  limestone   but also above gyp-
sum and rock salt if not covered by  unconsolidated cover   sediment (Martinez et al. 
 1998 ; Waltham et al.  2005 ; Cooper and Waltham  1999 ). In the present terminology, 

  Fig. 5.24    Geomorphological map of the M-2 system ( Kab Mountain  , Hungary):  1  contour lines, 
 2  deepest point of a karstic depression (started from 422 m elevation),  3  depth of sill between 
subdepressions (from 422 m level),  4  code of depression,  5   epigenetic valley  ,  6  passive ponor 
(doline),  7  intermittently active ponor,  8   caprock   doline,  9  subsidence doline       
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the literature identifi es two types:  dropout dolines   and  suffosion dolines   (Drumm 
et al.  1990 ; Tharp  1999 ; Waltham and Fookes  2003 ; Williams  2004 ). They develop 
where chimneys,  shafts   and grikes occur in the bedrock (Jammal  1984 ; Beck  1986 ; 
Veress  2000 ; Waltham et al.  2005 ). The dropout doline variety forms when a cavity 
in the cover caves in, particularly if the cover is cohesive rock (Waltham et al.  2005 ) 
or the lower part of the cover is in motion by  solifl uction   (Drumm et al.  1990 ; 
Williams  2004 ), while suffosion dolines develop on non-cohesive rock by suffosion 
(Williams  2004 ; Waltham et al.  2005 ). 

 The name subsidence doline was introduced by Jennings ( 1985 ), and other 
denominations for this type are also in use. White ( 1988 ) calls the dropout doline 

  Fig. 5.25    Group of  caprock    dolines   on  Kab Mountain   (the M-1 system):  1  caprock doline;  2  sub-
sidence doline;  3  passage, cave;  4  ridge between partial  dolines  ;  5  col between dolines;  6  valley;  7  
gully; channel;  8  rill;  9  scar of mass movement;  10  angle and direction of slope       
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cover- collapse   doline and the suffosion doline cover-subsidence doline. In literature 
various  dolines   are often named sinkholes. Beck and Sinclair ( 1986 ) mention the 
above landforms under the names of  cover-collapse sinkhole   and  cover-subsidence 
sinkhole  , resp. Other authors do not distinguish between the two types of  subsid-
ence dolines  . Ford and Williams ( 1989 ) use the name of suffosion doline, Culshaw 
and Waltham ( 1987 ) subsidence and Veress ( 2000 ) doline with ponor for all subsid-
ence dolines. Cvijič ( 1893 ), Sweeting ( 1973 ) and Bögli ( 1980 ) call the subsidence 
dolines  alluvial    dolines  . Cvijič ( 1893 ) describes this doline type as funnel shaped. 
Sweeting ( 1973 ) emphasised that on its slopes, slides are common and their fl oor is 
often waterlogged or swampy. According to Sweeting ( 1973 ), the older the dolines 
of this type, the bigger they are. Sweeting ( 1973 ) mentions the  suffosion dolines   of 
morainic terrains as shake holes, a term introduced by Lucas ( 1872 ), who defi ned 
them as depressions generated by collapse. 

 Subsidence  dolines   are widespread in the karst regions of the Earth, not only on 
 concealed karst  s but also in the large depressions of  bare karst  s (or bare karst zones) 
(dolines,  uvalas   and poljes). A complete overview of their occurrence is impossible. 
Only some of them are cited:  Yorkshire Dales Karst  ;  Pennines  ;  Pennsylvania   
(Waltham et al.  2005 );  Ingleborough   (Sweeting  1973 );  Georgia   (Hyatt et al.  1999 ); 
 Ebro Basin   (Soriano and Simón  2001 );  Central Kentucky Karst   (White et al.  1970 ); 
 Zambia   (Brook  2004 ; Spooner  1971 ); South England (Sperling et al.  1977 );  Florida   
(Beck and Sinclair  1986 ); tundra karsts in  Siberia   (Gvozdetskiy  1981 ; Korzhuev 
 1961 ); evaporite karsts, e.g.  Delaware Basin   (Martinez et al.  1998 ); and  Ukraine   
(Klimchouk and Andrejchuk  2002 ). Subsidence dolines of other regions investi-
gated by the present author can be also mentioned: part of the Alps,  Dinaric 
Mountains  , the Pádis, Bakony, Mecsek, Crimean peninsula, etc. The number of 
 subsidence dolines   on individual  covered karst  s may be several thousands. 

 Subsidence  dolines   differ from solution dolines not only in their occurrence 
partly or totally in the cover but also in water infl ow of the larger specimen from 
their environs conveyed into the karst. They, however, cannot be regarded ponors. 
It is not because they do not form on true rock boundary but also because they do 
not have a separate  catchment   bordered by  divide  . (Such a terrain is called the  hin-
terland   of the doline.)  

5.4.2     Morphology of Subsidence Dolines 

 Subsidence  dolines   (primarily  suffosion dolines  ) develop partly in the bedrock 
(Fig.  5.26a ) or exclusively in the cover (Fig.  5.26b–d ). If the doline fl oor is bedrock 
(Fig.  5.26b, c ), the doline only has a  chimney   or a shaft and has no  non-karstic pipe   
(formed in the cover). A similar situation arises if the doline is only partly devel-
oped in the cover (Fig.  5.26a ). If the doline fl oor is also in the cover or the doline 
with  limestone   fl oor is partially infi lled subsequently, there is a non-karstic pipe in 
the doline (Fig.  5.26d, e ).

   The morphology of  subsidence dolines   is simple (Fig.  5.27 ) and composite 
(Fig.  5.28 ). While the  dolines   of simple morphology have a  non-karstic pipe   and/or 
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  Fig. 5.26    Doline partly in the cover, partly in the bedrock ( a ), doline developed in the cover, but 
its fl oor is bedrock ( b ), only  conduit   of doline in the bedrock ( c ), conduit of doline partly in the 
cover ( d ,  e ).  1   limestone  ,  2  cover,  3  doline fi ll,  4  doline,  5   chimney  , shaft,  6   non-karstic pipe         

  Fig. 5.27    Elements of a simple suffosion doline:  1   limestone  ,  2   cover sediment  ,  3  collapsed mate-
rial,  4  interior subsidence doline,  5  passage,  6   chimney  , shaft       
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 chimney  , the interior of dolines of composite morphology is dissected by various 
smaller features of karstic origin or associated with them (non-karstic pipe, chim-
ney, interior doline) or of non-karstic origin. Features of non-karstic origin can 
originate from destructive processes such as scars of  mass movements   and erosional 
landforms. Landforms of  material transport   and accumulation are  collapse    heaps  , 
 debris    fans   and  alluvial    fans  .

    In literature (Waltham et al.  2005 ), the water conduits of  subsidence dolines   on 
the surface are called  shallow holes  . Shallow holes are either open or clogged, but, 
in spite of being infi lled, can conduct water. They are continued in  non-karstic pipe  s 
(Figs.  5.28  and  5.29 ), which occasionally broaden towards the bedrock. Their 
widths are several centimetres or tens of centimetres. If broader, they are  transitional 
to  interior dropout doline  s and originate from  collapse   (Fig.  5.29a ). If narrower, 
they are generated by  rainwater   seepage (Fig.  5.29b ). Non-karstic pipes are associ-
ated with the  shafts   in the bedrock and mostly occur above them. If this is not the 
case, non-karstic pipes are partially infi lled subsequently or, as getting longer, have 
not yet cut across the cover. They are vertical, oblique or of variable direction. Non-
karstic pipes occur on the fl oor of subsidence  dolines   as solitary features (Fig.  5.30a ) 
or in groups. There are probably two ways of developing in groups: from the main 

  Fig. 5.28    Elements and morphology of a composite suffosion doline:  1   limestone  ,  2   cover sedi-
ment  ,  3  doline fi ll,  4  ravine,  5  gully,  6  slump,  7  slump heap,  8   alluvial   fan,  9  fl at fl oor,  10.a  interior 
suffosion doline,  10.b   interior dropout doline  ,  11  subsidence doline in marginal position,  12  pas-
sage in fi ll,  13   chimney  , shaft,  14  upper part of doline without fi ll: with the erosion of slopes the 
doline was broadening and its slopes were getting gentler,  15  infi lled lower part of the doline,  16  
infi lled  non-karstic pipe  s in the doline       
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non-karstic pipe, secondary non-karstic pipes come about (Fig.  5.30b–d ), or several 
chimneys form in the bedrock with individual non-karstic pipes above them 
(Fig.  5.30e, f ). The combination of the two patterns is also possible (Fig.  5.30g ). 
The density of (incipient) non-karstic pipes is sometimes very high in the environs 
of  katavothra   (4–5 of them in 1 m 2 ). This is only possible if the non-karstic pipes of 
the cover constitute an intricate (branching) network. Non-karstic pipes can change 
their direction in the cover. In this case or if the non-karstic pipe is long because the 
cover is thick, non-karstic pipe is getting clogged more rapidly. Non-karstic pipes 
can be infi lled or buried under mass movement heaps. The clogged or buried non- 
karstic pipes often reopen.

    On the fl oor of  suffosion dolines   (particularly if it is fi lled to a plain surface), 
interior  subsidence dolines  , most often  dropout dolines  , appear. In the sides of  inte-
rior dropout doline  s,  collapses   are common. They can be partially fi lled and their 
fl oor becomes plain. Neighbouring dropout  dolines   may merge with each other. 
Interior dropout dolines are of small dimensions (some tens of centimetres deep and 
1–2 m in diameter). There are several specimens of them in a single doline. The 
transition between  non-karstic pipe  s and dropout dolines is gradual. Dropout dolines 
can also appear on the side slopes or edges of dolines. Those in marginal positions 
broaden through repeated collapses and merge with the main doline. In the dolines, 
non-karstic pipes and chimneys ( shafts  ) occasionally occur side by side. The pos-
sible varieties of such landforms are presented in Fig.  5.31 .

   Mass movements are common in all  covered karst   landforms, including  subsid-
ence dolines  . Among them,  collapses   directly contribute to dropout  doline forma-
tion  . After the doline has formed, according to the site of mass movement, the 
process can be external or internal. In the former case, the material of the movement 
arrived into the doline from the outside buries both its fl oor and side slopes. Internal 
 mass movements   form on the side slopes of  dolines  . Then the cover rocks of the 
side slope or its gully are displaced. The mass movements of covered karst depres-
sions are of small dimension. The scar of mass movement formed on the side slope 
and is a step or spoon-like depression of arcuate or, less often, of straight edge. The 

  Fig. 5.29     Left  ( a )  non-karstic pipe   formed through  collapse   in the sediment cover above a katavo-
thron (in the polje next to road number 513,  Croatia  ),  right  ( b ) passage some centimetres across 
formed through infi ltration ( Tauplitz alm  ,  Totes Gebirge  ).  1  embryonic suffosion doline,  2  non- 
karstic pipe       
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displaced material comes to rest on the doline fl oor and mostly forms an uneven 
surface with mounds there. 

 In a depression, mass movement occurs if:

•    Slope inclination increases.  
•   The material of the fl oor is transported into the karst (increasing doline depth or 

reducing the support of sediments on side slopes).  
•   With the karstic subsidence of the fl oor, the depression is getting deeper.  
•   Pressure on the upper slope section increases (due to the accumulation of sedi-

ment, snow, ice, human structures or waste).  
•   The  cover sediment   receives much water (from  rainwater   runoff on slope, from 

the  watercourse   arriving at the margin of the depression or meltwater of a rem-
nant snow patch).  

•   The  cover sediment   receives water from the intermittent lake in the depression or 
exerts a sucking effect on the deposits of the side slope.  

  Fig. 5.30    Passage patterns in cover:  1   limestone  ,  2  cover,  3  doline,  4  passage, ( a ) solitary  non- 
karstic pipe  , ( b – d ) branching non-karstic pipe, ( e ,  f ) parallel non-karstic pipes, ( g ) non-karstic 
pipes with multiple branches       
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•   The vegetation partly or totally dies.  
•   In the slope deposits freeze and thaw or drying and wetting alternates.    

 The  mass movements   of karstic depressions are one time or repeated, continuous 
or periodical. To the effect of mass movements, the depression is getting wider, the 
side slopes are getting gentler, and depth decreases. 

 Karstifi cation and  mass movements   can strengthen each other’s infl uence. Thus, 
karstic deepening increases slope inclination, favouring mass movement, while 
mass movements lead to the thinning of  cover sediment  , which may increase the 
intensity of karstifi cation. Interior  dolines   occasionally form at the mass movement 
scar. The material derived from the mass movement modifi es the development of 
the depression and often contributes to its getting inactive. The generated material 
accumulates on the fl oor and buries the  non-karstic pipe  s of the depression. 

  Fig. 5.31    Non-karstic pipes and  shafts   of  dolines  :  1   limestone  ;  2   cover sediment  ;  3  doline;  4   non- 
karstic pipe  ,  chimney   (shaft);  5  interior or marginal  subsidence dolines  ;  6  gully, ravine;  7  edge of 
almost fl at doline fl oor; non-karstic pipe on the edge of fl oor ( a ), non-karstic pipe in the interior of 
fl oor ( b ), non-karstic pipes arranged in wreathe form on the fl oor ( c ), non-karstic pipe on the side 
slope of the doline ( d ), non-karstic pipe on the margin of the doline ( e ), non-karstic pipe in the 
interior subsidence doline ( f ), non-karstic pipe in the marginal subsidence doline ( g ), non-karstic 
pipes in the gully of the doline ( h ,  i ), shaft of ponor on the margin of the limestone outcrop of the 
fl oor ( j ), shaft in the limestone fl oor ( k ), non-karstic pipe and shaft on the doline fl oor ( l )       
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 The  mass movements   of the  covered karst   depression include  collapse  ,  slide  , 
 solifl uction  ,  gelisolifl uction   and  soil and regolith creep  . 

 Collapses have several varieties. According to size, the  collapse   can be local 
(Fig.  5.32 ) or extending over the whole depression. In the former case, separate 
 blocks   are displaced on sections of various length of the doline side slope and 
become tilted or rotated. In the case of extended collapse, the whole area of the 
depression is affected by the collapse. For this variety, it is common that the 
 collapsed cover moves in one mass but gets divided into blocks during the collapse 
(Fig.  5.33 ). In the above cases, the  collapses   also extend to the  subsoil   cover, but 
more frequently only affect the soil. Along the minor depressions or  non-karstic 
pipe  s, the sediment is divided into blocks while it moves downslope. This is the 
continuation of the collapse that triggered landform development. This involves 
patterns similar to desiccation cracks (Fig.  5.29a ). The blocks get into lower and 
lower position towards the non-karstic pipes.

    On the slopes of depressions, slides are the most common processes (Fig.  5.34 ), 
which take place only on soils or also on  cover sediment  . In the latter case, the cover 
of smaller thickness is displaced as a layer slump. There is no sharp boundary 

  Fig. 5.32    Local  collapse   of the marginal dropout doline of depression D-5 ( Tés Plateau  , Bakony, 
Hungary):  1  partial depression formed before 2010,  2  doline detail formed after July 2010,  3  wall 
of the landform due to collapse,  4  vegetation displaced to lower position during collapse,  5  col-
lapse  blocks   of the cover       
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  Fig. 5.33    Collapse extending over the whole doline (Pádis plateau, Romania)       

  Fig. 5.34    Slump scar (on the slope of the ravine of depression D-5 on the  Tés Plateau  )       
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between slides affecting the soil and also the cover sediment. During layer slumps, 
arcuate or wavy, steep steps several tens of centimetres high come about where the 
cover fails (Fig.  5.34 ). As during the process thicker and thicker cover sediment is 
displaced, the movement increasingly takes the form of block  slide  . As a result, a 
rotational landslide is created (Fig.  5.35 ). There are numerous transitions between 
slumps and rotational landslides (Fig.  5.36 ). Slumps take place over layers which are 
not impermeable. Layer slump can also happen as displacement over the bedrock.

     Solifl uction movements (Fig.  5.37a ) also often take place in the sides of depres-
sions. During  solifl uction  , the sediment does not cover the whole fl oor of the depres-
sion. Gelisolifl uctional movements happen on glacio-, tundra- and taiga- covered 
karst  s. The surface of the displaced material becomes uneven with pillow-like 
bulges or isolated soil patches of various sizes (Fig.  5.37b ).

   Soil and regolith creep are less infl uential in shaping the slopes of depressions. 
Data on such  mass movements   are presented in Table  5.2  for the  dolines   of the 
 Hárskút Basin   ( Bakony Mountains  , Hungary). The bedrock is Cretaceous  limestone   
and the cover is leached  loess   and soil of several tens of centimetres thickness. 
Material displacement was measured on individual side slopes using the method 
described in Chap.   3    . Maximum displacement was 0.5–1 cm per year and probably 
was not uniform. The data from the rows of rods indicate the speed of displacements 

  Fig. 5.35    Rotational landslide on the  slide   slope of an  alluvial   streamsink doline (polje next to 
road number 513,  Croatia  )       
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varying with sites. Maximum values were observed in the central part of the doline 
side slope selected for measurement.

   For  mass movements   of this type, no scar is created on the slopes of the depres-
sion, but accumulation on the fl oor of the depression can be remarkable. Creep may 
bury the passages of the depression and modify the shape of interior  dolines  . 

 Mass movement may lead to the destruction of vegetation or its adjustment to the 
movements (see Chap.   6    ), where tree trunks bend (creep) or fall down ( collapse  ). 

  Fig. 5.36    Slumped cover block in the side of doline I in the  Pádis-2 area         

  Fig. 5.37     Left  ( a )  solifl uction   on the side slope of a ponor on the Pádis plateau,  right  ( b )  gelisoli-
fl uction   in the side of a subsidence doline along the  Lena   River (Solomonov et al.  2010 ) (soil is 
divided into patches by the movement of slope deposits of the doline over  permafrost  )       
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 Erosion features in  dolines   are  rainwater   rills,  gullies   and  ravines  . Gullies and 
ravines begin to grow from the interior depressions of dolines and do not only occur 
on the doline fl oors but also extend to the side slopes through retreating erosion 
(Fig.  5.38 ). Such features also form on the neighbouring terrains or are associated 
with the doline margin (Fig.  5.38g, h ) or from the interior of the doline extend 
over the margin (Fig.  5.38c, d ). If the doline fi lls up, an outfl ow gully can emerge 
(Fig.  5.38i ).

   The landforms and dimensions of  subsidence dolines   are largely controlled by 
the fact whether they have a gully or ravine leading to them. (Such landforms are 
typical of  suffosion dolines  .) If they have it, they are able to grow (deepen) more 
intensively than in the lack of such a gully. On the other hand, if there is water 
infl ow, the chance for infi lling is greater. On the plain surface generated by accumu-
lation, secondary landforms (interior subsidence doline,  gullies  ,  non-karstic pipe  s) 
develop. The depth and width of  dolines   are related to each other: the deeper the 
doline, the wider it is. A 2 m deep doline can reach maximum 8 m diameter (Waltham 
et al.  2005 ). 

 In  ground plan  ,  dolines   are most often circular (Figs.  5.39  and  5.40 Ia), but those 
of elongated or  chasm  -like shape also occur (Figs.  5.39 ,  5.40 Ib, c, and  5.41 ). The 
side walls of chasm-like dolines are often subvertical, parallel to each other, and 

   Table 5.2    Mass movements in the  cover sediment   of the side slopes of the  subsidence dolines   
 G- 5/a   and G-9 ( Hárskút Basin  ,  Bakony Mountains  ) (displacements of rods, cm)   

 Subsidence doline G-5/a 

 Rod identifi cation number 

 Date of installation  Date of repeated measurement 

 24.08.1985  11.05.1990  28. 05.1995 

 1  0.0  0.0  +1.8 
 2  0.0  +1.4  +4.2 
 3  0.0  +1.3  +6.1 
 4  0.0  +2.7  +5.4 
 5  0.0  +1.4  +2.8 
 6  0.0  +3.6  +3.6 
 7  0.0  +1.2  +2.6 

 Subsidence doline G-9 

 Rod identifi cation number 

 Date of installation  Date of repeated measurement 

 02.05.1987  10.05.1991  28.05.1995 

 1  0.0  +0.8  +0.6 
 2  0.0  +2.0  +1.3 
 3  0.0  +0.2  +1.6 
 4  0.0  +1.5  +3.2 
 5  0.0  +0.4  +0.6 
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their lower sections are constituted by the bedrock ( dropout dolines  ). The elongated 
dolines (as well as some of the chasm-like dolines) may be of suffosion type with 
gentle side slopes. (The elongated or chasm-like dolines usually form rows.) Less 
commonly they are of sinuate (Fig.  5.40 Ie), narrowing (Fig.  5.40 Id) and irregular 
shape (Fig.  5.40 If). Dropout dolines, although mostly circular, include rectangular 

  Fig. 5.38    Channel and gully patterns of  subsidence dolines  :  1  doline side;  2  doline fl oor;  3  gully, 
ravine;  4   non-karstic pipe   or shaft or interior depression;  5  slope direction. Straight gully on doline 
fl oor ( a ), on fl oor and side slope ( b ), fl oor, side slope and bordering terrain ( c ), meandering gully 
( d ), gully branching fork-like ( e ,  f ), gully, ravine linked to the doline ( g ), several  gullies  ,  ravines   
linked to the doline ( h ), outfl ow gully draining the infi lled doline ( i )       
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(Figs.   4.43     and  5.40 IIa) or triangular specimen (Fig.  5.40 IIb). Composite, uvala- like 
dolines are also common (Figs.  5.39 ,  5.40 III and  5.42 ). In this case two neighbour-
ing (partial) dolines in close position form a single system with only a narrow divid-
ing wall between them. Since partial dolines are mostly of small size, it is not 
probable that merging happened through doline growth as for the solution  uvalas   on 
uncovered karsts. Although according to Brook and Allison ( 1986 ), uvalas can be 
created from  subsidence dolines   – similarly to uncovered karst uvalas. In our 
 opinion, the reason for their merging is that they developed very close to each other. 
The composite dolines are  suffosion dolines  , possibly twinned (Figs.  5.39  and 
 5.40 IIIa) or triply composite (Figs.  5.39 ,  5.40 IIIb and  5.42 ). Vertically composite 
dolines also occur. Elongated or chasm-like dolines are found on the fl oor of circu-
lar (Fig.  5.40 IIIe, f) or elongated or occasionally chasm-like (Fig.  5.40 IIId) main 
dolines.

      By the elevation of dividing walls (thresholds), there are two varieties of 
uvala- like  suffosion dolines   identifi ed. The elevation of the threshold level equals 
the margin of the doline system. Then the doline, as it has been mentioned, is 
divided into partial  dolines   (Figs.  5.40 IIIa, b). Threshold elevation can be lower 
than the doline margin. In this case, the partial dolines are aligned in a larger 
depression. This way multiple composite uvala-like dolines (Fig.  5.40 IIIg) are 
generated. 

 The  subsidence dolines   are bordered by straight (Figs.  5.43f  and  5.44 ), normal 
(Fig.  5.43a–c ), convex (Figs.  5.43d  and  5.45 ) and concave (Figs.  5.43e  and  5.46 ) 
slopes. For the shaping of slopes and fl oor, several factors, strengthening or 
weakening each others’ infl uence, are responsible. As it has been mentioned 
above, the slopes have different inclinations, lengths and morphologies in the 
same doline. Slope length is controlled by deepening/accumulation, while slope 
shape and inclination by deepening and the erosion or reworking of slope 
sediments.

      In general, relying on general slope evolution, it is claimed that convex slopes 
 border   doline deepening by suffosion. If the doline has a fl at fl oor and moderate 
depth, it is at an initial stage of its evolution. The doline is similarly young if its side 
slope is convex and its fl oor is not fl at (Fig.  5.43d  1 –d 2 ). For such  dolines  , the rate of 
deepening still surpasses the rate of denudation of the side slope. Deep dolines with 
fl at fl oor and convex slopes are rare. Such dolines probably develop when, although 
the doline fl oor receives abundant sediment, it is capable to transport it into the 
karst. The fl at fl oor is not necessarily due to the accumulation of sediment which 
eroded from the slopes on the fl oor. A fl at fl oor also develops if subsidence of suf-
fosion origin is widespread on the doline fl oor or if there is an abundant infl ux of 
sediment from the  hinterland   of the doline. A reduction in the sediment transport of 
passages can also contribute to its development. 

 For  dolines   with normal slopes, the infi lling of the fl oor has already started (Fig. 
 5.44a–c ). In dolines with concave slopes (Fig.  5.44e ), there is denudation on the 
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upper slope section too. With the accompanying infi lling, the slope becomes shorter. 
The fl oor of dolines with concave slopes is mostly fl at. Straight slopes emerge when 
 dropout dolines   develop or  mass movements   ( collapses  , slides) take place. Therefore, 
straight zones on slopes occasionally also develop in  suffosion dolines   (Fig.  5.43f ). 

 Composite slopes result from interior  doline formation   on the fl at fl oor (Fig. 
 5.43e  4 ). Similar slopes come about if the cover is thin and the layer heads or  blocks   
of the bedrock generate zones of different inclination on the slope (Fig.  5.43g ). 

 In  asymmetric dolines  , opposite slopes are of different inclination (see below). 
With the infi lling of the fl oor, asymmetric  dolines   of fl at fl oor develop (Fig.  5.43h  2 ). 
The infi lled, fossilised dolines are shallow and fl at or the fl oor is of gentle inclina-
tion (Fig.  5.43i ). 

  Fig. 5.39    Detail of karst  morphological map   of NW of  Uvala Râchite   (Pádis-1, Pádis plateau) (the 
boundary of major  dolines   is drawn along the fi rst closed contour):  1  base and supplementary 
contour lines,  2  elevation,  3  subsidence doline,  4  minor subsidence doline or interior doline (which 
cannot be represented by contour lines),  5  non-closed subsidence doline,  6  fl at-fl oored doline,  7  
gully,  8  soil  slide  ,  9  slump,  10   collapse  ,  11  side slope of DSD on  limestone  ,  12   covered karst   ( con-
cealed karst  ) fl oor of DSD,  13  col, dividing wall       
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 As it has been mentioned, the  dropout dolines   differ from  suffosion dolines   in 
respect of slope angle and cross-section. The side slopes of dropout  dolines   are 
vertical (Fig.  5.47a, b ) or occasionally overhanging (Fig.  5.47c ). The vertical slope 
is of composite shape if the dropout process takes place periodically (Fig.  5.47d ). 
The fl oor of dropout dolines is often fl at and shows  collapse    heaps   (Fig.  5.47e ).

   The inclination of the doline slope also depends on the lithology of the slope: on 
sand a slope of 35° is typical (Waltham et al.  2005 ). If the  dolines   are predominantly 
formed in  debris   of some centimetres diameter, slope inclination is low (Fig.  5.48 Ia), 

  Fig. 5.40    Patterns of doline ground plans.  I  mainly  suffosion dolines  :  dolines   of circular ( a ), 
elongated ( b ), crevice-like ( c ), narrowing ( d ), sinuate ( e ), irregular ( f ),  ground plan  .  II   dropout 
dolines  :  square  ( a ),  triangular  ( b ), crevice-like ( c ), doline ground plans.  III  composite (uvala-like) 
dolines: twinned ( a ), triple composite ( b ), marginal hanging doline ( c ), doline elongated on  top  
and circular at  bottom  ( d ), elongated on  top  and crevice-like at  bottom  ( e ), crevice-like both on  top  
and at  bottom  ( f ), elongated on  top  and composite at  bottom  ( g ),  1  doline margin (mostly suffosion 
doline),  2  margin of mostly dropout doline,  3  dividing wall between partial dolines,  4  doline depth       
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  Fig. 5.41    Crevice-like  subsidence dolines   (A, B, Pádis plateau)       

  Fig. 5.42    Uvala-like  subsidence dolines   ( Uvala Râchite  )       
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and if formed in collapsed material, the inclination is higher (Fig.  5.48 Ib). The incli-
nation is even higher if the doline is formed in fi ne sediment, partly or totally cohe-
sive rock ( clay  ) or its structure ensures high strength (Fig.  5.48 Ic). Such a rock is 
 loess  , the calcareous micropipes of which increase the strength of this sediment.

   In the same rock type, slopes of different inclination can arise if the origin or the 
stage of development differs. On the other hand, slopes on different rocks can have 
similar inclinations. 

 Doline asymmetry (Fig.  5.49 ) has various reasons. If the suffosion doline is 
found on sloping terrain, the downhill slope is steeper and shorter than the opposite 
slope (Fig.  5.50a  1 ). Therefore, major  subsidence dolines   or  dolines   on slopes of 

  Fig. 5.43    Cross-sections and slope shapes of  subsidence dolines  : ( a ) doline with normal slopes 
and narrow fl oor; ( b ) doline with normal slopes and fl at fl oor; ( c ) doline with normal slopes and 
fl at fl oor with interior depression; ( d   1  ) doline with convex slopes and narrow fl oor; ( d   2  ) doline 
continued in passage with convex slopes; ( d   3  ) doline with convex slopes and fl at fl oor with rock 
 debris   and  blocks  ; ( d   4  ) doline with convex slopes, small depth and fl at fl oor; ( d   5  ) doline with con-
vex slopes, larger depth and fl at fl oor; ( d   6  ) doline with convex slopes, fl at fl oor and interior depres-
sion; ( e   1  ) doline with concave slopes; ( e   2  ) doline with concave slopes, continued in a passage; ( e   3  ) 
doline with concave slopes and fl at fl oor; ( e   4  ) doline with concave slopes, fl at fl oor and interior 
depression; ( f   1  ) doline with straight slopes and narrow fl oor; ( f   2  ) doline with gentle straight slopes 
and fl at fl oor; ( f   3  ) doline with steep straight slopes and  collapse    heaps   on its fl oor; ( g ) doline with 
composite slopes; ( h   1  ) asymmetric doline; ( h   2  ) symmetric doline with fl at fl oor; ( i   1  ) fossil, infi lled 
doline with straight slopes and fl at fl oor; ( i   2  ) fossil, infi lled doline with concave slopes;  1   cover 
sediment  , soil;  2  infl ection point;  3  interior doline;  4  rock debris and blocks;  5  rock blocks detached 
from the bedrock but remained in situ;  6  collapse heap       
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 depressions of superfi cial deposit   are always asymmetric. For subsidence dolines on 
rock salt, the uphill slope is steeper and longer (Fig.  5.50a  2 ). Sweeting ( 1973 ) 
explains the origin of the gentler side with the downwash of the cover from the 
upper slope section, which reduces slope inclination of the doline (Fig.  5.50b  1 ). The 
doline becomes asymmetric if the cover from the doline slope is removed (Fig. 
 5.50b  2 ) or if karstifi cation is more intensive on one side than on the opposite side 
(Fig.  5.50c ). The half-subsidence dolines have an asymmetric cross-section too. In 
this case, the doline develops at the termination of the  cover sediment  . The slope 
developed in the cover sediment is gentle with small inclination, while the opposite 
that is built up of the bedrock is steep. The half-subsidence dolines mainly develop 
at cuestas where the steep side slope is built up of the front of the cuesta (Fig. 
 5.50d ). If the doline formed in the fi ll of solution crevice, its side slope at the termi-
nation of the crevice is also steeper than on the opposite side (Fig.  5.50e ).

    Dolines occur as solitary features or in groups. Solitary  dolines   lie in the interior 
of  paleodolines   (Fig.  5.51a ), on its side slope (Fig.  5.51b ), on its margin (Fig.  5.51c ) 
or in head valleys (Fig.  5.51d ). Suffosion dolines particularly occur in groups. 
Group arrangement is irregular in  cirques   (Fig.   4.6    ), paleodolines,  paleouvalas   (Fig. 
 5.51f ) and cockpit dolines (Fig.   4.23    ) and between morainic hills (Fig.   4.70    ). 
Dolines are aligned in rows in paleodolines (Figs.   4.79    ,   4.80    a,   4.81     and  5.51e ), on 
valley fl oors (Figs.   4.34     and  5.51h , i), on valley sides (Fig.  5.51j ), above fractures or 
buried cracks (Figs.   4.68    ,  5.51k  and  5.52 ), along  bedding planes   (Fig.  5.51l ), in 
channel (Figs.   4.33    ,  5.51m  1  and  5.53 ) and in  gullies   (Figs.   4.77    ,  5.54 ,  5.55  and 
 5.56 ). It is possible that following the track of the meandering channel, the align-
ment of the doline row is not straight (Fig.  5.51m  1 ).

  Fig. 5.44    Subsidence doline with straight side slopes ( Hárskút Basin  ,  Bakony Mountains  )       
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  Fig. 5.46    Doline with concave side slopes ( Uvala Râchite  )       

  Fig. 5.45    Suffosion doline with convex side slopes ( Hochschwab  ,  Austria  )       
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  Fig. 5.47    Dropout  dolines   in cross-section: ( a ) dolines of small diameter, vertical walls, contin-
ued in a shaft, ( b ) doline with vertical walls, ( c ) doline with overhanging walls, ( d ) doline with 
stepped sides, ( e ) doline with  collapse   heap on its fl oor, ( f ) doline with a  non-karstic pipe   on its 
fl oor, ( g ) doline with a depression on its fl oor,  1   limestone  ,  2  cover,  3  failure front in the cover,  4  
buried failure front,  5  collapse  blocks   of the cover       

  Fig. 5.48    Doline slopes.  I  
simple slope: ( a ) gentle 
slope (below ca 40°) in 
 frost-shattered debris  ; ( b ) 
steep slope (ca 40°–60° 
slope) in  moraine  , 
collapsed material; ( c ) 
steep (subvertical) slope in 
fi ne-grained, cohesive 
deposits ( clay  ).  II  
composite slope:  1  
collapsed material, 
moraine,  2  frost-shattered 
 debris  ,  3  soil,  4  fi ne- 
grained sediment (clay)       
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        The  dolines   transform the morphology of  gullies   or  ravines   in which they form 
in high density. Only 1–2 m long, col-like remnants of the original gully fl oor are 
preserved with counterslope sections and local embayments on the margin (Figs. 
 5.51m  2 ,  5.54  and  5.55 ). Gullies develop into blind gullies with dolines on their fl oor. 
In other cases, the gully has no outfl ow in the fi rst place, and the elongated form is 
either due to  covered karst   formation processes or incised in this way at some stage 
of gully development ( suffosion gully  , Fig.  5.55 ). The piping origin of gullies is 
evidenced by the lack of passages in their minor depressions (Fig.  5.55 ); thus, the 
cover cannot be transported by runoff on the channel fl oor. The gullies either have 
no  catchment   (Figs.  5.55  and  5.56 ) or the catchment is too small to accommodate a 
 watercourse  . The lack of watercourse is proved by the vegetation on their fl oor.  

5.4.3     Classifi cation of Subsidence Depressions 

 Subsidence landforms are either produced by karstic processes ( subsidence dolines  ) 
or by non-karstic processes ( subsidence pseudokarst depression  ). 

  Fig. 5.49    Asymmetric subsidence doline ( Tauplitz alm  ,  Totes Gebirge  ,  Austria  )       
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  Fig. 5.50    Asymmetric subsidence doline features: ( a ) asymmetric subsidence doline elongated in 
slope direction: for suffosion doline in  limestone  , the downslope doline side is steeper and shorter; 
( a   1  ), for dropout doline in rock salt, the upslope side is steeper and shorter ( a   2  ); ( b ) subsidence 
doline asymmetric because of reworking of cover, infl ow by  watercourse   outside the doline ( b   1  ); 
doline asymmetric because of reworking within the depression ( b   2  ); ( c ) subsidence doline asym-
metric because of more intensive karstifi cation of the bedrock; ( d )  subsidence dolines   formed at 
bedding head; ( e ) asymmetric subsidence doline formed at the termination of solution crevice (I, 
 top  view, II, lateral view);  1  limestone,  2  rock salt,  3  cover,  4  inward transport of the cover from 
the  hinterland  ,  5  reworking of cover in the doline,  6  sediment transport into the karst,  7  former 
ground surface,  8  buried solution crevice,  9  steep side slope of doline,  10  gentle side slope of 
doline,  11  asymmetric solution doline,  12  asymmetric suffosion doline (half-doline) formed at the 
escarpments on the fl oor of solution doline,  13  bedding head,  14  bedding plane       
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5.4.3.1     Types of Subsidence Dolines 

 The two types of  subsidence dolines  , dropout and  suffosion dolines  , cannot be 
clearly distinguished. On the one hand,  dropout dolines   can be transformed into suf-
fosion  dolines  , when their side slopes are getting gentler. On the other hand, the 
morphology and development of the dropout doline changes: the small dropout 
dolines of high mountains begin to develop further through suffosion instead of  col-
lapses  . The distinction is not sharp since there are transitional forms between the 
two types (Sperling et al.  1977 ). Kinship is also indicated by the occurrence of 
dolines of both type at the same site, next to each other. Dolines of both types appear 

  Fig. 5.51    Doline patterns:  1   limestone   and beds,  2  solution paleodoline (DSD),  3  subsidence 
doline,  4  edge of fl oor of paleodoline (DSD),  5  channel,  6  valley,  7  gully,  8  giant grike (bogaz),  9  
 watercourse  ; solitary doline in the centre of paleodoline ( a ), on its side slope ( b ), on its margin ( c ), 
in headwaters ( d ), doline row in paleodoline ( e ), doline group in paleodoline ( f ),  dolines   in arcuate, 
wreathe-like arrangement on the fl oor of plaeodoline ( g ), on valley fl oor ( h ,  i ), in valley side ( j ), 
above crevice ( k ), on bedding boundary ( l ), in channel ( m   1  ), in gully ( m   2  )       
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  Fig. 5.52    Subsidence  dolines   formed on  moraine   along fracture (crack) ( Durmitor  ):  1  active sub-
sidence doline,  2  inactive subsidence doline,  3  rills produced by runoff from rainfall or  snowmelt  , 
 4   Sušica canyon         

  Fig. 5.53    Subsidence  dolines   of a fl ood channel (1) of  Ponor polje   (Pádis plateau)       
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mixed even on the gypsum karst of  Ukraine   (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk  2002 ), 
where, because of the intensive solution of gypsum, the formation of dropout 
dolines is rapid. 

  Fig. 5.54    Subsidence  dolines   developed in a ravine ( Mester-Hajag  , Bakony):  1  base and supple-
mentary contour lines,  2  identifi cation code of doline,  3  doline depth,  4  passage       
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 In literature a third type, the  compaction    doline  , is also distinguished (Waltham 
and Fookes  2003 ). This type of doline develops through the compaction of the fi lls 
of  buried doline  s ( paleodolines  ) (Waltham et al.  2005 ). It cannot be regarded an 
independent type neither morphologically, genetically nor for its occurrence. Its 
side slopes equally show  collapse   (Waltham et al.  2005 ) and subsidence character 
and origin (Waltham and Fookes  2003 ). 

 A joint property of  dropout dolines   is their side slopes that are constituted by 
failure front(s). These surfaces cut across the cover and are without soil and vegeta-
tion. On the side walls,  collapses   follow almost continuously or are renewed regu-
larly and their fl oor is uneven. The passage and the related gully in them only occur 
in  interior dropout doline  s and not in all cases even there. 

 The cover may be of two kinds: the lower part of the  dropout dolines   (e.g. Winter 
Park sinkhole 1) is in  clay  , while the upper is in sand (Beck and Sinclair  1986 ). The 
lower part in clay has vertical walls, while the upper slopes are less steep. 

  Fig. 5.55    Karstifi cation on  alluvial   fan ( Dachstein  ):  1  paleodoline and its side slope,  2  fl oor of 
paleodoline,  3  surface of alluvial fan,  4  front of alluvial fan,  5  ravine,  6  side slope of ravine,  7  
gully,  8  blind suffosion trough,  9  ridge between  ravines  ,  10  elevation,  11  suffosion doline with 
diameter more than 2 m,  12  suffosion doline with 0.5–2.0 m diameter,  13  col       
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 The varieties of  dropout dolines   are the following:

•    Large-size  dropout dolines   (D 1 ) have diameters and depths of several tens of 
metres and the largest may reach or even surpass 50 m in diameter (Waltham and 
Fookes  2003 ). They resemble and represent transition to  caprock    dolines  . Dolines 
of this type primarily form above easily soluble rocks (gypsum, rock salt) if the 
cover on the surface is cohesive, e.g. in the  Salt Hill   of  Parajd  . In Parajd the 
cover is not thick, and in the sides of dropout  dolines  , rock salt outcrops (Fig. 
 5.57 ). They also appear in  non-cohesive cover   if below the cover there are large 
cavities close to the surface, as described from  Florida   (Beck and Sinclair  1986 ; 
Jammal  1984 ) and  Zambia   (Spooner  1971 ).

•      Medium-size  dropout dolines   (D 2 ) are less than several tens of metres in diame-
ter and depth. They occur on carbonate karsts (Figs.  5.33  and  5.58 ). Among the 
karsts investigated by author, such  dolines   occur in the  Mecsek Mountains   and 
on the Pádis plateau.

•      Breccia-pipe  dropout dolines   (D 3 ): the  chimney   developed in rock salt or the 
pipe (shaft) above the cavity in salt extends upwards and inherits over the cover 
(Fig.  5.59 ). The depth of the doline exceeds its diameter. In the wall of the pipe 
rock, salt is exposed and the chimney ruins become visible on the wall. Although 
there are similarities with  caprock   doline variety C 2 , there are also differences in 
many respect: the cover is thin above the rock salt and the cover is exclusively 
unconsolidated rock.

•      Small-size dropout doline in three varieties. The variety rock  block dropout 
doline   (D 4 ) is not deeper than several tens of centimetres. On the fl oor and sides, 
the  limestone   bedrock outcrops in  blocks   or as intact base rock (Fig.  5.60 ). It 

  Fig. 5.56    Geoelectric geological profi le across the  alluvial   fan shown in Fig.  5.55 :  1   limestone  ,  2  
fractured limestone,  3   clay   with limestone  debris  ,  4  identifi cation code of VES measurement,  5  
geoelectric resistivity of series (Ohmm),  6  base depth of geoelectric series,  7  geoelectric resistivity 
of the bedrock (Ohmm),  8  approximate penetration depth of VES measurement,  9  boundary of 
geoelectric series,  10  series of higher resistivity compared to its environment,  11  doline       
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probably occurs on  covered karst   where the  cover sediment   is thin and  constituted 
of coarse  debris  . This dropout doline is widespread fi rst of all on glaciokarsts. 
The  dropout doline with soil   (D 5 ) is also smaller in diameter than several metres, 
and on the fl oor blocks of collapsed soil occur (Fig.  5.61 ). The bedrock is not 
exposed on the fl oor. It is a formation of short lifetime and widespread on  covered 
karsts of fi ne sediment and soil cover. It grows into suffosion doline. The 
  fl at-fl oored dropout doline   (D 6 ) is of several metres diameter and 10–20 cm 
depth. The fl oors of  dolines   are mostly fl at and not dissected (Fig.  5.62 ). It occurs 
on glaciokarsts on clayey fi ne-grained cover. In  ground plan   the steep side slopes 
of the doline are not arcuate but strikingly straight. Figure  5.62  shows an excep-
tion: the slopes are composed of shorter arcuate sections. The bedrock is not 
exposed on the doline fl oor. It is probably also a young formation.

•        Asymmetric dropout doline (Fig.  5.63 ) (D 7 ): side slopes are not vertical but cut 
across the soil and bedrock. The lengths of side slopes are variable and their 
downhill slopes are shorter or even missing (then the feature is not closed) and 
the opposite slopes are longer. The  dolines   of this type are usually small (some 
metres diameter) and quickly become inactive – probably because they are 
formed in fi ne-grained, clayey cover (clayey  moraine  ). On the fl oor small inter-
mittent or permanent lakes come about. A dropout doline variety is typical of 
glaciokarsts.

•      Interior dropout doline (D 8 ) is one of the doline types of the interior of  suffosion 
dolines   (or occasionally of their margins) (the other type is suffosion doline). It 
can be deeper in diameter, and  blocks   of the bedrock may be exposed on its fl oor. 

  Fig. 5.57    D 1  dropout doline developed above salt ( Parajd  ,  Salt Hill  )       
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  Fig. 5.59    D 3  dropout 
doline ( Parajd  ,  Salt Hill  )  1  
 chimney   ruins       

  Fig. 5.58    D 2   dropout dolines   (Doline ‘A’  Mecsek Mountains  , Hungary, Doline ‘B’ Pádis)       
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The  dolines   of this variety have vertical walls (see Fig.  5.32 ), and their side 
slopes only become gentler during erosion. 

•  Suffosion  dolines   are much more widespread than  dropout dolines   on  covered 
karst  s. They are similar in size to dropout dolines (Waltham and Fookes  2003 ). 
The side slopes of  suffosion dolines  , although often steep, are covered with soil 
and vegetation. As opposed to the slopes of dropout dolines, the slopes of suffo-
sion dolines do not cut across the  cover sediment   where they are formed. 

•  They are stable formations, either developed from  dropout dolines   or had been 
 suffosion dolines   even at the beginning of their evolution. While dropout  dolines   
show a simple morphology, suffosion dolines are more variable. Elongated or 
crevice-like  ground plan   and variable slope conditions are typical of suffosion 
dolines. The side slopes of younger dolines are steeper, but later, as they are 
broadened through the erosion of slopes, slope inclination decreases (Sweeting 
 1973 ). Their interior is fi lled up, and on the resulting fl oor, microforms of vari-
ous origins emerge. Their margins are often bordered by a terrain of moderate 
slope, some metres width, sloping towards the centre of the doline. Such terrains 
are not uniformly developed around the dolines, but they are locally narrow or 
missing. They probably result from  pluvial erosion  , where the cover is reworked 
from the neighbouring terrain into the doline. The varieties of suffosion dolines 
are classifi ed according to size (age), morphology and environment.  

  Fig. 5.60    D 4  doline (doline ‘b’ in the area Pádis-2, shown in Fig.   4.43    )       
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  Fig. 5.61    D 5  dropout doline ( Hárskút Basin  ,  Bakony Mountains  ), observed on 20 May 1998, 
formed some days before       

  Fig. 5.62    D 6  dropout doline ( Durmitor  )       
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•   Large-size  suffosion dolines   (S 1 ) range from some metres to ca 60 m in diameter 
(Waltham and Fookes  2003 , Fig.  5.42 ). Their present-day shape and size are 
reached through the transformation of older  dropout dolines   or the growth of 
smaller suffosion  dolines  . Examples occur where bedrock or  limestone    blocks   
appear on the fl oor or in the sides. Primarily the large suffosion dolines are asso-
ciated with  gullies   and  ravines  . Their interior is dissected by minor karstic and 
non-karstic features. The dolines of this type develop above the extensive cavi-
ties of the bedrock, as exemplifi ed on sand of the  Florida    karst   (Beck and Sinclair 
 1986 ) and also common on other  covered karst  s (e.g. on the Pádis plateau).  

•   Embryonic  suffosion dolines   (S 2 ) are young and have small size, 10–20 cm deep 
features (Figs.  5.29b  and  5.64a ) and less than 1 m in diameter. They occur both 
inside and outside larger suffosion  dolines  .

•      Interior  suffosion dolines   (S 3 ) occur fi rst of all on the fl oor of large suffosion 
 dolines   (Fig.  5.64b ) and occasionally on its side slope or margin, sometimes in 
groups. They are often found in  alluvial   streamsink  dolines   (see below). Both 
their diameter and depth can exceed 1 m. They mostly continue in a passage. 
Gullies may lead to  interior suffosion dolines   too (mostly from the fl oor of the 
bearing doline).  

•   Suffosion  dolines   with  debris   (S 4 ) are some tens of centimetres deep. Some vari-
eties deepen exclusively into debris, while in others soil fi lls the gaps between 
debris fragments and  blocks   or buries them. In the fi rst case, side slopes are 
steep. This variety is most widespread on glaciokarsts (Figs.   4.20    ,   4.68     and  5.65 ).

•      Suffosion  dolines   between morainic hills (S 5 ) are very shallow, irregular-shaped 
dolines with gentle slopes (Fig.  5.66a ). They are also found on glaciokarsts.

•      Half- suffosion dolines   (S 6 ) have  limestone   outcrops on one side. Occurring 
mainly at the base of heads of beds, they are small  dolines   of asymmetric cross- 
section (Fig.  5.66b ).  

•   Suffosion  gullies   (S 7 ) are closed features elongated in downslope direction, occa-
sionally more than 10 m long and 1–2 m across, some tens of centimetres deep. 
They are similar to gullies both in shape and size (Fig.  5.55 ).  

  Fig. 5.63    Active ( a ) and inactive ( b ) d 7   dropout dolines   ( Hochschwab  ,  Austria  )       
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•   Fossil  dolines   (S 8 ) form during the infi lling of former  subsidence dolines   (mostly 
through suffosion). They are features of some tens of centimetres depth with a 
permanent or intermittent lake (Fig.  5.67 ). The erosional channel in the doline is 
produced by  overfl ow    rainwater  .

•    In the case of small  cover thickness  , the  covered karst   landforms of evaporites 
are varieties of dropout and  suffosion dolines   (Figs.  5.50a  2 ,  5.57  and  5.59 ), 
ponors and, on rock salt, salt scarps. Salt scarps are rows of gentle terrains of 
some metres width on the margin of  salt diapir  s (in  Parajd   on the slope of  Salt 
Hill  ) divided by steeper slopes of some metres height (Fig.  5.68 ). The gentle 
steps smoothe into the slope of Salt Hill.

  Fig. 5.65    ( a ) S 4   suffosion dolines   in the  debris   of a paleouvala (Julian Alps, near  Triglav  ), ( b ) S 4  
suffosion  dolines   from the fl oor of a glacial valley ( Totes Gebirge  ).  1  suffosion doline,  2  
paleodoline       

  Fig. 5.64    ( a ) S 2  doline, from the polje next to road number 513 ( Croatia  ), ( b ) S 3  suffosion doline 
( Mecsek Mountains  ).  1  S 3  doline,  2  the paleodoline where the doline developed in fi ll       
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5.4.3.2           Subsidence Pseudokarst Depressions 

 Doline-like landforms also develop to the effect of non-karstic processes. Such for-
mations are similar to  suffosion dolines   with some metre-long convex slopes, but 
some specimen resemble  dropout dolines  . They are called  subsidence pseudokarst 
depression  s. White’s ( 1988 ) denomination,  suffosional pseudokarst  , is only appro-
priate in certain cases since they are not always of suffosion origin. Subsidence 
pseudokarst features occur on the surface of  lava fl ows   covered with  unconsolidated 
cover   sediment, as exemplifi ed by one of the lava fl ows on  Hekla   ( Iceland  ), where 
funnel-like  suffosion pseudokarst dolines   of circular  ground plan   are found. They 
are of limited extension: both depth and diameter do not exceed some metres. 
Twinned (uvala-like) varieties also occur (Fig.  5.69 ), often in groups. The patterns 
of groups are either irregular (Fig.  5.70 ) or aligned in rows (Fig.  5.71 ). Elsewhere 
in volcanic  pyroclast  , depressions similar to dropout  dolines   are numerous (e.g. on 
Iceland, in the  Askja    caldera  ), and these are called  dropout pseudokarst dolines  . 
Their dimensions are small: 1–2 m in diameter and depth. Suffosion pseudokarst 
dolines of large diameter, small depth and gentle slopes also develop in  loess   
(Jakucs  1977 ; Zeeden et al.  2007 ). In loess dropout-type pseudokarst features are 
also found, above loess pipes (Derbyshire et al.  2000 ). Similar forms are described 
from laterite too (Mendonca et al.  1993 ; Grimes  2009b ).

     Subsidence pseudokarst landforms also result from human activities ( consequent 
pseudokarsts  ) (Halliday  2004 ). Collapse features induced by mining occur above 
galleries in chalk in northern  Kent   (Bell et al.  1999 ). Collapses above the galleries 
of coal mines on  Dohányos Mountain   ( South Bakony  , Hungary) lead to the forma-
tion of such depressions. They vary greatly in  ground plan   and cross-section (Fig. 
 5.72 ). Occasionally they are elongated (trenches) or circular (subsidence pseudo-
karst doline) in ground plan (Fig.  5.72 ). Trench-like forms are variable for width, 
length and inclination of side slope. Their cross-sections are symmetric, asymmetric 
or stepped asymmetric. Pseudokarst  dolines   resemble  dropout dolines   (Fig.  5.73 ). 
In composite trenches, trenches of smaller width and doline-like depressions occur 

  Fig. 5.66    ( a ) S 5  suffosion doline ( Tauplitz alm  ,  Totes Gebirge  ), ( b ) S 6  half-doline (Tauplitz alm, 
Totes Gebirge).  1  suffosion doline,  2  morainic mound,  3  doline slope bordered by steep scarp with 
bedding heads of  limestone  ,  4  more gentle doline slope       
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  Fig. 5.68    Steps on the  Parajd    Salt Hill  :  1  step body,  2  step front       

  Fig. 5.67    S 8  suffosion doline ( Hárskút Basin  ,  Bakony Mountains  )       
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(Fig.  5.74 ). On the fl oor of dolines, the bedrock is exposed with the bedrock  chim-
ney  , which is also of non-solutional origin. The trench varieties are not restricted to 
 loess  , but they may occur on uncovered bare  limestone   terrains too.

5.5            Ponors 

5.5.1     General Description 

 Ponors are karstic features developed on  rock boundaries   (Fig.  5.1g ). On one side a 
valley with permanent or intermittent  watercourse   is attached to them, while on the 
opposite side or on the fl oor, a water  conduit   ( chimney  , shaft) appears in the out-
cropping  limestone  . The typical properties of ponors are the following:

 –    They are located in  blind valleys   or on valley fl oors.  
 –   They have a  catchment   with clearly identifi able  divide  .  
 –   They are mostly continued in an erosional cave ( ponor cave  ).    

  Fig. 5.69    Uvala-like 
 suffosion pseudokarst 
dolines   (valley near  Hekla  , 
 Iceland  )       
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  Fig. 5.70    Irregular group of  suffosion pseudokarst dolines   (valley near  Hekla  )       

  Fig. 5.71    Suffosion pseudokarst  dolines   aligned in a row (valley near  Hekla  )       
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  Fig. 5.72    Subsidence pseudokarst features above mine galleries ( Dohányos Mountain  ,  South 
Bakony  , Hungary)  I  cross-section,  II  top view,  1  (sub)vertical side slope,  2  gentle side slope,  3  
maximum depth,  4  asymmetric trench,  5  stepped asymmetric trench,  6  narrow trench,  7  broad 
trench,  8  shallow trench,  9  dropout pseudokarst doline,  10  composite trench       

  Fig. 5.73    Dropout pseudokarst doline formed on  non-cohesive cover   ( loess  ) above the mine gal-
lery of  Dohányos Mountain         
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 Ponors were classifi ed by Cvijič ( 1893 ), distinguishing between ‘ jama  ’ (a nar-
row shaft getting narrower downwards) and ‘ trebič  ’ (continued in cave). Ford and 
Williams ( 2007 ) also identify two types of ponor: one is with vertical passage and 
 conduit  , and the other is with lateral passage and conduit. 

 The ponor can be variable: funnel-like (with convex slope) or infi lled (with con-
cave slope). It is common that one side of the depression is a rocky cliff. On the fl oor 
of the infi lled ponor,  water conduction   takes place through numerous passages ( non-
karstic pipe  s) of several tens of centimetres diameter, which often form small 

  Fig. 5.74    Composite trench on  loess   from  Dohányos Mountain  :  1  edge of composite trench,  2  
trench fl oor,  3  interior trench,  4  composite pseudokarst doline,  5  pseudokarst doline,  6   chimney  ,  7  
col,  8  mass movement,  9  depth of landform,  10  neighbouring terrain,  11  (section of) landform in 
 limestone  ,  12  fracture       
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depressions of water conduction, similar to  subsidence dolines   (Fig.  5.75 ). On the 
fl at fl oor, not only sites of water conduction develop but subsidence  dolines   too, 
which often appear in groups and can be either  dropout dolines   or  suffosion dolines  .

   The development stage of ponors depends on several factors: on rock structure 
(the presence of joints and faults enhances the growth of these landforms), the age 
of  water conduction  , climatic conditions and  catchment   properties (area and maxi-
mum relief of catchment, slope of valley leading to the ponor). 

 With surface erosion, the divides shift and  catchment    area   changes with time. 
Catchment area can be increasing, decreasing or stable (not changing). It is increas-
ing if on the superfi cial deposit the stream and thus its valley retreat. It is decreasing 
if the margin of the superfi cial deposit becomes denuded. The catchment area is 
stable if the superfi cial deposit does not become denuded at its margin because of 
its great thickness. (It cannot increase either because the superfi cial deposit is sur-
rounded by non-karstic rock.)  

5.5.2     Classifi cation of Ponors 

 Ponors form on true  rock boundaries   (further: rock boundaries), while  covered karst   
 ponors   form on not true rock boundaries. 

  Fig. 5.75    Water  conduit   sites formed on the margin of channel of ponor (ponor of  Ponor polje  , 
Pádis plateau):  1  water conduit sites resembling  subsidence dolines         
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5.5.2.1     Classifi cation of Ponors According to Rock Boundaries 

 The  rock boundaries   and thus ponors can be located on the karst margin and in the 
karst interior. In the case of karst marginal position, the non-karstic rock is found on 
the margin of the  bare karst  . This situation results in the formation of a  ponor row   
at the termination of  blind valleys  . The classifi cation of  karst marginal ponors   is 
shown in Fig.  5.76  (Ford and Williams  1989 ,  2007 ). If non-karstic and karstic rocks 
alternate, several true rock boundaries are superimposed (or juxtaposed) (Fig. 
 5.76a ). As a consequence, parallel rows of ponors emerge. The uppermost cover 
could be  syngenetic   with the karstic rock (consolidated rock) or  postgenetic   super-
position (unconsolidated rock). Since the bedrock under the non-karstic rock is 
karstic, new sites of capture develop in the blind valleys (retreating capture), and 
with shifting rock boundary, the area of bare karst is extending. If the strata are 
tilted, in oblique position, the non-karstic bedrock outcrops and a unique ponor row 
comes about (Figs.  5.76b  and  5.77I ). Rock boundary with ponor row also forms if 
the karst margin is in contact with non-karstic rock due to  tectonic   movements 
(faulting) (Fig.  5.76c ).

    In all these cases, because of denudation and  tectonic   movements, an escarpment 
of the karstic rock develops on the karst margin, sloping towards the non-karstic 
terrain, while the non-karstic terrain gently slopes towards the rock boundary. The 
depressions of the ponors and  blind valleys   are aligned at the base of the escarp-
ment, along the rock boundary. As mentioned above, the rock boundary may be 
shifted if a non-karstic rock mantles the bedrock (Fig.  5.76a ). 

 Rock boundaries (along them ponors) can appear in the karst interior too in four 
different ways:

•    The non-karstic permeable cover has a considerable extension on the karst. 
Where incising valleys cut through the cover,  valley rock boundary   comes about 
(Fig.  5.77 IIa). If the karst water table lies below the channel fl oor, a ponor devel-
ops. With valley incision, the valley rock boundary is retreating. This involves 
the generation of newer and newer ponors (Jakucs  1956 ; Hevesi  1978 ,  1980 ; 
Ford and Williams  2007 ). Ponors on the fl oor are transformed into  dolines   
(Jakucs  1956 ; Hevesi  1980 ).  Active ponors   are associated with gully or ravine at 
most. The ponor is seldom coupled with a blind valley.  

•   The rock boundary forms at the outcrop of  limestone   (Fig.  5.77 IIc), where the 
cover does not overlie the karstic rock (Figs.   4.59a     and   4.60    ). Such  karst win-
dows   are found on the Pádis plateau, where the remnants of older karstifi cation 
rise as elevations and the ponors are aligned at their base (Veress  1992 ). Tropical 
inselbergs can also be regarded karst windows if their environment is covered. 
On  fenglin  -type karst, ponors at the base of inselbergs are also common (Wilford 
and Wall  1965 ). Ponors are also present in the sides of exhumed tropical  paleo-
karst   hills described from  Brazil   (Balázs  1984 ). At the karstic rock patch (karst 
window) a short, arcuate rock boundary develops. However, the karst window 
may have such a small extension that only one ponor or one group of ponors 
develops on its area (the ponors are not aligned in a row). Depending on how 
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advanced  ponor formation   and how large the  catchment    area   and what its slope 
is,  gullies  ,  ravines   or valleys lead to the ponors. In the case of several ponors, 
watercourses converging towards the karst window come about. In the isolated 
limestone patch,  through cave  s may also appear (karst type 2 in the classifi cation 
by Gams ( 1994 )). The karst window can also be covered if the cover is thin above 
the limestone (either because the cover accumulated in small thickness or 
because it was denuded subsequently). In this case, the ponor or its predecessor 
is generated on  buried rock boundary   (or on  structural   rock  boundary  ) and the 

  Fig. 5.76    Recharge by allogenic streams fl owing ( a ) from overlying beds, ( b ) from underlying 
beds exposed upslope and ( c ) across a faulted contact with impervious rocks (Ford and Williams 
 2007 )       
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true rock boundary developed only gradually, an example is  Kab Mountain   
(Hungary), where above elevations of the karstic bedrock covered by basalt in 
small thickness  caprock    dolines   emerge (Figs.   4.59b, c, f     and  5.77 IId). Starting 
from the caprock  dolines  , gullies and ravines extend through retreating erosion 
(Fig.   4.59b, c, e, f    ). The dolines gradually develop into ponors or  covered karst   
 ponors   (see below) and often dissected into partial depressions.  

  Fig. 5.77    Ponor types by rock boundary:  I  rock boundary on karst margin.  II  rock boundary in 
karst interior: rock boundary in valley ( IIa ), in karst depression ( IIb ), at elevation ( IIc ), at elevation 
covered in small part ( IId ), at impermeable cover patch ( IIe   1  ), at impermeable cover bordered by 
permeable cover (e 2 ).  III  ponors of gully with ravine not on rock boundary: no cover on ravine fl oor 
( IIIa ), cover on ravine fl oor ( IIIb ),  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  thinning section of imper-
meable cover,  4  permeable rock,  5  elevation,  6  buried elevation,  7  ponor,  8   caprock   doline trans-
forming to ponor,  9  subsidence doline,  10   chimney  , shaft,  11   epigenetic valley  ,  12  gully, ravine       
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•   If impermeable rock patches occur on karstic rock, also local or short, arcuate 
rock boundary develops with a solitary ponor or group of a few ponors (Fig. 
 5.77 IIe 1 ). The  catchment   of the ponors and their valleys is stable. With several 
ponors, a network of branching  ravines   forms on the cover patch. Occasionally 
the impermeable cover patch is surrounded by a permeable cover (Fig.  5.77 IIe 2 ). 
In this case  covered karst    ponors   (see below) emerge.  

•   If the rock boundary and ponor form in the fi ll of a paleodoline, paleouvala fi ll or 
in non-karstic cover karst of interior polje (Fig.   4.39    ), the rock boundary can be 
short (with a single ponor) or longer and arcuate. An escarpment invariably 
develops on the rock boundary and constitutes the side slope of the paleodepres-
sion (Figs.  5.77 IIb and  5.78 ). In the case of a longer rock boundary, the ponors 
are aligned in an arcuate row. The  catchment    area   is shrinking as the cover is 
being removed.

      Along the rock boundary within the paleodepressions, the features of  cryptokarst   
and  concealed karst   can occur together too. Thus, in a paleodoline of Pádis plateau, 
both ponors and  subsidence dolines   occur along the rock boundary (Fig.   4.41    ). 

 It can be experienced too that the rock boundary is dissected and consists of parts 
with different directions and has a wavy pattern. A good example for this is one of 
the  paleouvalas   in  Totes Gebirge   (Figs.  5.79  and  5.80 ). Here, the rock boundary is 
straight where its direction is perpendicular to the strike direction of the beds of the 
bedrock (Fig.  5.80a ), and it is dissected where it is parallel with the strike direction 
of the beds (Fig.  5.80b ). Mainly  subsidence dolines  , but also  covered karst  ic ponors, 
occur along the dissected rock boundary of the paleouvala.

5.5.2.2         Covered Karst Ponors 

 Covered karst ponors are located in the interior of the  covered karst  . Therefore, the 
bedrock does not outcrop at the ponor and does not form an escarpment. Covered 
karst ponors do not have a well-identifi able  catchment  . They are transitional forms 
towards  subsidence dolines   and  caprock    dolines  . The  covered karst ponors   in  con-
cealed karst   environment are infi lled to a great extent, and on their fl oor, interior 
subsidence  dolines   frequently occur. According to the rock boundary, the following 
varieties can be distinguished:

•    The ponor formed on autogenic  cryptokarst   or  transitional cryptokarst  , i.e. not on 
true rock boundary, occasionally from C 3 -type  caprock   doline (on transitional 
cryptokarst). Such features are transitional between ponors and  caprock dolines  . 
The  catchment    area   of these  covered karst    ponors   is extending, but mostly it is 
not well separated from other catchments (not independent), and the  divide   can 
be established only partially or not at all. The ponors of autogenic cryptokarsts 
are caprock  dolines   formed above the  breccia pipes   of evaporites. The ponors of 
transitional cryptokarsts developed in consolidated rocks above  limestone  , fol-
lowing  structural   or buried  rock boundaries  . An example for the former is a 
depression in the area of the  Holbrook anticline   ( Arizona  , USA) (Martinez et al. 
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 1998 ) and for the latter the depressions of C 3  type on the thin basalt cover of  Kab 
Mountain   (Fig.  5.77 IId). Occasionally a subsidence doline is transformed into a 
covered karst ponor, as described from the  Bükk Mountains  , where a stream 
fl owed into a subsidence doline formed in the vicinity of the channel of the  Berva 
Stream   (Kozma and Holló  2010 ). The subsidence doline developed on ca 25 m 
thick cohesive deposits ( clay   and clayey sand).  

•   Covered karst ponors develop close to true  rock boundaries   where the  cover 
sediment   is thinned out to the extent that waters from intermittent or permanent 
watercourses can percolate through it (Figs.  5.79  and  5.80 ). At the place where 
the  giant grikes  ,  shafts   and chimneys of the cover had already developed before 
accumulation. In such cases the sediment accumulates in the environs of the 
chimneys and shafts.  

  Fig. 5.78    Ponor formed 
on rock salt ( Parajd  ,  Salt 
Hill  ):  1  margin of the 
doline bearing the ponor,  2  
ponor,  3  doline fl oor with 
 cover sediment   (feeding 
area of ponor)       
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•   Another possible way of  covered karst   ponor development, as it was mentioned 
(Fig.  5.77 IIe 2 ), if the impermeable rock patch is bordered by permeable cover. 
(This covered karst ponor variety is essentially generated in  concealed karst   
environment. The impermeable  cover sediment   patch which is the feeding area 
often does not outcrop on the surface, but remains under permeable cover.) The 
covered karst ponor is bordered by a terrain of impermeable cover one side and 
of permeable cover on the other side (Fig.  5.81 ). The ponor is found at the end of 
a blind  watercourse   or blind gully. The  catchment    area   of the ponor is small and 
stable. The impermeable cover sediment patches in the  Bakony Mountains   are 
mostly small in extension. For instance, the covered karst ponor in Fig.  5.81  is 
bordered by uncovered  limestone   in the E and  loess  -mantled limestone in the 
N. Similarly bare limestone surface is found ca 100 m to the W and ca 50 m to 
the S of the end of the ravine attached to the ponor. Karren passages, chimneys 
and  shafts   of  gullies   (Fig.  5.77 IIIa) or  subsidence dolines   developed in the super-
fi cial deposit of gullies can operate as ponors.

  Fig. 5.79     Aerial photograph   of the area IV under  Wildgössl   (cirque formed from paleouvala, 
 Totes Gebirge  ):  1  side of paleouvala with  debris    fans  ,  2  fl oor of paleouvala with  cover sediment  ,  3  
slope of paleouvala with glacially eroded cuesta,  4   covered karst   ponor,  5  gully,  6  covered karst 
terrain intruding into the depression of the cuesta,  7  a subsidence doline in the zone of thin cover 
sediment next to rock boundary,  8  zone of springs       
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  Fig. 5.80    Karstifi cation on rock boundary in a DSD of a paleouvala if the cover overlies a  lime-
stone   cuesta (utilising the morphological properties of the depression shown in Fig.  5.79 ): a, strike 
of rock boundary perpendicular to bed dip, the surface of the sediment cover slightly slopes towards 
the rock boundary; b, strike of rock boundary partly coincides with bed dip, partly perpendicular to 
that, but the surface with sediment cover slopes towards the rock boundary;  1  limestone;
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5.6             Depressions of Superfi cial Deposit (DSD) 

 Veress ( 2000 ,  2008 ,  2009b ) identifi ed a further landform on  covered karst  , the 
depression of superfi cial deposit (Fig.  5.1f ). These landforms originate from the 
erosion of  cover sediment   if the cover sediment is only transported into the cavities 
of the karst. If there is no closed and infi lled depression on the bedrock, the DSDs 
develop exclusively in the cover sediment (Fig.  5.82a ). If there is an infi lled  paleo-
karst   landform on the bedrock, with the denudation of the cover sediment, they 
come about through the partial exhumation of the original karst depression (Figs. 
 5.82b, c  and  5.83 ).

    Various authors use different names for the depressions which are probably 
DSDs. Some are mentioned below. The landforms developed in  cover sediment   at 
 katavothra   are called ‘ alluvial   streamsink  dolines  ’ by Jennings ( 1985 ). Korzhuev 
( 1961 ) used the denomination ‘kotlovina’ for a large-size depression on the taiga 
karst, Károlyi and Ford ( 1983 ) mention the DSDs in moraines as ‘bedrock closed 
depressions’, while Láng ( 1971 ) describes ‘ponor basins’, closed depressions of 
hundreds of metres diameter in the  blind valleys   of the  Aggtelek Karst   and in the 
vicinity of the  Postojna   and Skocijanska caves ( Slovenia  ). Davies and LeGrand 
( 1972 ) use the name ‘ coves  ’ for the large (300–1500 m diameter) depressions of the 
 Appalache Mountains   with minor  dolines   and ponors on cover sediment. Móga 
( 2001 ) mentions ‘ basins drained underground  ’ from the Aggtelek Karst. These are 
also large depressions with ponors and watercourses. Probably the features called 
‘ karst valleys  ’ by Crawford ( 1984 ) and the ‘ turloughs  ’ (glacially moulded depres-
sions in  Ireland  , which are fi lled with  intermittent lakes  ) (Coxon  1986 ; Gunn  2006 ) 
are also DSDs. According to Beck and Sinclair ( 1986 ), large basins form through 
the broadening and then merging of  subsidence dolines  , and they are also DSDs. 
The landforms generated by the merging of blind valleys in the cover sediment are 
called ‘ small poljes  ’ or ‘ border    poljes  ’ with alluviated fl oors (Ford and Williams 
 2007 ). This denomination is also used by others: Plan and Decker ( 2006 ) mentions 
the large depressions of the  Hochschwab   with sandstone fl oor as small poljes 
remoulded by  glacial erosion  . Goeppert et al. ( 2011 ) distinguish between two types 
of poljes developed on calcareous  conglomerate  , one of them occurs in  cirques  . 
Barrére ( 1964 ), however, calls the cirques further deepened by solution  cirque 
dolines  . Their deepening is explained by Goeppert et al. ( 2011 ) by erosion and solu-
tion. The other type forms in synclines also through the erosion of the cover. 
Consequently, these latter landforms are also DSDs. 

Fig. 5.80 (continued)  2  cover;  3  slope direction of the  covered karst   terrain;  4  bedding head;  5  
bedding plane;  6  gently sloping surface of sediment cover;  7  uncovered cuestas;  8  partly covered 
cuestas;  9  solution crevice;  10  shaft;  11  the dip of limestone beds is perpendicular to the strike of 
the rock boundary;  12  the dip of limestone beds coincides with the strike of the rock boundary;  13  
covered karst terrain intruding into the depression of the cuesta;  14  solution crevice with partly 
uncovered, partly covered environment;  15  suffosion doline developed in the environs of crevices; 
 16  suffosion doline;  17  covered karst crevice;  18  subsidence doline with gully,  19  blind gully,  20  
 covered karst ponors   and chimneys       
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5.6.1     Characteristics of the DSDs 

 The DSDs are composite landforms with  subsidence dolines   (e.g.  dropout dolines  , 
 suffosion dolines  ) and/or ponors in their interior. Their origin is due to  dolines   and 
ponors. The  cover sediment   is transported into the cavities of the karst by pluvial 
and fl uvial erosion through the passages of these karst features. Therefore, in the 
environs of dolines and ponors, with local denudation of the surface, closed forms 
develop in the cover sediment or  paleokarst   depressions are exhumed. 

 Their morphological properties are the following:

 –    Although at the beginning of their development they can be open, with further 
development they become closed formations without outfl ow.  

 –   Their diameters and depths are variable. Their diameter ranges from some tens 
of metres to several hundreds of metres or occasionally even to 1–2 km, while 
their depth is smaller compared to their diameter: those with several times ten 
metres diameter is mostly several metres, and only the depressions with hun-
dreds of metres diameter are several 10 m deep.  

  Fig. 5.81    Covered karst 
ponor marked G-6/b 
( Hárskút Basin  , Veress 
 2000 ):  1  contour line of 
ground surface,  2  contour 
lines of  limestone   bedrock, 
 3  limestone,  4   loess  ,  5  grey 
and yellow  clay   with 
intercalated  quartzite   and 
sand  gravel   strips,  6  
channel       
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 –   They are often asymmetric in cross-section: one side is gentle and not distinct 
from the fl oor, while the opposite slopes are steep.  

 –   Their fl oor is gently sloping and often dissected into parts of different slope.  
 –   On their fl oor or margin,  subsidence dolines   (dropout doline, suffosion doline or 

their infi lled varieties) occur as well as  covered karst    ponors  ,  blind valley ponor  s 
and their combinations. On the fl oor of some depressions, minor interior DSDs 
are also found on the fl oor of the larger DSDs.  

 –   Their fl oors and side slopes are dissected by rills,  gullies   and (blind) valleys 
linked to karstic features.     

5.6.2     Classifi cation of DSDs 

 DSDs are classifi ed by Veress ( 2000 ,  2010b ) according to their position on the karst, 
bedrock morphology,  cover sediment   and extent of coveredness into the following 
types: 

 According to their position, the depressions are either karst interior or karst mar-
ginal. Karst interior depressions (Fig.   4.41    ) are located on infl ow side of the karst. 
They are common on recent allogenic- covered karst  s. Karst interior depressions are 
found on autogenic karst or in the uncovered zone of renewed covered karst as well 
as in the covered karst zone of equally recent allogenic-covered karst, mantled  allo-
genic karst   and renewed covered karst and in the paleodepressions of glaciokarsts. 

 According to bedrock morphology, the depressions are either  pseudodepressions   
(without a closed landform on the bedrock, Fig.  5.82a ) or  true depressions   (with a 
closed depression on the bedrock, Fig.  5.82b, c ). Pseudodepressions originate from 
karst marginal  blind valleys   if they are broadening (Fig.  5.84a ). They can also 
develop from  subsidence dolines   if they are growing, i.e. broadening (Fig.  5.84b ) or 
merging with erosional landforms (Figs.  5.84c, d ,  5.85  and  5.86 ) or if the bedrock 
is dissected by ridges between the exhumed ridges (Fig.  5.84e, f ). They occur on 
 epigenetic valley   fl oors if the fl oor subsequently comes under cover (Fig.  5.84g ) or 
over  katavothra   (Fig.  5.84h ). True depressions take shape in exhuming  paleodolines   
(Figs.  5.83  and  5.87a–c ),  paleouvalas  , paleo blind valleys (Figs.   4.26    ,   4.27     and 
 5.87d ), poljes or polje sections (Fig.   4.28    ), depressions of  fengcong   karsts (Fig. 
 5.87e, f ) and on rock salt (Figs.  5.87g  and  5.88 ).

       The depressions are also classifi ed by the character of the  cover sediment   on their 
fl oor, which is either permeable ( concealed karst   depression  ) or impermeable ( cryp-
tokarst    depression  ). If the cover sediment is permeable, concealed karst with  subsid-
ence dolines   forms on the fl oor (Figs.  5.39  and  5.82a ). The subsidence  dolines   are 
mostly interior karst depressions. If the cover sediment is increasingly imperme-
able, although the karstic features develop on  concealed rock boundary  , an ever 
better developed gully network appears on the fl oor. If the cover is (partially) 
 impermeable, cryptokarst with ponors,  blind valley ponor  s and  blind valleys   
develop on the fl oor of the depressions (Figs.   4.25    ,   4.48    ,   4.50     and  5.82b, c ). 
Cryptokarst depressions are primarily in karst marginal position – although those in 
the karst interior may also occur. 
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 On the side slopes of the  pseudodepressions  , the bedrock does not outcrop, while 
in the  true depressions  , with the increasing removal of the sediment infi lling the 
paleoform, this happens. According to the extent of exhumation, the true depres-
sions are either covered or semi-exhumed (partly covered depressions). The side 
slopes of covered depressions are mantled by  cover sediment  . On the side slopes of 
the semi-exhumed depressions, the bedrock outcrops. The fi ll of paleodoline depres-
sions of glaciokarsts is partly or totally due to glacial accumulation. However, 

  Fig. 5.82    Depressions of the superfi cial deposit (Veress  2012 , modifi ed):  I  planimetric representa-
tion:  1  subsidence doline,  2  the margin of the DSD,  3  the  limestone   margin of the DSD,  4  ponor,  5  
gully,  6  blind valley,  7  sheet erosion,  II  cross-section,  8  limestone,  9  permeable  cover sediment  ,  10  
partly permeable cover sediment,  11  impermeable cover sediment,  12  subsidence doline,  13  ponor, 
 14  burrow,  15  shaft,  16  DSD, ( a ) there is no closed depression on the bedding head, ( b ,  c ) there is 
a closed depression on the bedding head       
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morainic deposits often did not fi ll in the  dolines   completely, but only covered them 
as a veneer. The side slopes were only partially covered or not covered at all. In the 
latter case, the depression must have existed at the time of glacial retreat. Though its 
initial depth increased with the transport of the cover sediment into the karst. 

 The depressions are either simple or composite. The  simple depressions   are only 
 concealed karst   (Figs.   4.64     and  5.89 ) or  cryptokarst    depression  s (Figs.   4.48     and 
  4.50    ), while some parts of the composite type are  concealed karst depression  s and 
other are cryptokarst depressions (Figs.  5.90  and  5.91 ). A variety of concealed karst 
depressions is represented by those specimen in which ponors have already devel-
oped because the  cover sediment   on their fl oor is partly impermeable, e.g. clayey 
 loess   (Figs.  5.85  and  5.86 ).

     As it has been mentioned, a variety of DSDs is the landform named  alluvial   
streamsink doline by Jennings ( 1985 ),  katavothra   or alluvial streamsink-type 
DSD. Jennings ( 1985 ) introduced of this doline type with reference to the work of 
Cramer ( 1941 ). 

 They occur on polje fl oors or in depressions encircled by karst hills at  katavothra  . 
Sweeting ( 1973 ) describes these formations as a ponor type. The katavothron-type 
 activity   (and the  alluvial   streamsink  dolina  -type DSDs) are not restricted to the 
Dinaric Karst but widespread in other karst regions too ( Japan  ,  France  ,  Tasmania  , 
 Jamaica   etc.). These are karst landforms on terrains temporarily inundated by karst 
water. Karstic elements are  shafts   in the bedrock,  non-karstic pipe  s, various  subsid-
ence dolines  , D 8   dropout dolines   and S 3   suffosion dolines   (Figs.  5.92  and  5.93 ). 
Both of the latter landform types occur on the fl oor of this type of depression and its 
environs. Their growth is not only promoted by rills,  gullies   and  ravines   formed on 
its slopes and environs, but also by the non-karstic pipes and subsidence  dolines   on 
their margins in their vicinity (Fig.  5.92a ). The latter are merged with alluvial 
streamsink-type DSDs.
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  Fig. 5.83    True DSD on tropical karst (Waltham et al.  2005 )       
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  Fig. 5.84    Pseudodepressions formed in the following environments: through the broadening of 
blind valley on allogenic  cryptokarst   ( a ), through the denudation of the terrain bordering  covered 
karst    dolines   ( b ), on  concealed karst   through the formation of ravine linked to doline ( c ), on con-
cealed karst through ponor and valley formation ( d ), on concealed karst dissected by elevations and 
ridges ( e ,  f ), on fl oor of  epigenetic valley   ( g ), above  katavothra   ( h ). In  top  view:  1   limestone  ,  2  imper-
meable cover,  3  permeable cover,  4  DSD,  5  valley, ravine,  6  ponor,  7  subsidence doline,  8   water-
course  ; in cross-section:  9  subsidence doline,  10  ponor,  11   non-karstic pipe  ,  12  shaft,  13  katavothron       
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  Fig. 5.85    Geomorphological map of DSD D-5:  1  margin of DSD;  2  side slope of DSD;  3  fl oor of 
depression;  4  suffosion doline (diameter above 2 m);  5  suffosion doline (diameter below 2 m);  6  
dropout doline (diameter above 2 m);  7  dropout doline (diameter below 2 m);  8  ponor;  9  fl oor of 
karstic landform (diameter above 2 m);  10   chimney  , shaft;  11   non-karstic pipe  ;  12  asymmetric 
doline;  13  identifi cation code of karst depression;  14  depth of landform;  15  gully, channel;  16  
ravine;  17  ravine transformed by  pluvial erosion  ;  18  side slope of ravine;  19  fl oor of ravine;  20  step 
on the fl oor of ravine;  21   collapse   scar;  22  slump;  23  horizontal non-karstic pipe in cover;  24  
tongue of collapsed material;  25   collapse heaps  ;  26  valley leading to depression;  27  neighbouring 
terrain;  28  slope direction and angle;  29  col;  30  rock outcrop;  31  rock  debris  ;  32  badger burrows; 
 33  edge of step created by badgers;  34  site of VES measurement;  35  profi les of VES measure-
ments;  36  morphological zones of the depression.  I  zone of erosion and  mass movements  ,  II  accu-
mulation zone,  III  detail of fl oor of DSD without  cover sediment  ,  IV  southern side slope of the 
DSD dissected by  subsidence dolines         
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5.7          Karst Valleys 

 In karst areas valleys form on  structural   boundaries, on non-karstic rock wedged in 
into karstic rock,  through cave    collapse   and inheritance. According to their position 
and morphology, the valleys are allogenic or  through valleys  ,  blind valleys   and 
 half-blind valleys   or  pocket valleys   (Sweeting  1973 ; Jennings  1985 ; Ford and 
Williams  2007 ). 

5.7.1     Allogenic Valley 

 The watercourses of  allogenic valley  s are permanent and are fed by watercourses 
originating from non-karstic terrains. The watercourses have considerable dis-
charges and, consequently, are able to cut through the karstic rock patch. Their 
karstic section is narrow and canyon-like, while the non-karstic sections are wider 
(Sweeting  1973 ).  

5.7.2     Epigenetic Valley 

 Epigenetic valleys develop if the valley formed on non-karstic  cover sediment   is 
inherited over the karstic bedrock. There may be permanent and intermittent streams 
in the valley and the valley may not contain any streams. It often occurs that because 

  Fig. 5.86    Geoelectric geological profi le of DSD D-5:  1   limestone  ,  2  (sandy)  loess   (with limestone 
 debris  ),  3  loess (clayey or silty) or  clay   with limestone debris,  4  (clayey) limestone debris,  5   chim-
ney  ,  6  code of VES measurement,  7  geoelectric resistivity of series (Ohmm),  8  base depth of 
geoelectric series (m),  9  geoelectric resistivity of bedrock (Ohmm),  10  approximate penetration 
depth of VES measurement,  11  boundary of geoelectric series       
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  Fig. 5.87    True depressions formed in the following environments: ( a ) in  paleodolines   ( concealed 
karst  ), ( b ,  c ) in paleodoline ( cryptokarst  ), ( d ) in blind valley (concealed karst), ( e ,  f ) in doline of 
 fengcong   karst, ( g ) on rock salt. In top view:  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  permeable cover, 
 4  rock salt,  5  DSD,  6  valley, ravine,  7  ponor,  8  doline,  9   watercourse  ; in cross-section:  10  ponor, 
 11  doline,  12   chimney  ,  13  blown sand  blocks   cemented by salt and displaced on slope       
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  Fig. 5.88    DSD on rock salt ( Atacama Desert  )       

  Fig. 5.89    Detail of a DSD on the Pádis plateau (see map detail in Fig.  5.39 ) ( Uvala Râchite  ):  1  
margin of depression,  2  elongated subsidence doline,  3  uvala-like subsidence doline,  4  inactive 
subsidence doline       
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of the different position of the karstic rock, the inheritance happens on one part of 
the valley only. In this case the stream of the valley which gets its water from the 
area covered with impermeable bed situated above the inherited section seeps on 
this section. (The place of seepage can vary depending on the discharge.) Such val-
ley sections ( epigenetic valley   section) are steep and gorge-like. On this valley sec-
tions, there are no ponors and opened-up caves ( remnant caves  ) often occur in the 
sides of the valley. 

 The valley turns into a  dry valley   if it has no intermittent  watercourse   since the 
karst lost its sediment cover. The incision of the valley fl oor ceases and the karst 
water table is gradually sinking below the level of the valley fl oor. The valley is 
increasingly drained since the  rainwater   fallen on the fl oor infi ltrates. If the valley 
watercourse has a spring, its water seeps away within a short distance. Dry valleys 
were described by Fagg ( 1923 ), Lehmann ( 1936 ), Roglič ( 1964 ), Warwick ( 1964 ), 
Sweeting ( 1973 ), Pinchemel ( 1954 ) and Gunn ( 2004 ). 

 Two types of  dry valley  s are distinguished: one is the section of an allogenic river 
valley beyond its ponor (such valleys have a  watercourse   up to the ponor), and the 
other is a dry valley within the karst (Jennings  1985 ), where the watercourse is miss-
ing from the entire length of the valley (only active during intensive rainfall at 
most). Dry valleys in the continuation of  allogenic valley  s are demonstrated by 
Smith et al. ( 1969 ), Ollier and Tratman ( 1969 ), Jennings ( 1985 ), Clozier ( 1940 ) and 

  Fig. 5.90    DSD of exhuming paleodepression ( Hochschwab  ):  1  ponor,  2  lake,  3  infi lled ponor,  4  
end of blind valley,  5  probable former level of fi ll,  6  valley,  7  gully,  8  cryptokarstic part of depres-
sion fl oor,  9   concealed karst   part of depression fl oor,  10  margin of DSD (paleouvala)       
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Trudgill ( 1985 ). The latter, for instance, in the  Peak District  , England, often show 
bowl-shaped headwater areas followed downvalley by a section between rock walls. 
The  tributary dry valleys   often hang above the  main dry valley  . According to 
Warwick ( 1964 ), dry valleys are of epigenetic origin. A condition to their develop-
ment is sinking karst water table (Fagg  1954 ; Spark and Lewis  1957 ), caused by the 
subsidence of the base level of erosion (Pinchemel  1954 ; Jennings  1985 ; Williams 
 1983 ). 

 The eroded slopes of  dry valley  s are getting gentler and the fl oors are infi lled (a 
valley with wide or bowl-shaped fl oor evolves). On the valley fl oor, small intermit-
tent watercourses form channels,  ravines   and  gullies  . In dry valleys, karst features 

  Fig. 5.91    Geomorphological map of the DSD of  Hochschwab  :  1  contour line,  2  spring (perma-
nent and intermittent),  3  stream,  4  lake,  5  waterlogged area,  6  col,  7  exposed  limestone  ,  8  cliff,  9  
roche moutonnée or karstic residual feature,  10  edge of the DSD,  11  mound on the margin of the 
depression system,  12  limestone ridge,  13  denuded side slope of the depression,  14  accumulational 
 slide   slope of depression,  15  cryptokarstic part of the depression fl oor,  16   concealed karst  ic part of 
the depression fl oor,  17  nivation and mass movement features of the side slope,  18  slide,  19  thufur 
fi eld,  20  infi lled ponor,  21  active ponor,  22  recent uvala,  23  solution doline,  24  shaft,  25  rain fur-
row,  26  gully,  27  channel on valley fl oor,  28  valley,  29  tourist track       
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can be absent, but they can occur too. On their fl oor there are ponors and  dolines   of 
various types. Lehmann ( 1936 ) also mentions depressions with lake from the fl oor 
of dry valleys. Dry valleys can originate on  permafrost   karst without inheritance.  

  Fig. 5.92    Remote ( A ) and close view ( B ) of  alluvial   streamsink doline-type DSD (the polje next 
to road number 513,  Croatia  ):  1  alluvial streamsink doline,  2  interior doline,  3  interior doline on 
side slope,  4  exterior doline,  5   ravines         

  Fig. 5.93    Interior of  alluvial   streamsink doline-type DSD ( Cerkniško polje  ,  Slovenia  ):  1  DSD,  2  
interior doline on fl oor,  3  valley of DSD,  4   chimney   of katavothron,  5   non-karstic pipe  ,  6  water 
level of impounded lake,  7  channels ending at the water level of the former lake in the cover,  8  
channels ending below the water level of the former lake in the cover,  9  channels crossing the 
water level of the former lake in the cover,  10  ring-like accumulation       
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5.7.3     Blind Valley 

 Blind valley forms if the valley or part of it represents a closed landform. Blind 
 valleys were described by Cvijič ( 1893 ), Pohl ( 1955 ), Williams ( 1970 ), Jennings 
et al. ( 1980 ), Sweeting ( 1973 ), Gunn ( 2004 ) and Ford and Williams ( 2007 ). Cvijič 
( 1893 ) distinguished between primary and  secondary blind valleys  . The  primary 
blind valley   is found on rock boundary (at the termination of the non-karstic rock), 
where ponors originate. The secondary blind valley is found on the fl oor of a normal 
karst valley where ponor forms in the channel. Ford and Williams ( 2007 ) also iden-
tifi ed  half-blind valleys  , which develop in an early stage of blind valley formation 
when surface  water conduction   is less developed (karstic passages are small) or at a 
more advanced stage when conduits are infi lled. In both cases the depression of the 
ponor is at least partially infi lled and the water fl owing here overfl ows the blind val-
ley (or the ponor). 

 The size of blind valley depends on several factors. The length of the valley in the 
karst depends on the  catchment    area   of the  watercourse   (on water discharge): the 
higher the discharge, the longer the karst section of the valley. If water discharge is 
suffi ciently high, the watercourse can cut through the karst ( allogenic valley   forms). 
The length and width of the blind valley also depend on the carbonate content of the 
watercourse (Gams  1962 ). If carbonate concentration is high, the section of the 
blind valley developed in karstic rock is short and narrow, while where the concen-
tration is lower, the blind valley is long and wide. As a consequence,  blind valleys   
also grow through solution. 

 Blind valleys develop under variable environmental conditions: on karst mar-
gins, in karst interiors, karst depressions,  rock basins   or valleys. In the latter case, 
they develop in  allogenic valley  s,  dry valley  s or as independent  blind valleys  . 

 According to Ford and Williams ( 2007 ), their morphology changes during their 
evolution. Initially, if the water discharge of the  watercourse   drops, the valley fl oor 
(channel) is dissected,  sink points   appear and develop into ‘ stream sink depres-
sions  ’ with  overfl ow  . With further deepening overfl ow ceases and ‘channel down-
streams’ result. The blind valley occurs at this point of evolution. The valley section 
beyond the ponor becomes dry. Occasionally, with the preservation of the cover 
patch, a row of ‘sink points’ takes place as the site of capture of the watercourse 
retreats. 

 The  blind valleys   on the karst margin are elongated in  ground plan  , while the 
karst interior blind valleys, the  centripetal blind valleys   are of circular shape. 
According to Ford and Williams ( 2007 ), the latter are transformed into ‘ point 
recharge dolines  ’ with the removal of the cover. Eventually, with the complete 
denudation of the cover,  dolines   are left behind. Karst marginal blind valleys can 
deepen and broaden. With the merging of neighbouring blind valleys, larger closed 
depressions and boundary poljes come about (Ford and Williams  2007 ).   
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5.8     Remnant Caves 

 Remnant caves (Veress  2000 ) originate from the closed cavities of the  phreatic zone   
through opening up to the surface. Remnant caves of uncovered karst and  covered 
karst   origin are identifi ed. For those of uncovered karst origin, the formation and 
opening of the cavity is not associated with covered karst formation processes. This 
group includes coastal opened cavities. Both the fi rst stage of covered karst remnant 
cave formation (the development of the cave) and the second (opening of the closed 
cavity) are bound to covered karst processes. Cavity formation takes place through 
solution in the phreatic zone (below the karst water table). Occasionally, both stages 
are linked to karstic infl uences but sometimes only the fi rst or the second. Such 
cavities most often form during  epigenetic valley   formation. The characteristic 
properties of covered karst  remnant caves   are the following:

•    They may occur on the sides or surface of  blocks   (Fig.  5.94 ), side slopes of 
karstic remnants (karst inselberg) or in valley sides (Fig.  5.95 ).

•       Remnant caves are mostly cavities of minor dimensions (1–2 m high, several 
tens of metres long).  

•   In  remnant caves   features occur (or occasionally dominate) which cannot develop 
in the  vadose zone   ( blind chimneys  ,  spherical cavities  ). Such features indicate an 
environment of karst water ( phreatic zone  ).  

•   Remnant caves are of horizontal extension, terminate blindly and are often found 
in hanging position in the sides of valley and karst inselbergs.  

•   Remnant caves occur in groups.  
•   Their altitudinal positions vary greatly within a short distance (e.g. in a valley) 

(Fig.  5.95 ).  
•   In the vicinity of  remnant caves  ’ numerous cavities, spherical cavity (or their 

ruins) is found on rock walls. Around them  natural arches   are also common as 
well as  corridors   ( cave remnants  ) of several metres length with vertical cliffs 
(Figs.  5.94  and  5.96 ). Here the ceilings of former remnant caves are either miss-
ing or only their ruins are preserved. These remnant features could develop as the 
caves of this type are often in summit position and, consequently, has a thin roof.

•      There is no tufa accumulation in the foreland of  remnant caves   and this indicates 
that they are not former outfl ow sites. Occasionally, there are deposits of non- 
karstic (e.g. fl uvial) origin in the caves.  

•   In the  remnant caves  ,  reverse delta formation   is often observed. This means that 
while the  spring caves   show  corridors   of single entrance branching with distance 
from the entrance, remnant caves may have several entrances, i.e. they often fork 
into branches towards the entrance.    

 The following varieties of  remnant caves   are identifi ed (Fig.  5.97 ):

•     Truncated remnant cave (Fig.  5.98a, b ): Almost horizontal cavity, opened up dur-
ing valley incision and shortening with the erosion of the valley side (of variable 
length but less than some metres).
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•      Ruined remnant cave (Fig.  5.98c, d ): The ceiling of the remnant cave is destroyed 
on a shorter section. Above the destroyed part, a  truncated remnant cave   forms, 
while below it a  ruined remnant cave   originates. The ruined remnant cave is a 
 through cave   with two entrances.  

•   Cave remnant results from the destruction of the ceiling of the opened-up cave 
(Fig.  5.99 ). This may happen in two ways: The ceiling is either destroyed along 
the whole length of the former cave or only along some sections. In the fi rst case, 
a depression bordered by steep rock walls and with the same width, depth and 
length as the former cave is left behind in the place of the cave. In the latter case, 
the cave remnant section is  ruined remnant cave  , while above it a  truncated rem-
nant cave   forms (Fig.  5.98e, f ).

  Fig. 5.94    Geomorphological map of  Likas-kő   of  Hódos-ér   (Likas-kő near the valley of Hódos 
stream,  Bakony Mountains  ) (Veress and Futó  1987 ):  1  contour line,  2  col,  3   ruined remnant cave  , 
 4  cave remnant,  5  fi ll,  6  remnant of spherical cavity,  7   chimney   remnant,  8  block of Eocene  lime-
stone  ,  9  collapsed material,  10   debris   fan,  11  debris slope,  12  terrain with unconsolidated, reworked 
sediment       
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  Fig. 5.95    Positions of  remnant caves   in the Ördög Valley ( Bakony Mountains  , Veress  2000 ):  1  
channel fl oor,  2  remnant cave with identifi cation number       

  Fig. 5.96    Cave remnants of  Likas-kő   of  Hódos-ér  :  1  cave corridor which lost its roof,  2  cave 
chamber which lost its roof       
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5.9           Conclusions 

 Among karren formed under cover are  subsoil    grikes   and pinnacles are most wide-
spread. The former are primarily typical of temperate karsts, while the latter are of 
tropical  covered karst  s. The subsoil grikes are particularly variable both for size and 
morphology. Among karren,  subsoil channels   and  solution pipes   are also common. 
Diverse karren features (bedding plane grike,  notches  , cavities, solution pipes,  sub-
cutaneous tubes  ) develop under covers which contain groundwater or karst water. 
Due to the intensive solution of rock salt, on the cover of this rock grikes,  karren 
tables   and solution pipes of  salt breccia   are common. 

 The three varieties of  caprock    dolines   are the steep-walled C 1  and C 2   dolines   both 
with large diameter and the C 3  caprock dolines of more gentle slopes. The C 1  variety 
is a large-size cavity, and the C 2  variety forms above a breccia pipe and the C 3  vari-
ety above a shaft. 

 The two types of  subsidence dolines   are dropout and  suffosion dolines  . 
Particularly the latter has variable slope shapes, cross-sections and morphology: 
 gullies  , mass movement landforms (scars originated from displacements and their 
accumulation features) as well as interior  covered karst   features ( non-karstic pipe  s, 
 shafts  , interior suffosion and  dropout dolines  ). Slope shape and cross-section of suf-
fosion  dolines   are indicative of the processes taking place in them. 

  Fig. 5.97    Cave remnants exposed by erosion and further evolved by denudation of the valley side 
( I ) and exposed and further evolved by the denudation of the valley side ( II ) (After Veress  2000 ): 
 1  karstic rock,  2  collapsed roof,  3  older valley,  4  present valley,  5  destroyed cavity section,  6  rem-
nant cave,  7   ruined remnant cave   exposed by stream erosion and truncated by the denudation of the 
valley side,  8  remnant cave exposed by linear stream erosion ( 8a ) and further developed by the 
denudation of valley side into a ruined remnant cave ( 8b ),  9  ruined remnant cave exposed and 
truncated by the denudation of the valley side,  10  ruined cave remnant exposed by the denudation 
of the valley side and roof  collapse   ( 10a ) ruined remnant cave isolated by collapse ( 10b ) and trun-
cated cave ( 10c )       
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 The varieties of  dropout dolines   are large-size (D 1 ), medium-size (D 2 ), breccia 
pipe (D 3 ), small-size rock block (D 4 ), small-size soil (D 5 ), fl at-fl oored (D 6 ), asym-
metric (D 7 ) and interior dropout (D 8 )  dolines  . 

 The varieties of  suffosion dolines   are the large-size (S 1 ), embryonic (S 2 ), interior 
suffosion (S 3 ),  debris   (S 4 ), inter-morainic hill (S 5 ), half suffosional (S 6 ) and fossil 
(S 8 )  dolines  . Blind suffosion  gullies   (S 7 ) can also be regarded a variety of suffosion 
dolines. 

 Subsidence  pseudokarst depressions   form in variable environments. In the devel-
opment of some of them, human activities have also played a part. 

 Ponors are either karst marginal or karst interior. Karst marginal ponors are 
sometimes aligned in a row with an escarpment at the karst terrain. The ponors are 

  Fig. 5.98    Some typical  remnant caves   from the  Bakony Mountains   in longitudinal profi le ( I ) and 
 ground plan   ( II ) (Veress  2000 ):  1  bearing rock,  2  spherical cavity,  3  channel,  4   debris  ,  5  soil,  solu-
tion residue  ,  6  rock wall with depth,  7  margin of the cave entrance, ( a ) remnant cave opened up by 
linear erosion (C-3 or  Cuhavölgyi Rejtett-fülke  ,  Cuha Valley  ), ( b )  ruined remnant cave   with sev-
eral entrances opened up by the denudation of the valley side (K-8 or  Kő-völgy rock hollow  ,  Kő 
Valley  ), ( c ) remnant cave opened up by the denudation of the valley side and then turned to a 
ruined remnant cave (Km-1 or  Átjáró Cave of Csesznek  ,  Kőmosó Valley  ), ( d ) remnant cave opened 
up by the denudation of the valley side and then turned to a ruined remnant cave (M-4 or  Likas-kő   
of  Magos Mountain  ,  Dudar Stream  ), ( e ) remnant cave opened up by the destruction of escarpment 
and then separated into truncated  cave remnants   and ruined cave remnants (M-5 or  Csapóné- 
konyhája Cave  , at the valley of Dudar Stream), ( f ) remnant cave opened up by the denudation of 
the valley side and then separated into ruined remnant caves (C-4 or  Remete-lik  , Cuha Valley)       
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located in the end of  blind valleys  . Karst interior ponors develop on the fl oor of 
 epigenetic valley  s, at  limestone   outcrops, at impermeable cover patches overlying 
the karst, in  karst interior poljes   and paleodepressions. On  covered karst  ,  covered 
karst ponors   are widespread. They do not have a well-defi nable, independent  catch-
ment  , the bedrock does not outcrop on their margin, and there is no escarpment on 
the bedrock. Covered karst ponors may emerge through the further development of 
 caprock    dolines   (C 2 , C 3  types) on autogenic and  transitional cryptokarst  s, close to 

  Fig. 5.99    Remnant caves 
and  cave remnants   around 
Cave Ö-32 (Ördög Valley) 
(Veress  2000 ):  1  direction 
and angle of bed dip,  2  
rock wall,  3  height of rock 
wall (m),  4  direction and 
angle of slope,  5  entrance 
to passable remnant cave,  6  
impassable remnant cave, 
 7  impassable  ruined 
remnant cave   ( through 
cave  ),  8  height of karstic 
passage in rock wall (m),  9  
remnant cave,  10  cave 
remnant,  11   debris  ,  12  
material of collapsed roof       
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rock boundary on  concealed karst   and if the impermeable cover patch is bordered 
by permeable cover. Covered karst ponors are transitional between ponors and  sub-
sidence dolines  . Three further types of closed  gullies   are presented: those further 
developed through suffosion or those of exclusively suffosion origin (S 7  subsidence 
doline variety). The third type is due to the linkage of the gully to an existent  chim-
ney  . The latter has a ponor, while the former two have none. 

 The  depressions of superfi cial deposit   (DSDs) developed in  cover sediment   are 
landforms of large diameter compared to their depth, and they have ponors,  covered 
karst    ponors   and  subsidence dolines   in their interior. By the morphology of the bed-
rock,  pseudodepressions   and  true depressions   are identifi ed; by their cover, covered 
and half-covered depressions; by their position, karst marginal and karst interior; 
and by the lithology of their cover, sediment, concealed,  cryptokarst   and  composite 
karst   depressions are identifi ed. 

 The  epigenetic valley  s on karst are valleys with permanent water fl ow (with V 
cross-section) or with intermittent water fl ow or  dry valley  s (with infi lled fl oor). 
Remnants caves often occur in epigenetic valley sections (epigenetic  gorges  ). 

 Remnant caves are opened-up cavities with solution features. During erosion, 
different varieties come about: truncated and  ruined remnant cave  s and  cave 
remnants  .     
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Chapter 6
Covered Karst Processes

Abstract In this chapter the activity and processes related to covered karst depres-
sions, particularly during floods, the associated phenomena and deposition are dem-
onstrated. The reasons for activity are taken into account. Activities are typified by 
character and modes of water inflow. The phenomena related to activity (flood lake, 
overflow, throughflow, intermittent springs, onfilling) and types of activity (surface 
inflow, seepage, latent activity, composite activity) are identified. A typology of 
flood lakes, the deposits of lakes of various durations (series with plant waste, lami-
nite), is proposed with explanations of their origin, from which conclusions are 
drawn to the conditions of depressions at the time of deposition. The deposits (char-
coal, limonite, etc.) of fossil dolines are presented and the environments of their 
origin are analysed. Sedimentation from various types of suspensions in flood lakes 
was modelled in the laboratory. Landform evolution in dolines was classified 
according to its duration, and factors associated with the date and duration of land-
form evolution are considered. The changes in the depth of depressions over several 
years have been measured and the resultant landforms described. Comparing these 
two data series, the depressions were classified according to their material budget.

Keywords Activity • Character of activity • Activity phenomenon • Activity type • 
Series with plant waste • Laminite • Fossil doline • Material budget of depression

6.1  Introduction

The term activity denotes the situation that water flows into the karstic passages 
(shafts, chimneys) of caprock and subsidence dolines and ponors from the border-
ing surfaces, from cover deposits and bedrocks on the slopes of depressions. This 
can also happen at open karst depressions (e.g. at solution dolines) (particularly if 
the karst shaft is situated under a glacier or if a karst lake has an overflow channel). 
It is also regarded activity if the inflowing water seeps away at a point (or points) of 
the depression. There are normal and flood-time activities. Normal activity is either 
permanent or intermittent. Permanent activity is typical of ponors which are fed by 
a permanent watercourse. Most of the ponors and particularly the dolines are of 
intermittent activity. Intermittent activity can be normal if the amount of water 
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inflow does not grow to an extreme extent. This means that the doline is able to 
convey the inflowing water into the karst without impoundment. During flood activ-
ity, however, so much water flows into the depression that impoundment results. 
Flood activity may result from numerous causes but primarily from intense rainfall 
or snowmelt. Flood activity occurs at depressions of both permanent and intermit-
tent character. For numerous dolines, however, intermittent activity is restricted to 
flood activity only. In lack of flood there is no inflow into the doline from the sur-
face. No activity is observed where the doline density is high (Fig. 6.1). In this case 
the doline has no or only limited catchment (hinterground). The gentle slope of the 
hinterground does not favour doline activity either (Fig. 5.89). The periods of activ-
ity, particularly of flood activity, lead to the operation of the following processes:

 – Activity phenomena
 – Accompanying deposition
 – Development of partial (internal) landforms
 – Intensive changes in the dimensions of landforms

Processes on covered karsts (particularly on concealed karsts) are more diverse 
than on uncovered karst. On covered karst the various processes often trigger each 
other and result in complex systems. The processes are closely linked to the 

Fig. 6.1 Suffosion dolines with catchments (hinterlands) of different size in a DSD (Totes 
Gebirge, Tauplitz alm). 1 Suffosion dolines with small catchments, 2 Suffosion dolines with larger 
catchments, 3 Margin of DSD
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 development stage of landforms and the system of karst passages. A landform of a 
certain development stage induces a certain process (mainly activity phenomenon) 
and the opposite is also true: a given phenomenon influences the actual stage in the 
development of the landform.

The intensity and type of a process depends on the type of covered karst, thick-
ness of cover, type of landform and climate on the covered karst.

6.2  Activity

6.2.1  Conditions of Activity

The starting date and duration of intermittent activity differs with karst areas and 
can even be different for the various depressions of the same karst area. It is com-
mon that (flood) activity in dolines next to each other due to precipitation does not 
start at the same time. It also happens, however, that out of two neighbouring 
dolines, one starts the activity before the other, while in a subsequent precipitation 
period, the order reverses. For the individual depressions, both the duration of activ-
ity (inflow) and its intensity can vary within a single precipitation period. These 
variations are due to numerous factors which influence water inflow (see below). 
The activities of individual dolines in the same karst area are quite different – par-
ticularly if the amount of precipitation is low or the precipitation extends over a 
longer time span. At the same time, with increasing intensity of precipitation and 
more lasting or repeated events of precipitation, the variation between the activities 
of dolines reduces. Consequently, in a given karst area, the activities of depressions 
(its start and intensity) tend to be more similar to each other.

The liability to activity depends – primarily, however, not exclusively – on run-
off coefficient. The occurrence and duration of activity is influenced by the follow-
ing factors:

 – Rainfall intensity, duration and amount
 – Rate of snowmelt, site and extent of snow accumulation
 – Size and slope angle of hinterland (catchment area)
 – Size, pattern and density of dolines
 – Composition, properties of the cover sediments and soil (Fig. 6.2)
 – Number and size of fossil dolines in the hinterland
 – Water saturation of the cover (Fig. 6.2), presence or absence of ground ice, 

extent of freezing in the soil and extent of icing

The probability of activity is increased by prolonged precipitation (lasting for 
several days), when the cover sediments are saturated with infiltrating waters.

The effect of increasing precipitation amount and repeated rainfall events is con-
firmed by author’s observations at the dolines of the Tés Plateau in 2010 (Veress 
et al. 2013; Veress 2013). Although no activity was observed then, during the field 

6.2 Activity
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work on 8 October 2010, numerous changes in the dolines of the plateau were 
detected which point to intensive (flood) activity in the recent past. In May 2010, 
the amount of rainfall was 237 mm (ignoring events of less than 5 mm), while it 
was almost 200 mm both in June and September (Table 6.1). Particularly large 
amounts were recorded between 12 and 16 May (152 mm) and on 25 and 26 
September (68 mm).

Fig. 6.2 Ways of water conduction on covered karst with different loessic materials. 1 Limestone, 
2 Loess, 3 Decalcified loess, 4 Paleosol in loess, 5 Redeposited loess, 6 Clayey gravel, 7 Infiltration, 
8 Surface runoff, 9 Seepage above the paleosol, 10 Rising groundwater level in loess, (a) most of 
rainwater infiltrates, (b) less water infiltrates into decalcified loess, (c) most of rainwater infiltrates, 
but little percolates through the paleosol, (d) increased impermeability of redeposited loess and 
surface runoff, (e) rising groundwater level in loess and therefore most of rainwater runs off on the 
surface

Table 6.1 Monthly amount 
of precipitation measured 
daily between 1 January 2010 
and 8 October (using the 
amounts larger than 5 mm)

Month Precipitation (mm)

January 25
February 48
March 11
April 107
May 237
June 148
July 55
August 107
September 158
October (until 8 October) 18
Total 914

6 Covered Karst Processes
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Especially in high mountains, the role of snow can also be significant in inducing 
activity. At the time of snowmelt mostly (but not always), activity of low intensity 
but long duration is typical. At 1800–2200 m elevations, the large amounts of snow 
are added to this effect, for instance, in the Alps, where the density of covered karst-
dolines is particularly high. Enduring activity is promoted by slow snowmelt (there 
are local snow patches at the mentioned elevations even in July) as well as snow 
compaction. A similar situation is expected in the autumn months, when the snow 
fallen in September or October often melts before autumn is over. As a consequence, 
the dolines with snow patches preserved in their hinterland (primarily in the gullies 
and ravines leading to the dolines and on the side slopes or bottom of the bearing 
paleodolines) are active for several weeks or months. Activity is not continuous but 
restricted to days and hours with sunshine and may last for several hours a day. 
Activity is promoted by frozen ground and if the formation of a snowmelt rivulet 
takes place always at the same site. For this reason, the soil is locally saturated with 
water and water from the rivulets formed on subsequent days cannot infiltrate.

On covered karst of moderate elevation (in middle mountains), snow acquires 
more significance on treeless terrain. The wind blows snow from such terrains into 
dolines and fills them with snow to their rim. (Similar accumulations of snow are 
naturally also observed in the zones with Pinus mugo or Alpine meadows in high 
mountains.) In the dolines snow undergoes compaction or sometimes firnification. 
For the mentioned reasons, in the dolines of the Bakony Mountains at 300–400 m 
elevation, snow patches occur even in May. Slow snowmelt ensures lasting activity 
in snow-filled dolines, amounting to even 240 h as estimated from our experience 
(counting with snow fill for 60 days and melting for 4 h a day). This probably means 
contact between water and rock over similar lengths of time (meaning solution of 
the same duration). (Contact with the rock can persist for an even longer period if 
karst passages are filled with water and water flow is reduced to slow seepage.) 
Therefore, for some dolines meltwater represents the overwhelming part of activity 
(not regarding flood activity). There are years when there is no activity at all induced 
by rainfall in the dolines of the Bakony karst or it occurs on few occasions in a year. 
Even in the latter case, activity is restricted to some hours at most. As it has been 
mentioned above, snowmelt rarely induces intensive activity, although during rapid 
snowmelt it is possible.

The start, duration and intensity of activity are also influenced by the size of the 
hinterland area. Thus, covered karst ponor K-1 in the Hárskút Basin, with the largest 
catchment area (ca 1 km2), already received water when there was no water inflow 
into the dolines of small hinterland (some 100 m2) at some hundreds of metres’ 
distance. It is a general observation that with increasing slope inclination, the 
amount of runoff grows. Therefore, the dolines with hinterland which has a steeper 
slope also receive water earlier.

Where doline density is high (Figs. 5.39 and 6.1), there is probably no activity at 
all since dolines located in the interior of a doline cluster have no hinterland from 
where inflow could come. With growing doline size, the liability to (or the probabil-
ity of) activity increases as the precipitation fallen on the slopes of the doline can be 
sufficient to induce the formation of rivulets. Moreover, the chance of removal of 
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cover sediment is higher in the environs of a larger doline. Thus, the slope of the 
bordering terrain towards the doline is increasing and more and more water flows 
into the doline.

Activity is also influenced by the character of the cover. If the cover sediment 
has a high clay content (terra rossa, decalcified loess), infiltrating water leads to clay 
swelling and an increased impermeability of the cover (Fig. 6.2). The clay content 
of a sample from a doline of the studied paleodepression in the Hochschwab (Fig. 
5.91) was 33.5 %. There some dolines were already linked with gullies. This indi-
cates that the impermeability of the cover at this clay content is suitable to allow 
sufficient surface runoff to produce an erosional gully. Since clay content in the 
cover sediment can change substantially within short distances, it seems probable 
that the extent of impermeability and its temporal changes show major variations 
between the hinterlands of dolines close to one another – particularly in the case of 
low precipitation. On the other hand, if precipitation is abundant, even the cover 
sediment with a lower clay content can become impermeable. Therefore, it is prob-
able that with higher amounts of precipitation, more and more dolines become 
active.

Rainwater will not seep away from the fossil dolines of the catchments of active 
dolines if they are filled with clay or argillified deposits. In the areas of fossil 
dolines, lakes with intermittent (rainfall) or permanent water surface form (Figs. 
5.67 and 6.3). The rainfall is added to the water of permanent lakes or creates inter-
mittent lakes, whose water overflows the rims of shallow depressions and reaches 
the active dolines. Essentially the fossil dolines are the catchments for active dolines 
(Fig. 6.3). Impermeable patches may occur in gullies and ravines on clayey covers 
of fluvial deposits. Therefore, in the hinterlands of dolines, there are major varia-
tions in the rate of runoff.

The extent of vegetation cover in the hinterland and its type and density also 
influence the occurrence and intensity of doline activity. In the above-mentioned 
Hárskút Basin, 13.4 mm of precipitation fell within 2 h on 9 May 1980. As the ara-
ble fields were not yet covered densely by crops, its consequence was the generation 
intensive inflow (flood activity). At the same time, in the dolines on grasslands, there 
was either no activity at all or less intensive activity. On 7 November 1982, when 
13 mm fell (i.e. equal to the above-mentioned amount), activity was observed for the 
dolines on grasslands. At that time the soil and the cover sediment could have been 
highly saturated with water as the precipitation between 18 July and 7 August 
amounted to 159.7 mm. In the dolines of arable lands (covered with developed 
crops), there was no activity. All in all, with regard to vegetation cover in hinterland, 
dolines are prone to activity – if other conditions are similar – in decreasing order: 
arable (when free of crops), grassland, arable (in the growing season) and forest.

The significance of water saturation of the cover (soil) or its absence is underlined 
by a further observation. Following a dry spell, on 13 June 1978, the amount of 24-h 
precipitation was 30 mm in the Hárskút Basin. In spite of this considerable precipita-
tion amount – in lack of previous rainfalls – no activity was observed in the dolines 
of the Hárskút Basin. Although the rainfall had a low intensity (obviously a factor of 
missing activity), we regard it probable that this amount was not sufficient to saturate 
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the soil or the cover sediment – particularly, if we consider that part of the precipita-
tion fallen in 24 h immediately evaporated or intercepted on the arable crops.

Jakucs (1956) associated activity with surface runoff, estimated in an empirical 
way. In the covered section of the Aggtelek Karst (on the catchment of a ponor of 
Baradla Cave), tin tubes were deepened into the soil to depths of 25–30 cm and 
50 mm of water was poured into the tube. The height of the water column was mea-
sured at 3-min intervals. Plotting the height of the water column (which decreased 
because of seepage) against time (on the horizontal axis, 20 min of time equalled 
5 mm of precipitation on the vertical axis), various seepage curves were received 
according to the initial moisture content of the cover sediment (Fig. 6.4).

The intensity of precipitation responsible for runoff was read in this coordinate 
system. Since the actual moisture content of the cover controls the infiltration curve, 
at a given time, runoff can be established where the artificial infiltration was mea-
sured. The runoff amount of the fallen precipitation equals the surplus water above 
the amount of seepage. Thus, if moisture content in the cover is determined by 
infiltration curve no. III, runoff appears if the amount of precipitation reaches or 

Fig. 6.3 Topographic map of the Eleven-Förtés doline group (Kőris Mountain, Bakony Mountains, 
Veress and Puskás 2007). 1 Contour line, 2 Wetland, waterlogged area with identification mark 
(fossil doline), 3 Limestone outcrop with identification code, 4 Shaft, 5 Excavated shaft, 6 Water 
flow, 7 Margin of DSD
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exceeds 15 mm an hour or 18 mm (or more) in 3 h. If the moisture content of the 
cover follows the infiltration curve no. II, 20 mm per hour or 30 mm (or more) in 3 h 
has to fall at the site of measurement to generate runoff (Fig. 6.4).

Ground ice or surface ice could overwrite the impact of all the above-mentioned 
factors. In the presence of ground ice, all water runs off on the surface. Activity can 
take place independent from the amount of precipitation. Snowmelt can generate 
activity partly because of the existence of ground ice. At the same time, there are 
complex interactions between meltwater and ground ice. The higher the tempera-
ture is, the more snow meltwater is generated, and the soil warms up to cause more 
and more meltwater to seepage.

Eventually the activity of a doline will show very individual traits, only charac-
teristic of the doline in question since the size of the catchment area (hinterland); the 
extent, nature and density of vegetation cover; as well as the pattern of the composi-
tion (degree of argillization) of cover sediment are different.

6.2.2  The Characteristics of the Activity

As mentioned, the activity is either continuous (for ponors with permanent water-
courses) or intermittent. Intermittent activity is either normal or flood activity. 
During flood activity the amount inflow into the depression several-fold exceeds 

Fig. 6.4 Jakucs’ infiltration curves for the covered karst at Aggtelek, on the catchment of the 
Baradla Cave (Jakucs 1956). I Dry soil desiccated in enduring drought and hot weather, II 
Uniformly dry soil, III Dry topsoil and moist subsoil, IV Very moist or frozen soil, h the height of 
the water column in the tin pipe, t time
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that of normal activity. The proportions of flood and normal activity vary with the 
individual depressions. During normal activity, the doline is able to conduct inflow-
ing water, while during flood activity, it is unable to do that, and as a result, inter-
mittent lakes and overflows are generated (see below). The intermittent activity is 
divided into active spells of various durations interrupted by inactive spells without 
inflow. The activity is called total period of activity when the water inflows (active 
spells) are interrupted by water inflow-free (inactive) spells. The reason for the 
separation on spells lies in fluctuating rates of snowmelt and the occurrence of 
repeated and/or high-intensity rainfalls. Within the same episode of intermittent 
activity, normal and flood activities may alternate.

Intermittent activity is caused by rainfall events, snowmelt, lake overflow (lakes 
in paleodolines, rock basins) or intermittent katavothron springs.

The types of water inflow are the following: superficial, rivulet, linear and valley- 
floor inflow (Fig. 6.5). In the case of superficial inflow, runoff from the bordering 
slopes arrives at the depression in the form of a broad sheet water (Fig. 6.5c, d). This 
kind of inflow is typical of covered karsts under temperate, mediterranean, tropical 
and arid to semiarid climate during intensive rainfalls if the hinterland is free of 
vegetation (e.g. arable land). It occurs at depressions in valley-floor position and 
without gully (ravine). Rivulet type of inflow involves water motion towards the 
depression without erosion (at most in rills) (Fig. 6.5a, b); it is of short duration 

Fig. 6.5 Water inflow types inducing activity. (a, b) Water replenishment from rivulet, (c, d) 
water replenishment from sheet water, (e) water replenishment from intermittent ravines, (f) water 
replenishment from rivulet of lake overflow, (g) water conduction from intermittent lake through 
non-karstic pipes, 1 Rivulet and sheet water, 2 Doline, 3 Non-karstic pipe, 4 Gully, ravine, 5 
Surface slope, 6 Water flow, 7 Drainage, 8 Channel flow, 9 Lake, 10 Water flow beside the doline
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unless it is associated with a snow patch. Similarly to sheet flow, rivulet inflow 
takes place on vegetation-free terrain preceding or succeeding sheetlike inflow. 
Occasionally, however, it emerges on the slopes of alluvial streamsink dolines (Fig. 
5.93) and on covered karst of glaciokarst type (Fig. 5.52). On the grassed surfaces 
of glaciokarsts, the rivulets are preserved and visually detectable as the grass is 
greener there than elsewhere.

Inflow is linear into depressions to which gully, ravine or valley leads. In the case 
of linear inflow, the depression receives water flowing through the bottoms of gul-
lies, ravines and valleys (Fig. 6.5e). Valley-floor inflow is characteristic of depres-
sions located on the floor of valleys which are not blind valleys. The runoff water 
collecting on the floors of dry valleys in humid periods flows into the depressions.

The above types of inflow also occur in combination (double inflow), such as 
sheetlike and linear inflow combined at the covered karst ponor K-1 on 9 May 1980 
(Veress 1987). Particularly on glaciokarsts, linear and rivulet inflow are typical. 
Flood activity is most probable during valley-floor or double (sheetlike + linear) 
inflow.

Water conduction happens anywhere on the floor of the depression and, thus, in 
the internal doline of the depression, on its margin or on the bottom of the gully with 
water inflow. Water inflow is found at non-karstic pipe, shaft or animal borrow 
(open water conduction) at a single or at several sites. It is common that with 
increasing discharge, additional water conduction sites are activated. Activity can 
take place simultaneously through seepage and open water conduction.

By character the activity is either summer or winter activity. If the ground is 
frozen, it is winter activity; if not, it is summer activity. As a consequence of the 
above, in some karst areas, summer activity is possible during the astronomical 
winter, and in the opposite way, winter activity is possible in the summer half-year. 
Vegetation-free terrains (e.g. arable fields) are more prone to summer activity. Due 
to snow cover, the liability to winter activity is higher in forested areas too.

Winter activity is mainly caused by snowmelt but can also be due to rainfall. On 
glaciokarsts and particularly on tundra and taiga karsts, winter activity is typical for 
most of the year. It is possible that certain depressions only receive water this way. 
Winter activity lasts for a long time but is divided into many shorter active spells. 
The activity is less typically of flood character. Limited amounts of debris reach the 
depression and the water mostly flows into the non-karstic pipes and shafts of the 
depression. The water is in contact with the rock wall for a long time (several hours 
a day). This contact is probably realised in the form of rivulets since the water inflow 
only seldom fully fills in the shaft if at all. For winter activity, with frozen ground, 
solution is more efficient than erosion, and thus, there is no sediment transport.

During summer activity, normal and flood activities are distinct. During summer 
activity, a remarkable proportion of water inflow into the depression often reaches 
the karst through seepage, which is pointlike and involves suffosional sediment 
transport from the dolines and thus the deepening of depressions through suffosion. 
During open water conduction, the debris is carried into non-karstic pipes or shafts 
and erosion of limited temporal and spatial extent can take place. Parallel to erosion, 
however, solution also happens. The effect of erosion is reducing with depths in the 
karst passage system (since the sediment deposition decreases), while solution is 
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intensifying. The depth where erosion ceases is highly variable, depending on the 
size, position and morphology of chimneys.

During flood activity, intermittent lakes occasionally emerge in the depressions. 
They are primarily typical of summer activity (flood lakes can also develop during 
winter activity, particularly if the snow cover is deep and melts rapidly or if there is 
ice on the surface or in the cover sediment). The impact of flood lakes developed 
during winter and summer activities are different. In the flood lakes of winter activ-
ity, there is little sediment, and the depressions fill up at a slower rate. With frozen 
ground, seepage from the lakes is not possible. The water flows into the karst pas-
sages through open water conduction and exerts solution and, by way of the trans-
ported sediment, mechanical erosional influence there. In the flood lakes of summer 
activity, open water conduction is coupled with seepage. For flood lakes seepage is 
not pointlike but occurs over the entire surface of the depression. Therefore, mate-
rial transport by suffosion intensifies. This, however, does not automatically involve 
the deepening of the depression as part of the lake sediments are deposited in the 
depression. Well-developed water conduction, however, may induce or lead to the 
formation of further non-karstic pipes and shafts.

All this may create favourable conditions partly for the emergence of further 
internal depressions and partly for karstic solution not limited to the existing shaft 
but more extended in space under the depression. The flood lake also contributes to 
the erosional evolution of the karst passage system. Water inflow into the shaft 
remobilises the previously deposited debris. Reworking is attenuated as the shaft is 
totally filled in with water, i.e. stagnant water conditions result. As long as the 
depression has no non-karstic pipe and shaft, the sediment input is deposited and 
further transported by suffosion into narrow cracks.

However, additional conditions are also necessary for a major filling: frequent 
and intensive activity, a vegetation-free hinterland, steep slopes and a non-cohesive 
cover sediment. These conditions increase the amount and grain size of the sedi-
ment transported into the depressions and deposited there.

Winter activity and summer non-flood activity are climate dependent, but sum-
mer flood activity is independent of climate, although it may be influenced by the 
rock properties of the catchment or the extent and nature of vegetation cover (veg-
etation cover is only partly climate dependent).

While on tundra and taiga covered karsts winter activity exclusively occurs, on 
temperate karsts both winter and summer activities are typical. On glaciokarsts win-
ter activity is overwhelming, and on mediterranean and tropical karsts summer 
activity prevails.

6.2.3  Activity Phenomena

For flood activity the following phenomena occur: flood lake, overflow, through-
flow, intermittent spring and onfilling (Veress 1987). Flood lakes can also form due 
to rising karstwater table, particularly if there is simultaneous water inflow into the 
depression.
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Flood lakes are intermittent standing waterbodies in depressions and occasion-
ally in their environs (Figs. 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8). They are different from karstic lakes, 
which are permanent or, if intermittent, exist for several years, although the origin 
of both lake types is similar in certain cases: the presence of sediment fill or the rise 
of karstwater table. They can develop in the internal part or detail of depressions or 
over its entire area (Fig. 6.7b). They result from the impoundment of water as the 
amount of water inflow surpasses that of water seepage and open water conduction. 
The indicator of water input is the water flow developing on the surface of the lake 
(Fig. 6.7a). With the further rise of water table, the lakes may extend over the edge 
of the depression (Figs. 6.7c and 6.8c). In this case overflow happens: part of the 
lake water flows out of the depression as surface runoff (Figs. 6.5d and 6.7c). If the 
dolines are in valley-floor position and experience water inflow on the valley floor, 
repeated overflow phenomena lead to the formation of flood lakes in additional 
dolines. Consequently, a series of flood lakes comes about.

Flood lakes are found in depressions of various type and size (Fig. 6.9). 
Sometimes the water of the flood lake cannot be drained on the surface. Overflow 
cannot develop in blind valleys, poljes, cockpit dolines and true depressions of 
superficial deposit. In this case, however, the flood lake may inundate the environs 
of the depression. The lakes extend over (parts of) poljes (Komac and Zorn 2013), 
parts of blind valleys or cockpit dolines and DSDs. The inundation may extend over 

Fig. 6.6 Ephemeral lake in a ponor of the Pádis Plateau. (a) The developing lake, b sediment 
transported by water flow (the material forms a mound because the water flow incised into the 
sediment transported by itself)
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the areas of other depressions (e.g. dolines) or the lakes of the depressions merge 
into a single extensive lake (Figs. 6.8c and 6.9g). In tropical areas floods occasion-
ally reach such great dimensions that the flood lake extends beyond the boundaries 
of the karst. Such a large lake formed on a marble karst in Zambia in 1926 and again 
in 1978–1979 and inundated the capital Lusaka (Brook 2004).

The flood lakes are widespread on karsts. Thus they occur on tundra karst 
(Korzhuev 1961; Pulina 2005), on temperate karst (Veress 2000), on glaciokarst 
(Veress et al. 2013) and on tropical karst (Zhang 1980).

The development of flood lakes has various causes (Fig. 6.10). They most often 
form at intensive inflow or if the period of inflow increases. They also emerge if the 
depression is filling up intensively or if the shaft or non-karstic pipe has filled up to a 
great extent because the discharge of water drainage decreases. In both cases the dis-
charge of the water supply exceeds the discharge of water drainage (Figs. 6.10a, b). 
If the non-karstic pipe or the shaft loses its sediment, the rate of water conduction 
increases, and flood lakes rarely or not at all develop. The rate of water conduction 
is reduced if the fill is clayey deposit, which swells to the effect of the inflowing 
water. This way, during activity impermeability increases. Water conduction of 

Fig. 6.7 (a) Upper left: a longer-duration lake with vegetation on its surface (South China karst; 
the pattern of vegetation refers to water flow and thus to water input), (b) upper right: longer- 
duration lake of covered karst ponor K-1 (Hárskút Basin) (with plant waste on its surface), (c) 
lower left: longer-duration lake of covered karst ponor G-9 (Hárskút Basin), (d) lower right: 
enduring lake in a suffosion doline (Hárskút Basin). (a) 1 Lake, 2 Water inflow, (c), 1 Covered 
karst ponor G-9, 2 Suffosion dolines K-2 and K-3, 3 Water inflow, 4 Intermittent lake, 5 Overflow, 
6 Water conduction beside covered karst ponor G-9. Shooting Date: (a) 2013, (b) 1984, (c) 1984, 
(d) 1984
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lower intensity may also be due to the underdeveloped karst passages. Flood lake 
can also develop over the snow filling of the depression (Fig. 6.11) and to the effect 
of an ice plug in the conduit. The weight of water in the flood lake can destroy the 
ice plug (Ford 2004; Ford and Williams 2007) and the lake is rapidly drained. In 
depressions above permafrost, even water inflow of low discharge produces flood 
lakes.

Flood lakes can also develop if the discharge of the water inflow does not exceed 
the discharge of water drainage. It may happen because of the impoundment of the 
inflowing water or the rise of the karstwater table. Impoundment may occur if the 
water seeping on the surface gets into the karstic passage system (Fig. 6.10c) or an 
onfilling happens to the impounded water of the karstic passage system. Because of 
the onfilling, the water table of the karstic passage system that had been filled up by 
water rises and creates a lake in the depression. The water inflow place that causes 
onfilling can be an inner doline (Fig. 6.10d); an inflow place outside the doline, for 
example, a chimney on the floor of the channel (Fig. 6.10e); or another doline (Fig. 
6.10f). It may happen that the overflowing water of a lake developing in one doline 
creates the intermittent lake in another doline above the karstic passage filled up 
with water (Fig. 6.10g).

Fig. 6.8 Lakes in the DSD (alluvial streamsink doline) of the Cerkniško Polje. (a) upper left: State 
without lake, (b) upper right: partially water-filled DSD in 2002, (c) lower left: lake extended over 
the margin of the depression in 2013, (d) lower right: plant waste accumulated at the stagnant 
water level of the lake (with sinking level) in 2013
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Karstwater can also be responsible for the formation of flood lakes. The water of 
the lake in the depressions derives partly or completely from karstwater with rising 
table. Such lakes do not only occur in the poljes of the Dinaric karst but, for instance, 
in Japan, France, Tasmania and on the tropical karsts of Jamaica and the South 
China Karst (Sweeting 1973).

Flood lakes of karstwater origin develop if the altitude of the high karstwater 
table exceeds the altitude of the floor of the depression. (A karstwater lake is 
regarded a flood lake if the rise of the karstwater table is triggered by intensive 
rainfall. Thus, depending on the intensity of rainfall, both flood lakes and non-flood 
lakes can develop at the same place.)

Onfilling can also contribute to the development of the intermittent lakes of 
karstwater origin. Thus, inner dolines of the DSDs which are in higher position 
operate as water drainage, and in this way they increase the altitude of the karstwa-
ter table, while in the case of inner dolines of lower position of the same DSDs, 
water outflow can be experienced.

Flood lakes of karstwater origin can develop by onfilling where the high karst-
water table does not reach the depression floor but rainwater is added to the rising 

Fig. 6.9 Flood lakes in various karst landforms. 1 Limestone, 2 Cover, 3 Lake, 4 Water flow, 5 
Karstwater flow, 6 Ponor, 7 Doline, 8 Internal doline, 9 Non-karstic pipe, shaft, 10 DSD, 11 
Alluvial streamsink doline, 12 Polje. Lake formed in ponor (a), doline (b), internal doline within 
doline (c), doline of DSD (d), DSD (e), alluvial streamsink doline (f), detail of the polje (g); (a–e) 
due to water inflow, (f, g) due to water inflow and rising karstwater table
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karstwater table. Such a phenomenon is expected in the Bakony Mountains, where, 
according to Böcker (1972), the rise of the karstwater table amounts to 100 m in 
some places (at Hárskút) in humid periods. On the Tés Plateau, the karstwater table 
is at 190 m elevation above sea level, while the floors of shafts below dolines are at 
200 m elevation. Consequently, the shafts of the plateau are inundated by karstwa-
ter even at a level rise exceeding 10 m.

If the shafts under depressions are partially flooded by karstwater, the inflowing 
surface waters, which cannot flow further impounded because of the karstwater fill, 
may fully fill the shafts. Subsequently, the water filling the shafts is further 
impounded and reaches the floor of the doline.

The water conduction from flood lakes also takes diverse forms. It is possible 
that water is conducted away through one or more passages. If the conduits are 
found at different heights, with rising lake levels, further passages are activated. 
Water conduction can extend over the marginal depressions or to other 
depressions.

According to their duration, flood lakes fall into three classes (Veress 2000): 
ephemeral, moderate-duration and enduring lakes.

Fig. 6.10 Genetic types of flood lakes: inflow exceeds outflow (a, b), impoundment (c–g), out-
flow from karst (h), 1 Limestone, 2 Impermeable cover (basalt), 3 Permeable cover, 4 Fill of shaft, 
corridor, 5 Water inflow from the surface, 6 water replenishment from seepaging water, 7 Water 
inflow into the karst, 8 Water backflow because of the infilling of karst passages (clogging, passage 
bottlenecks and rising karstwater table), 9 Level of impoundment in karstic passages, 10 Water- 
filled karst hollows, corridors, shafts, 11 Onfilling to the water fill of the karstic passage, 12 water 
infill of the passage due to onfilling, 13 Karst water table, 14 Lake water level, 15 Non-karstic pipe 
and shaft, 16 Internal doline, ‘o’, discharge of water inflow, ‘i’, discharge of outflow
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Ephemeral lakes only exist during a single period of activity and do not survive 
until the next activity (water inflow). After reaching its maximum, the water level 
of such lakes is rapidly dropping. They are mostly generated in such depressions on 
the bottom of which a shaft opens or a non-karstic pipe which is not clogged. The 
lakes of depressions with shafts develop through the complete filling of the shafts 
with water. After the shafts have been filled with water, inflow into the doline forms 
a lake. This is indicated by the accumulations of plant waste in the niches of the 
shaft walls (Fig. 6.12) as well as direct observations. Thus, the passage system of 
one of the dolines (G-5/b in the Hárskút Basin) formed along a bedding plane was 
filled after an event of intensive water inflow to the degree that the cavers who 
worked there could hardly escape. Filling with water is due to the lowering and nar-
rowing of the passage system along the bedding plane, which is only some tens of 
centimetres high at ca 10–15 m distance from the entrance (less than 1 m even at the 
entrance). In the low passage the rate of water conduction is reduced, and as a result, 
the passage is filled with water. Subsequently, the water flowing into the doline is 
impounded on the floor.

The existence of the moderate-duration lake can last longer than the meteoro-
logical event (e.g. a spell of frontal rainfalls, which lasts for some hours or 1 day) 
during which the water inflow happened. Such lakes exist continuously over several 
periods of activity and survive several periods of inactivity. It is possible that 
weather fronts follow one another with short breaks between them. In this case a 

Fig. 6.11 Sediments deposited in the intermittent flood lake of a subsidence doline above com-
pacted snow near Dudar (Bakony Mountains) in 1982. 1 Compacted snow or ice, 2 Sediment 
deposited on snow or ice (no sediment on the doline margins or obliquely deposited due to the 
subsequent melting and collapse of snow)
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lake can last until the next meteorological event. (It is even more difficult to deter-
mine the time span for the existence of moderate-duration lakes if they are due to 
snowmelt.) The discharge of water inflow may fluctuate or there are interruptions 
between inflow periods. The reason for this is that rainfall intensity and duration 
may be variable within an event of one or several days’ length. If rainfall intensity 
is decreasing (or the rain stops), the water level of the lake stabilizes for a period of 
various length (a standing level ensues) or drops but the lake is not drained or even 
rises after another inflow. For this reason, the moderate-duration lakes show oscil-
lating or dropping level trends, but these trends of falling water level are interrupted 
by standing levels. Standing levels also occur in lakes with oscillating water table. 
From moderate-duration lakes, water conduction is manifested through seepage. 
The non-karstic pipes or shafts of the depressions are filled or the shafts are less 
developed. At the sites of seepage, water flow is laminar and it is only turbulent 
locally and at times in the shaft of the depression.

The time span of enduring lakes is longer not only compared to one active period 
but also to the total period of activity and, thus, to the triggering meteorological 
event. While moderate-duration lakes do not exist for more than 1 or 2 days, endur-
ing lakes may last for several weeks. They lose their water through evaporation, 

Fig. 6.12 Plant waste 
from ephemeral lake on the 
wall of the shaft in the 
dropout doline Gy-12, 
Hárskút Basin, in 1981. 1 
Grike in shaft wall, 2 
Quartz gravel half buried 
under plant waste, 3 Plant 
waste
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although there are depressions where lakes also show seepage. The seeping water of 
such lakes does not carry sediment from the depression into the karst.

The time span of existence for enduring lakes may be equal or similar to the time 
span of karst lakes. The transition between flood lakes and karst lakes is represented 
by lakes formed in fossil depressions (S8), which can be regarded karst lakes, but 
since many of them only exist during heavy rainfalls, they are also flood lakes.

The rates of water level subsidence (or rise) can be different for ephemeral and 
moderate-duration lakes reflecting either the discharge of water conduction or of 
water inflow or both of these parameters. The changes in the rate and extent of water 
level, however, exclusively depend on the rate of water inflow.

Depending on the nature of water conduction, ephemeral and moderate-duration 
lakes sometimes alternately form in the same depression. This happens in depres-
sions where water conduction is by way of seepage. Thus, it is expected that in 
depressions bearing moderate-duration lakes, water inflow of low discharge often 
produces ephemeral lakes, but in depressions where ephemeral lakes develop, 
moderate- duration lakes only rarely form, with low probability, only during extreme 
rainfalls.

Throughflow (Fig. 6.7c) is observed for water inflow on the valley floor, which 
generates a lake in the depression and then the lake water overflows the 
depression.

Onfilling takes place if the risen karstwater table pours into the shaft of the 
depression from below and is impounded to generate a flood lake.

An intermittent spring (Fig. 6.13b) comes about if water seeping away from the 
depression and moving over an impermeable or partially impermeable sequence 
issues to the surface on the side slope of the depression. Intermittent springs are 
common, for instance, in the depressions of the Hárskút Basin, where during snow-
melt, meltwater from snow patches seeps away on doline rims or in some distance 
from there and covering several metres issue as springs in the cover sediment or in 
the soil.

The springs evidence water storage or motion in the cover sediment and also 
indicate (partial) impermeability in the permeable cover. Springs on the doline 
slopes contribute to the prolongation of the duration of activity and the reduction of 
the intensity of flood activity.

6.2.4  Types of Activity

The following types of activity are identified: superficial water inflow, seepage, 
latent activity and complex activity. During superficial water inflow, water flows 
from the depression into the non-karstic pipe or shaft (Fig. 6.13a). Seepage occurs 
if below the site of seepage a non-karstic pipe is found and seeping over the cover 
sediment into the non-karstic pipe it reaches the bedrock. If there is no non-karstic 
pipe under the site of seepage, covering a longer route within the cover occasionally 
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arrives at the karst at several sites, through the shafts of the cover and the joint and 
grike system.

In the case of latent activity (Fig. 6.13b–d), the water does not reach the non- 
karstic pipe or shaft from the floor of the depression but seeps away outside the 
depression or derives from groundwater in the cover sediment. During latent activ-
ity, the shaft receives water even in lack of superficial water inflow. (This was 
observed at the passage system of the mentioned doline G-5/b, where water motion 
could be recorded even after surficial water inflow.)

Groundwater also contributes to latent activity. Groundwater in the cover was 
found in the catchment area of the covered karst ponor G-6/b (Fig. 5.81), where the 
boreholes in clayey cover were filled with water and indicated the presence of 
groundwater. The groundwater was also observed in the well deepened in the vicin-
ity of the depression and was present for a longer period with a minimum fluctua-
tion of level. Since no intermittent groundwater springs were observed, the 
groundwater seeped over the bedrock too. In the cover beds of yellow and grey clay 
alternate (Veress and Futó 1990). The grey beds indicate a reductive environment 
due to water saturation. Consequently, such beds are impermeable. The yellow beds 

Fig. 6.13 Activity types. (a) By surface inflow, (b) by the water of an intermittent spring formed 
in the cover sediment, (c) by seeping water from cover to limestone, (d) water seepage over the 
impermeable intercalations of the cover, (e) complex activity (e.g. on Kab Mountain): water inflow 
through a shaft on the valley floor, by water flow from the valley floor (part of water overflows the 
shaft) and by water inflow from rivulet or rill, 1 Limestone, 2 Basalt, 3 Permeable cover, 4 
Impermeable intercalation in the cover, 5 Non-karstic pipe, shaft, corridor, 6 Surface water flow, 
7 Water seepage in the cover and bedrock, 8 Water flow in non-karstic pipe and shaft, 9 Infiltration, 
10 Doline, 11 Intermittent spring, 12 Ponor, 13 Shaft on valley floor
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point to an oxidative environment and water conduction (the water with oxygen 
content derives from the surface). Therefore, there is water motion in the yellow 
beds towards the covered karst ponor over the grey beds. Since no grey clay is 
found in the boreholes in the vicinity of the ponor, groundwater from the cover 
reaches the karst here. The relatively large extension of the cover patch and the 
stable water level in the well make it probable that in the ponor area water conduc-
tion into the karst is continuous and uninterrupted.

Latent activity indicates that water transfer from the cover sediment into the 
karst can last very long even after surficial water inflow ceased. It also shows that 
the karst passage system remains to be active longer than the duration of water 
inflow. During latent activity more water can reach the passage system of the doline 
(ponor) from the cover sediment than from the surface. The underground catchment 
of the doline is often more extensive than the surface catchment.

In the case of complex activity, water from the surface reaches the shaft through 
the non-karstic pipe of the depression and through a shaft outside the depression. 
The water which derives from two sources jointly flow into the passage system 
under the depression (Fig. 6.13e).

6.3  Sedimentation in Flood Lakes

Sedimentation in flood lakes was investigated in the field, in karst depressions and 
under artificial conditions, in the laboratory.

6.3.1  Sedimentation in the Laboratory

It was investigated in laboratory whether sedimentation depends on the rate of water 
level lowering and if it does, on what way, and the features developing in the experi-
mental basin were also studied.

6.3.1.1  Rate of Deposition

6.3.1.1.1 In Measuring Cylinder

The matter of 63–125 μm grain size was found, conforming to literature data 
(Hiemenz 1986; Rohrsetzer 1991), to settle immediately or within 1–2 s from stand-
ing water. This time interval is enough for the sediment of such grain size to be able 
to settle down from standing water. The matter of 1–63 μm grain size also settles but 
slowly, according to our experiments as well. The colloids finer than 1 μm do not 
settle but adhere to surfaces (both in nature and in the experimental pool) and may 
be densed through evaporation or coagulated (and subsequently settles). For this 
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reason, the rate of settling was measured for suspensions with matter below 63 μm 
grain size.

The bulk of dry matter in suspensions of 5 cm3 volume taken from water depths 
of 5, 7.5 and 10 cm was measured at different times (with exponential time differ-
ence). A function was sought to describe the relationship between settling time and 
the corresponding bulk of matter for the measurement sites. Similarly, relationships 
were found between total amount of material (the initial concentration) and material 
amounts at various points of time (momentary concentration) and settling time. The 
crossing point of the two curves determines the point of time when the amount of 
suspended matter is halved (Figs. 6.14 and 6.15). A more precise determination of 
halving time is also possible (not presented here) if the natural logarithms of the 
functions is calculated. The shorter time interval corresponds to the halved mass, 
the more rapid the settling velocity of the grains is. Settling rate is determined if 
water depth is divided by halving time. The rate of sedimentation from the suspen-
sion increased by the limestone powder, plant waste and CaCL2. To the effect of 
these materials, coagulation took place, and thus, the colloids got into a greater 
grain size class with a greater rate of sedimentation.

6.3.1.1.2 In Experimental Basin

The relationship between the rate of water level subsidence and that of settling was 
investigated in the experimental basin preparing clay and clay/plant waste suspen-
sions. The amount of settled substance at 5, 7.5 and 10 cm depths were measured. 
The selection of these depths was motivated by allowing comparison between set-
tling rates in the measuring cylinders and the experimental basin. In Table 6.2 mate-
rials settled from clay and clay/plant water suspensions at the mentioned water 
depths, and water level dropping rates were quantified in the experimental basin. 
The Table also shows the settling rates of suspensions identified in measuring cyl-
inders identical with the suspensions in the experimental basin.

The data in Table 6.2 prove that no substance settled from the clay suspension at 
high rates of water level dropping (0.56 cm/min, 0.62 cm/min and 1.13 cm/min). If 
water level dropping rate was reduced, settling happened from the same suspension. 
The amount of the settled substance increased by water depth. (This could be 
observed as the thickness of settled material grew towards the deeper parts of the 
basin.)

With high rates of water level sinking, no settling could happen from the clay 
suspension because the suspended particles, which have lower settling rates than the 
rate of water level sinking, were removed together with lake water. However, if the 
rate of water level sinking is reduced, particles larger than 1 μm settle, particularly 
if there is plant waste in the system. Colloidal particles smaller than 1 μm can also 
settle since there is sufficient time available for their coagulation, which increases 
grain size. The material of larger grains can settle because its settling rate exceeds 
that of water level sinking. (The non-coagulated colloidal residue adheres to sur-
faces or to the plant waste.)
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It can be stated that only that material can settle from the substance of the sus-
pension whose rate of sedimentation is larger than the rate of water level lowering 
(Veress et al. 2015).

Fig. 6.14 Determination of the half-time of suspended material for clay suspension (Veress et al. 
2015) 1 Half-time of concentration (bulk), 2 Concentration of suspended material (bulk) at the 
sample sites in the function of time, 3 Difference of initial and actual concentrations of suspended 
material (bulk) at the sample site in the function of time

Fig. 6.15 Determination of the half-time of suspended material for clay-plant waste suspension. 
1 Half-time of concentration (bulk), 2 Concentration of suspended material (bulk) at the sample 
sites in the function of time, 3 Difference of initial and actual concentrations of suspended material 
(bulk) at the sample site in the function of time
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The amount of settled material is determined, with given grain size and suspen-
sion concentration, by the rate of water level sinking, the lifetime of the lake (with 
a given rate of level sinking) and the composition of suspension.

6.3.1.2  Depositional Forms in the Experimental Basin

In the experimental basin, a precipitation and a settling form were generated during 
settling. The latter one is adhered (colloid) or deposited (material with greater grain 
size than the colloid). Precipitation happens at a stagnant water level and its width 
grows with the salinity of the solution. The precipitation is linear or mosaical on the 
wall of the basin (Fig. 6.16) and continuous on the floor of the basin.

Table 6.2 The rates of water level subsidence of the lake in the experimental basin and the amount 
of the settled substance

Composition of the 
suspension 1 dm3 Water + clay ≈ 0.2 m/m %

1 dm3 water + clay ≈0.2 m/m% 
+ plant waste ≈ 0.05 m/m %

Distance of the settling  
place from the water  
level [cm]

5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0

Halving time of the  
settling of the setling  
substance [min]

23.9 39.9 62.9 15.7 21.1 27.6

Settling rate [cm/min] 0.209 0.187 0.158 0.318 0.355 0.362
Rate of  
water  
level  
decrease  
is large

Rate of water 
level decrease 
[cm/min]

5.6 × 10-2 6.2 × 10-2 1.13 × 10−1 5.2 × 10−2 6.9 × 10−2 8.9 × 10−2

Time of 
subsidence  
[h, min, sec]

1 min  
29 s

2 min  
9 s

2 min  
31 s

1 min  
35 s

2 min  
11 s

2 min  
39 s

Amount of  
settled  
substance  
[mg/cm2]

No No No 6.4 2.4 8.3

Rate of  
water  
level  
decrease  
is small

Rate of water 
level decrease 
[cm/min]

1.4 × 10−5 2.5 × 10−4 2.8 × 10−4 2.0 × 10−4 3.6 × 10−4 3.9 × 10−4

Time of 
subsidence  
[h, min, sec]

9 h  
40 min

12 h  
25 min

14 h 
54 min

6 h  
54 min

8 h  
53 min

10 h  
35 min

Amount of  
settled  
substance  
[mg/cm2]

3.1 7.5 12.8 10.0 13.0 51.2

Notice: Settling rate can be calculated if the settling distance (water depth) is divided by halving 
time
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6.3.1.2.1 Coating and Settling Forms

Settling was performed with continuously sinking water levels or sinking inter-
rupted with stagnation periods. The spatial extension of colloid coating forms 
adjusted to the position and extension of the bearing surface. Thus, on the side walls 
of the experimental basin in case of stagnant water level, a longitudinally extended 
linear settling form developed, while on objects submerged in the suspension, an 
annular settling form came about (Fig. 6.17), while no coating form developed on 
the floor with a dip angle of 9° of the experimental basin.

After a 24-h break, before level lowering started, linear and annular coating fea-
tures are thicker. In case of various stagnant water levels which occurred at 20-min 
intervals, the linear and annular features developed below one another are ever thin-
ner and paler.

The sediment with a grain size coarser than the colloid could deposit in case of 
continuous water level sinking or if water level sinking was interrupted by stagnant 
water levels.

Fig. 6.16 Precipitation forms on the wall of the experimental basin. 1 Linear precipitation, 2 
Mosaical surface precipitation
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In case of slow water level sinking, when the rate of the water level sinking of the 
suspension marked ‘B’ alternated between 1.1 × 10−3 and 3.2 × 10−3 cm/min, while 
that of the suspension “F” alternated between 1.9 × 10−3 and 3.4 × 10−3 cm/min, there 
was a continuous sedimentation (f) in both cases. (The data of suspensions ‘A–G’ 
are given in Table 3.3.) The following sedimentation zones developed progressing 
towards the inner side of the experimental basin in both cases (Fig. 6.18): outside a 
colloid belt (it was 1.7 cm wide in case of the suspension marked ‘B’ and it was 
3.0 cm wide in case of the suspension marked ‘F’). In the middle a sediment of 
lighter colour was deposited which probably had a grain size of 1–63 μm which was 
wider in case of the suspension marked ‘B’ (73.5 cm), while it was narrower in case 
of the suspension marked ‘F’ (71.5 cm). The third most inner sedimentation zone 
was wider in case of the suspension marked ‘F’ (8.5 cm) and it was less wide in case 
of the suspension marked ‘B’ (7 cm). The thickness of sediment increased progress-
ing towards the inner side of the experimental basin. In case of the suspension 
marked ‘B’, it was 0.023 mm on the object slide (as compared to the stagnant water 
level between 7 and 14.5 cm), while it was 0.069 mm between 59.0 and 66.5 cm.  

Fig. 6.17 Annular 
adherence on an object 
submerged in the 
experimental basin. 1 
Colloid ring
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In case of suspension marked ‘F’, the thickness was 0.042 mm between 7 and 
14.5 cm and 0.091 mm between 59.0 and 66.5 cm.

The larger width of the colloid zone in case of suspension ‘F’ can be explained 
by the growing extent of the adherence of colloid grains. Because of this, the colloid 
grains sank, but preserving their charge, they could adhere to the floor in a greater 
width.

The thickening of the settling series towards the outflow of the experimental 
basin can be explained by greater settling time, however, not only by this. The fact 
that the darkest sediment (supposed to be built up of grater-sized grains) in case of 
suspension ‘F’ is the widest can be explained by the fact that because of coagula-
tion, the sediment of coarser material (coarser than 63 μm) redeposited in a greater 
width. Another evidence for this is that the sediment thickness was larger at the 
measurement places on the floor at this suspension than at suspension marked ‘B’.

When the water table sinking has been interrupted by stagnant water levels, 
thickening continuous settling forms developed. The thickening continuous settling 
form was divided into a thicker upper and a lower thinner part. The thicker part of 
this form developed close to the prevailing stagnant water level. The upper thicker 
part of thickening continuous settling forms is getting wider and thinner downwards 
towards the deeper parts of the basin (with gradually lower water levels). The lower 
parts of this settling form, however, are ever thinner towards the deeper parts of the 
basin and, to the effect of water seepage, are dissected by features similar to rainwa-
ter rills (Deák et al. 2013).

Fig. 6.18 Continuous settling form of the experimental basin in case of continuous water level 
sinking from suspensions marked B (a) and F (b). 1 colloid, 2 sediment with a grain size of 
1–63 μm (subzones marked 2a–c), 3 sediment with a grain size coarser than 63 μm, 4 plant waste, 
5 dip direction of the floor of the experimental basin
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The features formed during settling from suspensions of different composition on 
the settling floor at different rates of water level sinking are summarized in Table 6.3.

6.3.1.2.2 Settling Forms at Different Rates of Water Level Sinking

In Table 6.3 it can be seen that in case of suspensions A, B and C at a rate of water 
level sinking (0.34–0.54 cm/min), the development of a continuous settling form is 
dominant. In case of a medium rate of water level sinking (0.74–1.09 cm/min), the 

Table 6.3 Settling forms at various rates of water table decrease

Measured and calculated data Settling forms developed in suspensions of various  
composition during different rates of water level decreaseΔV m1–6 t v

dm3 cm min cm/min A B C D E F G

−1. 0.74 2 0.37 f f f f f f f
−2. 0.78 2 0.39 f f f f f f f
−3. 0.83 2 0.42 f f f f f f f
−4. 0.89 2 0.44 fk f f f f f f
−5. 0.98 2 0.49 fk fk f f f f f
−6. 1.09 2 0.54 fk fk fk f f f f
−1. 0.74 1 0.74 fk f f f f f f
−2. 0.78 1 0.78 fk f f f f f f
−3. 0.83 1 0.83 fk f f f f f f
−4. 0.89 1 0.89 fk fk f f f f f
−5. 0.98 1 0.98 fk fk fk f f f f
−6. 1.09 1 1.09 X fk fk f f f f
−1. 0.74 0.5 1.48 fk f f f f f f
−2. 0.78 0.5 1.56 fk f f f f f f
−3. 0.83 0.5 1.66 X fk f f f f f
−4. 0.89 0.5 1.78 X fk fk f f f f
−5. 0.98 0.5 1.98 X X fk f f f f
−6. 1.09 0.5 2.18 X X X f f f f

Deák et al. (2013)
ΔV volume of decrease in dm3 dm3:−1., −2., etc
m1–6 distance between surfaces before decrease (Ff) and after decrease (Fa) in cm
t: drainage time of a suspension of a volume of 1 dm3 2 min, 1 min, 0,5 min
v: rate of water level decrease cm/min
A, B, C, D, E, F, G signs of the suspension types presented in Table 3.3 (the composition of the 
suspensions was given in Chap. 3)
f: continuous settling form
fk: thickening continuous settling form
X: no settling form
Rate of water level subsidence: it was calculated based on the deepest point of the basin, rate of 
water level subsidence is accelerating during water loss (because of the shape of the basin); thus 
the given rates are average rates
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thickening continuous way of settling was characteristic. In case of a large rate of 
water level sinking (1.48–2.18 cm/min), the development of this settling form 
ceases in these suspensions, while in suspensions D, E, F and G (which are of higher 
water hardness and containing organic matter) continuous settling forms developed 
at every rate of water level sinking.

6.3.1.2.3 A Model for Settling Form Development on the Floor

During the process transforming the clay into suspension, the clay got into a domain 
of grain size smaller than 1 μm and between 1 and 63 μm. This is proved by the fact 
that a colloidal coating developed on the walls of the experimental basin and on the 
objects dipped into water. Sedimentation happened from the water which is another 
evidence for the presence of a material with a grain size of 1–63 μm. The deposited 
material, as we have mentioned above, created continuous and thickening continu-
ous settling forms on the floor of the experimental basin (Figs. 6.18 and 6.19). 
During a decreasing, thus between two stagnant water levels, the water table of the 
lake of the experimental basin can be of three types:

 – Stagnant
 – Of a small, initial rate of water table sinking (VS)
 – Later of a great rate of water table sinking (Vl)

Starting from lower water tables, the rate of water table sinking is gradually 
increasing; the rates of water table sinking are accelerating because of the dipping 
of the floor of the experimental basin. Thus, both the experimental basin and the 
current water level downwards have a smaller extension. There should be a similar 
acceleration between two stagnant water levels too, also in case of the initial and the 
later water level sinking since the dipping of the floor is the same at each place. The 
difference of the two (initial and later water level sinking) is smaller or equal in case 
of smaller water level sinking, while it is greater in case of greater water level 
sinking.

In case of suspensions, D, E, F and G, the additives (CaCl2, KHCO3, dispergated 
plant additive) increased the coagulation of the colloid. It is probable that during 
coagulation, grains not only larger than 1 μm but also larger than 63 μm developed. 
There will be two consequences of coagulation:

 – The coagulated material will not adhere, but it will deposit; therefore no colloidal 
coating will be created in case of stagnant water level.

 – Because of coagulation, mainly the sedimentation rate of the grains of 1–3.9 μm 
will be so high that sediment will be created even in case of the greatest rate of 
water level sinking. The series will have a uniform thickness since the coarser 
sediment (coagulated colloid) will be deposited not only in case of smaller, ini-
tial water level sinking (or in case of stagnant water level) but also in case of 
large or larger sedimentation rate. The sediment will not have a thickening part 
in case of stagnant water level since because of coagulation there will not be any 
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fine-grained sediment in the suspension (or only of small amount) which could 
settle (Figs.6.19 and 6.20II).

As regards suspensions marked ‘A’ and ‘B’, in case of the development of a 
continuous settling form (the rate of water level sinking is small), the initial rate of 
water table sinking (VS) will be slightly different from the later water table sinking 
(Vl). Because of this, sediments of similar size and thus similar thickness will be 
created everywhere, which are of diverse grain size (6.20Ia) because of slower 
water level sinking, but because of the lack of coagulation, the grain size coarser 
than 63 μm is absent or subordinated.

In case of medium rates of water table sinking, the initial (VS) and the later (Vl) 
rates show a significant difference. Therefore the coarsest sediment but also the 
sediment of the finest grain do not only deposit in case of stagnant water level but 
even in case of initial water table sinking. In this case the upper part of the thicken-
ing continuous settling form develops. The reason for thickening is that because of 
slow water table sinking not only the coarse but also the fine-grained sediment 
deposits. However the thickening part will be even wider in case of water levels 
becoming lower and lower since the initial water level sinking is increasing. Thus, 
an even coarser (and thus even less) material will be able to deposit in a zone becom-
ing even wider. The lower part of the thickening continuous sediment develops 
when the rate of water table sinking is large (thus in case of Vl). In this case only the 
coarsest (and thus small amount of) sediment is able to deposit (Fig. 6.20Ib). This 
zone can later become thinner which is proved by the rain furrows that developed 
on it (Fig. 6.19). By this the thickening continuous settling form develops.

Finally, in case of high rates of water level sinking (mainly in the case of the 
suspension marked ‘A’), even the rate of sedimentation of the coarsest sediment 
will be lower than the rate of water level sinking. Therefore no sedimentation will 
happen.

Fig. 6.19 Thickening continuous deposition form in the experimental basin. 1 thin bottom part of 
the deposition form of thickening continuous coating, 2 thick top part of the deposition form of 
thickening continuous coating, 3 rill-like form
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6.3.2  Sedimentation Under Natural Conditions

The water inflow in the depressions carries various substances, which derive from 
the cover sediments of the hinterland, from the bedrock, soil or natural or cultivated 
vegetation (plant waste). Material transport either takes place on the floor (rolled or 
saltated) or suspended and dissolved. The suspended load of the depression may be 
rapidly settling fine sand with diameters of 63–125 μm, slower settling silt with 
3.9–63 μm grain size, clay (colloidal like material) which diameter is 1–3.9 μm, not 
settling real colloid which diameter is less than 1 μm and plant waste of various 
sizes. The size of the plant waste may be from some millimetres to even several tens 
of centimetres, and its shape is either fibrillary or lamellar.

Fig. 6.20 Model of sedimentation in the experimental basin in case of water level sinkings inter-
rupted by stagnant water levels. (a) Low rate of water level sinking, (b) higher rate of water level 
sinking, (c) high rate of water level sinking, I the sediment of the suspension is not coagulated, II 
the sediment of the suspension is coagulated, 1 stagnant water level of the lake of the experimental 
basin, 2 shifting water level, when the rate of water level sinking changes, 3 sediment with a grain 
size of 1–63 μm, 4 coarser fraction of the sediment with a grain size of 1–63 μm, 5 sediment with 
a grain size coarser than 63 μm, Vs initial rate of water level sinking, Vl later rate of water level 
sinking, Vd1

: sedimentation rate of the sediment with a grain size of 1–63 μm (thus that of fine- 
grained sediment too), Vd2

: sedimentation rate of the coarser fraction of the sediment with a grain 
size of 1–63 μm, Vd3

: sedimentation rate of the sediment with a grain size coarser than 63 μm, α. 
dipping of the floor of the experimental basin
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The particles transported on the floor deposit from flowing water even before the 
formation of the flood lake (Fig. 6.6b). The coarser but still suspended (non- 
colloidal) substance deposits from the water of the developing flood lake according 
to Stokes’ law (Hiemenz 1986). This fraction includes particles above 1 μm. If the 
settling rate of the sediment in the lake is lower than the rate of water level sinking, 
as it was demonstrated in laboratory experiments, the sediment is transported into 
the karst with water. The exception are only those substances which are precipi-
tated or adhere to various surfaces or onto trees in the depression (colloids) or get 
stuck on other obstacles (plant waste). With their large surfaces and charges, col-
loids are bound to surfaces through both adsorption (Pais 1981) and adhesion 
(Stefanovits 1981).

At wastewater treatment, in primary settling tanks, the anions of the solvent 
adhere to the surface of suspended particles through physical adsorption (Benedek 
and Valló 1982). Because of the repellent forces caused by their charges, colloids 
do not settle. At wastewater treatment, deposition is induced in two ways: with salt 
formation, the weight of particles is increased or their charge is eliminated, and as a 
result, they flocculate to form larger flakes (Barótfi 2003).

In natural systems the following processes contribute to the settling of the sus-
pended material:

 – The weight of suspended but non-colloidal substance increases through 
adsorption.

 – Dissolved carbonate adheres to the particles.
 – Colloids coagulate.
 – The plant waste is loaded through adsorption, and furthermore, non-colloidal 

substance deposits on the waste.
 – Plant waste adheres on the various surfaces or gets stuck on uneven surfaces (of 

trees, bushes, human structures).
 – Plant waste also contributes to the settling of suspended material and colloids 

(see the results of the above-described experiment).

Sediment from flood lakes deposits in the following manner:

 – The coarser suspended material sinks to the floor of the depression which bears 
the lake.

 – Plant waste is caught by the trees of the depression.
 – Plant waste is loaded with suspended load, colloids and dissolved load and sinks 

to the floor. The sediment input into the lake can increase the sinking rate of 
plant waste. The salts transported into the lake increase water density and, thus, 
reduce the sinking rate.

 – Plant waste is bound by the floor through adhesion.
 – Colloids adhere to the various surfaces.
 – Colloids are deposited on the floor in two ways: they absorb dissolved material 

(chemical adsorption), and they coagulate because they lose their charges.

Deposition from flood lake takes place either uniformly (sediments of higher 
than 1 μm grain size, colloid, plant waste) or in zones (colloid, plant waste). Uniform 
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deposition happens if the rate of water level lowering is continuously below that for 
suspended sediment. From the suspension, however, only material deposits the rate 
of deposition of which is higher than the dropping of lake water level (for colloids 
and additional condition is coagulation). Zonal deposition occurs if lake water low-
ering is not continuous but interrupted with stagnant water levels or if the colloid 
and the plant waste are positioned close to some surface (e.g. tree trunks in the 
depression, lake floor at the margins where water depth is small). At stagnant water 
level, both deposition and adherence to the floor (colloids, plant waste) take place. 
Subsequently, when the lake water level resumes to drop at a higher rate, it is not 
only adherence that could stop but less and less material deposits. Thus, adherence 
and deposition stop and the zone wedges out. A new zone develops if another stag-
nant water level forms in the lake.

6.3.2.1  Deposition in Ephemeral Lakes (of Rapidly Sinking Level)

In such lakes there is no stagnant water level and only sediment of rapid settling can 
deposit. Grains larger than 63 μm belong into this class. Plant waste cannot settle, 
but it can only adhere to the floor or it can accumulate in non-karstic pipes or in the 
small dissolution features of the walls of the shafts (Veress 1982) (Fig. 6.21).

6.3.2.2  Deposition in Lakes of Longer Duration (Fig. 6.22, Table 6.4)

The sediment finer than 63 μm deposited from flood lake continuously covers the 
doline floor, while plant waste is either continuous (Figs. 6.22b and 6.23) or zonal 
(Figs. 6.22c, d and 6.24). The plant waste and sediment cover are continuous if there 
is abundant plant waste (or sediment) in the lake or the settling rate of the waste is 
higher than the sinking rate of lake water level (Fig. 6.23). For the development of 
continuous plant waste cover, not only much plant waste is necessary but also large 
amounts of suspended and/or dissolved material. (This is a condition to the sinking 
of the waste to the bottom.) The zonally developed plant waste, as it was mentioned, 
accumulates at the margin of the lake with stagnant water level. Therefore, a further 
condition to the formation of the plant waste zone is shallow water depth. The width 
of the zone is marked by shallow water. The plant waste has a coating of colloids 
and other deposits. In case of an enduringly stagnant water level, the plant waste, in 
lack of loading, adheres to the lake floor too (Fig. 6.8d).

Zonal plant waste is either homogeneous or heterogeneous. In the former case, 
the zone shows no subzones, and the zones are separated by areas without plant 
waste. The heterogeneous plant waste zone can be divided into two subzones of 
plant waste. The outer (and higher) subzone is composed of continuous plant waste, 
while in the inner (and lower) subzone, the occurrence of plant waste is not continu-
ous on the floor of the depression and becomes more and more rare towards the 
interior of the depression (Fig. 6.24). This pattern can also repeat itself.
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The outer part of the heterogeneous waste zone develops at the lake margin at 
stagnant water level. In this case, at low water depths, the accumulation of plant 
waste is continuous at the same spot. An inner zone forms when water level sinking 
begins, but at slow rate, only some parts of waste fragments have sufficient time to 
reach the floor. The heterogeneous plant waste zone corresponds to the zone of 
thickening continuous deposition created in the laboratory experiment (Fig. 6.19).

The colloid can adhere to the mentioned plant waste, tree trunks and foliage. The 
colloid coating on tree trunks is either uniform or becoming gradually paler down-
wards, divided into rings (Fig. 6.25). A whole series of such rings are occasionally 
created on the trunks of trees in the depression if the sinking stages of water level 
are interrupted by a series of stagnation spells (Fig. 6.25).

According to the relative rates of water level sinking and plant waste, the follow-
ing forms of deposition occur in the depressions:

 – If the dropping of water level takes place at a slower rate than the sinking of plant 
waste but it has a uniform rate, a continuous plant waste series forms on the 
depression floor and a continuous colloid coating on the tree trunks.

Fig. 6.21 Sediments of an ephemeral flood lake in dropout doline Gy-12 (following the activity 
of 9 May 1980). 1 Partial depressions, 2 Sill, dividing wall, 3 Coarser sediment or plant waste cre-
ated by intensive water inflow, 4 Zone of intensive surface water inflow, 5 Rills created in sedi-
ment, 6 Discolouring of colloidal origin on vegetation, attesting to slow surface water inflow, 7 
Zone of surface water inflow, 8 Ephemeral section of the former lake (intensive water flow and 
conduction), 9 Longer-duration section of the former lake (limited water flow and conduction), 10 
Plant waste deposited on the sill because of shallow water depth, 11 Plant waste accumulation 
attesting to overflow, 12 Sediment created by overflow, 13 Plant waste stuck on an object
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Fig. 6.22 Sedimentation in longer-duration lakes (Veress 1987). 1 Limestone, 2 Sediment fill, 3 
Non-karstic pipe, 4 Partially clogged non-karstic pipe, 5 Water level in intermittent lake, 6 
Sedimentation, 7 Contiguous sequence of plant waste or silt and clay with colloid coating, 8 Outer 
part of the heterogeneous plant waste zone, 9 Homogeneous zone of plant waste or inner part of 
the heterogeneous plant waste zone, 10 Colloid coating, occasionally coating of plant waste on tree 
trunk, 11 Water inflow into karst depression, 12 Water conduction, 13 Sinking water level, 14 
Sinking rate of plant waste; (a) The sinking rate of water level always exceeds that of the sinking 
rate of plant waste, silt and clay; (b) The sinking rate of lake level is always lower than that of the 
sinking rate of plant waste, silt and clay; (c) The sinking rate of water level sometimes exceeds and 
sometimes falls below that of the sinking rate of plant waste, or the sinking of the water level is 
interrupted by stagnant water levels; (d) The sinking of water level is 0, then sinking is slow and 
is approximately the same as the sinking rate of plant waste
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 – If the sinking of water level is interrupted by stagnation spells (but the rate of 
sinking exceeds the rate of sinking of waste or that of the adherence of colloids), 
both the plant waste and the colloid will show zonal patterns.

 – If the rate of sinking of the water table invariably exceeds that of plant waste 
sinking or of adherence of colloid onto surfaces, neither plant waste nor colloid 
rings develop.

6.3.2.3  Deposition in Enduring Lakes

In enduring lakes not only the sediment of 1–63 μm grain size (silt and clay) are 
deposited after a long period of existence but also the colloids retained in the depres-
sion during evaporation.

According to observations around Hárskút, following intensive activity, the sedi-
ments of lakes formed in completely clogged, largely filled karst depressions in 
arable field environment consist of a lower, coarser, silty lamina of light colour and 
an upper (colloidal), finer lamina of darker colour (of jellylike consistence in fresh 
state) (Fig. 6.26).

Table 6.4 Sedimentation of longer duration lakes

Rates and places 
of sedimentation Water level subsidence takes place during water inflow

Water level 
subsidence 
takes place 
without 
water 
inflow

Relation 
between 
sedimentation 
and rate of 
water level 
subsidence

V1 > V2 V1 < V2 V1 < V2 
interrupted 
by spells 
(with “n” 
frequency), 
when V1 > 
V2

V1 = 0 V1 < V2

V1 < V2 
interrupted by 
spells when 
V1 > V2

On the floor of 
the depression

There is no 
plant waste 
development 
and 
sedimentation

Continuous 
settling form 
and 
continuous 
plant waste 
series with 
settling 
veneer

‘n’ number 
plant waste 
zone with 
settling 
veneer

‘n’ number 
plant waste 
zone with 
settling 
veneer 
separating 
into two 
parts

Plant waste 
series with 
settling 
veneer

On the tree 
trunks of the 
depression

There is no 
colloidal veneer 
formation

Colloidal 
veneer

‘n’ number 
ring with 
colloidal 
veneer

‘n’ number 
ring with 
colloidal 
veneer

Colloidal 
and plant 
waste 
veneer

Veress (1987)
V1 rate of water level subsidence of the lake
V2 subsidence rate of the sediment or the adherence rate of the colloid onto the surface
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Fig. 6.23 Sediments of longer-duration lake in the suffosion doline Gy-11 (Hárskút Basin, 
Bakony Mountains), generated during the activity of 9 May 1980. 1 Continuous plant waste, 2 
Rainwater rill, its depth equals the thickness of the sediments deposited when the lake existed

Fig. 6.24 Deposition in longer-duration lake fed by meltwaters in a doline near the village Dudar 
(Bakony Mountains) (shooting date in 1982). 1 Karst depression, 2 Water replenishment, 3 Outer 
parts of plant waste zones with abundant waste and sharp outward edge, 4 Inner part of the plant 
waste zones, 5 Terrain without plant waste, 6 Maximum extension of the lake horizontally (a) or 
vertically (b), 7 Dudar village
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Concluding from the observations, laminite formation takes place in the follow-
ing stages:

 – The coarser suspended sediment (silt and clay) partly settles from lake water.
 – Lake level is reduced by evaporation to the extent that the non-deposited colloids 

are transformed into colloid gel, which is mixed with the remaining silt and clay. 
The colloid content of a sample taken from gel coating in a roadcut was deter-
mined and found to be 2.3 % in the upper part of the measuring cylinder and  
2.8 % in the lower part (the substance did not settle from the water in the measuring 
cylinder even after several weeks).

It derives from the characteristics of laminite development that laminite series 
are of relatively moderate thickness and small lateral extension and the laminae are 
horizontal. Similarly to varves, they form in lakes within very short time intervals. 
The reason for the rapid development of laminae lies in the abrupt changes of the 
conditions of sedimentation. A summarising description of varve formation is pro-
vided by Zolitschka (2007). As a matter of course, varves occur in different (glacial) 
environment.

Distinct pairs of laminae only develop in karst depressions where there is no 
considerable loss by percolation but evaporation is remarkable. Under other 

Fig. 6.25 Annular colloid coating on trees of the doline presented in Fig. 6.24. 1 Maximum height 
of lake level, 2 Colloid rings indicating slowly sinking or stagnant water levels (a1–a7), 3 Colloid- 
free tree trunk detail (the water conduit at the tree base generates local acceleration of water flow), 
4 Rainwater rills in the lake sediment
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 conditions, instead of the laminae pair, an upward fining sequence without sharp 
boundaries comes about. A purely colloidal coating can result not only through 
water loss by evaporation but also through loss by very slow percolation (Fig. 6.27). 
Then colloids from the percolating water adhere to the floor of the karst depression, 
while silt is washed out from the depression.

A laminite series can be found in the fill of the karst depression Hu-1 (Hárskút, 
Fig. 6.28). There the series at 0.25–0.80 m depth in the fill consists of two kinds of 
laminae: a finer one of several millimetres’ thickness and a coarser (silty) lamina of 
similar thickness. From this laminite sequence of almost a hundred pairs of laminae 
at 0.7 m depth below ground, a ‘Globus’ tin was recovered. In the sequence 
yellowish- grey rounded limestone fragments of 15–20 mm diameter as well as thin 
stripes of plant detritus or litter also occur. The coarser laminae are deposited from 
old lakes, while the finer laminae are of colloids and silts left over after the evapora-
tion of (the remnants) of the same lakes. According to remembrances of locals, in 
the 1930–1940s the depression was still a ‘ponor’ of rocky walls. The available 
topographical maps of 1:10,000 scale also prove that the accumulated doline Hu-1 
could have filled ca 55–80 years ago – also attested by the date of manufacturing on 
the tin found in the laminite series.

Eventually, in the enduring lakes of karst depressions, pairs of laminae form 
which build a laminite sequence over several decades. Since the formation of lakes 
is highly dependent on weather conditions, the time interval of complete clogging 
can only be estimated from the number of the lamina pairs or, in lack of overlying 

Fig. 6.26 Fragment of laminite series from the subsidence doline Ho-8 (Homód Valley) 1 Lamina 
pair, 2 Lamina of coarser deposit, 3 Lamina of finer deposit
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layer, the beginning of clogging. The observations made near Hárskút indicate that 
in the same filled doline at least twice and at most 10–15 times lakes develop. It 
seems probable, however, that there are years with no lake in the dolines.

The laminite sequence is typical first of all of karst depressions in vegetation-free 
environments. The lack of vegetation is not caused by climatic conditions but human 
impact (arable cultivation). The laminite sequence can also develop in forested envi-
ronment, e.g. the doline Ho-8 (Homód Valley, Bakony) (Fig. 6.29) and the dolines 
Mb-50 and Mb-41 on Mester-Hajag (Fig. 6.30).

In the environments of recent dolines, laminite sequences theoretically occur in 
two forms:

 – The laminite series next to each other do not constitute levels (Fig. 6.31i), e.g. in 
the case of the environs of the doline Mb-50 (Fig. 6.30). Such occurrence of 
laminite may indicate the previous existence of a doline row filled up by now. 
The present-day dolines developed independent from the members of the old 
doline row.

 – The laminite sequences occasionally constitute levels in the environs of the 
present- day doline (Fig. 6.31II). In this case the present doline formed in the fill 
of a larger infilled doline.

Doline evolution may reach an active or an inactive phase (Veress 1986, 2000). 
The doline is active if no enduring lake has as yet formed in its interior and inactive 
in the opposite case. The transition from active to inactive phase is marked by the 
clogging of the non-karstic pipe. When becoming inactive, it accumulates silt and 
clay and then plant waste, which probably deposit in the temporary (longer- duration) 

Fig. 6.27 Colloidal deposit from an enduring lake (subsidence doline of the ponor shown in Figs. 
37a and 6.6)
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lakes of the doline. If the chimney or non-karstic pipe of the doline is clogged or 
buried, the doline becomes inactive (clogged doline). Subsequently, as it has been 
mentioned, laminite accumulates (in an enduring lake) (Fig. 6.28). The inactive 
phase can become final and fossil doline results with a permanent lake. In this final 
stage, in lack of water conduction, groundwater accumulates below the doline floor. 
The inactive phase, however, can be followed by another active phase, indicated by 
the appearance of silt (or possibly fine sand) on the floor. Then the non-karstic pipe 
of the doline is cleared to a degree (or a new non-karstic pipe comes about) that an 
ephemeral flood lake emerges in the doline again (Figs. 6.28 and 6.29).

The characteristics of a fossil doline and its environment are the following:

 – In the environs of the doline, the slope of the ground is gentle towards the doline, 
or because of erosion, even counterslope conditions are observed. Therefore, 
hardly any sediment reaches the doline. However, even this small amount is suf-
ficient for the filling or burial of the doline.

 – In the doline a permanent lake (or a lake existing for a long period, for several 
months) emerges. If its environs are eroded, water flows out of the doline. The 
water may derive from precipitation or from groundwater.

In the exploration pits of fossilised dolines, deposits bearing charcoal (or more 
properly twigs turning to charcoal), iron oxides, limonite and carbonates are found 
in mostly clay sequences (Fig. 6.32). Table 6.5 summarizes the formations associ-
ated with the various phases of fossilisation. Charcoal may occur as nodules and as a 
charcoal series, while limonite and carbonates form concretions of 1–2 cm  diameter. 

Fig. 6.28 Fill of inactive karst depression (doline Hu-1, Hárskút Basin) (Veress 2000). 1 
Limestone debris, 2 Bluish-greyish silty clay with quartz gravels of 5–10 cm diameter, 3 Light 
grey silt, 4 Plant waste, 5 Laminite, 6 Unstratified clay and silt, 7 Tin, 8 Karst depression, 9 
Exploration pit, (A) Inactivisation, (B) Closing of water conduit, (C) Inactive phase, (D) Rapid 
infilling, burial
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Iron oxide builds a series and limonite develops from iron oxide. Limonite also 
 co-occurs with iron oxide, charcoal and nodular charcoal. The joint occurrence of 
iron oxide and charcoal series, however, is not typical.

Iron oxide forms if the pH of groundwater increases as charcoal adsorbs acids 
(Fekete 1988). Limonite formation is associated with changes in groundwater level 
(Fekete 1988). With rising groundwater table, in reductive environment, ferrous 
oxide (Fe++) emerges, while with sinking groundwater, ferric oxide (Fe+++) is gener-
ated. Carbonate concretions (mostly above charcoal) develop if the acidity of infil-
trating solutions decreases since charcoal binds acids. Acidity is reduced and 
carbonates precipitate.

Charcoal forms under anaerobic conditions and nodular charcoal if the tree frag-
ments transported into the doline are buried. Anaerobic conditions are also gener-
ated under enduring water inundation.

Fig. 6.29 Profile of sediment fill of a karst depression of complex evolution (doline with ponor 
Ho-8, Homód Valley) (Veress 2000). (a) Cross-section of the exploration pit of the karst depres-
sion, (b) longitudinal profile, (c) groundplan of the karst depression, 1 Sporadic gravels in the fill, 
2 Yellow silt, 3 Dark grey clay, 4 Greenish grey clay, 5 Laminite, 6 Slightly clayey silt, 7 Yellow 
silt, 8 Brownish-yellow soil, 9 Humus, 10 Edge of karst depression, 11 Water conduit, 12 Gully, 
13 Exploration pit, (A) Inactivisation, (B) Closing of water conduit, (C) Inactive phase, (D) 
Opening up of water conduit, (E) Activisation, (F) Active phase
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In summary, charcoal forms during enduring lake conditions and burial. Iron 
oxide and carbonate concretions from infiltrating water, while limonite is the out-
come of fluctuations in groundwater table. The condition of the fossil doline indi-
cates the gradual appearance of groundwater in the doline. At this time, there is no 
water conduction from the doline into the karst anymore.

Fig. 6.30 Sediment geological profiles of the environs of the karst depression Mb-50 on Mester- 
Hajag (Veress 2000). 1 Borehole site, 2 Limestone bedrock reached by borehole, 3 assumed for-
mer and present-day limestone bedrock, 4 Gravel, 5 Brown clay, 6 Reddish-brown clay, 7 
Laminite, 8 Buried soil, 9 Silt, clayey silt, 10 Former material transport, I Recent depressions 
formed above hidden rock boundary (Mb-50: on top of buried elevation truncated by karstifica-
tion; Mb-41: on the side of elevation), II Elevation destroyed by karstification (the lack of reddish- 
brown clay indicates that it has been an eroding surface rising above its surroundings), III Side of 
elevation once affected by karstification, IV Reddish-brown clay of thickness increased through 
redeposition, V Presumably fossil depression (filled with reddish-brown clay, silt and then deep 
soil), VI Various laminite series: height differences indicate origin in several (two or three) former 
dolines, from the enduring lakes in them

Fig. 6.31 The position of laminite series relative to recent dolines. 1 Cover deposit on the bottom 
of depression, 2 Sediment fill of depression, 3 Laminite series, 4 Sediment covering the dolines, 
(a) Infilling depressions, (b) Formation of new depression among (I) or in filled dolines (II)
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The characteristic properties of the different subsidence dolines (active but clog-
ging doline, clogged doline, fossil doline) with regard to doline morphology, the 
manner of water conduction, the resulting sequence as well as the environment of 
the origin of sediments and the conditions in the hinterland are summarized in 
Table 6.5.

6.4  Development of Partial Features

6.4.1  Examples of the Intensity of Geomorphic Evolution 
of Covered Karst

Covered karst dolines or their partial features develop rapidly. As an example of 
rapid doline development, the Flint River Valley can be cited where in 1994, follow-
ing intensive rainfalls during a tropical storm, at least 312 dolines emerged in the 
alluvium within a time span of 48 h (Hyatt and Jacobs 1996). During the storm the 

Fig. 6.32 Sediments in a fossil doline (Homód Valley area). 1 Recent sediment fill and soil, 2 
Grey clay, 3 Grey-yellow mixed clay, 4 Slightly yellowish clay, 5 Variegated mixed clay, 6 
Material boundary, 7 Series with charcoal, 8 Nodular charcoal, 9 Iron oxide, 10 Limonite, 11 
Carbonate series, 12 Probable shift of site of water conduction during infilling, 13 Undifferentiated 
fill, 14 Slow infilling, 15 Rapid infilling (burial), 16 Redeposition within the depression, infilling 
in partial depression, 17 Carbonate precipitation, 18 Limonite formation, appearance of groundwa-
ter, 19 Erosion (discontinuity surface), 20 Infiltration
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Table 6.5 Relation among the condition, environs and sediments of the subsidence dolines

Doline 
condition

Doline 
morphology

The 
developed 
series

Water 
conduction 
from the 
doline

Environs of the 
development 
of the sediment

Condition of the 
hinterland

Active, 
but 
clogging 
doline

Its depth is 
several 
metres, it has 
a conduit

Buried soil, 
plant waste, 
colloid and 
sediment of 
grain size 
smaller than 
63 μm

Water 
conduction 
through 
passage

From lakes of 
longer duration 
(ca. 1–2 h)

Mainly arable 
terrain or 
forested terrain 
with larger slope 
angle

Clogged 
doline

Its depth is 
several 
metres, but it 
has no 
conduit

Laminite Seepage and 
evaporation

From enduring 
lakes (several 
days)

Gentle slope, 
fine-grained 
sediment is 
denuded and 
transported

Fossil 
doline

Its depth is 
1–2 dm

Series of 
calcareous 
concretion

Evaporation, 
water seepage

There is no 
environs with 
lack of oxygen 
(no charcoal 
develops, little 
sediment 
arrives or there 
is no lake 
situation)

Transport of 
limestone debris 
into the 
depression

Fossil 
doline

Its depth is 
1–2 dm

Iron oxide Insignificant 
water 
seepage, 
evaporation

Environs with 
lack of oxygen, 
lake condition

Relatively large 
amounts of 
sediment 
transported into 
the depression

Fossil 
doline

Its depth is 
1–2 dm

Series with 
charcoal

Evaporation, 
water outflow

Environs with 
lack of oxygen, 
enduring lake 
(several 
months)

Very gentle slope 
(it does not lean 
towards the 
doline partly), 
denudation of a 
small amount of 
the sediment is 
possible from the 
area of the doline

Fossil 
doline

There is no 
depression or 
there is a 
depression 
with a depth 
of some 
centimetres 
only

Limonite 
concretions, 
charcoal

Evaporation, 
water outflow

Acid 
groundwater, 
reductive 
environment

There is no 
sediment 
denudation, the 
surface is planar 
or does not lean 
towards the 
doline
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old dolines too (predating the storm) broadened considerably (Hyatt et al. 1999). 
Another case can be mentioned from the state of Florida, where, according to Beck 
and Sinclair (1986), new dolines emerge week by week with the frequency of 
0.05 km−2 year−1 (Waltham et al. 2005). Magdalene and Alexander (1995) observed 
in a loess and till landscape of Minnesota state that 34 new dolines came about in 10 
years’ time. Kemmerly and Towe (1978) recorded 18 new dolines in Montgomery 
County, Tennessee, between 1937 and 1972.

The duration of doline development and its frequency also depend on the type of 
cover deposit. The age of dolines in silt of Montgomery County was estimated at 25 
years, in clay for 38 years and in loess for 65 years. Doline evolution is even quicker 
on evaporites. On gypsum 0.01–3 dolines develop in 1 km2 area (Waltham et al. 
2005). Northeast of Ripon, on Ure Bank Terrace (North Yorkshire, UK), a doline 
10 m across and 5.5 m deep emerged on cover sediment above gypsum in April 
1997 (Cooper and Waltham 1999). Also near Ripon, at Sharon the above authors 
mention a subsidence doline formed on 1 February 1982.

Doline deepening is also rapid on cover sediment above gypsum. On alluvial 
deposits covering gypsum, doline subsidence rates of 39 mm year−1 or even 64.5 mm 
year−1 have been recorded (Soriano and Simón 2001). Landform evolution is even 
more intensive on the cover of rock salt. In Winkler County (Texas) two depres-
sions, called sinks, developed: Wink Sink 1 on 3 June 1980 and reached a diameter 
of 360 ft within 24 h and 110 ft maximum depth in 3 days (Baumgardner et al. 
1982), while the depression Wink Sink 2 formed on 21 May 2002 and grew to a size 
of 450 times 300 ft by March 2003 (Johnson et al. 2003). In the surroundings of 
these depressions, also rapid changes took place. Between 1970 and 1999 subsid-
ence in one of the areas amounted to 23 ft while in the other 28 ft (Johnson et al. 
2003). In the subsiding area, fractures (atectonic cracks) emerged in 1 ft width and 
6.5 ft depth.

Particularly on evaporite karst, human activity (mineral oil extraction, drilling, etc.) 
can induce rapid landform development and growth. Thus, below the above- mentioned 
Wink Sink 1, water conduction along a borehole caused salt solution (Johnson 1987; 
Johnson et al. 2003). The Berezniki caprock doline (Ural), formed above a potash, 
also belongs here (Andrejchuk 2002). Klimchouk and Andrejchuk (2002) pointed out 
the activation of collapses of pipes and the development of new collapses induced by 
water extraction related to mining on the gypsum karst of Ukraine. Doline develop-
ment is not induced by human activity on the cover sediment of evaporites only. At 
Interlacken, Florida, a doline came about on the cover of limestone during drilling a 
well on 16 August 1985 (Beck and Sinclair 1986). A multitude of dolines can result 
from water extraction. Near the Chinese town of Liupanshui (Guizhou province), 
water extraction was carried out for 8 years from 1 to 2 m depth, which led to the 
generation of 1023 new subsidence dolines (Waltham and Smart 1988).

It is not only observed that individual dolines form rapidly or numerous dolines 
emerge simultaneously, but where the area is particularly prone to doline develop-
ment, new dolines come about almost continuously over a longer period of time. 
Such rapid doline formation was recorded at Ripon, as mentioned above (Cooper 
and Waltham 1999).
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The shape and size of the resulting landforms also changes rapidly and to a great 
extent. Thus, in Ukraine a doline (chimney) that originated from the opening of a 
breccia pipe was transformed through the erosion of its walls into a bowl-shaped 
feature over 3 months (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk 2002). The dimensions of the 
mentioned Berezniki doline reached an extension of 40 times 80 m at the margins, 
while its depth, measured to the water level of the lake formed on the bottom, was 
150 m. From its emergence on 25–26 July 1986 to 1992–1993, its dimensions had 
changed extremely. With the erosion of its slopes, its diameter grew to 200 m, while 
its depth was reduced to 80–100 m (Andrejchuk 2002).

Large-scale collapses, mostly occurring during the development of caprock 
dolines, can be accompanied by numerous phenomena. At the above-mentioned 
doline of Berezniki, simultaneous to collapse, flash light, sound effect, material 
outburst and vibration (weak seismicity) were recorded. The ejected material was 
deposited in a circle of several hundreds of metres around the doline (Andrejchuk 
2002). The explosion was due to the compression of gases accumulated in the hol-
low by the collapsed material. Collapses can be followed by lake formation or, in an 
opposite case, the disappearance of an existing lake.

The water from karst lakes can be rapidly conducted into the karst during col-
lapses or the formation of non-karstic pipes. This is also an indirect indication of 
rapid changes on the covered karst. The lake the water of which is conducted away 
may form in clogged depressions or in their vicinity. If a non-karstic pipe forms 
outside the lake, the lake survives (Fig. 6.33). In this case, at most lake overflow can 
reach the passages during floods. If the non-karstic pipe forms under the lake, the 
lake is rapidly drained (Fig. 6.34).

It may occur that next to the lake another doline forms and the lake is drained by 
that. Lake Jackson in Texas (area: 10 mile2) was drained in spring 1982 when a 
doline formed in its vicinity (Beck and Sinclair 1986). The swampy plain of Paynes 
Prairie south of Gainesville, Texas, can also be mentioned. Its water has also been 
drained by a doline, but when water conduction ceased in 1873, a lake formed (with 
even ferry traffic), and when the activity of the doline resumed in 1891, a swamp 
developed through the drainage of lake water into the karst (Beck and Sinclair 
1986). Lake Grady, formed through the impoundment of a river in 1972, can also be 
cited. Its water flowed into a dropout doline formed in May 1974 but its drainage 
began in April 1974 through sand (Beck and Sinclair 1986).

6.4.2  Characteristics of Partial Feature Development

As mentioned in Chap. 5, the partial features of subsidence dolines are either of 
karstic or non-karstic origin. Non-karstic partial features are the scars of mass 
movements (collapses, landslides) in the area of dolines, their accumulational fea-
tures, rainwater rills, gullies and ravines and their accumulational features. Among 
the partial features of karstic origin, minor collapsed inner depressions of the cover 
sediment (doline varieties D8 and S3) and non-karstic pipes are distinguished.

6.4 Development of Partial Features
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The collapses of the cover, i.e. the development of karstic partial or interior fea-
tures, are not related with a direct causal relationship to intensive rainfalls. The 
appearance of such features, however, can be an indication of intensive activity 
associated with intensive rainfall and the ensuing intensive processes. Collapse fea-
tures develop if the increased weight of the cover due to material deficit exceeds the 
cohesion of the cover sediment. This probably results from a single rainfall event 
(single activity) but more often due to several consecutive events (multiple activi-
ties). Collapses occur during rainfall events or following them. The time elapsed 
between two collapses can be different for the individual dolines or for the indi-
vidual collapses of the same doline. The development of collapse features, however, 
can be rapid.

Destructive erosional features (rills or gullies) very seldom result from an activ-
ity related to a single intensive rainfall event. The development of accumulation 
features, however, can happen during a single activity phase (within some hours or 
days). They can also evolve over longer periods, during several activities (over 

Fig. 6.34 Dropout doline rejuvenated by collapse near Sanica (Bosnia) (its lake was 20 m across 
and 8 m deep) (a) fossil doline, (b) dropout doline formed in the place of the fossil doline (50 m 
across, 30 m deep) developed in November 2013

Fig. 6.33 Collapse in the environs of a fossil doline on the Pádis Plateau. (a) Photograph taken in 
July 2011, (b) in July 2012
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months or years). The following processes lead to the formation of such features 
(Table 6.6):

 – A single collapse of short duration (some seconds)
 – A series of collapses: collapses are interrupted by collapse-free intervals of vari-

ous durations
 – Subsidence (slow deepening of the bottom at different rates lasting long and 

interrupted by stagnation periods of various duration)
 – Removal or redeposition of cover sediments; the cover sediment is accumulated 

in the passages of the doline/depression
 – A combined effect of the above

The date of emergence and the duration of development are to be distinguished. 
The date of emergence is identified first of all by observation. It is a rather rare occa-
sion, however, that features form right at the time of observation. The date of emer-
gence can be established in the following ways:

 – The date of emergence can always be given with high precision if the doline 
forms in a man-made structure (road, railway) (Fig. 5.21).

 – If there are grassed (Figs. 5.36 and 6.35) or cereal patches on the floor of the col-
lapsed form (most often small dropout doline). In both cases the collapse leading 
to doline formation took place in the vegetation period of the year of 
observation.

 – Through repeated observation, the age of young changes can be established. If 
the change occurred between two observations, the time interval of development 
can also be identified. The closer the dates of the two observations are, the more 
precisely the date (Fig. 6.33) and time interval of change (form development, see 
below) can be given. If the observation was supplemented with photo documen-
tation, the changes not remarkable in aftermath could also be identified.

 – Upturned trees in dolines may indicate mass movements (primarily collapses on 
the doline floor and slopes). Their maximum age is younger than that of the tree 
(identified from the tree rings).

 – Curved trunks (Fig. 6.36a) and modified root systems (Fig. 6.36b) show increased 
slopes in the doline or the sliding of the cover sediment towards the doline inte-
rior. The ages of such movements can also be established from the study of tree 
rings. Growing slope angles and mass movement intensity may point to doline 
formation or indicate changes in the bedrock (e.g. opening of a chimney or more 
sediment output than input).

 – Recent change (of some years’ duration related to the observation) is indicated 
by a sharp doline edge, steep side slopes truncating soil profiles and different 
cover sediments (failure front) and the collapse heaps on the doline floor. The 
roots outcropping on the failure front (mostly fine roots of herbaceous plants) 
also make it probable that recent collapses (younger than 1 year) happened.

The time interval of development and the rate of landform evolution can be given 
in the following ways:

6.4 Development of Partial Features
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 – Using data from measurements or photo documentation at two dates. Thus, the 
re-measurement of depth allows the calculation of the rate of deepening or infill-
ing if the time elapsed between the two dates is known (Johnson et al. 2003; 
Veress 2013). Repeated photo documentation allows the establishment of grow-
ing doline density in the study area (Currens et al. 2012).

 – Artefacts buried in the doline (Fig. 6.37) point to accumulation in the doline. If 
it is known when the object is incorporated in the sediment (or its approximate 
date can be estimated), from the thickness of the cover above the object, the rate 
of accumulation can be estimated.

 – In knowledge of the age of buried trees (Fig. 6.38) and the thickness of fill, the 
rate of accumulation can also be estimated.

Table 6.6 Duration and start of development of some partial features of dolines

Feature
Formation 
process

Duration of 
development

Determination 
method

Start of 
development 
related to 
observation

Determination 
method

Plant ‘beard’ Fall 1–2 s Estimation Less than 1 
year

In the growing 
season

Vertical 
surface in 
sediment 
cover

Fall 1–2 s Estimation Less than 1 
year

No rainwater 
impact

Collapse 
mound

Fall 1–2 s Estimation Less than 1 
year

No rainwater 
impact

Plant residue 
or soil residue 
on doline 
floor

Fall 1–2 s Estimation Less than 1 
year

In the growing 
season

Tilted or 
uprooted 
(dead) tree

Series of 
falls/slides

From 1 to 2 
days to 
several years

Estimation Maximum 
the age of the 
tree

Tree ring 
counting

Partially 
buried tree 
trunk

Infilling From 1 to 2 
years to 
several 
decades

Tree ring 
counting

Maximum 
the age of the 
tree

Tree ring 
counting

Buried object Infilling From 1 to 2 
years to 
several 
decades

At earliest the 
date of 
manufacture

From 1 to 2 
years to 
several 
decades

At earliest the 
date of 
manufacture

Veress (2013)
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6.5  Change in Size

The formation of features in dolines was investigated in some dolines of the Tés 
Plateau in 2010 (Veress 2013; Veress et al. 2013, Table 6.7). This year had been 
selected since in 2010 the frequency, intensity and amount of precipitation were 
extremely high. Changes compared to the period before 2010 can be identified as 
the studied dolines were visited at least once a year between 2004 and 2009. The 
table shows that landform generation was considerable and unique to the effect of 

Fig. 6.35 Living grassed patches on the floor of a dropout doline (Pádis, area P-2, taken in 2011)

Fig. 6.36 Deformed tree trunks in dolines in 2012. (a) Curved tree in one of the suffosion dolines 
of Kab Mountain, (b) curved tree indicating mass movement in the doline with ponor Gy-9 
(Adjusted to the movement, roots on the slope below the tree differ from those above it, Hárskút 
Basin 1979)
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rainfall in 2010 in the dolines. In dolines lying close to one another, destructive 
(non-karstic pipes, internal suffosion dolines, gullies) and accumulational features 
(infilled floors or floor details, Fig. 6.39) could equally come about. Among the 
dolines under study, the most remarkable changes were observed in the depression 
of cover deposit D-2 (doline I-31), where maximum deepening amounted to 120 cm 
in 7 years (Fig. 6.40, Table 6.8). This means a 171 mm year−1 average deepening 
rate, which is regarded considerable given that the rate of deepening for subsidence 
dolines above a gypsum bedrock was found to be 64.5 mm year−1 (Soriano and 
Simon 2001). The partial features of the above-mentioned DSD also underwent 
remarkable transformation. The inner of marginal doline developed on the eastern 
margin of the depression was infilled by 2010. Between 2004 and 2010 (not known 
more precisely) another doline formed on its western edge and merged with the 
main doline by 2010.

Doline depth either grows or reduces. The change can be described with a single 
value (pointlike depth change) if measurements were made at the same site at dif-
ferent dates. Alternatively, it can be described with an isopleth map if measurements 
were made at several sites (see Chap. 3), and thus data are obtained on both the areal 
distribution of depth change and on the change of doline shape.

6.5.1  Pointlike Depth Change

Measuring doline infilling in the karst regions of Hungary between 2004 (2006) and 
2010, it is claimed that the greatest extent of infilling was found for the solution 
dolines of the Aggtelek Karst (Veress 2013). The average rate of infilling of subsid-
ence dolines, compared to solution dolines, was 33 %. Subsidence dolines filled in 
at a rate of 1.3 cm year−1, while solution dolines at 3.9 cm year−1, in spite of the fact 
that cover sediments were absent in the environs of the latter or was restricted to 
solution residue at most. (It is assumed that no transported sediment left the solution 
dolines, which have no conduit, into the karst, while this was the case for subsid-
ence dolines.) Therefore, it is estimated that at least 67 % of the sediment input into 
subsidence dolines was further transported into the karst in the period indicated 
(Table 6.8).

Comparisons among the infilling of subsidence dolines investigated can be made 
according to the vegetation cover of their catchments (Table 6.8). For depressions 
with grassed catchments, the average rate of infilling was 0.8 cm year−1 between 
2004 and 2010 (between 2006 and 2010 for Nagymező, Bükk Mountains), for those 
on forested catchments 1.2 cm year−1 (between 2003 and 2010, Homód Valley, 
Hárskút Basin, Bakony Mountains) and for those in arable environments 2.0 cm 
year−1 (between 2004 and 2010, Tés Plateau, Bakony Mountains). A similar rate 
was experienced for the infilling of dolines with arable environment when the infill-
ing rate was calculated from the cover thickness above the tin in the fill of the doline 
Hu-1 (see Chap. 3). Its value was 2.8 cm year−1. (The tin emerged in 1980 and it has 
been estimated that the tin got into the doline at the beginning of the 1950s.)
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Fig. 6.38 Buried tree trunk in the covered karst ponor K-1 (Hárskút Basin, Bakony Mountains). 1 
Internal depressions, 2 Buried trunk, 3 Filled eastern side of the depression, 4 Depression floor, 
almost plane due to infilling

Fig. 6.37 Buried tyre near Žabljak (Durmitor) in 2012
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Thus, the rate of infilling for covered karst landforms in arable environment is 
double of those on grassed or forested catchments. This is explained by the more 
intense removal of soil and cover sediments on arable land due to the lack of vegeta-
tion than on surfaces covered by grass or trees. Since in the period 2004–2010 pre-
cipitation was extremely high in 2010, infilling was probably the highest in this 

Table 6.7 Partial features of dolines developed in 2010

Doline 
code Feature

How 
many? Process Morphological situation

I-15 No 0 – Flat terrain
I-17 No 0 – In depression D-3
I-18 Non-karstic pipe 1 Opening by fall
I-19 Non-karstic pipe 2 Opening by fall
I-22 No 0 – In depression D-4 on 

valley floorI-23 Inner suffosion doline 1 Fall
I-24 Flat floor 1 Filling of cleaned 

shaft
I-25 1. Flat floor in inner 

suffosion doline
2 1. Infilling

2. Non-karstic pipe 1 2. Opening by fall
I-104 E Flat floor 0 Infilling
I-104 W 1. Non-karstic pipe 1 1. Opening by fall

2. Inner suffosion 
doline

1 2. Fall

3. Channels 5 3. Rill/gully erosion
I-26 No 0 – Flat terrain
I-27 Inner suffosion doline 1 Fall Flat terrain
I-28 Non-karstic pipe ca 

10–15
To the effect of water 
percolation

Flat terrain

I-29 1. Flat floor in inner 
subsidence doline

1 1. Infilling On the floor of Tábla 
Valley

2. 3–5 non-karstic pipe 
in margins

3–5 2. To the effect of 
water percolation

I-31 1. Channel 1 1. Rill/gully erosion In the depression D-2 in 
the side of Tábla Valley2. Broadening of inner 

subsidence doline
1 2. Induced by fall

3. Non-karstic pipe in 
inner subsidence doline

1 3. Opening by fall

I-32 1. Non-karstic pipe 1 1. Opening by fall In the depression D-1 on 
the floor of Tábla Valley2. Flat floor 1 2. Infilling

I-32 L No 0 –
I-33 No 0 –

Tési Plateau, Veress (2013)
Notice: Observation date of the data presented in the table is 08.10.2010, former observations 
between 2004 and 2009 once a year and in January 2010
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Fig. 6.39 Subsidence doline filled up in 2010 (eastern partial depression of subsidence doline 
I-104, Tés Plateau, 8 October 2010). 1 Margin of fill

Fig. 6.40 Changes in depression D-2 (doline I-31) by 2010 (Tés Plateau, 2010). 1 Well rings 
exposed by the formation of the internal doline, 2 Internal doline
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Table 6.8 Infilling or deepening of karst depressions in the 2000s

Tés Plateau (Bakony Mountains), measured in 
April 2004 and in June 2010

Homód-árok (Bakony Mountains), measured in 
June 2003 and in July 2010

Code

Change 
in depth 
(cm)

Rate 
(cm 
year−1)

Catchment 
vegetation

Genetic 
type Code

Change 
in depth 
(cm)

Rate 
(cm 
year−1)

Catchment 
vegetation

Genetic 
type

I-33 +16 2.3 Arable F1 Ho- 1 −20 2.5 Forest F1

I-32 +10? 1.4 Arable F1 Ho-2/a 0 0 Forest F1

I-32_L +13 1.6 Arable F1 Ho-2/b −22 2.7 Forest F1

I-31 −120 17.1 Arable F2 Ho- 3 −30 3.7 Forest F1

I-22 0 0 Forest F1 Ho- 4 0 0 Forest F1

I-23 −25 3.6 Forest F1 Ho- 6 +19 2.4 Forest F1

I-24 −14 2.0 Forest F1 Ho- 7 +22 2.7 Forest F1

I-25 −10 1.4 Forest F1 Ho- 8 +23 2.9 Forest F1

I-26 −17 2.4 Arable F1 Ho- 9 0 0 Forest F1

I-28 +21 3.0 Arable F1 Ho- 10 +29 3.6 Forest F1

I-15 +16 2.3 Arable F1 Ho- 11 +12 1.5 Forest F1

I-17 +21 3.0 Arable F1 Ho- 12 0 0 Forest F1

I-18 −32 4.6 Arable F2 Ho- 13 +16 2.0 Forest F1

I-19 +16 2.3 Arable F1 Ho- 14 0 0 Forest F1

I-27 +13 1.9 Arable F3 Ho- 15 +10 1.2 Forest F1

Nagymező (Bükk Mountains), measured in July 
2006 and in July 2010

Ho-16/A −39 4.9 Forest F1

N-1 −19 3.8 Grassland F1 Ho-16/B −12 1.5 Forest F1

N-3 +10 2.0 Grassland F1 Ho- 17 0 0 Forest F1

N-8 0 0 Grassland F1 Ho- 20 0 0 Forest F1

N-6 +6? 1.2 Grassland F1 Ho- 21 0 0 Forest F1

N-4 0 0 Grassland F1 Ho- 22 +10 1.2 Forest F1

N-9 +13 2.6 Grassland F1

N-5 0 0 Grassland F1

N-2 0 0 Grassland F1

Aggtelek Karst, measured in July 2006 and in 
July 2010
A-1 +32 6.4 Forest O
A-2 +21 4.2 Forest O
A-3 +25 5.0 Forest O
A-4 0 0 Forest O

Veress (2013)
+ infilling, − deepening, E forest on its catchment, Gy grassland on its catchment, Sz arable on its 
catchment
O solution doline, F subsidence doline (F1 suffosion doline, F2 dropout doline, F3 fossil suffosion 
doline)
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year. This makes it probable that in this year the actual rate of infilling was higher 
than calculated (as an annual average).

6.5.2  Areal Distribution of Depth Change

The morphological changes of the above-mentioned DSD D-2 (or doline I-31) were 
studied through computing the differences between contour lines on maps prepared 
at two dates (2004 and 2010) (see Chap. 3). In the depression subsiding partial areas 
are identified (Fig. 6.41), which are divided by less intensively deepening or infill-
ing surfaces (Veress 2013). The intensively subsiding details of the floor and the 
features indicating sediment loss (e.g. the development of inner and marginal 
dolines) probably point to explored caves or shafts of considerable depth below the 
depression (Táblavölgy dripstone cave). Not only the removal of sediment contrib-
uted to the deepening of the doline (an exploration was carried out in the cave) but 
also the fact that well rings were installed above the cave entrance. Because of the 
removal of sediment, the sediment inwash into the cave increased. Well rings 
ensured intensive sediment removal into the cave as they did not clog as the non-
karstic pipes did. Sediment transport into the cave took place at the upper edge of 
the well rings or at the contact of well rings. This and the deepening are indicated 
by the position of the edge of the uppermost well ring above the floor in 2010  
(Fig. 6.40). The uppermost well ring rising above the floor shows destruction of the 
floor. The inner doline could have formed due to material transport from the cover 
into the cave by piping through the slots between well rings. Subsequently, the 
 evolution of the inner doline further intensified the destruction of the floor of the 
depression.

The surface around the depression, which is on the western slope of the Tábla 
Valley of N-S strike, has an eastern slope and, consequently, receives its fill mate-
rial from the west. At the same time, on the western margin of the depression, 
which – as mentioned – is deepened in the west, a new partial depression emerged. 
Therefore, in the depression changes in depth are less controlled by sediment input. 
If this were the case, the western part could have deepened less intensively than the 
eastern part, but rather the karstic processes and generated sediment transport in its 
area and its environs were of great significance (Fig. 6.41).

6.5.3  Material Budget of Dolines

Conclusions on the material budget of doline can be drawn from the joint analyses 
of landforms and depth change within a time period. Regarding landform evolution 
in dolines showing change, we observe that in deepening and infilling dolines, fea-
tures indicating sediment input and output equally develop (Tables 6.7 and 6.8). 
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Based on the above, the following varieties of subsidence dolines are distinguished 
according to depth change (Veress 2013, Table 6.9).

If no non-karstic (accumulational) landform is generated on the doline floor but 
doline depth has increased, there was material transport out of the doline but prob-
ably no sediment input into the doline took place, or if there was a sediment input, 
it did not accumulate in the doline (type A). If there are destructive features in the 
doline and its depth has increased, sediment input happened but at a lower rate than 
sediment output and the input preceded output in time (variety B1). If an accumula-
tional feature occurs in the doline and doline depth has increased, outward transport 
also surpasses inward transport but in this case sediment output preceded input 
(variety B2).

If accumulational features are observed in the doline and doline depth has been 
reduced, it indicates previous material input into the doline without considerable 
outward transport (type C). The doline belongs to this class even if the growth of 
doline depth has not been accompanied by the formation of characteristic features. 
If destructional features are generated in the doline and simultaneously doline depth 
has been reduced, outward material transport from the karst was of lower degree 
than that of inward transport (type D). Naturally, if there has been no change either 
in depth or in morphology, no inward or outward transport is indicated (type E).

Fig. 6.41 Map of depth changes in depression D-2 (Veress 2013). 1 Deepening (dm), 2 Infilling 
(dm), 3 Shaft (cave) of depression with well rings, 4 Direction of sediment input (depths measured 
in 2004 and 2010)
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6.6  Conclusion

The conditions of activity of karst depressions (water inflow) were analysed. The 
activity was characterised by its nature (winter and summer activities). Types of 
water inflow (surface, rivulet, linear and valley floor inflow), activity phenomena 
(flood lake, overflow, intermittent spring, onfilling) and types of activity (surface 
inflow, outward seepage, latent activity, complex activity) were identified and 

Table 6.9 Relation among the sediment budgets, depth changes and morphology of dolines

Doline code
Depth change  
(cm) Features

Type based on  
sediment budget

I-15 +16 x C
I-17 +21 x C
I-18 −32 m B1

I-19 +16 m D
I-22 0 x E
I-23 −25 m B1

I-24 −14 a B2

I-25 −10 m, a B1

I-26 −17 x A
I-27 +13 m D
I-28 +21 m D
I-29 ? m, a ?
I-31 −120 m B1

I-32 +10 m, a D
I-32 L +13 x C
I-33 +16 x C
I-104 eastern partial doline ? a ?
I-104 western partial doline ? m ?

Veress (2013)
+: degree of infilling
− degree of deepening
m: feature referring to sediment transport from the doline into the karst
X: the features of the doline did not change
a: feature referring to infilling
Esz: sediment transport from the doline into the karst
Bsz: sediment transport into the doline
A: no feature development in the doline, but there is increase in depth; there is Esz, but there is no 
Bsz
B1: feature development by sediment transport from the doline into the karst and there is increase 
in depth, but sediment transport into the karst precedes deepening, Esz > Bsz
B2: there is infilling feature and increase in depth, but sediment transport into the karst happened 
after deepening, Esz > Bsz
C: there is infilling feature development and decrease in depth, there is no Esz, but there is Bsz
D: there is feature development by sediment transportation from the doline into the karst and there 
is decrease in depth; Esz < Bsz
E: there is no feature development and change in depth in the doline; there is neither Esz nor Bsz
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described. The characteristic properties of winter and summer activities and their 
role in the evolution of the passage system of karst were demonstrated. The flood 
lakes were typified according to their mode and place of development and lifetime. 
Ephemeral, longer-duration and enduring flood lakes were distinguished and the 
conditions of their origin and sedimentation were described.

In laboratory the origin of sedimentation in flood lakes were investigated. 
Sedimentation can take the form of precipitation (due to intensive evaporation and 
dissolved material), coating and deposition. The coating form is annular, linear, 
continuous or thickening continuous (on basin wall or floor). The sedimentation 
features depend on the properties of the suspension, the position of the surface 
where settling happens, the rate of water level sinking and the presence of stagnant 
water intervals. In laboratory we pointed out that continuous water level sinking 
involves the development of continuous sedimentation forms, while if it is inter-
rupted by stagnant water spells, either continuous sedimentation form or thickening 
continuous sedimentation form results. During increasing the rates of water level 
sinking, in suspensions without coagulation or with little coagulation, the sediment 
thickens at stagnant water level, since in case of initial (or stagnant) rate of water 
level sinking, the fine-grained sediment is deposited too. At later water level sinking 
(farther from the stagnant water level), a sediment of smaller thickness develops as 
here only the coarser sediment can deposit. From suspensions where coagulation 
happens, the coarser grains are able to deposit at various rates of water level sinking 
(thus also at high rate). The developing settling form will be continuous and of simi-
lar thickness. The sediment finer than 63 μm in the fill of the depression indicates 
the development of flood lakes at the time of the development of the fill. The pres-
ence of the sediment coarser than this in the fill refers either to the existing condi-
tions for the inward transport of the material of such grain size or to the presence of 
a material favouring coagulation in the water of the lake. The settling form created 
in the laboratory is similar to the properties of plant waste in karst depressions. 
Thus, the thickening continuous form of deposition corresponds to the plant waste 
sequence of heterogeneous zones. The upper, thickened part of the former corre-
sponds to the outer part of the plant waste zone, while the lower part corresponds to 
the inner subzone of the plant waste series.

The conditions of sedimentation from flood lakes are intensive activity (water 
inflow), retarded water conduction and the presence of clay (colloid) on the catch-
ment. Continuous appearance is typical if the lake water level sinks continuously 
and at a lower rate than the rate of sinking for sediment and plant waste. They are 
arranged in zonal (annular) form if the lake has stagnant water level(s). An addi-
tional condition of the development of a plant waste zone is the gentle slope of the 
doline and the presence of plant waste in the hinterland.

From flood lakes, colloid (particles smaller than 1 μm), silt, clay (particles of 
1–61 μm) and plant waste settle. Plant waste and colloids adhere to surfaces and 
plant waste, silt and clay deposit. At stagnant water level or if the rate of sinking of 
water level is below that of the mentioned materials, silt, clay and the loaded plant 
waste deposit continuously. If the rate of water level sinking is above that of these 
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materials, they do not deposit or only that part deposits which has a higher rate of 
settling (the sinking rate of loaded plant waste) than the rate of water level sinking.

At the bottom of the longer-duration lakes, plant waste accumulates (if water 
level sinking is continuous) or series of plant waste zones and colloid ring coatings 
form (if water level sinking is interrupted by stagnant water spells). Zonal accumu-
lation is either homogeneous or divided into subzones. The water of enduring lakes 
is not drained because the depressions are clogged but affected by evaporation, 
which results in laminite formation. The increasing clogging (or occasionally its 
initial opening) of the depression is indicated by the plant waste series, while the 
presence of laminite points to complete clogging.

In doline evolution, accounting for laminite and plant waste as well as the grain 
size of the filling sediments, active (non-karstic pipe emerged in the doline) and inac-
tive phases (clogging of non-karstic pipe or shaft in the doline) are distinguished.

The inactive doline may be transformed into a fossil doline. During the fossil 
stage, the lake becomes permanent and water conduction from the doline into the 
karst gradually ceases. In the cover below the doline, groundwater accumulates. 
Sediment and water input into the doline also cease gradually as the surrounding 
terrain is eroded, and its elevation and slope are reduced. Input is gradually replaced 
by water flow and sediment transport outward the doline.

On some Hungarian karst areas, our depth measurements show that between 2004 
and 2010 the infilling of covered karst dolines was slower than that of the solution 
dolines. This slower sedimentation is explained by the greater extent of sediment 
transport into the passage system of the karst. The extent to which dolines are filled 
in depends on the vegetation in the hinterlands of dolines (on the type and density of 
vegetation during humid periods) and the development stage of the doline conduits.

The material budget of suffosion dolines was analysed. According to material 
turnover, five types were identified. Into type A dolines, there is no sediment input. 
The sediment input into type B dolines is at a lower rate than sediment transport 
from the doline into the karst (the difference between dolines of B1 and B2 varieties 
lies in the temporal sequence of the two processes). Outward transport from type C 
dolines is not considerable, while from type D outward transport is considerable but 
does not exceed the rate of sediment input. Finally, into type E dolines, neither input 
nor output is observed. Out of the 15 investigated dolines of the Tés Plateau, in six 
cases outward sediment transport surpassed that of inward transport, while in eight 
cases the opposite was found. For one doline neither inward nor outward transport 
could be identified.
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    Chapter 7   
 Landform Evolution and Development                     

    Abstract     In this chapter, the development and further evolution of subsoil karren, 
caprock dolines, subsidence dolines, ponors, DSDs and remnant caves are repre-
sented. For the above landforms and their varieties, the infl uencing geological, mor-
phological and hydrological conditions are presented, and the origin, evolution and 
transformation of landforms are demonstrated. In the presentation of the develop-
ment of karren, the role of the cover (mainly its grain size) and water movement in 
the cover is detailed. The classifi cation of caprock dolines relies on the depth of 
stoping pipes. When studying subsidence dolines, the infl uence of terrain slope, 
elevation, karst water and the properties of the cover sediment (grain size, CaCO 3  
and clay contents) are investigated. The contribution of landform development on 
the bedrock and processes in the cover (piping, compaction) to the formation of the 
depression is analysed. In the genetic classifi cation of ponors, the distribution of 
non-karstic rocks and the position of karst water are considered. In the description 
of the evolution of DSDs, the karstic and non-karstic infl uences are overviewed, 
and it is investigated from what landforms (subsidence doline, ponor, katavothron) 
the studied features developed.  

  Keywords     Capillary porosity   •   Aggregate porosity   •   Breccia pipe   •   Stoping up   • 
  Collapse   •   Piping   •   Conditions of origin   •   Cover thickness   •   Indirect inheritance   • 
  Direct inheritance  

7.1             Karren Formation 

7.1.1     General Characteristics of Karren Development 

 Karren on bare surfaces originate from water fl ow and water seepage (White  1988 ; 
Veress  2010 ). In  covered karst  s, water motion is retarded. Therefore, covered kar-
ren develop by seepage or weak fl ow. If water penetrates through the cover, water 
motion is seepage, and if it exists between the bedrock and the cover, it can be weak 
fl ow, too. 

 The soil and the cover infl uence karren formation through water circulation and 
CO 2  production. The soil (and also the cover) dissipate water on the rock surface 
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(Trudgill  1985 ), but as it is stored in the cover, the duration of the solution period 
increases. The direction and pattern of water motion and the location and extension 
of contact with the bedrock depend on the occurrence of groundwater in the cover, 
of impermeable intercalation and of the grain size of the cover. 

 Total porosity is composed of the pores between particles ( aggregate porosity  ) 
and the pores within particles ( capillary porosity  ) (Stefanovits  1981 ). In our inves-
tigations, lowest porosity was found in  cover sediment   of 0.250–0.500 mm particle 
size, and it grows with both increasing and decreasing particle size. With decreasing 
particle size, total porosity can grow (Table  7.1 ) because capillary porosity grows. 
In the pores of aggregate porosity, water moves gravitationally. Capillary water is 
situated in the pores of capillary porosity and on the surface of small particles. The 
lifting effect of capillarity affects capillary water. Therefore, in cover sediment 
where aggregate porosity is higher (coarse-grained cover), water percolates in verti-
cal direction towards the bedrock and, when it reaches the bedrock, if it does not 
infi ltrate, fl ows along the bedrock surface. Where capillary porosity is higher (fi ne- 
grained cover), water percolates upwards and laterally – even if there is no imper-
meable intercalation in the cover. This statement is also proved by both our  water 
lifting   and  water overlifting   experiments (Table  7.1 ). The water lifting experiment 
was infi nite because the experiment was carried out during the increase of water 
level. However, in the case of the 24-h water lifting experiment, the same was expe-
rienced. Thus, the water rise was 480 mm in the sediment with a grain size of 
0.001–0.063. This value decreased by the increase of grain size (the following 24-h 
water lifting values belong to sediments with grain sizes of 0.063–0.125 mm, 
0.125–0.250 mm, 0.250–0.500 mm, 0.500–0.1000 mm, 1.000–2.000 mm and 
2.000–2.500 mm: 440 mm, 390 mm, 150 mm, 50 mm, 30 mm and 25 mm). In the 
case of the sediment with a grain size of 2.000–2.500 mm, there was no water lift-
ing. In the case of the water overlifting experiment with a 10 cm high glass tube, the 
total amount of water (30 cm 3 ) got into the sediment when the grain size of the sedi-
ment was 0.125–0.250 mm. From this amount, 24 cm 3  remained in the sediment, 
and the other part got into the water container from where the water is originated. 
However, in the case of a sediment with a grain size of 0.500–1.00 mm, during the 
experiment, no water got into the water container from where the water is origi-
nated. Thus, no water overlifting happened in the latter case.

   Solution is not only enhanced by CO 2  originating from the soil but also that from 
the cover. Thus, CO 2  is produced in  terra rossa   (Zámbó  1970 ) or (weathered) basalt 
(Song and Liang  2009 ). Solution can be periodical. The water between the cover 
and the bedrock is saturated when solution is interrupted and renewed when the 
 water percolating   through the cover takes up CO 2  and unsaturated water presses out 
saturated water. Karren formation is affected by the insoluble residue of bedrock 
and weakness of rock. Solutional residue reduces water motion or prevents water 
from contacting the rock. Zones of weakness are represented by joints and  bedding 
planes  , which are sites of  water conduction  , where karren formation begins. 

 The composition of the cover also infl uences karren formation on the bedrock. 
With higher or increasing carbonate content of the  cover sediment  , infi ltrating 
waters are partly or fully saturated before reaching the bedrock. Thus, there is hardly 
any solution on the bedrock (see Sect.  7.3.3.3 ). 

7 Landform Evolution and Development
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 During karren formation, the dismembering of the rock mass leads to interaction 
between the cover and the (surface of) bedrock. The  cover sediment   intrudes into 
the resulting depressions and solution continues along joints (Curtis et al.  1976 ). 
The contact surface between the cover and the bedrock increases and this enhances 
solution. The cover expands, and its porosity increases which favours water seep-
age. With the dismembering of the bedrock through solution, its fragments are 
incorporated into the cover (Veress and Péntek  1996 ). This modifi es the solution 
capacity of waters percolating in the cover. 

 Covered karst karren can form under soil only or under  cover sediment  . The lat-
ter are regarded typical covered karren. Covered karren can develop through the 
burial of karren on bare surfaces (Figs.  7.1a–c ) under solutional residue (Fig.  7.1e ) 
or under non-karstic cover.

   Water can arrive between the cover and the bedrock by way of seepage through 
the cover or at the bedrock outcrops. If the bedrock is impermeable, water can reach 
the surface of the bedrock where it outcrops or, in the case of consolidated rock, 
along the joints. Solution intensifi es on the bedrock, where percolating water adds 
to the water fl owing between the cover and the bedrock (Song  1986 ). 

 It is common that karren formation under  cover sediment   is not coupled with the 
development of surfi cial features. The reason for this is that karren are mostly of too 
small dimensions to cause subsidence in the cover. Subsidence can also be inhibited 
by the thickening of the cover from below, from the insoluble bedrock. In certain 
cases, the cover can subside, particularly if the cover is thin and non-cohesive or if 
the karren features are associated with the cavities of the  epikarst   (Figs.  7.1d  and 
 7.2 , Trudgill  1985 ).

   Slabe ( 2009 ) studied the origin of  covered karst   features in an experiment on 
 plaster  . He identifi ed solution zones under cover on the gypsum columns. Thus, he 
recognised a  micro recess zone   on top of the columns. In the middle of the columns, 
the size of the features is described as  scallops   grew. At the fractures,  channels of 
semicircular cross-section   developed. At the bottom, where inundation was perma-
nent, channels came about, while at the level of inundation,  notches   emerged. At the 
lower levels of columns,  channels of Ω cross-section   could be observed on the 
 ceiling. In the course of another experiment (with  clay   cover), vertical channels and 
 shafts   developed on the columns. 

 In our experiment (see Chap.   3     and below), karren-like features have developed 
on the surface of the  plaster   table through the so-called continuous dissolution, 
under coarse  cover sediment  . 

 Slabe and Liu ( 2009 ) identifi ed covered karren with respect to the water fl ow and 
inundation conditions of the cover, relying on the results of experiments by Slabe 
( 2005 ,  2009 ). They distinguished between karren below cover and those at soil 
level. Karren below cover can develop through water percolation, fl ow or complete 
inundation (the latter in the case of periodical  water level fl uctuation  ). Percolating 
water produces channels,  fl utes  ,  scallops   and minor depressions in the rock. Under 
inundated cover, channels and  notches   develop. At the soil level,  half-bells   and 
notches come about. Here we should mention that half-bells are typical where 
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 channels conduct water from the bordering cliff onto the cover. Channels under 
inundation probably only form on  plaster   since such features are not associated with 
 katavothra   (Fig.   5.12    ). 

 The development of covered karren is presented following the classifi cation in 
Sect.   5.2.2    . Irregular features include  subsoil   cavernous  karren   and  subcutaneous 
tubes  . In the formation of such forms, the role of rock structure is emphasised (Slabe 
 1999 ; Zseni  2009 ). Solution does not take place on the surface of the karstifying 
surface but in the interior, along fractures and  bedding planes  .  

  Fig. 7.1    Types of  subsoil   karren.  1  Limestone,  2  permeable cover,  3  weathering residue,  4  imper-
meable cover deposit,  5  soil,  6  fracture,  7  accumulation of cover,  8  infi ltration,  9  solution,  10  
subsidence of the cover above karren,  11  surface lowering due to material loss by solution, ( a ) 
transformation of bare karren into  cryptokarren   by accumulation, ( b ) transformation of bare karren 
into  concealed karren   by accumulation, ( c ) truncation of bare karren and rejuvenation of karren 
formation under permeable cover and conservation of the karren surface under impermeable 
cover, ( d ) inheritance of karren features from the bedrock over to the cover by cover subsidence, 
( e ) karren formation under the weathering residue,  I  state before karren formation,  II – III  formation 
of karren features       
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7.1.2     Formation of Vertical Karren 

 Vertical features include  solution pipes   and  subsoil    pinnacles  . Solution pipes form 
at the fractures of the bedrock. The  clay   cover probably also contributes to their 
formation. On the one hand, on gypsum such features develop under clay (Penck 
 1924 ), and on the other, Slabe ( 2009 ) reported on the formation of  shafts   in his 
model experiment if the  cover sediment   was clay. 

 On the coast of  Madagascar   (see Chap.   5    ), large-scale chimneys occur on bare 
rock, but have no fi ll. Such features may derive from the root zones of one-time 
trees on the coast. Following their formation, when the pipes crossed the rock, the 
fi ll was removed and the trees were destroyed (Veress et al.  2008 ). 

 Pinnacles ( pinnacle karst  ) are residual landforms. The tropical karst varieties 
under cover are the  stone forest  , arête and pinnacle karst (Ford and Williams  2007 ). 
The development of such forms begins with the emergence and widening of chim-
neys,  shafts   and grikes. Adjacent chimneys and shafts merge. This merging and the 
widening of  giant grikes   of different direction leave behind gradually narrowing 
elevation (pinnacles). Afterwards, as it was also described for the  Lunan   stone forest 
(Song and Liang  2009 ), along the fractures below the cover, during solution pinna-
cles are becoming narrower and lower, resulting in  pillars   and then stone  teeth  . A 
similar process happens at the arête and pinnacle karst varieties according to 
Osmaston ( 1980 ) and Osmaston and Sweeting ( 1982 ). Here pinnacles develop 
between perpendicular fractures. The origin of pinnacle karst is presented in detail 
below related to grike formation. The development of pinnacles is demonstrated by 
the experiment of Slabe ( 2009 ).  

Soil cover

a b

c d
Joint

Grike

Progressive joint
opening and
surface lowering

sediment
transport

Joints open by
sub-soil dissolution

Soil loss down
open joints

Bare surfacesResidual soil

Surface lowering

  Fig. 7.2    Impact of cover on the formation of grikes and the denudation of the cover by grikes 
(Trudgill  1985 ) – modifi ed       
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7.1.3     Formation of Linear Karren 

 Linear features include channels and grikes. A variety of channels is  rundkarren   
(rounded solution channel), which, as already presented in Chap.   5    , developed from 
the  rinnenkarren   (channels) of bare surfaces through subcutaneous solution (Bögli 
 1960 ; Veress  2009a ). 

 The channels under cover form during water fl ow between the cover and the 
bedrock. To their origin rock fractures also contribute, while in the development of 
the channels of bare terrain fractures have no role to play (Veress  2010 ). Their 
development is also infl uenced by the  water percolating   through the cover. 
Broadening sections come about where the water percolating through the cover 
mixes with water fl owing between the cover and the bedrock (Song  1986 ). 

 Similar to grikes on bare terrain, those under cover mostly (but not exclusively) 
develop along fractures. The  water percolating   through the  cover sediment   is mov-
ing along fractures and dissolves the rock. The rock walls of fractures retreat by 
 lateral corrosion   (Zámbó  1970 ). 

 The depth of grikes corresponds to the thickness of the  epikarst   and their fl oor 
coincides with the level of saturation. (Exceptions are presented by recent, later 
developed grikes which are shallower, and their fl oor has not reached down to the 
lower surface of the epikarst.) If the epikarst is deep and the karst water table is 
close to the surface, the fl oors of grikes reach down to the karst water. If the karst 
water table sinks, the grikes keep on deepening until they extend down to the karst 
water table or the level of saturation. The grikes cannot deepen under the level of the 
permanent water cover because the water levels act a kind of impermeable series. 
However, they become broader (see later). In the absence of an impermeable series, 
they can deepen, and this has been proved by our laboratory experiments too: the 
grikes were formed in  plaster   deepened until the impermeable series. The deepening 
was larger on the cover with a grain size of 2.5–5.0 mm and took place until the  clay   
(Table  7.2 ). The grike fl oor reached the clay only partially in the case of a fi ll of fi ner 

    Table 7.2    The change of the grike size in the case of a sediment fi ll of 2.5–5.0 mm if there is no 
impermeable series on the fl oor   

 Original state 
 At the end of the 
experiment  Change 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width  Depth 

 mm  %  mm  % 

 At the place of water 
supply 

 –  –  26  39  –  –  –  – 

 At 4 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 23  16  25  34  2  8.7  18  112.5 

 At 15.5 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 23.2  17.8  25  33  1.8  7.8  15,2  85.4 

 At 27 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 26.6  14.2  26  27  −0.6  −2.3  12.8  90.1 

 At the end of the grike  –  –  26  22.5  –  –  –  – 
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grain size (0.063–0.125 mm) (Table  7.3 ). In this case the reason for smaller deepen-
ing is that the capillary water seeped partly laterally in the cover which is also 
proved by the fact the grike fi lled with fi ne grain broadened to a larger extent (Tables 
 7.2  and  7.3 ). At the level of fi ll, the broadening depended on the distance from the 
place of water supply (its extent decreased by the increase of the distance). As we 
have already mentioned, it depended on the grain size of the cover too. The subsid-
ence of the surface of the fi ll depends on the grain size as compared to the subsid-
ence of the bedrock. On a fi ne-grained fi ll, the subsidence is the same or similar to 
that of the coarse-grained fi ll (Tables  7.4  and  7.5 ). In spite of the fact that the subsid-
ence of the grike fl oor under fi ne-grained sediment is signifi cantly smaller than 
under coarse-grained sediment. This also proves a lateral water motion in the fi ne-
grained sediment. In the case of this kind of fi ll, the subsidence of the fi ll is large as 
compared to the dissolution of the fl oor, which is caused by the lateral transporta-
tion of the fi ll. This may happen by lateral seepage.

      On tropical karsts, the depressions of the pinnacle surface (probably grikes or 
their modifi ed varieties) may be 20–30 m deep (Bergado and Selvanayagam  1987 , 
Figs.   5.5     and  7.3 ). Grike depth is typical of the individual climates since the position 
of the grike fl oor is controlled by the saturation depth of infi ltrating water, which 
depends on CO 2  production (i.e. climate) and the denudation rate by solution for the 
 limestone   terrain between grikes.

   Solution on the rock walls bordering the fracture can take three forms.

 –    Solution rate reduces downwards and with reduced solution grikes wedge out.  

    Table 7.3    The change of the grike size in the case of a sediment fi ll of 0.063–0.125 mm if there is 
no impermeable series on the fl oor   

 Original state 
 At the end of the 
experiment  Change 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width  Depth 

 mm  %  mm  % 

 At the place of water 
supply 

 –  –  54  28  –  –  –  – 

 At 4 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 28.1  23.2  43  34  14.9  53  10.8  46.6 

 At 15.5 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 26.6  24.8  35  26  8.4  31.6  1.2  4.8 

 At 27 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 29.3  23.3  32  24  2.7  9.2  0.7  3 

 At the end of the grike  –  –  33  21  –  –  –  – 

  Table 7.4    The subsidence of 
the surface of the grike fi ll in 
the case of a grain size of 
2.5–5.0 mm if there is no 
impermeable series on the 
fl oor  

 At the place of water supply  15 mm 
 At 4 cm from the place of water supply  13 mm 
 At 15.5 cm from the place of water supply  10 mm 
 At 27 cm from the place of water supply  9 mm 
 At the end of the grike  6.5 mm 
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 –   Solution rate remains similar to the level of saturation (which may also be the 
lower surface of the  epikarst  ). In this case grike walls show parallel retreat. As a 
consequence, grikes with parallel walls come about.  

 –   Solution rate increases downwards and with more intensive solution at greater 
depths grikes broaden. The intensity of solution may increase downwards if the 
grain size of the cover changes and, thus, becomes fi ner downwards. In this case, 
on the deeper part of the grike, water fl ow will be lateral in the cover. There in 
the fi ne-grained cover, the water dissolves the wall to a larger extent as compared 
to coarse-grained cover situated above. If the grike is only partly fi lled with 
cover or there is an impermeable series (karst water) on the grike fl oor, grike 
broadening downwards comes about too. During our laboratory experiments, the 
walls between the grikes with clayey fl oors (their width was 5–6 cm) completely 
dissolved, so the grikes widened downwards independent of the grain size of the 
fi lling material. However, the widening of the grikes at the level of the fi lling was 

  Table 7.5    The subsidence of 
the surface of the grike fi ll in 
the case of a grain size of 
0.063–0.125 mm if there is 
no impermeable series on the 
fl oor  

 At the place of water supply  20 mm 
 At 4 cm from the place of water supply  12 mm 
 At 15.5 cm from the place of water supply  5 mm 
 At 27 cm from the place of water supply  4 mm 
 At the end of the grike  4 mm 

  Fig. 7.3    Grike evolution on karsts under different climates.  1  Limestone,  2  fracture,  3  cover,  4  
grike fi ll,  5  infi ltration,  6  solution,  7  level of saturation,  8  karst water table.  I  Initial stage.  II  Mature 
stage: on temperate karst ( a ), mediterranean karst ( b ), tropical karst ( c ). Varieties of tropical karst 
by development stage:  stone forest   karst (C 1 ),  pinnacle karst   (C 2 ) and inselberg karst (C 3 )       
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signifi cantly smaller, and it depended on the grain size (Tables  7.6  and  7.7 ). All 
these things prove that if the grike fl oor cannot subside, but the water has the 
ability to solve, the grike will widen.

       The  Lunan    stone forest   partly formed under the karst water table (Ford et al. 
 1997 ; Yuan  1991 ; Zhang et al.  1997 ). In this region,  epikarst   thickness amounts to 
more than 100 m (Mangin  1997 ). The origin of the Lunan stone forest or the 
 experiment carried out by Slabe ( 2009 ) on  plaster   reconstructs the initial conditions. 
The  pillars   and  teeth   of the Lunan stone forest developed through the broadening of 
the rock fractures (Song and Liang  2009 ), i.e. by way of grike formation. 

 Peng et al. ( 2007 ) described the evolution of  stone forest  s by a  triplex erosion 
model  , which, according to those authors, can also be applied to the  pinnacle karst  . 
In the model the above authors identify subaerial solution,  subsoil   solution and soil 
erosion. Pinnacles form along grikes in three manners. If subaerial solution takes 

   Table 7.6    The change of the grike size in the case of a sediment fi ll of 2.5–5.0 mm if there is an 
impermeable series on the fl oor   

 Original state 
 At the end of the 
experiment  Change 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width  Depth 

 mm  %  mm  % 

 At the place of water 
supply 

 –  –  25  24  –  –  –  – 

 At 4 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 21.2  19.4  22  22  0.8  3.8  2.6  13.4 

 At 15.5 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 23.4  20.6  24  22  0.6  2.6  1.4  6.8 

 At 27 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 22.9  16.8  25  16  2.1  9.2  −0.8  −4.7 

 At the end of the grike  –  –  28  17  –  –  –  – 

   Table 7.7    The change of the grike size in the case of a sediment fi ll of 0.063–0.125 mm if there is 
an impermeable series on the fl oor   

 Original state 
 At the end of the 
experiment  Change 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width 
(mm) 

 Depth 
(mm) 

 Width  Depth 

 mm  %  mm  % 

 At the place of water 
supply 

 –  –  30  25  –  –  –  – 

 At 4 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 23.5  22.8  27  22  3.5  14.9  −0.8  −3.5 

 At 15.5 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 21.4  21.8  25  21  3.6  16.8  −0.8  3.7 

 At 27 cm from the 
place of water supply 

 22.3  20.8  25  19  2.7  12.1  −1.8  −8.7 

 At the end of the grike  –  –  23  18  –  –  –  – 
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place at a slow rate and subsoil solution is rapid, pinnacles tend to grow. If soil 
 erosion is great, the pinnacles become exhumed. If soil erosion is slow and subaerial 
and subsoil solution is rapid, pinnacles become buried. 

 If the terrain is uplifted, the fl oors of grikes emerge above the karst water table. 
With a given rate of CO 2  production (even if it is very high), solution declines at 
some point if the (laterite) cover is too thick. Cover sediment removal is a precondi-
tion to the deepening of the fl oors of the grikes. The geomorphic evolution through 
karren formation takes a course similar to the savanna-type peniplanation described 
by Büdel ( 1957 ): the resulting laterite is thinning out through  pluvial erosion  . With 
the erosional thickening out of the cover (which may happen not only by surfi cial 
removal but by the transportation of the cover into the karst), the level of saturation 
acquires a deeper position and grikes and  shafts   begin to deepen. The deepening of 
grikes and shafts, with their fl oors reaching down to the level of saturation, only 
continues if the surface of the bedrock between them is affected by solution, i.e. the 
bedrock surface is lowering. This, however, results in the recharge of laterite from 
below. Too thick laterite inhibits solution. The solution of the bedrock can only suc-
ceed the thinning out of the laterite. Eventually, the solutional lowering of the bed-
rock surface is controlled by the removal of the laterite. With deepening and then 
widening grikes, a  pinnacle karst   forms as the  blocks   between grikes ( giant grikes  ) 
transform into crests (Fig.  7.3c  2 ). 

 The  pinnacle karst   can develop into a  stone forest   if the walls of grikes perform 
parallel retreat and the pinnacles are exhumed (Fig.  7.3c  1 ). The formation of steep 
walls of grikes is favoured by the high rates of CO 2  production, observed from the 
 Lunan   stone forest. To high CO 2  production, a suitable cover is an important condi-
tion (Song and Liang  2001 ). Through the dismembering and exhumation of crests 
along fractures (Waltham  1997 ; Day and Waltham  2009 ; Williams  2009 ), an arête 
and pinnacle karst emerge (Fig.  7.4 ). If the karst water table remains at the bedrock 
surface for a longer period, widening grikes produce an inselberg karst (Paton 
 1964 ), Fig.  7.3c  3 ).

   The karst types developing from grikes presented above cannot be strictly distin-
guished from one another. On the  stone forest   karst gentler elevations (often 
denuded slopes of exhumed landforms) or narrow ridges also occur and elevations 
with vertical sides also appear on the  pinnacle karst  .  

7.1.4     Formation of Horizontal Karren 

 Notches are horizontal features formed in two types of environments: at the level of 
the soil or of temporary water inundation (Slabe  2009 ; Slabe and Liu  2009 ). The 
development of  notches   at the level of soil cover is favoured by  water conduction   
through the soil to the rock. The growth of such features is caused by the downward 
shift of the level of solution following the denudation of the surface (Slabe and Liu 
 2009 ; Zseni  2004 ,  2009 ). Large-scale varieties of notches of several metres height 
develop under tropical climate by continuous solution under enduring inundation 
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and intensive biological  activity  . The  swamp slots  , which are formed in wetland 
environment (Wilford and Wall  1965 ), are transitional to notches at water table.  

7.1.5     Formation of Karren with Circular Platform 

 Karren of circular platform include  subsoil    cups  ,  subsoil scallops   and tafoni-like 
features. According to Slabe and Liu ( 2009 ), cups develop where the waters perco-
lating through the  cover sediment   and arriving vertically at the bedrock perform 
local solution, and where surface slope is gentle, the cover is thin and porous. Rock 
jointing and vegetation signifi cantly contribute to their development. According to 

  Fig. 7.4    Development of pinnacle surface.  1  Limestone,  2  superfi cial deposit ( solution residue  ),  3  
karren ridge,  4  grike,  5   chimney   on the ridge,  6  chimney on grike karren,  7   stone forest   karren,  8  
arête and  pinnacle karst  ,  9  pinnacle,  10  suffosion doline,  11  chimney fi lled with superfi cial deposit, 
 12  chimney ruin which lost its cover deposit,  13  level of former inundation, ( a ) grike formation 
under the cover, ( b ) further development of grike karren (grikes deepen, ridges are dissected), ( c ) 
narrowing ridges exhumed with the denudation of the cover, development of pinnacles with verti-
cal walls (stone forest) and gentler slopes (arête and pinnacle karst)       
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Slabe and Liu ( 2009 ), subsoil  scallops   form to the effect of water fl ow at the contact 
between the rock and the permeable cover. Jennings ( 1985 ) explains their formation 
with periodical fl uctuation of solution capacity.  

7.1.6     Karren Formed Under Temporary Inundation 

 According to Slabe and Liu ( 2009 ), karren features formed at or under the level of 
temporary inundation include  notches  ,  subsoil   spongy surfaces,  subsoil tubes   and 
 subsoil channels  . 

 Karren formed by groundwater develop continuously, mainly at the contact 
between the cover and the karstic rock. The karren which are due to karst water are 
less bound to the contact between the rock and the cover, but primarily develop 
along fractures and  bedding planes  . They grow from bottom to top. If, however, the 
 cover sediment   is impermeable, the probability increases that the karst water, reach-
ing the surface of the bedrock, fl ows laterally between the cover and the bedrock 
and dissolves the surface of the bedrock too. If the cover is permeable, karst water 
fl ow is not directed laterally but upwards. Thus, dissolution will be more local. 

 Because of the upward motion of karst water, landforms terminating blindly or 
formed in the bedrock are common, like the karren features of  Cerkniško polje   (see 
Chap.   5    ).  

7.1.7     Formation of Rock Salt Karren 

 On rock salt karren may develop on gently or steeply sloping surfaces. They form 
under cover and along the cover or through selective denudation. The observations 
at  Parajd   show that on gently sloping terrain grikes dominate. 

 On sloping surfaces,  rinnenkarren   and  rillenkarren   are typical. The formation of 
rinnenkarren can take several courses as presented in Fig.  7.5 .

   If under desert climate, there are insoluble rock fragments on the surface, and 
 karren tables   develop (Fig.   5.18b    ). Little  precipitation   is suffi cient to generate selec-
tive solution, but is not enough to induce considerable surface runoff which, fl ow-
ing laterally, could remove the part of these formations built up of rock salt.  

7.1.8     Pseudokarren Formation 

 Pseudokarren can develop in the fi lls of karren (Fig.  7.6I ). First karren are fi lled 
with soil, which can be removed by  pluvial erosion   (Fig.  7.6 IIIa, b). If fi ll material 
is transported by suffosion (piping), porosity increases (Fig.  7.6 IIc). Subsidence 
after  compaction   results in the formation of  suffosion pseudokarren grike  s 
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  Fig. 7.5    Formation of  rinnenkarren   on rock salt.  1  Rock salt;  2  permeable cover deposit;  3  partly 
or completely impermeable cover;  4   salt breccia  ;  5  water percolation;  6  solution;  7  water percola-
tion on rock salt;  8  feature of erosional origin ( rainwater   rill);  9  solutional landform (channel);  10  
landform originating from cover subsidence (channel);  11  rainwater rill transformed by solution;  I  
initial stage;  II  mature stage; ( a ) channels develop on the bedrock under the rainwater rills of the 
permeable cover and the cover is denuded; ( b ) channels develop under the rainwater rills of the 
permeable cover by solution and the cover sinks into them; ( c ) the rainwater rills of the imperme-
able cover are inherited over the rock salt, where they further develop by solution; ( d ) water fl ow 
(percolation) under the impermeable cover forms channels on rock salt by solution and the cover 
sinks into them; ( e ) on the salt breccia rainwater rills are created by erosion and transformed into 
channels by solution or channels are formed by solution       
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(Fig.  7.6 IIIc). Pseudokarren caves also occasionally emerge during the removal of 
fi ll (Fig.  7.6 IId), and through the  collapse   of their roofs,  dropout pseudokarren 
grikes   develop (Fig.  7.6 IIId).

   Pseudokarren pipes either form if the roof of  pseudokarren cave  s locally caves in 
or if the fi ll of  solution pipes   in the bedrock  collapses  . In the fi rst case, pipes are 
divided by  earth bridges  , which are remnants of the roofs of pseudokarren caves.   

7.2     Formation of Caprock Dolines 

 In previous publications (Jennings  1985 ; Trudgill  1985 ),  caprock    dolines   were 
exclusively associated with consolidated rocks, but recently this opinion is refuted. 
Today their origin is not always explained by the  collapse   of near-surface cavities, 

  Fig. 7.6    Formation of subsidence pseudogrikes.  1  Karstic rock,  2  grike fi ll,  3  small cavity partly 
formed by removal of material,  4   pseudokarren cave  ,  5  sheet wash,  6  subsidence,  7   collapse  ,  I  grike 
formation,  II  grike infi lling,  III  partial or complete removal of material from grikes and pseudokar-
ren formation, ( a ) totally exhumed grike, ( b ) partially exhumed grike, ( c )  suffosion pseudokarren 
grike  , ( d ) dropout pseudokarren grike       
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but by stoping up of chimneys ( shafts  ). According to Waltham et al. ( 2005 ), they 
originate wherein insoluble rock collapsing extends towards the surface, i.e. in the 
cover pipe emerges. A precondition to this process is the reduced stability of the 
rock constituting the cavity (cave) roof, but appropriate geological build-up and 
suffi cient time are also necessary. The process is sometimes accelerated or even 
induced by human  activity   (Waltham et al.  2005 ). 

 Typical  caprock    dolines   occur where the entire cover is composed of consoli-
dated rocks. It is possible, however, that consolidated rocks are overlain by noncon-
solidated rocks. In this case, the process induced by  material defi cit   spreads over the 
nonconsolidated rock. The whole doline can be deepened into nonconsolidated rock 
(and, consequently, secondary processes rapidly make its slopes gentle). In the 
cover the proportion of consolidated rocks can be so subordinate that  chimney   for-
mation also basically takes place in nonconsolidated rock, for instance, on the gyp-
sum karst of  Ukraine  . Klimchouk and Andrejchuk ( 2002 ) distinguish between fi ve 
stages of  doline formation  , the second, third and fourth of which involve the stoping 
of the chimney upwards in nonconsolidated rock (merely the fi rst stage occurs in 
consolidated rock, while the fi fth stage is  collapse   on the surface). If the entire cover 
is nonconsolidated rock, transitional features from caprock  dolines   to subsidence 
doline result. In this case no chimney formation is observed. The actual type of the 
doline depends on the dimensions of the cavity formed in the bedrock and on  cover 
thickness  . The larger is the cavity, the more the character of the doline will approach 
a caprock doline, the smaller is its size and the thinner is the cover, and the more 
probable is the development of a subsidence (or even suffosion) doline. Caprock 
dolines form through direct or  indirect inheritance  . For  direct inheritance  , the 
 process on the bedrock (collapse) and the form generation in the cover are simulta-
neous, but for indirect inheritance, they are not since the development of features on 
the cover takes a longer time. 

7.2.1     Formation of C 1  Caprock Dolines 

 C 1   dolines   come about either with or without  chimney   or shaft formation. If forma-
tion takes place without chimney formation,  indirect inheritance   happens and the 
bedrock and the cover cave in simultaneously. The  collapse   of the bedrock results 
from the broadening of the cavity through solution and instabilisation of its roof. It 
is common that roof collapse is preceded by the subsidence of karst water table and 
ceasing of support for the roof. 

 This kind of evolution is similar to the origin of  subsidence dolines   of  direct 
inheritance   since the latter also involves the  collapse   of a cavity (see below). But in 
that case, the size of the cavities is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the 
cavities causing  caprock    doline formation  . Therefore, subsidence  dolines   only 
develop on unconsolidated rocks. Small-size cavities cannot inherit over consoli-
dated rocks. 
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 Chimney (shaft) formation is associated with  indirect inheritance  . From the roof 
of a near-surface, horizontal allogenic cave – similarly to C 2   dolines   – upward stop-
ing takes place. If the roof is thinning out above  blind chimneys  ,  caprock    dolines   
form through  collapse   and align in a row above the cave (Fig.  7.7 ). Upward stoping 
is caused by collapse(s) from the ceiling of the blind shaft. In addition to or instead 
of  collapses  ,  rockfalls   can also occur. Collapse(s) happens if  chimney   diameter is 
large and the rock is very compact. In both cases, the process is favoured by the 
dense jointing of the rock. Collapses and rockfalls are not sharply distinct, and 
sometimes there are transitions between them. Collapses and rockfalls can alternate 
during chimney evolution. Chimney formation is promoted by infi ltration from the 
surface (particularly water infl ow is pointlike), for instance, in karst areas covered 
by sandstone (as in South Wales) and solution from below, from the direction of the 
horizontal cave. This may be caused by the solution effect of fl ooding in the hori-
zontal cave system as well as ascending artesian water (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk 
 2002 ). Doline formation occasionally promotes chimney development (Thomas 

  Fig. 7.7    Correlation between  caprock   sinkholes and cave passages in the buried gypsum at the 
Kungur Caves in Russia (Andrejchuk and Klimchouk  2002 ).  1  Dry cave passages,  2  cave lakes,  3  
contours by the breakdown material,  4   suffosion dolines  ,  5   caprock dolines         
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 1974 ; Bull  1980 ). Smaller dolines in sandstone are able to develop since the  lime-
stone   surface is dissolved because of concentrated water fl ow and minor caprock 
dolines emerge on the sandstone. This favours  water conduction   into the horizontal 
cave of deeper position and the collapsing of the cave roof.

   To the effect of pointlike water infl ow, on gypsum both solution and  collapse   
contribute to  chimney   formation (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk  2002 ). 

 According to Klimchouk and Andrejchuk ( 2002 ), a condition to  chimney   devel-
opment is that during its evolution, the top of the  debris   fan in the horizontal cave 
should not reach the ceiling of the blind chimney. (If this happens, the evolution of 
the chimney stops.) This is less probable if the cover is thin or the growth of poros-
ity is also small. The size of the bearing (horizontal) cave is another important fac-
tor. If it is larger, a broader and less high debris fan accumulates on its fl oor. The 
cave stream and its fl oods can also promote chimney formation through the removal 
of debris from the fan. 

 The process terminates when the  chimney   opens up to the surface by collapsing. 
The diameter of the resulting doline depends on the diameter of the chimney, while 
its depth depends on the distance from the top of the chimney fi ll to the surface, the 
thickness of the roof above the blind chimney and the  pore volume   of the collapsed 
material.  

7.2.2     Formation of C 2  Caprock Dolines 

 The formation of C 2   caprock    dolines   is associated with the development of pipes 
and  shafts   ( breccia pipes  ), which derive from non-allogenic caves. The cavities 
from where the stoping starts are deep below the surface (even at several hundreds 
of metres depth). The development is usually a longer process, during which pipes 
gradually approach the surface, and when they reach it, caprock  dolines   originate 
(Walters  1977 ; Wassmann  1979 ). The formation of breccia pipes is independent 
from water recharge (with the exception of artifi cial water infl ow). It may happen 
that caprock dolines do not develop above breccia pipes by  collapse  , but by shifts 
along ringlike fractures (atectonic faults). Crater Lake in south-western Sakatchewan 
in  Canada   developed in this way (Christiansen  1971 ). 

 In the solution of cavities, water of different origin play a part: karst water for 
 limestone   (present or former), ascending thermal water for limestone (Waltham 
et al.  2005 ), circulating groundwater for gypsum and rock salt (Waltham et al.  2005 ) 
or water infl ow of artifi cial origin from the surface (Walters  1977 ). 

 In the case of  postgenetic   development, pipes form on the ceiling of an old  paleo-
karst   cavity. Postgenetic development equally occurs in  limestone   and evaporites. 
In the case of  syngenetic   development, the cavity and the pipes come about almost 
simultaneously. Syngenetic development is typical of evaporites. In limestone, 
pipes mostly form above paleokarst cavities (Waltham et al.  2005 ). 

 In  limestone   the formation of pipes is favoured by the thin stratifi cation and 
jointing of the rock (Waltham et al.  2005 ). The conditions for pipe formation (either 
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 syngenetic   or  postgenetic  ) are more favourable on evaporites. Since the dissolution 
of evaporites is rapid, not only large-scale cavities form, but the collapsed material 
also gets into the dissolution (see Chap.   5    ). Since the evaporites are less solid rocks, 
their roof can  collapse   more easily. 

 Theoretically, there are three ways of pipe formation:

 –    Since rock stability is reduced,  collapses   affect the ceiling of the cavity. Reduced 
stability is due to earthquake, increased pressure (e.g. water saturation, loss of 
support) or solution along fractures. The process can take place in any karstic 
rock if the previously formed or presently forming cavities are of suffi ciently 
large dimensions. Pipe formation follows cavity formation.  

 –   The existing cavity is renewed since it receives water from the surface; in the 
soluble rock,  collapse   is replaced by solution or in non-karstic rock collapse will 
be more intensive. This process mostly induces pipe formation in the cavities of 
evaporites. Pipes form after cavity formation.  

 –   The resulting cavity is vertically aligned. Here cavity evolution continuously 
develops into pipes without a sharp transition. Cavity and pipe formation takes 
place simultaneously. This evolution is typical of evaporites. Collapses take 
place when the process spreads over the non-karstic rock.     

7.2.3     Formation of C 3  Caprock Dolines 

 A typical location of C 3   dolines   is  Kab Mountain  . On Kab Mountain groups of pipes 
( shafts  ) evolved under basalt (occasionally under a single depression) (Fig.  7.8 ). 
The individual members of the shaft groups approach the basalt or the surface to 
various degrees. Secondary shafts often branch out from the main shafts. The origin 
of C 3  dolines is due to their pipe groupings. The following ways of evolution are 
reconstructed.

   Where the basalt cap is thinner (Móga and Németh  2005 ) (see the  karst windows   
in Sect.   4.6.2.3.2    ) and densely jointed, blind  shafts   emerge (Fig.  7.9a ). The origin of 
dead-ended blind shafts is presented in Sect.  7.3.3.4.1 . Above blind shafts, the  lime-
stone   is caving in and this process also extends over the basalt (Fig.  7.9 bI). The 
unsupported basalt mass is divided into columns, which fall into the shafts (Fig. 
 7.9 cI). The secondary shafts also develop until they reach the basalt. Over the 
 secondary shafts of small diameter, the displacement of collapsed material is mini-
mal, and thus, on the margins of the doline, deepening is also more moderate. Above 
the collapsed basalt columns, a  caprock   doline of large diameter and gentle slopes 
emerge (Fig.  7.9 dI). If in the limestone main shafts occur next to each other, coalesc-
ing  dolines   develop (Fig.  7.9 dII). On the margin of  caprock dolines  , younger cap-
rock dolines and  subsidence dolines   come about (Fig.   5.24    ).

   The development of  caprock    dolines   or their further development to ponor is 
 particularly intensive on the undrained or almost undrained terrains enclosed by a 
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basalt rampart (Figs.   4.59c     and   4.60    ). The reason for this is that the surface runoff 
from these terrains is restricted and the probability of pointlike infi ltration and water 
infl ow and, thus, shaft formation increases.   

  Fig. 7.8    Shaft system of the  Öreg-köves ponor   ( Kab Mountain  , Veress  2015 )       

Fig. 7.9 (continued) blocks;  7  soil;  loess  ;  8  former bedrock surface and  chimney   wall before the 
 collapses  ;  9  main blind chimney and subsidiary blind chimney;  10  opened-up main and subsidiary 
chimney (reaching the bottom surface of the basalt);  11  doline detail above the main chimney;  12  
doline detail above the subsidiary chimney;  13  partial doline;  14  threshold between partial  dolines  ; 
 I  development of single doline;  II  development of composite doline; ( a )  blind chimneys   develop in 
limestone; ( b ) subsidiary blind chimneys form, the limestone above the main chimney caves in, 
and blocks of columnar basalt are detached; ( c ) detached basalt columns subside above the main 
chimneys, and the limestone above the subsidiary chimneys also caves in; ( d ) the subsided basalt 
columns are separated into blocks and subside even above subsidiary chimneys, and dolines 
develop above the subsided basalt columns       
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  Fig. 7.9    Origin of inherited doline on  Kab Mountain  .  1  Limestone;  2   limestone   breakdown 
 blocks  ;  3  basalt;  4  jointed basalt;  5  subsided (collapsed) basalt columns;  6  basalt breakdown
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7.3     The Development Environment, Conditions 
of Formation and Origin of Subsidence Dolines 

 Subsidence  dolines   develop on  hidden rock boundary   and  half rock boundary  . Since 
 subsidence dolines   often occur where the cover thins out, the hidden rock boundary 
is the location where the cover thins out. Here water with solution capacity reaches 
the bedrock. Piping and the inheritance of  pore volume   increase over the cover are 
also dependent on  cover thickness  . The thicker is the cover, the less effi cient is 
material loss through piping and the less probable is the extension of  pore volume 
growth   to the surface. At the same time, both transport by piping and pore volume 
growth also depend on other properties of the cover (see below). 

 Subsidence  dolines   emerge if  material defi cit   develops in the bedrock and fea-
tures develop and the cover material is transported into these features. The solution 
in the bedrock governs the amount of material the bedrock can incorporate. The 
cover material is transported by water fl owing on or included in the cover and by 
means of  mass movements  . The extent, nature and rate of transport from the cover 
depend on the properties of the cover and their changes. The changes are not only 
induced by natural phenomena (infi ltration from  precipitation  , volume change, 
earthquake, water level alteration) but also human impact such as  water conduction   
or extraction, vibration, which can also be caused by construction works or vehicle 
traffi c (Waltham et al.  2005 ), or pointlike loading of the surface (Chen and Beck 
 1989 ). 

7.3.1      Modelling the Development of Subsidence Dolines 

 Doline formation was also investigated on  plaster   in the laboratory. (For the descrip-
tion of the experiment, see Chap.   3    .) 

7.3.1.1     Features Resulting from the Experiment 

 The features formed on the cover are basins of gentle slopes, basins of vertical 
walls,  rainwater   furrows, small basins and irregular and elongated basins, longitu-
dinal and a transversal grikes, radial grikes and arcuate grikes. The basin of gentle 
slopes and the basin of vertical walls (Fig.  7.10 ) are found at the site of water sup-
ply. The former is more typical of coarser cover over the basin of gentle slopes 
(kamenitza) in the bedrock, while the latter occurs where a feature (shaft) crossing 
the  plaster   bed developed. The small basin has 1–2 cm diameter and gentle slopes 
formed in greater distance from the site of water, at the junction of the channels of 
the bedrock (Fig.  7.11 ). The rainwater furrow is elongated downslope, usually cre-
ated by erosion from the  overfl ow   water of ponds in the basins of gentle slopes. 
Elongated basins are particularly typical of cover with 5 cm thickness. They are 
closed features with gentle slopes and without basins on the plaster beds below. The 
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  Fig. 7.10    Basin with vertical sides on the cover of the  plaster   tableland.  1  Basin with vertical 
sides,  2  shaft,  3  slope direction of the surface. Remark: particle size of the cover, <0.063 mm; slope 
of gypsum tableland, 5°; mode of water recharge, on the cover from above       

  Fig. 7.11    Grikes and small basins on the cover of the  plaster   tableland.  1  Longitudinal grike,  2  
transverse grike,  3  small basin,  4 , slope direction of the surface. Remark: particle size of the cover, 
<0.063 mm; slope of plaster tableland, 5°; mode of water recharge, laterally on the cover       
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radial and arcuate grikes are associated with the basins or parallel with their mar-
gins. The latter are created if the dip of the plaster bed is 0°. Similar to the irregular 
basin, which is not a closed form on the cover. The grikes parallel with the basin 
margin point to the subsidence of  blocks   of the cover. Such structures of the cover 
developed around  subsidence dolines   are held by Waltham et al. ( 2005 ) to be of 
suffosional origin.

    The features of the bedrock are kamenitzas,  shafts  ,  fi ngertips  , longitudinal and 
 transversal channels  , infl ow channels, chimneys,  decantation channels  ,  channel 
next to cover  ,  grike next to cover   and  ceiling channel  . The decantation channel is a 
linear feature branching from the shaft or kamenitza (Fig.  7.12 ), while infl ow chan-
nels are associated with them (Fig.  7.12 ). The depth of chimneys (maximum some 
millimetres) is larger than their diameter (Fig.  7.12 ). A kamenitza is a closed shal-
low depression with gentle slopes (Fig.  7.13b ). A shaft is a closed depression with 
vertical walls crossing the  plaster   bed (Fig.  7.10 ). The fi ngertips are semispherical 
features larger than the chimneys (maximum several tens of millimetres) with diam-
eter larger than depth (Fig.  7.13b ). The  longitudinal channels   are aligned in dip 
direction, while the transversal channels are aligned along the strike on the bedrock 
(Fig.  7.13a ), formed below the grikes of the cover. The channels and grikes along 

  Fig. 7.12    Decantation channel on the bedrock.  1  Decantation channel,  2  infl ow channel,  3  shaft, 
 4  chimneys,  5  slope direction of the surface,  6  water seepage on the surface of the  plaster  . Remark: 
particle size of the cover, 0.250–0.5 mm; slope of plaster tableland, 5°; mode of water recharge, on 
the cover from above.       
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the cover are features created on the bare bedrock at the termination of the cover 
(Fig.  7.13b ). The ceiling channels are features developed on the bottom surface of 
the plaster bed.

7.3.1.2         Solution on the Bedrock 

 The development of features on the bedrock (through solution) is either local or 
continuous or transitional between these types (partly local, partly continuous). The 
various types of form development result from local, continuous or partly continu-
ous solution. Local features on the bedrock are kamenitzas and  shafts  . Fingertips 
and chimneys are products of continuous solution and channels are created by partly 
continuous solution. 

  Fig. 7.13    Channels and  fi ngertips   on the bedrock.  1  Identifi cation code of  plaster   tables,  2  fi nger-
tip zone,  3   chimney   zone,  4a  grike along the cover,  4b  channels along cover,  5  kamenitza,  6  longi-
tudinal channel,  7  transverse channel,  8  slope direction of the surface, ( a ) plaster Table   5.2    , ( b ) 
plaster Table   5.1    . Remark: for plaster Table   5.1    , particle size of the cover, 2.5–5 mm; dip of plaster 
table, 5°; water recharge, laterally on the cover. For the plaster Table   5.2    : particle size of the cover, 
<0.063 mm; dip of the plaster table, 5°; water recharge, laterally on the cover       
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 On coarse-grained cover (e.g. 2.500–5.000 mm particle diameter), solution is 
continuous (Fig.  7.13b ). With fi ne-grained cover (with less than 0.063 mm diame-
ter), solution on the bedrock is minimal (Fig.   1.14b    ) or local (Fig.  7.14a ). If the 
cover is 5 cm thick, the character of solution also depends on particle size. Below a 
cover of 0.125–0.250 mm particle size, water supply onto the bedrock creates only 
kamenitzas, and consequently, solution was local (Fig.  7.15a ). With the same  cover 
thickness  , increasing particle size leads to more and more continuous solution (Figs. 
 7.15b, c ). However, in the case of a coarser-grained cover, a shaft developed on the 
bedrock.

    The relationship between the type of solution and particle diameter is explained 
by the change in the proportion of the two kinds of  pore volume   (capillary and 
aggregate). On fi ne-grained cover, where capillary pore volume is higher, the cover 
stores capillary water. This water leaves the system through percolation sidewards 
or infi ltrates downwards (in the interruptions of recharge) and reaches the top 
 surface of the gypsum bed below the site of recharge (Fig.  7.15a ). With 5 cm thick 
cover, capillary water motion in the cover can reach such dimensions that solution 
can partly or entirely cut across the  plaster   bed along the marginal grikes of the cover. 

  Fig. 7.14    Solution of  plaster   tables with water recharge from above to the cover ( a ) and with 
water recharge laterally on the bedrock ( b ).  1  Slope direction of the surface,  2  code of plaster table. 
Remark: dip of the plaster table, 5°; particle size of the cover, <0.063 mm       
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  Fig. 7.15    Relationship between the particle size of the cover and capillary water position in the 
laboratory with 5 cm  cover thickness  . ( a ) Particle size of cover, 0.125–0.250 mm; ( b ) particle size 
of cover, 0.5–1 mm; (c) particle size of cover, 1.00–2.00 mm;  1   plaster   table;  2  cover;  3  water 
recharge;  4  assumed boundary of the extension of capillary water with water recharge;  5  assumed 
boundary of the extension of capillary water in the breaks of water recharge;  6  water motion and 
 material transport  ;  7  kamenitza;  8  fl oor of decantation channel;  9  basin with vertical sides;  10  
elongated basin;  11  continuous solution ( fi ngertips   and chimneys);  12  grain fall and suffosion;  13  
suffosion, growth of  pore volume  , cavity formation;  14   collapse  ;  15  suffosion, growth of pore 
volume;  16  growth of pore volume,  compaction  ;  17  subsidence       
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This happens if the intensity of water recharge increases. Occasionally water fl ow 
onto the bedrock is secondary, and capillary water does not contact the bedrock 
directly but through the cracks of the cover (resulting from volume changes of the 
cover) and channels are created (Fig.  7.13a ). On a coarser-grained cover, where 
 aggregate porosity   is higher, if capillary water gets among the grains, it can reach 
the bedrock through the fi ssures of the grains (Fig.  7.15b ). If the bedrock is even 
coarser, since  capillary porosity   is low, the water recharged on the bedrock spreads 
in the cover in a limited way and percolates or fl ows on the bedrock surface (Fig. 
 7.15c ). In the case of water recharge onto the cover, the water also reaches the bed-
rock through the fi ssures of the aggregate pore volume and, percolating on its sur-
face, induces continuous solution. Finally, with further increase of particle size 
(above 0.250 mm), solution will be local again. Because of the high aggregate pore 
volume, the water percolates through the cover rapidly, entirely and vertically, and 
it reaches the bedrock at one point during water supply. Since abundant water 
reaches the bedrock, solution cuts through it and cannot percolate on its surface. 
Consequently, no continuous solution is possible. 

 A major control of the types of features is particle size. With fi ne-grained cover, 
irrespective of the way of water recharge, steep-walled formations emerge on the 
bedrock. It is possible if the water reaching the bedrock, although risen in the cover, 
in the interruptions of water recharge downward percolation takes place with local 
solution. The evolution of features was also modifi ed by the way of water recharge 
if the cover was 1 cm thick with lateral water recharge onto the bedrock, then a 
kamenitza formed instead of a shaft (Fig.  7.14b ), and solution was continuous on 
other parts of the  plaster   bed. On cover with the same particle size (less than 0.063 
mm) but with direct water recharge onto the cover, a shaft formed on the plaster bed 
and no continuous solution happened (no  fi ngertips   or chimneys came about) (Fig. 
 7.14a ). Similar observations could be made for covers of 5 cm thickness. With 
water recharge onto the bedrock, the type and dimensions of features developed on 
the bedrock (and also on the cover) depended on particle size (Fig.  7.15 ). 

 Landform evolution also depends on the angle of the bearing slope. With 0° slope 
solution is local, but the shape of the resulting shaft is controlled by the way of water 
recharge. If water arrives laterally onto the bedrock, an elongated shaft results (Fig. 
 7.16a ), and if from above, it will have a circular  groundplan   (Fig.  7.16b ).

7.3.1.3        Landform Development on the Cover 

 Inheritance from the bedrock over the cover mostly takes place in the case of local 
and partly continuous solution and only rarely with continuous solution. During 
local solution, inheritance takes the following forms. If water recharge onto the 
cover occurs, kamenitzas or  shafts   may develop on the bedrock. In the former case, 
part of the particles of the cover is redeposited into the depressions of the bedrock 
through piping, followed by  compaction   and the subsidence of the cover above the 
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compacted part. Subsidence results in the formation of a depression on the cover 
(Fig.  7.17a ). If solution cuts through the bedrock, the particles of bottom part of the 
cover are transported by piping through the shaft onto the bearing surface of the 
 plaster   bed (Fig.  7.17b ). Then larger-scale water defi cit comes about in the cover, 
cavities may also form, and  collapse   ensues.

   If water recharge affects the bedrock surface, kamenitzas or  shafts   can also 
develop. In this case no piping occurs. In the former case, particles from the bottom 
part of the cover also fall into the kamenitza of the bedrock resulting in increasing 
 pore volume   and subsidence (Fig.  7.17c  1 ). A depression in the cover also forms if 
the material is transported laterally as well as downwards and accumulated in the 
 fi ngertips   and chimneys of the bedrock. This way primarily small basins develop 
(Fig.  7.11 ). Occasionally no depression comes about on the bedrock below the 
depression in the cover. In this case the material is removed from the portion under 
cover through piping. 

 If water recharge takes place onto the bedrock, but a shaft forms on the bedrock, 
particles from the bottom part of the cover fall onto the bearing surface of the  plaster   
bed through the shaft. At the bottom part of the cover, the  pore volume   grows (occa-
sionally with cavity formation), followed by the  collapse   of the top part of the cover 
(Fig.  7.17d ). 

  Fig. 7.16    Dissolution of  plaster   tables if water recharge onto the bedrock takes place laterally ( a ) 
and from above ( b ). Remark: particle size of the cover, <0.063 mm; dip of the plaster table, 0°; ( a ) 
plaster table G/2; ( b ) plaster table G/3       
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 The experiments prove that the dimensions of the features on the bedrock depend 
on the dip of the  plaster   bed, the way and rate of recharge and the grain size and 
thickness of the cover. The dimensions and shape of the features developed on the 
cover depend on the dimensions and size of the features of the bedrock, on the thick-
ness and grain size of the cover and the way and rate of water recharge. Depressions 
can form on the cover even if there are no solutional features underneath.   

  Fig. 7.17    Landform development on the cover of the  plaster   table with 1 cm  cover thickness  .  1  
Metal plate bearing the plaster table,  2  plaster table,  3  cover,  4  water recharge,  5  suffosion,  6   mate-
rial transport   on the bearing metal plate,  7  fall of grains,  8  dripping,  I  subsidence zone,  II  suffos-
ion– compaction  ,  III  solution–suffosion–compaction,  IV  fall of grains (increasing  pore volume  , 
followed by compaction),  V  solution-falling grains,  VI  suffosion,  VII   collapse  , ( a ) suffosion–com-
paction–subsidence, ( b ) suffosion, ( c   1  ) falling grains–growing pore volume–compaction–subsid-
ence, ( c   2  ) material transport by suffosion–growing pore volume–compaction–subsidence, ( d ) 
falling grains–growing pore volume–collapse       
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7.3.2     Conditions of Doline Formation 

 Dolines form if the angle of the bearing slope, the elevation of the bearing surface 
and the properties of the bedrock and the cover are suitable for this process. Further 
conditions are the surface morphology of the bedrock (mounds of the  paleokarst   
terrain or cuestas created by  glacial erosion  ), ground frost and water in the cover. 
Slope inclination, elevation and bedrock properties have been statistically investi-
gated in the following karst regions: in the  Hochschwab   and Mecsek mountains 
(Plan and Decker  2006 ; Lippmann et al.  2008 ) and in the  Miroč Mountains   (Telbisz 
et al.  2007 ). In the  Bakony Mountains  , the distribution of  subsidence dolines   by 
elevation has been studied (Veress  1983 ), but during data processing, subsidence 
 dolines   were not distinguished from solution dolines. It is claimed, however, that 
most of the dolines in the studied areas (and all of them in the Bakony Mountains) 
are subsidence dolines. 

7.3.2.1     Slope Angle 

 The relationship between doline density and slope angle was investigated in the 
 Mecsek Mountains   by Lippmann et al. ( 2008 ). The data of Lippmann et al. ( 2008 ) 
show that  dolines   are most abundant on terrains of 2°–7° slope (but their absolute 
number is the highest on 2°–4° slopes), while on slopes steeper than 13°, no doline 
occurs. Similar results are achieved by Telbisz et al. ( 2007 ) for the  Miroč Mountains  , 
where 85 % of dolines are found on slopes gentler than 12° and only 23 % on slopes 
above 12° inclination. On slopes steeper than 19°, only 1 % of dolines occur. 
Unfortunately, the genetic distribution of dolines (solution or  subsidence dolines  ) is 
not known on this karst either. 

 The predominance of  dolines   on gentle slopes indicates that their origin is con-
trolled by the ratio between surface runoff and infi ltration. Large-scale infi ltration, 
possible at low slope angles, favours  doline formation   on either covered or 
 uncovered karst. Since on uncovered karst percolation loss is more probable, on this 
karst type suffi cient amounts of water probably reach the rock even at higher slope 
angles to induce doline formation. On  covered karst  , however, more water has to 
percolate away to reach the bedrock since part of the water is stored in the cover. 
Therefore, the change of slope inclination has a greater infl uence on the formation 
of  subsidence dolines   than on that of solution dolines.  

7.3.2.2     Elevation Above Sea Level 

 In the  Hochschwab   Mountains,  dolines   occur at elevations of 1300–2300 m. 
Between 1700 and 1800 m, doline density is the highest. Plan and Decker ( 2006 ) 
investigated the altitudinal distribution of dolines distinguished according to  volume 
size. The small-scale dolines (probably  subsidence dolines  ) are found at 1700–1900 m 
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and contribute to the great density of dolines at this level. Medium-size dolines are 
of uniform distribution, while the large-size dolines (only 4 % of all dolines) occur 
above 1900 m, on the highest sections of the plateau. These are probably solutional 
 paleodolines  . 

 On the Mecsek karst  dolines   are concentrated at two levels: at 230–310 m and 
370–400 m (Lippmann et al.  2008 ). The dolines of the lower level are located on the 
abrasional terrace of Lake Pannon (Lippmann et al.  2008 ), and their altitudinal dis-
tribution coincides with that of this surface. 

 In the  Bakony Mountains  ,  subsidence dolines   occur between 321 and 620 m 
elevations (the mountains are 200–700 m high). The 97.57 % of the 577  dolines   are 
located between 361 and 520 m elevation. A signifi cant level of  doline formation   is 
at 441–460 m elevation with 31.37 % of dolines (Veress  1983 ). The lower limit of 
doline distribution is probably controlled by the  low karst   water level of the moun-
tains, which ranges from 160 m (on the margins) to 260 m (in the central parts). The 
lower limit of the distribution is probably also infl uenced by the lower occurrence, 
higher thickness and broader distribution of impermeable  cover sediment  s. In 
higher-lying  blocks   where a karst water storey developed (with water tables up to 
400 m elevation), the lower limit of doline distribution is obviously marked by the 
level of karst water storey. 

 If karstifi cation is differentiated by block types,  dolines   are most common on 
exhumed  horsts in summit position   (at 350–520 m elevation). (This type includes 
the  Hárskút Basin  , the  Mester-Hajag  , the  Tés Plateau   and the area between 
Kőris and Som mountains.) On the  blocks   of this type, at the mentioned level 
(441–460 m), doline density is 4.33 dolines/km 2 . The karstifi cation of these blocks 
is promoted by the low dissection of their surfaces. For this reason, gentle slopes are 
common and the  loess   mantle is less eroded here. At the same time, they are at rela-
tively high elevations and the one-time impermeable cover (Csatka Gravel 
Formation) has been completely removed from the surface or only retained in 
patches. 

 On the more elevated  horsts in summit position   (at 600–700 m), doline density 
is only 0.47  dolines  /km 2 , while on  blocks   in lower position (cryptopeneplain or 
threshold surfaces below 350 m elevation), doline density is 0.07 and 0.17 dolines/
km 2 , resp. On the blocks of the former block type, low density is explained by the 
large-scale removal of  cover sediment   (patches of the permeable cover, i.e.  loess  , 
are only found in patches). In the case of the latter block type, low doline density is 
due to the great thickness of the cover (cryptopeneplain) or by the total absence of 
cover sediment and the position of their surface close to the karst water table. 

 The altitudinal distribution of exhumed  horsts in summit position   ( Hárskút 
Basin  ,  Tés Plateau  ,  Mester-Hajag  , area between Kőris and Som mountains) is vari-
able, manifested in:

 –    Elevations belonging to the highest frequency of occurrence.  
 –   The pattern of distribution (symmetrical or asymmetrical): with symmetrical dis-

tribution, the number of  dolines   decreases with distance from the dominant level 
of  doline formation  , at the same rate both downwards and upwards ( Hárskút 
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Basin   and  Tés Plateau  ); this is not valid for the areas of asymmetrical distribution 
( Mester-Hajag  , area between Kőris and Som mountains) (Fig.  7.18 ).

 –      In the variable  amplitude of distribution   (difference in elevation between the 
highest and lowest  dolines  ), which is the highest on the  Tés Plateau  .    

 Doline formation is assumed to be the earliest and most rapid at the main level 
of  doline formation  . At ever lower or higher elevations, less and less  dolines   can be 
counted since:

 –    The rate of  doline formation   reduces moving away from this level.  
 –   With increasing distance from this level, the process began ever later.  
 –   Dolines were destroyed (buried or eliminated) through the accumulation or 

removal of the cover with distance from this level.    

 Any of the above reasons may play a part in the above presented distribution of 
 dolines  . One of them, however, can be decisive. Thus, on the  Mester-Hajag  , dolines 
formed at various dates since the exhumation of the block is of greatest extent on 
the summit level. The denudation of the lower parts is of limited scale, and in these 
sites, even accumulation can take place as sediment is redeposited from higher 
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  Fig. 7.18    Altitudinal distribution of  subsidence dolines   on the  concealed karst   of the  Northern 
Bakony Mountains      (Veress  1983 ). ( a ) For the whole Northern Bakony, ( b ) for the  Hárskút Basin  , 
( c ) for the  Mester-Hajag  , ( d ) for the  Tés Plateau  , ( e ) for the area between Kőris and Som 
mountains       
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 services. Therefore, the development of dolines extends from the higher portions of 
the block over to the lower parts which are later exhumed. 

 Among the four areas presented, cavity formation is of the largest scale on the 
 Tés Plateau   and the  amplitude of distribution   is also the largest. Therefore, there 
could be a relationship between the extent of cavity formation and the distribution 
of doline development. The  shafts   in the bedrock could have formed below surfaces 
of variable elevation, and this favours  doline formation   at variable elevations. The 
larger dimensions of shafts promote doline formation, while their increased density 
involves greater doline density.  

7.3.2.3     The Bedrock 

 Bedrock properties (lithology, structure) are probably only manifested indirectly in 
the formation of  subsidence dolines  , through the modifying impacts of the cover. 
(Among them, the signifi cance of structure will be detailed below.) For instance, the 
alignment of  dolines   is rather controlled by valley directions than by faultlines 
(Lippmann et al.  2008 ). Even on the  Hochschwab   Mountains, there was a difference 
between the direction of faultlines and doline alignment (Plan and Decker  2006 ). 
The indirect control of faultlines is underlined by the investigations by Waltham 
and Hatherley ( 1983 ). Our maps prove that the occurrence of subsidence dolines is 
not related closely to the fractures in the bedrock. Similarly, according to Magdalene 
and Alexander ( 1995 ), the locations of dolines are not dependent on rock structure. 
Dolines, however, are widespread where the dip of  limestone   strata is high (Waltham 
et al.  2005 ; Hyatt et al.  1999 ).  

7.3.2.4     Karst Water 

 The character and evolution of the  covered karst   is fundamentally controlled by the 
position of the karst water table, which is of three types: at least temporarily higher 
than the surface (1), reaching to the surface (2) or lower than the surface (3). 
Particularly in the two latter cases, covered karst processes can be infl uenced by the 
position of the karst water relative to the bedrock surface. The covered karst pro-
cesses are also infl uenced by the frequency of  water level fl uctuation  , the intensity 
and range of fl uctuation. 

 To the impact of ascending water level – as it has been mentioned at the demon-
stration of karren formation – the chimneys of the bedrock are stoping upwards until 
they reach the cover. If the water level rise extends over the cover, cavities or pas-
sages also develop there. With water level rise, the porosity of the cover is reduced 
and its weight grows. The ascending water carries particles upwards and they 
deposit in the environs of the resulting depression. If the karst water level is lower-
ing, the particles of the cover are moving downwards and accumulate partly in the 
bottom part of the cover and partly in the chimneys and cracks of the bedrock. With 
lowering water level, the sucking effect increases and the support of the cover 
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reduces. Water loss is followed by  compaction  . With dropping water level, material 
from the upper part of the cover  collapses   and is washed in into the cavities and 
passages not fi lled in by water.  

7.3.2.5     Cover Thickness 

 Since the size (thickness) of the doline depends on  cover thickness   only in some 
cases and to a limited extent, the dimensions of the doline cannot be predicted from 
cover thickness (Hyatt et al.  2001 ). Thus, if the cover is thin, only shallow  dolines   
develop. This, however, does not mean that a thick cover involves exclusively deep 
dolines. Cover thickness, however, shows a close relationship with the origin and 
density of dolines. 

 In China 60 % of the several thousand  subsidence dolines   formed on  cover sedi-
ment   thinner than 5 m and more than 85 % on cover less than 10 m thick (Yuan 
 1987 ; Chen  1988 ). According to Beggs and Ruth ( 1984 ), in  Florida   most of the 
 dolines   came about on cover sediments with less than 20 m thickness, while accord-
ing to Upchurch and Littlefi eld ( 1987 ) on covers less than 25 m thick. Currin and 
Barfus ( 1989 ) claim that the majority of dolines form on covers thinner than 30 m. 
In Florida, however, although on rare occasion, dolines occur on covers thicker than 
60 m (Wilson  1995 ) and in China even with more than 70 m  cover thickness   (Xiang 
et al.  1988 ). Sites of subsidence dolines on the Pádis are known where cover thick-
ness amounts to 85 m (Silvestru  1997 ). In the case of extreme cover thickness, only 
individual dolines emerge: in Florida at 150 m cover thickness (Arrington and 
Lindquist  1987 ) or in  Italy   at 200 m thickness (Waltham et al.  2005 ). Here ascend-
ing waters due to geothermal effect contribute to the development of the doline 
(Beck  2000 ). 

 The relationship between  cover thickness   and doline density was studied by 
Klimchouk and Andrejchuk ( 2002 ). They found that doline density decreases with 
increasing cover thickness, but, depending on the properties of the cover, to various 
extent even in the case of the same (gypsum) bedrock (Fig.  7.19 ).

   Within the same karst area, a relatively close relationship is found between  cover 
thickness   and the site of doline occurrence (Veress  2008 ,  2009b ). On the  covered 
karst   of the Northern Bakony, inner (doline fl oor) cover thickness was less than 4 m 
for 78.23 % of the 37  dolines   studied. The outer (doline margin) cover thickness 
was less than 4 m for 32.43 % and less than 6 m for 75.68 % of the dolines. Regarding 
only the 21  syngenetic    dolines   out of the total 37 landforms, the outer cover thick-
ness was below 6 m in 80.95 % of them. Even more strikingly, 78.38 % of the 37 
dolines were located above mounds in the bedrock (85.71 % of the syngenetic 
dolines). For syngenetic dolines, outer cover thickness was invariable less than 6 m. 
The dissolution on the mounds of the bedrock can be increased by the increase of 
lateral seepage in the cover. Since the amount of lateral seepage depends on the 
grain size of the cover, the degree of dissolution may be greater on the mounds of 
the bedrock covered with fi ner grains than in the case of the cover with coarser 
grains. The investigated depressions were not exclusively located above the buried 
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mounds of the bedrock, but those in valley fl oor position were also common (34 out 
of the total 37 dolines). Consequently, the dolines studied are not merely associated 
with thin cover but also with its local thinning out. At the same time, the  subsidence 
dolines   of the Pádis, where cover thickness is great (mostly above 10 or even 20 m 
and it is coarse grained), are less clearly bound to locally thinned-out cover deposit. 
Neither on the karst of the  Mecsek Mountains   does the location of dolines depend 
on cover thickness as dolines occur where clayey series terminate (Fig.  7.20 , Veress 
 2011 ). Consequently, dolines occur with high probability where the cover thins out 
( hidden rock boundary  ) or where its composition changes laterally ( half rock 
boundary  ).

   Lei et al. ( 2001 ) claim that subsidence doline origin is more dependent on cover 
type and structure than on its thickness. In our opinion,  cover thickness   exerts four 
kinds of infl uence on doline origin and density:

 –    The thicker is the cover, the more probable it is that the  material defi cit   is com-
pensated merely through increasing  pore volume   instead of ground subsidence.  

 –   The thicker is the cover, the more probable it is that the cover include carbonate 
series (consuming the solution capacity of water) or impermeable 
intercalations.  

 –   The thicker is the cover, the more substance must be removed to induce ground 
subsidence ( collapse  ). The removal of more substance from the cover is increas-
ingly diffi cult partly because of the limitation of transport and partly because of 

  Fig. 7.19    The density of sinkholes versus thickness of the overburden (Klimchouk and Andrejchuk 
 2002 ).  1  In the Seret-Nichlava interfl uve (entrenched karst),  2  in the  Cerny Potok   area (subjacent 
karst),  3  in the  Zoloushka cave   area (subjacent karst)       
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the limited capacity of the cavity in the bedrock. For the removal of more mate-
rial, a larger cavity is necessary, but the probability of its formation is lower than 
for a smaller cavity.  

 –   On a thicker cover, the  non-karstic pipe   is longer than on a thinner cover, and it 
is more likely to clog even before the formation of a depression on the ground 
above it.      

7.3.3     Formation of Subsidence Dolines 

7.3.3.1     The Origin of Depressions in the Cover 

 The  material defi cit   in the bedrock is compensated for in the cover in various ways, 
depending on the properties of the cover ( clay   content, CaCO 3  content, grain size) 
as well as on the presence of groundwater or  ground ice   in the cover. Until the cover 
remains stable, there is no material redeposition or landform development on it. 
Stability depends on  cover thickness  , the size of the cavity in the cover, velocity of 
groundwater fl ow, porewater pressure and cave air pressure (He et al.  2003 ). During 
subsidence  doline formation  , cover material can be transported into the bedrock, 

  Fig. 7.20    Subsidence  dolines   formed at the termination of  clay   series from the  Mecsek Mountains   
(Veress  2011 ).  1  Limestone;  2  soil, sand, silt;  3  clay (with  limestone    debris  , sand);  4  sandy  loess   
(with limestone debris);  5  site of VES measurement with identifi cation code;  6  geoelectric resis-
tance of the series (Ohmm);  7  basal depth of the geoelectric series (m);  8  geoelectric resistance of 
the bedrock (Ohmm);  9  approximate penetration of VES measurement;  10  boundary of geoelectric 
series;  11  code of karst depression;  12  site of bedrock outcrop;  13  shaft       
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into the  non-karstic pipe   of the cover or into the pores of the cover particles. 
Transport happens through mass movement ( solifl uction  ),  compaction  , suffosion, 
dissolution,  pluvial erosion   or with karst water or groundwater fl ow. Below some 
fundamental processes are presented. 

   Suffosion (Piping) 

 The fi ner-grained material of the cover deposit is transported to depth or into the 
karst. Although suffosion often includes transport in solution too (Butzer  1976 ), 
here it only covers sediment transport since it also occurs in sediments without 
soluble components. Others also emphasise the redeposition of fi ne sediment in suf-
fosion (Williams  2004 ). 

 Material transport through suffosion takes place from the surface or its vicinity 
or from the bottom part of the cover deposit. In the former case, the infi ltrating 
water either transports the particles of the cover into depth or the material is washed 
in into the  non-karstic pipe  s of the cover. The non-karstic pipe itself can originate 
from  material transport   by suffosion. 

 Particles are transported by infi ltrating  rainwater  , groundwater or karst water 
table drop. In both cases,  material transport   in the cover is only possible if ground-
water is present there only temporarily. In the presence of groundwater, transport by 
suffosion takes a rather lateral direction, and therefore no  dolines   are able to develop. 
This is proved that there are no dolines on the  catchment   of  covered karst   ponor 
G-6/b (see Chap.   6    ), where groundwater was detected in boreholes (Veress and 
Futó  1990 ). 

 During suffosional  material transport  , not only  suffosion dolines   but also  com-
paction    doline  s are able to develop (Wilson  1995 ).  

   Pore Volume Growth 

 Cover porosity is characterised by the actual  pore volume   typical of the given rock 
and the  loosening pore volume  . Actual pore volume is typical of the rock and, as 
mentioned above, is composed of capillary and  aggregate porosity  . 

 In the case of large  pore volume  , water saturation of the cover will be high. 
Water conduction to the karst may be interrupted even in the absence of imperme-
able intercalations, and the rate of suffosion may also decline. Because of the  com-
paction   of particles due to soil moisture, suffosion may be replaced by falls and 
 collapses   in the cover. 

 In a coarse-grained cover, high  aggregate porosity   induces  gravitational water 
motion   in vertical direction and promotes sediment transport by suffosion. This 
kind of cover is capable of taking considerable amounts of fi ne  material transport  ed 
by suffosion. The increase of  pore volume   may happen because of suffosion (the 
fi ne-grained material is washed out), of the decrease of water content and of loosen-
ing. The cause of loosening is the expansion of the cover because the material is 
transported into the  chimney   that developed on the bedrock. 
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 There can be either primary or secondary  pore volume   (Axaixiang and Yezhy 
 2008 ), it is primary if it derives from rock expansion on the fi rst occasion and sec-
ondary if it comes about subsequent to that. 

 In the cover of  covered karst   primary  loosening pore volume   is generated when 
the  material defi cit   in the bedrock extends over the cover, but the cover remains in 
place. In this case the space between the grains increases. Secondary  pore volume   
results from further growth of pore volume because material defi cit increases in the 
bedrock again. Final  pore volume growth   is calculated as the product of primary 
and secondary pore volumes (Axaixiang and Yezhy  2008 ).  

   Subsidence 

 The growth of  pore volume   causes  compaction   which is followed by subsidence. If 
the growth of pore volume extends to the surface, compaction also happens to the 
surface; thus, the surface subsides. If the growth of pore volume does not reach the 
surface, only the part of deeper position in the cover is compacted until the pore 
volume increased. In this case, the cover part above the compacted part involutes 
into the compacting part. 

 Szalai et al. ( 2006 ) and Veress ( 2009b ) pointed out horizontal and vertical 
increase of  pore volume   from the cover in the environs of a doline (in the Homód 
Valley) (Fig.  7.21a ). The ‘units’ of different pore volume could develop because the 
loosening of the cover deposit extended or shifted. The material loss at the bottom 
generated  pore volume growth   fi rst locally at the bottom of the cover (Fig.  7.21b ). 
Then it extended upwards (Fig.  7.21 b3) and reached the ground surface (Fig. 
 7.21 b4). The upward shifting of pore volume growth, in our opinion, accompanies 
the formation of  non-karstic pipe  s (Fig.  7.21 b5) or ground subsidence. Other geo-
physical measurements indicate that pore volume growth alters the structure of the 
cover (Kruse et al.  2006 ; Benson and Yuhr  1987 ), i.e. involutions form in the cover 
series (Fig.  7.22 ).

       Mass Movements 

 The adjustment of the cover to  material defi cit   is also possible through  mass move-
ments  . The mass movements leading to depression formation are  collapses  ,  rock-
falls   and  solifl uctional processes  . 

 Collapses occur in the top part of the cover if larger cavities develop in its bottom 
part. The cavities probably form as a consequence of  collapse   in the bedrock or 
rapid development of a large-scale shaft on the bedrock. 

 If the cover is coarse grained (rock  debris  ), large fragments can fall from its bot-
tom part into the  shafts   of the bedrock. This rockfall increases the  pore volume   of 
the cover, inducing ground subsidence or suffosion, or results in thinning out of the 
cover and  collapse  . 
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 Rock fragments fall if the shaft is too wide, the cover is loaded from above or the 
ice cement of the cover melts. This process is typical of  glaciokarst   or tundra karsts. 
Fine cover particles may fall into the cavity of the cover if porewater pressure is 
increased there (Waltham et al.  2005 ; Currens et al.  2012 ) or if water level drops in 
the cover deposit (Xu and Zhao  1988 ). 

 The bottom part of the cover deposit can be transported into the  shafts   of the 
bedrock by  solifl uction   too (Drumm et al.  1990 ; Tharp  1999 ; Waltham and Fookes 
 2003 ; Williams  2004 ).   

7.3.3.2     The Impact of Processes on Depression Formation 

 To present the impacts, we employed geoelectric–geological profi les, primarily for 
the Pádis plateau, where cover structure is simple and easily detectable. 
Unfortunately, the VES measurements are not able to identify  shafts   in the bedrock 
and  non-karstic pipe  s in the cover deposit. Thus, their existence can only be con-
cluded from the sediment structure. 

 Suffosion is either local or areal. Suffosion is pointed out from the involutions of 
surfaces of the cover series or of the ground surface. With local suffosion, the 

  Fig. 7.21    Development phases of  non-karstic pipe   in the sedimentary cover (Veress  2008 ).  1  
Limestone,  2  breakdown which consists of  limestone  ,  3  breakdown which consists of superfi cial 
deposit,  4  water infi ltration and suffusion in the superfi cial deposit,  5  boundary of sedimentary 
rock with various porosity. ( a ) Measured specifi c resistance:  6  1–5 Ωm,  7  5–50 Ωm,  8  50–120 Ωm, 
 9  120–400 Ωm. ( b ) Theoretical porosity by using specifi c conduction:  10  porosity of the superfi -
cial deposit is high.  11  porosity of superfi cial deposit is medium,  12  porosity of superfi cial deposit 
is low. The subfi gures  2 ,  3  and  4  of the fi gure were constructed with the parts of the measured 
fi gures: ( a ) marked with  broken lines        
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 process is limited to the cover under the subsidence doline, while in the case of areal 
suffosion, the upper surface of the bottom cover series subsides over an area which 
may embrace several  dolines   (Fig.  7.23 , between VES measurement sites R21 and 
R27). It is assumed that with local suffosion,  material transport   is bound to a  non- 
karstic pipe  , while this is not the case with areal suffosion.

   If the series of higher position thinned out and bent into the cover of lower 
 position, a  non-karstic pipe   took shape, which is fed from the material of the upper 
series through local suffosion. If both the cover of lower position and the one of 
higher position bended inwards, the non-karstic pipe receives material from both 
the lower and the upper series. This is probably possible if the non-karstic pipe 
terminates on the boundary of the two series, as it is seen at the VES measurement 
site R24 (Fig.  7.23 ). If only the upper series of the cover bended inwards, but the 
underlying series did not, the non-karstic pipe extends into the upper series. The 
material loss of the upper series through suffosion results in bending in and thinning 
out. This situation is visible at the observation site R22 (Fig.  7.23 ). It may occur that 
the surface of the lower series is planar and the upper series thins out towards the 
centre of the depression (Fig.  7.24 , observation site R54). In this case the upper 
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  Fig. 7.22    An image from ground probing radar that could not reach bellow the  clay   (Benson and 
Yuhr  1987 ) – modifi ed       
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series thinned out by means of  pluvial erosion   if the non-karstic pipe opened up to 
the one-time surface, or if it lost its material through suffosion, the non-karstic pipe 
also extends into the upper series and only received material from there.

   If the lower series bended inwards to a great extent (Fig.  7.23 , at VES observa-
tion site R28), the  non-karstic pipe   receives much material from this series. Then, 
because of material loss, the  pore volume   of the lower series increases, followed by 
 compaction   and subsidence of the surface of this series. This is made possible by the 
termination of the non-karstic pipe in the lower series. The upper series is adjusted 
to the bending (subsidence) of the surface of the series in two ways: either bends 
into the subsided part or its pore volume increases, followed by compaction and 
subsidence of the surface. 

 Depending on the thickness of the upper series, the following situations occur. If 
the thickness of the upper series is uniform all over the doline, only the bearing 
series of the doline bent and subsided, but no sediment input through suffosion took 
place from the upper series (Fig.  7.23 , VES measurement site R28, phase 2 in 
Fig.  7.25b ). The transport from the lower series can reach a degree that the upper 

  Fig. 7.23    The geoelectric–geological profi le VI–VI′ from the Padis-1 (Uvala Račhite) area.  1  
Limestone,  2  clayey silt,  3  mixed rock  debris   (with sandstone and  limestone   debris),  4  mixed rock 
debris (sand, sandstone and limestone debris),  5  VES observation site,  6  geoelectric resistance of 
the series (Ohmm),  7  basal depth of geoelectric series (m),  8  geoelectric resistance of the bedrock 
(Ohmm),  9  approximate penetration of the VES measurement,  10  boundary of geoelectric series, 
 11  subsidence doline       
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series reach(es) the bedrock during bending (subsidence) (phase 3 in Fig.  7.25b , 
doline E-6 in Fig.  7.26 ). If the thickness of the upper series is reducing towards the 
centre of the doline (Fig.  7.25d ), suffosion from the upper series was at higher scale 
or the series was also affected by  pluvial erosion  . If the thinning out of the upper 
series was caused by suffosion since more material was transported from there than 
from the lower series, the upper surface subsided to a greater degree than the lower 
(Fig.  7.27 , VES measurement site R19). Then the  non-karstic pipe   probably also 
developed in the upper series. If the upper series is getting thicker towards the centre 
of the depression, either accumulation or the subsidence of the lower series hap-
pened and suffosional transport from there exceeded that from the upper (Fig.  7.25c , 
VES measurement site R105 in Fig.  7.28 ).

      Dolines can develop from the suffosion of uniform cover series and the ensuing 
subsidence. In this case the material from the overlying series is redeposited into the 
 non-karstic pipe   formed in the series and subsidence follows. During the subsidence 
of the cover, the non-karstic pipe is consumed and the doline takes shape through 
the inward bending accompanying the subsidence (Figs.  7.25a  and  7.29 ).
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  Fig. 7.24    The geoelectric–geological profi le XIX-XIX′ from the Padis-1 (Uvala Račhite) area.  1  
Limestone,  2  clayey silt,  3  mixed rock  debris   (with sandstone and  limestone   debris),  4  VES obser-
vation site,  5  geoelectric resistance of the series (Ohmm),  6  basal depth of geoelectric series (m), 
 7  geoelectric resistance of the bedrock (Ohmm),  8  approximate penetration of the VES measure-
ment,  9  boundary of geoelectric series,  10  subsidence doline       
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  Fig. 7.25    Changes in cover bound to suffosion.  1  Limestone,  2 , cover deposit,  3 , redeposited 
cover,  4 , shaft,  5 ,  non-karstic pipe  ,  6  water percolation and suffosion. ( a ) Water percolation and 
suffosion in the cover, the surface bends in; ( b ) the top series bends in; ( c ) during bending the top 
series is thickening: as a result of  material transport   from the bedrock series by fi lling or suffosion 
(in the latter case, the subsidence of the upper surface of the lower series is followed by the subsid-
ence of the lower surface of the upper series); ( d ) during bending, the top series is thinning (as a 
result of  pluvial erosion   or of material transport by suffosion from the top series)       
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  Fig. 7.26    The K1–K1′ geoelectric–geological profi le from the Eleven-Förtés area ( Kőris 
Mountain  ,  Bakony Mountains  , Veress and Puskás  2007 ).  1  Limestone;  2   limestone    debris  ;  3  clayey 
limestone debris;  4   clay   (with  loess  , limestone debris);  5  clay;  6  VES measurement site;  7  geoelec-
tric resistance of the series (Ohmm);  8  basal depth of geoelectric series (m);  9  geoelectric resis-
tance of the bedrock (Ohmm);  10  approximate penetration of VES measurement;  11  boundary of 
geoelectric series;  12  code of subsidence doline;  13   chimney  , shaft;  14   paleokarst   mound;  15  
paleokarst doline       
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7.3.3.3          Impact of the Composition of the Cover on Doline Formation 

 The bedrock under the cover suffers dissolution if water reaches the bedrock, and 
this water is capable of solution. Solution capacity depends on the CO 2  content of 
water and on the amount of carbonate in the cover. The calcareous or carbonate- 
bearing  cover sediment  s of the  concealed karst   are  loess   and morainic deposits. In 
the cover, vertical or horizontal water percolation could be observed. The latter hap-
pens if there is groundwater (karst water),  ground ice  , and impermeable bed or if the 
cover has a high capillary  pore volume  . The laterally percolating water is infl uential 
in karstifi cation if the  limestone   bedrock has an uneven surface dissected with 
mounds. In this case, for instance, the  water percolating   over the impermeable series 
reaches the bedrock at a mound (Figs.   4.1c     and   4.3g    ). In the cover, water percolates 
either permanently or temporarily. Temporary percolation takes place if in the cover 
conditions with and without ground ice or if the cover has a  clay   content. In the lat-
ter case, the percolation stops when the clay minerals swell. 

 Jones ( 1965 ) observed that the bedrock does not dissolve under carbonate- 
bearing morainic deposits. Williams ( 1966 ) explained this with the saturation of 

  Fig. 7.27    The geoelectric–geological profi le VI–VI′ from the Padis-1 (Uvala Račhite) area.  1  
Limestone,  2  clayey silt,  3  mixed rock  debris   (with sandstone and  limestone   debris),  4  mixed rock 
debris (sand, sandstone and limestone debris),  5  VES observation site,  6  geoelectric resistance of 
the series (Ohmm),  7  basal depth of geoelectric series (m),  8  geoelectric resistance of the bedrock 
(Ohmm),  9  approximate penetration of the VES measurement,  10  boundary of geoelectric series, 
 11  subsidence doline       
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 water percolating   through the calcareous cover (morainic material with carbonate 
content) of the karst region ( glaciokarst   in  Ireland  ) before it reaches the bedrock. 
The solution capacity of water on the bedrock was measured by Jennings ( 1977 ) 
and Trudgill ( 1976a ). According to Trudgill ( 1972 ,  1975 ,  1976b ,  1985 ), the dissolu-
tion of the  limestone   bedrock takes place under a cover, which has pH 4–7 and 
CaCO 3  content below 1 %, but no solution is possible if pH is 7–9 and carbonate 
content is above 10 %. 

 The  saturation level   of the  water percolating   into the bedrock marks the lower 
boundary of the  epikarst    zone  , i.e. to where solution occurs. Its extension depends 
on the amount of CO 2  production. In temperate karsts, the epikarst zone reaches to 
10 m (Al-fares et al.  2002 ), while in tropical karsts even 100 m (Mangin  1997 ). On 
glaciokarsts, it is some metres thick (Ford and Williams  2007 ) – partly because of 
the low CO 2  content and partly because of  glacial erosion  . This is confi rmed by our 
observations. The depth of grikes is 1–2 m, while that of the solutional pipes is 
maximum 3 m (Veress  2010 ). On  glaciokarst   there was neither suffi cient time for 
its thickening nor suffi cient amounts of CO 2  available in the infi ltrating water. 

  Fig. 7.28    The geoelectric–geological profi le VII–VII′ from the Padis-1 (Uvala Račhite) area.  1  
Limestone,  2  clayey silt,  3  mixed rock  debris   (sand, sandstone and  limestone   debris),  4  VES obser-
vation site,  5  geoelectric resistance of the series (Ohmm),  6  basal depth of geoelectric series (m), 
 7  geoelectric resistance of the bedrock (Ohmm),  8  approximate penetration of the VES measure-
ment,  9  boundary of geoelectric series,  10  subsidence doline       
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 If the carbonate content is lower, for thicker cover, the bedrock can also be dis-
solved or solution will be more intensive. Thus, in some samples from the  Tés 
Plateau  , according to Kiss et al. ( 2007 ), carbonate content is 21–31 %, while Füzesi 
( 2007 ) estimates it up to 34 %. At the same time, in the  Mecsek Mountains   (Hevesi 
 2001 ) on the Pádis plateau, the CaCO 3  content was 0 % (Silvestru  1997 ). On both 
karst, doline density is high; in the Mecsek it is 73.4  dolines   in km 2  (Hevesi  2001 ), 
but in some terrains (in an area of almost 2 km 2 ) may be up to 164 dolines in km 2  
(Lippmann et al.  2008 ). Since the above authors provide doline density together 
with solution dolines on the map available for us, we only calculated the density of 
 subsidence dolines   for a smaller area (40,179 m 2 ) and found an even higher density 
than the above data (237 dolines in km 2 ). On the Pádis it is 29.2 dolines per 1000 m 2  
as opposed to the Tés Plateau, where it is 0.035 dolines in km 2 . This means that low 

  Fig. 7.29    The geoelectric–geological profi le F–F′ from the  Tés Plateau   ( Bakony Mountains  ).  1  
Limestone;  2   limestone    debris   (with  clay  );  3   loess   (with sand and limestone debris);  4  loess (with 
clay and silt) or clay with limestone debris;  5  clay (with loess and limestone debris);  6  VES mea-
surement site;  7  geoelectric resistance of the series (Ohmm);  8  basal depth of geoelectric series 
(m);  9  geoelectric resistance of the bedrock (Ohmm);  10  approximate penetration of the VES 
measurement;  11  boundary of geoelectric series;  12  subsidence doline with code;  13   chimney  , 
shaft;  14   paleokarst   depression;  15  paleokarst mound       
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carbonate content is coupled with high doline density. Doline density, however, is 
not controlled solely by the carbonate content of the cover (or the thickness of the 
 limestone   cover), but a range of other factors. From the aspect of the saturation of 
the infi ltrating water, the thickness of the cover is important. With the same (low) 
amount of carbonate, the increasing thickness of the cover raises the chance of satu-
ration before the infi ltrating water reaches the bedrock. CO 2  production, the  clay   
content of  rainwater   and the density of  shafts   and grikes on the bedrock, which also 
depend on further factors, are also of signifi cance. Therefore, on glaciokarsts, in 
spite of a cover with high carbonate content, doline density can be high (on the 
 alluvial   fan of a  Dachstein   paleouvala: 0.031 dolines in m 2 .) This high doline den-
sity of glaciokarsts is explained by the high density of grikes (see below). 

 The  clay   content of the cover infl uences surface runoff. Informative are the 
groundwater conditions in the  covered karst   of the  Hochschwab   paleouvala, where 
three zones are distinguished. The fi rst zone covers the area encircled by  subsidence 
dolines  , where the cover is permeable (only in this case  dolines   can develop) in spite 
of clay content above 30 % (CaCO 3  content is 1.7 %). In this zone clay content 
increases surface  impermeability   and surface runoff to the extent that erosion  gul-
lies   and  ravines   become associated with some dolines. East of this, a strip of several 
10 m width (i.e. the second zone) percolating  rainwater   accumulates as groundwater 
in the cover, evidenced by the  intermittent spring  s on the margin, where gullies 
begin (Fig.   5.91    ). The impermeable cover interbeddings in the area of the second 
zone are confi rmed by the presence of groundwater and, thus, water cannot reach 
the karst from this area. In the third zone, which is  cryptokarst   of the depression, the 
cover surface is completely impermeable. Surface waters in this zone generate ero-
sional landforms (gullies and ravines) and then, coalescing, fl ow in a concentrated 
manner into the karst through the ponor. 

 Both in  Hochschwab   and at the  Tés Plateau  , the  clay   content is high, and it 
ranges between 11.9 and 24.8 % (Füzesi  2007 ). Many  subsidence dolines   of the Tés 
Plateau also have  gullies   or  ravines  . In contrast, on the Pádis plateau, where clay 
content is maximum 8 % (Silvestru  1997 ), particles often reach diameters of some 
tens of centimetres, and none of the several hundreds of  dolines   show an associated 
gully or a ravine. Consequently, the ratio of surface runoff to infi ltration depends on 
the clay content (and particle size) of the cover. Where clay content is low and 
 particle size is large, water percolates away at many sites, and therefore, many 
dolines develop without gully or ravine, while there where clay content is high and 
particle size is small, water percolation is restricted to few sites and dolines develop 
in smaller numbers but with ravines.  

7.3.3.4      Impact of Shaft Formation on Doline Generation 

    Shaft Formation 

 The structure and features of the  epikarst   are infl uential in the development of 
depressions in the cover. Therefore, we present the formation of epikarst features 
and their effect on the cover. 
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 Solution features on the bedrock are karren (grike), pinnacle surface,  bowl- shaped 
depressions, chimneys ( shafts  ) and cavities. Thus, on the bedrock with pinnacle 
surface, depressions may occur into which the cover sinks during the  deepening 
of the karst terrain (Brink and Partridge  1965 ). Shafts or grikes either form after 
the deposition of the cover ( syngenetic   covered karst  formation  , Fig.  7.30a–c ) 

  Fig. 7.30    Theoretical cases of the formation of  material defi cit   in the bedrock. For  syngenetic   
karstifi cation: ( a ) broadening grike, ( b ) ceiling of blind  chimney   caves in, ( c ) cave ceiling caves 
in. For  postgenetic   karstifi cation: ( d ) sediment fi ll transported from the chimney, ( e ) melting of the 
ice fi ll of the chimney, ( f ) melting of the ice cementing the sediment fi ll of the chimney, ( g ) the 
morainic mound of the shaft is transported into the deeper part of the shaft by  mass movements   and 
a  conduit   forms in the morainic deposit.  1  Limestone;  2  fracture;  3  cover deposit, sediment fi ll;  4  
morainic deposit;  5  fi ne-grained deposit;  6  ice;  7  collapsed  blocks  ;  8  blind chimney, blind shaft;  9  
surface created by  collapse  ;  10  sediment removal;  11  conduit in morainic material;  I  initial stage; 
 II  chimney development       
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or after the loss of the fi ll of the shaft which originated before the deposition of the 
cover ( postgenetic   covered karst  formation  , Fig.  7.30d–g ). Syngenetic karst forma-
tion either happens after the broadening of the grike (Fig.  7.30a ), through the 
 caving-in of the blind  chimney   (Fig.  7.30b ) and through the  collapse   of the cave 
 ceiling (Fig.  7.30c ). Similar phenomenon was described from  Indiana state  , where a 
subsidence doline developed above  Blue Spring Cave   (Waltham et al.  2005 ). 
Postgenetic karstifi cation can happen through the transport of sediment fi ll by water 
(infi ltrating water, karst water, Fig.  7.30d ), melting of the cementing ice (Fig.  7.30e ) 
and removal of the fi ll through mass movement (Fig.  7.30g ).

   Below we present the role the structure of the cover and the bedrock plays in the 
process of shaft ( chimney  ) and depression generation. In the  shafts   of the depres-
sions in the  Bakony Mountains  , investigated in detail (such as the shaft of  doline 
Gy-12  ), there is a  collapse   zone above (Fig.  7.31 ), and below it there is a dissolution 
chimney, on the walls of which dissolution features developed (Fig.  7.32 ).

    The  shafts   do not always open to the surface but end in the rock (as blind shafts 
or chimneys, Fig.  7.33 ), closed on the top. The grikes could grow so wide that only 
the dividing walls of the shaft walls are preserved between them (Fig.  7.34 ). The 
presence of the blind  chimney   or the  collapse   zone indicates that solution was not 
the most intensive at the bedrock surface, as on  bare karst   (Jakucs  1977 ), but we 
have to reckon with an inversion of solution intensity.

    The depth fi gures of numerous  shafts   of the  Bakony Mountains   show that shafts 
reaching down to various depths occur. Therefore, the  epikarst   locally broadens at 
the shafts. With the downward shifting of the level of saturation, the lower front of 
shaft formation reaches or approaches the karst water table – even if it lies at rela-
tively greater depth. The local broadening of the epikarst is allowed by the presence 
of the  cover sediment   (see below) and the fact that at the  dolines   of the shafts con-
centrated and increased  water conduction   into the karst takes place. 

 The presence of collapsed material at the top part of the  shafts   of the Bakony 
proves that they developed from  blind chimneys   through the  collapse   of their ceil-
ing. The process of shaft formation takes place through the stages of grike and blind 
 chimney   development in the following way (Veress  2000 , Fig.  7.35 ).

   Grike karren form along fractures. If the cover fully fi lls them, grikes develop 
further. On the walls of the fi lled grike parts, solution ceases or is reduced, 
 particularly if the  clay   content of the cover is high. The clay forms a coating on the 
walls of the fi lled sections of grikes, while the walls of unfi lled grike sections con-
tinue to be dissolved and, thus, widen in lack of protective coating. Moreover, the 
intensity of solution increases since CO 2  production increases in the grike fi lls. The 
unfi lled grike sections widened to coalesce into a blind  chimney   or blind shaft (Fig. 
 7.33 ). Because of this coalescence on the walls of the  blind chimneys  , only ruined 
remnants of the former grikes survived (Figs.   6.12    ,  7.33  and  7.34 ). The thinned-out 
ceiling of the blind chimney caves in. The  collapse   may extend over the cover if that 
is thin and a depression emerges on the cover. From this point, shaft evolution is 
governed by pointlike water infl ow through the depression. To the effect of infl ow-
ing water, the shaft is widening and deepening. Beck ( 1986 ) presented a similar 
course of development. In his opinion, the depression of the cover formed after the 
collapse of the cavity in the bedrock. 
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  Fig. 7.31    Morphogenetic map of the shaft of the subsidence  doline Gy-12   ( Hárskút Basin  ).  1  
Limestone;  2  collapsed  debris  ;  3  cover deposit ( loess  );  4  wooden scaffolding;  5  zone of unfi lled 
primary ruined grikes;  6  zone of primary ruined grikes fi lled with soil;  7  zone of primary ruined 
grikes partially fi lled with  clay  , redeposited  gravel   and rock debris;  8  primary ruined grike with 
soil fi ll (with identifi cation code on cross-section);  9  site of profi le;  10  main shaft;  11  subsidiary 
blind shaft;  12  zone of opening up;  13   collapse   in the cover deposit;  14  surface depression formed 
by collapse and sheet wash;  15  collapse in the bearing rock;  16  zone of blind shaft formation;  17  
zone of solutional blind shaft formation by upward expanding solution;  18  blind shaft detail 
formed by lateral coalescence due to solution (collapsed material have been partly extracted);  19  
collapsed material redeposited to deeper position       
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 The morphology and pattern of the resulting  shafts   as well as that of the  dolines   
above the shafts are controlled by the structure of the bedrock rock, detailed below. 

 Shafts form solely along fractures, solely along  bedding planes   or alternately 
along fractures and bedding planes (Veress  1982 , Fig.  7.36 ). If solution takes place 
along fractures (with rock strata horizontal or dipping at less than ca 10°), solitary 
vertical  shafts   result (Figs.  7.36 Ia and  7.37d ). If the density of fractures is high, 
there is an increased probability that several adjacent shafts or  subsidiary shafts   
branching out from the main shaft develop (Fig.  7.36 Ib).

    The shaft formed along a bedding plane will be oblique (Figs.  7.36 IIa and  7.37a ). 
Shafts (caves) along oblique  bedding planes   emerge, as our measurements show, if 
the dip of strata is 11°–42°. Shaft formation can happen along strata with high dip 
or vertical position (Fig.  7.36 IIIa). In this case also vertical or subvertical  shafts   
develop through solution along the bedding plane. The shaft will be elongated in the 
direction of the strike of rock strata. 

 If the dip is higher (ca 11°–42°), but the rock is jointed,  shafts   develop at several 
levels above one another along  bedding planes   since water fl ow is conducted upon 
the bedding planes of lower position along the shaft sections following fractures. 
Composite shafts may result (Figs.  7.36 IIb,  7.37b ,  7.38 ,  7.39  and  7.40 ). These shaft 
systems are composed of oblique shaft sections formed along bedding planes and 

  Fig. 7.32    Solutional 
features on the wall of the 
shaft of the  doline Gy-12         
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subvertical shaft details originated along fractures. The topmost section of the shaft 
system is joined with the doline. The shaft section formed along fractures termi-
nates above the shaft section of higher position and creates blind shafts or  blind 
chimneys   connecting the various parts of the shaft systems of different position 
(Figs.  7.37b ,  7.38 ,  7.39  and  7.40 ).

     If there is no doline above the blind  shafts   of the shaft system and, thus, there is 
no pointlike  water conduction  , they can only develop from bottom to top by press-
ing the water fi lling the shaft against the ceiling of the blind shaft. The solutional 
effect of the water pressed against cave ceilings is well known in literature (Bretz 
 1942 ,  1956 ; Renault  1968 ; Ford  1971 ; Slabe  1995 ). This phenomenon is caused by 
the infi lling of the passages of the  phreatic zone  . Passages grow upwards until the 
karst water table is risen by  impoundment  . For the shaft systems, it happens if the 
bottom part of the shaft is fi lled in with sediments or the section along the bedding 
plane below the shaft is clogged by sediment. The blind shaft of the shaft system 
can be fi lled with sediment if the composite shaft is fi lled with the infl owing water 
(as the doline of the shaft system receives much water during intensive  activity   see 
Chap.   6     and Fig.   6.10    ). The blind shaft is able to develop until the impounded water 
table reaches the ceiling. If the blind shaft is properly close to the surface, a new 
doline may take shape (Fig.  7.40I ). 

  Fig. 7.33    Blind shaft and 
grike remnants of the 
 doline Gy-3   ( Hárskút 
Basin  ).  1  Blind shaft,  2  
grike remnant       
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 As a result, a doline row develops. The oldest of the  dolines   is at the starting 
point of the shaft system, while the younger dolines are located above the former 
 blind chimneys   of the shaft system. The resulting doline rows mainly form on val-
ley fl oors. The blind  shafts   of the system may also connect with shafts above blind 
shafts (Fig.  7.40 II), exemplifi ed by  Alba Regia Cave   (Fig.  7.39 ). In this case too, 
doline rows form on the valley fl oor. 

 On  covered karst  , composite shaft systems often come about. Examples can be 
mentioned from the former or present-day covered karst of the  Murge karst region   
( Apulia  ,  Southern Italy  ) (Parise  2011 ). 

 Shaft system also develops in the case of vertical strata where the shaft sections 
along different  bedding planes   are connected by shaft sections formed along oblique 
fractures (Fig.  7.36 IIIb).  

   Relationship Between Shaft and Doline Morphology 

 The thinner is the cover, the better feature formed in it refl ects the shape and size of 
the feature in the bedrock. This is particularly so if the compensation for the  mate-
rial defi cit   happens through  collapse   or fall of particles. The  shafts   of different 

  Fig. 7.34    Grike remnants 
on the wall of the shaft of 
the  doline Gy-3  .  1  
Remnant of dividing wall, 
 2  collapsed material,  3  soil 
fi ll in ruined grike       
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  Fig. 7.35    Shaft and  doline formation   in  cryptokarst  .  1  Limestone;  2  cover deposit;  3  soil;  4  fracture; 
 5  primary grike;  6  cover and soil coating on rock wall or cover and soil fi ll in the grike;  7  collapsed 
material;  8  doline in the cover;  9  doline, shaft in the bedrock;  10  infi ltration;  11  redeposition of the
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positions and the different patterns of shaft groups result in the formation of the fol-
lowing varieties in doline morphology:

 –    If the doline developed above a shaft formed along a solitary fracture, the doline 
will be circular and of symmetrical cross-section (Fig.  7.36 Ia).  

 –   Depending on the surface distance between the subsidiary shaft and the main 
shaft, the  dolines   developed above the  shafts   are distinct from each other (Fig. 
 7.41a ), in marginal position (Fig.  7.41b ), or coalescing (Fig.  7.41c ).

 –      If the strata are (sub)vertical, the  dolines   are elongated in strike direction and 
arranged in rows in strike direction (Figs.  7.42  and  7.43 ).

  Fig. 7.36    Relationships between rock structure,  shafts   and karst landforms (the directions of theo-
retical profi les equals the dip of strata).  1  Shape of karst depression in plan and lateral view,  2  
location of the  conduit   in the depression,  3  nature of the cave,  4  horizontal  limestone   strata,  5  tilted 
limestone strata,  6  cave entrance (shaft),  7  fracture planes,  8  karst depression,  9  superfi cial deposit       

 Fig. 7.35 (continued)  cover;  12  solution;  13  zone of grikes;  14  zone of broadening primary grikes; 
 15  zone of non-broadening primary grikes and  shafts  ;  16  zone of secondary grikes and  chimney   
(blind chimney);  17  doline formed in the cover;  18   collapse   zone of the doline;  19  shaft of the 
doline. ( a ) Solution along fractures; ( b ) grike formation with primary grikes in their continuation; 
( c ) on the upper part of the walls of primary grikes, coatings of cover material emerge, during 
which solution ceases and the grikes without coating are further broadening; ( d ) coalescence of 
broadening primary grikes by solution resulting in a secondary grike or a blind shaft; ( e ) the ceiling 
of the blind  shaft caves   in, collapse is inherited over the cover, and a dropout doline originates.  I  
cross-section,  II  plan view       
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 –       If the  dolines   formed above a grike instead of a shaft, a row of elongated dolines 
(Fig.  7.44c ), grike-like dolines (Fig.  7.44d ) or rows of grike-like dolines results 
(Fig.  7.44h ).

7.3.3.5            Inheritance over the Cover 

   The Process of Inheritance in General 

 The shape, size and density of features in the bedrock infl uence the formation of 
features on the cover. According to Cramer ( 1941 ), the formation of single doline is 
caused by the transport of cover deposit into several minor karren developed on the 

  Fig. 7.37    Cave profi les from the  Bakony Mountains  :  G-5/a   ( a ), Ho-1 or  Homód Valley cave   ( b ), 
 Gyenespuszta Cave  ,  Hárskút Basin   ( c ) and the  Cseres Aven   ( d ).  1  Dip direction of bearing rock,  2  
bearing rock,  3  soil,  debris  , other redeposited deposit,  4  subsidence doline,  5  shaft or shaft detail 
formed along bedding plane,  6  shaft detail formed along fracture,  7  blind shaft       
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bedrock (Fig.  7.45 ). According to Clayton ( 1966 ), a depression develops on the 
cover because a depression develops on the surface of the bedrock by solution too 
(Fig.  7.46 ). On the cover a doline can even form above a single  chimney   or shaft of 
the bedrock (Jammal  1984 ) or above a network of grikes (Crawford  2001 ). It is 
common that the feature formed on the bedrock surface only conveys the cover 
material to the cavities of the deeper karst. The bearing form of the sediment can be 
composed of partial forms of different shape in a given site. According to Spooner 

  Fig. 7.38    Composite shaft under the  covered karst    ponor of Zsófi apuszta   ( Kab Mountain  )       

  Fig. 7.39    The  Alba Regia Cave   ( Tés Plateau  , Kárpát  1982 )       
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  Fig. 7.40    Doline formation through extension of blind  shafts   of the composite shaft system 
towards the surface ( I ) and through coalescence with blind shafts developed close to the surface 
( II ). ( a ) Formation of the composite shaft system of the doline ( I ) or its oblique shaft ( II ); ( b ,  c ) 
development of upward extending blind shafts of the composite shaft system ( I ); for the oblique 
shaft, the blind shafts starting from the oblique shaft extend in opposite directions from  bottom  to 
 top , while the blind shafts close to the surface extend from top to bottom ( II ); ( d ) where the blind 
shafts reach the surface,  dolines   come about ( I ); dolines form where the shafts of two types 
coalesce ( II ).  1  Bedding plane,  2  fracture,  3  collapsed material,  4  cover,  5  shaft temporarily fi lled 
with water,  6  blind shaft,  7  subsidence doline,  8  subsidence doline functioning as ponor,  9  water 
recharge,  10  shaft growth       
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  Fig. 7.41    Theoretical relationship between doline types and the chimneys of  dolines  .  1  Limestone; 
 2  cover;  3   chimney  , shaft;  4  collapsed material;  5  doline in plan view.  I  lateral view,  II  cross- 
section. ( a ) With the relatively long distances between chimneys, dolines isolated from each other 
develop; ( b ,  c ) with higher density of chimneys or because of the subsidiary chimneys, marginal 
dolines ( b ) and  uvalas   (uvala-like features) ( c ) develop       
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( 1971 ), in  Zambia   for the emergence of a giant subsidence doline, 700,000 m 3  of 
cover deposit had to be transported. Out of this amount, 300,000 m 3  accumulated in 
a mine and 400,000 m 3  arrived into the joint network of the bedrock.

    According to Waltham et al. ( 2005 ), the nature of the resulting landform on the 
cover and, thus, the nature of inheritance depend on the composition of the cover 
deposit. On non-cohesive rock, the material loss of the cover makes the surface sink 
(suffosion doline), while on cohesive rock, a cavity forms on the cover (Fig.  7.47 ). 
The cavity expands towards the surface since fragments of different size are 
detached from the ceiling (Beck  1991 ; White and White  1992 ; Currens et al.  2012 ). 
The  collapse   of the cavity leads to the formation of a dropout doline (Fig.  7.47 ). The 
cohesive cover is not a necessary condition to collapse and dropout  doline forma-
tion  . According to Beck ( 1991 ), White and White ( 1992 ) and Currens et al. ( 2012 ), 
cavity formation also takes place in  non-cohesive cover  . According to White ( 1988 ), 
 suffosion dolines   originate above  shafts  , while  dropout dolines   above grikes if there 
is a cavity in the cover. Beck and Sinclair ( 1986 ) claim that on the bedrock a cavity 
forms instead of a shaft, and the collapse of this cavity is followed by the cave-in of 
the cover. The collapse is induced by dropping karst water level.

   Inheritance over the cover may take two ways: through direct or  indirect inheri-
tance  . Direct inheritance takes place during the  collapse   of the bedrock (Fig.  7.48 ). 
A precondition to that is the large dimensions of the cavity of the bedrock and its 

  Fig. 7.42    Solution doline formed along bedding plane ( Mlječni do  )       
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proximity to the ground surface. With  direct inheritance  , the depression forms 
through collapse or partially through collapse even if in non-cohesive rock. The col-
lapse of the blind  chimney   or cavity and of the cover happens simultaneously (Fig. 
 7.48 ). This takes place if the cover is thin.

   With  indirect inheritance  , the  material defi cit   of the bedrock gradually extends 
over the cover and on the bedrock  collapse   does not necessarily happens. This kind 

  Fig. 7.43    Structural and  morphological map   of a part of  Mlječni do  .  1  Contour line,  2  thick bed, 
 3  series of thin siliceous beds,  4  strike and dip of bed,  5  rock basin,  6  top of roche moutonnée,  7  
hogback (rock blade),  8  dip of surface,  9 , solution doline,  10  suffosion doline,  11  code and depth 
of doline,  12  grike,  13  solution doline functioning as ponor,  14  doline elongated in strike direction, 
 15  doline not aligned in strike direction,  16   debris   fan,  17  direction of ice motion       
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  Fig. 7.44    Doline shapes and patterns controlled by solution features on the bedrock.  1  Covered 
grike;  2  covered  chimney  ;  3  doline;  4  DSD;  5  gully, ravine. ( a ) Dolines above chimneys and 
 shafts  ; ( b )  uvalas   above chimneys close to one another; ( c ) row of elongated  dolines   formed above 
grikes; ( d ) elongated doline formed above grike; ( e ) uvalas formed above shafts at greater distance 
from each other; ( f ) elongated uvala formed above grikes of variable width; ( g ) row of elongated 
dolines formed above grikes of variable width; ( h ) row of elongated dolines formed above grike; 
( i ) doline row and DSD formed above grike; ( j ) doline group formed above the branches of  giant 
grikes   (bogaz)       

  Fig. 7.45    Formation of subsidence doline (in previous terminology:  alluvial   doline) according to 
Cramer ( 1941 ) – modifi ed       
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  Fig. 7.46    Formation of  subsidence dolines   (shake holes) according to Clayton ( 1966 ) – modifi ed       

  Fig. 7.47    Suffosion doline developed on  non-cohesive cover   ( top fi gures ) and dropout doline 
formed on cohesive cover ( bottom fi gures ), which was generated by the  collapse   of the cavity in 
the cover (Waltham et al.  2005 )       
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  Fig. 7.48    Doline formation with  direct inheritance  .  1  Limestone;  2  cover;  3  collapsed cover mate-
rial;  4  collapsed  blocks   of the bedrock;  5  opened-up  chimney  , shaft;  6   conduit   in collapsed mate-
rial. ( a ) With thin cover, small cavity in the bedrock  collapses  ; shallow and steep-sided doline 
emerges with ruins of the cover and the collapsed material of the bedrock on its fl oor. ( b ) With 
thick cover, large cavity of the bedrock collapses: a doline of great depth and with steep sides 
develops with cover on its fl oor. ( c ) Opening up of blind shaft: doline with shallow depth and  non- 
karstic pipe   forms. ( d ) Opening up of the blind shaft with thick cover: steep-sided doline with great 
depth and non-karstic pipe forms.  I  initial state,  II  developed state       
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  Fig. 7.49    Doline formation with  indirect inheritance  .  1  Limestone;  2  soil and cover deposit;  3  
collapsed  blocks   of the cover;  4  infi ltration;  5  suffosion;  6  part with high  pore volume   in the cover; 
 7   pluvial erosion  . ( a ) Infi ltrating water redeposits the cover from the surface into depth; ( b ) in the 
cover, an area with high pore volume is generated by suffosion into which the material above it 
drops ( collapses  ), and a doline of small depth and steep sides forms; ( c ) steep-sided depression 
forms by the  collapse   of the  non-karstic pipe  ; ( d ) in the thin cover, non-karstic pipe develops above 
the shaft, and the  conduit   is transformed into a doline of gentle walls; ( e ) the blind non-karstic pipe 
opens to the surface and the wall of the non-karstic pipe becomes more gentle; ( f ). the series above 
the ceiling of the non-karstic pipe sinks into the area of  material defi cit  .  I  initial stage,  II  mature 
stage,  III  further evolved stage       
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of inheritance is mainly typical of thick cover or if a small-scale feature (shaft, cav-
ity) forms on the bedrock. The  direct inheritance   is always associated with  synge-
netic   karstifi cation, while indirect inheritance can take place with both syngenetic 
and  postgenetic   karstifi cation. Indirect inheritance can be accompanied by several 
types of movements in the cover: cover collapse, subsidence and suffosion (Fig. 
 7.49 ). With indirect inheritance, groundwater or karst water is often present.

   Inheritance over the cover takes place either by way of subsidence or  collapse  . 
Subsidence creates  dolines   in three different manners: (1) Pore volume increases in 
the bottom part of the cover from where material removal can only happen. Then 
this part of the cover is compacting and  compaction   results in the bending of the top 
part of the cover. The extent of bending is becoming reduced downwards with beds 
located below one another (Fig.  7.50a ). (2) The sediment fi lling the shaft is trans-
ported to depth and the whole thickness of the cover sinks into the unfi lled shaft 
space. In this case the superimposed series are of similar bending (Fig.  7.50b ). (3) 
Finally, if  pore volume   increases in the whole thickness of the cover, the cover is 
compacting in its whole thickness. The series are not bending, the cover is getting 
thinner, and the ground surface is subsiding during bending (Fig.  7.50c ).

   The doline may also develop from a  non-karstic pipe   if that opens up to the sur-
face. Then the wall of the pipe is affected by  pluvial erosion  , the side slopes become 
gentler, and its diameter grows (Fig.  7.50d ). 

 Collapse may be induced by the opening up of the blind  chimney   (Veress  2000 ) 
or the caving-in of the cavity in the cover (White  1988 ; Waltham et al.  2005 ). The 
material from the cavity is either directly transported into the bedrock (Waltham 
et al.  2005 ) or the cover under the series (in which the cavity developed) is removed. 
Such processes were described, for instance, from  Michigan state  , where the sand 
below the  clay   was transported into the grikes of the gypsum bedrock and  material 
defi cit   resulted leading to cavity and  doline formation   (Benson and Kaufmann 
 2001 ). 

 The cover mostly  collapses   if it contains a cavity or cavities. For the generation 
of a  collapse  , the emergence of a cavity is not a necessary condition. At the same 
time, if there exists a cavity in the cover, its formation must have been preceded by 
 material transport   (by suffosion, fall of grains). An important precondition to 
 collapse is rapid material transport, large-scale  material defi cit   and a cover of fi ne 
deposit, which is not necessarily cohesive. The cave-in of the cavity is promoted if 
the cavity is broad, and the cover is thin and loosened by water saturation or melting 
of  ground ice  . According to Beck ( 1991 ) and White and White ( 1992 ), in the 

 Fig. 7.50 (continued)   17  shaft fi ll. ( a ) Material transport from the bottom of the cover, where 
 compaction   takes place and the area above sinks; ( b ) subsidence of the cover into the  chimney   of 
the bedrock; ( c ) part of the cover is transported into the shaft, pore volume increases in the entire 
thickness of the cover; during compaction, the surface of the cover subsides; ( d ) denudation of the 
cover by surface waters; ( e ) the shaft of the bedrock caves in, and the collapse is inherited over the 
cover; ( f ) cavity formation in the cover and collapse of the cover above it; ( g ) ground ice in the 
cover melts above the chimney and the melted part  collapses  ; ( h ) sinking karst water table, col-
lapse of the cover (or subsidence or redeposition) into the shaft.  I  initial stage,  II – III  mature stage       
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  Fig. 7.50    Modes of  doline formation  .  1  Limestone,  2  cover deposit,  3  blind shaft,  4  collapsed 
material of the bedrock,  5  morainic deposit,  6  collapsed material of the cover,  7  loosened cover 
(with higher  pore volume  ) due to material removal,  8   ground ice  ,  9  compacted cover,  10   non-
karstic pipe  ,  11  water infi ltration,  12  redeposition of cover deposit,  13  air current,  14  karst water 
table,  15  doline slope developed by  collapse  ,  16  doline slope developed by the denudation of cover, 
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 beginning small cavities emerge in the cover (which can also be non-cohesive) and 
grow with increasing loading and reducing cohesion. The growth of cavities through 
the coalescence of small cavities is enhanced upwards (Drumm et al.  1990 ). The 
ceiling of the resulting large-scale cavity is wetted by percolating waters. The ceil-
ing becomes heavier and in the sediment pore water pressure increases. As a conse-
quence, fragments are detached from the ceiling (Currens et al.  2012 ; Waltham 
et al.  2005 ). The collapses of the cover are promoted by dropping water levels in the 
cavity. The emerging vacuum enhances suction (Xu and Zhao  1988 ) and also 
reduces the support of the ceiling. In our experiment, we have found a similar phe-
nomenon when hot air fl ow was generated from below onto the cover with ground 
ice (Veress et al.  2012 ). From the bottom surface of the cover, melting detached 
fragments fell into the cavity under the cover. The collapse can be preceded by 
subsidence on the surface (Crawford  2001 ). In this case shear stress emerges in the 
cover above the cavities of the cover which causes subsidence of small extent. 

 There are four ways of  doline formation   by  collapse  : (1) In the case of a thin 
cover, the collapse of the blind shaft extends over the cover too. The cover deposit, 
which can also be non-cohesive, caves in into the shaft (Fig.  7.50e ). (2) With thicker 
cover, a cavity forms in the cover (generated from a blind  chimney   or following the 
transport of the cover into existing shaft(s)) and  collapses   subsequently (Fig.  7.50f ). 
The width of the resulting doline depends on the width of the collapsing cavity in 
the cover (Fig.  7.51 ). (3) Collapse or series of collapses occur if  ground ice   in the 
cover melts (Fig.  7.50g ). The melting and the collapse of the cover were presented 
by a model experiment (see Chap.   3    ). (4) With the subsidence of karst water 
table (or groundwater), cavity may also originate in the cover and then collapse 

  Fig. 7.51    Theoretical relationship between the size and mode of inheritance of  dropout dolines  .  I  
With  direct inheritance  , the size of the doline depends on the size of the shaft of the doline;  II  with 
 indirect inheritance  , the size of the doline depends on the size of the cavity in the cover.  a  Initial 
stage,  b  mature stage.  1  Limestone;  2  cover;  3   chimney  , shaft in the bedrock;  4  cavity in the cover; 
 5  collapsed  blocks         
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(Fig.  7.50h ). Naturally, dropping water level may also generate subsidence in the 
cover. At the bottom, the cover material is only partially transported away. With 
 direct inheritance  , the size of the doline is similar to that of the shaft in the bedrock, 
while with  indirect inheritance  , the doline can be larger than that (Fig.  7.51 ).

   To the above presented modes of inheritance, however, supplements are needed 
for  glaciokarst  ,  permafrost   and in the case of groundwater or karst water oscillates 
in the cover.  

    Special Cases of Inheritance 

   Inheritance on Glaciokarst 

 On glaciokarsts,  subsidence dolines   develop by the transportation of the cover 
( moraine  ) into grikes (Erhartič  2012 ) and into  shafts   (Ford and Williams  2007 ). If 
the cover consists of  limestone    debris  , the solution of the bedrock depends on the 
saturation of the  water percolating   through the debris. The bedrock is only able to 
dissolve if the water percolating through the debris is not saturated at the surface of 
the bedrock. Therefore,  material defi cit   on the bedrock emerges in the following 
ways:

 –    The cover is transported into grikes or  shafts   which formed previously before its 
accumulation (Ford and Williams  2007 ). The grikes and shafts were mostly cre-
ated by meltwater from glaciers (Ford  1984 ). In this case  dolines   developed dur-
ing  postgenetic   karstifi cation. With postgenetic karstifi cation, the morainic 
material or the  debris   is transported into shafts generated by glacial meltwater. 
This happens through the transport of fi ner substance into pores of the coarse 
material (Fig.  7.52a ), or through the melting of ice (snow) cementing the debris 
of the shaft or fi lling its pores (Fig.  7.52b ), and the material is transported into 
the place of the ice (snow). If there is ice under the debris in the shaft, its partial 
melting causes the displacement of debris to greater depths (Fig.  7.52c ). In the 
case of a composite shaft, the debris fi ll reaches a deeper position through  col-
lapse   or redeposition, and these processes lead to  doline formation   (Fig.  7.52d ). 
Finally, if the top part of the shaft is broadening, the doline develops by the fall-
ing of fragments of the cover into the shaft (Fig.  7.52e ).

 –      Dolines develop if the cover deposit is transported into presently evolving grikes 
or  shafts  . The solution of the bedrock has two reasons: the cover is either thicker 
than several metres but with low carbonate content or even if it is with high car-
bonate content but small thickness (see Sect.  7.3.3.3 ). In both cases an embry-
onic  epikarst    zone   develops in the bedrock. Because this zone is underdeveloped, 
there is no swallow hole on the fl oor of the  subsidence dolines  . Subsidence 
 dolines   form if the  debris   is transported into the poorly developed joints, cracks 
and karren. Since the joints, cracks and karren occur in high density, doline den-
sity is also high, but because of the underdevelopment of the epikarst, their 
dimensions are small. The size and morphology of the dolines, and, therefore, 
also their degree of dissection, is probably a  function   of the number and extent 
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  Fig. 7.52    Modes of  postgenetic    doline formation   above grikes and  shafts   of the mountain karst. 
( a ) The  frost-shattered debris   is transported into depth among rock  blocks  ; ( b ) the  ground ice   
between rock blocks melts and the blocks are displaced downwards in the grike; ( c ) under the
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  Fig. 7.53    Suffosion  dolines   formed on cover above grikes.  1  Limestone,  2  collapsed  blocks   or 
morainic deposits,  3   frost-shattered debris  ,  4  water infi ltration and  debris   redeposition,  5  grike,  6  
small doline with some metres diameter,  7  larger doline with some metres diameter, ( a ) small- 
scale doline above grike, ( b ) larger doline formed above several grikes, ( c ) development of larger 
doline with different rates of redeposition of debris into the grike, the fl oor of which will be uneven. 
 I  Initial stage,  II – III   doline formation         

of infi lling of the grikes (Fig.  7.53 ). If, during development, the bedrock features 
(grikes) under the dolines are fi lled with the cover deposit, their further growth is 
only possible if solution continues in the epikarst zone.

 –      Dolines may also form if  limestone    debris   is generated from the dissolution of 
the uncovered limestone (covered with soil patches at most). Because of the 
short distance of percolation (solution), the  water percolating   through the lime-
stone debris of low thickness does not become saturated even then. The  dolines   

Fig. 7.52 (continued) blocks, the top part of the snow and ice fi ll melt and the blocks above the fi ll 
are displaced downwards; ( d ) the collapsed material is redeposited from the vertical shaft section 
into the bottom of the shaft; ( e ) the top part of the shaft is broadened by solution and the collapsed 
material falls into the shaft.  1  Limestone,  2  collapsed and morainic material,  3  frost-shattered 
 debris  ,  4  ground ice,  5  snow,  6  water infi ltration,  7  upward air current,  8  surface formed by solu-
tion,  9  doline,  I  initial stage,  II – III  mature stage       
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of the cover do not originate through transport of the debris into the  shafts   of the 
bedrock or falling into the shafts, but the debris sinks into the depression formed 
by local solution on the bedrock. In this case numerous low-depth dolines result 
and the bedrock is exposed in them. Such dolines are essentially transitional 
between  covered karst    dolines   and solution dolines. Under such dolines, there is 
no capacity of the bedrock to store sediment (Figs.   4.6     and   5.65b    ).    

 On glaciokarsts  dolines   are often aligned in rows (see Chap.   4    ). The rows are 
sometimes perpendicular to the glacial trough (Fig.  7.54 ). Then in the foreland of 
the retreating glacier, grikes are often generated subparallel with the ice front. 
Suffosion dolines either form postgenetically – if the karren terrain is later buried – 
or syngenetically – if jointing happened after the burial with morainic deposits. 
Suffosion dolines are occasionally aligned in rows parallel with the glacial trough 
(Fig.  7.55 ). In this case the morainic deposits are reworked and accumulated in 
striations (widened by solution) (Fig.  7.55 ).

    On glaciokarsts, doline morphology is controlled by the stratifi cation of the bed-
rock or the terrains developed by  glacial erosion  . On schichttreppenkarst (Bögli 
 1964 ), the cover deposit accumulates along the cuestas and is transported into the 
grikes along the cuestas. Doline rows result with circular or elongated  dolines   (Fig. 
 7.56a ). With broad grikes, the dolines are irregularly placed on the cover (Fig. 
 7.56b ). In the case of vertical beds, glacial erosion created hogbacks (e.g. at  Mlječni 
do  ). Below the cover deposit fi lling the depressions between hogbacks, solution 
along  bedding planes   takes place. The cover deposit is transported into the depres-
sions between bedding planes. The ground surface subsides in the area of the patch 
of morainic deposit and a row of larger dolines emerges (Fig.  7.56c ). If broader 
passages (grikes) come about along the bedding planes, rows of smaller dolines 
originate on the cover (Fig.  7.56d ). Rows of elongated dolines appear on the cover 
of  rock basins   (Fig.  7.56e ). If dolines develop on cover of roches moutonnées, they 
are of circular shape, smaller size and irregular arrangement (Fig.  7.56f ).

      Inheritance on Permafrost 

 It is a contradiction that on  permafrost    dolines   occur (particularly on the taiga karst 
of  Siberia  ) without the conditions of water fl ow being present. On taiga karst, 
 ground ice   is often exposed on the surface or lies close to the surface even in sum-
mer. According to Korzhuev ( 1961 ), karstifi cation is mainly concentrated along 
fractures and faults, where water fl ow is possible. Low rates of  water conduction   are 
indicated by the presence of intermittent ponds in dolines in wet periods (Korzhuev 
 1961 ). Below the  subsidence dolines   along the  Lena   River, the cracks of the bedrock 
are fi lled in with cover material (Korzhuev  1961 ). The above does not only prove 
the dissolution of the bedrock material but also point to the suffosion of the cover. 
The mentioned author also claims that the permafrost is not uniform, but its hori-
zons are separated by  taliks  . Water with high dissolved material content circulates 
indicating that the water of the taliks is capable of solution (consequently, karstifi ca-
tion is active) or the taliks receive such water. The water of the  karst springs   along 
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  Fig. 7.54    Suffosion  dolines   formed above grike in the foreland of retreating glacier.  I  Lateral 
view:  1   limestone  ,  2  glacier,  3   blocks   of mountain  collapse   or morainic deposits,  4   frost-shattered 
debris  ,  5  grike,  6  doline.  II  cross-section:  7  grike,  8  doline. ( a ,  b ) Grike formation in the foreland 
of retreating glacier; ( c ) the terrain of grikes is covered with the material of mountain collapse and 
by frost-shattered  debris  ; ( d ) blocks fall into the grikes and dolines emerge on the surface       

the Lena River indicates water fl ow and their dissolved material content points to 
solution. Numerous authors (Lauriol et al.  1997 ; Lungersgauzen  1966 ; Korzhuev 
 1972 ; Pulina  2005 ) are on the opinion that  paleokarst   occurs both on the tundra 
karst and taiga karst and paleokarst passages may also occur. According to Ford and 
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  Fig. 7.55    Suffosion  dolines   formed above grike in glacial environment.  1  Glacier,  I  lateral view: 
 2   limestone  ,  3  morainic material,  4   frost-shattered debris  ,  5  grike in lateral view,  6  meltwater.  II  
Plan view:  7  grike in plan view,  8  subsidence doline. ( a ) Grike formation under glacier; ( b ) with 
repeating glacier, grikes emerge and become buried under morainic material; ( c )  blocks   falling 
into grikes and  doline formation   on the surface       
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  Fig. 7.56    Formation of  subsidence dolines   on terrains affected by  glacial erosion  . In cross- section: 
 I  initial stage,  II  mature stage,  III  mature stage in plan view,  1   limestone  ,  2  bedding plane,  3  
morainic deposit,  4  solution along bedding plane,  5  solution grike along bedding plane,  6  water 
infi ltration,  7   debris   fall,  8  subsidence doline of circular  groundplan  ,  9  subsidence doline of elon-
gated groundplan,  10  rock basin. ( a ) Doline row of  dolines   with circular and elongated groundplan 
develops in the debris accumulating above the solution grike at the front of the cuesta; ( b ) doline 
row of large dolines with circular groundplan develops in the debris above giant grike at the front 
of the cuesta; ( c ) doline row of large dolines with circular groundplan develops in the debris cover-
ing the more denuded terrain on thin beds between hogbacks; ( d ) doline row of dolines with circu-
lar and elongated groundplan develops in the debris above thin beds between hogbacks; ( e ) doline 
row of dolines with elongated groundplan develops in the debris of a rock basin formed above the 
thin beds of terrain with hogbacks; ( f ) dolines with circular groundplan develop in the debris above 
chimneys formed on roches moutonnées. Remark: In the parts  a ,  b  of the fi gure, glacial cuestas are 
shown on terrain with strata of 10°–20° dip, while in the  c – e  parts, it is shown that on the terrain 
built of subvertical strata (the profi le in c and d is perpendicular to the strikes of strata, while in e 
it is in the direction of strike), the ice created hogbacks with depressions between them. In the parts 
 c – e , actual solution takes place along the  bedding planes         
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Williams ( 2007 ), the ice plug of karst passages (paleokarst passages) can be 
breached by surface waters and dolines result from this process. The possible ori-
gins of the passage are shown on Fig.  7.57 . The three possible ways of  doline forma-
tion   are the following:

     1.    The ice fi ll of the  paleokarst   passage melts to the effect of water percolation from 
the surface. The  permafrost   thaws around the passage leading to ground subsid-
ence and  material transport   by suffosion (Fig.  7.58I ).

       2.    Doline formation on valley fl oor happens if patches of cover deposit and exposed 
 limestone   alternate (Fig.  7.58 II). Water percolating at the contact melts  ground 
ice   and the surface of the  permafrost   subsides. Percolating from the resulting 
depression into the limestone, the water creates a passage. Through the erosion 
of side slopes, the depression is broadening (Fig.  7.58 IIc).   

   3.    Doline formation is also mainly concentrated on the valley fl oor if the cover is of 
variable thickness there. Water fl ows all along the valley fl oor, infi ltrates and 
melts the top part of the  ground ice   (Fig.  7.59b ), and the cover subsides. The 
subsidence is more intensive where the cover is thicker. The  water percolating   
from the cover into the bedrock generates a passage in the  limestone   into which 
the cover material is redeposited through suffosion (Fig.  7.59c ).

          Inheritance with Intermittent Inundation of the Cover 

 The decisive role of change (lowering) of water level is proven by the effect of  water 
pumping   on the process (Sinclair  1982 ). Subsidence  dolines   form by water extrac-
tion in large numbers within a short time, for instance, more than a hundred emerged 

  Fig. 7.57    Possible ways of  conduit   formation on  permafrost  .  1  Limestone,  2  permeable cover,  3  
upper limit of permafrost in summer ( I ) and in winter ( II ),  4  ice-fi lled  paleokarst   conduit,  5  surface 
 watercourse  ,  6  water infi ltration,  7  air current,  8  joint,  9  spring with paleokarst conduit leading to 
it,  10  water,  11  talik. ( a ) Water percolating on the surface infi ltrates and melts ice in the paleokarst 
conduit; ( b ) air current from the karst towards the surface melts ice in the paleokarst conduit; ( c ) 
the joint is not fi lled with ice to the effect of infi ltrating water and ascending air       
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in  Pennsylvania   state (Foose  1953 ), more than 2000 in  Alabama state   (LaMoreaux 
and Newton  1986 ) and more than 10,000 in China ( Enkou mine area  ,  Hunan prov-
ince  ) (Li et al.  1983 ) due to water extraction. The chance of their development is 
particularly high in the wet season (Waltham et al.  2005 ). At the same time, 

  Fig. 7.58    Doline formation on  permafrost  .  I  Postgenetic karstifi cation,  II   syngenetic   karstifi ca-
tion,  1  cover deposit,  2   limestone  ,  3  talik,  4   paleokarst    conduit  ,  5  permafrost,  6  permafrost surface, 
 7  lake,  8  water fl ow and percolation,  9  conduit,  10  spring,  I  doline formed at paleokarst conduit: 
( a ,  b ) ice in the conduit melts at the top and melting extends over the bordering cover; ( c ) subsid-
ence of the cover, exposure of the paleokarst conduit in the interior of the resulting depression.  II  
doline formed on rock boundary: ( a ) water infi ltrating at limestone outcrop locally melts  ground 
ice  ; ( b ) ground ice melting extends laterally over to the cover deposit and because of thawing the 
cover surface sinks; ( c ) formation of embryonic conduit in the limestone by solution       
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  Fig. 7.59    Doline formation on  permafrost   at the local thickening of the cover.  1  Limestone,  2  
cover,  3  surface of permafrost,  4  permafrost,  5  initial surface,  6  water fl ow and percolation,  7   mate-
rial transport   (through redeposition and solution),  8  surface subsidence and then to repeated rise 
due to the thawing of permafrost,  9  lake,  10   paleokarst   doline; ( a ) in early summer, to the effect of 
warming and infi ltrating waters, the permafrost melts and the surface sinks; ( b ) by late summer, 
the cover thaws in its whole thickness, and water percolates from the developing doline into the 
 limestone  , where it dissolves the rock and transports the deposit under the doline into the rock; 
subsidence will be more intensive where the cover is thicker (at paleodoline); ( c ) in winter perma-
frost re-emerges in the cover, which is rising; in the  dolines   of the cover, this rise is more limited 
than elsewhere since in summer material is removed from the cover below the doline       
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inundation reduces this chance, for instance, if a lake is established on the surface 
(Beese and Creed  1995 ). Doline also forms if the water loss of the storing system is 
not due to water extraction but to other human  activity  . Thus, the water is conducted 
into a tunnel (Guo  1991 ) or a mine (Yuan  1987 ; Xu and Zhao  1988 ). In the latter 
instance, the process can only be stopped by abandoning the mining activity (Chen 
 1988 ). Experience shows that  subsidence dolines   developed on the very fi rst day of 
pumping in the eastern United States (Newton  1987 ) or within some days in  Florida   
(Bengtsson  1987 ), Alabama (Newton and Hyde  1971 ) or China (Waltham  1989 ). 
Occasionally dolines take shape several months or even years after water pumping 
(Foose  1953 ,  1968 ; Sowers  1996 ). This type of origin is especially typical on  insel-
berg karsts   and particularly on its  intermountain plain  s (Chen  1988 ; Guo  1991 ; 
Waltham and Smart  1988 ). Dolines mostly develop if the water table sinks below 
the bedrock surface, and the rate of infi ltration from the surface is considerable 
(Foose  1968 ; LaMoreaux and Newton  1986 ; Lei et al.  2001 ). The  drop of water 
table   is an important factor too. Thus, on the  Guizhou karst  , 6.8 m drop of water 
table is not yet suitable to generate  doline formation  , but at a drop of 24 m, dolines 
emerge (He et al.  2003 ). The origin of  dropout dolines   with water table dropping is 
explained by the water loss of the cavity of the cover (Waltham et al.  2005 ). 
Following the water table decline,  compaction    doline  s can also develop with the 
compaction of the cover (Jennings  1966 ). 

 There is intensive  doline formation   if water loss occurs both in the cover and the 
bedrock – either for natural or artifi cial reasons. This happens if the karst water 
(groundwater) table is near the surface (e.g. in  Florida  ) and its drop is of large scale. 
Pore volume change is induced by the water loss and gain accompanying the fl uc-
tuation of water level, particularly on fi ne-grained cover because of water outfl ow 
from the capillaries. This generates cracking in the cover. Along the cracks, water 
fl ows from the cover into the bedrock – as confi rmed by our laboratory experiments 
(see Sect.  7.3.1 ). Under natural conditions, the desiccation of the cover also induces 
cracking, particularly in sand, which promotes that water should reach the bedrock 
(Tharp  1999 ). 

 Dolines of similar origin particularly occur on the  intermountain plain  s of  insel-
berg karsts   and at the  katavothra   of poljes (Figs.   5.12a, b    ,   5.92a, b     and   5.93    ). At 
these sites, karst water table is not only close to the surface, but its level may fl uctu-
ate considerably. The stages of landform evolution above katavothra are presented 
in Fig.  7.60 .

7.3.3.6          Development of Doline Varieties 

 The origin of the different dropout doline varieties depends on  cover thickness   and 
the way of inheritance. In the case of  direct inheritance  , the cover caves in through 
the opening up of the shaft in the bedrock (Figs.  7.48c, d  and  7.50e ). This is how D 4  
 dropout dolines   originate (Figs.   5.44     and   5.60    ). The D 3  variety  dolines   formed on 
evaporites have a similar origin, but the doline is deeper since a larger shaft develops 
in the bedrock (Fig.   5.59    ). 
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 The D 1  variety  dolines   emerge in thick cover, also through  direct inheritance  , 
attested by the bedrock exposed in dolines (Fig.   5.57    ). Direct inheritance is allowed 
by the large width of the blind shaft of the bedrock. With the shaft opening up, the 
cover immediately loses its stability. Thus,  collapse   is not preceded by cavity for-
mation in the cover. If during inheritance from the bedrock over the cover a  non- 
karstic pipe   develops, the collapse of its ceiling leads to D 5  variety dolines (Figs. 
  5.29a     and   5.61    ). The origin of D 6  variety dolines is explained from their morphol-
ogy. Relative to their depth, their diameter is larger. On their fl oors, the bedrock or 
its  debris   is not exposed. Therefore, they exclusively result from the collapse of a 
near-surface cavity in the cover with large width and low height. 

 In thicker cover, larger  dropout dolines   (D 2  variety) come about. The cover is 
cohesive (Waltham et al.  2005 ). The cavity in the cover either forms through the 
broadening of the shaft or through the loss of shaft fi ll ( postgenetic   karstifi cation 
and postgenetic doline). On non-cohesive rock, the doline can form by opening up 
a blind shaft (Fig.   5.33    ) and a cavity develops, which rapidly extends towards the 
surface.

   S 1  variety  dolines   occur if there are large-scale cavities on the bedrock. If the cover 
is not too thick, a large doline results (Beck and Sinclair  1986 ). The mentioned 
authors present the formation of a subsidence doline associated with a large cav-
ity of the bedrock from  Florida   state. The dolines are broadening through the 
denudation of their side slopes.  

  Fig. 7.60    Types of depression formed above  katavothra   (based on examples from the  Cerkniško 
polje  ).  1  Limestone,  2  cover deposit,  3  side slope of depression,  4  katavothron,  5  mound,  6   rainwa-
ter   rill,  7  gully,  8  karst water table,  9  loosening of the cover during water fl ow above the karst water, 
 10  descending karst water transporting the cover into the  conduit  ,  11   low karst   water table,  12  high 
karst water table,  13  shaft, karst passage,  14  intermittent lake,  15  basin-like section of DSD,  16  
valley section of DSD, ( a ,  b )  doline formation   above the katavothron, ( c ) formation of doline 
group above the katavothron, ( d ) DSD formation above katavothra, ( e ) denudation of the cover by 
rainwater rills and  gullies   around the DSD, ( f ) valley formation by retreat from the DSD ( a – d  lat-
eral view;  e ,  f  plan view)       
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  The S 2  variety  dolines   are of young age. Their small size also results from the 
  material defi cit   in the cover. They occur where the cover above the  non-karstic 
pipe   sinks.  

  S 3  variety  dolines   emerge on the fl oors of previously formed S 1  variety dolines 
closely associated with the material turnover of the bearing (S 1  variety) doline. 
The part of the cover above the  non-karstic pipe   which took shape in the fi ll of 
the bearing doline subsides.  

  S 4  and S 5  variety  dolines   develop on morainic deposits. Their origin is due to small- 
scale solution on the bedrock under the cover of  limestone    debris  . They are most 
typical on glaciokarsts (see Sect.  7.3.3.5.2 ).  

  The side slopes of S 6  variety  dolines   with different inclination either result from 
variation in denudation or from the fact that heads of bed form their steeper 
slopes. The latter are most typical on the cuestas of glaciokarsts, but also occur 
on mediterranean karsts.  

  S 7  variety  dolines   are elongated landforms. They either develop through the linear, 
instead of pointlike, removal of the cover or if at the end of the existing gully, S 2  
or S 4  variety dolines emerge and the gully will have no outlet.  

  Variety S 8  is a fossil doline. The clogging and subsequent infi lling and inactivation 
of the doline (with ceasing  water conduction   from the doline into the karst) and 
the accompanying sedimentation were presented in Chap.   6    .     

7.3.3.7     Doline Evolution 

   General Characteristics of Doline Evolution 

 Doline evolution can be described by the analyses of changes in doline type and 
dimensions, of renewed  doline formation   and of the relationships between the 
doline and its environs. Doline width is limited by doline depth (Waltham et al. 
 2005 ). 

 A close relationship was presented between depth and width on two karst areas 
too (Fig.   3.4    ). It can be seen that the increase of width relative to the depth is differ-
ent on the two karst areas. The different denudation of the doline slopes probably 
plays a signifi cant role in the fact that their slopes are different: the denudation of 
 dolines   of the  Bakony Mountains   is greater since they developed in  loess   than the 
dolines of Pádis plateau which developed in  debris   with sandstone. It can also be 
caused by the fact that the deepening of the dolines of the Pádis plateau is larger. It 
can be explained by the greater  material transport   from the fl oors of the dolines 
because of more cavities in the bedrock. 

 It can also be experienced that on both areas the width of some  dolines   which are 
about 2 m deep exceeds the width of dolines which is maximum 8 m in case of such 
depth according to literature (Waltham et al.  2005 ). Therefore, the cause of these 
such great doline widths is not the denudation of doline slopes to a large extent, but 
that the surface subsides on a great area even at the beginning of doline 
development. 
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 It is also remarkable that the width of  dolines   with a depth of 2 m in the  Bakony 
Mountains   is similar, while on Pádis plateau, the width of dolines increases by the 
growth of their depth. Also these differences probably have genetic causes. 

 As far as dimensions are concerned, small-scale (suffosion and dropout)  dolines   
form and fossilise or develop into those with medium size. The medium-size infi lled 
dolines can be fossilised or S 3  variety dolines emerge in their interior. The medium- 
size suffosion and  dropout dolines   expand into large  suffosion dolines  . In the inte-
rior and on the margin of large dolines also S 3  variety dolines come about (Fig. 
 7.61 ). Doline growth ceases sooner or later and infi lling and then burial begin. The 
existence of former dolines is attested by the  lenticular interbedding  s of the cover 
deposit. The lenticular fi ll could be covered (Fig.  7.62 , VES measurement site R45). 
On the infi lling surface, renewed  doline formation   can take place. In Fig.  7.63  at the 
VES measurement site R142, there are two lenticular interbeddings above each 
other. The top surface of the lower lenticular interbedding is less bent than the lower 
surface. This indicates more intensive suffosion in the series under the lenticular 
interbedding than from the bearing series of the lenticular interbedding or the infi ll-
ing of the doline and the development of a new doline in this fi ll. The upper lenticu-
lar interbedding (bearing the present-day doline) shows that on the more and more 
intensively infi lling surface, a new (second or third) doline emerged. The fi ll of this 
doline is ever thicker towards the centre. Therefore, suffosion also had a lower rate 
here (the upper lenticular interbedding) than below, or the doline was fi lled in or 
then reactivated. Consequently, at the VES measurement site 142, as many as three 
or four dolines could have been originated (including the present doline).

     Another possible way of doline evolution is demonstrated in Fig.  7.64 . The suf-
fosion doline is expanding and then inner  dolines   appear in its interior. The doline 
system fi lls up and then a new doline develops in the main doline which can be fi lled 
up later too. The evolution of the doline and its environs happens in three possible 
ways:

 –     The doline exists for a longer period, and the bounding surface is not fi lled up or 
not eroded below its level. In this case, the terrain between neighbouring  dolines   
is lowered by  pluvial erosion   on the joint  catchment   (if no  watercourse   is associ-
ated with the dolines). The slopes are directed towards the dolines (Fig.  7.65a ). 
During pluvial erosion, the terrains sloping towards the dolines are broadening 
(Fig.  7.65b ) until they merge (Fig.  7.65c ), a  divide   emerges between them, and 
the joint catchment is divided into two.

 –      In the area of the infi lled fossil doline and its environs, denudation takes place. 
The sediment fi ll of the doline is thinning out and a new doline may form in the 
fi ll (Fig.  7.66I ).

 –      There is accumulation in the environs of the doline. The doline is fi lled up and 
then buries (Fig.  7.66 II). During the infi lling and burial,  lenticular interbedding  s 
come about one above the other in the cover deposit.     
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   Doline Evolution in Some Study Areas 

 The (L, M and K) parameters of  subsidence dolines   on glaciokarsts (Júlian Alps, 
Asiago Plateau,  Totes Gebirge  ) and middle-mountain karsts (Pádis, Bakony, 
Mecsek) were analysed in the  parameter space   (Figs.  7.67  and  7.68 ). L shows doline 

  Fig. 7.61    Development and transformation of  subsidence dolines  .  1  Cover deposit,  2  doline fi ll,  3  
lake,  4  S 3  variety suffosion doline,  5  small-scale doline (less than 1 m diameter and depth),  6  devel-
opment of medium-size  dolines   (diameter 5–10 m, depth 1–5 m),  7  development of large- scale 
dolines; certain dolines are transformed into  fossil dolines   ( a ); others are fi lled up but then reacti-
vate ( b ), while still others expand, are partially fi lled up and then reactivated ( c )       
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depth, and M is a negative value characteristic of doline diameter, while K repre-
sents slope shape. The higher is K (K ≥ 1), the more concave is the slope (or the 
shorter is the convex slope segment), the lower is its value, and the more convex is 
the slope (the longer is the convex slope segment).

    It was found that the diameters of  dolines   on glaciokarsts show a wider range 
(from 0 to −1.25) than that for middle-mountain karsts (from 0 to −0.75), while their 
doline depths present a narrower range (from 1 to 4.8 m) than that for middle- 
mountain karsts (1–8 m). In harmony with our previous statement, it means that on 
glaciokarsts dolines with smaller diameter than on middle-mountain karsts also 
occur, while dolines in middle mountains can be deeper than those on glaciokarsts 
too. 

 Regarding the diameter/depth ratio, it is claimed – in accordance with literature 
data (Waltham et al.  2005 ) – that the  dolines   becoming ever deeper also get ever 
broader. The dolines on glaciokarsts, however, are deepening at a lower rate during 
broadening that those in middle mountains. This indicates that the cover on the fl oor 

  Fig. 7.62    The geoelectric profi le XVIII–XVIII′ from the Padis-1 area.  1  Limestone,  2  clayey silt, 
 3  mixed rock  debris   (sandstone and  limestone   debris),  4  mixed rock debris (sand, sandstone and 
limestone debris),  5  VES measurement site,  6  geoelectric resistance of the series (Ohmm),  7  basal 
depth of the geoelectric series (m),  8  geoelectric resistance of the bedrock (Ohmm),  9  approximate 
penetration of VES measurement,  10  boundary of geoelectric series,  11  doline       
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of the doline under them is either thinner (and thus hinders their deepening) or 
removed at a lower rate. 

 The average values of the K parameter so  dolines   on glaciokarsts (K = 1.54) are 
above those for dolines in middle mountains (K = 1.47). This indicates more con-
cave side slopes in the case of the former. Most of the K values of dolines on glacio-
karsts fall between 1 and 1.6, while for dolines in middle mountains are mostly 
between 1 and 1.9. Consequently, the slope shapes are more diverse for the latter, 
probably explained by rock properties. (The doline slopes of the latter are formed in 
various rocks and this favours variable shapes.) The K values of dolines on glacio-
karsts show a remarkable narrow range, particularly if compared to the K values of 
the solution dolines in middle mountains with a range of 1–4.0. 

 Plotting the K parameter against the M or L parameters, K shows hardly any 
change. (Although on glaciokarsts, extreme K values also occur.) This indicates 
that slope shape is largely independent from both diameter and depth variation. 
Thus, the data in literature which point to doline slopes becoming gentler with 
doline growth are only valid in certain cases and for certain rocks (e.g. for the 
 dolines   in  Florida   state, the slopes of which are formed in sand). 

 At the same time, it is also observed that different K values belong to the same 
doline diameter or depth. The reason behind that could be that local denudation or 
lithology can modify slope shape.    

  Fig. 7.63    The geoelectric profi le A–A′ from the Padis-3 area (see also Fig.   4.45    ).  1  Limestone,  2  
clayey silt,  3  mixed rock  debris   (sand, sandstone and  limestone   debris),  4  VES measurement site, 
 5  geoelectric resistance of the series (Ohmm),  6  basal depth of the geoelectric series (m),  7  geo-
electric resistance of the bedrock (Ohmm),  8  approximate penetration of VES measurement,  9  
boundary of geoelectric series,  10  subsidence doline       
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7.3.4     Origin of Subsidence Pseudokarst Depressions 

 The  material defi cit   generating a depression derives from a non-karstic process. The 
material defi cit is caused by  collapse   of the ceiling of  non-karstic pipe  s (Fig.  7.69a ) 
or suffosion if the top material of fi ner particles fi lls the pores of the bottom coarser 
fragments (Fig.  7.69b ). Material transport can also take place in solution. The shal-
low  loess    dolines   (Fig.  7.69c ) are partly of this kind of origin – although in their 
material, loss suffosion plays a signifi cant part.

  Fig. 7.64    Stages of suffosion  doline formation  .  1  Cover deposit,  2   material transport   ( 2.a  suffos-
ion,  2.b  denudation of doline slope by  pluvial erosion  ,  2c . material removal from doline slope into 
the karst,  2.d  material input from the environs of the doline),  3  deepening of the doline,  4  broaden-
ing of the doline,  5  fi ll of  non-karstic pipe  ,  6  fi ll of old doline,  7  fi ll of older doline,  8  fi ll of doline 
formed in the fi ll of the older doline,  9  non-karstic pipe,  10  dropout doline,  I  doline formation by 
subsidence,  II  doline broadening,  III  doline deepening,  IV  development of the non-karstic pipes of 
the doline with material removal from the doline through the pipe,  V   conduit   infi lling (dropout 
doline formation in the doline),  VI  infi lling of  dropout dolines  ,  VII  infi lling of the suffosion doline, 
 VIII  formation of new doline in doline fi ll,  IX  infi lling of the new doline       
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   In volcanic regions where enduring snow (fi rn, ice) cover is present, the forma-
tion of  pseudokarst depressions   is associated with melting. The snow, fi rn and ice 
covered by pyroclasts melt, and as a consequence, the cover caves in (Fig.  7.69d ). 
As an example, the  caldera   of  Askja   ( Iceland  ) can be cited where numerous dropout 
pseudokarst depressions developed after the 1875 eruption of Askja. The  pumice   
ejected covered the snow which was affected by  fi rnifi cation  . Where the pumice 
mantle was thinner, the fi rn melted. Meltwater fl ows downslope and created melt 
channels in the fi rn. In the pumice above the channels, dropout pseudokarst depres-
sions emerged by  collapse  . Pseudokarst dropout and  suffosion dolines   which had 
developed above the melting dead-ice were described from the Ojos del Salado 
volcano (Mari et al.  2014 ). 

 Subsidence  pseudokarst depressions   may form through  direct inheritance  , too, 
when the  material defi cit   in the bedrock under the cover is inherited over the cover 
(Fig.  7.69e ) by means of the  collapse   of cavities in the bedrock. The size, shape and 
density of the resulting depressions depend on the size, shape and density of the 
cavity in the bedrock. 

  Fig. 7.65    Development of  divide   between  dolines   on  covered karst  .  1  Doline,  2  boundary of 
 catchment   of doline,  3  divide between dolines,  4  water fl ow,  5   pluvial erosion  ,  6  transport of cover 
deposit,  7  catchment of the doline,  8  joint catchment,  I  plan view,  II  cross-section. ( a ) Due to plu-
vial erosion, surfaces sloping towards the dolines come about (doline catchment); ( b ) doline catch-
ments are broadening; the initial area (joint catchment) is shrinking; ( c ) the doline catchments 
consume the joint catchment       
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  Fig. 7.67    Parameter space of  high-mountain    subsidence dolines  .  1  Asiago Plateau,  2   Totes 
Gebirge  ,  3   Seven Lakes Valley   (Julian Alps)       

  Fig. 7.66    Surface conditions infl uencing the evolution of  covered karst   depressions (Veress  2008 , 
modifi ed). ( a ) Fossil depression, ( b ) evolution of fossil depression.  I. a  the environs of the depres-
sion are denuded; the depression acquires a relatively high position;  I. b  the depression loses its 
deposits;  I. c  new depression comes about as the fi ll is thinning out;  II. a  the environs of the depres-
sion are fi lling up; the surface slopes towards the depression and thus receives suffi cient amounts 
of water for the  conduit   to lose its deposit and for a new doline to form;  II. b  the depression and its 
environs are buried;  II. c  although sediment thickness increases, the terrain above the buried 
depression receives again suffi cient amounts of water for the conduit to lose its deposit and for a 
new depression to form.  1  Cover deposit,  2   non-karstic pipe  ,  3  fi ll of depression,  4  initial surface, 
 5  truncated depression fi ll,  6  redeposition of deposit       
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 Indirect inheritance leads to  pseudokarst depressions   of  lava fl ows  , as the  dolines   
of a lava fl ow on  Hekla   (see Chap.   5    ). The small size of dolines shows that they 
developed above the small cavities (gas bubbles) of the basalt instead of  lava caves  . 
Their gentle slopes point to material loss of the cover by suffosion. It is probable 
that  suffosion dolines   are generated above  gas bubble cavities   from which chimneys 
opening up to the surface of the lava fl ow during  outgassing   (Fig.  7.69f ). Between 
the dolines of the lava fl ow, steep-sided dropout pseudokarst depressions also occur 
(Fig.   5.71    ). Their origin is probably related to the  collapse   of gas bubble cavities 
(consequently, they are of direct origin; Fig.  7.69e ). 

 Pseudokarst depressions may be generated above  artifi cial cavities   at great 
depths as exemplifi ed by Dohányos Hill in the  Bakony Mountains  , where coal min-
ing in Cretaceous  limestone   has been performed since 1865. Horizontally extended 
cavities were created. At chambers coal was extracted from neighbouring galleries, 
always fi lling in the abandoned gallery with spoil. Mechanised front production 
created cavities of 2.6 m height and in width corresponding to the distance between 
galleries. The caved-in material fi lls in these cavities. With collapsing pore, volume 

  Fig. 7.68    Parameter space 
of middle-mountain 
 subsidence dolines  .  1  
Padis,  2  Bakony,  3  Mecsek       
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increases. Our calculations show that a hollow of 2 m height and the above-lying 
cavity created by  collapse   are fi lled by the collapsed material of 7.7 m thickness. 
The collapse cannot reach up to the surface since above the galleries and chambers 
of Dohányos Hill, the thickness of limestone is much greater than 7.7 m, more than 
100 m. 

 Pseudokarst depressions form above galleries and particularly above chambers 
by the subsidence of rock masses in wide extension as a single block, without 
  collapses  , into the cavities of galleries and chambers. The subsided rock block is 
separated from its environment by atectonic faults. Depressions on the ground sur-
face come about above the entire subsided block if it sinks at a uniform rate (broad, 
shallow and composite graben form) or where the block did not subside in a uni-
form way but it was tilted (asymmetrical graben). This latter situation occurs where 
the chamber wedges out. Features of low width develop in the interior of uniformly 
subsided  blocks   where extensional cracks appeared. At these sites narrow grabens 
develop. The cracks wedging out upwards only reach the surface along short sec-
tions, where shaft-like features come about. In the bedrock, circular depressions 
may also emerge at the junctions of cracks. 

 The evolution of the feature may extend over the cover, too. On the cover, land-
forms either develop by direct or by  indirect inheritance  . Direct inheritance happens 
through the displacement of the cover following subsidence of the bedrock. Between 
the broad grabens, steep-sided features occur with bedrock outcrops in their side. In 
this case the atectonic fault was also inherited over the cover. Gentle-sided broad 
grabens also occur. In this case atectonic faults were not inherited, but the subsid-
ence of the cover followed that of the bedrock. If there is a landform (shaft) of 
limited extension but great depth and wedging out downwards, the inheritance gen-
erates landforms like  dropout dolines   on the cover by  collapse  . 

  Fig. 7.69    Formation of a pseudokarst subsidence doline.  1  Fine-grained cover deposit,  2  coarse- 
grained cover deposit,  3   loess  ,  4  decalcifi ed loess,  5  ice,  6  basalt,  7  collapsed material,  8  suffosion, 
 9  solution.  I  Initial stage,  II  mature stage. ( a )  collapse   of the cover of  non-karstic pipe  ; ( b ) transport 
of fi ne-grained deposit into the coarse-grained cover, followed by subsidence; ( c ) subsidence fol-
lowing suffosion and  decalcifi cation   of loess; ( d ) subsidence following the melting of ice; ( e ) 
collapse of cavity in lava rock; ( f ) suffosion of the cover deposit of lava rock       
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 With  indirect inheritance  , there is  material defi cit   in the cover. Suffosion (or the 
 collapse   of the cavity in the cover) creates suffosion or  dropout dolines   (Fig.   5.73    ). 
Dolines originated from indirect inheritance probably develop where the cracks 
wedging out upwards reach the surface of the bedrock.   

7.4     Origin of Ponors 

7.4.1     Main Characteristics of Ponor Formation 

 According to Ford and Williams ( 2007 ), the following conditions are necessary for 
allogenic inputs:  input discharge  ,  hydraulic conductivity  ,  hydraulic gradient  , loca-
tion (lateral or vertical), geological context, process environment and time. The 
conduits are adjusted to the direction of the hydraulic gradient (Ford and Williams 
 1989 ). Water conduction is becoming more and more localised and ponors emerge 
where the hydraulic gradient is more steeper and the current velocity in allogenic 
watercourses reduces (Ford and Williams  1989 ). Although in the zone of karst 
water fl uctuation, passages operating as ponors ( katavothra  ) may develop, a major 
condition of  ponor formation   is that the karst water table should be located at the 
rock boundary below the surface. Water conduction into the karst is only possible if 
surface waters are drained through conduits. Not only such conduits should be pres-
ent but they should not be fi lled with water. 

 Ponor formation has the following conditions: rock boundary, favourable posi-
tion of the karst water table, missing or limited surface runoff, the presence of an 
underground cavity ( conduit  ) and its opening up to the surface as well as the link 
between the surface  watercourse   and the cavity opened up to the surface. 

 It is a general observation that there is no  water conduction   from the surface and, 
consequently, no  ponor formation  , in spite of the presence of a surface  watercourse   
if the karst water table is located at the surface. Ponors can form if the karst water 
table is deeper relative to the valley fl oor of the watercourse. This happens if the 
karst is uplifted (or the base level sinks). 

 Surface runoff is mostly lacking in closed depressions ( paleodolines  , poljes), and 
this situation is also promoted by karstic elevations of different size. An example is 
the Pádis plateau, where ponors are aligned at the feet of karstic elevations. On 
tropical karsts, karstic elevations impede the drainage of the surface, and thus they 
promote  ponor formation  . Balázs ( 1984 ) reports about ponors developed at the base 
of exhuming inselbergs, and Sweeting ( 1973 ) described ponors at the feet of mounds 
on cockpit karst. On tropical karsts, ponors develop at the feet of the mounds even 
if the karst water table is near the surface. Such ponors were described from Saravak 
(Wilford and Wall  1965 ). In this case after a small lowering of the karst water table, 
parallel to this level, conduits of small gradient (former conduits of the karst water 
table) make the conduits of the ponor in the mound. The passage is a  through cave   
because it terminates at the opposite side of the mound. 
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 There are several possible ways for the development of a subsurface cavity 
which later turns into a water  conduit  . The cavities and  shafts   may originate in the 
 epikarst    zone  , independent from the karst water. This may happen through the 
downward extension of the shaft. In this case the shaft is created by the percolation 
of the surface  watercourse  . Its formation happens by way of solution along fractures 
(Cvijič  1893 ; Sweeting  1973 ; Jaskó  1959 ,  1961 ) or along  bedding planes   (Cvijič 
 1893 ; Sweeting  1973 ) or by upward shaft extension (see Sect.  7.3.3.4 ). Ponor 
 formation by infi ltrating water can be well studied on uncovered gypsum. The  rain-
water   infi ltrating along the fractures of the gypsum fi rst creates cracks which 
develop into shafts to which  gullies   lead (Kósa  1981 ). 

 Conduits also originate by  collapse  . Thus, the ponor Wadi Al Kharruba ( Libya  ) 
is due to the collapse of cavernous  limestone   induced by the pressure increase of 
water accumulated beyond a dam (Kósa and Csernavölgyi  1983 ). Ponor formations 
due to similar (but natural) cavity collapse are known to have happened in several 
instances. On the  Ankarana tsingy   ( Madagascar  ), a collapse doline on valley fl oor 
conducts water fl owing on the valley fl oor, i.e. acts as a ponor. 

 According to Hamblin ( 1989 ), the  conduit   of the ponor develops from cavities 
below the karst water table. This is confi rmed by direct observations. The pipes 
( shafts  ) of  katavothra   are produced by ascending karst water. Conduit formation 
below the karst water table is allowed by more rapid fl ow, which is more common 
in the proximity of the karst water table (LeGrand and LaMoreaux  1975 ). 

 The  shafts   (or  ponor cave  s) are either vertical or horizontal (Ford and Williams 
 2007 ). A vertical  conduit   more probably forms in  epikarst   environment at the mar-
gin of the overlying cover deposit, while a horizontal conduit is more common 
along non-karstic rock interbedding (Ford and Williams  2007 ). The position of the 
conduit, however, is not only controlled by the bedding of the non-karstic rock. A 
horizontal conduit also appears at the cover if the conduit derives from cavities 
below the karst water table or if the ponor conduit is side branch of a cave system 
and the difference in elevation between the main branch and the ponor is small. 
Vertical conduits also develop with overlain cover if conduit formation takes place 
in the epiphreatic zone (see the origin of conduits of katavothron).  

7.4.2     Ponor Formation on Various Covered Karsts 

 The covering non-karstic rock is overlain, interbedded (Fig.   5.76    ) and mantle-like. 
In the latter case, it is either impermeable ( cryptokarst  ) or permeable ( concealed 
karst  ). 

 At the margin of overlain cover, if the karst water table lies deep below the sur-
face, the ponor or its shaft develops in the  epikarst    zone  . This is explained by the 
development of a vertical shaft extending downwards by water percolation from the 
surface  watercourse   (Fig.  7.70a ). The valley leading to the ponor evolves into a 

 Fig. 7.70 (continued)  formed in the zone of karst water fl uctuation; ( g )  covered karst   ponor on the 
contact of impermeable and permeable rocks; ( h ) ponor formed on evaporites (autogenic  crypto-
karst   and  concealed karst  ).  I  initial stage,  II  mature stage       
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  Fig. 7.70    Ponor formation.  1  Limestone,  2  consolidated non-karstic rock,  3  unconsolidated non- 
karstic rock,  4  evaporite,  5  fracture,  6  high karst water table,  7   low karst   water table,  8  shaft,  9  blind 
shaft,  10  direction of shaft extension,  11  cavity formed below the karst water table,  12  cavity 
formed below the karst water table and destroyed by erosion,  13   watercourse  ,  14  former surface, 
 15  doline developed from ponor. ( a ) Shaft of  epikarst   origin of the ponor on the margin of overly-
ing rock; ( b ) ponor formed on the margin of overlying non-karstic rock, its shaft developed below 
the karst water table; ( c ) ponor formed on the margin of interbedded non-karstic rock, with vertical 
shaft; ( d ) ponor formed on the margin of interbedded non-karstic rock, with horizontal shaft; ( e ) 
 ponor formation   (e 1 ) and opening up of cavity (e 2 ) below the fl oor of an  epigenetic valley  ; ( f ) ponor
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blind valley. In the blind valley and its environs, a depression of superfi cial deposit 
appears on the non-karstic rock. This kind of  ponor formation   occurs on allogenic 
 cryptokarst  . The ponors at overlain cover are either karst marginal or karst interior. 
The latter are located at the cover patches of the karst interior paleodepressions.

   At overlain cover, if the karst water table lies at the karst surface, there is no 
 ponor formation  . But if the karst water is sinking slowly, ponors form and the cavi-
ties below the karst water table coalesce by surface water infl ow (Fig.  7.70b ). 

 With interbedded cover, if the non-karstic rock is in contact with karstic rock 
along fault (Fig.   5.76c    ), a vertical  conduit   (shaft) originates at the contact of rocks 
by the percolation of waters from the non-karstic terrain (Fig.  7.70c ). Blind valley 
and DSD formation ensue. If the non-karstic rock is in contact with the karstic rock 
along an oblique surface, horizontal or subhorizontal conduit results (Fig.  7.70d ). 
Ponors evolve into  blind valleys   and  depressions of superfi cial deposit  . This kind of 
 ponor formation   is also typical of allogenic cryptokarsts. 

 With mantle-like impermeable cover,  ponor formation   may take the following 
courses:

 –    There is valley formation on the cover (on  cryptokarst   evolved from  buried 
karst  ). If the karst water table lies at the surface, the valley is inherited over the 
 limestone  . If valley incision keeps pace with the sinking of the karst water table, 
no ponor forms. The  watercourse   of the deepening valley eliminates the cavities 
which were created under the karst water table but, with the sinking water level, 
rose above the table. If the lowering of the valley cannot keep pace with the sink-
ing of karst water table (happens at a lower rate), the elevation difference between 
the valley fl oor and the karst water table can reach several 100 m. In karst areas, 
there are numerous  epigenetic valley  s where this difference is considerable, but 
there is no ponor in such a valley. This is explained by the lower, but still remark-
ably rapid, rate of valley incision relative to karst water  level sinking  . Thus, karst 
water cavities are destroyed (Fig.  7.70e  2 ) or open up. The cavities are preserved 
as residual caves in such valleys (see Sects.   5.8     and  7.6 ).  

 –   If valley incision takes place at a very low rate, the karst water cavities survive 
and a ponor forms on the  valley rock boundary   (Fig.  7.70e  1 ).  

 –   Vertical conduits ( shafts  ) and ponors form under mantle-like cover where the 
high karst water table reaches the surface. The  conduit   develops in the zone of 
karst water fl uctuation (epiphreatic zone). These sites are the  katavothra   of the 
karst (Fig.  7.70f ).  

 –   Covered karst ponors appear if the cover is a consolidated rock (on  transitional 
cryptokarst  ), and at the  karst windows  ,  caprock    dolines   emerge. The  shafts   below 
caprock  dolines   are vertical and develop in the  epikarst    zone   through stoping 
upwards. On evaporites  ponor formation   is driven by the pipes stoping upwards 
from great depths (on autogenic  cryptokarst  , Fig.  7.70h ). In this case the solution 
leading to the formation of pipes is associated with groundwater circulation or 
the repeated  collapses   of pipes. The caprock dolines are transformed into karstic 
ponors. In a similar manner, the upward stoping shafts of the epikarst evolve at 
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the lateral contact of the impermeable and permeable cover deposits. At such 
sites too,  covered karst    ponors   come about when the blind shaft opens up to the 
surface (Fig.  7.70g ).      

7.5     Origin of Depressions of Superfi cial Deposit (DSD) 

7.5.1     General Characteristics of DSD Formation 

 DSDs originate by the local denudation of the cover. The denudation of the cover is 
mostly but not exclusively due to erosion. Erosional evolution also affects other 
karst landforms, but for DSDs it is predominant, and with progressing evolution, it 
is becoming ever more signifi cant. In the area of DSDs, surface  material transport   
(if it happened at all) is gradually replaced by the redeposition of the cover deposit 
into the karst. It is possible if a subsidence doline or a ponor develops and the 
removal of the cover on the surface becomes non-uniform ever since. 

 The resulting DSD either expands by karstic or non-karstic processes (erosion, 
 mass movements  ). Moderate growth by solution (deepening) can primarily take 
place in the paleodepressions of glaciokarsts, where the cover material is trans-
ported in solution. On rock salt deepening by solution can gain prominence. DSDs 
form by surface solution or solution at greater depths. Solutional subsidence troughs 
and solution-induced depositional basins are produced if the density of  breccia 
pipes   is high (Waltham et al.  2005 ; Klimchouk  2004 ). 

 The formation of karst landforms also contributes to the expansion of DSDs. 
Thus, they may coalesce with  subsidence dolines   in their neighbourhood (Figs.   5.85     
and   5.92a    ) leading to their broadening. Broadening is also due to the subsidence 
 dolines   on their side slopes (Fig.   5.92b    , symbol 3). The subsidence dolines on their 
fl oor do not only cause the conveying of their deposits into the karst but also their 
deepening. 

 The deepening of the DSD is driven by erosional denudation (either linear or 
 pluvial erosion  ) if the slope of the fl oor is suffi ciently high. The fl oor is sloping if 
a karst landform has formed on it or sediment is transported from its neighbour-
hood into the existing DSD. In the existing DSD, erosional processes operate if the 
ponors or  subsidence dolines   are capable of transporting the cover into the karst. 
On the denudation map of the  cryptokarst   and  concealed karst   fl oor of the paleou-
vala of the  Hochschwab   (Figs.  7.71  and  7.72 ), it is visible that on the cryptokarst 
portion linear (gully), erosion operates along the axes of  gullies  ,  ravines   and val-
leys associated with the ponor. On the terrains between these landforms – with the 
exception of a very limited terrain – the fl oor is being denuded by pluvial erosion. 
The denudation is of mosaical nature. The removed sediment is redeposited into 
the gullies and ravines and then into a ponor. On the terrains of concealed karst, 
areas of limited extension are denuded. Here pluvial erosion is not only driven by 
gullies but  dolines   too.
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    Pluvial erosion leads to extensive areal denudation of the fl oor and, therefore, to 
the uniform deepening of the DSD. Linear erosion, on the one hand, is a preparatory 
process to  pluvial erosion  , and on the other hand the valleys resulting from linear 
erosion broaden by pluvial erosion and join each other. Thus, together with pluvial 
erosion, they contribute to the areal denudation of the DSD fl oor.  

7.5.2      Origin and Evolution of DSDs 

 DSDs originate from the coalescence or formation of  subsidence dolines  ,  ponor 
formation   and erosional transformation of subsidence  dolines   and ponors or from 
 katavothra  . 

  Fig. 7.71    Denudation map of the fl oor of a paleodepression with  cryptokarst   ( Hochschwab   pale-
ouvala).  1  Contour line,  2  infi lled ponor,  3  active ponor,  4   concealed karst  ,  5  linear erosion,  6  slope 
directly shaped by linear erosion,  7  slope indirectly shaped by linear erosion (slope angles between 
0° and 30°),  8  slope shaped by  ponor formation  ,  9  upper accumulation level (accumulation at the 
termination of the slope of the paleodepression, slope angle 30°–50°, where accumulation and 
denudation alternate),  10  denuding slope of depression (slope angles above 50°, from where the 
removed material is transported to the upper accumulation level),  11  lower accumulation level 
(accumulation in the depressions on the fl oor of the paleodepression, slope angles between 0° and 
10°),  12  terrains without denudation between channels and valleys (slopes angles between 0° and 
10°),  13  karstic landform remnant       
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7.5.2.1     Formation by Coalescence 

 The  subsidence dolines   close to each other are broadening and, as a consequence, 
fi nally coalesce. The broadening of subsidence  dolines   is caused by the denudation 
of their slopes through  pluvial erosion  . The formation of DSDs through the coales-
cence of subsidence dolines was described by Beck and Sinclair ( 1986 ), and they 

  Fig. 7.72    Denudation map of the fl oor of a paleodepression with  concealed karst   ( Hochschwab   
paleouvala – modifi ed, Veress  2012b ).  1  Contour line,  2  suffosion doline,  3  linear erosion,  4  slope 
directly shaped by  gullies  ,  5  slope indirectly shaped by linear erosion,  6  slope shaped by  doline 
formation  ,  7  sediment transport on the surface,  8  upper accumulation level of the paleodepression, 
 9  concealed karst,  10   cryptokarst         
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called them large basins. The removed sediment leaves through the  non-karstic 
pipe  s of the fl oor. The DSDs of coalescence origin occur on  concealed karst  , pri-
marily if the cover is a less resistant, non-cohesive rock, such as  loess  .  

7.5.2.2     Formation by the Development of Subsidence Dolines 

 The origin of this type of DSD is bound to the formation of subsidence doline(s). 
The process takes place on  concealed karst  s. Compared to formation by coales-
cence, it is different in that here it is not the coalescence of existing  dolines   that is 
typical but the environs of a doline is denuded. There are two possible ways for this. 
In one case a ravine is attached to the doline. The ravine and the doline are broaden-
ing, mainly by  pluvial erosion  , and a DSD results, the interior of which is dissected 
by  gullies   and  subsidence dolines  . In the other case, the DSD develops during the 
development of subsidence dolines. It is favoured by the fact if there is only a patch 
of superfi cial deposit on the cover. From the area of the superfi cial deposit patch, 
there is no surfi cial  material transport   because the rainwaters of the superfi cial 
deposit patch seep away, or if they fl ow out from the area of the cover, they seep 
away on the bordering  limestone  . This form is called half-DSD (Fig.  7.73a ). From 
the date when a subsidence doline appears at a given site of the cover (such a site of 
 doline formation   can be located where the cover is thinner above an elevation of the 
bedrock), the sediment transported by  rainwater   is transported into the karst through 
the subsidence doline. To the effect of the rainwater fl owing towards the subsidence 
doline, the cover is thinning out and the DSD is deepening. In another site of the 
DSD, a new doline emerges where the conditions for doline formation are favour-
able. The evolution of the DSD arrives at a juvenile stage (Fig.  7.73c ). With the 
further denudation of the cover, the DSD is becoming ever deeper, and at the same 
time, the previously formed subsidence dolines may fi ll up and are transformed into 
 fossil dolines  , resulting in an impermeable cover in their area. The infi lling of the 
dolines is enhanced by the partial or complete loss of  catchment   of the former doline 
as a consequence of the emergence of new dolines. The evolution of the DSD 
reaches its adult stage (Fig.  7.73d ). On the fl oor of the DSD, gullies develop and 
increase the rate of gully incision (Fig.  7.74 ). In the area of the DSD, since more and 
more previously formed doline is fi lled up, the impermeable character becomes 
widespread. The mature stage of DSD evolution is reached (Fig.  7.73e, f ).

7.5.2.3         Formation by the Development of Ponors 

 DSD formation governed by ponors is typical of cryptokarsts. On allogenic crypto-
karsts,  ponor row  s form at the termination of the non-karstic rock. Ponors will have 
 blind valleys  . Pluvial erosion generates surfaces sloping towards the blind valleys. 
The area enclosed by the line connecting the highest elevations of the terrains 
between the blind valleys ( divide  ) constitutes the DSD (Fig.  7.75 ).
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  Fig. 7.73    Evolution of a pseudodepression ( a ) half depression, ( b ) embryonic depression, ( c ) 
young depression, ( d ) adult depression, ( e ,  f ) mature depression,  1  carbonate rock,  2  cover deposit, 
 3  impermeable fi ll of subsidence doline,  4  partially truncated sediment fi ll of subsidence doline,  5  
impermeable deposit due to redeposition,  6  karst  conduit   (blind shaft, shaft),  7  subsidence doline, 
 8   pluvial erosion  ,  9  water percolation,  10   material transport   at depth,  11  surface runoff,  12  surface 
at the time of DSD formation       
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   DSD formation in the area of  paleodolines   is presented in Fig.  7.76 . Ponors and 
then  blind valleys   come about. In blind valleys, linear erosion and, on the terrain 
between them,  pluvial erosion   drive the transport of the deposits of paleodepres-
sions into ponors.

  Fig. 7.74    Deepening of DSD through pluvial and linear erosion on  concealed karst  . ( a ) Subsidence 
 dolines   without  gullies  , depression development by  pluvial erosion  , ( b )  subsidence dolines   with 
gullies leading to them (linear erosion also contributes to the formation of the depression),  I  
 groundplan  ,  II  cross-section, I.  1  depression with margin in cover deposit,  2  subsidence doline,  3  
gully,  4  initial surface slope,  5  pluvial erosion,  6  linear erosion,  7  slope generated by pluvial ero-
sion,  8  cover deposit,  9  site of profi le, II.  10  initial surface,  11  subsidence doline,  12  surface 
denuded by pluvial erosion,  13  denudation of the sides of channels and gullies by pluvial erosion, 
 14  linear erosion,  15  gully,  16  remnant of initial surface,  17  DSD       
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7.5.2.4        DSD Formation at Katavothra 

 This DSD variety forms in two stages. The fi rst is associated with the fl uctuation of 
karst water level. The fl uctuation of the karst water level results in the development 
of one or possibly several  subsidence dolines   in the middle part of the present DSD 
in the environs of the katavothron (Fig.  7.60a–c ). 

 In the second stage of its evolution, the subsidence doline is broadening (if sev-
eral  dolines   have emerged in the fi rst stage, they coalesce). Pluvial erosion,  mass 
movements   on the slope, additional  subsidence dolines   on the margins and linear 
erosion all contribute to broadening (Fig.  7.60d–f ). The valley that develops to the 
effect of linear erosion is also regarded part of the DSD.   

7.5.3     Material Budget and Transformation of the DSDs 

 DSD transformation depends on its material budget. DSDs can be of deepening 
(true DSDs are exhuming) and infi lling types. The deepening of a true DSD involves 
the exhumation of the bearing paleodepression. The DSD is deepening if it receives 
less material from its environs than it is transported into the karst. The broadening 
of the DSDs is limited by bedrock morphology or, in the case of those developed at 
 katavothra  , the margin of the polje. The diameter of  true depressions   cannot exceed 
that of the bearing paleodoline. For  pseudodepressions  , the side slope of the eleva-
tion on the bedrock restricts broadening. If this side slope is gentle, ponors receiving 
sediment or  subsidence dolines   form at newer and newer sites, and as a conse-
quence, the DSD is broadening. If the slope of the bedrock is steep, the cover will 
be so thick in a certain distance from the margin of the DSD that no ponor or subsid-
ence doline can emerge (Fig.  7.77 III). The DSD is of infi lling type if there is more 
sediment transported into the depression than the loss from the DSD into the karst. 

  Fig. 7.75    Formation of DSD on allogenic  cryptokarst  .  1  Limestone,  2  ponor,  3  blind valley,  4  
DSD,  5   pluvial erosion  . ( a ) Ponor formation on rock boundary; ( b ) blind valley formation, denuda-
tion of the terrain between  blind valleys   by pluvial erosion; ( c ) formation of a  divide  , the margin 
of the DSD, on the terrain between blind valleys       
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  Fig. 7.76    Evolution and development of DSD in the area of a paleodoline.  I  Groundplan,  II  cross- 
section, in  groundplan  :  1  ponor,  2  gully,  3  blind valley,  4  interfl uvial ridge,  5  DSD margin,  6  
superfi cial deposit,  7   limestone  ,  8   pluvial erosion  ,  9  fossil ponor,  10  cross-section. In cross-sec-
tion:  11  former surface,  12  ponor,  13  fossil ponor,  14  valley,  15  interfl uvial ridge,  16  DSD, ( a ) 
 ponor formation  , ( b ) blind valley formation, ( c ) DSD formation through the exhumation of a pale-
odoline. With the denudation of the surface, further ponors develop and the older ponors are 
truncated       
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If the outermost doline or ponor is fi lled up (Fig.  7.77 IV), the broadening of the 
DSD ceases and even its infi lling with the sediment transported into its interior may 
start (Fig.  7.79 IV–VI), and its entire interior can be fi lled up. Subsequently, karsti-
fi cation is rejuvenating in the interior (Figs.  7.78  and  7.79 ).

     In Fig.  7.80  the evolution and transformation of DSDs controlled by their mate-
rial budget eventually leading to their cyclic evolution is presented. Cyclic evolu-
tion involves the deepening, broadening and then infi lling and burial of the DSD. If 
karstifi cation resumes in its area and/or outward transport exceeds inward transport, 
the DSD is rejuvenated. As a consequence of this rejuvenation, the DSD re-appears, 
or if infi lling has already started in its area, it begins to deepen again.

7.6          Formation of Remnant Caves 

 Remnant caves originate from the opening up of karst water cavities to the surface. 
They may derive from the cavities of the elevations on covered  limestone   or from 
the cavities being close to the fl at limestone surface. Because of the exhumation of 

  Fig. 7.77    Development and fi lling of a pseudo DSD (Veress  2012a ).  I – III  Development of DSD, 
 IV – V  the increasing of the DSD stops (the ponor fi lls),  VI  fi lled DSD,  1   limestone  ,  2  superfi cial 
deposit,  3  redeposited superfi cial deposit,  4  shaft,  5  transporting of sediment,  6  the depression 
increases because of the denudation of its side slopes,  7  deepening of creek fl oor       
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the karst elevation or if the fl at limestone surface loses its sediment (without valley 
formation), the cavities open up to the surface if they were open once. Closed cavi-
ties are usually opened to the surface by  collapses   (Fig.  7.81 ). They form in  epigen-
etic valley  s if the karst water table is more than 100 m below the elevation of valley 
fl oor (see Sect.  7.5.2 ). The fl oor of the deepening valley inherited from the cover 
reaches the cavities in the rock and opens them up (Fig.  7.82 ). If the cavities are 
located at longer distance from the channel, the opening up of the cavities takes 
place through the denudation of the valley side (Fig.   5.97    ).

  Fig. 7.78    Types of pseudodepression according to material turnover (Veress  2012a ).  I  Developing 
DSD,  II  infi lling (senile) DSD,  III  reactivating DSD,  1   limestone  ,  2  cover deposit,  3   chimney   
(shaft),  4  cover deposit accumulated in the DSD,  5  sediment fi ll of doline       
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7.7         Conclusions 

 The cover exerts diverse infl uences on karren formation: it distributes and stores the 
water arriving onto the bedrock as well as contributes to CO 2  production. The dis-
tribution and storage of water (i.e. the duration of solution) primarily depends on 
particle size. The formation of  subsoil   karren is governed by water fl ow in the cover 
and temporary waterlogging. Irregular karren features are created by solution along 
 bedding planes   and fractures in the interior of the rock mass. Vertical karren come 
into existence if solution penetrates deep into the bedrock. The channels are pro-
duced by water fl owing on the surface of the bedrock, while grikes are due to the 
 water percolating   into joints. The grikes, if not getting narrower downwards, may 
deepen until the lower boundary of the  epikarst   or until the karst water table. The 
deepening and broadening of grikes lead to  pinnacle karst  s and their varieties such 
as  stone forest  , arête and pinnacle karst as well as inselberg karst. Notches develop 
at the level of the soil but may occur at the level of temporary waterlogging too. 

  Fig. 7.79    Geoelectric–geological profi le J–J′ of the depression D-7 ( Tés Plateau  ) (Veress  2012a ). 
 1  Clay, marl,  2   limestone  ,  3   loess   (sandy or with limestone  debris  ),  4  loess (clayey or silty) or  clay   
with limestone debris,  5  limestone debris (clayey),  6  site of VES measurement,  7  geoelectric resis-
tance of the series (Ohmm),  8  basal depth of the geoelectric series,  9  approximate penetration of 
the VES measurement,  10  boundary of geoelectric series       
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Other karren (spongy surfaces,  bedding plane grikes  ) are found below the level of 
temporary inundation. 

 On rock salt, primarily grikes and channels form. The latter mostly develop from 
 rainwater   rills or are inherited from  salt breccia  . Pseudokarren emerge in fi lls due to 
suffosion and  collapse  . 

 The C 1  variety  caprock    dolines   originate from the  collapse   of cavities or from the 
stoping of chimneys on the ceilings of allogenic caves. C 2  variety  dolines   are the 
result of opening up of  breccia pipes   developed at great depths, while C 3  varieties 
emerge above  chimney   (shaft) groups. 

 There are well-defi nable conditions necessary for the formation of  subsidence 
dolines  : slope inclination (mainly developed if slope angle is lower than 10°–12°), 
slope height (depending on the elevation of the bearing landforms and the karst 
water level) and karst water (formed if the karst water level fl uctuates or sinks) as 
well as the properties of the cover. Thus, the greater the chance for  doline formation   
is, the thinner the cover is and the lower its CaCO 3  and  clay   contents are. Both 
extremely small and large particle sizes favour local solution (shaft development), 

  Fig. 7.80    Evolution cycle of  pseudodepressions   (Veress  2012a )       
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  Fig. 7.81    Evolution of karstic cavities of  Likas-kő   (Veress-Futó  1987 ). ( a ) Carbonate rock cov-
ered and below karst water table; ( b ) partly exhumed and above karst water table; ( c ) karstic cavi-
ties are destroyed following further exhumation;  1  Triassic carbonate rock;  2  abraded base 
 conglomerate  ;  3  Eocene  limestone  ;  4   gravel   (Csatka Gravel Formation);  5  collapsed material;  
6  karst water table;  7  direction of fl ow;  8  karstic cavity       
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while medium particle size favours both local solution (shaft development) and con-
tinuous solution (karren formation). 

 With  direct inheritance   at fi rst, a blind shaft emerges on the bedrock and then 
shaft forms by  collapse  . Then this process may be inherited over the cover. The 
morphology of the shaft and often the morphology and pattern of the depression on 
the cover is governed by rock structure. Complex shaft systems may be generated. 
Their blind  shafts   also extend upwards caused by the  impoundment   of the water in 
the shaft. With  indirect inheritance  , the cover material is transported by collapse, 
suffosion, solution or material fall or with karst water fl ow. 

 Dropout  dolines   originate through indirect or even  direct inheritance   if there is a 
cavity in the cover or the cavity of the bedrock is of large size. For  syngenetic   

  Fig. 7.82    Development of  cave remnants   (After Veress  2000 ). ( a ) Valley and cavity formation, ( b ) 
cavity destruction and exposure,  1  Triassic carbonate rock,  2  Middle Eocene  limestone   (Szőc 
Formation),  3   gravel   (Csata Gravel Formation),  4  abrasion breccia,  5  marl,  6  fracture and fault,  7  
karst water table,  8  local elevation in karst water table from infi ltration,  9  infi ltrating water from 
fl oors of superimposed valleys,  10  karst water fl ow,  11  superimposed valley,  12  cavity,  13  exposed 
cavity (cave remnant),  I  cavity development below karst water table,  II  cavity development along 
fractures and faults,  III  cavity development above dolomite,  IV  cavity development above local 
impermeable (or partially impermeable) series,  V  cavity development above local impermeable 
series intensifi ed by infi ltration from valley,  VI  cavity development below temporarily elevated 
karst water table       
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  suffosion dolines  , suffosion and solution is followed by increase in  pore volume   and 
then  compaction  . This process is extending towards the surface. If compaction only 
affects part of the cover, the portion of the cover above this part subsides, but if the 
entire cover is compacted, the whole cover sinks. Both processes result in suffosion 
 doline formation  . Suffosion dolines, however, also develop through the denudation 
of the slopes of  dropout dolines   or  non-karstic pipe  s. With  postgenetic   suffosion 
dolines, the loss of the fi ll of the shaft in the bedrock may be infl uenced by suffos-
ion,  collapse   and the melting of a snow plug or  ground ice  . 

 On glaciokarsts,  syngenetic    subsidence dolines   form above karren. On mid- 
latitude karst, they develop above blind  shafts   developing into shafts above the karst 
water table. On tropical karsts of  fenglin   type or in poljes, they occur above shafts 
and cavities which formed below the karst water table if the water level sinks. 

 Subsidence  pseudokarst depressions   are due to non-karstic processes. In their 
origin several processes may play a part: transport of cover of volcanic rock into  gas 
bubble cavities   (by suffosion or  collapse  ) or subsidence of rock masses above mine 
chambers which extends over the cover. 

 A condition of  ponor formation   is the existence of rock boundary (true rock 
boundary,  structural   rock  boundary   or  buried rock boundary  ), lack of surface runoff 
and the level of karst water below the surface and the formation or opening up of a 
 conduit  . Ponors form at the termination of overlain or interbedded cover as well as 
on a mantle-like non-karstic rock; with overlain cover allogenic  water conduction  , 
if the karst water table lies at greater depth or close to the surface, but sinking 
slowly; and with mantle-like cover on the valley fl oors of  cryptokarst   developed 
from buried  karst   (at  valley rock boundary  ), on autogenic cryptokarst (at evaporite 
 breccia pipes  ), on  transitional cryptokarst   (from  caprock    dolines   of  karst windows  ) 
and fi nally where the high karst water reaches the surface of the bedrock. 

 DSDs develop where the cover material, following local denudation, is trans-
ported into the karst through ponors or  subsidence dolines  . On  concealed karst  s, the 
depressions are due to the growth and subsequent coalescence of subsidence  dolines  . 
Another way of their formation is that the developing doline is transformed by lin-
ear erosion into a more extensive depression (the doline and its ravine extend by 
 pluvial erosion  ) or that the surface of the environs of the subsidence doline is trans-
formed into a basin by pluvial erosion. 

 On allogenic  cryptokarst  , DSDs form from the coalescence of  blind valleys  . At 
 katavothra   fi rst  subsidence dolines   emerge, and then they broaden by  mass move-
ments  , by  pluvial erosion   and by the coalescence of marginal subsidence  dolines   
with the doline broaden into DSD. 

 The evolution of the DSD depends on its material turnover. Deepening, subse-
quent infi lling and rejuvenation are possible. For true DSDs, width is controlled by 
the diameter of the depression in the bedrock, while for  pseudodepressions  , the dip 
of the bedrock. 

 Remnant caves are the products of the opening up of cavities formed below the 
karst water table or of the exhumation of buried cavities. Opening is caused by lin-
ear erosion,  collapse   or the denudation of valley sides.     
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    Chapter 8   
 Evolution of Covered Karst Surfaces                     

    Abstract     This chapter presents the evolution of covered karst surfaces. On karsts 
which develop from bare karst into covered karst, geomorphic evolution (increasing 
or decreasing extension of the covered karst) depends on the ratio between the 
inward transport of cover upon the karst and outward transport (removal of mate-
rial). Here two-phase landform evolution takes place as on recent allogenic covered 
karst and renewed allogenic covered karst. On other types of covered karst, the 
cover formed independent from bare karst, and surface evolution has a single phase, 
such as in the case of horst covered karst, mantled allogenic covered karst, covered 
karst of glaciokarst and platform covered karst. Surface evolution begins with cov-
ered karst stage. In the latter group, a type (horst covered karst) also occurs where 
surface evolution is differentiated as a consequence of different evolution and dif-
ferent present elevation of karst horsts. Covered karst is continually reproduced 
where intensive karstifi cation happens. Such type is tropical karst. In an overview 
of geomorphic evolution, the role bare karst plays in covered karst formation, the 
phases of bare karst development and the contribution of karstic and non-karstic 
landforms in landscape evolution are presented. When describing the various paths 
of evolution, the properties of cover rock are also taken into consideration.  

  Keywords     Covered karst   •   Surface evolution   •   Advancing rock boundary   • 
  Retreating rock boundary   •   Infi lling of paleodepressions   •   Exhumation of paleode-
pressions   •   DSD development from blind valleys   •   Transport of cover into the karst   
•   Büdel’s model of double planation   •   Triplex erosion model  

8.1             Introduction 

 The geomorphic evolution of karst surfaces was fi rst studied in the early twentieth 
century, when Grund ( 1914 ) and Cvijič ( 1918 ) proposed evolution models. These 
models applied the principles of W.M. Davis’ cycle of erosion to karst. They out-
lined a general model for the evolution of karst, but did not explain the surface 
development of different karst types. 

 In reality, however, the evolution of the individual karst types differs to various 
extents and shows characteristic properties. This also applies to  covered karst  s. 
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 Waltham and Fookes ( 2003 ) classifi ed karsts observing engineering aspects 
(Fig.  8.1 ). This classifi cation also represents the evolution phases of karst. Two of 
their classes (juvenile and youthful karsts) are less dominated by karst landforms, 
and  covered karst   terrains are of limited extension. For three classes (mature, 
 complex and extreme karsts), karst landforms tend to be larger and larger, and 
 covered karst is becoming more common. (This latter is a novel element compared 
to previous evolution models.) The above classes can be regarded as phases of the 
evolution of a tropical karst, but they also show some characteristics of temperate 
karsts in the early phase of their evolution.

   Williams ( 1985 ,  1987 ) outlines tropical karst evolution. Because of intensive 
dissolution, the surface deepens to the karst water table, and then with the broaden-
ing of  dolines  , corrosion plains and residual hills develop (Williams  1985 ). He 
(Williams  1987 ) presents the formation of stripped terraces and new cockpit gen-
erations through the inheritance of watercourses from the cover in the area of  inter-
mountain plain  s (Fig.  8.2 ).

   According to Ford and Williams ( 2007 ), however, the dissection of the cover is 
not always due to incising watercourses but also to the retreat of the cover margin 
during karstifi cation (Fig.  8.3 ). Here the spatial confi guration of the near-surface 
rocks decides that in which part of the karst the cover will be removed (see below).

   According to Cui et al. ( 2002 ), relying on Büdel’s ( 1957 ) model of peneplana-
tion, the tropical  covered karst  s in China are due to planation, during which double 
levelling surfaces form. The lower level is the surface of the bedrock and the upper 
is that of the cover. The cover is generated during the solution of the  limestone  , 
which, although being denuded, is also recharged from the solutional residue of the 
bedrock. The peneplain of the tropical karst is transformed to the effect of uplift 
(removal of the cover and dissection of the bedrock), as it happens, for instance, on 
the  Tibet Plateau  . 

 Surface evolution on  covered karst   is single phased, two phased or continuous. 
In the case of single-phased evolution, karst formation begins with covered karst 
conditions. This happens if the karst became rapidly covered (Fig.  8.4 ). The devel-
opment of the cover took place either on not yet karstifi ed rock (e.g. during marine 
sedimentation) or on karstic surface (e.g. if lava covered the karst). In this case 
covering was independent from karstifi cation.  Single-phased surface evolution   can 
take place with either impermeable (lava rock, sandstone) or permeable cover 
( loess  ). With impermeable cover, karstic  surface evolution   is closely associated 
with fl uvial geomorphic evolution or develops from the latter, beginning on  buried 
karst  . Single-phased surface evolution is possible on any type of covered karst.

   If developed from  buried karst  ,  epigenetic valley  s, possibly with ponors on their 
fl oor, emerge on the non-karstic terrain. The valleys evolve into valleys with doline 
rows (Jakucs  1977 ), followed by the complete removal of the cover. This version of 
 surface evolution   is not independent, but occurs on several  covered karst   types 
( recent allogenic covered karst  ,  horst covered karst  ). It appears on some portions of 
the above karst types or characterises the early stage of surface evolution. 

 In two-phased geomorphic evolution, the cover is extending gradually. Its devel-
opment is associated with  bare karst   or karst formation. In the fi rst phase of the 
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two-phased evolution, the non-karstic cover is extending because more sediment 
accumulates in the area of the bare karst, than it is removed from there (Fig.  8.5a–c ). 
In the second phase of  surface evolution  , the non-karstic cover is denuded from the 
karst since more sediment is removed than transported upon the karst (Fig.  8.5d ). 
This type of surface evolution can equally happen with impermeable or permeable 
cover (Figs.  8.6  and  8.7 ) and is typical of temperate  covered karst  s.

     Continuous geomorphic evolution takes place if during karstifi cation large 
amounts of solutional residue are generated (Fig.  8.8 ). Bare karst is transformed 
into  covered karst  , and this state is retained for a long time. Further development 
(partial or even complete exhumation or burial) depends on the accumulation of 
solutional residue compared to its removal. This type of  surface evolution   takes 
place on tropical and partly on mediterranean karsts.

8.2        Surface Evolution on Tundra and Taiga Covered Karsts 

 Karstifi cation is hindered by  permafrost  . Karstic surface development is local (at 
 paleokarst   landforms, evaporites) or controlled by valley formation since the water-
courses in valleys make the permafrost thaw.  
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  Fig. 8.2    Redevelopment of  fengcong   karst from rejuvenation of  fenglin   karst. ( a ) Isolated karst 
towers on  alluvial   corrosion plain. ( b ) Shallow incision of river generates lower corrosion plain. ( c ) 
Deep incision of river result in development of new fengcong. Note that in ( c ) the isolated hills of 
the previous phase may become the tops of the highest tier of cones in the modern phase (Williams 
 1987 ) – modifi ed       
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8.3     Surface Evolution on Temperate Karst 

8.3.1     Surface Evolution on Recent Allogenic Covered Karst 

 The cover redeposited from a non-karstic terrain ( cryptokarst   or  buried karst  ) accu-
mulates on the uncovered  paleokarst   surface. In the course of continuous transport, 
the extension of the cover grows in proportion to the ratio of sediment transport 
capacity of watercourses to the capacity of ponors as sediment recipients. 

 If the rate of sediment is higher than ponor capacity, the cover is extending; if its 
rate is lower, the cover is shrinking. With extending cover, the rock boundary shifts 
towards the karst interior ( advancing rock boundary  ). During advance the sites of 
 ponor formation   are also dislocated towards the karst interior, while the previously 
formed ponors are buried. Uncovered karst landforms ( dolines  ,  uvalas  ) are fi lled up 
to various degrees. In the only partially infi lled dolines, the cover can be thin and 
permeable. Thus, in the foreland of the front of ponor formation, patches of 

  Fig. 8.3    Karstic evolution in uplifted dense carbonate rock protected by cover beds;  case 1a  
horizontal beds;  case 1b  strata dip downstream (Ford and Williams  2007 )       
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  concealed karst   with  subsidence dolines   may also emerge. On such a karst, elevated 
mounds represent the uncovered patches of the  covered karst  . 

 If inward transport to the  covered karst   has a similar rate to that of transport from 
this area into the karst, the location of the rock boundary does not alter and  blind 
valleys   are generated. The site of the rock boundary also remains the same if there 
are steep slopes (of karst mound or escarpment) between the uncovered karst and 
the covered karst terrain. Since the end points of blind valleys stay in the same 
place, their slopes erode heavily and neighbouring blind valleys possibly merge. 
For this reason, at  rock boundaries   which remain stable, the chance for the develop-
ment of DSDs is high. DSD generation involves the dissection of the uniform cover 
into isolated patches. If less sediment arrives at the uncovered portion of the karst 
than is transported away from there, the rock boundary shifts towards the opposite 
margin of the karst ( retreating rock boundary  ). The blind valleys are becoming 

  Fig. 8.4    Single-phase  surface evolution   of  covered karst  .  1   limestone  ,  2  non-karstic consolidated 
rock,  3  karst  conduit   fi ll,  4  retreat of rock boundary,  5  solution doline,  6  ponor,  7   caprock   doline, 
 8  valley,  9  inactive ponor,  10  doline (transformed from ponor),  11  true DSD. ( a )  bare karst  ; ( b ) karst 
rapidly covered; ( c ) ponors emerge on the margin of non-karstic rock,  caprock dolines   and ponors 
in its interior; the cover is dissected into patches, and its extension is reduced; ( d ) the cover patches 
are shrinking (are only preserved in the former karst depressions, gradually developing bare karst)       
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shorter, and on their fl oor, several new ponors emerge, and the site of  ponor forma-
tion   retreats if the karst water table is deep below the surface. The blind valleys 
develop into valleys with doline rows. The  bare karst   extends at the expense of the 
covered karst. 

  Fig. 8.5    Two-phased  surface evolution   of  covered karst  .  1   limestone  ;  2  consolidated non-karstic 
rock (impermeable);  3  non-consolidated, impermeable, non-karstic rock;  4  non-impermeable, 
non-karstic rock;  5  ponor fi ll;  6  karst  conduit  ;  7  sediment transport;  8  non-karstic terrain ( buried 
karst  );  9   bare karst  ;  10   cryptokarst   zone;  11   concealed karst  ;  12  mixed  composite karst  ;  13  ponor; 
 14  paleodoline;  15  subsidence doline;  16  true DSD.  A   1   sediment transport upon the karst,  A   2   sedi-
ment transport into the karst,  A   3   outward sediment transport from the karst (fl uvial),  A   4   sediment 
redeposition within the covered karst. ( a ) bare karst; ( b ) beginning of covered karst evolution (the 
margin of the cover advances on the karst); ( c ) the bare karst transforms into covered karst (with 
cryptokarst and concealed karst zone); ( d ) the covered karst transforms into bare karst (the margin 
of the cover is retreating on the karst; the covered karst patches are shrinking)       
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 The karst can extend over the bordering  buried karst   terrains. Then ponors 
emerge on the inheriting valley fl oors. As a consequence of complete inheritance, 
the ponors on the valley fl oors are transformed into  dolines  , which fi ll up and turn 
into  covered karst   patches. 

 With shrinking or stable cover, patches of cover emerge on the  bare karst  , in the 
area of  paleodolines  . In the area of  covered karst  , patch  surface evolution   is island- 
like, isolated and independent. Depending on the composition of the cover, the 
patches are either  cryptokarst   or  concealed karst   terrains. The sediment of the 
patches is transported into the karst through  subsidence dolines   or ponors. 

  Fig. 8.6    Evolution of temperate  buried karst  .  I.  the surface slopes perpendicular to the rows of 
mounds;  II.  the surface slopes in the direction of the rows of mounds;  I.a.  karstic surface develops; 
 I.b.  it is buried, and then the denudation of the cover deposit begins;  I.c.  ponors develop at true  rock 
boundaries  ; the cover is transported into the karst;  I.d . with the lowering of the surface, ponors in 
lower position and DSDs emerge, and the mounds and  paleodolines   are exhumed;  II.a . karstic 
surface develops;  II.b . the karst is buried, and valleys form in the cover deposit;  II.c . ponors 
develop at valley rock boundaries;  II.d.  valley incision is slowed down, and valley sides in the 
cover deposit are denuded;  II.e . ponors develop on the sides of mounds and convey the cover mate-
rial into the karst, and DSDs emerge.  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  direction of transport of 
cover material,  4  direction of shift of  ponor formation  ,  5   chimney   fi ll,  6  mound,  7  doline,  8  valley, 
 9  ponor,  10  DSD       
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  Fig. 8.7    Surface evolution of temperate  concealed karst  .  1   limestone  ,  2  permeable cover deposit, 
 3  direction of transport of cover deposit,  4   chimney   fi ll,  5  doline,  6  mound between  dolines  ,  7  
chimney, shaft,  8   syngenetic   subsidence doline,  9   postgenetic   subsidence doline,  10  destroyed 
subsidence doline,  11  exhumed mound,  12  DSD,  13  valley. ( a )  bare karst   surface; ( b ) burial of 
karst; ( c ) above the mounds  subsidence dolines   develop; ( d ) DSDs develop; ( e – f )  paleodolines   are 
exhumed through the transport of the cover into the karst       
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  Fig. 8.8    Surface evolution of continuously regenerating  covered karst  .  1   limestone  ,  2   solution 
 residue  ,  3   chimney  , shaft,  4  karst water table,  5  former surface,  6  sediment transport,  7  grike,  8  
doline or true DSD,  9  subsidence doline,  10   pinnacle karst  ,  11  inselberg karst ( fengcong  ),  A   1   
 generation of solution residue,  A   2   sediment transport into the karst,  A   3   sediment transport 
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DSDs come about, intensively deepening since they do not receive considerable 
amounts of sediment recharge from their environments. (This situation only changes 
if sediment transport intensifi es from the non-karstic terrain.) With the deepening of 
the DSD and the exhumation of paleodolines and  uvalas  , the partially covered karst 
is transformed into bare karst again.  

8.3.2     Surface Evolution on Renewed Allogenic Covered Karst 

 The uplifted or tilted uplifted karst has lost its sediment source and its certain parts 
even lost their cover. During exhumation, valleys were inherited over the bedrock, 
where ponors and then solution  dolines   emerged. 

 On the uncovered part of the karst, solution  dolines   formed both before and after 
cover formation occur. On the cover patches of the dolines,  covered karst   formation 
takes place. On the  cryptokarst   or  concealed karst   of the cover, DSDs deepen. The 
 paleodolines   are being exhumed. 

 On portions of the karst which are tilted to slope in opposite direction relative to 
the overall slope of the karst, cover deposits are transported towards the uncovered 
zones of the karst. At the edge of the cover, a  ponor row   with blind valley forms. 
The cover is dissected into patches, which are preserved in  dolines   ( uvalas  ) formed 
before cover development. The  paleodolines   are also exhumed here (Fig.  8.9 ).

   The section of the karst which acquired a lower position due to tilting does not 
slope towards the karst interior. Therefore, the watercourses do not fl ow towards the 
karst interior but leave the karst. The cover being thick, the valleys cannot be inher-
ited over to the bedrock, or if they are inherited, only in the case if the height differ-
ence between the karst and the local base level is in relatively high position. Instead 
of karstic, erosional  surface evolution   is typical.  

8.3.3     Surface Evolution on Mantled Allogenic Covered Karst 

 A consolidated rock covers the karstic  limestone   surface ( transitional cryptokarst  ). 
Both at the edge of the cover rock and in the interior at  karst windows  , karstifi cation 
takes place. At the edge of the cover, ponors with  blind valleys   emerge, while in the 
interior,  caprock    dolines   emerge. Caprock  dolines   transform into ponors which 
coalesce and thus constitute DSDs. The denudation of the edge of the cover results 
in its retreat. In the interior of the cover, karstic denudation is a local phenomenon 
(observed at karst windows). The valleys leading to karst landforms cut through the 
cover and  divide   it into patches (Fig.  8.4 ).  

Fig. 8.8 (continued) from the karst (fl uvial). ( a )  bare karst   with grikes; ( b ) covered karst forms, 
and the cover thickens; ( c ) dynamic equilibrium of the covered karst conditions; certain parts take 
pinnacle and other fengcong shape; the vertical dissection of karst increases; ( d ) exhumation, 
 further intensifi cation of vertical dissection of karst; the extension of the covered karst is reduced 
at the expense of the bare karst       
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  Fig. 8.9    Evolution of an  allogenic karst   dissected with  paleokarst   depressions.  1   limestone  ,  2  
impermeable cover,  3  permeable cover,  4  rock boundary,  5  former location of rock boundary,  6  
buried paleodepression,  7  ponor,  8  blind valley,  9  subsidence doline, ( a ) uniform cover, ( b ) cover 
dissected into patches, ( c ) paleodepressions are exhumed       
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8.3.4     Surface Evolution on Horst Covered Karst 

 In the area of mountains dismembered into  blocks  , karstifi cation and, thus, 
 geomorphic evolution are mosaical. Next to each other’s blocks, groups of blocks of 
karstic and non-karstic evolution occur. (The karstic evolution of neighbouring 
blocks can be largely different, too.) The possible varieties of  surface evolution   are 
the following:

 –    The surface of the block is densely dissected by crests and mounds (Fig.  8.10 ). 
From the areas between crests and mounds, if the block is tilted, the cover is 
removed by  pluvial erosion  . On the thinning cover of these sites,  subsidence 
dolines   come about. Beyond some point of time, the cover cannot be transported 
on the surface (the exhuming crests create barriers to sediment transport), and 
the sediment is redeposited into the subsidence  dolines  . Between the crests, 
DSDs emerge. Denudation and DSD deepening is promoted by the presence of 
fossil subsidence dolines since in their area the cover is impermeable. This way 
the cover can be redeposited from their area into the dolines by pluvial erosion.

 –      On the block surfaces, the density of mounds is lower. In this case  subsidence 
dolines   mostly form above buried mounds. Through the coalescence of  dolines   
or by erosional processes (ravine formation,  pluvial erosion   on the doline slopes), 
DSDs develop. To the effect of  fossil dolines  , the removal of the cover is also 
enhanced in this case. In the above cases, the denudation of the cover will not be 
complete. In the neighbourhood of the exhuming mound, if the cover is thick, no 
further subsidence doline emerges. Subsequently, from the environment of the 
mounds, the cover is removed, at most, by sediment transport on the surface. 
Karstifi cation only involves the local denudation of the cover.  

 –   Subsidence  dolines   emerge above the  paleodolines   buried on the block surface. 
In the environs of  subsidence dolines  , the denudation of the cover exposes pale-
odolines. The karstic denudation of the cover is also local in this case.  

 –   Subsidence  dolines   come about on the cover accumulated subsequently on the 
inherited valley fl oors of the block. Through the redeposition of their cover into 
the  subsidence dolines  , details of the valley fl oor may be transformed into DSDs, 
and this results in distinctive covered and uncovered sections of the valley fl oors.  

 –   The block is overlain by impermeable deposits and  epigenetic valley  s emerge. 
Valley evolution is enhanced by the cavities formed below the karst water table. 
Surface evolution on the block is erosional. The percolation of watercourses 
from the inherited valley fl oors may moderate the rate of erosional valley 
evolution.    

 On the individual  blocks  , the above described varieties of  surface evolution   are 
occasionally present simultaneously. Therefore, the evolution of block surfaces can 
be jointly infl uenced by several processes.   

8.3 Surface Evolution on Temperate Karst
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8.4     Surface Evolution on Glaciokarst Covered Karst 

 On glaciokarsts,  covered karst   is generated in  cirques   and troughs. Covered karst 
formation is primarily concentrated in the area of paleodepressions, which are not 
entirely covered or fi lled with the products of glacial accumulation or subsequent 
 mass movements  . If burial is partial, the cover is interrupted by uncovered parts or 

  Fig. 8.10    Surface evolution of a tilted block ( Mester-Hajag  ).  1   limestone    2   frost-shattered debris  , 
 3  cover deposit,  4  tilting,  5  former surface with cover deposit,  6  sediment transport,  7  subsidence 
doline,  8a  surface created by karstifi cation,  8b  gently sloping surface with cover deposit between 
crests,  9  residual feature of karstifi cation,  10  depression of superfi cial deposit (DSD), ( a ) karstifi -
cation, ( b ) tilts, ( c ) burial, ( d ) exhumation (the cover deposit is transported between the mounds), 
 subsidence dolines   form       
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landforms (roches moutonnées). After the ice disappeared, the paleodepressions are 
regarded (true) DSDs, which may be accumulated or exhumed (see below). 

 In lack of watercourses and because of the paleodepressions (with counter-
slopes), surfi cial sediment transport from the glacial valleys does not happen. The 
loss of sediments from glacial valleys can take place during transport into the karst, 
and thus sections of the troughs are exhumed (Fig.  8.11 ). The entire area of the 

  Fig. 8.11    Karstic evolution of glaciated surface.  1   limestone  ;  2  impermeable non-karstic rock;  3  
 debris   fan built of non-karstic rock;  4  morainic deposit;  5  paleodoline;  6   chimney  , shaft;  7  valley; 
 8  rock basin;  9  lake;  10  karren;  11  cirque;  12  glacial trough;  13  mountain foreland;  14  main glacier 
valley bordering (part of) the mountains;  15  DSD in cirque;  16  DSD in glacial trough;  17   postge-
netic   subsidence doline;  18   syngenetic   subsidence doline;  19   covered karst   ponor;  20  shaft doline; 
 21  recent solution doline. ( a ) karstifi cation; ( b )  glacial erosion   and accumulation; ( c ) recent karsti-
fi cation: the cover deposit is being removed from the thresholds between  dolines  ; in the former 
dolines DSDs develop, and on terrains without cover deposit, recent karstifi cation takes place 
(karren and solution dolines come about)       
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patchy  covered karst   is gradually transformed into  bare karst  . Recent recharge of the 
cover deposits of glacial valleys can be intensive (by  mountain collapses  ,  frost shat-
tering  , redeposition of morainic material, etc.). Therefore, individual valley sections 
are occasionally fi lled up to a large extent, and the  paleokarst   and glacial landforms 
are buried.

   The glacially transformed  bare karst   features develop (extend by karstifi cation) 
at a moderate rate (mostly wall karren are created). Their slopes are primarily 
affected by  mass movements  . 

 The degree to which paleodepressions are exhumed depends on the ratio between 
inward and outward transport. Inward transport can be by water or by  mass move-
ments  , while outward transport mainly takes place by the transport of cover deposits 
in solution (Trudgill  1985 ) and through the conduits of ponors and  subsidence 
dolines  . Outward transport is possible if the karst is capable of receiving the sedi-
ment in the karren or  paleokarst   forms ( shafts  , caves) of the  epikarst    zone  . Paleocaves 
are large enough to  function   as recipients of particularly large amounts of sediment. 
The caves, such as those in the Alps (Audra  1994 ; Audra et al.  2006 ), occur at 
highly variable elevations. Therefore, sediment input into the karst also happens at 
different elevations. The DSDs of glaciokarsts develop in paleodepressions and 
 rock basins  . The DSDs of  concealed karst  s can be non-exhuming, exhuming or 
infi lling. On the fl oors of non-exhuming DSDs, there are no subsidence  dolines  , and 
the cover deposit is permeable and non-karstic. The exhuming DSDs receive small 
amounts of sediment from the environment. Their deepening is driven by the solu-
tion of the cover deposit or the transport of cover deposit into the subsidence dolines. 
The DSDs where the origin of subsidence dolines is associated with karren under 
cover are exhuming to a small extent since in this case the karren are only capable 
to receive small amounts of sediment. The DSDs where the density of subsidence 
dolines is high and which are formed above  paleoshafts   are exhuming to medium 
extent. The DSDs with clayey cover deposits (and  ravines   on their surfaces) and 
subsidence dolines above paleoshafts deepen at high rates. The DSDs are infi lling if 
the number of subsidence dolines is low and they have no conduits (there are no 
cavities in the bedrock). 

 On  cryptokarst  , there are both accumulating and exhuming DSDs. The deepen-
ing of the latter can be of considerable rate driven by the action of watercourses on 
the fl oor. The  blind valleys   leading to ponors dissect the fl oor of the DSDs, and 
during deepening, the rock boundary is shifted and new ponors emerge. If the pas-
sage system of the karst is undeveloped, the ponors are clogged and the deepening 
of the DSDs is stopped. The cover extends in the area of the infi lling DSD and the 
rock boundary is shifted towards the karst interior (similarly to the  recent allogenic 
karst  ). At the margin of the cover, where the cover is thinning out,  subsidence 
dolines   emerge. In the environs of  paleoshafts  , there is cover deposit accumulation 
and the paleoshafts are transformed into ponors. 
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8.4.1     Surface Evolution on Cirque Covered Karst 

 Exhumation primarily takes place through the dissolution and  pluvial erosion   of the 
cover. In the area of  cirques  , one or more DSDs come about. There are no ponors 
but  postgenetic    subsidence dolines   are generated. 

 The recipient capacity of  dolines   is considerable since they appear above large- 
size  shafts  . (Particularly under  cirques   in higher elevation, the chance of formation 
of large shafts is high.) Abundant  precipitation   (in the form of snow which is melt-
ing for a long period) favours  pluvial erosion  . Coarse rock  debris  , however, reduces 
the intensity of pluvial erosion. If doline density is high, the fl oor is denuded at a 
uniform rate and planated. If doline density is low, the fl oor is dissected. In both 
cases, the cirque (i.e. the DSD) is deepening. During the denudation of the cover, if 
several DSDs form in the cirque, they may coalesce. In the meantime, the extension 
of the  covered karst   patches is being reduced, while the uncovered karst sections are 
extending. If inward transport happens at a high rate, the  alluvial    fans   may extend 
over the entire cirque fl oor and the  subsidence dolines   are buried.  

8.4.2     Surface Evolution on Glacial Valley Covered Karst 

 Covered karst develops in the areas of both the cirque valley and the glacial trough 
(Fig.  8.11 ), either restricted to the area of the  paleodolines   (e.g. in the case of  pla-
teau glaciers  ) or valley glaciers. 

 In the case of  plateau glaciers  ,  paleodolines   deepen into the plateau surface. The 
cover of the paleodolines (DSDs) denudes, and the features formed in the fi ll deepen 
as they are not supplied with sediment from their environs. 

 The  covered karst   of valley glaciers is either striped (the cover is also present on 
the valley fl oors between paleodepressions) or striped and patchy (the cover is only 
developed in the area of paleodepressions). Striped cover can show transitions 
towards continuous cover (for  pediment   glaciers). In the area of paleodepressions, 
DSDs appear, while on the valley fl oors between them,  subsidence dolines   develop. 
The patchy pattern (and also the striped pattern) develops in paleodepressions 
( dolines  ,  uvalas  ) and  rock basins   (exclusively carved by ice). 

 In the valleys of valley glaciers (particularly in  glacial troughs  , from the valley 
fl oors between paleodepressions), the cover is removed from ever larger areas. 
Denudation is differentiated. The cover is denuded from the valley fl oors between 
paleodepressions, and it is not transported to the here occurring  subsidence dolines   
but into the paleodepressions instead. The deepening of neighbouring paleodepres-
sions of the same glacial trough can take highly variable rates. In the initial stage, 
infi lling is also possible. 

8.4 Surface Evolution on Glaciokarst Covered Karst
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 In the paleodepressions where the cover is impermeable if it includes few 
  limestone   fragments, ponors (with  blind valleys  ) develop. If there are  paleoshafts   
and paleocaves, the fl oor is dissected and deepens. In those where there are no 
 paleoshafts on the bedrock and  covered karren formation   happens, if the cover is 
rich in limestone  debris  , the rate of cover denudation and DSD development is low. 
The fl oor is deepening at a low rate. Finally, those which receive large amounts of 
sediment from their environs are fi lled up. At the termination of the cover, the  sub-
sidence dolines   and ponors are fi lled up, and the cover extends in the paleodepres-
sions. Infi lling DSDs emerge. 

 As a consequence, the dissection of the glacial valley is increasing. This does not 
result from the increasing dissection of the bedrock, but from the fact that some 
paleodepressions lose sediment, while others are fi lled up. The loss of cover leads 
to the extension of uncovered karst terrains.   

8.5     Surface Evolution on Tropical Covered Karst 

 On tropical karst,  covered karst   formation begins with  bare karst   or  buried karst  . 
After formation it survives over a large area (Fig.  8.8 ). On tropical karst,  pinnacle 
karst  , autogenic karst and mixed allogenic–autogenic karst develop. The develop-
ment of pinnacle karst has already been partly presented at the description of pin-
nacle varieties (see Sect.   7.1.3    ). 

 On tropical karst,  surface evolution   begins with grike formation, during which 
pinnacle terrains and inselberg karst develop from widening grikes. Both evolution 
types are described by Büdel’s ( 1957 ) modifi ed model of  double planation  . 
According to Paton ( 1964 ), the grike walls retreat and inselbergs are produced. The 
retreat of grike walls starts when the deepening of the grike fl oor reaches the karst 
water table or an impermeable bed (Fig.   7.3    ). Subsequently, the grikes are only 
broadening. The development of the different varieties of tropical karst depends on 
the amount of the  solution residue   (which is a  function   not only the rate of solution 
but also the amount insoluble material in the karstic rock) and on the rate of its 
removal (on the surface or into the karst). 

 If the accumulation and transport of  solution residue   is in balance, the extent of 
exhumation of the karst surface does not change, but its vertical dissection increases 
(Fig.  8.8a–c ). The reason for this is that during the dissolution of the bedrock, the 
surface of the covered patches is gradually displaced to lower and lower levels. 
If outward transport exceeds the rate of accumulation of the solution residue, it is 
not only the dissection of the karst increases, but the ratio between covered and 
uncovered terrains is modifi ed: the former is reduced, while the latter extend in area 
(Fig.  8.8d ). 
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8.5.1     Surface Evolution of Pinnacle Terrains 

 The widening of grikes by solution was evidenced in our laboratory investigations 
(see Sect.   7.1.3    ). The relationships between the deepening of grike fl oors by solu-
tion, the denudation of the cover and the exhumation of pinnacles and thus the 
evolution of pinnacle terrains were presented by Peng et al. ( 2007 ) in the ‘ triplex 
erosion model  ’. An important condition of the  surface evolution   of pinnacle terrains 
is the presence and thickness of  solution residue  . If the solution residue is not 
removed, because of its thickness the rate of karst ( covered karst  ), evolution is 
reduced and the karst becomes buried. 

 If denudation keeps pace with the generation of the  solution residue   from the 
solution of grike fl oors,  cover thickness   remains stable. Surface lowering is differ-
entiated and results in a higher degree of vertical dissection. This means that surface 
details of grikes will become lower with the exception of inter-grike features (crests, 
pinnacles), which are exhumed. At the same time, with the broadening of grikes, the 
pinnacles may be consumed and covered terrains widened. This alternative evolu-
tion refers to the initial phase of inselberg karst evolution. On  covered karst   terrains, 
 subsidence dolines   and ponors develop. The cover deposit is transported through 
these features and through the grikes (cracks) of the bedrock into the karst. The 
denudation of the cover may also happen by surface  material transport  . The cover is 
either redeposited locally (producing  stone forest   terrain) or transported away. In 
this case, in addition to or instead of karst landforms, a valley network comes about. 

 If the rate of outward transport of the cover exceeds that of  solution residue   gen-
eration, the exhumation of the grikes of the pinnacle terrain begins. This also means 
a reduction in the rate of deepening of grike fl oors.  

8.5.2     Surface Evolution of Autogenic Karst 

 On the  fengcong   variety of autogenic karst,  dolines   or ponors develop in the depres-
sions between inselbergs (Fig.  8.12 ). Subsidence  doline formation   deriving from 
karst water table fl uctuations is typical on valley fl oors or at  plain fengcong  , where 
 katavothra   emerge. Even more common are  subsidence dolines   of similar origin on 
the  fenglin   with  intermountain plain  s, where the karst water table lies close to the 
surface (Fig.  8.12a ).

   During the dissolution of  limestone  , the fl oors of depressions (solution  dolines  ) 
are deepening, but sediment accumulates in the depressions ( solution residue  ). If 
the cover deposit is transported into the karst through the dolines and ponors, DSDs 
are generated during the sediment transport (Fig.  8.12b ). The DSDs are either of 
 concealed karst   type or  cryptokarst   type. 

8.5 Surface Evolution on Tropical Covered Karst
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  Fig. 8.12    Surface evolution on tropical  covered karst  .  1   limestone  ,  2  impermeable cover,  3  perme-
able cover,  4  karst water,  5  elevation,  6  subsidence doline and ponor,  7  former surface of cover 
deposit,  8  former limestone surface,  9   syngenetic   subsidence doline,  10   postgenetic   subsidence doline,
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 The vertical dissection of inselberg karst increases where in the area of DSDs 
between inselbergs outward and inward transport is equal (Fig.  8.12c ). Since simul-
taneously with this balance the bedrock deepens and the cover is denuded, the more 
enduring this balance, the vertical dissection will be more pronounced. Where out-
ward transport is more limited, infi lling becomes predominant and the DSDs are 
fi lled up (Fig.  8.12c ). Particularly in the area of  intermountain plain  s, this situation 
is common: if the karst water table lies above the bedrock surface (induced by rising 
base level or sinking karst),  subsidence dolines   become fossilised. If outward trans-
port exceeds cover accumulation, the DSDs are exhumed (Fig.  8.12d ) and the verti-
cal dissection of the karst is enhanced. On the inselberg karst, DSDs of different 
evolution come about and contribute to the variable morphology of karst type. 

 On  fengcong   karst, vertical dissection can reach remarkable dimensions since 
the karst water table lies under the bedrock surface. For this reason,  subsidence 
dolines   and ponors emerge on the karst. The sediment recipient capacity of the karst 
can be high since there are large caves in the karst. It is not only the vertical dissec-
tion of the fengcong that grows, but the  bare karst   extends at the expense of covered 
if the rate of outward transport exceeds the generation of  solution residue  . 

 On the  fenglin   type (especially at the  intermountain plain   variety), the outward 
transport is limited. Since the karst water table is close to the surface, the cover is 
less likely to be transported into the karst. It is probable that large-scale transport of 
the cover is only possible with fl uctuating karst water level (sinking) or if at devel-
oping intermountain plains, the bedrock did not reach the level of the karst water 
table. Otherwise continuous removal of the cover and thus increasing vertical dis-
section are only possible through fl uvial transport. The surface transport of the 
cover is favoured by the fact that intermountain plains are not closed landforms. 

 Because of the generation of  solution residue   in variable amounts (particularly 
on  fengcong   karst) and because of variable rates of outward transport (particularly 
on  fenglin   karst), the extent of vertical dissection in horizontal direction will also be 
highly variable.  

Fig. 8.12 (continued)  11  ponor,  12  katavothron,  13  depression of superfi cial deposit (its  bottom  is 
 concealed karst  ),  14  depression of superfi cial deposit (its  bottom  is  cryptokarst  ),  15  further devel-
oped DSD,  16  renewed (transformed) DSD,  17  buried depression,  18   fenglin   of high position,  19  
conical inselberg,  20  inter-cone depression (tropical doline),  21  valley and river channel,  22   feng-
cong   of high position,  23  depression within mountain group (tropical doline),  24  mountain group 
of common base,  25  depression between mountain groups (cockpit),  26  fl at terrain between moun-
tain groups,  27  lowland fenglin,  28  intermountain lowland,  29  inselberg. ( a ) ponors develop at the 
margin of the cover deposit of depressions and intermountain lowland, and  subsidence dolines   
emerge on the impermeable cover; ( b ) various DSDs develop through the transport of the cover 
into the karst; ( c )  solution residue   is generated during the dissolution of the limestone, the cover 
deposit thickens, and the limestone basement of the depressions and intermountain lowlands sinks; 
( d ) the vertical dissection of the karst increases: the denudation of the cover is enhanced, new 
 dolines   and ponors emerge, the previously developed subsidence dolines are destroyed, new 
dolines develop, new DSDs come about, and the former DSDs are transformed or infi lled       
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8.5.3     Surface Evolution of Mixed Allogenic–Autogenic Karst 

 The tropical variety of the mixed allogenic–autogenic karst develops if the  fenglin   
is bordered by non-karstic rock (Sect.   4.6.2.6    , Fig.   4.91    ). Here the fenglin is fi lled 
up with sediment from the non-karstic terrain. If the rate of infi lling is high (as the 
marginal ponors are capable of conveying small amounts of sediment into the karst 
interior), the sites of  ponor formation   are shifted into the fenglin interior. The inter-
mountain lowlands receive a cover of non-karstic origin, and ponors emerge at the 
inselbergs and even in the interior of the intermountain lowland. Ponor formation 
primarily takes place at the inselbergs. Because of the position of karst water table 
close to the surface, ponor formation is not possible in the interior of the intermoun-
tain lowland, while at inselbergs it is possible.   

8.6     Surface Evolution on Platform Karst 

 The strata of the carbonate  platform karst   are either horizontal or gently dipping. 
According to Ford and Williams ( 2007 ), with horizontal stratifi cation, the margin of 
the karst cover is retreating from the lower margin of the karst. As a consequence, 
the cover is preserved on the opposite margin of the karst (Fig.  8.3 1a). With gently 
dipping strata, the cover is denuded on the opposite margin of the karst (Fig.  8.3 1b). 
At the upper margin of the karst, older ponors occur along the intercalations of non- 
karstic rocks. At the upper margin of the cover preserved at the lower part of the 
karst, new ponors emerge and cause the retreat of the cover margin in dip 
direction. 

 On evaporites (autogenic  cryptokarst  ),  surface evolution   is controlled by  breccia 
pipes   stoping from great depths. Above them  caprock    dolines   develop to which 
watercourses and their valleys are attached. The denudation of the cover is caused 
by these features as well as the watercourses running in outward direction from the 
karst.  

8.7     Conclusions 

 The  surface evolution   of  covered karst  s follows different courses under different 
climates, but fundamentally three types are identifi ed. It can start from  bare karst   
and  buried karst   or can regenerate continually. On bare karst the cover either derives 
from the outside or locally. Here the covered karst stage is developing gradually, 
and then with the denudation of the cover, the karst is transformed again into bare 
karst. Such a karst is the  recent allogenic covered karst   and the renewed  allogenic 
karst  . In the case of evolution from buried conditions, the cover developed indepen-
dent from karstifi cation. During the denudation of the cover deposit, the covered 
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karst is transformed into bare karst. Such a karst is the  horst covered karst  , the  gla-
ciokarst   covered karst, the mantled allogenic covered karst, the  platform karst   as 
well as the tundra and taiga karst. Continuously existing covered karst is the tropical 
karst. 

 With the exception of tropical karsts, the evolution of  covered karst   ends with the 
removal of the cover, and the karst is transformed into  bare karst  . (This does not 
apply to those karst types which receive sediment recharge from the bordering ter-
rain continuously, also at present.) On glaciokarsts, glacial action proves a connec-
tion between former karstifi cation and covered karst formation ( glacial erosion   
transformed the old landforms and supplies the cover material, too). On tropical 
karsts, covered karst formation is continually present (the covered karst is regener-
ated), and it is not limited to a single stage of geomorphic evolution. The explana-
tion for this is that  limestone   solution produces so high amounts of  solution residue   
which is capable of continuously maintaining covered karst conditions. On tropical 
karst, covered karst is the product of karstifi cation processes. 

 Cover denudation (and thus the elimination of the  covered karst   conditions) 
takes two possible courses: through the surface transport of cover deposits or 
through the transport of the cover into the karst cavities. In addition to the denuda-
tion rate of the cover deposit, the rate of cessation of the covered karst stage is 
controlled by the development stage of karst cavities and the rate of conveyance of 
the sediment input by surface landforms (ponors,  subsidence dolines  ).     
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